Journey through the Workbook of A Course in Miracles by Kenneth Wapnick
Lesson 1
Nothing I see in this room [on this street, from this window, in this place] means
anything.
The idea is to look around — without judgment — at these very prosaic objects in
our world: a table, chair, hand, foot, pen, door, body, lamp, sign, shadow. Notice how
Jesus sneaks the body in; the point is to realize that you normally would think that your
hand is more important than a pen, or your body is more important than a lamp. There
isn’t anyone who does not believe that. Therefore, you need realize how you are coming
to A Course in Miracles with a set of premises that you are not even aware of, a
hierarchy of values that you hold about the world. That is why Jesus instructs us in the
text:
To learn this course requires willingness to question every value that you
hold. Not one can be kept hidden and obscure but it will jeopardize your learning.
No belief is neutral. Every one has the power to dictate each decision you make.
For a decision is a conclusion based on everything that you believe. It is the
outcome of belief, and follows it as surely as does suffering follow guilt and
freedom sinlessness (T-24.in.2: 1 -6).
This very first lesson, which seems so simple, if not simple-minded if you do not
really understand it, contains the complete thought system of A Course in Miracles.
There is no difference among any of the things in this world. They are all equally the
same because they are all part of the illusion, reflecting the same thought system of
separation, which itself is unreal. As you know from your study of the text, the first law of
chaos, the foundation of the thought system of the ego and the world, is that there is a
hierarchy of illusions (T-23.II.2:3). If I believe that my body or hand is more important
than a lamp, I am clearly saying there is a hierarchy of illusions. Again, it would be hard,
if possible at all, to find someone in this world who does not share the belief in that
hierarchy, or who even thinks about that as an issue. Thus, if you give some serious
thought to this, it will become clear to you that your whole life is based upon a lie — the
first law of chaos that says there is a hierarchy of illusions.
Skip to paragraph 3:
(3:1-2) Notice that these statements are not arranged in any order, and make
no allowance for differences in the kinds of things to which they are applied. That
is the purpose of the exercise.
This is not to say that you should give up your investment in your body or in your
hand. Rather, the purpose of these reflections is to help you become aware of how, even
on this very basic level, you are reflecting the ego’s thought system. These lessons are
humbling if you think deeply about them, because they help you realize how much your
life goes against everything that A Course in Miracles is teaching. This means there is a
part of you that does not want to learn this course, because there is a part of you that
does not want to give up your life. You do not want to walk around actually believing
your hand is as meaningless as a pen, because you believe that there is a body that is
real, and that you are truly here in the world. If you believe this, as we all do, you cannot
believe in the reality of God. In other words, the first part of the workbook has as its
purpose, as we were just told, to undo the way that we perceive and we think. This sets
the tone for what will follow.
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(3:2-4) That is the purpose of the exercise [to have us realize that there are
no differences]. The statement should merely be applied to anything you see. As
you practice the idea for the day, use it totally indiscriminately.
That is what generalizing means. Obviously Jesus does not expect us to practice
this exercise with total indiscriminateness; if we could, we would not need these lessons.
The idea is to be aware of how we do not practice this in our lives, even when we are
specifically trying to. When you do this lesson, therefore, you should actually think about
whether you are truly ready to say that “this hand is as meaningless as a pen.” And if
you believe that you think they are the same, take a pen and break it, and then your
hand and break that. You will suddenly realize that you believe there is a real difference.
This is certainly not meant to make you feel guilty, but to help you realize your
investment in identifying with the thought system of separation.
(3:5-7) Do not attempt to apply it to everything you see, for these exercises
should not become ritualistic. Only be sure that nothing you see is specifically
excluded. One thing is like another as far as the application of the idea is
concerned.
It would be very easy to go around to everything in the room and look at different
parts of your body and say: “This does not mean anything.” But then you are just doing it
as a ritual. Basically, a ritual leaves you mindless, which is why people like them. A
friend once said that she liked to say the rosary because she did not have to think. You
just do it. Jesus is telling you not to do that with this workbook. Do not make it into a
ritual. Rituals are designed to keep you mindless. This is a course whose purpose is to
make you mindful. We shall repeatedly return to this theme of the potential danger of
rituals.
It is easy to miss here how Jesus is being “sneaky.” He seems to be telling us that
this idea is only for this lesson. What he is not telling us is that A Course in Miracles itself
rests on this principle!
(4) Each of the first three lessons should not be done more than twice a day
each, preferably morning and evening. Nor should they be attempted for more
than a minute or so, unless that entails a sense of hurry. A comfortable sense of
leisure is essential.
As you do these lessons you should sense Jesus telling you: “These should be
done gently. Do not crucify yourself with them. Do not try to get them perfect. Do not feel
guilty when you believe you fail. Do not make your practice into an obsessive ritual. You
should feel comfortable with these exercises.” His gentleness becomes one of the
significant principles of the workbook, and integrating this gentle kindness into our own
lives is one of the most important lessons we could ever wish to learn. Jesus supplies us
with a wonderful model.
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I have given everything I see in this room [on this street,
from this window, in this place] all the meaning that it has for me.
The first lesson – that nothing means anything – is now extended. The reason
nothing means anything is that you have given meaning to everything, obscuring, as we
shall see presently, its true meaning of forgiveness. You know you have done so
because you think your hand is more important than a pen. Since this clearly cannot be
the way the Holy Spirit thinks, it can only have come from the way you think. God has
not given everything you see around you its meaning, nor has Jesus. You have.
People will say they value something because their parents valued it, and
because they were brought up in a certain culture, religion, socioeconomic stratum, etc.
But that is not an honest statement. If they truly thought about it they would realize they
have not adopted all of their parents’ values, nor the values of their social system, and
so on. They have adopted only those values that resonate with what they want their
values to be.
Even though it is not mentioned here, Jesus is asking for complete honesty with
him; to accept that nothing in this room or world means anything because I am the one
who has given the world meaning, and I — my ego – could never understand true
meaning: forgiveness.
(1) The exercises with this idea are the same as those for the first one.
Begin with the things that are near you, and apply the idea to whatever your
glance rests on. Then increase the range outward. Turn your head so that you
include whatever is on either side. If possible, turn around and apply the idea to
what was behind you. Remain as indiscriminate as possible in selecting subjects
for its application, do not concentrate on anything in particular, and do not
attempt to include everything you see in a given area, or you will introduce strain.
Jesus is telling us not to discriminate by saying that one thing is important and
another is not, or that this thing does not mean anything, but that one does. He is telling
us to be indiscriminate in our practicing. Attempting to include everything will lead to
strain, he tells us, and then a ritual will soon develop as well. Rituals involve strain
because there is always a sense of having to do something. I have to say the prayer a
certain way. I have to do the lesson at the same time every day. I have to go to church
or synagogue every day or every week, or whatever. If it is a ritual, then it is something
that has to be done the same way all the time. And usually, if it is done in a religious
context, it has to be done the same way all the time because that is what God wants, or
the Bible says, or my religious teachers insist on.
Therefore, Jesus is saying not to do these exercises as you would a ritual, and
not to do them with a sense of strain. If you begin to feel strain, he will say you should
stop. This is also an indication you are doing them wrong; that you are doing them with
your ego and not with him.
(2:1) Merely glance easily and fairly quickly around you, trying to avoid
selection by size, brightness, color, material, or relative importance to you.
The very fact that Jesus says “Try to avoid doing this” is telling you that you are
going to try to do this; i.e., to select according to what is important and not important to
you. Even if you do not think you are doing it consciously, unconsciously this would
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certainly have to be the case in light of the hierarchy of values we all share.
(2:2-5) Take the subjects simply as you see them. Try to apply the exercise
with equal ease to a body or a button, a fly or a floor, an arm or an apple. The sole
criterion for applying the idea to anything is merely that your eyes have lighted on
it. Make no attempt to include anything particular, but be sure that nothing is
specifically excluded.
We need to read these lessons thoughtfully, moving beyond the form of the words
to their underlying content or meaning. In other words, we need to realize that Jesus is
teaching us to generalize; that all things are equally meaningless because everything
serves the same ego purpose of separation. We will find later that all things then
become equally meaningful, because everything in our perceptual world can also serve
the purpose of the Holy Spirit. It does not matter what it is; it could be something that we
believe is meaningful, like a body, or something that we believe is meaningless, like an
apple or button. As long as we see, hear, taste, or feel anything, we are saying that the
material world is real; duality and perception are real. This ultimately is a way of saying I
am real. In back of that, of course, is the statement that because the material world is
real, God cannot be. This is the metaphysics underlying these early and wonderful
lessons.
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I do not understand anything I see in this room [on this street, from this window,
in this place].
Nothing in this room means anything because I have given it all the meaning it
has. Therefore, since I have given it its meaning, how could I, a self separated from
meaning, possibly understand it? I can understand it from my ego’s point of view
because it serves the purpose of making the world and my experience of it real. But I
cannot truly understand it, because the purpose of the world, as I discussed in the
Prelude to these volumes, is to prevent me from understanding. True understanding
would have me realize the purpose I have given to everything and everyone in my life.
Again, these early lessons have as one of their important goals to humble us, so that we
realize we do not understand anything. This is what underlies Jesus’ important (if not
outrageous!) statement in the text: “You are still convinced that your understanding is a
powerful contribution to the truth, and makes it what it is” (T-18.IV.7:5).
The lesson begins with the emphasis on indiscriminateness we have already
seen:
(1:1) Apply this idea in the same way as the previous ones, without making
distinctions of any kind.
This means I do not understand anything. I think I understand what the pen or cup
is for, yet do not understand that their ultimate purpose is to keep me rooted in the
illusion and out of Heaven. My ego would tell me the pen is for writing, the cup for
drinking, and clothes for covering the body, but I do not understand the ego’s underlying
purpose for these and all other aspects of the material world.
(1:2-5) Whatever you see becomes a proper subject for applying the idea.
Be sure that you do not question the suitability of anything for application of the
idea. These are not exercises in judgment. Anything is suitable if you see it.
Unconsciously, we certainly do question the suitability of some things. Again, no
one believes that their arm is less important than an apple or a button. We believe there
is an extremely important difference between them.
“Anything is suitable if you see it,” because if I see it, it cannot be real. That is
because we “see” with our eyes, and our eyes, as indeed all our sensory organs, were
specifically made not to see. In other words, they were made by the ego to look outside
the mind, while true vision is only within the mind. It is that fundamental unreality that
unites everything in this world.
(1:6-7) Some of the things you see may have emotionally charged meaning
for you. Try to lay such feelings aside, and merely use these things exactly as you
would anything else.
What is helpful about these lessons — if you pay careful attention to them — is
that they will bring to the surface all our unconscious and hidden values, similar to the
projective tests used by psychologists to help understand the underlying dynamics of a
person’s psychological disorder. We shall see this theme reflected in the lessons to
come.
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(2) The point of the exercises is to help you clear your mind of all past
associations, to see things exactly as they appear to you now, and to realize how
little you really understand about them. It is therefore essential that you keep a
perfectly open mind, unhampered by judgment, in selecting the things to which
the idea for the day is to be applied. For this purpose one thing is like another;
equally suitable and therefore equally useful.
This is the deepest statement made so far, and its meaning should be abundantly
clear. Jesus is trying to help us let go of the past, for as long as it remains hidden from
our awareness we cannot undo it. Left buried, therefore, the past continues to rear its
guilt-ridden and judgment-laden head time and time again. The key to this undoing lies
in the principle underlying these exercises: the inherent sameness of all illusions.
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These thoughts do not mean anything.
They are like the things I see in this room [on this street, from this window, in this
place].
Jesus is helping us realize it is not only what we see that has no meaning, but our
thoughts about what we see have no meaning as well. In later lessons he explains that
our thoughts are no different from what we perceive. The inner and outer are one and
the same.
(1) Unlike the preceding ones, these exercises do not begin with the idea for
the day. In these practice periods, begin with noting the thoughts that are
crossing your mind for about a minute. Then apply the idea to them. If you are
already aware of unhappy thoughts, use them as subjects for the idea. Do not,
however, select only the thoughts you think are “bad.” You will find, if you train
yourself to look at your thoughts, that they represent such a mixture that, in a
sense, none of them can be called “good” or “bad.” This is why they do not mean
anything.
Both our perception and thinking are variable. What is variable is not unchanging,
by definition, and if it is not unchanging, it cannot be of God. This statement reflects one
of the core premises on which the logic of A Course in Miracles rests. Anything of God
must share in His attributes. If it does not, it cannot be of Him and so must be unreal or
illusory. Thus, if there is something that changes it cannot be of the Changeless, and
therefore does not exist and must be inherently meaningless, having separated from
what alone has meaning. As we pay attention to our thoughts, therefore, we shall see
their randomness, variableness, and fleeting nature, all of which attest to their
meaninglessness. As variable, therefore, they must be of the ego, which is always about
change, owing its origin to the original change from the Changeless One.
These early lessons, with their deceptively simple exercises, point us gradually
and gently to the recognition of their truth as we apply them to our everyday lives.
(2) In selecting the subjects for the application of today’s idea, the usual
specificity is required. Do not be afraid to use “good” thoughts as well as “bad.”
None of them represents your real thoughts, which are being covered up by them.
The “good” ones are but shadows of what lies beyond, and shadows make sight
difficult. The “bad” ones are blocks to sight, and make seeing impossible. You do
not want either.
Our real thoughts are of love or oneness, which must be non-specific, A Course in
Miracles’ definition of the term abstract. These abstract thoughts are covered by the
ego’s world of specifics. What we want is the truth, not a shadow or block. Like good
Platonists, we want the Good that lies beyond the concept of good. Good and bad are
concepts, and as we are taught near the end of the text:
Salvation can be seen as nothing more than the escape from concepts. It
does not concern itself with content of the mind, but with the simple statement
that it thinks (T-31.V.14:3-4).
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minded ones (the “bad”), but in the end their specificity, too, must disappear into the
abstract or non-specific Love of our Source.
(3) This is a major exercise, and will be repeated from time to time in
somewhat different form. The aim here is to train you in the first steps toward the
goal of separating the meaningless from the meaningful. It is a first attempt in the
long-range purpose of learning to see the meaningless as outside you, and the
meaningful within. It is also the beginning of training your mind to recognize what
is the same and what is different.
This is a pregnant thought the meaningless is outside, because what is outside is
unreal. The “meaningful within” are the Holy Spirit’s thoughts in our minds. Anything that
we perceive outside and believe is real serves the purpose of the ego, which is to keep
us thinking that what is meaningless is true. All of this then becomes a cover for the truly
meaningful. The Holy Spirit, however, teaches us to see that what is out in the world
serves the purpose of teaching us that there is no world. Therein lies its meaning. The
objects are not meaningful in themselves, but the Holy Spirit’s purpose supplies their
meaning. Everything seen without Him is meaningless.
The ego has us value what is in the world so that we will believe in the reality of
the thought system of separation the world reflects. The Holy Spirit has us perceive what
is in the world so that we will ultimately realize there is no world. Thus, “what is the
same” is everything within the ego’s thought system, and everything within the Holy
Spirit’s thought system: Guilt is guilt, regardless of its form; love is love, regardless of its
form. But these two systems differ from each other, because the ego’s thought system
roots us further in hell, while the Holy Spirit’s brings us home. Thus we learn the inherent
sameness of all thoughts within the two thought systems, and the intrinsic difference
between these two.
(4) In using your thoughts for application of the idea for today, identify each
thought by the central figure or event it contains; for example:
This thought about _____ does not mean anything. It is like the things I see
in this room [on this street, and so on].
Note this early emphasis — to be repeated throughout — on the need to be
specific in our application of the day’s idea. Without such application the exercises are
meaningless to us.
(5) You can also use the idea for a particular thought that you recognize as
harmful. This practice is useful, but is not a substitute for the more random
procedures to be followed for the exercises. Do not, however, examine your mind
for more than a minute or so. You are too inexperienced as yet to avoid a
tendency to become pointlessly preoccupied.
This is part of Jesus’ purpose in making us feel humble. We do not yet know the
difference between what is harmful and what is harmless. This is similar to his instruction
to us in the text that we do not know the difference between pain and joy (T-7.X), and
imprisonment and freedom (T-8.II). And so we pointlessly preoccupy ourselves with
pursuing what will hurt us, rather than learning what alone will bring us peace and joy.
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(6) Further, since these exercises are the first of their kind, you may find the
suspension of judgment in connection with thoughts particularly difficult. Do not
repeat these exercises more than three or four times during the day. We will return
to them later.
Jesus does not want you to feel guilty because you cannot do the exercises, but
he does want you to be aware that you are having trouble doing them. Implied in that is
the following statement: “I am having trouble doing them because I do not want to give
up my belief, not only that the objects in my life are meaningful, as are my thoughts, but
that I am meaningful. I, as an individual, special being am meaningful.” That is why these
lessons are “particularly difficult.”
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I am never upset for the reason I think.
This is one of the lessons I frequently quote, for it goes to the heart of our
practice. We obviously think we are upset because of what is going on in the world and
how it impinges on us. But the only reason we are upset, which is not explicitly taught
here, although implied, is that we chose the ego as our teacher instead of Jesus.
(1) This idea, like the preceding one, can be used with any person, situation
or event you think is causing you pain. Apply it specifically to whatever you
believe is the cause of your upset, using the description of the feeling in whatever
term seems accurate to you. The upset may seem to be fear, worry, depression,
anxiety, anger, hatred, jealousy or any number of forms, all of which will be
perceived as different. This is not true. However, until you learn that form does not
matter, each form becomes a proper subject for the exercises for the day.
Applying the same idea to each of them separately is the first step in ultimately
recognizing they are all the same.
Expressed here, again, is the paradox that we are to keep practicing with
specifics so that we learn that everything is the same and non-specific. Indeed, this is
the central theme of the process given us in A Course in Miracles that will eventually
awaken us from the dream. By practicing forgiveness each and every time we
experience upset or dis-ease — the form of our discomfort — we shall become aware of
the underlying content of guilt that is the source of discomfort. That is when we finally
learn the inherent sameness of all illusions. At this point they will disappear, leaving only
the content of love, our only comfort and the true source of peace. This lesson is
extremely important because we all get upset, and are always sure about the cause.
This helps us realize that we are not upset because of what is outside, but only because
of the way we are looking at what is outside.
The lesson’s specific assignment of identifying the specific form of upset, and the
cause we ascribe to it follows:
(2) When using the idea for today for a specific perceived cause of an upset
in any form, use both the name of the form in which you see the upset, and the
cause which you ascribe to it. For example:
I am not angry at ______ for the reason I think.
I am not afraid of ______ for the reason I think.
Jesus now quickly moves us from the bodily world of feelings to the mind’s world
of our thoughts:
(3) But again, this should not be substituted for practice periods in which
you first search your mind for “sources” of upset in which you believe, and forms
of upset which you think result.
Jesus returns us to the mind-searching aspect of his training. We are to become
accustomed to looking within, learning to pay attention to our heretofore repressed guilt,
the ultimate source of what we think are our upsets.
(4) In these exercises, more than in the preceding ones, you may find it hard
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to be indiscriminate, and to avoid giving greater weight to some subjects than to
others. It might help to precede the exercises with the statement:
There are no small upsets. They are all equally disturbing to my peace of
mind.
We would all tend to discriminate. When something minor upsets us we think we
are only “mildly annoyed.” Then later in the day something major happens and we
become really angry. And we think there is a difference. This is the issue we have been
addressing. The ego has us reaffirm the principle that there is a hierarchy of illusions,
since this is one of its primary defenses against the Oneness of God: the specificity of
the dualistic world belies the unified reality of Divine Abstraction, to use a team from the
text (T-4.VII.5:4). This is the reality the ego never wants us to remember or reflect here,
since that means the end of the ego.
Jesus continues his instructions to us in the same vein:
(5-6) Then examine your mind for whatever is distressing you, regardless of
how much or how little you think it is doing so.
You may also find yourself less willing to apply today’s idea to some
perceived sources of upset than to others. If this occurs, think first of this:
I cannot keep this form of upset and let the others go. For the purposes of
these exercises, then, I will regard them all as the same.
This is what we are to say when tempted to make a hierarchy of what upsets us.
And then Jesus reiterates the point in the next sentence:
(7:1) Then search your mind for no more than a minute or so, and try to
identify a number of different forms of upset that are disturbing you, regardless of
the relative importance you may give them.
We can see how many times in these early lessons Jesus reminds us how we
continually try to make a hierarchy of our experiences, believing some things are
important and others are not. He is training us to realize they are all the same. Once
again, an illusion is an illusion is an illusion.
A deeper study of what is taught in A Course in Miracles yields a rather disturbing
revelation: when we are upset, we want to be upset, for that proves we are the innocent
victims of what the victimizer is doing to us. We shall return to this very important
teaching of the Course later, but for now I can mention two very specific discussions of
this: “The Picture of Crucifixion” (T-27.I) and “Self-Concept versus Self” (T-3 1.V).
The remainder of the paragraph repeats the earlier instruction, emphasizing the
need to be both specific and gentle in our practice.
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I am upset because I see something that is not there.
This lesson is a bombshell. What is so intriguing about these first lessons is that
Jesus does not become involved with weighty metaphysics. Yet that is exactly what
grounds the idea that “I am upset because I see something that is not there.” What is
upsetting me is within me, not outside. There is nothing outside me. What I think I see is
merely a projection of a thought in my mind, and this thought — of separation from God
— is not there either! My perceptions are of illusions, the projections of thoughts that are
themselves illusions. What else can an illusion breed but further illusions?
The first paragraph, as it itself states, is already familiar in its emphasis on
specificity. Paragraph 2 should also be familiar:
(2) Today’s idea is useful for application to anything that seems to upset
you, and can profitably be used throughout the day for that purpose. However, the
three or four practice periods which are required should be preceded by a minute
or so of mind searching, as before, and the application of the idea to each
upsetting thought uncovered in the search.
Mind searching is the focal point of Jesus’ message and the means of applying
his teachings to our daily experiences. He then returns to two ideas mentioned in Lesson
5:
(3) Again, if you resist applying the idea to some upsetting thoughts more
than to others, remind yourself of the two cautions stated in the previous lesson:
There are no small upsets. They are all equally disturbing to my peace of
mind.
And:
I cannot keep this form of upset and let the others go. For the purposes of
these exercises, then, I will regard them all as the same.
It would be difficult to over-emphasize the importance of this idea of the inherent
sameness of all things — both large and small upsets (as well as large and small
pleasures). It occupies a central place in Jesus’ teaching, as it is the means of our
learning to tell the difference between illusion and truth or, in Plato’s words, appearance
and reality.
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I see only the past.
Lesson 7 is essentially a summary of the previous six lessons, as we see in the
first paragraph where they are repeated almost verbatim.
In the second paragraph we find Jesus returning to an idea he mentioned briefly
in the second paragraph of Lesson 3 – the importance of clearing our minds of past
thoughts. Now, he elaborates: The reason that nothing means anything, that we have
given everything the meaning it has, etc., is that we are seeing only the past. Keeping in
mind the equation of sin, guilt, and fear with past, present, and future will help you
understand the motivation for seeing only the past. Sin is equated with separation, which
proves that I am an individual, autonomous from God. Once I believe this lie, it will
automatically be projected out and take the form of the past. Thus, I see the past in
everything, because I want to maintain my individual identity. Here is how Jesus says it:
(2) Old ideas about time are very difficult to change, because everything
you believe is rooted in time and depends on your not learning these new ideas
about it. Yet that is precisely why you need new ideas about time. This first time
idea is not really so strange as it may sound at first.
Whenever we are upset it is because we are equating something that just
happened with something that happened in the past. I see a particular person and I
know what I am supposed to do: This is an authority, and so my hate justified; this is my
rival, and so I have to hate this person; this one is of a certain skin color, which I must
hate. Hate is always based on the past. Most of the time, though, it is more subtle than
these examples, which is why we need practice to recognize and accept this “first time
idea.”
In sum, then, the purpose of seeing the past in everything is that it enables me to
say that I exist. Thus, making the past real is the same as saying sin or separation is
real, and therefore so am I. Incidentally, note the word play on the word “time” in 2:2-3.
We are now given a very specific, albeit a seemingly trivial example:
(3) Look at a cup, for example. Do you see a cup, or are you merely
reviewing your past experiences of picking up a cup, being thirsty, drinking from a
cup, feeling the rim of a cup against your lips, having breakfast and so on? Are
not your aesthetic reactions to the cup, too, based on past experiences? How else
would you know whether or not this kind of cup will break if you drop it? What do
you know about this cup except what you learned in the past? You would have no
idea what this cup is, except for your past learning. Do you, then, really see it?
But this is true of everything. We literally see nothing, because we are seeing the
past, which is not there.
(4) Look about you. This is equally true of whatever you look at.
Acknowledge this by applying the idea for today indiscriminately to whatever
catches your eye. For example:
I see only the past in this pencil.
I see only the past in this shoe.
I see only the past in this hand.
I see only the past in that body.
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I see only the past in that face.
It is interesting to note Jesus’ choice of objects to be perceived; they include
inanimate as well as animate ones. We shall continue to return to this point, but for now
let me underscore again the important teaching that since the world is “the outside
picture of an inward condition” (T-21.in.1:5) and this inward condition is an illusion, the
outside picture must be an illusion, too. Moreover, as there is no “hierarchy of illusions,”
there can be no intrinsic difference among all the objects of our perceptual world,
inanimate or animate. They are all equally illusory, and thus they are the same. While it
goes without saying that this flies in the face of our experience, we are also being taught
that our experiences are false. In these lessons we are seeing Jesus’ preliminary and
subtle attempts at teaching us this truth as he gently leads us to their acceptance, and
beyond them to God — the truth.
Finally, still another caution against the temptation to exclude what we feel is not
important, which very often is a veil concealing what we secretly believe to be quite
important, what the text refers to as our “secret sins and hidden hates” (T-31.VIII.9:2):
(5) Do not linger over any one thing in particular, but remember to omit
nothing specifically. Glance briefly at each subject, and then move on to the next.
Three or four practice periods, each to last a minute or so, will be enough.
Indiscriminateness in responding to the illusory world of perception remains the
central focus of this early part of the workbook. It contains the means of undoing the
ego’s thought system of separation, the essence of miracles: there is no order of
difficulty among them (T-1.I.1:1).
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My mind is preoccupied with past thoughts.
There is a discernible sequence to the lessons as one continues to read and
practice them. Jesus begins with simple ideas and statements about the way we
perceive the world. He then quickly moves to the way we perceive our thoughts and,
beginning with Lesson 8, he develops much more clearly the specific cause and effect
connection between our thoughts and the world. Here, for the first time in the workbook,
he speaks about the world’s unreality. He also introduces the idea of projection, a
principle that was implied in the first seven lessons, but will be clearly identified in the
lessons to follow. Jesus has been telling us up to this point that what we see is
meaningless because what we see is coming from what we think. And what we think (in
our ego minds) is meaningless because it denies true Meaning. This has not been
clearly stated in the lessons to date, although we have discussed it, but it certainly has
been implied and will be more explicitly stated in the lessons to come.
(1:1) This idea is, of course, the reason why you see only the past.
Lesson 7, “I see only the past,” introduced the idea that everything we perceive is
meaningless because it is based on our thoughts of the past. In Lesson 8, Jesus
continues and extends his discussion of time and the past: My mind is preoccupied with
past thoughts. It is not simply that we see only the past, which, again, was the theme of
Lesson 7, but we see only the past because we think only the past. Jesus is here
introducing the idea that what we see outside comes from what we think inside, a major
theme of the text: “projection makes perception” (T-13.V.3:5; T-21.in.1:1). What we
believe and have made real about ourselves within, whether as children of the ego or
children of God, will be directly reflected in what we perceive outside, because the inner
and outer are the same. This is a variation of the essential principle in A Course in
Miracles that ideas leave not their source. We shall return later to this all-important
theme. That my mind is preoccupied with past thoughts is, of course, why we see only
the past (1:1). Although not clearly stated here, but clearly implied, is the principle that
what we see comes from what we think. That is why:
(1:2) No one really sees anything.
This is another of those statements that, when you begin to read the text and do
the lessons, your mind would tend to gloss over, because you really do not want to
accept what Jesus is saying. He means this literally: “No one really sees anything.”
(1:3) He sees only his thoughts projected outward.
In the text there are many passages — a couple in the workbook, too – where
Jesus explains that the body’s eyes do not see, just as the body does not think, feel,
hear, or do anything. It simply does what the mind tells it to do (e.g., T-28.V.5:3-8;
VI.2:1-9; M-8.3:3-4:3). The body can be thought of then as simply a puppet or robot that
carries out the dictates of its master. That is why we do not see anything. All that we
“see,” and basically this see should be in quotes, is a projection of what we have been
thinking. And, as we have seen, what we have been thinking in listening to the ego is
quite simply nothing.
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(1:4) The mind’s preoccupation with the past is the cause of the
misconception about time from which your seeing suffers.
In the Prelude, as well as in discussing the Introduction to the workbook, I
mentioned that one way of understanding time as we know it, i.e., as linear — past,
present, and future – is to see it as nothing more than a reflection or shadow of the ego’s
thought system of sin, guilt, and fear. When we choose our individuality over the Holy
Spirit’s oneness, and then seek to preserve this individual identity, the ego has us
construct its thought system of sin, guilt, and fear. To restate this important dynamic: sin
says we have sinned against God in the past; we experience guilt over what we have
done in what the ego calls the present; and since guilt always demands punishment, we
then become afraid of God’s punishment, which we believe we deserve. That fear of
punishment, of course, points to the future. If you keep in mind this “unholy trinity” of sin
(past), guilt (“present”), and fear (future) as you read this first paragraph, it will make
much more sense. When we look outside we see a world ruled by time. It is, of course,
also a world of space. Space and time, as the text describes them, are opposite sides of
the same mistake (T-26.VI11.1:3-5).
Thus, everything we see outside we see in terms of the past, because we see it
through the lens of our individual identity. This identity is rooted in sin, the belief that we
have separated from God and now exist as separate entities. Since we believe we are at
war with God, a theme to be developed later, we must then also believe we are at war
with everyone else. As a result, every perception in our world is geared toward dealing
with the issue of specialness: who is the special person who will win, and who the
special person who will lose. When this is expressed directly, it is special hate; when
concealed, it is special love. Moreover, specialness is rooted in the ego’s notion of time,
which, once again, comes from the belief in sin, guilt, and fear. Thus specialness cannot
not be rooted in the past.
The “misconception about time” is that it is real — there is a past, present, and
future – and that the present and future are directly caused by the past. Thus what we
are today is because of our past. The future, likewise, will be merely an extension of the
ego’s present.
(1:5) Your mind cannot grasp the present, which is the only time there is.
The ego’s present is not this “present,” what A Course in Miracles refers to as the
“holy instant.” As this experience is not rooted in time, it is also not rooted in sin, guilt,
and fear. It is rooted in the right-minded presence of the Holy Spirit, in which vision – not
based on the past, and certainly not on specialness – becomes the means for love to
guide us from within.
(1:6) It [your mind] therefore cannot understand time, and cannot, in fact,
understand anything.
This is because everything we think we understand is rooted in the seeming
reality of the spatial and temporal world. As long as we identify ourselves as individuals,
separate and autonomous, we must believe in the entirety of the ego system. Everything
we perceive, therefore, will be a shadow of its illusory thought of separation, which
means we will not understand anything.
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I see nothing as it is now.
Lesson 9 logically follows from Lessons 7 and 8. If my thoughts are meaningless
because they are preoccupied with a past that does not exist, and the past does not
exist because it is rooted in sin and separation, which never happened, then it must
logically follow that “I see nothing as it is now.”
(1:1-2) This idea obviously follows from the two preceding ones. But while
you may be able to accept it intellectually, it is unlikely that it will mean anything
to you as yet.
This is a mild understatement. The idea will not mean anything to us because we
are terrified of what it really means. In the holy instant, which is the meaning of “now,”
there is nothing to see. Chapter 18 in the text says: “At no single instant does the body
exist at all” (T-18.VII.3:1), which means that in the holy instant there is no body. Why?
Because there is no thought of separation; no sin, guilt, and fear, and therefore no body
is needed to defend against those thoughts. These are the blocks to truth that Jesus
referred to in the previous lesson. Thus, everything I “
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It is extremely hard for us to believe that what we are seeing is not there. We
think we see a room full of people and chairs, a clock, a frozen lake [this class was held
during the winter in the New York Catskill Mountains], etc. In “reality,” all we are seeing
is an out-picturing of our thoughts of separation, the specific forms that are projections of
our illusory thought system.
(2:2-3) This idea can be quite disturbing, and may meet with active
resistance in any number of forms. Yet that does not preclude applying it.
Again, it is not necessary to understand or agree with the ideas in the workbook.
Jesus is simply asking us to do them. The thought for today should be disturbing, and
there is something wrong if it is not. As we have already discussed, if what you are
seeing is not there, and you experience seeing yourself — your physical self and your
thoughts — then you are not there. What could be more disturbing than that? It is not
necessary to accept this idea as truth. Jesus is simply asking you to begin the process of
training your mind to think the way he thinks.
(2:4-5) No more than that is required for these or any other exercises. Each
small step will clear a little of the darkness away, and understanding will finally
come to lighten every corner of the mind that has been cleared of the debris that
darkens it.
This is an extremely important theme, and one we shall restate again and again:
undoing the interferences to remembering love. When you get the mind’s darkening
debris out of the way — i.e., the meaningless thoughts rooted in the ego’s thought
system — what is left is the vision of Christ, and that is understanding. This has nothing
to do with what happens in the world, but with realizing that there is nothing here in the
world to understand. I am reminded of a statement Michelangelo made about his
sculpture. He explained that he first saw the image in the stone, and then took away
what did not belong. The image of Christ, which is the light of our true Identity, is already
in our minds through the Holy Spirit. Our responsibility is simply to bring to His truth the
darkening debris of our illusions, which leads to an experience of the Love of God and
the oneness of the Sonship.
The rest of the lesson provides instructions for the exercises. Note again that
Jesus emphasizes indiscriminate application — excluding nothing. He is helping us to be
specific without being ritualistic and obsessive, the ultimate purpose being to generalize
from the specific to all aspects of the perceptual world — the trivial and important, both
near and far. Jesus closes the lesson with still another reminder:
(5) It is emphasized again that while complete inclusion should not be
attempted, specific exclusion must be avoided. Be sure you are honest with
yourself in making this distinction. You may be tempted to obscure it.
As you progress through the workbook, you will see the significance of these
instructions not to exclude, as well as to be honest in seeing the resistance to undoing
the ego.
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My thoughts do not mean anything.
Lesson 4 stated: “These thoughts do not mean anything.” As Jesus explains in
the second paragraph, he now says “My” instead of “These,” thus making the teaching
much more personal for us.
(1) This idea applies to all the thoughts of which you are aware, or become
aware in the practice periods. The reason the idea is applicable to all of them is
that they are not your real thoughts. We have made this distinction before, and
will do so again. You have no basis for comparison as yet. When you do, you will
have no doubt that what you once believed were your thoughts did not mean
anything.
Our “real thoughts” would be anything in our right minds, anything that comes
from the Holy Spirit. In this sense, an unreal thought would be, for example, that
someone is attacking me. The real thought would be that this is a call for love, and it is a
call for love that is shared by me. However, as Jesus is teaching us here, we are still far
too identified with our thoughts to be able seriously to entertain what he is saying to us
about the thoughts that our thoughts are covering. But, we are only on Lesson 10!
(2) This is the second time we have used this kind of idea. The form is only
slightly different. This time the idea is introduced with “My thoughts” instead of
“These thoughts,” and no link is made overtly with the things around you. The
emphasis is now on the lack of reality of what you think you think.
Jesus is not talking about what we perceive outside; he is now talking about what
we think. You can see in these lessons how he goes back and forth in his gentle
attempts at convincing us that we are not who we think we are. It is a process that
gradually leads us through the labyrinth of our ego’s thought system – the seeming terror
of the circle of fear he describes in the text (T-18.IX.3:7-4:1) – to the Love of God that
happily awaits us just beyond.
Paragraph 3 is a nice statement of projection, although the term itself is not used:
(3) This aspect of the correction process began with the idea that the
thoughts of which you are aware are meaningless, outside rather than within; and
then stressed their past rather than their present status. Now we are emphasizing
that the presence of these “thoughts” means that you are not thinking. This is
merely another way of repeating our earlier statement that your mind is really a
blank. To recognize this is to recognize nothingness when you think you see it. As
such, it is the prerequisite for vision.
Jesus wants us to understand that our thoughts are nothing. However, we take
these thoughts of nothingness and project them because we think they are real. Thus
are they seen as real images in the outside world. Jesus wants us to understand that the
thoughts that are now the projected source of our perceptions are not really there. Our
minds, to repeat this important idea, are filled with thoughtless thoughts, or thoughtless
ideas, because they are based on the ego’s illusory thought system of separation.
(4) Close your eyes for these exercises, and introduce them by repeating
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the idea for today quite slowly to yourself. Then add:
This idea will help to release me from all that I now believe.
The exercises consist, as before, in searching your mind for all the
thoughts that are available to you, without selection or judgment. Try to avoid
classification of any kind. In fact, if you find it helpful to do so, you might imagine
that you are watching an oddly assorted procession going by, which has little if
any personal meaning to you. As each one crosses your mind, say:
My thought about _____ does not mean anything.
My thought about _____ does not mean anything.
This is an example of what it means to look with Jesus at your ego, the
importance of which we continually emphasize. The you that looks, with no personal
attachment to these thoughts, is the decision-making part of our minds, return to which is
the Course’s goal and the meaning of the miracle that gives A Course in Miracles its
name. The process entails standing back with Jesus, watching your ego make a case
against someone or yourself; seeing it take a fragment here and a piece form there,
weaving together a seemingly complete picture in order to prove you are right about your
perceptions of victimization in the world, and that everyone else is wrong, including the
Holy Spirit. You simply watch your ego in action – “an oddly assorted procession going
by” – its purpose being to confuse us about our identity, making us believe we are a
body not a mind. While Jesus is not giving us his full teaching here, he is laying out its
basic principles.
Finally:
(5) Today’s thought can obviously serve for any thought that distresses you
at any time. In addition, five practice periods are recommended, each involving no
more than a minute or so of mind searching. It is not recommended that this time
period be extended, and it should be reduced to half a minute or less if you
experience discomfort. Remember, however, to repeat the idea slowly before
applying it specifically, and also to add:
This idea will help to release me from all that I now believe.
You can see, once again, the importance generalization holds for Jesus. We are
asked to practice — with the same gentle kindness he exhibits toward us — with our
specific misperceptions, in order to generalize the principles learned in these
applications to all our experiences. This theme continues to recur throughout these early
lessons.
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My meaningless thoughts are showing me a meaningless world.
Jesus now explicitly draws the connection between our thoughts and what we
perceive, so that the reason nothing we see around us has any meaning (Lesson 1) is
that what we are supposedly seeing comes from a thought that has no meaning. This
lesson clearly expresses that cause-effect relationship.
(1:1-2) This is the first idea we have had that is related to a major phase of
the correction process; the reversal of the thinking of the world. It seems as if the
world determines what you perceive.
We could add: “what you feel, what you think, your emotions, your problems,” etc.
For example, I perceive two people having a fight because they are fighting. Or my body
feels cold because the temperature is below freezing. That is how the world thinks, and
how everyone experiences the world. However, if all this comes from our thoughts, part
of the ego’s dream of separation, it must be these thoughts that dreamt the freezing
temperature and the bodies that react to it. Our sensory apparatus, therefore, proves to
us there is a world that is independent of us, and that we are the innocent victims of
events beyond our control. This surely does not mean we are to feel guilty if we are
discomforted by a bitterly cold day. It simply means we should realize we are cold
because we identify with the body, which in turn means we identify with the ego’s
thought system of separation, all of which is meaningless. Again:
(1:3-5) Today’s idea introduces the concept that your thoughts determine
the world you see. [They also determine the world that you experience.] Be glad
indeed to practice the idea in its initial form, for in this idea is your release made
sure. The key to forgiveness lies in it.
This is an extremely important statement. Jesus is telling us simply to listen to him
and practice this idea in its initial form. He is implying that he is going to build this up
over the course of the year of workbook lessons and through our systematic study of the
text. That is how we learn forgiveness. I cannot forgive a world that is real. I cannot
forgive others for what they have actually done, regardless of the seeming effect it has
had on me. I can forgive you only by realizing I am the one who put you in my dream,
and it is my dream. That is the key to forgiveness, and to the important definition in A
Course in Miracles that you forgive your brother for what he has not done to you (e.g.,
W-pII.1.1:1). It may very well be that the person has done a great deal to you or to
others on the physical or psychological level. But on the level of your mind he has done
nothing, because he is nothing but a thought in your mind. Just as you, the victim of the
victimizer, are also a thought in your mind. Victim and victimizer are one and the same. It
should be noted that the mind, which antedates the temporal and spatial world, is
outside time and space. As I discussed earlier in this book, time and space are but the
projection into form of the mind’s content of separation, and sin, guilt, and fear.
All this is implied here, though not stated explicitly. Indeed, Jesus does not have
to state it clearly here, because that is the purpose of the text. The workbook’s purpose
is to have us begin the process of applying these ideas, and to begin to understand that
what we think we see is not what we are really seeing. We see but a projection of a
thought within our minds; a purposive thought, as I mentioned briefly before, which
ensures that our thought system wins out and Jesus’ loses; we are right and he is
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wrong. The separated world of pain and suffering witnesses to the fact we are right. That
is why we made it the way we did.
Now to the gentle instructions for the day’s exercise:
(2) The practice periods for today’s idea are to be undertaken somewhat
differently from the previous ones. Begin with your eyes closed, and repeat the
idea slowly to yourself. Then open your eyes and look about, near and far, up and
down, — anywhere. During the minute or so to be spent in using the idea merely
repeat it to yourself, being sure to do so without haste, and with no sense of
urgency or effort.
We begin the exercise with our eyes open as we look around, and then close
them. Jesus again underscores that there is no difference between what we see and
what we think. They are one, for the inner and outer are the same. Note again Jesus’
instructions in ease and effortlessness; pressure merely strengthens the very ego we are
trying to undo.
Jesus’ words in the next paragraph underscore the process of mind training he is
leading us through:
(3) To do these exercises for maximum benefit, the eyes should move from
one thing to another fairly rapidly, since they should not linger on anything in
particular. The words, however, should be used in an unhurried, even leisurely
fashion. The introduction to this idea, in particular, should be practiced as
casually as possible. It contains the foundation for the peace, relaxation and
freedom from worry that we are trying to achieve. On concluding the exercises,
close your eyes and repeat the idea once more slowly to yourself.
As the tortoise taught us: Slow and easy wins the race. Jesus is setting the tone
for our learning, undoing the ego’s need to fight, struggle, and overcome — even itself.
He asks us to practice, using terms such as “unhurried,” “leisurely,” “casually,” “peace,”
“relaxation,” “freedom from worry,” and “slowly.” Our mind training should be as free from
tension and conflict as possible.
The final paragraph recounts the familiar instructions that gently urge us on:
(4) Three practice periods today will probably be sufficient. However, if
there is little or no uneasiness and an inclination to do more, as many as five may
be undertaken. More than this is not recommended.
More is not better, at least not in the thought system Jesus is imparting to us. If
we can do five practice periods, fine. If not, then three will do. But — let us not strive for
more, Jesus says. I am not in Heaven keeping score. In other words, it is the content he
is interested in, not the form; quality, not quantity.
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I am upset because I see a meaningless world.
Lessons 5 and 6 stated that “I am never upset for the reason I think,” and “I am
upset because I see something that is not there.” This lesson amplifies these ideas.
Thus, “I am upset because I see a meaningless world.” Jesus now explains why that
statement is true:
(1) The importance of this idea lies in the fact that it contains a correction
for a major perceptual distortion. You think that what upsets you is a frightening
world, or a sad world, or a violent world, or an insane world. All these attributes
are given it by you. The world is meaningless in itself.
We perceive violence, hostility, insanity, and a myriad of other conditions. Jesus
is not denying that we perceive. He is simply saying that what we perceive is not real. He
is not saying, however, that we should deny our experiences (see, e.g., T-2.IV.3:8-11).
Rather, he is helping us realize where the experiences are coming from. If I am upset, it
is not because of what someone or something in the world has done to me, as we are
also taught later in Lesson 31: “I am not the victim of the world I see.” This is a central
theme throughout A Course in Miracles: the world itself is meaningless because it comes
from a meaningless thought. The meaningless thought is that I can be separate from
God; in fact, not only can I be separate, but I am separate. It is meaningless because the
thought is a defense against what alone has meaning: God and His unified creation.
Thus, when you believe you can separate from the only meaning, everything inevitably
becomes meaningless.
(2:1-2) These exercises are done with eyes open. Look around you, this time
quite slowly.
Jesus returns to having us focus on what we see, having already taught us there
is no difference between what we see and what we think.
Note in the following the focus on all illusions being equal and thus equally
illusory:
(2:3-7) Try to pace yourself so that the slow shifting of your glance from one
thing to another involves a fairly constant time interval. Do not allow the time of
the shift to become markedly longer or shorter, but try, instead, to keep a
measured, even tempo throughout. What you see does not matter. You teach
yourself this as you give whatever your glance rests on equal attention and equal
time. This is a beginning step in learning to give them all equal value.
In introducing Lesson 1 I briefly discussed the ego’s first law of chaos – there is a
hierarchy of illusions, which means there are certain things and people that are more
important than others. It will be difficult to break that strongly ingrained habit of making
distinctions in practicing this idea that “I am upset because I see a meaningless world.”
Jesus wants us to understand that everything is equally meaningless, because it all
comes from the same meaningless thought.
Everything we see in the universe of time and space, including ourselves, is
nothing more or less than a fragment of the original thought we could be, and are,
separate from God and on our own. Every fragment retains the characteristics of that
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original thought, a “tiny, mad idea, at which the Son of God remembered not to laugh”
(T-27.VIII.6:2). Our need is to remember to laugh at it because of its meaninglessness,
not because it is funny in the usual sense of the word. We laugh with a gentle smile that
says it does not mean anything because it is an impossibility. To use a familiar image, it
was as if a huge pane of glass fell, shattering into billions and billions of fragments. Each
fragment retains the characteristics of the original pane; each has the chemical
composition of glass, for example. Each of us, as well as everything in the world, is but
one of those fragments — all meaningless because they come from a meaningless
thought.
The reason I am upset, then, is that the world witnesses to the seeming fact that I
am right about the world. Since I believe I exist in a world that is out there, this world
reminds me of the original thought that gave rise to it, let alone to my individual existence: I destroyed Heaven and murdered God. This is extremely upsetting because I
believe God will now return to punish me for what I did. This concept will be elaborated
on in the next two lessons.
Again, Jesus does not ask you, as his student doing the workbook lessons, to
understand the full implications of these statements. Such understanding comes from
the study of the text. But he does want you to begin the practice of not taking your
perceptions all that seriously.
In the next paragraph Jesus asks us to include terms in the exercise that are
positive as well as negative:
(3:1-6) As you look about you, say to yourself:
I think I see a fearful world, a dangerous world, a hostile world, a sad world,
a wicked world, a crazy world,
and so on, using whatever descriptive terms happen to occur to you. If
terms which seem positive rather than negative occur to you, include them. For
example, you might think of “a good world,” or “a satisfying world.” If such terms
occur to you, use them along with the rest. You may not yet understand why these
“nice” adjectives belong in these exercises but remember that a “good world”
implies a “bad” one, and a “satisfying world” implies an “unsatisfying” one.
What is implied here without being specifically discussed is that contrasts and
opposites root us solidly in the world of dualistic thinking. The text defines Heaven as “an
awareness of perfect Oneness,” in which there is no duality (T-18.VI.1:6). Thus, there is
no good and evil in Heaven — only God. Learning to recognize this is an important part
of our training.
(3:7-8) All terms which cross your mind are suitable subjects for today’s
exercises. Their seeming quality does not matter.
In other words, it does not matter whether or not the teams are important or holy;
everything in the world comes from the one illusory thought; an illusion is an illusion is an
illusion.
(4) Be sure that you do not alter the time intervals between applying today’s
idea to what you think is pleasant and what you think is unpleasant. For the
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purposes of these exercises, there is no difference between them. At the end of
the practice period, add:
But I am upset because I see a meaningless world.
This important point about there being no real distinction between pleasant and
unpleasant echoes the discussion in “The Obstacles to Peace,” where Jesus states
twice that pleasure and pain are the same (T-19.IV-A.17:10-12; IV-B.12). This distinction
holds only if there were a hierarchy of illusions. Slowly and inevitably we are being
taught there is not.
(5:1) What is meaningless is neither good nor bad.
When you say something is good or bad you obviously are assigning it a value. At
the beginning of Chapter 24 Jesus says that “to learn this course requires willingness to
question every value that you hold” (T-24.in.2:1). The same idea is stated here, although
more simply. Having assigned a value to something, I am thereby saying it has meaning.
If it has meaning, I must believe it comes from a meaningful thought, because what I
perceive outside can only come from a thought that is within.
What, then, is the “meaningful” thought? It is that distinctions are valid, duality is
real, and there is a value in esteeming one thing over another. The core of that thought
is that I value my individual identity over the oneness of Christ; my life and my world over
Heaven. If this is so, distinctions become all important because they establish me as a
dualistic being in a dualistic world. That, then, is the world I perceive and stubbornly
insist is real.
(5:2) Why, then, should a meaningless world upset you?
If you are affected by anything in the world, you obviously believe this is not a
meaningless place. You would believe that because you think you are meaningful. To
the ego, what is meaningful is what feeds our specialness; what is meaningless is
anything irrelevant to it. Therefore, the ego tells us, we need to focus on what serves our
special needs. The next lesson will explain why a meaningless world is upsetting.
(5:3) If you could accept the world as meaningless and let the truth be
written upon it for you, it would make you indescribably happy.
If we accepted the world as meaningless we would be saying: “My mind is a
blank.” That would allow the Holy Spirit’s Atonement principle to shine through and have
Jesus’ love become our only reality. That is the truth, which would make us
“indescribably happy.” Since this is a self that is no longer identified with the thought
system of separation and guilt, what makes us indescribably happy is finally realizing we
were wrong and Jesus was right. However, as long as we identify with a separated and
special self we will fear the truth that all this is a dream. Thus we are continually
choosing not to be indescribably happy, because to cite the well-known line, we prefer to
be right than happy (T-29.VII.1:9). To be sure, the thought of non-existence would not be
very happy making, to say the very least. That is why Jesus continually urges us to take
“little steps” (W-pI.193.13:7); otherwise our fear of being “abruptly lifted up and hurled
into reality” (T-16.VI.8:1) would be too overwhelming. The happy and gentle dreams of
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forgiveness are the transition from our nightmare ego world to awakening in God (T27.VII.13:4-5).
(5:4-6) But because it [the world] is meaningless, you are impelled to write
upon it what you would have it be. It is this you see in it. It is this that is
meaningless in truth.
Because the world is meaningless in itself I have to give it a meaning. Similarly,
because the world is nothing and I am nothing, I have to pretend I am something.
Indeed, we all think we are something — wonderful or wretched. The ego does not care
how the specialness game is played, whether we are God’s gift or Satan’s gift, as long
as we are a special gift. The one thing we do not want is to be nothing. Near the end of
“The Anti-Christ” Jesus speaks of the ego as always wanting more of something — it
does not matter whether it is more pleasure or more pain, it just wants more (T29.VIII.8:6-12).
We are terrified of the possibility that we do not exist. This needs frequent
repeating since it is the underlying assumption to these lessons, not to mention A
Course in Miracles itself. This thought is the source of the resistance to the Course in
general, and to the workbook specifically. I have to pretend I exist, and so quickly make
up a thought system that I then project, thereby making up a world — cosmically (as we
are all part of the one Son) as well as individually. The point is that we always seek to
impose meaning, because otherwise we will be confronted by the inherent
meaninglessness of our thinking, not to mention our separate self. This takes place on
the metaphysical level of the mind, where it is a question of existence or being, as
discussed earlier. However, on the level of our personal experience, as bodies living in
the world, we fear losing our problems and grievances — all of which establish the self
we believe ourselves to be, what the end of the text refers to as our face of innocence
(T-31.V.1-3).
The real fear, as we shall see in the next lesson, is that if I do not put my meaning
on the world, Jesus will put his. And so I have to beat him to the punch. This helps
explain why being really quiet tends to make us anxious, and why we experience
difficulty in meditating or praying: If we quiet our minds, Jesus will get there first – “The
memory of God comes to the quiet mind” (T-23.I.1:1) — and if he does, our ego is out of
business, as is our thought system of separation and specialness. This is why we end
up, as we shall see in the next lesson, believing we are in competition with God, and
also with Jesus and his course. As a result, before these ideas can penetrate our minds,
giving us an opportunity to choose them, we quickly have to substitute our own. Finally,
this is also why practically everyone attempts to change A Course in Miracles in some
way – to write a better or simpler one, for example. We are terrified of what this course
really says. Thus, before we would ever let its words and thoughts affect us, we will
change them to suit our own special needs.
(5:7) Beneath your words is written the Word of God.
The “Word of God” in A Course in Miracles is almost always used as a synonym
for the principle of the Atonement, or the Holy Spirit. It can also be understood as
forgiveness, the correction for the ego’s word of separation, which we chose to keep
God’s Word hidden.
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(5:8-9) The truth upsets you now, but when your words have been erased,
you will see His. That is the ultimate purpose of these exercises.
Now you know why you do not want to do these exercises: if your words are
erased, then the thought system — the source of your words — is erased as well. Jesus
will expand on this in Lesson 14.
The lesson closes with the now familiar expression of Jesus’ gentle
understanding of our resistance to his teachings:
(6) Three or four times is enough for practicing the idea for today. Nor
should the practice periods exceed a minute. You may find even this too long.
Terminate the exercises whenever you experience a sense of strain.
No imposition, no bullying, no guilt-inducing demands to be disciplined, let alone
spiritual. Who would not have wished for teachers like this when we were growing up?
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A meaningless world engenders fear.
(1) Today’s idea is really another form of the preceding one, except that it is
more specific as to the emotion aroused. [It is not just that it upsets you, it makes you
fearful.] Actually, a meaningless world is impossible. Nothing without meaning
exists. However, it does not follow that you will not think you perceive something
that has no meaning. On the contrary, you will be particularly likely to think you
do perceive it.
This is because you do not want to realize that what you perceive has no
meaning. Once again, if what I see out there in the world has no meaning, the thought
within me that gave rise to it has no meaning either. Since I am my thoughts, it follows
that I do not have any meaning, which means I do not exist. Therefore, rather than
realize everything is meaningless, within and without, I will substitute my own meaning.
Obviously, if I perceive something I think is out there, which affects me, I have already
pronounced it real. And I want to keep the underlying thought real so I can continue to
be real.
(2:1) Recognition of meaninglessness arouses intense anxiety in all the
separated ones.
The anxiety arises because at some level I realize that the meaningless extends
to my existence. This idea will be returned to very shortly.
(2:2) It represents a situation in which God and the ego “challenge” each
other as to whose meaning is to be written in the empty space that
meaninglessness provides.
The ego challenges, but God does not; that is why the word is in quotes. To the
ego, then, competition is the nature of its relationship with God. An “empty space” exists
because the ego is nothing. Yet it believes it must get to the emptiness before God, to
claim the Son’s identity as its own; thus the perceived competition with the Creator. If my
existence as an ego is predicated on the belief in one or the other — I exist at God’s
expense; I killed Him so I can live — I will project that thought and believe He is doing
the same thing back to me. This deeply rooted belief is the source of our perception that
people are out to get us, to hurt, abandon, and sabotage us, because we accused
ourselves of the doing the same to others, and ultimately to God. As Jesus states near
the end of the text:
You never hate your brother for his sins, but only for your own. Whatever form his
sins appear to take, it but obscures the fact that you believe them to be yours,
and therefore meriting a “just” attack (T-3 LIII.1:5-6).
(2:3-4) The ego rushes in frantically to establish its own ideas there, fearful
that the void may otherwise be used to demonstrate its own impotence and
unreality. And on this alone it is correct.
Namely, that it is nothing. The ego knows, as I have explained before, that its
power rests in the decision maker, because the ego in and of itself is impotent. To
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ensure that we never recognize its inherent nothingness and meaninglessness, it seeks
to make itself important and powerful through sin, guilt, and fear. If I have sinned against
God and destroyed Him, I am certainly important and powerful. This also makes me
fearful, but at least I have become something that God notices, which also makes me
important.
The most frightening thing of all is to realize God does not even know about us,
because then we are literally nothing — impotent and unreal. Thus we want God to pay
attention to us, either because we are His most devoted follower or the most wretched
sinner. It makes no difference to the ego, as long as God takes notice. Our real fear, of
course, is that He knows nothing about us. Somewhere deep inside we know that to be
true. But rather than accept its truth, we cover it over with the ego’s lies; first with the
thoughts of separation — sin, guilt, and fear — and next with a world that reflects those
thoughts.
(3:1) It is essential, therefore, that you learn to recognize the meaningless,
and accept it without fear.
This acceptance comes from developing a relationship with Jesus or the Holy
Spirit that allows you to look at your ego without fear, helping you realize its
meaninglessness. If you are fearful or guilty about your ego, or if you embrace it, you
obviously believe it is real. Once again, however, if you step back and watch this “oddly
assorted procession” go by, you realize it is nothing, understanding its meaning lies in
trying to protect you from what is meaningful. Finally, since we want that meaningfulness
more than anything else — it is our identity as God’s Son – we would then realize
everything else makes no sense and choose against it.
(3:2) If you are fearful, it is certain that you will endow the world with
attributes that it does not possess, and crowd it with images that do not exist.
In this sense we talk about the world as powerful, hostile, threatening, wonderful,
peaceful, blissful, holy, etc. These are its attributes; and the “images that do not exist”
are everything we see in the world, which are of course the projections of thoughts that
do not exist.
(3:3) To the ego illusions are safety devices, as they must also be to you
who equate yourself with the ego.
Safety devices are defenses. Sin, guilt, fear, and the world that arises from them
are illusions, the purpose of which is to preserve the fundamental illusion that I exist as a
separate individual.
And now we go to the blockbuster line in the next paragraph:
(4) The exercises for today, which should be done about three or four times
for not more than a minute or so at most each time, are to be practiced in a
somewhat different way from the preceding ones. With eyes closed, repeat
today’s idea to yourself. Then open your eyes, and look about you slowly, saying:
I am looking at a meaningless world.
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Repeat this statement to yourself as you look about. Then close your eyes,
and conclude with:
A meaningless world engenders fear because I think I am in competition
with God.
We thus go from our mind’s thoughts to our bodies’ perceptions, and then back
within. To state it once again, the world is fundamentally meaningless. Yet we strive to
give it meaning, since that ultimately gives meaning to our separated self. Listening to
the ego we make up a thought system of sin, guilt, and fear: Our sin of separation leads
to the experience of guilt, which culminates in the fearful belief that we deserve to be
punished by a vengeful God, who now is in mortal competition with us for existence;
either He survives, or we do, or, as the manual states: kill or be killed (M-17.7:11). But
the inherent meaninglessness of this constellation of insanity does not preclude its
having tremendous power, for we have invested our belief in it. Such investment means
we must strive to give it meaning so we can defend against the ego’s meaningless
thought system, which is the basis for our meaningless identity.
To summarize this important point: When I realize the world is nothing, since it is
simply a defense against my mind’s thoughts, I am thrown back to these thoughts. If the
world is meaningless and I am meaningless, I do not exist, which means God has won.
But rather than lose the battle, I strive to give meaning to myself and to the world around
me.
Jesus is helping us realize how we project everything onto the world. If we pay
careful attention to our perceptions and what we value here, we would realize none of
them comes from anything inherent in the world, because there is no world. They are but
the result of a need within ourselves to justify and reinforce the spurious fact that we
exist.
(5:1-2) You may find it difficult to avoid resistance, in one form or another,
to this concluding statement. Whatever form such resistance may take, remind
yourself that you are really afraid of such a thought because of the “vengeance”
of the “enemy.”
The fear is that this is a competition we cannot win — God will be victorious. The
terror engendered by such insanity is beyond what we can tolerate. We defend against it
by constructing a thought system and then a world, behind which we can hide. Having
become identified with this defense that culminates in the body, we resist having it taken
from us, which exposing its foundation to the truth of the Atonement would surely do.
And so we do not think about the wrath of God. That thought, as horrifying as it is,
nonetheless protects the individual identity, which in turn defends against our
acceptance of the Atonement.
(5:3-4) You are not expected to believe the statement at this point, and will
probably dismiss it as preposterous. Note carefully, however, any signs of overt
or covert fear which it may arouse.
Obviously, if you are relatively new to A Course in Miracles, this statement will
make no sense. But Jesus is asking for your vigilance, that you pay careful attention to
any anxiety or fear that is within you.
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(6) This is our first attempt at stating an explicit cause and effect
relationship of a kind which you are very inexperienced in recognizing. Do not
dwell on the concluding statement, and try not even to think of it except during
the practice periods. That will suffice at present.
The cause and effect connection is between our thoughts — the ego’s thought
system of sin, guilt, and fear — and the way we perceive the world. In other words, I am
fearful not because of what is outside me, but because of my thought system, which tells
me that survival is between God and me. Note, too, how Jesus does not confront or
attack our resistance. He simply and gently reminds us of the truth. This allows us to
accept it when we are ready, without any pressure or guilt inflicted on us. A wonderful
example for all Course students!
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God did not create a meaningless world.
(1) The idea for today is, of course, the reason why a meaningless world is
impossible. What God did not create does not exist. And everything that does
exist exists as He created it. The world you see has nothing to do with reality. It is
of your own making, and it does not exist.
Lines like these are frequently used by students of A Course in Miracles as a way
to dilute the metaphysics and claim that the Course does not say that God did not create
the world. Rather they claim that the Course teaches only that God did not create the
world we see. It is true that the words of some statements say just that, but only because
Jesus is teaching us to pay careful attention to what we perceive. He makes it
abundantly clear both in the workbook, as well as many, many other places in the rest of
the material that God could not have created the world because it is His opposite. (See,
for example, T-4.I.11; T-29.VI.2:7-10; W-pI.132.4-6; W-pI.152.5-7; C-4.1.) Everything in
the world of specifics and form changes and dies. Such a world is outside God, and
therefore could not exist.
The very fact that we perceive the world means it is unreal, and also that we are
unreal. Again, this does not mean just the world we see. Students sometimes mistakenly
think this means, for example, that God did not create the cancer I am perceiving. The
very fact that I see a world at all is saying there is a reality outside God; if I perceive a
world, there must be a perceiver and a perceived, subject and object, observer and
observed, which means we are rooted in duality. God can create only like Himself, which
means a Being or Spirit of perfect Oneness and Love, changeless and eternal. In other
words, what God did not create does not exist, and everything that does exist, exists as
He created it — the state of Heaven.
(2) The exercises for today are to be practiced with eyes closed throughout.
The mind-searching period should be short, a minute at most. Do not have more
than three practice periods with today’s idea unless you find them comfortable. If
you do, it will be because you really understand what they are for.
Again, Jesus exerts no pressure on us. The fourth sentence is an interesting one,
because our comfort can also be due to our not understanding, as we are so afraid of
this very purpose of retraining our minds, which these periods of mind searching will
bring about. In this instance our “comfort” would be a spurious one, which is not Jesus’
point here.
(3:1) The idea for today is another step in learning to let go the thoughts
that you have written on the world, and see the Word of God in their place.
Jesus is helping us understand there is a specific motivation involved in holding
onto our thoughts. They do not come and go as if by magic, a phrase used later (WpI.158.4:1); they do not just appear. For example, when I am trying to be quiet in order to
meditate and pray, and all of a sudden extraneous, distracting thoughts arise, they do
not come out of nowhere. They come because I am afraid of the love and peace that
arise in my mind if I am quiet. I therefore quickly have to substitute my thoughts instead
of Jesus’ thoughts, my experience of specialness rather than the experience of his love.
What is important and clearly implied here is that there is a specific motivation for
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the way I perceive the world and the thoughts that give rise to it. If I can release those
thoughts, which occurs when I ask Jesus for help in looking at them, they will disappear.
What is left is the Word of God, which, as defined earlier, is the principle of the
Atonement that says that the separation never happened.
(3:2-3) The early steps in this exchange, which can truly be called salvation,
can be quite difficult and even quite painful. Some of them will lead you directly
into fear.
This is the first time Jesus makes such a statement in the lessons. More will
follow, and they are found throughout the text and manual as well forgiveness is a
difficult process, and cannot but arouse tremendous fear (e.g., T-27.VII.13:3-5; WpI.196.10; M-4.I-A.3-5,7). There is almost certainly something wrong if you do not
struggle with this issue; if you do not fight against forgiveness, become terrified or bored
with it, or even want to throw the book away. If you never experience anything like this
discomfort, it almost always means you are not paying careful attention to what is being
said.
A Course in Miracles says frightened people can be vicious (T-3.I.4:2). These
lessons have to arouse anxiety because they challenge not only the way you perceive
something outside you, but challenge your basic identity. That is what is referred to in
Lesson 13 when Jesus says: “Recognition of meaninglessness arouses intense anxiety
in all the separated ones.” Anyone who believes he is a separated and autonomous
being will experience anxiety with these thoughts. Jesus is thus telling you it is all right if
you find this difficult, fear-inducing, and are therefore resistant.
These statements are extremely important, because probably the biggest mistake
people make with A Course in Miracles is to deny the ego and the difficulty inherent in
looking at it, thereby letting it go. Everyone wants to smooth over the process and “make
nice,” because no one really wants to deal with the full implications of these thoughts.
These are, again, that you literally do not exist. Recall the line I quoted earlier (T28.I.1:6) — if the world were over long ago and you are part of the world, you were over
long ago. Who, then, is the you that is thinking and feeling, and doing these exercises?
The answer to this question leads “directly into fear.”
(3:4-6) You will not be left there. You will go far beyond it. Our direction is
toward perfect safety and perfect peace.
Jesus wants you to understand that the anxiety, terror, resistance, and difficulty
are part of a longer process, and there is Someone with you Who will lead you through
it. As we have seen, he talks about the Holy Spirit being there to lead you through
seeming terror. He will lead you through the circle of fear to the Love of God that is on
the other side (T-18.IX.3). That is why it is essential to cultivate a relationship with Jesus
or the Holy Spirit: Someone within you, some non-ego thought that can lead you through
the process. If you try to look at your ego without Him, you will either be thrown into
terror or denial, believing that everything is really wonderful. Jesus is telling you, “Yes,
there will be difficulty and resistance and fear, but I will lead you through it.”
Paragraphs 4 and 5 caution against being compulsive about the exercises, at the
same time urging us not to exclude anything from our perceptual field. Needless to say,
this is easier said than done, which is why Jesus makes non-exclusivity in our practice a
central theme in this first part of his mind-training program for us:
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(4-5) With eyes closed, think of all the horrors in the world that cross your
mind. Name each one as it occurs to you, and then deny its reality. God did not
create it, and so it is not real. Say, for example:
God did not create that war, and so it is not real.
God did not create that airplane crash, and so it is not real.
God did not create that disaster [specify], and so it is not real.
Suitable subjects for the application of today’s idea also include anything
you are afraid might happen to you, or to anyone about whom you are concerned.
In each case, name the “disaster” quite specifically. Do not use general terms. For
example, do not say, “God did not create illness,” but, “God did not create
cancer,” or heart attacks, or whatever may arouse fear in you.
Jesus wants us to be sure to include both personal and collective horrors,
reflecting the importance of recognizing there is no hierarchy of illusions.
Now to paragraph 6:
(6:1) This is your personal repertory of horrors at which you are looking.
Jesus is focusing on the negative. He could just as easily have focused on
positive things, too. Thus, God not only did not create cancer, He did not create a
healthy body either; He did not create an airplane crash; but he also did not create a
rocket ship that lands safely on the moon.
(6:2-8) These things are part of the world you see. Some of them are shared
illusions, and others are part of your personal hell. It does not matter. What God
did not create can only be in your own mind apart from His. Therefore, it has no
meaning. In recognition of this fact, conclude the practice periods by repeating
today’s idea:
God did not create a meaningless world.
Anything you think has to do with duality, separation, individuality, or specialness
is not in God’s Mind, because His is only perfect Oneness and Love, in which there is no
separation at all. Therefore, if it is not in His Mind, it can have no meaning and certainly
does not exist. Note the term “shared illusions.” As part of the one Sonship – the one
mind – we agree on certain things that are perceived in the physical world: size, shape,
color, etc. Yet the fact they are shared does not make them real. These are shared
illusions: “Nothing so blinding as perception of form” (T-22.III.6:7), the text states, an
important statement to which we shall frequently return. Only God’s knowledge is true, in
contrast with the ego’s illusory world of perception.
(7) The idea for today can, of course, be applied to anything that disturbs
you during the day, aside from the practice periods. Be very specific in applying it.
Say:
God did not create a meaningless world. He did not create [specify the
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situation which is disturbing you], and so it is not real.
You can see how Jesus is repeatedly asking us in these lessons to apply his
teachings very specifically, to our everyday lives. Not doing so ensures they will never
truly be learned, which of course is always the temptation of our egos. Gently, he guides
us in learning the process of bringing the illusions of our specific world of form to the
content of his non-specific truth of forgiveness.
***********
In these last seven lessons, following upon the first group of seven, we can
observe Jesus building one lesson or idea upon another. He leads us from
understanding that the meaninglessness of the world we perceive is coming from the
meaninglessness of the world we made real in our minds, to understanding that at the
core of these meaningless thoughts is the most terrible thought of all: God is in
competition with us and will most certainly destroy us. It is important to understand, even
though it is not stated here, that that thought, too, is a defense. It says I exist, am
important, and have the power to make God angry, making Him think as insanely as I,
as the text explains in this telling passage from “The Laws of Chaos”:
Think what this seems to do to the relationship between the Father and the
Son. Now it appears that They can never be One again. For One must always be
condemned, and by the Other. Now are They different, and enemies. And Their
relationship is one of opposition, just as the separate aspects of the Son meet
only to conflict but not to join. One becomes weak, the other strong by his defeat.
And fear of God and of each other now appears as sensible, made real by what
the Son of God has done both to himself and his Creator.... Here is a principle
that would define what the Creator of reality must be; what He must think and
what He must believe; and how He must respond, believing it. It is not seen as
even necessary that He be asked about the truth of what has been established for
His belief. His Son can tell Him this, and He has but the choice whether to take
his word for it or be mistaken.... For if God cannot be mistaken, He must accept
His Son’s belief in what he is, and hate him for it (T-23.II.5; 6:2-4,6).
God now reacts as psychotically as I, mirroring my vicious and sinful vengeance
in His Own:
If this were so [the reality of sin], would Heaven be opposed by its own
opposite, as real as it. Then would God’s Will be split in two, and all creation be
subjected to the laws of two opposing powers, until God becomes impatient, splits
the world apart, and relegates attack unto Himself. Thus has He lost His Mind,
proclaiming sin has taken His reality from Him and brought His Love at last to
vengeance’s heels (T-26.VII.7:3-5).
Imagine the power this gives me! Moreover, if I am powerful enough to force God
to react to me, I must exist. Recognizing the ultimate meaninglessness of that thought
engenders my anxiety.
Thus, the anxiety over the anticipated vengeance from God is a defense against
the real anxiety, which is that I do not exist at all. I can live very well with the thought that
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God wants to kill me. It may not make me happy, but I know how to deal with that — I
can establish a religion: make bargains with God, perform rituals to appease His wrath,
and project responsibility onto non-believers in justified judgment for their heresies. I do
not, however, know how to deal with the thought I do not exist, except to deny it and
quickly make up something to take its place.
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My thoughts are images that I have made.
(1:1) It is because the thoughts you think you think appear as images that
you do not recognize them as nothing.
The “images” are what we perceive in the world outside us. The ego takes our
thoughts of separation — sin, guilt, and fear – and projects them so that we “see” them
in the world, rather than accepting their presence within. Thus, we perceive these
thoughts as images of a person, room, coat hanger, clock, and everything else. We can
have an image of a vengeful or benevolent God, a happy or miserable world, but all
images of specific forms are projections of our separation thoughts. Because we believe
we see something outside, we believe that what we see is real.
This process, then, becomes the ego’s ultimate line of defense. Since we believe
that the world outside is real, we never think about the fact that the images we perceive
outside are coming from our inner thoughts, and if we do not know they are coming from
our thoughts, there is no way we can realize that the thoughts themselves are really
nothing. The entire thought system of the ego, and all the specific thoughts associated
with it, are nothing — a defense against the reality of Who we are, our true Identity as
Christ.
The phrase “the thoughts you think you think” is extremely important. We actually
think we are thinking, as we discussed in the earlier lessons. In fact, we could say that
the fundamental ego problem is that we think – not what we think so much as the fact
that we think we can think (cf., again, T-31.V.14:3-4). We believe our thoughts are our
thoughts. In other words, we believe they belong to us, and we do not realize that the
only true Thought is the Thought of our Identity as Christ, which is one with God’s
Thought.
Thus, the fact that we believe we can think presupposes that we have an
autonomous mind or self that is outside and independent of God. Once again you can
see how, even though the language of these early lessons is simple, it is a deceptive
simplicity in that it covertly reveals the Course’s metaphysical foundation.
(1:2-6) You think you think them [your thoughts], and so you think you see
them. This is how your “seeing” was made. This is the function you have given
your body’s eyes. It is not seeing. It is image making.
Jesus puts “seeing” in quotes because this is really not seeing. Since we literally
see nothing, how could we see anything? The ego has us substitute the magnitude of
our Identity as Christ for the littleness of our autonomous individuality, which is what we
cherish above all else. In order to have us keep this individuality intact, the ego then has
us identify it with the sin of separating from God. This leads to guilt, which means we
believe we deserve to be punished. This is the competition with God discussed in
Lesson 13.
This constellation of separation and sin is so terrifying that we deny and project it
out in order to forget it, which itself protects the thought of individuality We are then left
with the images we have made, but with no recollection of how we made them. At that
point there is absolutely no hope for correction. Again, by “image making” Jesus means
that we literally make up an image of our own thoughts. Since our thoughts are nothing,
the images that come them must also be nothing.
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(1:7) It takes the place of seeing, replacing vision with illusions.
Rather than sharing Christ’s or the Holy Spirit’s vision, based on the Atonement
thought that says the separation never happened, the ego replaces that vision or thought
with its own. Thus we first make these ego thoughts real in our minds, and then project
them out and “see” them as real things outside us. Jesus teaches us in this lesson that
the images we perceive outside ourselves are but the reflections or shadows of the
thoughts we have made real within.
He, of course, is not really talking about images of a clock, waste paper basket, or
pencil. His ultimate purpose is to have us realize that the most frightening aspect of this
process is the image we have made of ourselves – separated, autonomous beings, in
control of our lives. This image of ourselves comes from a thought, too — wanting to be
separate — and that is why, as I have been saying, if you really pay attention to these
lessons they should strike terror in your heart, for they literally say you do not exist. You
thus want to explore more and more how frightening these thoughts are, trying to identify
how you defend against them. This is extremely important – watch how you defend
against what these lessons are teaching you.
(2:1) This introductory idea to the process of image making that you call
seeing will not have much meaning for you.
Jesus is once again making a mild understatement. The idea will not have much
meaning for us because we do not want to accept what it is saying. One of the more
important lines of defense that the ego uses is to prevent our understanding what Jesus
is really saying here. That is why he says, again, this will probably not have much
meaning for you. He does not even say “probably.” He says it will not have much
meaning for you, and that is because we are defending against that very meaning as a
means of defending our individual identity.
(2:2-4) You will begin to understand it when you have seen little edges of
light around the same familiar objects which you see now. That is the beginning of
real vision. You can be certain that real vision will come quickly when this has
occurred.
In my earlier tape set, “The Workbook of A Course in Miracles: Its Place in the
Curriculum Theory and Practice,” I went into this passage in depth. Rather than repeat
that here, let me say briefly that Jesus is not talking about literally seeing edges of light
around objects. This was originally meant for a friend of Helen and Bill’s. You will do
much better to understand this statement in terms of the content. When Jesus says you
will see “little edges of light” around objects, he is really talking about the light of
understanding or vision that is coming to you. In other words, you will understand that
the objects are images you made as projections of the thoughts of separation you do not
want to look at in your mind. If you try to take this literally you will guiltily feel yourself to
be a failure when you do not see “little edges of light” around objects, not to mention
glorifying those who claim they do.
(3:1-4) As we go along, you may have many “light episodes.” They may take
many different forms, some of them quite unexpected. Do not be afraid of them.
They are signs that you are opening your eyes at last.
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If you do have perceptions of light, all well and good, but Jesus is saying that
what would really instill fear in you is your sudden recognition that this thing you are
looking at is not there at all. When suddenly a “light” goes on in your mind and you
realize: “My God! This is what Jesus is talking about,” and you realize that if this waste
paper basket is not really there, being a projection of a thought, what about those who
believe they are perceiving the waste paper basket? Again, that recognition is the source
of fear. No one really cares if a waste paper basket is there or not, but you do care
whether you are there or not.
(3:5-7) They will not persist, because they merely symbolize true perception,
and they are not related to knowledge. These exercises will not reveal knowledge
to you. But they will prepare the way to it.
In many places, especially in the text, Jesus makes it clear that the goal of A
Course in Miracles is not Heaven, knowledge, or love (T-in.1:6-7;T-8.in.1:1-2), but the
correction of the ego’s false perception, which would be true perception or vision, the
peace that forgiveness or the miracle brings about.
Jesus also makes the same point in the text that he does here in 3:5: “...visions,
however holy, do not last” (T-3.III.4:6). That is because all forms, however holy their
content, are still part of the illusion of separation. Therefore they but reflect truth, and are
not the truth itself.
The remaining two paragraphs reiterate the need to be non-selective yet not
compulsive, as well as emphasizing the crucial idea of specific application whenever we
find ourselves tempted to be upset. These emphases are the content behind the
exercises’ form:
(4-5) In practicing the idea for today, repeat it first to yourself, and then
apply it to whatever you see around you, using its name and letting your eyes rest
on it as you say:
This _____ is an image that I have made.
That _____ is an image that I have made.
It is not necessary to include a large number of specific subjects for the
application of today’s idea. It is necessary, however, to continue to look at each
subject while you repeat the idea to yourself. The idea should be repeated quite
slowly each time.
Although you will obviously not be able to apply the idea to very many
things during the minute or so of practice that is recommended, try to make the
selection as random as possible. Less than a minute will do for the practice
periods, if you begin to feel uneasy. Do not have more than three application
periods for today’s idea unless you feel completely comfortable with it, and do not
exceed four. However, the idea can be applied as needed throughout the day.
Being faithful to the specifics of the daily exercises allows us to generalize
the lesson of the inherent sameness of all things to each and every experience of
our lives. Such generalization is the heart of forgiveness, and the key to achieving
the peace that is Jesus’ goal for us.
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I have no neutral thoughts.
This idea is an attempt to correct the mistaken belief that our thoughts have no
power. On one level it is true they have no power, because they cannot change Heaven
nor can they destroy God. Within the dream, however, which is what Jesus is speaking
about here, our thoughts have tremendous power. Just imagine what our thoughts are
capable of doing: literally make up a physical universe, and a physical and psychological
self that dwells within it; this self then actually believes it exists in the universe. That is
Jesus’ point in the first section of Chapter 31, “The Simplicity of Salvation,” when he
urges us not to underestimate the power of our learning skill. Although that was a
message originally meant for Helen Schucman, in response to her constant complaints,
Jesus is saying to each of us: “Do not tell me you cannot learn this course. Do not tell
me your mind and its thoughts have no power. Look at what your learning is capable of
doing.” Here are his very clear words:
What you have taught yourself is such a giant learning feat it is indeed
incredible. But you accomplished it because you wanted to, and did not pause in
diligence to judge it hard to learn or too complex to grasp.
No one who understands what you have learned, how carefully you
learned it, and the pains to which you went to practice and repeat the lessons
endlessly, in every form you could conceive of them, could ever doubt the power
of your learning skill. There is no greater power in the world. The world was made
by it, and even now depends on nothing else. The lessons you have taught
yourself have been so overlearned and fixed they rise like heavy curtains to
obscure the simple and the obvious. Say not you cannot learn them. For your
power to learn is strong enough to teach you that your will is not your own, your
thoughts do not belong to you, and even you are someone else.
Who could maintain that lessons such as these are easy? Yet you have
learned more than this. You have continued, taking every step, however difficult,
without complaint, until a world was built that suited you. And every lesson that
makes up the world arises from the first accomplishment of learning; an enormity
so great the Holy Spirit’s Voice seems small and still before its magnitude. The
world began with one strange lesson, powerful enough to render God forgotten,
and His Son an alien to himself, in exile from the home where God Himself
established him. You who have taught yourself the Son of God is guilty, say not
that you cannot learn the simple things salvation teaches you! (T-31.1.2:7-4:6)
These are strong words, but upon their truth rests A Course in Miracles.
Throughout the text, as well as at the heart of these lessons, is Jesus’ overriding
emphasis on the power of our minds to choose against God, which fact alone contains
the promise of salvation. The mind that housed the separation thought is the only power
in the universe that can save itself. And yet it has been this power that the ego has
seemingly and successfully stifled and silenced by its plan to make a world and body,
rendering the Son of God mindless. Jesus’ purpose in A Course in Miracles is simple:
restore to our awareness the power of our minds, that we may finally recognize our
mistake, where it was made, and choose again.
Thus, this lesson reminds us that our thoughts are tremendously powerful.
Indeed, that is the problem. We believe — within the dream — that these thoughts have
destroyed God, Heaven, and the Holy Spirit as well. We gave this belief such power —
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the power of guilt — that we had to deny the thoughts, project them out and make up a
world, all as a defense against what the ego told us: the tremendous power of our minds
destroyed Heaven. That is why guilt is such a central concept in A Course in Miracles,
for it tells us we have committed the unmentionable sin: destroying God and His Love.
Before we can understand these thoughts are literally nothing and have had no effects,
we first must get in touch with the power these thoughts are having in our dreams. That
is the purpose of this lesson.
(1:1-2) The idea for today is a beginning step in dispelling the belief that
your thoughts have no effect. Everything you see is the result of your thoughts.
You should underline in multi-colors “Everything you see is the result of your
thoughts”! This important sentence needs to be understood on two levels, as it means
everything you see in terms of form, but also in terms of interpretation. Both are the
“result of your thoughts.” Hence, on one level, since we believe we separated from God,
we see all kinds of separate things: people, chairs, pencils, clocks, walls, etc. We see
them as separate objects because they are the direct result, or the shadow, of our
thoughts of separation.
On another level and even more importantly, for the purposes of A Course in
Miracles and the workbook lessons specifically, we understand that it is not only what we
see, but how we see it. Jesus makes it very clear in the text and manual that perception
is interpretation (e.g., T-3.III.2:3; T-11.VI.2:5-6; T-21.in.1-2; M-8.1-4; M-17.4:1-2). We
cannot separate our perception of “objective reality” from our interpretation of it, because
they are one and the same. Again, it is not only what we see, but how we see it.
As Jesus explains in many other places, especially in the text, if you begin with
guilty thoughts and guilt is rooted in our belief we betrayed Heaven and sabotaged
God’s plan of creation, and thus demands punishment — those are the thoughts with
which we will look out, the lens through which we look on everything. We will therefore
see not only a separated world, but a separated world that will punish and betray us; a
world in which there is no hope but only the despair of certain death. Thus we read, for
example:
The certain outcome of the lesson that God’s Son is guilty is the world you
see. It is a world of terror and despair. Nor is there hope of happiness in it. There
is no plan for safety you can make that ever will succeed. There is no joy that you
can seek for here and hope to find (T-31.I.7:4-8).
Further, as we monitor our perceptions and find ourselves becoming angry,
anxious, or depressed, the cause will always be an interpretation of something we
believe is external to us. The interpretation will directly follow from our secret thoughts,
and if we accuse ourselves of betraying God, which is everyone’s secret sin, we must
and will see betrayal all around us.
(1:3-7) There is no exception to this fact. Thoughts are not big or little;
powerful or weak. They are merely true or false. Those that are true create their
own likeness. Those that are false make theirs.
The true thoughts that “create their own likeness” are the Thoughts of God – truth,
love, spirit, etc. – which constitute Heaven. The ego’s false thoughts are of separation –
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guilt, betrayal, murder, death, suffering, etc. – and they will make their own likenesses as
well. If these are our thoughts, we will then perceive a world in which all these things
happen — to us.
As we proceed through these early lessons it will become increasingly clear that
Jesus is trying to establish for us the causal connection between our thoughts and what
we perceive: Our thoughts determine the world we see; ultimately, then, our minds are
the cause and the world the effect.
(2:1) There is no more self-contradictory concept than that of “idle
thoughts.”
Our thoughts cannot be “idle,” as in the popular expression, because they have
the power either to create reality, our function in Heaven, or to make illusions, at least in
our dreams. Inherent in the power to make illusions is the power to forget that we made
them — the power of denial. When we forget we made them, we believe what we
perceive outside is fact. That is why we shall never countenance anyone telling us that
what we perceive is not what we perceive. We are so sure we are right about what we
perceive in the world because we are so sure we exist. Since the world comes from that
thought of separate existence, we have the equal certainty that the world exists the way
we made it up and the way that we see it. Consequently, we would not at all be inclined
to question our perceptions of ourselves and the world.
(2:2-4) What gives rise to the perception of a whole world can hardly be
called idle. Every thought you have contributes to truth or to illusion; either it
extends the truth or it multiplies illusions. You can indeed multiply nothing, but
you will not extend it by doing so.
What is interesting here is that Jesus specifically says perception of a world. He is
making the distinction that thoughts do not give rise to a world, but to a perception of a
world. He does not always make such distinctions, but he does here. He is essentially
saying there is no world out there.
We are free within our dream to see whatever it is we want to see, as many times
over as we want to see it. But that does not make it real. Extension is a term in A Course
in Miracles that is almost always associated with the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit
cannot extend nothing. In our insanity, however, we believe we can, and multiply
illusions as well. Yet in truth they are all nothing. One times zero is the same as a
thousand times zero.
(3:1-2) Besides your recognizing that thoughts are never idle, salvation
requires that you also recognize that every thought you have brings either peace
or war; either love or fear. A neutral result is impossible because a neutral
thought is impossible.
In the next lesson Jesus will develop this even further by saying that what we see
outside is not neutral because what we think inside is not neutral either. Jesus is thus
telling us that what is important for salvation is recognizing the power of our thoughts —
only within our dream, of course — and that there are only two thoughts in the split mind:
the ego’s, which leads to war or fear, and the Holy Spirit’s, which leads to peace or love.
Therefore Jesus tells us first that our thoughts are not idle and are not neutral.
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Then he says there are only two thoughts. That makes it very simple, because our
perceptions and interpretations can become quite complicated. For instance, we believe,
as we shall see presently, that there are gradations of anger, such as “a slight twinge of
annoyance” or “intense fury” (W-pI.21.2:5). In truth they are the same, because they
come from one thought of separation. This is what makes everything so simple; not
easy, but simple because everything is recognized as the same.
(3:3-4) There is such a temptation to dismiss fear thoughts as unimportant,
trivial and not worth bothering about that it is essential you recognize them all as
equally destructive, but equally unreal. We will practice this idea in many forms
before you really understand it.
This is aimed at the “blissninnies” who say that God and love are truth, and
everything else trivial and unimportant, not worth bothering about because it is an
illusion. From the point of view of Heaven this is indeed the case, but in this world it is
not so, and that is why Jesus says it is “a temptation to dismiss fear thoughts as
unimportant.” We try to treat them as unimportant, telling ourselves that since A Course
in Miracles teaches these thoughts are not real we do not have to pay attention to them.
We then cover them with a blissninny smile and see only love and calls for love, wherein
all will reach home as one happy chorus that sings a hymn of joy, and on and on and on,
ad nauseam. However, we are not aware that we have dismissed the thought that we
have destroyed Heaven. Within our deluded minds that is hardly trivial and unimportant,
and so it cannot be denied if we are truly to let it go.
That is why Jesus says “it is essential that you recognize them all as equally
destructive, but equally unreal.” Before you can see them as equally unreal, you first
have to realize their destructive nature. In the text Jesus says that “what is not love is
murder” (T-23.IV.1:10), and that love without ambivalence is impossible in this world (T4.III.4:6). If you add two and two, you get four: If love is not possible in this world, and
what is not love is murder, then all thoughts in this world are murderous and equally
destructive, whether a thought is a mild twinge of annoyance or a thought of outright fury
that says: “I want to destroy you.” We clearly are talking only about what goes on in the
wrong mind, but within that wrong mind all our thoughts are “equally destructive” — there
is no hierarchy of illusions, as we have already observed.
This one paragraph is extremely important. You should read it very carefully and
see how, even though you may not think of yourself as a blissninny, it is tempting to fall
into the trap of dismissing your ego thoughts. Jesus certainly is not telling us to obsess
about the ego or make its thoughts into a big deal; after all, they are inherently unreal.
But it cannot be said often enough that before you can dismiss these thoughts as unreal,
you must first look at what they are. This point is strongly and often emphasized in the
text where, for example, Jesus says:
No one can escape from illusions unless he looks at them, for not looking
is the way they are protected. There is no need to shrink from illusions, for they
cannot be dangerous. We are ready to look more closely at the ego’s thought
system because together we have the lamp that will dispel it.... We must look first
at this to see beyond it, since you have made it real. We will undo this error
quietly together, and then look beyond it to truth (T-11.V.1:1-3,5-6).
The next paragraph is about mind searching, a central theme throughout A
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Course in Miracles. This term occurs in Jesus’ instructions to us in almost all these early
lessons, where he accentuates the importance of looking within our minds at our
thoughts. Again, if we are not aware of what is there, how can we bring them to him for
help and for correction?
(4) In applying the idea for today, search your mind for a minute or so with
eyes closed, and actively seek not to overlook any “little” thought that may tend
to elude the search. This is quite difficult until you get used to it. You will find that
it is still hard for you not to make artificial distinctions. Every thought that occurs
to you, regardless of the qualities that you assign to it, is a suitable subject for
applying today’s idea.
This is yet another example of Jesus teaching us there is no order of difficulty in
miracles. A miracle undoes problems regardless of their form, because they are all the
same. We must realize that even our seemingly unimportant thoughts conceal the
enormity of the ego thought system, as do the so-called major thoughts. “Artificial
distinctions” would be deciding, for example, that one thing is important, another is not;
or that this little annoyance is not important, but the grievance I hold against this person
really is.
The last two paragraphs of this lesson repeat the same gentle instructions we
have been seeing in the lessons so far, indicating once more the need for us to apply the
idea for the day to each instance of discomfort we experience:
(5-6) In the practice periods, first repeat the idea to yourself, and then as
each one crosses your mind hold it in awareness while you tell yourself:
This thought about _____ is not a neutral thought.
That thought about _____ is not a neutral thought.
As usual, use today’s idea whenever you are aware of a particular thought
that arouses uneasiness. The following form is suggested for this purpose:
This thought about _____ is not a neutral thought, because I have no
neutral thoughts.
Four or five practice periods are recommended, if you find them relatively
effortless. If strain is experienced, three will be enough. The length of the exercise
period should also be reduced if there is discomfort.
We are thus gently and kindly trained in the healing process of looking at our
thoughts, especially learning to become aware of those that produce uneasiness. We
most likely had not allowed ourselves to feel discomfort, let alone recognize its source of
guilt in our minds.
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I see no neutral things.
This follows directly from “I have no neutral thoughts.” We find here the same
pattern seen in the earlier lessons, where Jesus goes back and forth between our
thoughts and what we perceive, trying to help us understand they are the same. His
purpose is to cultivate in us a vigilance in watching how we think, realizing that nothing
we think, perceive, or interpret as the truth is correct. This takes great humility. The
ego’s arrogance seeks to cover the fear of realizing we are wrong about absolutely
everything, which ultimately includes ourselves.
Any time you see an enemy “out there,” or believe someone has the power to
victimize, betray, or hurt you, you are saying you are right and Jesus is wrong; you are
right because you can see and feel the attack, and have the evidence to prove it.
However, you are not aware that you planted the evidence so you could find it. What you
see is what you want to see, and so you put the evidence there and say: “See! My
thoughts are not the problem. In fact, my thoughts are nothing. The problem is out there.
That is the problem.” And almost always there is some special person that is the focus of
your problem.
These lessons attempt to train your mind to think this way all the time, so that you
automatically translate what you perceive outside into an inner thought. It does not
matter so much with coat hangers or waste paper baskets, but it does matter with the
important relationships in your life. It also matters with the unimportant ones, but there
are always special people that take center stage. Remember, you see outside what you
put there because you want to see it in the body, not the mind, thereby saying: “My
thoughts are unimportant because what I see is the fact.” Thus you must first realize the
fact is what you think. When you can look at that thought with Jesus, you will finally
realize it is not a fact at all. As the text says, God is the only Fact (T-3.I.8:2).
(1:1) This idea [“I see no neutral things”] is another step in the direction of
identifying cause and effect as it really operates in the world.
The thoughts in our minds are the cause, and our perceptions are the effect. This
is another way of expressing the important principle we cited in the first paragraph of
commentary in Lesson 8 above: “Projection makes perception.” I first choose my
teacher, the ego or Holy Spirit, and that choice determines the thought system with
which I identify: separation or forgiveness. I have made it real, because that is what I
perceive within me (the cause) and, once projected, I perceive its manifestations all
around me (the effects).
(1:2-3) You see no neutral things because you have no neutral thoughts. It
is always the thought that comes first, despite the temptation to believe that it is
the other way around.
We can most likely attest to the fact, even though we have read these lines both
here and in the text, and on some level believe they are true, that our daily lives do not
reflect this understanding at all. We react to what is external, forgetting that what we are
really reacting to is our having pushed Jesus away again, and then identifying with the
ego’s thought system of guilt. We quickly forget this “fact,” project the guilt from our
minds and see it in people, events, and things – all threatening to hurt us and take away
our peace.
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The purpose of these lessons and exercises is to practice seeing how we do not
live this way; how we react to what is outside us. Remember, what is outside not only
includes other people’s bodies, but our own as well, for outside refers to what is outside
our minds, not bodies. The point again is that we are not reacting to the world, but to our
minds’ decision. Moreover, it is important to remember that the decision for the ego is
made up, for we react to the ego’s illusory thought system that tells us how worthless,
sinful, and wretched we are — ”the home of evil, darkness and sin” as Lesson 93 states
(1:1). This is the insanity we have made real and never challenge. Thus we are learning
that not only is the world a defense, but so is our thought system of separation. The
reality beyond both the world and the thoughts that made it is the Love of God — the
only truth.
(1:4) This is not the way the world thinks, but you must learn that it is the
way you think.
Jesus is making it unmistakably clear that this causal connection between mind
and body is something we have to learn, as he also makes clear in the other lessons,
and that it takes tremendous vigilance and practice because our way of life is set up in
the opposite way. We have been programmed to think that it is the world that impinges
on us, and that the bad guys are out there in the world. Yet Jesus is saying to us here:
“This is something you are not going to understand right away, for it requires much
practice. I am introducing it to you now for the first time, but we will go over it again and
again.” Jesus is therefore emphasizing that we are the student and he our teacher, and
whenever we have difficulty with the text, workbook, or manual, it is simply because we
have become afraid of what he is teaching us.
(1:5) If it were not so, perception would have no cause, and would itself be
the cause of reality.
If it were correct that the world determines what we think, then perception would
be a reality and a cause; namely, the objects of our perception would cause us to think
and feel in certain ways. The truth, however, is that perception is the effect, caused by
our thoughts. Always keep in mind that projection makes perception. If perception has
no cause but is a reality independent of our thoughts, then it simply exists and there is
nothing we can do about it. This, of course, describes the condition of practically
everyone in the world. That is why there is no hope once we have bought into the ego
thought system: we cannot change what is. If our perceptions are not effects caused by
our thoughts, then they must be real. Thus do death, evil, war, and suffering become
reality, and there is nothing we can do except get through our lives as best we can.
Jesus, therefore, teaches that what is out there — the world and body, suffering and
death is an effect, and the cause rests within our minds. Once we identify the cause we
can do something about it. Otherwise, again, it is a hopeless situation.
And then this final comment about perception:
(1:6) In view of its highly variable nature, this is hardly likely.
Perception, obviously, is highly variable. We can see that even within ourselves.
A perception we had of someone one day, when we could forgive, the next day becomes
quite different. Depending on our inner state – choosing the ego or the Holy Spirit as our
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teacher – we either perceive the world through the eyes of judgment and hate, or
through forgiveness.
The exercise follows, continuing the training of our minds to understand the
relationship between our thoughts and our perceptions:
(2) In applying today’s idea, say to yourself, with eyes open:
I see no neutral things because I have no neutral thoughts.
Then look about you, resting your glance on each thing you note long
enough to say:
I do not see a neutral _____, because my thoughts about are not neutral.
For example, you might say:
I do not see a neutral wall, because my thoughts about walls are not neutral.
I do not see a neutral body, because my thoughts about bodies are not
neutral.
Jesus’ instructions for the exercises now focus on his ongoing refutation of the
ego’s first law of chaos: the hierarchy of illusions:
(3) As usual, it is essential to make no distinctions between what you
believe to be animate or inanimate; pleasant or unpleasant. Regardless of what
you may believe, you do not see anything that is really alive or really joyous. That
is because you are unaware as yet of any thought that is really true, and therefore
really happy.
There is no animate or inanimate, because nothing here is alive. As we recall,
one of the basic categories we are taught from grade school on up is that there are living
things that can be categorized as animate, part of “the great chain of being,” and nonliving things that can be categorized as inanimate, like wood, metal, etc. Yet both
categories are illusory, as we see in “The Laws of Chaos” section, which categorically
states “there is no life outside of Heaven” (T-23.11.19:1). Jesus means that quite
literally.
Real life and real joy are found only by taking Jesus’ hand and identifying with his
thought system of forgiveness. It is joyful because it returns us to our real life as part of
God, the only joy. However, we yet must learn how to attain this life and joy, and these
exercises, along with the gentle instruction we find in this next paragraph, are among the
means Jesus employs to fulfill his pedagogical purpose:
(4) Three or four specific practice periods are recommended, and no less
than three are required for maximum benefit, even if you experience resistance.
However, if you do, the length of the practice period may be reduced to less than
the minute or so that is otherwise recommended.
Mention of our resistance is Jesus’ helpful way of reminding us not to feel guilty.
He would not bring it up as frequently as he does if he were not expecting us to be
fearful of his teaching, and thus seek to resist it. Learning to accept this resistance is an
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essential step toward letting it go.
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I am not alone in experiencing the effects of my seeing.
I noted in my Prelude that in the workbook, as well as in the text, Jesus often
develops a specific theme, sets it down, introduces a related theme, sets that one down
and returns to the previous one. We see here the introduction of the idea that minds are
joined, a theme central to A Course in Miracles — the oneness of God’s Son and,
specifically here, the oneness of God’s Son in his separated state.
(1) The idea for today is another step in learning that the thoughts which
give rise to what you see are never neutral or unimportant. It also emphasizes the
idea that minds are joined, which will be given increasing stress later on.
Just as things in the world are different projections of the one thought of
separation, so are the seemingly different people but part of the one separated Son. This
means that all split minds are joined, because they come from one thought.
Before the fragmentation occurred, a topic discussed at the beginning of Chapter
18 in the text, there was only one error or thought, just as in Heaven there is only one
Son. Minds are joined as one, because there is only the Mind of Christ, which is One,
and at one with the Mind of God. Much more importantly for our purposes, however, is
the principle that all split minds are joined, too. We are but fragmented perceptions and
images that we — our decision-making minds, outside time and space — made so we
would believe that separation is reality. In truth, all the seemingly separated fragments of
God’s Son, which we usually think of as homo sapiens, but actually include everything
we perceive – animate and inanimate – are simply split-off parts of the one thought that
says: “I have achieved the impossible. I am separate, autonomous, independent, free,
and in control of my life.” Here is that important passage from Chapter 18, which
presents the concept of the one thought that made the world:
You who believe that God is fear made but one substitution. It has taken
many forms, because it was the substitution of illusion for truth; of fragmentation
for wholeness. It has become so splintered and subdivided and divided again,
over and over, that it is now almost impossible to perceive it once was one, and
still is what it was. That one error, which brought truth to illusion, infinity to time,
and life to death, was all you ever made. Your whole world rests upon it.
Everything you see reflects it, and every special relationship that you have ever
made is part of it.
You may be surprised to hear how very different is reality from what you
see. You do not realize the magnitude of that one error. It was so vast and so
completely incredible that from it a world of total unreality had to emerge. What
else could come of it? Its fragmented aspects are fearful enough, as you begin to
look at them. But nothing you have seen begins to show you the enormity of the
original error, which seemed to cast you out of Heaven, to shatter knowledge into
meaningless bits of disunited perceptions, and to force you to make further
substitutions (T-18.1.4-5).
(2) Today’s idea does not refer to what you see as much as to how you see
it. Therefore, the exercises for today emphasize this aspect of your perception.
The three or four practice periods which are recommended should be done as
follows:
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This is the point I mentioned earlier – perception is not only what we see, but how
we see it. There is no distinction between the two. We make a distinction for teaching
purposes, but it is arbitrary because the interpretation is what gives rise to what we see.
The ego’s interpretation is that I want to see a separated, hostile, vengeful world so I do
not have to see these attributes in myself. In other words, the fact that my need to see a
certain way determines what I see is why we can say that what we see and how we see
it are one and the same.
The instructions in the remainder of the lesson are certainly familiar to us by now:
(3) Look about you, selecting subjects for the application of the idea for
today as randomly as possible, and keeping your eyes on each one long enough
to say:
I am not alone in experiencing the effects of how I see
Conclude each practice period by repeating the more general statement:
I am not alone in experiencing the effects of my seeing.
A minute or so, or even less, will be sufficient for each practice period.
We thus move from our specific perceptions to the generalization that teaches us
that all our perceptions are the same, for they emanate from the same split mind that
unites the Sonship as one.
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I am not alone in experiencing the effects of my thoughts.
(1) The idea for today is obviously the reason why your seeing does not
affect you alone. You will notice that at times the ideas related to thinking precede
those related to perceiving, while at other times the order is reversed. The reason
is that the order does not matter. Thinking and its results are really simultaneous,
for cause and effect are never separate.
Jesus extends the idea of one split mind, saying that not only are our minds
joined, but our minds and the world are joined as well; the world being nothing but the
projection of the mind’s thought of separation. This is another way of saying ideas leave
not their source, a principle that is central to the teaching of A Course in Miracles. It is
emphasized in the text (e.g., T-26.VII.4), and Jesus brings it up later in the workbook
(e.g., W-pI.132.5; W-pI.156.1) — ideas do not leave their source; effects do not leave
their cause; the world does not remain separated from the mind.
We are so sure, however, that we are right — the world exists outside us —
because we actually see ourselves here as well as see a separated world outside. Even
further, by minimizing, if not negating the power of our thoughts, we are proven right by
our perceptions of ourselves as victims of what the world does to us. We think our
thoughts have no effect, and therefore we split them off and hide them behind a physical
shield, so that we are aware only of our bodies; how they and other bodies react. This
has come about because we think the world is separate from our minds; that the effect,
which is the world, is separate from the cause, which is the mind. But remember, again
— ideas leave not their source.
As an analogy, whatever you see on a movie screen is nothing but a film in the
projector that is projected out. Yet what is on the screen never left its source, the film
running through the projector. To expand on that analogy, what is on the film is what the
script writer, director, producer, actors, and actresses wanted to be on the film.
Therefore, once it is there it will be projected and seen on the screen as if it were on the
screen.
Shifting to our lives, we, as the decision maker, are the writer, director, producer,
not to mention the people starring in it. The film is exactly what we have chosen,
precisely so we could and would see it on the screen. People would not go through the
trouble of making a movie if they did not want others to see it. And if we did not react to
movies as though they were real we would not go to see them. Thus, we attend movies
for excitement, enlightenment, and distraction because we like to believe there is
something out there that can affect us, positively or negatively. That is the goal, and
everything leading up to it is purposive.
This is exactly what we do with the world. There is a very specific purpose in
making up our dream. We want people to react to it, including ourselves, as if it were
real. Thus I see everything out there in the world, totally forgetting it is my movie. Not
only did I make it up, but I made it up to see sin all around me; to see victimizers in
everyone except in me.
Once we see that cause and effect are never separated, we understand what we
are seeing outside, to repeat, is simply an image that came from a thought. The key
point to keep in mind is that there is a specific motivation — which we will get to in the
next lesson — to learn that the ego’s lessons are true but we are not responsible for
them. The ego teaches that we have separated from God, victimized and murdered Him,
and thus acquired our individual existence. We believe this to be true, except we are not
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responsible for it; someone else is.
Thus we have all gone to great trouble, with a very high budget indeed — it has
cost us Everything — to make this grandiose movie of our lives. We invest tremendous
energy in this movie in order to fulfill the ego’s ultimate purpose: proving the separation
is real, but we are not responsible for it. We forget we are actors with specific names and
roles in the movie, as well as being script writers, directors, and producers.
If we were to realize we made the whole thing up, that we, as directors, are in
control of our movie by virtue of excluding another Director, we would suddenly
recognize that our greatest efforts were nothing because everything we had done was a
defense against the truth. In a passage with which we will become increasingly familiar,
we read:
What if you recognized this world is an hallucination? What if you really
understood you made it up? What if you realized that those who seem to walk
about in it, to sin and die, attack and murder and destroy themselves, are wholly
unreal? Could you have faith in what you see, if you accepted this? And would
you see it? (T-20.VIIL7:3-7)
In other words, the defensive purpose of the world is sustained by keeping cause
and effect separate, not remembering that our minds are the cause of the world.
One other point about this lesson: the way I see does not affect me alone. The
great illusion of the world is that I can have my private, hateful thoughts without affecting
anyone. Yet if the Sonship is one, there must be an effect, because thoughts are unified
and minds are joined. These effects are not usually observable, which is part of the
reason for making the movie, yet they are there. That is why our guilt is so great — deep
down we know the effect of our anger, for example. Whether or not we express it —
whether it be physical, verbal, or in our conscious thoughts — anger’s effect is
continually telling God and Jesus They are wrong and we are right: the separation is
alive and well, and we have the power to destroy Heaven. Again, this is the source of
our guilt, and why Jesus is telling us to look at our expressions of anger, and even more
importantly, at their underlying thoughts. If they do not change, nothing will change.
We return to the idea of oneness:
(2:1-3) Today we are again emphasizing the fact that minds are joined. This
is rarely a wholly welcome idea at first, since it seems to carry with it an enormous
sense of responsibility, and may even be regarded as an “invasion of privacy.”
Yet it is a fact that there are no private thoughts.
Within the dream there certainly are private thoughts. We all have the illusion we
have them. We think, for example: “Thank God I didn’t say that, so my friend doesn’t
know what I really think.” On a conscious level that person may not know, but remember,
we are all part of the one mind, and on that level another’s fear and guilt are reinforced
by our thoughts, just as we are. Therefore, the effects of our thoughts may not show up
right away on an individual level within the dream, but in the larger mind, of which all of
us are an effect, thoughts have tremendous power as they reinforce the ego’s thought
system. They are reminders to everyone that the ego is alive and well, and Jesus does
not know what he is talking about.
(2:4-5) Despite your initial resistance to this idea, you will yet understand
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that it must be true if salvation is possible at all. And salvation must be possible
because it is the Will of God.
What is important here is that salvation is possible only if there is one problem.
The key to salvation within A Course in Miracles is its first principle: there is no order of
difficulty among miracles. This tells us that each problem is like every other problem, and
so the solution — the miracle — is the same for all. The problem is unreal; but we will
not know its unreality until we realize that every problem is the same. The seemingly
external form of each problem is but a shadow of the inner problem: the single thought
that says: “I am separated and am on my own.” If we could be separate and have private
thoughts, that would mean the separation is real. Salvation can occur only when we
realize the separation is illusory, which means we can have no private thoughts.
The concluding three paragraphs present the daily exercise to be performed:
(3) The minute or so of mind searching which today’s exercises require is to
be undertaken with eyes closed. The idea for today is to be repeated first, and
then the mind should be carefully searched for the thoughts it contains at that
time. As you consider each one, name it in terms of the central person or theme it
contains, and holding it in your mind as you do so, say:
I am not alone in experiencing the effects of this thought about _____.
Here Jesus is having us focus solely on our thoughts, as reflecting their unity with
the Sonship.
(4-5) The requirement of as much indiscriminateness as possible in
selecting subjects for the practice periods should be quite familiar to you by now,
and will no longer be repeated each day, although it will occasionally be included
as a reminder. Do not forget, however, that random selection of subjects for all
practice periods remains essential throughout. Lack of order in this connection
will ultimately make the recognition of lack of order in miracles meaningful to you.
Apart from the “as needed” application of today’s idea, at least three
practice periods are required, shortening the length of time involved, if necessary.
Do not attempt more than four.
In a sense, Jesus is revealing his process with us, explaining the purpose of the
first nineteen lessons. Over and over, he insists that we not discriminate in the choice of
objects we perceive outside, or in our choice of thoughts as we search our minds. Jesus
wants us to realize that everything we perceive and think is the same. By learning to
practice this idea with specific objects in the room and specific thoughts within our
minds, we will come to realize that everything is the same, and therefore our problems
have one solution — the miracle.
Thus we find a clear statement of Jesus’ underlying method, and why the
workbook lessons appear to be as simple as they are. He wants us to practice on a level
that is comfortable — coat hanger, waste basket, lamp, telephone, cup, etc. — until we
get the idea they are all the same, serving the purpose of proving the reality of the
separation and the absence of our responsibility for it. This helps us ultimately to realize
there is no hierarchy of illusions; the correction for the first law of chaos, which seeks to
establish this hierarchy.
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I am determined to see.
There are relatively few lessons like this in the workbook; Lesson 95 is especially
similar. Their importance lies not so much in the specific theme, as much as it lies in
Jesus explaining what he is doing in these exercises: how to do them, and how not to do
them. He begins by discussing the practice periods.
(1:1-2) We have been quite casual about our practice periods thus far. There
has been virtually no attempt to direct the time for undertaking them, minimal
effort has been required, and not even active cooperation and interest have been
asked.
In other words, Jesus is being very gentle. He says: “Take a minute or two, and if
that is too much, take less. Do it two or three times a day. If that is too much, do it less.”
He explains:
(1:3-6) This approach has been intentional, and very carefully planned. We
have not lost sight of the crucial importance of the reversal of your thinking. The
salvation of the world depends on it. Yet you will not see if you regard yourself as
being coerced, and if you give in to resentment and opposition.
Thus Jesus tells us: “I am not trying to convince you that I am right and you are
wrong, nor am I trying to compel you to believe these concepts. I am being as gentle as I
can, asking only that you go along with me, whether you believe in this or not.” This is
not an argument. Since Jesus is not trying to prove that you are wrong and he is right,
you should not be trying to prove yourself right and him wrong. Our only reason for
reversing our thinking should not be because of him, but because of us: we would feel
better if we did. Becoming happy is the motivation Jesus is trying to instill in us, as we
shall see presently. It is important to proceed as you would with a new pair of shoes: Try
them on and walk around for a while. If they feel comfortable, keep them; if not, discard
them. And so, pardon the pun, we are ready for the next step as Jesus says: “I have not
been giving you a lot of structure, until now”:
(2:1-5) This is our first attempt to introduce structure. Do not misconstrue it
as an effort to exert force or pressure. You want salvation. You want to be happy.
You want peace.
Motivation now is the focus. The ego’s motivation is the exact opposite of
happiness. Everyone would say they want salvation, happiness and peace, but it is
always acquired at someone else’s expense, an inevitability of the ego thought system.
If I am happy, I have to get something from someone else; if I have to get something,
someone will have less of it. This is the essence of the special relationship, a term,
incidentally, that does not appear at all in the workbook, although clearly its hateful
dynamics are reflected throughout. Jesus is thus trying to tell us we really want
salvation, which means we really want to be free of our guilt. We really want to be happy
and peaceful.
(2:6) You do not have them now, because your mind is totally
undisciplined...
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If you have any questions about this, just think how difficult it is for you to go
around realizing that everything you see or react to is literally not there. That provides
some idea of the undisciplined nature of your mind. You can be attentive right now and
understand everything that is being said. Yet, it is almost guaranteed that within minutes,
if not seconds, you will return to your old way of being: holding grievances, becoming
upset about something, and actually believing there is no connection between your
thoughts and the images you perceive. That is what Jesus means by being
“undisciplined.” He is not rebuking us, but simply saying: “You must recognize that this is
true. Otherwise you will not let me help you.”
(2:6-8) ... and you cannot distinguish between joy and sorrow, pleasure and
pain, love and fear. You are now learning how to tell them apart. And great indeed
will be your reward.
This is a major theme in A Course in Miracles, both here and in the text (e.g., T7.X; T-8.II; T-19.IV-B.12-15). It has not been the first time we have made this
observation, nor will it be the last. It goes to the heart of Jesus’ attempt at motivating us
to learn his course so that we would be truly happy and joyful. Normally, what brings us
joy and pleasure is getting what we want. We think love is specialness – having our
needs met – and we are not aware that this is part of the ego system, and thus will only
bring us guilt and pain.
(3:1) Your decision to see is all that vision requires.
The problem is that we do not want to see, and so Jesus first has to help us
realize how much we do not want to, a wish that comes from the recognition that if we
see through his eyes we can no longer blame anyone. Seeing through his eyes means
that reality is not what we perceive outside, but his love for us, the reflection of the reality
of God’s Love.
Thus we need to be aware of how much we do not want to give up the certainty
that we are right about our perceptions, because we certainly do not want to give up our
certainty about what we perceive inside our sinful and guilty self. As painful as that selfimage may be, it is still my selfishness, which establishes my existence. I am reminded
of one of Helen’s favorite poetic lines – which she would misquote, by the way – from
Yeats’ poem, “Aedh wishes for the Cloths of Heaven”: “Tread lightly on my dreams. They
are dreams. Yet they are my dreams.”*
(3:2-8) What you want is yours. Do not mistake the little effort that is asked
of you for an indication that our goal is of little worth. Can the salvation of the
world be a trivial purpose? And can the world be saved if you are not? God has
one Son, and he is the resurrection and the life. His will is done because all power
is given him in Heaven and on earth. In your determination to see is vision given
you.
The language in these passages is clearly biblical: New Testament terms and
descriptions of Jesus. He is God’s Son, and “the resurrection and the life,” and “all power
is given him in Heaven and on earth.” But Jesus is telling us here: “Yes, this is true of
me, but it is also true of you. Moreover, the world cannot be saved if you are not.” It is
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obvious by now that this world is not external, for Jesus’ focus is always on the internal
— what we think. Again, we need to be motivated to think differently, and thus to see
differently.
(4) The exercises for today consist in reminding yourself throughout the
day that you want to see. Today’s idea also tacitly implies the recognition that you
do not see now. Therefore, as you repeat the idea, you are stating that you are
determined to change your present state for a better one, and one you really want.
This is how Jesus begins the process of changing our motivation – from guilt to
happiness. We do not want to see now because we believe vision will bring pain. Only
when we learn that it brings happiness will we want to change from the ego’s form of
seeing.
(5:1-2) Repeat today’s idea slowly and positively at least twice an hour
today, attempting to do so every half hour. Do not be distressed if you forget to do
so, but make a real effort to remember.
Jesus is slowly and gently introducing us to the all-important concept of sin vs.
error. To forget today’s idea is not a sin, but merely an error or mistake that we wish to
correct so that we shall feel better. It is Jesus’ gentle teaching that undoes the ego’s
harshness, and provides us with a model of kindness for all our interactions.
And finally:
(5:3-6) The extra repetitions should be applied to any situation, person or
event that upsets you. You can see them differently, and you will. What you desire
you will see. Such is the real law of cause and effect as it operates in the world.
If we see separation, vengeance, betrayal, or suffering, it is because we want to
see them. This desire is the cause, and what we see is the effect. Jesus is trying to
convince us that we really want to see differently. We obviously are not as yet
convinced.
* The original reads: “But I, being poor, have only my dreams; / I have spread my
dreams under your feet; / Tread softly because you tread on my dreams.”
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I am determined to see things differently.
This lesson directly follows from the preceding one. It is interesting to note that
Jesus talks specifically about anger in this lesson, even though it is not reflected in the
title at all. He illustrates the idea that there is no hierarchy of illusions by having us
realize that anger consists of a wide range of thoughts. We begin with the specific
instructions, which usually come at the end of the lesson:
(1:1-2:2) The idea for today is obviously a continuation and extension of the
preceding one. This time, however, specific mind-searching periods are
necessary, in addition to applying the idea to particular situations as they may
arise. Five practice periods are urged, allowing a full minute for each.
In the practice periods, begin by repeating the idea to yourself. Then close
your eyes and search your mind carefully for situations past, present or
anticipated that arouse anger in you.
This is the mind searching we had discussed earlier, and now Jesus wants us to
focus specifically on our anger. The problem is that we cannot be determined to see
things differently at the same time we are angry, because our anger says: “I am
determined to see things the way I have always seen them. My perception is right,
Jesus’ is wrong, and I will go to my death to prove it.” Jesus is now helping us realize
that before we can say “I am determined to see differently,” we have to understand our
thoughts, which is why he asks us to get in touch with them. In other words, vision can
come only by undoing our thoughts of anger, or correcting our mistaken decision for the
ego. Saying no to the ego is the way of learning to see.
(2:3-5) The anger may take the form of any reaction ranging from mild
irritation to rage. The degree of the emotion you experience does not matter. You
will become increasingly aware that a slight twinge of annoyance is nothing but a
veil drawn over intense fury.
This last line is the one I mentioned earlier in Lesson 16, one of the more famous
lines in A Course in Miracles. It is so important, in fact, that Jesus virtually repeats it in
the manual for teachers (M-17.4:5). Everything is the same. Forms vary, but their
content remains the same, as this lesson clearly explains. Statements such as these
illustrate just how radical this course is. For all intents and purposes it invalidates all our
experiences and beliefs.
(3:1-2) Try, therefore, not to let the “little” thoughts of anger escape you in
the practice periods. Remember that you do not really recognize what arouses
anger in you, and nothing that you believe in this connection means anything.
We think that what arouses anger in us is what people do or fail to do, but what
truly arouses our anger is the need to project responsibility for the separation:
Anger always involves projection of separation, which must ultimately be
accepted as one’s own responsibility, rather than being blamed on others (T6.in.1:2).
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That fact is what we do not want to acknowledge. We need to proclaim: “I am not
guilty of the sin of murdering God and betraying His Love. Someone else is.” When I see
it out there – because I put it there – I believe I am justified in getting angry; a neat trick,
at which we all are pretty expert. It matters not whether I am enraged or only mildly
annoyed. Either way I am saying that my well being depends on something or someone
external. In the absence of that special object I will be upset, and it will not be my fault.
(3:3-5) You will probably be tempted to dwell more on some situations or
persons than on others, on the fallacious grounds that they are more “obvious.”
This is not so. It is merely an example of the belief that some forms of attack are
more justified than others.
For the first time we see a specific example of the principle that there is no
hierarchy of illusions. Jesus uses anger as the example because it is so central to the
ego’s thought system. Everyone walks around angry, because everyone walks around
guilty over the separation and not wanting to accept responsibility for it. Thus again,
before we can be determined to see things differently, we have to recognize and
understand the interference to seeing things differently: there is something out there –
whether in our own body or another’s – that causes us pain that is not of our doing. In
other words, our thoughts have no power, and thus cannot cause us distress. Someone
else has brought this upset about, or some disease or circumstance. We are innocent,
the helpless victim of forces beyond our control.
The rest of the lesson repeats instructions we have seen before.
(4-5) As you search your mind for all the forms in which attack thoughts
present themselves, hold each one in mind while you tell yourself:
I am determined to see ____ [name of person] differently.
I am determined to see ____ [specify the situation] differently.
Try to be as specific as possible. You may, for example, focus your anger
on a particular attribute of a particular person, believing that the anger is limited
to this aspect. If your perception is suffering from this form of distortion, say:
I am determined to see ____ [specify the attribute] in _____ [name of
person] differently.
“Try to be as specific as possible” is the key here. Our temptation will often be to
gloss over the specific forms of upset of our life, unconsciously trying to deny them as
the means of denying their source. Thus our ego would get us twice: first by teaching us
to deny our guilt, and then to deny its specific defense of anger. This is the double shield
of oblivion Jesus describes in Lesson 136.
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I can escape from the world I see by giving up attack thoughts.
This is among the most important lessons in the workbook, providing us with clear
statements about the nature of world, and what salvation is and what it is not. Another
valuable aspect of this lesson is its simple language, which makes it even more difficult
to mistake its message. This certainly does not mean, of course, that people will not try
valiantly to overlook it.
The title itself is a blockbuster. The world we see is a world of death: vengeance,
violence, pain, and suffering. It might also be described as a world of pleasure and
happiness, but no pleasure and happiness in this world lasts. As they begin to fade, our
anxiety and anger grow, our specialness feels unfulfilled, and we inevitably experience
pain. Jesus is teaching us now that the way to escape from this pain is not by doing
anything to the world, but by changing how we look on the world.
(1:1-3) The idea for today contains the only way out of fear that will ever
succeed. Nothing else will work; everything else is meaningless. But this way
cannot fail.
You do not deal with fear by overcoming it directly, or by changing anything of the
world or the body. You can escape from fear only by changing its cause, which is the
decision to be separate. Many of the world’s methods will work, but not all the time. In
other words, the gains you may receive from following the world’s guidelines will not last
– no matter how noble and ideal they might seem – because the cause of the distress is
overlooked. This was Jesus’ pointed response to Helen, to which we shall return
periodically, when early in the dictation she asked him to remove her fear:
The correction of fear is your responsibility. When you ask for release from
fear, you are implying that it is not. You should ask, instead, for help in the
conditions that have brought the fear about. These conditions always entail a
willingness to be separate.... You may still complain about fear, but you
nevertheless persist in making yourself fearful.... If I intervened between your
thoughts [cause] and their results [effect], I would be tampering with a basic law of
cause and effect; the most fundamental law there is. I would hardly help you if I
depreciated the power of your own thinking. This would be in direct opposition to
the purpose of this course. It is much more helpful to remind you that you do not
guard your thoughts carefully enough (T-2.VI.4:1-4; VII.1:1,4-7).
Jesus was thus appealing to the power of Helen’s mind to choose to be afraid,
directing her attention to the cause of her distress, away from its effect.
(1:4-5) Every thought you have makes up some segment of the world you
see. It is with your thoughts, then, that we must work, if your perception of the
world is to be changed.
This is another clear statement of cause and effect, and one that is meant literally.
The cause of everything in the world is our thoughts, and the effect is everything we
experience in the world. This principle, however, must be understood from the point of
view of the mind, otherwise we would be tempted to believe that a particular thought of
ours could have a harmful effect on something external. For instance, if you as an
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individual have an angry thought about someone, and then something unfortunate
occurs, you could mistakenly think this lesson means you are responsible for what
happened to that person. The intention here is not to induce guilt because something
happens to someone with whom you are angry. Jesus is talking about a thought in the
mind, which means that if the person falls off a ladder, it is to be viewed as a choice that
that person made, perhaps along with you if you react to it — but not the you that you
think you are.
It is essential to remember that thoughts are of the mind, not the brain. What we
usually identify as our thoughts belong to the brain, which, we are told time and time
again, does not truly think. Jesus is speaking to us exclusively about the mind.
Remember, the mind is outside time and space, and the world of time and space
emanates from the one thought of separation. Once we believe we are here, everything
appears to be real and governed by laws we have established. These will always be
some expression of cause and effect. For instance, I drink poison and my body
experiences the effect: I become ill and may even die. Both the seeming cause – my
drinking poison – and the seeming effect – my body’s illness or death – are effects of a
larger cause, which is the thought that says: “I am going to prove I am right and God is
wrong. I am going to prove separation is real, the body real, and that sin most definitely
has an effect: my death.”
This lesson, as is obvious, does not truly discuss these principles; that is the
function of the text. But its underlying teachings are certainly reflected here. Jesus is not
expecting students at this point to have a thorough understanding of the text’s theoretical
principles. He simply asks us to begin practicing the exercises. Consistent practice will
eventually lead to an understanding of the deeper metaphysics of A Course in Miracles’
thought system. Recall that the world was made as a defense against getting in touch
with the thoughts in our minds.
“It is with your thoughts, then, that we must work” is an extremely important
statement. This is a course in mind training, a course in changing your mind and how
you perceive. In practice, changing how you think really means changing the teacher
from whom you will learn. The bottom line of A Course in Miracles is always: Do I
choose my ego to teach me how I should perceive the world, or do I let Jesus or the
Holy Spirit be my Teacher? My thoughts – guilt, anger, and suffering; or thoughts of
peace and forgiveness – automatically follow from the teacher I have chosen. That is
why it is important to understand that an integral part of the Course’s curriculum is
developing a personal relationship with Jesus or the Holy Spirit. From that relationship
our right-minded thoughts, and therefore our right-minded perceptions and behavior will
inevitably follow.
(2) If the cause of the world you see is attack thoughts, you must learn that
it is these thoughts which you do not want. There is no point in lamenting the
world. There is no point in trying to change the world. It is incapable of change
because it is merely an effect. But there is indeed a point in changing your
thoughts about the world. Here you are changing the cause. The effect will change
automatically.
It is necessary first to accept the premise that the cause of the world is attack
thoughts. This is true both on the larger level – that the cause of the entire physical
universe is an attack thought – as well as on the personal level – that the individual
world of our physical and psychological self is caused by an attack thought, which is the
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belief that we are separate.
Jesus is telling us that – to express it in a specific example – if you do not like a
shadow on a wall, you do not approach it and try to change the shadow, ignoring the
object that is casting the shadow. If you do not like what you see on the wall, change the
object! To try to peel off the shadow, or modify it in some way is silly. The physical
universe can be likened to a shadow, reminiscent of Plato’s Allegory of the Cave, which
is why Jesus says in an oft-quoted line: “Trust not your good intentions. They are not
enough” (T-18.IV.2:1-2). It is the well-intentioned people in the world who want to
change, fix, or make it better. They may succeed up to a point, but they will ultimately fail
if they ignore the world’s underlying cause of separation.
Statements such as the ones expressed here – i.e., “There is no point in trying to
change the world” – have frequently been taken out of context by students of A Course
in Miracles and wrongly interpreted to mean that we literally are to do nothing: They
erroneously think this means that we should let rapists go free, Hitlers invade countries,
the environment go to hell, pay no attention to what we put into our stomachs, etc. –
because the world and body are illusory and all we need do is change our minds. This,
however, is exactly the opposite of what Jesus is teaching us. Ultimately it is true that
the universe is illusory and nothing here matters; but as long as we believe we are here,
our bodies are symbols, and before we can let them go, we first have to change what
they symbolize – from separation to joining, attack to forgiveness.
We thus return to the central point – changing our teacher. If we have chosen
Jesus, he will have us act in a loving way, in forms understood by the world. Lesson 184
makes that explicit point. These passages, therefore, should not be used as an excuse
for doing nothing about the world, or our or other people’s bodies. Rather, whatever we
do about the world or ourselves should be done with Jesus’ guidance instead of the
ego’s. As he says later on in the context of perceiving specifics to learn abstraction: “We
need to see a little, that we learn a lot” (W-pI.161.4:8). Thus we practice on the “little”
things of the body, so that we may come to learn about the magnitude of spirit.
It is highly unlikely Jesus would tell you: “Do not do anything because I will bring
everything to you, and the world is an illusion.” He will not teach you that because you
are still too terrified of understanding and accepting it. As long as you identify with your
body (and that includes everyone who studies this course), its meaning for you has to be
changed. You do not give up the body; you do not go from the nightmare of the ego to
the truth of eternity. Rather, you go from the nightmare dreams of the ego to the happy
dreams of the Holy Spirit:
Nothing more fearful than an idle dream has terrified God’s Son, and made
him think that he has lost his innocence, denied his Father, and made war upon
himself. So fearful is the dream, so seeming real, he could not waken to reality
without the sweat of terror and a scream of mortal fear, unless a gentler dream
preceded his awaking, and allowed his calmer mind to welcome, not to fear, the
Voice that calls with love to waken him; a gentler dream, in which his suffering
was healed and where his brother was his friend. God willed he waken gently and
with joy, and gave him means to waken without fear (T-27.VII.13:3-5).
This means that the body comes to serve another purpose and has a different
meaning: the means for undoing all guilt and hatred of others. With this new purpose in
mind, you are free to use your body lovingly, treating yourself and others more kindly.
The forms do not matter; the teacher you choose does. Everyone, however, is tempted
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to skip steps, because the fear of looking at what it truly means to live in the ego’s world
is too painful. As a result, A Course in Miracles all too often becomes a way of escaping
the pain of our everyday lives, rather than the means of undoing it.
When Jesus talks about changing your thoughts, understand him to mean
changing the teacher of your thoughts. Again, if you choose him as your teacher, all your
thoughts, perceptions, and behavior will be loving. But be wary of the ego ploy that
would have you believe you are choosing Jesus, when you are really choosing the ego
itself. You can tell you have chosen the ego when you are caught in a way of thinking
that causes you to look different from others, separating yourself in some way – behavior
that makes you special. Anything that causes you to deny your body or to live in a way
that calls attention to yourself you can bet 99.99 percent of the time is of your ego and
not Jesus. The real cause you want to change is your need to prove that you are right
and Jesus is wrong, which you do by establishing your personal identity. Remember, this
identity is one of specialness, which is a red flag signaling you have chosen the ego as
your teacher.
Another expression of the ego’s hidden agenda of specialness is the special
focus students of A Course in Miracles place on the effect of the mind’s change. Indeed,
very often the physical world will change as our thoughts change, but this means nothing
if the world is nothing. The effect that always changes is the inevitable result of our
attack thoughts: guilt, anxiety, fear, depression, disease, etc. Peace will always result
when these attack thoughts are given up. To place emphasis on the form of the effect is
merely to allow the ego thoughts back into our minds. We must always “be vigilant only
for God and His Kingdom” (T-6.V-C).
(3:1) The world you see is a vengeful world, and everything in it is a symbol
of vengeance.
These are very strong statements, and as uncompromising as any you will come
across in the text. Everything in this world is a symbol of vengeance. Why? Because if
you believe there is a world, you are saying God no longer exists. If God no longer
exists, it is because you killed Him and perforce believe He is justified in taking
vengeance on you. You block out that horrendous thought and conflict, project it, and
then believe it is the world that will seek its vengeance on you. There is of course
another meaning we can give to the symbol of the world – the Holy Spirit’s purpose of
forgiveness – but here the focus is on the ego.
(3:2) Each of your perceptions of “external reality” is a pictorial
representation of your own attack thoughts.
“External reality” is in quotes because there is no reality outside. This is similar to
the idea Jesus presents early in the text: “All thinking produces form at some level” (T2.VI.9:14), which appears in the first paragraph of this lesson: “Every thought you have
makes up some segment of the world you see.” By “pictorial representation” Jesus
means projection, as we have already seen in this statement that cannot be quoted too
often:
It [the world] is the witness to your state of mind, the outside picture of an
inward condition (T-21.in.1:5).
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Once again, Jesus refers to the thinking occurring within the ego system, which
always reflects some aspect of attack.
(3:3-4) One can well ask if this can be called seeing. Is not fantasy a better
word for such a process, and hallucination a more appropriate term for the result?
Fantasy is a psychological term for thoughts that are not real, usually pertaining to
bringing you something you want. This means calling upon the ego’s trusted ally:
specialness. If you want to defend against your guilt, you invoke fantasies of killing
someone or attaining vengeance on another; or if you feel you are in a state of lack, you
indulge fantasies of pleasure, of getting what you want. Everything in this world – special
hate or special love – comes from a fantasy thought. Thus the world gives me what I
want: a haven in which I can hide from God. And since the world is the effect of a
thought of fantasy, it exists in the realm of hallucination – the perceptual counterpart of
the mind’s delusional thought system of fantasy.
(4:1) You see the world that you have made, but you do not see yourself as
the image maker.
This is denial, discussed in detail later in Lesson 136, “Sickness is a defense
against the truth,” which instructs us that we make up a sickness, and then forget we did
so. It is another way of saying we are the dreamer of the dream, but have forgotten the
dream’s source and instead believe the dream is dreaming us. This is a major theme in
the text, to which we shall return. For now, note these representative statements that
can serve as prelude to the more extensive discussions to come:
This is how all illusions came about. The one who makes them does not
see himself as making them, and their reality does not depend on him. Whatever
cause they have is something quite apart from him, and what he sees is separate
from his mind. He cannot doubt his dreams’ reality, because he does not see the
part he plays in making them and making them seem real.... You are the dreamer
of the world of dreams. No other cause it has, nor ever will (T-27.VII.7:6-9; 13:12).
Let us return the dream he gave away unto the dreamer, who perceives
the dream as separate from himself and done to him (T-27.VIII.6:1).
The miracle does not awaken you, but merely shows you who the dreamer
is.... He [the dreamer] did not see that he was author of the dream, and not a
figure in the dream (T-28.II.4:2; 7:4).
(4:2-3) You cannot be saved from the world, but you can escape from its
cause. This is what salvation means, for where is the world you see when its
cause is gone?
Ultimately you cannot be saved from the world because there is no world. You are
saved from your belief system that tells you there is a world. This belief system, as I
have been saying, rests on the self-accusation we have killed God so we could exist in
His place.
In the real world you are literally outside the dream and totally identified with the
Holy Spirit’s Love. You no longer identify with the cause of the world, which is the belief
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in separation from God. You may appear to be in the world, as Jesus did, but your reality
remains outside it, and so for you the world has disappeared.
(4:4-5) Vision already holds a replacement for everything you think you see
now. Loveliness can light your images, and so transform them that you will love
them, even though they were made of hate.
Vision is the Course’s term for right-minded or true perception, identifying with the
Holy Spirit’s thought system of Atonement.
This refers back to Lesson 15, “My thoughts are images I have made,” which
talked about the sparks of light that creep up around objects. I explained then that the
references to light were originally meant for a friend of Helen’s and Bill’s, and not to be
taken literally. They are best understood in terms of content, which means we learn to
see things differently. This new way of seeing is represented by light: “Loveliness can
light your images.” Everything in the world now becomes lovely in our light-filled
perception, because its purpose has been changed. We shall return to the important
concept of purpose.
Even though our images were made of hate – a stronger word than “attack” –
their purpose is now changed. We look at them in love, despite their origin. As the text
says of specialness in an important statement we have already quoted: “Such is the Holy
Spirit’s kind perception of specialness; His use of what you made, to heal instead of
harm” (T-25.VI.4:1). The purpose of our making the world was to protect our individuality
and sinful thoughts through projection. With its purpose changed, the world becomes a
classroom in which we learn there is no world by reversing the projection, bringing it
back to the mind that was its source. This lovely thought frees us, as its loveliness lights
up our vision and everything we see.
(4:6) For you will not be making them alone.
This is another expression of the principle that minds are joined. Jesus is not
speaking of bodily joining of any kind. We “will not be making them alone” because when
we choose to identify with Jesus we are making a distinct choice against separation and
for unity. That is the meaning of being with Jesus. If he is the Christ because he is God’s
one Son, and I join with him in a holy instant, I am the Christ, too, along with everyone
else.
When I choose the unholy instant, since everyone is one with me within the ego
thought system as well, I am sending out the message that we are right and God is
wrong. We are right in our belief that we are separated; you are right in feeling unfairly
treated, and I am right in feeling angry at you. We are thus not alone in experiencing the
effects of our wrong-minded or right-minded thoughts, the effects of what we see or
Christ’s vision: the mind of God’s Son is one.
This principle has nothing to do with this world or with our experience here, but
only with our minds’ thoughts, of which there are two, both perfectly unified: the ego’s
thought of separation that we share as one Son, and the Atonement correction for that
thought, which we also share.
In the text Jesus says that vision or judgment are our choice, but not both of them
(T-20.V.4:7). Vision sees us all as one, reflected in this world through sharing a common
purpose. Judgment sees guilt over the sin of murdering God so we could exist; and
because of this guilt we try continually to kill another, fulfilling the ego’s principle of one
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or the other. We thus have the power to reinforce our decision for the ego, or to remind
each other there is another choice to be made.
Paragraph 5 is the principal source for the three steps of forgiveness I have
taught for so many years:
(5:1-2) The idea for today introduces the thought that you are not trapped in
the world you see, because its cause can be changed. This change requires, first,
that the cause be identified and then let go, so that it can be replaced.
Identifying the cause is to recognize the problem is not what is in the world; my
upset is not caused by what my or someone else’s body does or does not do to me. The
cause rests in a decision made in my mind. That is the first step in forgiveness.
Letting go – the second step – means asking Jesus for help to look at my guilt
and attack thoughts differently. I realize that as my attack on you was a made-up
projection, so was my attack on myself made up, too – I remain as God created me; who
I am as God’s Son has not changed. Letting go thus entails looking at my guilt with the
love of Jesus beside me. And then the third step:
In the instant in which I ask Jesus for help in looking at my guilt, his shining and
forgiving light causes the guilt to disappear. My responsibility is only to bring the guilt to
him, the meaning of accepting the Atonement for myself (T-2.V.5:1).
To briefly summarize these steps: 1) I bring back within my mind the guilt I have
projected onto you; 2) By looking with Jesus, I bring my mind’s guilt to him; in which
instant, 3) the guilt is gone, for I have accepted the love and light that was already
present but had been concealed beneath the darkness of my guilt, protected by my
attack thoughts.
(5:3-6) The first two steps in this process require your cooperation. The final
one does not. Your images have already been replaced. By taking the first two
steps, you will see that this is so.
Our job, again, is simply – the reflection of the “little willingness” – to bring to
Jesus our ego thoughts; those we projected out, wherein we made the world, and those
we made up about ourselves.
Everything we believe in has already gone, as the passage I quoted earlier states:
“This world was over long ago” (T-28.I.1:6). We just believe the world is here, which is
why Jesus uses the term hallucination to describe it (T-20.VIII.7-8). We come to realize
the truth of the Atonement principle by changing our minds about what we were so sure
was right: there is an external world that victimizes us and others. Moreover, we
unconsciously believe this hostile world is a defense against an inner world of guilt that
is even more painful. We were wrong about the world outside and the world inside.
(6:1-2) Besides using it throughout the day as the need arises, five practice
periods are required in applying today’s idea. As you look about you, repeat the
idea slowly to yourself first, and then close your eyes and devote about a minute
to searching your mind for as many attack thoughts as occur to you.
As I have already discussed, “searching your mind” is a prominent theme in A
Course in Miracles because our attack thoughts are hidden. Part of the training we
undergo as students of the workbook and of the Course itself is to allow ourselves to see
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the heretofore concealed attack thoughts in our minds.
(6:3-5) As each one crosses your mind say:
I can escape from the world I see by giving up attack thoughts about _____.
Hold each attack thought in mind as you say this, and then dismiss that
thought and go on to the next.
These instructions highlight the important process of bringing the darkness of our
illusions to the light of truth. These lessons are not meant to be affirmations that simply
state this truth. Rather, they are meant to represent the truth, to which we bring our
thoughts of attack. Bringing light to illusion merely strengthens the illusion. On the other
hand, bringing illusions to the light is what shines them away.
(7) In the practice periods, be sure to include both your thoughts of
attacking and of being attacked. Their effects are exactly the same because they
are exactly the same. You do not recognize this as yet, and you are asked at this
time only to treat them as the same in today’s practice periods. We are still at the
stage of identifying the cause of the world you see. When you finally learn that
thoughts of attack and of being attacked are not different, you will be ready to let
the cause go.
There is no difference between being a victim or a victimizer. Attack is attack is
attack. Jesus reiterates that he does not expect us to understand this, let alone identify
with, or even believe in it, but he is asking us to practice it, and he tells us precisely how
to do so.
As we learn there is no difference between self-attack (guilt) and attack, we
realize that being a victim is the most vicious form of attack possible. If we see ourselves
as victims, it is clear that someone else will pay the price of punishment for our sin. It is
this victimized suffering that points the accusing finger at another (see, e.g., T-27.I.1-4).
Giving up our investment in seeing ourselves as victims is the hardest illusion of all to
lose; our very existence is based on the idea that we are the victims: We did not choose
to come into this world – it was our parents who brought us here; we did not choose to
have our bodies, personalities, or problems – it was our genes or environment that were
the determining factors. So we believe.
It is very difficult to accept that seeing yourself at the mercy of forces beyond your
control is an attack. Yet this is the point of the lesson. Again, Jesus is not asking us to
accept it just yet, but he is asking that we hear his words and try to understand them,
and thus include thoughts of victimization in our practice periods. Needless to say, we
are still in the early stages of our mind training.
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I do not perceive my own best interests.
This lesson introduces the theme of humility. We are so sure we know what is
best for us, let alone what is best for others. In one sense, as this lesson makes clear, it
is understandable we would think that way. In one way or another we have been taught
that if we do not take care of ourselves, who will? We learn we cannot trust the world; it
is not set up to meet our needs instantaneously – physically or emotionally. We cannot
completely trust our parents either, for even the best of them, as judged by the world,
are never there for us all the time. A part of us thus learns we must take care of
ourselves: we cannot fully trust anyone. The context of this lesson, therefore, is the
correction of the conviction that we know our best interests.
(1) In no situation that arises do you realize the outcome that would make
you happy. Therefore, you have no guide to appropriate action, and no way of
judging the result. What you do is determined by your perception of the situation,
and that perception is wrong. It is inevitable, then, that you will not serve your
own best interests. Yet they are your only goal in any situation which is correctly
perceived. Otherwise, you will not recognize what they are.
No ego is going to read these lines without being highly insulted! Jesus is saying
we have no guide because we have chosen ourselves as the guide, reminiscent of the
lines from the text I frequently quote: “Resign now as your own teacher.... for you were
badly taught” (T-12.V.8:3; T-28.I.7:1). This, then, is a subtle plug for choosing him as our
guide.
The reasoning behind this teaching is obvious, once we think of it. To know what
is in our best interests presupposes that we truly know our needs, problems, and
desires. Only then, it goes without saying, could we know how to meet our needs, solve
our problems, and fulfill our desires. And yet, as we have already seen and have been
clearly taught in the text, the world and body were literally made to keep the real problem
of separation – in our minds – hidden from us. Therefore, our experience of our needs
and problems is but a smoke screen, the purpose of which is to root our attention to our
bodies – physical and psychological – thus distracting us from the mind, wherein is
found both the problem and the answer.
Moreover, an inevitable result of our initial arrogance compounds it still further by
asking Jesus or the Holy Spirit to help us with a problem that we have determined needs
to be solved. Thus we expect Them to share our insane need to protect our separation
from ever being undone. We shall return to this important theme below.
(2) If you realized that you do not perceive your own best interests, you
could be taught what they are. But in the presence of your conviction that you do
know what they are, you cannot learn. The idea for today is a step toward opening
your mind so that learning can begin.
The humility required is the admission that you do not know what is best for you,
and that there is Someone within you who does, and Whom you will ask for help. The
next step is to realize how much you do not want His help, and when you do ask for it,
how often it is for help on your own terms – in which case you are not giving up your
investment in believing you know what the problem and the answer are.
Moreover, why are you going to learn something when you already believe you
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have the answer? How can he help you, then, if you already believe you know the
answer to your question, the solution to your problem. That is why in A Course in
Miracles Jesus needs you to understand that you do not know. Thus he teaches you that
real learning is unlearning: you cannot be taught the truth until you first understand you
do not know it. That is why Jesus always impresses on his students the undoing aspects
of his correction (see, e.g., T-1.I.26:2-3; T-28.I.1:1-4; W-pII.2.3:1-3; M-4.X.3:6-7).
Jesus is asking here that you trust him enough to suspend all your beliefs, and
then say with sincerity: “I do not perceive my own best interests.” His is a plea for total
humility, and implied in that plea is that we choose him as our teacher instead of the
ego. The beginning of the next paragraph echoes Jesus’ plea:
(3) The exercises for today require much more honesty than you are
accustomed to using. A few subjects, honestly and carefully considered in each of
the five practice periods which should be undertaken today, will be more helpful
than a more cursory examination of a large number. Two minutes are suggested
for each of the mind-searching periods which the exercises involve.
In expressing himself this way, Jesus is telling us we have not been all that
honest up to now. This is why there is repeated emphasis on searching our minds. Part
of the problem inherent in our mind searching is that we think we are searching our
brains. At this point we really do not understand the distinction in A Course in Miracles
between the brain and the mind, an understandable mistake when we consider our
almost complete identification with the body. Thus we forget our brain is a defense. If the
world were made as an attack on God, then certainly the body was made as an attack
on God as well, and the brain is the principal organ of the body: governing what it thinks,
perceives, says, and does.
Jesus is asking us to be able to come to him and say: “I do not understand
anything. Please teach me.” We need to get in touch with how difficult that is. There is a
part of us that truly believes we know what is best for ourselves.
(4) The practice periods should begin with repeating today’s idea, followed
by searching the mind, with closed eyes, for unresolved situations about which
you are currently concerned. The emphasis should be on uncovering the outcome
you want. You will quickly realize that you have a number of goals in mind as part
of the desired outcome, and also that these goals are on different levels and often
conflict.
Note the use of the word uncovering in sentence 2, echoing our discussion of the
centrality of undoing to the practice of forgiveness. It is also clear from Jesus’
instructions how we do not really know what is in our best interests. How could we? In
case we had any doubts about this, the following exercise makes it crystal clear to us:
(5) In applying the idea for today, name each situation that occurs to you,
and then enumerate carefully as many goals as possible that you would like to be
met in its resolution. The form of each application should be roughly as follows:
In the situation involving _____ , I would like _____ to happen, and ____ to
happen,
and so on. Try to cover as many different kinds of outcomes as may
honestly occur to you, even if some of them do not appear to be directly related to
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the situation, or even to be inherent in it at all.
This sets the stage for the next paragraph, which contains the lesson’s central
point:
(6) If these exercises are done properly, you will quickly recognize that you
are making a large number of demands of the situation which have nothing to do
with it. You will also recognize that many of your goals are contradictory, that you
have no unified outcome in mind, and that you must experience disappointment in
connection with some of your goals, however the situation turns out.
The message of this lesson, therefore, is that if we are truly honest we would
recognize the contradictory nature of much of our desires and goals. This is inevitable
when you consider the impossibility of having non-conflicted goals when we do not
recognize our own best interest. To our egos, this interest is self-preservation, but since
this conflicted self is filled with guilt and fear, how could satisfaction of our goals be
anything but conflicted and fraught with the same guilt and fear that led to them?
The lesson’s final paragraph emphasizes one more time the essential point to be
learned if we are successfully to complete A Course in Miracles’ curriculum:
(7) After covering the list of as many hoped-for goals as possible, for each
unresolved situation that crosses your mind say to yourself:
I do not perceive my own best interests in this situation,
and go on to the next one.
Jesus wants us to generalize this lesson to all situations in our lives. To be certain
we did not miss the point, nor forget it, he continues this teaching in Lesson 25.
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I do not know what anything is for.
This lesson directly discusses the theme of purpose, so crucial in A Course in
Miracles. Indeed, one could say that purpose alone helps us understand the ego’s
thought system, the world’s role within it, and how through shifting the world’s purpose
the Holy Spirit uses the ego’s plan to undo it.
(1) Purpose is meaning. Today’s idea explains why nothing you see means
anything. You do not know what it is for. Therefore, it is meaningless to you.
Everything is for your own best interests. That is what it is for; that is its purpose;
that is what it means. It is in recognizing this that your goals become unified. It is
in recognizing this that what you see is given meaning.
Jesus is picking up from the early lessons, including the preceding one, by
helping us realize why nothing here means anything. Something has meaning for us only
because we do not understand what it is for, which comes from not knowing our own
best interests. We think these have to do with satisfying our specialness needs, whether
physical or emotional, while what is truly in our interest is learning to forgive. That is why
everything in this world is for our own best interests, if we choose the right Teacher.
Every situation or relationship can become a classroom in which we are helped to
understand that the world we made comes from our attack thoughts, and everything we
see, given to the Holy Spirit to reinterpret for us, can be a reminder that we can choose
to look at the world differently. This process, as we have already seen, and shall see
many times still, involves shifting our perception of the problem, and therefore our
understanding of our best interests, from the body to the mind. To accomplish such a
perceptual shift is the main goal of these lessons, not to mention A Course in Miracles
itself.
The ego sees the meaning and purpose of everything in the world as an
opportunity to satisfy its specialness needs. Jesus, on the other hand, sees
opportunities, after our first making the ego mistake, to turn to him for help and be taught
there is another way of looking at everything. This other way of looking, summarized in
the three steps of forgiveness in Lesson 23, is realizing that what we see outside is a
projection of what we have first seen within. Once again, Jesus is teaching us to shift our
attention from the body to the mind.
We learn that our perceptions, and the way we organize our personal world and
relate to others, are based on the premise that we have an ego that has to be treated a
certain way; that we have definite needs based on our separated existence that dictate
how we must see our world, especially the people in it. Now that we have a teacher who
shows us what we perceive outside is a projection of an inner thought, we can change
this thought by having changed teachers. The world now has great meaning for us, for
its new purpose has become our classroom, in which we learn from our new teacher his
lessons of forgiveness.
When Jesus says purpose is everything, he means there are two: the ego’s
purpose of rooting us in this world so that our individuality – located in the mind – is safe;
and the Holy Spirit’s purpose of our realizing there is no world, for there is nothing in us
that needs defense. Thus it is the world’s new purpose to help us learn that happy fact,
which is our salvation from our belief in guilt. “Perception and Choice” in the text
summarizes the dual purpose of our split mind:
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But this world has two who made it, and they do not see it as the same. To
each it has a different purpose, and to each it is a perfect means to serve the goal
for which it is perceived.... There is another purpose in the world that error made,
because it has another Maker Who can reconcile its goal with His Creator’s
purpose. In His perception of the world, nothing is seen but justifies forgiveness
and the sight of perfect sinlessness (T-25.III.3:3-4; 5:1-2).
Thus is the real world of forgiveness made by the Holy Spirit as correction and
substitute for the ego’s error-filled world of guilt and hate.
(2:1) You perceive the world and everything in it as meaningful in terms of
ego goals.
This idea could not have been stated more clearly. The “ego goals,” as we have
seen, are some expression of the need to preserve your own identity, individuality, and
specialness. Through the mind-searching exercises you need to realize how true that is.
Watch the way you think about things throughout the day – not necessarily your whole
life, just your day; how everything is organized around what will meet your needs, what
will make you feel good physically and emotionally. Then see how those needs distort
how you perceive the world. In fact, it is those very specialness needs that cause you to
believe you are perceiving the world at all!
(2:2-4) These goals have nothing to do with your own best interests,
because the ego is not you. This false identification makes you incapable of
understanding what anything is for. As a result, you are bound to misuse it.
This is an extremely important statement. The you of which Jesus speaks is not
the ego – the physical or psychological self; it is what we have referred to as the
decision maker. Jesus makes the same point in the text, as we have already seen, when
he asks rhetorically: “Who is the ‘you’ who are living in this world?” (T-4.II.11:8). This
early lesson is the beginning stage in having us dis-identify or disassociate from this ego
self and realize that the you Jesus is addressing is in the mind.
By virtue of our having chosen the wrong teacher we have made the wrong
identification. Consequently, we shall misunderstand, misinterpret, and distort everything
that goes on around us because our perceptions will be geared toward fulfilling the
purpose of preserving that identification. The guilt associated with our special
relationships is thus reinforced, because we are misusing everyone and everything. This
guilt seems so enormous that we can never let ourselves look at what we are doing.
That is why it is so important to change teachers and allow Jesus to look at our guilt with
us. Let him look with us at our misperceptions, misuse, distortions, and attacks, and he
will help us realize they come from one mistake. In our joining with him is that mistake of
separating from love undone.
(2:5) When you believe this, you will try to withdraw the goals you have
assigned to the world, instead of attempting to reinforce them.
When we realize what we are doing, we will inevitably change the goal. In the text
Jesus reflects this change as the shift from the unholy to the holy relationship; a
relationship whose purpose was guilt or illusion becoming one whose purpose is
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forgiveness or truth – the letting go of guilt:
And as the unholy relationship is a continuing hymn of hate in praise of its
maker, so is the holy relationship a happy song of praise to the Redeemer of
relationships.
The holy relationship.... is the old, unholy relationship, transformed and
seen anew (T-17.V.1:7-2:2).
(3) Another way of describing the goals you now perceive is to say that they
are all concerned with “personal” interests. Since you have no personal interests,
your goals are really concerned with nothing. In cherishing them, therefore, you
have no goals at all. And thus you do not know what anything is for.
“Personal” is in quotes because there is no “personal.” Within the dream, having
personal interests means I have interests that are separate from yours. This can be true
only if the separation were real. However, if minds are joined, there can be no personal
interests; only the single interest we share as one Son to awaken from this dream and
return home.
A careful and thoughtful reading of these lines is bound to engender tremendous
anxiety – and that is certainly a mild understatement. Jesus is saying you have no
personal interests, and where does that leave you but nowhere? In essence this means
you do not even exist. Incidentally, personal in this context has the same meaning as
special.
Again, Jesus is not asking you to accept his words and live as if they were true;
he is asking you only to begin to understand the insanity of your thinking and distorted
perceptions because you are literally believing and seeing what is not there. If you do
not question these beliefs and perceptions, if only intellectually, you will never be open to
receive the answer that is waiting for you. Thus, you need to observe your everyday
thoughts, moment to moment, and realize how they come from everything Jesus is
speaking about. They are all based on preserving an ego goal, which is your own
identity. This means that you do not care about anyone or anything else, but only having
your needs met and goals fulfilled.
(4) Before you can make any sense out of the exercises for today, one more
thought is necessary. At the most superficial levels, you do recognize purpose.
Yet purpose cannot be understood at these levels. For example, you do
understand that a telephone is for the purpose of talking to someone who is not
physically in your immediate vicinity. What you do not understand is what you
want to reach him for. And it is this that makes your contact with him meaningful
or not.
We all are aware of superficial purposes, but we are not aware of the true
purposes underlying them. Using the example of the telephone, the real purpose of the
call is to provide an opportunity for us to reconsider the ego’s goal of separate interests
in favor of the Holy Spirit’s goal of shared or common interests. Therefore, what makes
A Course in Miracles so simple is that it teaches us there are only two purposes we ever
need consider, as we have already discussed: the ego’s purpose, which is to retain
individuality and separation, make the world real, and prove Jesus wrong; and Jesus’
purpose, which is to unlearn everything we had learned before, and finally accept with
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humility that he was right and we were wrong – the separation from God was a dream
that never happened in reality.
(5:1) It is crucial to your learning to be willing to give up the goals you have
established for everything.
Remember, because the goal you have established for everything is the
preservation of your individuality, Jesus is asking that you abandon this purpose. That is
why these lessons are so difficult, and must be perceived by our egos as extremely
threatening.
The rest of the lesson underscores a point we have already seen: illusions remain
illusions, regardless of the attributes we project onto them. From the ego’s point of view,
all illusions – good or bad, important or unimportant, human or nonhuman – serve the
single purpose of convincing us that they are what they are not. That is why we do not
know what they are for. These ostensibly simple sentences continue Jesus’ training of
our minds not to make distinctions among illusions, learning instead to make the only
distinction that is valid – between the purposes of the ego and the Holy Spirit:
(5:2-6:8) The recognition that they [our goals] are meaningless, rather than
“good” or “bad,” is the only way to accomplish this. The idea for today is a step in
this direction.
Six practice periods, each of two-minutes duration, are required. Each
practice period should begin with a slow repetition of the idea for today, followed
by looking about you and letting your glance rest on whatever happens to catch
your eye, near or far, “important” or “unimportant,” “human” or “non-human.”
With your eyes resting on each subject you so select, say, for example:
I do not know what this chair is for.
I do not know what this pencil is for.
I do not know what this hand is for.
Say this quite slowly, without shifting your eyes from the subject until you
have completed the statement about it. Then move on to the next subject, and
apply today’s idea as before.
A more sophisticated statement of this teaching of the illusory nature of
everything is found in the following passage from the text, which describes the shared
insanity of our special relationships – our “little, senseless substitutions”:
Your little, senseless substitutions, touched with insanity and swirling lightly
off on a mad course like feathers dancing insanely in the wind, have no
substance. They fuse and merge and separate, in shifting and totally meaningless
patterns that need not be judged at all. To judge them individually is pointless.
Their tiny differences in form are no real differences at all. None of them matters.
That they have in common and nothing else. Yet what else is necessary to make
them all the same? (T-1817:6-12)
Recognizing the inherent meaninglessness of everything allows us to accept the
Holy Spirit’s purpose of making room for His truth as replacement for the ego’s illusions.
We are ready now to move to the next segment of our training: understanding the
relationship between our attack thoughts and our perceptions of attack.
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My attack thoughts are attacking my invulnerability.
This is another crucial lesson and, as I just indicated, takes our learning (and
practice) one step further. If I have attack thoughts, I must believe I am vulnerable. If I
believe I am vulnerable, I cannot be Christ because He is invulnerable. If, as Jesus will
repeatedly remind me, “I am as God created me,”* and if my reality is spirit, I must be
one with everything and everyone. Therefore, there is literally nothing and no one “out
there” who could hurt me. However, as long as I believe I can be hurt – whether in my
own body or through someone else’s – I am attesting to my vulnerability. Moreover, in
saying I am vulnerable I am also saying that I am right in my self-evaluation and the Holy
Spirit is wrong.
(1:1-3) It is surely obvious that if you can be attacked you are not
invulnerable. You see attack as a real threat. That is because you believe that you
can really attack.
The very fact that I am here is proving to me that I can really attack, because I
could only have gotten here by attacking God first. And I “know” I have attacked first
because I perceive attack all around me. The dynamic of projection helps me to
understand how this phenomenon of perception of attack occurs: projection makes
perception – what I perceive outside is the projection of what I have made real inside, a
point we shall pick up again:
(1:4-6) And what would have effects through you must also have effects on
you. It is this law that will ultimately save you, but you are misusing it now. You
must therefore learn how it can be used for your own best interests, rather than
against them.
As we have seen several times in these early lessons, the inner and outer are
one and the same. The thought of attacking and the thought of being attacked come
from the same thought system. We project out our ego thoughts, and then believe they
are going to hurt us in return. As Jesus teaches in the text, in the context of our needing
to project (“get rid of”) conflict (“what we do not want”):
...the idea that you can get rid of something you do not want by giving it
away. Giving it is how you keep it. The belief that by seeing it outside you have
excluded it from within is a complete distortion of the power of extension. That is
why those who project are vigilant for their own safety. They are afraid that their
projections will return and hurt them. Believing they have blotted their projections
from their own minds, they also believe their projections are trying to creep back
in (T-7.VIII.3:6-11).
It is also true, as we have seen, that the Love of God we allow to come through
us in forgiveness will come back to us as well it is that Love we shall perceive all
around us; either expressions of it or calls for it.
The laws of projection and extension operate similarly, but with different contents.
That is why, early in the text, Jesus speaks of projection as the “inappropriate use of
extension” (T-2.I.1:7) – it was the same law of the mind, simply “misused,” leading to
miscreation instead of creation. This law will ultimately save us in another sense as well,
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because it reflects that everything is an illusion. What seems to be outside is an illusion
because what seems to be inside – the ego thought system – is an illusion. Recognizing
this is the ego’s undoing.
(2:1-2) Because your attack thoughts will be projected, you will fear attack.
And if you fear attack, you must believe that you are not invulnerable.
This is what proves that you are right and Jesus is wrong. Jesus asks: “Why are
you so upset? All of this is a dream.” And we say to him: “What do you mean all of this is
a dream? Look at how I have been attacked! Look at how I suffer and all the pain I am
feeling! Look at what other people are feeling – we are all vulnerable! Please do not tell
me this is a dream.” That is how we prove our perceptions are correct. Our pain –
whether in others or in ourselves – is final proof that God is dead and we exist in His
stead.
(2:3-5) Attack thoughts therefore make you vulnerable in your own mind,
which is where the attack thoughts are. Attack thoughts and invulnerability cannot
be accepted together. They contradict each other.
If I perceive attack thoughts in you, it is only because I have first made them real
for myself, which I have done out of the wish to make my separation from God – the
original attack – real as well. It is only after that decision to establish attack as real that
my ego’s plan calls for me to project them out, thereby rendering me vulnerable to my
perceived attack from others. It is clear that these attack thoughts – again, reflective of
the separation from God and hence from everyone else – “cannot be accepted together”
with our invulnerability as God created us. This is yet another way of saying that God
and the ego are mutually exclusive. The dynamic of dissociation is what enables us to
maintain these contradictory beliefs in our minds, as the text explains in these two
passages:
The ego and the spirit do not know each other. The separated mind cannot
maintain the separation except by dissociating (T-4.VI.4:1-2).
Dissociation is a distorted process of thinking, whereby two systems of
belief which cannot coexist are both maintained. If they are brought together, their
joint acceptance becomes impossible. But if one is kept in darkness from the
other, their separation seems to keep them both alive and equal in their reality.
Their joining thus becomes the source of fear, for if they meet, acceptance must
be withdrawn from one of them. You cannot have them both, for each denies the
other. Apart, this fact is lost from sight, for each in a separate place can be
endowed with firm belief (T-14.VII.4:3-8).
(3:1) The idea for today introduces the thought that you always attack
yourself first.
To repeat, if I perceive you attacking me and then react as if that were true, it is
only because I attacked first. This has nothing to do with behavior, for the attack exists
only in my mind. Today’s idea is reflected well in an incisive passage in the text: “If he
speaks not of Christ to you, you spoke not of Christ to him” (T-11.V.18:6). Projection is
the ruling principle governing the activity of the mind, since it determines how we
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perceive the world around us. Remember, perception is interpretation: how we see, not
what we see.
It cannot be said too often that in order to properly understand passages such as
these, the student must realize that Jesus is never talking about what people are doing
behaviorally, but only about our perception of what others are doing. When you feel you
have been attacked by another, you have interpreted their behavior. This does not mean
you do not see attack thoughts in other people – Jesus sees attack thoughts in all his
students. It is in our judgments that the attack thoughts are made real. Thus we read in
the manual for teachers:
Perhaps it will be helpful to remember that no one can be angry at a fact. It
is always an interpretation that gives rise to negative emotions, regardless of their
seeming justification by what appears as facts (M-17.4:1-2).
(3:2-5) If attack thoughts must entail the belief that you are vulnerable, their
effect is to weaken you in your own eyes. Thus they have attacked your
perception of yourself. And because you believe in them, you can no longer
believe in yourself. A false image of yourself has come to take the place of what
you are.
Having weakened ourselves in our own eyes (our vulnerability), we have once
again proven we are right and the Holy Spirit is wrong; we are sons of the ego instead of
Sons of God. We no longer believe we are the Christ, of which the Holy Spirit in our right
minds is the reminder. We have replaced the truth of who we are with a false image – a
special, unique, and individualized self. Again, it is our use of dissociation that allows us
to maintain two contradictory images of ourselves: the truth of knowledge we have
chosen to forget, and the illusion of attack we choose to remember. These passages
cogently describe this dynamic and its undoing through the Holy Spirit:
Unless you first know something you cannot dissociate it. Knowledge must
precede dissociation, so that dissociation is nothing more than a decision to
forget.... Offer the Holy Spirit only your willingness to remember, for He retains
the knowledge of God and of yourself for you, waiting for your acceptance.... His
Voice will tell you that you are part of Him when you are willing to remember Him
and know your own reality again.... To remember is merely to restore to your mind
what is already there. You do not make what you remember; you merely accept
again what is already there, but was rejected....
When you attack, you are denying yourself.... Your denial of reality
precludes the acceptance of God’s gift, because you have accepted something
else in its place.... This is always an attack on truth, and truth is God.... All attack
is Self attack.... [and] is thus the way in which your identification is lost, because
when you attack, you must have forgotten what you are. And if your reality is
God’s, when you attack you are not remembering Him (T-10.II.1:1-2; 2:3,5; 3:1-2;
4:1,3-4; 5:1,4-5).
(4) Practice with today’s idea will help you to understand that vulnerability
or invulnerability is the result of your own thoughts. Nothing except your thoughts
can attack you. Nothing except your thoughts can make you think you are
vulnerable. And nothing except your thoughts can prove to you this is not so.
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The focus of our exercises is solely on our thoughts, the source of the problem
and its solution. Indeed, everything is thought, acceptance of which is the aim of the
workbook’s mind training. These thoughts are not of a physical organ, the brain, but of
the mind, coming from identifying either with the ego or Jesus. From these two thoughts
or thought systems – guilt or innocence – arise a world and our perception of the world.
If you feel yourself attacked, you have chosen the ego as your teacher and therefore
believe you are vulnerable and deserve attack. This has nothing to do with behavior; it
has to do only with the way you perceive the behavior. On the other hand, if we
remember our invulnerability as God’s perfect creation, our perception of the world
changes accordingly. A passage near the end of the text succinctly expresses the
principle that projection makes perception:
The lessons to be learned are only two. Each has its outcome in a different
world. And each world follows surely from its source. The certain outcome of the
lesson that God’s Son is guilty is the world you see. It is a world of terror and
despair. Nor is there hope of happiness in it.... Yet this is not the only outcome
which your learning can produce.... The outcome of the lesson that God’s Son is
guiltless is a world in which there is no fear, and everything is lit with hope and
sparkles with a gentle friendliness. Nothing but calls to you in soft appeal to be
your friend, and let it join with you (T-31.I.7:1-6,9; 8:1-2).
The rest of the lesson presents an exercise and instructions with which we are
quite familiar by now. The focus, as always, is on our thoughts and feelings that seem to
upset us, looking at them as dispassionately as possible, and with more than cursory
attention. It is this thoughtful non-evaluation that allows us to understand that these
upsets all share the same underlying purpose of keeping us from the Thought of Love,
which our thoughts attempt to conceal. In other words, all forms of upset reflect the
hidden content of attacking ourselves by denying Who we are as God’s one Son.
(5-7) Six practice periods are required in applying today’s idea. A full two
minutes should be attempted for each of them, although the time may be reduced
to a minute if the discomfort is too great. Do not reduce it further.
The practice period should begin with repeating the idea for today, then
closing your eyes and reviewing the unresolved questions whose outcomes are
causing you concern. The concern may take the form of depression, worry, anger,
a sense of imposition, fear, foreboding or preoccupation. Any problem as yet
unsettled that tends to recur in your thoughts during the day is a suitable subject.
You will not be able to use very many for any one practice period, because a
longer time than usual should be spent with each one. Today’s idea should be
applied as follows:
First, name the situation:
I am concerned about ____.
Then go over every possible outcome that has occurred to you in that
connection and which has caused you concern, referring to each one quite
specifically, saying:
I am afraid _____ will happen.
This exercise reflects the ego’s axiomatic principle: guilt demands punishment, an
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outcome we justifiably fear. Our concerns of what will happen – “the unresolved
questions whose outcome are causing you concern” – inevitable lead to fear of what will
happen. We thus have no choice but to erect defenses against these objects of our fear,
predicted by our guilt. We shall return later on to this important theme of defense.
(8-9) If you are doing the exercises properly, you should have some five or
six distressing possibilities available for each situation you use, and quite
possibly more. It is much more helpful to cover a few situations thoroughly than
to touch on a larger number. As the list of anticipated outcomes for each situation
continues, you will probably find some of them, especially those that occur to you
toward the end, less acceptable to you. Try, however, to treat them all alike to
whatever extent you can.
After you have named each outcome of which you are afraid, tell yourself:
That thought is an attack upon myself
Conclude each practice period by repeating today’s idea to yourself once
more.
This, of course, is the point. We bring the darkness of our illusions to the light of
Jesus’ truth. The problem is not with the outcome we expect, but with the underlying
decision to attack ourselves by denying God. After these first twenty-five lessons, you
can see how – step by step, lesson by lesson – Jesus is slowly and gently guiding us to
the specific experience of the more abstract teachings in the text.
* There are more than 140 occurrences of this concept throughout A Course in
Miracles. They have been compiled in Appendix C of the Concordance of A Course In
Miracles, pp. 1101-1102.
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Above all else I want to see.
This lesson and the next form a pair – “Above all else I want to see” and “Above
all else I want to see things differently” – and move us still further along in our learning,
returning to the theme of motivation. Teachers recognize that the most important trait
they wish to see in their students is the desire to learn. Without that motivation, nothing
will go on in the classroom. Likewise, therapists cannot be of help to their patients unless
they are motivated to change. Thus, we have to want to learn what A Course in Miracles
is teaching us, otherwise even the world’s greatest teacher will fail. We want to learn
Jesus’ course because it will make us happy. To do this, Jesus first has to convince us
that we are not happy now. His need is nicely expressed in the opening to “The Happy
Learner” in the text:
The Holy Spirit needs a happy learner, in whom His mission can be happily
accomplished. You who are steadfastly devoted to misery must first recognize
that you are miserable and not happy. The Holy Spirit cannot teach without this
contrast, for you believe that misery is happiness. This has so confused you that
you have undertaken to learn to do what you can never do, believing that unless
you learn it you will not be happy (T-14.II.1:1-4).
Now to the lesson itself:
(1:1-4) Today’s idea expresses something stronger than mere
determination. It gives vision priority among your desires. You may feel hesitant
about using the idea, on the grounds that you are not sure you really mean it. This
does not matter.
Jesus is not expecting anyone to really mean these words. If we give up judgment
and choose vision, it is because we have chosen to let go of our investment in
specialness, which to the ego means we are leaving ourselves wide open for attack.
Without specialness to defend against our inner emptiness and lack, so the ego
counsels us, we become vulnerable to the hostile world around us, hell-bent on our
destruction.
(1:5) The purpose of today’s exercises is to bring the time when the idea will
be wholly true a little nearer.
Jesus is making it clear, as he does throughout A Course in Miracles, that this is a
process. Thus he does not expect us suddenly to drop the ego’s hand and take his. But
he does want us to understand what the choices entail, so we know what we are
growing into.
(2:1) There may be a great temptation to believe that some sort of sacrifice
is being asked of you when you say you want to see above all else.
The theme of sacrifice will appear later in the lessons. To the ego, seeing through
Christ’s vision is to sacrifice our personal identity, which is based on separation and
judgment, fear and hate. From the ego’s point of view sacrifice is definitely involved if we
are to survive: either we sacrifice our happiness and pleasure to atone for past sins, or
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others need be sacrificed for us to be happy and peaceful. Either way, someone must
lose so that another wins the ego’s principle of one or the other. The next lines provide
the Holy Spirit’s answer to this principle of sacrifice:
(2:2-5) If you become uneasy about the lack of reservation involved, add:
Vision has no cost to anyone.
If fear of loss still persists, add further:
It can only bless.
Jesus is urging us to reflect our deeper motivation to learn by attempting to
remember the lesson as often as possible throughout the day. It should be noted here,
to be repeated again and again, that it is not sinful when we forget. Indeed, such
forgetting provides us with very helpful information about ourselves. If we are truly to
learn this course, we first have to understand how resistant we are to learning it. Unless
we can undo this resistance – ultimately born of our fear of losing our self – we shall
forever be failing in our learning progress. The first step in this process of undoing is
becoming aware of the problem. Only then can it be truly addressed and gone beyond.
(3) The idea for today needs many repetitions for maximum benefit. It
should be used at least every half hour, and more if possible. You might try for
every fifteen or twenty minutes. It is recommended that you set a definite time
interval for using the idea when you wake or shortly afterwards, and attempt to
adhere to it throughout the day. It will not be difficult to do this, even if you are
engaged in conversation, or otherwise occupied at the time. You can still repeat
one short sentence to yourself without disturbing anything.
But Jesus knows his audience, and so he gently speaks to us. On the one hand
he calls upon our motivation to learn, expressed in the recommended increase of
practice; and on the other hand he reminds us not to feel guilty when we are resistant,
as we now read:
(4:1-5) The real question is, how often will you remember [the lesson for the
day]? How much do you want today’s idea to be true? Answer one of these
questions, and you have answered the other. You will probably miss several
applications, and perhaps quite a number. Do not be disturbed by this, but do try
to keep on your schedule from then on.
Thus, Jesus is telling us not to feel guilty when we forget. He expects us to forget.
But he is telling us that when we remember that we forgot, at least we should try to
understand why we did so: we are not so sure we really want to learn this course. Part of
us does, obviously; otherwise we would not be doing it. However, there is another part
that has serious reservations about continuing on this path. Our identification with the
ego and its thought system of separation and judgment is still quite strong.
(4:6) If only once during the day you feel that you were perfectly sincere
while you were repeating today’s idea, you can be sure that you have saved
yourself many years of effort.
In the text, Jesus refers to saving thousands of years (e.g., T-1.II.6:7). Even if you
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can only be sincere once during the day, that has already accomplished a great deal. It
is helpful to recall that linear time is an illusion, and since our very existence is
predicated on the reality of time and space, it is impossible for us to understand the truth
of this last statement. Fortunately, our understanding is not necessary, only our little
willingness (T-18.IV.7:5-6).
In the next lesson Jesus expands on these ideas.
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Above all else I want to see things differently.
(1) Today we are really giving specific application to the idea for yesterday.
In these practice periods, you will be making a series of definite commitments.
The question of whether you will keep them in the future is not our concern here.
If you are willing at least to make them now, you have started on the way to
keeping them. And we are still at the beginning.
The fundamental commitment is to prove that our whole identity rests on a lie – or
to state it in a less threatening way, the commitment is to realize we are wrong and
Jesus is right: there is another way of looking at the world. Once again Jesus is applying
no time pressure on us; he is quite aware of our resistance to (or fear of) making this
commitment. Incidentally, his last sentence is reminiscent of his comment to
psychotherapists:
Most professional therapists are still at the very start of the beginning stage
of the first journey. Even those who have begun to understand what they must do
may still oppose the setting-out (P-3.II.8:5-6).
Clearly, Jesus sees us all as beginners, resistant to change and growth.
(2:1-5) You may wonder why it is important to say, for example, “Above all
else I want to see this table differently.” In itself it is not important at all. Yet what
is by itself? And what does “in itself” mean? You see a lot of separate things
about you, which really means you are not seeing at all.
Lesson 183 focuses more directly on this idea of giving different names to the
“separate things” in the world, a process that reflects the ego’s need to make separation
and individuality into reality. Jesus is asking us to understand the underlying premise of
his course, which is that everything is the same because everything shares the same
purpose. In terms of form, the things of the world are clearly different and have a
different purpose from each other. On the level of content, however, we share the one
purpose of having our minds healed. In that sense everything is the same, because all
things can be utilized to accomplish that purpose. A Course in Miracles, we need to
remember, is about content, not form.
(2:6-8) You either see or not. When you have seen one thing differently, you
will see all things differently. The light you will see in any one of them is the same
light you will see in them all.
What changes is not what is outside, but our choice of teacher. When our inner
Teacher has been changed, we shall see everything through His eyes instead of the
ego’s.
Once again, Jesus is not talking about a physical light. The light we shall see is
the light of Christ’s vision, the light of understanding that recognizes a shared or
common purpose in everyone and everything.
(3) When you say, “Above all else I want to see this table differently,” you
are making a commitment to withdraw your preconceived ideas about the table,
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and open your mind to what it is, and what it is for. You are not defining it in past
terms. You are asking what it is, rather than telling it what it is. You are not
binding its meaning to your tiny experience of tables, nor are you limiting its
purpose to your little personal thoughts.
This is the humility that says: “I do not know.” A table is not important since we
typically do not project onto it, but it serves here as an example to make the point. What
is more important is our humbly admitting that we do not know the meaning and purpose
of a relationship or situation. If we think we know, we shall never be open to receive the
answer and learn the truth. Holding on to the past is what reflects this arrogant belief that
we know, the defense against the vision that comes from choosing the holy instant.
(4:1-2) You will not question what you have already defined. And the
purpose of these exercises is to ask questions and receive the answers.
Again, our humility is called upon. If you think you understand A Course in
Miracles you will not be open to what it is teaching you. If you think you understand the
purpose of any particular workbook lesson, you will not be open to receiving the answer
that Jesus has for you. If you think you understand, a wall suddenly drops before your
mind and you will not be taught anything. You will think you are being taught, but what
you will be “learning” is simply what your ego wanted you to learn in the first place. We
have already considered this subtle ego ploy, wherein we consciously believe we are
asking for help, but all we are really doing is telling Jesus what we want him to tell us by
defining our problem or framing our question. This inevitably dictates the answer we
shall receive, thereby limiting him. He reminds us of this in the text as well:
You have been as selective in your questioning as in your perception. An
open mind is more honest than this (T-13.IV.3:7-8).
All this of course is reminiscent of our ontological limiting of God by defining the
nature of our self. Jesus is thus helping us undo or unlearn everything we believe about
everything – acquiring an open mind – including what we believe about this course. As
he states in the text:
To learn this course requires willingness to question every value that you
hold. Not one can be kept hidden and obscure but it will jeopardize your learning
(T-24.in.2:1-2).
(4:3-5) In saying, “Above all else I want to see this table differently,” you are
committing yourself to seeing. It is not an exclusive commitment. It is a
commitment that applies to the table just as much as to anything else, neither
more nor less.
We again see Jesus’ attempts to motivate us to learn what he is teaching us, and
to generalize this vision to all things. Indeed, if it cannot be generalized, it is not true
vision.
(5) You could, in fact, gain vision from just that table, if you would withdraw
all your own ideas from it, and look upon it with a completely open mind. It has
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something to show you; something beautiful and clean and of infinite value, full of
happiness and hope. Hidden under all your ideas about it is its real purpose, the
purpose it shares with all the universe.
The purpose shared with all the universe is forgiveness – “beautiful and clean and
of infinite value” – the source of true happiness and genuine hope. None of these comes
from the table itself, the experience, or a person. Rather, our happiness and hope come
from the purpose, the beauty of which is found in the beauty of the Teacher you have
chosen. That is why purpose is the bottom line. To say it again, purpose is not inherent
in the object, but in the decision made by the mind to learn from the Holy Spirit how to
see the world truly.
(6) In using the table as a subject for applying the idea for today, you are
therefore really asking to see the purpose of the universe. You will be making this
same request of each subject that you use in the practice periods. And you are
making a commitment to each of them to let its purpose be revealed to you,
instead of placing your own judgment upon it.
Your judgment comes from a thought that says you are right and Jesus is wrong.
You are going to teach him what his course ought to be teaching you, rather than being
open to having him be the teacher. However, when we are open, we can be taught the
inherent sameness of all things in the universe. They are the same because they share
the same purpose. Purpose, to make this point one more time, is everything.
Remember, too, that you need to work at thinking about the ideas in these
exercises in light of the thoughts you are having at the moment you are doing them. It is
the specific application, made as often as possible, that will facilitate your learning.
The final paragraphs reiterate the non-obsessional, yet thoughtful application of
the day’s exercises. We try to remember that we want to learn what Jesus is teaching us
– to see the world differently:
(7-8) We will have six two-minute practice periods today, in which the idea
for the day is stated first, and then applied to whatever you see about you. Not
only should the subjects be chosen randomly, but each one should be accorded
equal sincerity as today’s idea is applied to it, in an attempt to acknowledge the
equal value of them all in their contribution to your seeing.
As usual, the applications should include the name of the subject your eyes
happen to light on, and you should rest your eyes on it while saying:
Above all else I want to see this _____ differently.
Each application should be made quite slowly, and as thoughtfully as
possible. There is no hurry.
“Quite slowly,” “as thoughtfully as possible,” “no hurry.” These should be the
shibboleths of our days. As our new teacher, Jesus is asking us to adopt a new
perspective one that avoids the tension and pressure of undoing our egos, but seeks
instead the gentle and patient approach he is providing us in these exercises. Since we
are being taught that our daily lessons are the same, their form is immaterial. Thus,
important and unimportant, major and minor, become irrelevant designations of events
and relationships. Uniting them all as one leaves us with the only choice to make: the
ego or the Holy Spirit. Choosing God’s Voice to guide us, our lives slow to the quiet pace
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of those who know the outcome is sure. Thus we proceed in confidence that our
Teacher will teach us all we need to know, and that, in time, we shall learn His lessons.
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God is in everything I see.
When people seek to criticize A Course in Miracles on grounds of pantheism – a
major heresy for Catholics that teaches that God is literally found in the materiality that is
His manifestation – this lesson in particular, as well as the one following, are selected as
prime examples. Many years ago I was speaking to a Jesuit priest, who was reminiscent
of an old-time heresy hunter. A very conservative Catholic, his major function in life
seemed to be to find every heretical teaching in contemporary Christianity. After he
heard about me and A Course in Miracles, he took it upon himself to save the nuns and
priests with whom I had been working from falling into the depths of perdition with this
course. I spent an hour with him one evening, during which time he proceeded to
enumerate the Course’s heresies. He actually had examined only the workbook, and
had spent considerable time on this particular lesson as proof of A Course in Miracles’
pantheism. It is true, in fact, when this initial statement, “God is in everything I see,” is
taken at face value, it does seem to be pantheistic: God is in the table, God is in the
chair, God is in the body, God is in the plants, etc. It becomes clear as you study this
lesson carefully, however, that that is precisely not what Jesus is talking about. The
theme of these two lessons – Lessons 29 and 30 – is that the purpose of God – i.e., the
purpose of forgiveness – is in everything I see. This is so because purpose is in the
mind, which will be explained as we proceed.
The reader may recall my discussion in this book’s Preface of how the language
in the workbook, not to mention in A Course in Miracles itself, can be misleading. For
example, as I mentioned before, in the workbook especially, Jesus will say God when,
technically speaking, he is referring to the Holy Spirit. An explicit example, to cite it
again, is found in Lesson 193, “All things are lessons God would have me learn,” where
in the lesson itself Jesus clearly states that God does not teach, for that is the Holy
Spirit’s role. In this lesson, too, in saying the purpose of God is in everything I see, Jesus
is really speaking of the Holy Spirit’s teaching purpose.
(1) The idea for today explains why you can see all purpose in everything. It
explains why nothing is separate, by itself or in itself. And it explains why nothing
you see means anything. In fact, it explains every idea we have used thus far, and
all subsequent ones as well. Today’s idea is the whole basis for vision.
As we shall see in the next lesson as well, vision has absolutely nothing to do with
the body’s eyes, but with a state of mind or attitude. More specifically, vision refers to our
having chosen Jesus as our teacher so his are now the “eyes” through which we see.
We are taught that the inner and outer are the same. Therefore what we perceive
outside is nothing more than a shadow of what we have first perceived within. When
Jesus says “God is in everything I see,” he means that God is in everything I think,
because seeing and thinking are the same: perception comes from thoughts, and
remains one with them. The basis for vision then is seeing the purpose of God. I see
forgiveness in everything I see because I have fired the ego as my teacher, and hired
Jesus. To again cite these two statements, taken together: “Resign now as your own
teacher.... for you were badly taught” (T-12.V.8:3; T-28.I.7:1). At that point, everything I
perceive, think, and feel is the opposite of what it had been prior to taking Jesus as my
new teacher.
(2:1-3) You will probably find this idea very difficult to grasp at this point.
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You may find it silly, irreverent, senseless, funny and even objectionable.
Certainly God is not in a table, for example, as you see it.
We find it difficult because we think there actually is a table that is separate from
our bodies, and that our eyes actually perceive it – the world’s illusory version of seeing.
In that sense God cannot be in the table because there is no table. Again, the point to
notice is that Jesus is shifting the emphasis from what we perceive outside to what we
see inside. It is the way in which we see that is the focus of his teaching – our thoughts –
which have to do only with the purpose or teacher we are choosing.
Incidentally, if it has not already occurred to a student doing these lessons for the
first time how radically different Jesus’ teaching is here, these two lessons should make
that abundantly clear. A Course in Miracles is nothing like what is usually taught in other
spiritual disciplines. This radicalness is based on the underlying metaphysics that
teaches that the phenomenal world is an illusion. Therefore, what we perceive and think
here is not real at all. It must be, then, that the true activity is not what happens in our
bodies or the world, but in our minds. This is more clearly enunciated in these lessons
than heretofore.
(2:4) Yet we emphasized yesterday that a table shares the purpose of the
universe.
That purpose, to repeat, is to be an object that appears to be outside us, onto
which we project our minds’ ego thoughts. With Jesus as our teacher, we now look at
what we perceived and see it differently. Forgiveness entails realizing that what we
perceive outside mirrors what we have first made real inside. That is why – to state the
Course’s unique definition – we forgive our brothers for what they did not do; they have
not done anything in the sense of having the power to take away our peace. What needs
to be forgiven, therefore, are our thoughts of guilt, born of the belief that we have
separated from peace; it is this guilt we have projected onto others.
(2:5) And what shares the purpose of the universe shares the purpose of its
Creator.
Here Jesus uses the words universe and Creator loosely – another example of
the “looseness” of the Course’s language – because clearly he is talking about the
physical universe. But God cannot be the creator of the physical, as is unmistakably
clear throughout A Course in Miracles. If you take these lines literally, you will end up
pulling your hair out because they will seem to say the exact opposite of what Jesus is
teaching elsewhere. You want to grasp the content of what he is teaching, rather than
analyzing it to death and arguing with the form. I shall return frequently to this important
point.
(3:1) Try then, today, to begin to learn how to look on all things with love,
appreciation and open-mindedness.
If you choose Jesus as your teacher you will identify with his love. Thus what you
see outside will be an expression of love or the call for it. You will look with appreciation
on the world, especially your special relationships, because these will have become the
opportunities to learn you are forgiven and your ego can be undone. “Open-mindedness”
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means your mind is no longer closed to the truth of the Holy Spirit. When we choose the
ego as our teacher and dismiss the Holy Spirit, our minds become closed to His truth.
“Open-mindedness” here, as in the tenth characteristic of the teacher of God discussed
in the manual for students (M-4.X), means our minds are open to the love of Jesus.
There is then no distortion in our thinking, which in turn means there is no distortion in
our perception. What we hear and see will come from love, rather than from our having
superimposed ego thoughts on these objects of our perception.
(3:2-4) You do not see them now [i.e., you do not see things as they really are].
Would you know what is in them? Nothing is as it appears to you.
This is another of those sentences which, if you stopped and meditated on it,
should make you extremely anxious. If you see nothing as it is – “nothing is as it appears
to you” – and everything you perceive is wrong, then the way you perceive yourself must
be wrong as well. All your thoughts about everything are wrong.
(3:5-6) Its holy purpose stands beyond your little range. When vision has
shown you the holiness that lights up the world, you will understand today’s idea
perfectly.
This is a reference back to Lesson 15, the idea of seeing edges of light around
objects. Jesus makes it very clear here, as well as in the lessons we have already
studied, that he is not talking about auras or any form of external light. He is referring to
a different way of seeing; a vision based on the light of truth, the new understanding that
comes when we choose him instead of the ego’s narrow band of distortion (“your little
range”).
(3:7) And you will not understand how you could ever have found it difficult.
Everyone has had this experience at one time or another: When even for an
instant our minds are clear – when guilt and judgmental thoughts are gone and we feel
Jesus’ love within us – everything in A Course in Miracles becomes crystal clear. When
the fear arises from our having realized the implications of what it means to be wrong
and have Jesus be right, our minds close again and vision and perception become
distorted.
The last two paragraphs repeat the usual instructions:
(4) Our six two-minute practice periods for today should follow a now
familiar pattern: Begin with repeating the idea to yourself, and then apply it to
randomly chosen subjects about you, naming each one specifically. Try to avoid
the tendency toward self-directed selection, which may be particularly tempting in
connection with today’s idea because of its wholly alien nature. Remember that
any order you impose is equally alien to reality.
This simple directive reflects a much deeper point. Our fear of leaving the ego’s
dream of illusion for the truth is so great that we are all sorely tempted to bring the truth
to the illusion. One form of this temptation is thinking we understand what we are being
taught, and why these exercises take the form they do. Thus, we seek to impose our
own familiar thought system on the “wholly alien nature” of Jesus’, thereby
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unconsciously, but with great ingenuity, negating the teachings and goal of A Course in
Miracles. The last paragraph provides examples of our freedom from “self-directed
selection”:
(5:1) Your list of subjects should therefore be as free of self-selection as
possible.
Suggested subjects include the “important” and “unimportant”: finger, body, coat
hanger, magazine, lamp, door, and waste basket (5:3-9). Jesus next gives us a hint of
the wondrous effects of our learning, the peace that lies beyond our own fear:
(5:10-11) In addition to the assigned practice periods, repeat the idea for
today at least once an hour, looking slowly about you as you say the words
unhurriedly to yourself. At least once or twice, you should experience a sense of
restfulness as you do this.
It is the desire for this “sense of restfulness” what in the text Jesus refers to as
finding the “quiet center” within our minds (T-1 8.VII.8) – that supplies our motivation for
practicing these exercises and learning A Course in Miracles’ message.
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God is in everything I see because God is in my mind.
This lesson also is extremely important, explaining why God is in everything I see:
He is in my mind. The context, again, is not what we perceive outside, but what is in our
minds. Therefore, “think” can be substituted for “see,” because our eyes report to us
nothing more than the reflection of what we have been thinking: Projection makes
perception. Indeed, this lesson advances our understanding and experience of
projection, the ego’s defense par excellence for retaining our guilt under the guise of
getting rid of it.
(1) The idea for today is the springboard for vision. From this idea will the
world open up before you, and you will look upon it and see in it what you have
never seen before. Nor will what you saw before be even faintly visible to you.
This is a theme that is repeated many times throughout A Course in Miracles:
when our minds are awakened and we see with Jesus’ love, everything we saw before
will disappear. Our judgments against others and against ourselves, our strange ways of
understanding events – all will disappear. As we reinforce this new way of thinking and
seeing, those judgments, which are defenses against the truth of our and our brothers’
reality, will gradually fade until they disappear entirely. This is what Jesus is saying to us
here. It is easy to see why these ideas can frighten us. It is not just our judgments,
distorted perceptions, and thinking that will disappear; we, as we have always known
ourselves to be, will disappear as well. This is the real meaning of defenselessness:
being without defenses. The ego would attempt to convince us that we need defenses to
protect us from our pain, either inflicted from within or without. It never lets us in on its
secret: its entire defensive structure is aimed at protecting us from God.
Psychology – the study of the ego – helps us understand how everyone’s life –
certainly by adulthood – is built up as a defense against the pain and hurt of childhood.
We came into this world so that we would feel victimized as children; that is the point of
being born into this world, as I discussed in the Prelude. Our entire lives, from the ego’s
point of view, are made up of defenses to protect us from what we have come to accept
as undeniable truths about the world, and especially our personal worlds: I cannot trust
my mother, I cannot trust my father, I cannot trust women, I cannot trust men, I cannot
trust my body, I cannot trust authorities, and on and on and on. In everyone’s life these
conclusions are perfectly justified, because our scripts, as we have already seen, were
specifically written to justify our feelings of unfair treatment. Once our victimization is
accepted as truth, we build up wall upon wall of defenses to protect us against these
imagined hurts, slights, and pains of our childhood and youth. They are imagined
because they are not there anymore. In fact, they were never truly there, being but part
of our dream. However, we never want to look at this truth through Jesus’ vision,
because we would then realize it was all made up.
There is actually no justification for us to build walls of defenses, since our
problems are inherently non-existent. That is the truth we fear. The meaning our lives
have taken on is surviving the onslaughts of this hard, cruel, unfeeling, insensitive, and
vicious world – Hamlet’s “slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.” There is no question
the world is cruel, insensitive, and vicious. That is why it was made, and what is meant
by the statement, “the world was made as an attack on God” (W-pII.3.2: 1).
Our existence is predicated on the truth of what we are so sure is reality. We do
not want to be told there is another way of looking, because it is obvious Jesus is not
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talking about another way of looking at a table. That is just an exercise to help us realize
there is another way of looking at ourselves. Once again, as you practice these lessons,
thinking about them and meditating, try to get in touch with the fear that comes from
understanding what they are saying. It is helpful to look back and see how your life has
been built as a defense against what you believe is the problem: how to survive as an
innocent victim in a harsh world. Jesus teaches us there is another way of looking at
absolutely everything, but this vision comes at a price: replacing our victimized self –
buttressed by a lifetime’s accumulation of defenses – with a self that can be truly
defenseless, “protected” by the innocence that is the reflection of Heaven’s sinlessness.
(2:1-2) Today we are trying to use a new kind of “projection.” We are not
attempting to get rid of what we do not like by seeing it outside.
While the word is not used here, Jesus is clearly speaking of extension; half of the
dynamic of looking within, and having that affect what we see outside. With projection
we see our sinfulness and guilt, judge against it, and project it onto others. We get rid of
what we do not like within us. That literally is how the world was made. In a line which
we shall read in Lesson 161, Jesus says: “Thus were specifics made” – we made a
world of specifics so that we could have someone and something onto whom we project
the guilt we do not want.
Jesus is teaching us now about “a new kind of ‘projection’” (extension), in which
we take the love we first looked at within – the Love of Christ we are, the love of Jesus to
which we can relate -- and have it extend so we see it all around us. Importantly, we do
not see love as separate from us as we do when we project our guilt, wherein we must
see the guilt in someone other than ourselves – intrinsic to the purpose of projection.
Christ’s Love, which is first seen within, is now experienced in everyone else, regardless
of the veils of fear and hate unconsciously used to conceal it. Again, we experience this
love in everyone because we have first experienced it in ourselves. The shift Jesus is
discussing is the shift to our right minds – from the ego’s projection of guilt to the Holy
Spirit’s extension of forgiveness – and is key to the practice of A Course in Miracles.
(2:3) Instead, we are trying to see in the world what is in our minds, and
what we want to recognize is there.
The key thought is “what we want to recognize is there.” As the text states:
Perception seems to teach you what you see. Yet it but witnesses to what
you taught. It is the outward picture of a wish; an image that you wanted to be
true (T-24.VII.8:8-10).
Our secret wish is to keep the separation, but to see the responsibility for it in
another. The “image that you wanted to be true” is our brother’s guilt. Thus the ego says
guilt is real and we do not want to recognize it. By convincing us not to recognize the
mind’s guilt, the ego hopes we will never look at the love that is already in our minds. In
the text, Jesus says we have but two emotions: love and fear – one we made and one
was given us (T-13.V.10:1). The emotion of fear, which is really the same as guilt, is
what we made to cover the love that God gave us. We need to recognize the guilt so we
can look beyond it to identify with the love that is there. This, of course, is totally different
from the ego’s way of proceeding, which makes guilt real and then makes us promise
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never to look at it. It tells us not to recognize it in ourselves, but rather to get rid of the
guilt by seeing it in everyone else. However, the ego never tells us that its plan does not
work, for the guilt remains within our minds, despite our fevered attempts to disown it. All
this is described quite clearly in the text:
The ultimate purpose of projection is always to get rid of guilt.... Yet
consider how strange a solution the ego’s arrangement is. You project guilt to get
rid of it, but you are actually merely concealing it. You do experience the guilt, but
you have no idea why (T-13.11.1:1; 2:1-3).
In any union with a brother in which you seek to lay your guilt upon him, or
share it with him or perceive his own, you will feel guilty.... You will see guilt in
that relationship because you put it there. It is inevitable that those who suffer
guilt will attempt to displace it, because they do believe in it. Yet though they
suffer, they will not look within and let it go.... Their main concern is to perceive
the source of guilt outside themselves, beyond their own control (T-13.X.3:1,35,7).
Following the ego’s guidance, then, we draw upon our background of decades of
experience and confidently declare that the guilt is in all these others. Moreover, we
have all the proof needed to justify the way we feel about them. We expound on how
they have abused and mistreated us, or have abused and mistreated others with whom
we identify as victims. We are so absolutely certain we are right about our conclusions.
That is why A Course in Miracles is so difficult and frightening. Over and over, Jesus
tells us we are wrong, that “God thinks otherwise” (T-23.I.2:7). But we are positive that
He is wrong and we are correct!
(2:4-5) Thus, we are trying to join with what we see, rather than keeping it
apart from us. That is the fundamental difference between vision and the way you
see.
The way we see, again, is to see problems or objects of pleasure outside us. We
always want to keep separate from us what is outside. Even when we seem to want to
join with others, we are really trying to have the illusion of joining so we can protect our
specialness. In vision, however, we no longer see ourselves as separate from anyone.
Early in the manual Jesus makes an important statement I have already cited: the
qualifications of a teacher of God consist solely in his not seeing his interests as apart
from anyone else’s (M-1.1:2). That vision could begin only by not seeing our interests as
separate from those of the Holy Spirit or Jesus. At the beginning, our interests are quite
separate, because if we join with Them our ego’s individuality and specialness are gone.
Thus we must keep Them split off from us, just as we have done with God. Based upon
this dynamic of splitting, we split off our guilt, projecting it onto others whom we now see
as separate from us. Vision is exactly the opposite, seeing all people as the same,
reflecting our inherent oneness as Christ.
The radicalness of A Course in Miracles’ thought system is that Jesus is not
talking about the brain or the body, but only the mind, which cannot be seen or touched
because it is beyond our senses or anything physical or quantifiable.
(3) Today’s idea should be applied as often as possible throughout the day.
Whenever you have a moment or so, repeat it to yourself slowly, looking about
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you, and trying to realize that the idea applies to everything you do see now, or
could see now if it were within the range of your sight.
Jesus is once again reminding us about generalizing; not to exclude anything in
our application of the lessons. Remember, once you believe there is a hierarchy of
illusions and a range of what you perceive, you are saying that separation and
differences are reality and truth. The only reality is the one thought of the Atonement, the
only reality within our minds. Because that thought is one, it is seen as one. Everything
in this world is the same as everything else, because all things share the one purpose of
forgiveness.
(4) Real vision is not limited to concepts such as “near” and “far.” To help
you begin to get used to this idea, try to think of things beyond your present
range as well as those you can actually see, as you apply today’s idea.
Here we can see Jesus subtly getting across his point that this idea works not
only for what our eyes physically see, but for what we think about, too – what we see in
our minds as well as what we “actually” see. Again, real vision has nothing to do with
anything physical. It does not apply to what we physically perceive (see, hear, feel,
touch, or whatever), but to what we think. Recall that there is no difference between
what we think and what we see. It is only in accepting this truth that one can begin to
have the understanding that will hopefully lead to the experience of our inherent
oneness, a unity that can exist only in the mind, since bodies separate. As Jesus
reminds us in the text: “Minds are joined; bodies are not” (T-18.VI.3:1).
(5:1-2) Real vision is not only unlimited by space and distance, but it does
not depend on the body’s eyes at all. The mind is its only source.
We could not ask for a clearer statement than this. Jesus is not talking about
anything that we perceive, because we are always seeing some form of separation,
which means what we see comes from a thought of separation in our minds, a thought
that is intrinsically mistaken. As Jesus states in a line we shall quote frequently: “Nothing
so blinding as perception of form” (T-22.III.6:7).
Even though it is not yet specifically mentioned in these lessons, though I
discussed it in the Prelude, the idea of going to Jesus or the Holy Spirit for help is central
to our practice of A Course in Miracles. By separating ourselves from Them we are
separating ourselves from God, which means we are regarding separation as reality.
Everything we think, see, or believe from that point on will be wrong. That is why there is
so much fear associated with doing this course. It slowly begins to dawn on us that we
are mistaken about everything we think, perceive, and judge – about ourselves and
everyone else.
(5:3-4) To aid in helping you to become more accustomed to this idea as
well, devote several practice periods to applying today’s idea with your eyes
closed, using whatever subjects come to mind, and looking within rather than
without. Today’s idea applies equally to both.
The answer to why today’s idea applies equally to what is within and without is
that there is nothing out there. What appears outside is simply a projection of our
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thoughts. Whether we are looking at our thoughts outside or our thoughts within our
minds does not make any difference. They are still our thoughts. These two lessons are
quite explicit that everything begins in our minds. This is directly related to the principle
described in the text and that we have already seen in these lessons: Ideas leave not
their source – the idea of a separated world, relationship, and body, has never left its
source in the mind. Everything we perceive are our projected thoughts. The only thing
that is important, then, is getting in touch with the source of these thoughts – the ego or
the Holy Spirit. This is the ultimate purpose of these exercises and of A Course in
Miracles itself.
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I am not the victim of the world I see.
This is many people’s favorite lesson, or else their most unfavorite one. As I said
in the preceding lesson, everyone’s life has developed as a defense against the pain of
childhood victimization, which our society holds sacrosanct. Therefore, to take this
lesson seriously undermines everyone’s physical and psychological existence. If you are
not the victim of the world you see, then you do not need any defenses. Imagine your life
without defenses! In traditional psychology, if you are without defenses you are thought
to be psychotic, which is true from the world’s point of view. To be identified with the
Love of God is indeed a form of psychosis as the world sees it, because it goes against
everything judged to be reality, beginning with the otherworldly selflessness that is our
Self. Thus, if the statement “I am not the victim of the world I see” is true, your life is a lie
– meaningless and purposeless, which has been the major theme of these early
lessons. You can therefore understand why A Course in Miracles must engender
anxiety, and why you would always have to attack it in one way or another, or attack
those who represent it to you. These teachings undermine everything you believe about
yourself, beliefs which have given your life its meaning.
(1:1-3) Today’s idea is the introduction to your declaration of release. Again,
the idea should be applied to both the world you see without and the world you
see within. In applying the idea, we will use a form of practice which will be used
more and more, with changes as indicated.
Obviously, this is not release as the world sees it. This is a declaration of release
from your ego, from the prison of your life of guilt and projection.
The next few lines describe a new form of exercise, encompassing both a more
sustained meditation on the day’s idea as well as the frequent applications throughout
the day that will come to characterize our daily experience with the workbook. Without
these “frequent applications,” one’s work could easily lapse into mere intellectual
practice. Jesus is asking us to cultivate the discipline of becoming increasingly vigilant
for our ego’s temptation of illusory thoughts of attack, so we may bring them to the truthfilled presence of the Holy Spirit in our minds, the process we are coming to recognize
as forgiveness:
(1:4) Generally speaking, the form includes two aspects, one in which you
apply the idea on a more sustained basis, and the other consisting of frequent
applications of the idea throughout the day.
When we read Lesson 95 we shall see a discussion of the need to forgive
ourselves for forgetting the exercises throughout the day. It is important to recognize our
resistance; otherwise it is impossible to let it go and move beyond the defense to the
truth of God’s Love.
(2) Two longer periods of practice with the idea for today are needed, one in
the morning and one at night. Three to five minutes for each of these are
recommended. During that time, look about you slowly while repeating the idea
two or three times. Then close your eyes, and apply the same idea to your inner
world. You will escape from both together, for the inner is the cause of the outer.
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aware of feeling distressed, upset, angry, frightened, or guilty, we would quickly go to
him and say: “Help!” Even if we can say nothing else, we can at least acknowledge there
is another thought in our minds, another teacher we could choose. Even if we do not
choose that teacher at the moment, we at least know he is there.
The point is that you become more accustomed to recognizing that if you feel
separated from someone or something, you would know that feeling is coming from your
ego. You do not have to go any further. The ego loves to indulge thoughts of
victimization: justifying and reinforcing them, finding allies who will agree with its
misperceptions. As soon as a feeling of victimization comes, try to think of the lesson,
whatever the lesson is for you that day; it really does not matter which one, as their
content is the same. If you happen to be working with today’s lesson, as quickly as
possible after catching yourself feeling separate or victimized, say: “I can look at this
differently.” If you can do nothing else, you are at least keeping the door open, reminding
yourself there is another thought system or teacher you could choose, but because you
are so fearful, you would much rather be right and miserable than wrong and happy (T29.VII.1:9). However, you are being honest about what is going on; an immensely helpful
part of learning to forgive. The next lesson continues this line of thinking.
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I could see peace instead of this.
(1:1-3) The idea for today begins to describe the conditions that prevail in
the other way of seeing. Peace of mind is clearly an internal matter. It must begin
with your own thoughts, and then extend outward.
Peace of mind is an “internal matter.” The problem is that most of the time we
think it results from the outer world meeting our needs. However, Jesus teaches that
peace has nothing to do with the external. The implications of this fact, once again, must
evoke anxiety, because he is informing us that nothing outside can either hurt us or give
us peace – the outer world does not threaten, victimize, or please us – there is nothing
outside us! The challenge lies in allowing ourselves to become increasingly aware of this
without lapsing into denial. What helps not to fall into this ego trap is recognizing that the
practical implications of this thought are that even though we may experience anxiety we
attribute to external causes, we can still go within to the Teacher of truth, Who gently
reminds us that peace is a choice we can make (and therefore experience), independent
of outer circumstances. I remember when I first did this lesson I substituted Jesus for
peace. In other words, when tempted to make some aspect of the error real, I could
always choose Jesus as my teacher and remember to smile at the silliness of believing
there could ever be anything in my mind but his love.
(1:4) It is from your peace of mind that a peaceful perception of the world
arises.
This is all that is important, and all A Course in Miracles addresses: that we
perceive the world peacefully. Jesus is not pleading for peace in the world, because
there is no objective world outside our minds. To ask for external peace is to have first
made conflict real – out there. Again, there is no world apart from the way we perceive it.
What matters to me as a student of this course is correcting how I perceive, which I do
by correcting how I think. This is accomplished by correcting my mistaken choice of
teachers – always the bottom line. In this lesson, therefore, instead of saying “I could
see peace instead of this,” you could say, as I said above, “I could see Jesus instead of
this.” That would highlight even more the personal nature of his teaching.
(2) Three longer practice periods are required for today’s exercises. One in
the morning and one in the evening are advised, with an additional one to be
undertaken at any time in between that seems most conducive to readiness. All
applications should be done with your eyes closed. It is your inner world to which
the applications of today’s idea should be made.
We are thus urged to practice with our eyes closed, as Jesus focuses attention on
our thoughts the internal matter of being at peace. This is the prerequisite for what
follows: emphasizing the process of searching your mind, a theme, as we have said, that
is central to A Course in Miracles. As you process this material, the fear level can get so
high you would be tempted to cover your ego thoughts and think you do not have to deal
with them because – misappropriately citing some of the Course’s metaphysical ideas
such as you are holy and loved by God; moreover, nothing has happened and you are
not even here – you believe that to do so would be making the illusion real. Just as in
many other places, Jesus urges us here to search our minds for ego thoughts. If you
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think you do not have any, A Course in Miracles is perfect for you as it teaches that you
do have these thoughts. Indeed, you could not be here if you did not have them. The
idea is to get in touch with your attack thoughts, either those directed against yourself or
others, as we now see:
(3:1-2) Some five minutes of mind searching are required for each of the
longer practice periods. Search your mind for fear thoughts, anxiety-provoking
situations, “offending” personalities or events, or anything else about which you
are harboring unloving thoughts.
You do not have to scratch too far beneath the surface before confronting one of
these thoughts. It is essential to search them out when you do these lessons. If you are
not aware of them, the idea of “seeing peace instead of this” has no meaning. I could
see peace instead of what? If my mind is filled only with loving thoughts, I certainly do
not need this lesson. Therefore, the lesson has particular meaning when you allow
yourself to get in touch with the unloving thoughts, which come from your unloving
teacher. At this point it does make sense to say “I could see peace [or Jesus] instead of
this.” We see reflected here Jesus’ overriding emphasis in his course of looking at the
darkness and bringing it to the light. To cite just one representative passage, the first of
many such citations in this series:
Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all of the
barriers within yourself than you have built against it. It is not necessary to seek
for what is true, but it is necessary to seek for what is false (T-16.IV.6:1-2).
(3:3) Note them all casually, repeating the idea for today slowly as you
watch them arise in your mind, and let each one go, to be replaced by the next.
To restate this point, you cannot let a thought go if you are not aware that you
have it. Moreover, you cannot let it go unless you have actually chosen Jesus or the
Holy Spirit as your Teacher. If you have not, you are not letting the thoughts go.
Choosing against Them means choosing for the ego, which means choosing separation,
not to mention the guilt, fear, and anxiety that is inevitable once you have chosen
wrongly. To “note them all casually” means not to make a big deal about them, which is
the meaning of looking at your ego with Jesus. Not looking reflects already having made
them into a big deal, since if we had not taken them so seriously we would not have
invested these thoughts with the guilt that prevents us from looking.
Jesus’ kind gentleness is apparent in this next paragraph, even as he urges us to
continue our practice in the face of anxiety and resistance:
(4) If you begin to experience difficulty in thinking of specific subjects,
continue to repeat the idea to yourself in an unhurried manner, without applying it
to anything in particular. Be sure, however, not to make any specific exclusions.
Slow, steady, and gentle wins this race.
In paragraphs 5 and 6, Jesus again makes the point of applying the lesson
whenever we are distressed, emphasizing the need to allow ourselves to be in touch
with these thoughts:
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(5-6) The shorter applications are to be frequent, and made whenever you
feel your peace of mind is threatened in any way. The purpose is to protect
yourself from temptation throughout the day. If a specific form of temptation
arises in your awareness, the exercise should take this form:
I could see peace in this situation instead of what I now see in it.
If the inroads on your peace of mind take the form of more generalized
adverse emotions, such as depression, anxiety or worry, use the idea in its
original form. If you find you need more than one application of today’s idea to
help you change your mind in any specific context, try to take several minutes and
devote them to repeating the idea until you feel some sense of relief. It will help
you if you tell yourself specifically:
I can replace my feelings of depression, anxiety or worry [or my thoughts
about this situation, personality or event] with peace.
Therefore, to make this essential point again, this lesson – indeed, all lessons –
will have no meaning to you, and will be of no help unless you first admit to yourself
these thoughts and feelings of depression, anxiety, worry, attack, etc. It is not that they
are bad to have; you are here because you do have them. Thus, Jesus says to us in the
text, in the context of our willingness to choose the holy instant:
Concentrate only on this [your willingness], and be not disturbed that
shadows surround it. That is why you came, if you could come without them you
would not need the holy instant (T-18.IV.2:4-6).
What is “bad,” therefore, is pretending that you do not have them, because then
Jesus will be of no help to you and can be of no help to you. You must bring the
thoughts to him. That is our function, as he reminds us in the text:
You may wonder why it is so crucial that you look upon your hatred and
realize its full extent. You may also think that it would be easy enough for the Holy
Spirit to show it to you, and to dispel it without the need for you to raise it to
awareness yourself (T-13.III.1:1-2).
Because of this need to raise our awareness of these hate-filled thoughts, we
require the “frequent applications” Jesus recommends. Discipline and vigilance are
necessary if we are to catch these dark thoughts and bring them to his healing and
forgiving light.
These next lessons begin to show us the wondrous things that lie beyond our ego
thoughts: the other side when we ask for help in choosing “another way of looking at the
world.” You may recall my stating that one of the purposes of the workbook was to help
us recognize we have a split mind: the wrong-minded state of the ego and the rightminded home of the Holy Spirit. Only through such recognition can we meaningfully use
the decision-making part of our minds to make the right choice.
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My mind is part of God’s. I am very holy.
As noted at the end of the last lesson, Jesus continues his shift to a right-minded
emphasis. He begins instructing us on what is found in the other part of our minds.
Everyone should have trouble believing this, as Jesus himself says in the lesson. If you
really knew you were a part of God, and therefore your mind was holy, you would have
no thoughts of separation and specialness. In fact, you would know you were not here at
all. Thus, that you are here – or better: that you believe you are here – says your mind is
not part of God’s, and therefore you could not be holy.
In this lesson, and increasingly so for the next fifteen, Jesus helps us realize there
is another part of us – what is known in the early part of the text as the right mind. This
part, through the Holy Spirit, is still connected with the holiness of God that has never
changed, despite our unholy dreams of guilt and judgment.
(1:1-3) Today’s idea does not describe the way you see yourself now. It
does, however, describe what vision will show you. It is difficult for anyone who
thinks he is in this world to believe this of himself.
Jesus is letting us know that he knows this is not how we see ourselves, and he
does not expect us to believe what he says about us. His purpose is to begin the
process of teaching us there is a true alternative in our minds. He does not want this
used as a mantra that we repeat over and over throughout the day to shout down our
unloving thoughts. Rather, in keeping with our training, he wants us to bring our unloving
thoughts to this loving thought. These unloving thoughts involve some expression of our
belief that we are unholy or sinful. Thus would we rise to our new way of understanding,
which is that there is another way of not only looking at ourselves, but another way of
thinking about ourselves. When we bring the darkness of our unholy, illusory thoughts to
the light of the holy and true thought, the light dispels the darkness.
(1:4) Yet the reason he thinks he is in this world is because he does not
believe it.
This is the point I was just making. Because we do not believe we are a part of
God, we must believe we are in this world. Living here as a separated being – physically
and psychologically – among other separated beings is the shadow of the thought that
says: I am on my own, separate from God. Again, the very fact that we believe we are
here as bodies attests to the underlying belief that we are separated, and therefore do
not believe our minds are part of God’s and are holy. This lesson, then, reflects the
principle of the Atonement – the belief that although we think we have left God, in truth
the separation never happened. Therefore, I truly am a part of God, and thus very holy.
(2:1-2) You will believe that you are part of where you think you are. That is
because you surround yourself with the environment you want.
We believe we are in this world, and part of it as a separate body, living among
other separate bodies. On the ontological level, as one separated Son we made an
environment that maintains separation, and then forgot we had done so, following the
ego’s plan for its salvation. As a result, we now believe the world is real, and we are real
as part of it. On an individual level, if, as discussed previously, we want to feel unfairly
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treated, what better way to accomplish that than always to be around those who treat us
unfairly? Whether they do or do not, we shall perceive them that way. As Jesus reminds
us in this paraphrased statement from the text, a wonderful line we have already quoted:
If we experience our brother as not speaking of Christ to us, it is only because we have
first accused ourselves of having not spoken of Christ to him (T-11.V.18:6). We thus
wind up thoroughly convinced our perceptions of victimization are valid.
(2:3) And you want it [the environment of a separated world] to protect the
image of yourself that you have made.
Again, this is an unmistakable causal statement. We have made up a physical
world of separation to protect the image of ourselves as separate beings. This is why it
should be clear that Jesus is never talking about changing or saving the world – there is
no world. He speaks only of saving ourselves from the self-image we made: the sinful,
guilty, fragmented, image of fear we harbor within. It is our wish to be separate that is
the cause of the separated world. Therefore, it is that wish we must change if true peace
is to come to us.
(2:4-7) The image is part of this environment. What you see while you
believe you are in it is seen through the eyes of the image. This is not vision.
Images cannot see.
What is the image? I am limited, fragmented, separated, independent, and
autonomous. The world’s nature, and all that it is, is the projection of that image.
Everyone in this world is alone, which is why specialness is such a powerful defense.
One of our needs is to have people be with us so we do not experience the pain and
loneliness that inevitably comes with being part of this world, living in a place outside
Heaven, our true Home.
This paragraph is quite significant and should be carefully studied. The thought
system of A Course in Miracles – its metaphysics, the thought system of the ego and its
undoing through forgiveness – all can be recognized in these passages.
(3:1-2) The idea for today presents a very different view of yourself. By
establishing your Source it establishes your Identity, and it describes you as you
must really be in truth.
In other words, I am a part of God and am very holy. That is why Source and
Identity are capitalized: Jesus is talking about God and the Christ that is our true Self.
Jesus turns now to the perceiver, rather than to what he perceives. Indeed, at this
point Jesus is not interested in what we perceive outside, but only in what we think:
(3:3) We will use a somewhat different kind of application for today’s idea
because the emphasis for today is on the perceiver, rather than on what he
perceives.
We can better understand the overriding emphasis in these early lessons on
searching our minds, since it is our minds – the true perceiver – that need correction.
Thus we read:
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(4) For each of the three five-minute practice periods today, begin by
repeating today’s idea to yourself, and then close your eyes and search your mind
for the various kinds of descriptive terms in which you see yourself. Include all
the ego-based attributes which you ascribe to yourself, positive or negative,
desirable or undesirable, grandiose or debased. All of them are equally unreal,
because you do not look upon yourself through the eyes of holiness.
What we find within our minds are the multitudinous forms of the one error, the
one illusory thought of separation. In other words, as I said earlier, once you identify with
the ego’s separated self, everything you think, believe, feel, perceive, and experience
will be wrong. Whether it is noble, beautiful, holy, and good, or simply terrible, it will be
wrong because it will have been based on specialness and separation.
(5) In the earlier part of the mind-searching period, you will probably
emphasize what you consider to be the more negative aspects of your perception
of yourself. Toward the latter part of the exercise period, however, more selfinflating descriptive terms may well cross your mind. Try to recognize that the
direction of your fantasies about yourself does not matter. Illusions have no
direction in reality. They are merely not true.
Jesus is cautioning us not to take too seriously the fact that we shall most likely
only be recognizing the negative thoughts within, even though both positive and negative
thoughts are illusory. He obviously cannot emphasize enough that it does not matter
whether these thoughts are one or the other. As long as you believe you have a self that
is positive or negative, that can relate positively or negatively to other people, you will be
wrong about yourself and whatever you think is going on. Separate selves are not holy.
The one Self united with God is holy, and beyond all our self-concepts (T-31.V). In
subsequent lessons Jesus talks more and more about our true Self. Remember again,
we cannot get to the true Self without first looking at the false one. That is why the early
workbook lessons focused on our misthoughts and misperceptions. The correction for
these mistakes is realizing there is another way of looking at the world; another way of
looking at ourselves.
The next paragraph provides a suggested list for us to follow. Of the nine traits
listed, three are positive – victorious, charitable, and virtuous – while six are negative –
imposed on, depressed, failing, endangered, helpless, and losing out. Again, for the
purposes of this exercise the category makes no difference.
Paragraph 7 urges us to be specific as the steppingstone to achieving the mind
state of the nonspecific – the trait of our real Self:
(7) You should not think of these terms in an abstract way. They will occur
to you as various situations, personalities and events in which you figure cross
your mind. Pick up any specific situation that occurs to you, identify the
descriptive term or terms you feel are applicable to your reactions to that
situation, and use them in applying today’s idea. After you have named each one,
add:
But my mind is part of God’s. I am very holy.
Focusing on the specific, once again, is the prerequisite for achieving the nonspecific. It is also an essential part of our training in not denying our thoughts, feelings,
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and perceptions. The darkness of guilt cannot be brought to light and undone unless we
first look at its specific manifestations, the doorway through which we return to our
thoughts.
The next paragraph sees Jesus returning to his gentle urgings that we be gentle
with ourselves in these exercises. It is a useful guideline to remember that whenever we
experience a sense of urgency or intimation of force coming from “the other side,” we
should recognize immediately that this is the ego guiding us. Jesus and the Holy Spirit
are only gentle and patient, knowing that time is illusory. Only an impatient ego,
uncertain of the outcome, would apply pressure. We experience Jesus’ gentle teaching
about gentleness in this passage from the text:
The Voice of the Holy Spirit does not command, because It is incapable of
arrogance. It does not demand, because It does not seek control. It does not
overcome, because It does not attack. It merely reminds. It is compelling only
because of what It reminds you of. It brings to your mind the other way, remaining
quiet even in the midst of the turmoil you may make. The Voice for God is always
quiet, because It speaks of peace. Peace is stronger than war because it heals
(T-5.II.7:1-8).
Here, then, is the gentle eighth paragraph:
(8) During the longer exercise periods, there will probably be intervals in
which nothing specific occurs to you. Do not strain to think up specific things to
fill the interval, but merely relax and repeat today’s idea slowly until something
occurs to you. Although nothing that does occur should be omitted from the
exercises, nothing should be “dug out” with effort. Neither force nor
discrimination should be used.
Gentleness always wins against force, since it reflects the inner strength of Christ.
Force, on the other hand, is the shadowy expression of the ego’s inherent weakness.
Thus we read about this fourth characteristic of God’s advanced teachers:
... God’s teachers are wholly gentle. They need the strength of gentleness,
for it is in this that the function of salvation becomes easy.... Who would choose
the weakness that must come from harm in place of the unfailing, allencompassing and limitless strength of gentleness? The might of God’s teachers
lies in their gentleness... (M-4 .IV.2:1-2,7-8).
In the lesson’s close, we once again see Jesus asking us to be quite specific
throughout the day – “as often as possible” – about applying the day’s lesson. Only in
that way, to repeat this important idea, can the teachings of A Course in Miracles
become our experience:
(9) As often as possible during the day, pick up a specific attribute or
attributes you are ascribing to yourself at the time and apply the idea for today to
them, adding the idea in the form stated above to each of them. If nothing
particular occurs to you, merely repeat the idea to yourself, with closed eyes.
To repeat an earlier point, make every effort to be vigilant throughout the day for
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ego thoughts, but also be mindful of the need to forgive yourself when you remember
you have forgotten.
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My holiness envelops everything I see.
This lesson along with the next few are extremely important, as they explore the
theme of our holiness. In so doing, they provide the obvious correction of the ego’s
wrong-minded thinking, which we have been discussing a great deal. They also clarify
what Jesus means and does not mean by holiness. Another significant but unfortunate
aspect of these lessons is that many students of A Course in Miracles have taken their
inspiring message and run the wrong way with them, totally misunderstanding Jesus’
teaching. I shall therefore explore that idea, among other important themes as we go
along.
(1:1) Today’s idea extends the idea for yesterday from the perceiver to the
perceived.
In the preceding lesson – “My mind is part of God’s. I am very holy” – we had
discussed the relationship between our inner world and what we perceive to be outside.
The lesson now shifts the focus from the perceiver, namely our thoughts, to what we
perceive outside. This is not really a shift, because the inner and outer are one and the
same. What we see within, which really means what we think about ourselves, is exactly
what we believe we are seeing outside. As we have discussed already, our perception
does not mean simply what we see (or hear, etc.), but our interpretation of what we
perceive. As always, the focus is on the content – what is in the mind – and never the
form – part of the physical world.
(1:2-3) You are holy because your mind is part of God’s. And because you
are holy, your sight must be holy as well.
The implication of this statement is that if we are holy within, what we perceive
must be holy as well. If what we perceive is not holy – i.e., if we perceive anything other
than an expression of love or a call for love – we did not first perceive ourselves as
holy. We can thus tell whether we have chosen to identify with the ego or the Holy Spirit
by paying attention to our perceptions; what we perceive will always be a direct mirror of
what we have made real inside ourselves. An important passage in the text explains this:
Damnation is your judgment on yourself, and this you will project upon the
world. See it as damned, and all you see is what you did to hurt the Son of God. If
you behold disaster and catastrophe, you tried to crucify him. If you see holiness
and hope, you joined the Will of God to set him free. There is no choice that lies
between these two decisions. And you will see the witness to the choice you
made, and learn from this to recognize which one you chose (T-21.in.2: 1-6).
That is why it is so important we be vigilant about our thoughts. If we are aware of
our thoughts about people outside us, they will reveal to us the thoughts with which we
have identified within; our special relationships are thus at the core of healing our minds
through forgiveness. If you want to know what is in the camera after you have used it,
develop the film and look at the photos. That will tell you whether or not you took a good
picture. The purpose of A Course in Miracles can therefore be seen, in this context, as
having us recognize that our perceptions directly mirror what we have chosen within.
Only then, can we choose again.
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(1:4-6) “Sinless” means without sin. You cannot be without sin a little. You
are sinless or not.
This is another example of what we have referred to as a Level One statement,
meaning that something either is wholly true or wholly false; there is absolutely no
compromise between non-duality and duality. Statements such as these form the
bedrock for the thought system of A Course in Miracles: its uncompromising
metaphysics. We either sinned against God by separating from Him; or we did not, thus
remaining as God created us – at one with Him Who is our Source.
(1:7) If your mind is part of God’s you must be sinless, or a part of His Mind
would be sinful.
The logic here is compelling, and if you accept the basic premise that God is
perfect holiness, and anything that comes from Him – i.e., is a part of Him – must share
in that holiness, it must follow that anything appearing to be sinful or unholy cannot be
part of God, and therefore cannot exist. That is why, from the point of view of A Course
in Miracles, there can be no evil. There can be perceptions, beliefs, and dreams about
evil; but no objective evil. If there were, it would mean a part of God must be evil as well.
This is another example of the Course’s radical metaphysical stance.
(1:8) Your sight is related to His Holiness, not to your ego, and therefore not
to your body.
We have briefly explored this theme of our having a split mind, and it will come up
again and again. There is the ego part of our minds, but there is the other part that is
holy. The implication to be drawn from the last part of this statement is that our body
comes from the wrong mind, not the right mind. I have often said that no one in his or
her right mind would be born into this world. It is only someone in the wrong mind,
fleeing from the perceived wrath of God, who would come here. This does not mean the
body cannot be used to serve a different purpose, as we have already seen and shall
discuss again; but ontologically, the body is an expression of separation, sin, and attack.
Its purpose of protecting the separation defines it. Likewise, the dynamic of protection
can serve a different purpose, as we see in the next paragraph where the phrase
“protect your protection” is noteworthy:
(2:1-2) Four three-to-five minute practice periods are required for today. Try
to distribute them fairly evenly, and make the shorter applications frequently, to
protect your protection throughout the day.
The “protection” is the thought for the day: “My holiness envelops everything I
see.” In a larger sense, of course, our protection is the Presence of the Holy Spirit or
Jesus. We have seen the parallel between this and what Jesus refers to in the text as
the third lesson of the Holy Spirit: “Be vigilant only for God and His Kingdom” (T-6.V-C).
This means to be vigilant against our decision to choose the ego thought system. To
“protect the protection” requires that we be vigilant to what we are thinking, which we do
by being vigilant to what we are perceiving. If I want to know what I think about myself
and God, all I need do is devote one moment to what I think about you. This is because
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my thoughts about you – whoever the object of my specialness is at any given moment –
will directly reflect how I think about God and myself. That is the meaning of “protecting
the protection,” carried out under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
The last two paragraphs deal with specific instructions for the practice periods,
and emphasize the sequence of first going within – closing one’s eyes – and then
looking – quite slowly, as effortlessly and unhurriedly as possible – at the specifics in the
world around us. The idea, of course, is to have us first identity the holiness within – the
Holy Spirit’s Presence in our right minds – and then have it extend through us to
embrace our perceptions of what appear to be external to us. The full metaphysical
implications of this lesson are perhaps still far from our experience, but these early
exercises are the steppingstones – the aforementioned “little steps” described in Lesson
193 (13:7) – that will bring us there. The instructions begin with the last sentence of the
second paragraph:
(2:3-3:2) The longer practice periods should take this form:
First, close your eyes and repeat the idea for today several times, slowly.
Then open your eyes and look quite slowly about you, applying the idea
specifically to whatever you note in your casual survey.
Suggestions for objects we envelop in our holiness include, once again, the
important and unimportant; to wit: fingers, body, rug, wall, chair, and pen.
(3:10-4:2) Several times during these practice periods, close your eyes and
repeat the idea to yourself. Then open your eyes, and continue as before.
For the shorter exercise periods, close your eyes and repeat the idea; look
about you as you repeat it again; and conclude with one more repetition with your
eyes closed. All applications should, of course, be made quite slowly, as
effortlessly and unhurriedly as possible.
Slowly and gently – “effortless and unhurriedly” – we are being led along
salvation’s path that takes us from the world without to the world within, there to
rediscover our holiness, which our need for specialness sought to deny.
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My holiness blesses the world.
This is another lesson that is extremely important in terms of what Jesus is
teaching us, as well as correcting common mistakes made by students of A Course in
Miracles. Jesus obviously is not telling us that we should bless the world that is outside
us. This would directly contradict everything he has been teaching us so far. Remember,
Jesus is teaching us the world is nothing more than a mirror of our thoughts. Therefore,
the lesson’s content is not that we should bless a chair, stick, clock, or another person.
Rather, he is saying that if we choose his blessing – within our minds – and see
ourselves as holy because we have joined with him, that blessing will automatically
extend through us and envelop everything we see. The principle projection makes
perception must never be too far away from our thinking. This will become increasingly
manifest as we look at this lesson.
(1:1-2) This idea contains the first glimmerings of your true function in the
world, or why you are here. Your purpose is to see the world through your own
holiness.
This is another way of saying our purpose or function is forgiveness. Forgiveness
has not really made an appearance yet in these lessons, but the process of seeing the
world through our own holiness is a wonderfully succinct description of it. The problem is
that we see the world through our own unholiness, as separated egos and bodies whose
mission in life is to protect and preserve our specialness. Thus, a lesson such as this
presents the right-minded thought that undoes the ego’s dictum that “my unholiness
envelops and condemns the world I see.” The focus of this lesson, therefore, is not really
on the world at all; it is on our thoughts. If our thoughts are rooted in the holiness of
Christ that we are, everything we perceive must automatically be its extension. The
importance of this idea cannot be overemphasized.
(1:3) Thus are you and the world blessed together.
The world is only a reflection of my thought, which is one of holiness and blessing
because I am a child of blessing. The world “out there” must share in that holiness,
because it comes from that holiness. In other words, the world I perceive is rooted in
who I am. Another principle that should never be far from our thoughts is ideas leave not
their source. In this instance, if my holiness is the source, the idea of the world must be
perceived as holy as well. Indeed, these two principles – projection makes perception
and ideas leave not their source – are essentially the same: Projection (or its rightminded foul of extension) is the reason ideas leave not their source. The ideas that
comprise our perceptual world are merely the projected self-image that has its source in
our minds, and what is projected out always remains within. Thus source and idea
remain one.
(1:4-6) No one loses; nothing is taken away from anyone; everyone gains
through your holy vision. It signifies the end of sacrifice because it offers
everyone his full due. And he is entitled to everything because it is his birthright
as a Son of God.
This is the first time in the lessons that Jesus discusses sacrifice, another of the
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key themes in the text, for it is at the heart of the ego’s thought system. The root of
sacrifice lies in the principle of one or the other, more graphically stated in the manual,
as we have already seen, as kill or be killed (M-17.7:11). The ego – the thought of
individuality begins with the idea that it is God or my self. If God is to exist, I cannot exist
as a separate being because there is no separation, individuality, or differentiation in
Heaven. Therefore, if I am to exist as an individual – the foundation of everyone’s
thought system – God can no longer exist, at least as He truly is. He would have to be
changed, and if God ceases to be perfect Oneness He ceases to be. Perfect oneness
and individuality cannot coexist. That is the origin of the thought of sacrifice: someone
must lose if another is to win.
Since the sacrifice of God is the foundation of the split mind, when that mind
further splits into billions and billions of fragments, the thought of sacrifice remains, in
accord with the principle ideas leave not their source. The idea of a separated, individual
world filled with bodies has never left its source, which is the mind’s thought that I exist
on my own – at God’s expense.
A direct corollary of the thought that I have killed God so I could exist is the ego’s
teaching that God is somehow going to rise from the dead and come after me.
Therefore, in order to appease His wrath I have to call again upon the principle that gave
me my existence: one or the other, the idea of sacrifice. This is the same principle, by
the way, that has led most world religions to entertain the strange notion that God
demands sacrifice: If I am to exist, I have to pay God back for what I stole from Him.
That concept becomes the foundation stone of special relationships: If I am to get what I
want from you, I must pay you for it. Thus does the principle of one or the other,
beginning with the ontological premise if I am to exist God must die, filters through the
fragmentation process and ends up being the foundation of everyone’s thought system.
What we find in this early workbook lesson, then, is the first attempt to counteract
that fundamental line of thinking. If I see the world as nothing more than a part of me,
everything that happens to me happens to the world. If I am blessed, the world and
everyone in it must be blessed, too. In “The Rock of Salvation,” Jesus states that the
rock on which salvation rests is that no one loses and everyone wins (T-25.VII.12),
which is the same idea he is presenting here. Hence I no longer presume that my
happiness depends on beating you up, putting you down, cannibalizing, or stealing from
you. I can learn to generalize this lesson, recognizing that you are part of me; not my
individual physical or psychological self, but the part of me who is the Son of God. If I
seek to exclude you by seeing you as separate from me – an enemy or object of my
special love – I am saying the Son of God is fragmented. In truth he cannot be, so by
attacking you I am really attacking my own Identity. However, if I begin with the premise
that my mind is part of God’s and I am holy (Lesson 35), I shall see that you must share
in that holiness, if indeed holiness is true. This step marks the end of sacrifice – the
principle of one or the other.
There is a series of statements in the text that reflect this correction:
Salvation is a collaborative venture (T-4.VI.8:2).
Together or not at all (T-19.IV-D.12:8).
The ark of peace is entered two by two (T-20.IV.6:5).
No one can enter Heaven by himself (W-pI.134.17:7).
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None of this means that you literally have to be in a relationship with someone on
a physical level. It does mean, however, that in your mind you do not see that your
peace, salvation, or happiness comes at someone else’s expense.
The key point of this lesson, therefore, is that “my holiness blesses the world”
because the world is an extension of me. As long as I believe there is someone “out
there,” I must believe there is someone “in here” who perceives someone “out there,”
which means I am into separation, specialness, and individuality. I then automatically
believe in sacrifice; some expression of one or the other.
(2:1) There is no other way in which the idea of sacrifice can be removed
from the world’s thinking.
In other words, the only way sacrifice can be removed from the world’s thinking is
to shift from the ego’s thought system of separation, judgment, and hate to the Holy
Spirit’s thought system of unity, forgiveness, and healing. This does not mean denying
our bodies or other people’s bodies, but rather denying the seeming truth of the one or
the other principle. That is what this lesson is all about, reflecting the central teaching of
A Course in Miracles.
Again, we do not deny there are bodies, or that there is a body we identify with.
Rather, we look at the one or the other principle operating in our minds and choose to
deny its seeming validity. That is the only way the idea of sacrifice can be undone. I
realize you and I are making the same journey home. It began as a path of insanity away
from home, and in my mind I realize that the way back – the way of sanity – is to take
your hand. It does not matter whether you even know who I am or whether you died
thirty years ago. We are not talking about something that happens externally in the
world, because all relationships exist only in the mind. We are talking about a
relationship I am still holding onto in my thoughts. If my ego is in charge, the relationship
will reflect one or the other, and that is sacrifice. If I put Jesus in charge as my teacher,
however, I shall see my special relationship as an opportunity to look at my one or the
other thinking, and then ask his help to change it.
(2:2-3) Any other way of seeing will inevitably demand payment of someone
or something. As a result, the perceiver will lose.
I must believe I will lose, because in my mind my existence comes from having
stolen from God, not to mention murdering Him. I will therefore believe, through the
dynamic of projection, that He, along with everyone in my dream are going to do to me
what I believe I did to them, and am still doing. In the end, my guilt tells me you are
going to steal back from me what I stole from you. The “reasoning” in the ego thought
system is once again as follows: Individual existence is identified with sin, which means I
reached where I am by stealing from you and killing you off, the horrifying final solution
brought about by the one or the other principle. Thus, if everything I see outside mirrors
what is inside, I must believe everyone out there, whom literally I put there, would do
exactly what I believe I have done; i.e., steal and kill. Remember that we are speaking of
the content of killing, not its form, as reflected in the statement from Lesson 21 that “a
slight twinge of annoyance is nothing but a veil drawn over intense fury” (2:5). The
thought of murder is the same as the thought of mild annoyance. That is also what is
behind the seemingly outrageous statement in the text, which I cited earlier: “What is not
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love is murder” (T-23.IV.1:10). Guilt ultimately rests on our belief that we separated from
God, and so any thought of separation – be it “a slight twinge of annoyance” or murder –
recalls to mind this sin of betraying the love that is only perfect oneness.
In light of this, we can understand why death is the central phenomenon in the
physical universe. Death to the ego is God’s punishment. That is why, on one level, the
entire Bible rests on the third chapter of Genesis, which tells the story of Adam and
Eve’s sin and the punishment from God, Who created death, and later, the plan of
atonement through suffering and sacrifice. Death, then, is the final proof that in the end
my sin will be punished. Thus it is that every seemingly separated fragment of the
Sonship must die, as justified punishment for being separate, which life in the body
clearly embodies. This is the foundation of the statement: “As a result, the perceiver will
lose.”
(2:4) Nor will he have any idea why he is losing.
I will think I am losing because of what you did to me, or are planning to do to me.
I will not realize that the real reason I am losing is that I am the dreamer of my own
dream; a dream of loss, one or the other, and winners and a losers. We see again the
efficacy of the ego’s strategy of keeping us in a state of mindlessness. As long we
perceive ourselves to be in a body (and therefore not in our minds), we must believe
other bodies are doing to us what is, in fact, the shadow of what our mind’s guilt is
bringing about. Thus the following passage from the text, which cogently describes this
dynamic of projection:
Of one thing you were sure: Of all the many causes you perceived as
bringing pain and suffering to you, your guilt was not among them. Nor did you in
any way request them for yourself. This is how all illusions came about. The one
who makes them does not see himself as making them, and their reality does not
depend on him. Whatever cause they have is something quite apart from him,
and what he sees is separate from his mind. He cannot doubt his dreams’ reality,
because he does not see the part he plays in making them and making them
seem real (T-27.VII.7:4-9).
(2:5) Yet is his wholeness restored to his awareness through your vision.
I not only heal my own mind when I ask Jesus for help and identify with his
holiness, but I serve as a reminder to you. Thus, if we are in a relationship and I can
change my mind, no longer holding one or the other as my reigning principle but rather
seeing the relationship as a classroom in which I can learn the exact opposite, I give you
the same message. In other words, verbally or non-verbally, I tell you that the lesson I
have learned, the teacher I have chosen, is also available inside you. That is what is
meant at the end of the text when Jesus says that Christ is within us, saying “my brother
choose again” (T-31.VIII.3:2). When we are able to choose again, we become that same
expression of Christ’s vision of forgiveness, reflecting His words to our brother. The
manual for teachers offers a wonderful description of how our brother’s “wholeness is
restored to [the] awareness” of those who are sick:
To them God’s teachers come, to represent another choice which they had
forgotten. The simple presence of a teacher of God is a reminder. His thoughts
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ask for the right to question what the patient has accepted as true. As God’s
messengers, His teachers are the symbols of salvation. They ask the patient for
forgiveness for God’s Son in his own Name. They stand for the Alternative. With
God’s Word in their minds they come in benediction, not to heal the sick but to
remind them of the remedy God has already given them. It is not their hands that
heal. It is not their voice that speaks the Word of God. They merely give what has
been given them. Very gently they call to their brothers to turn away from death:
“Behold, you Son of God, what life can offer you. Would you choose sickness in
place of this?” (M-5.111.2).
(2:6-7) Your holiness blesses him by asking nothing of him. Those who see
themselves as whole make no demands.
If you look honestly at your relationships, even as you go through this very day,
you will realize how you are demanding something from everyone. Sometimes it is quite
obvious, other times it is subtle. This dynamic must be there, though, as long as you
believe you are an individual, which we all clearly do. If you believe you are an
individual, you also believe in the concept of lack, which can be traced to our very origin:
I had to steal from God at the beginning because something was missing in me. And
therefore I have to steal from everyone all the time because something is still missing in
me. How could it not? As long as the underlying belief in scarcity (another word for lack)
remains uncorrected, this inner perception will generate the continual need to fill up what
is missing – to “supply a lack” – in the words of the early miracle principle (T-1.I.8:1).
Consequently, a major aspect of specialness is that I always have to take from someone
else to fill the lack that I perceive in myself.
That is what Jesus is talking about in these passages. When you identify with
holiness, you ask nothing of anyone because you are everything and have everything.
You are everything, because having and being are the same (e.g., T-6.V-B.3:4; V-C.5).
Vigilance is essential to the process of your learning so that you become aware
that you are making a demand of someone. If you are making demands and believe in
the reality of the attack, that tells you that you do not believe you are whole. You are
unhappy, therefore, not because you did not receive what you believe you should have
gotten from someone, but solely because you have chosen the wrong teacher.
(3:1) Your holiness is the salvation of the world.
Here again, Jesus is not talking about the external world. As discussed earlier,
Jesus uses the language of Christianity throughout A Course in Miracles. In Christianity,
especially in the Easter season, there is great emphasis on the thought of Jesus saving
the world. Yet he would have us realize in the Course that there is no world out there to
be saved. Saving the world really means saving ourselves from the belief there is a
world. Since all minds are joined in the holiness of Christ, if my mind is healed in any
given instant, the Sonship’s mind is healed as well.
None of this is understandable from the world’s perspective, as I have said. None
of this will make sense within our experience here, and can be understood only when we
lift ourselves above the battleground and be with Jesus in what he refers to as the holy
instant. From there we look back on the world and see it differently, realizing what has to
be saved are our thoughts about the world. These thoughts, again, result from our
thoughts about ourselves. The outer and the inner are one and the same: Ideas leave
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not their source.
(3:2) It lets you teach the world that it is one with you, not by preaching to it,
not by telling it anything, but merely by your quiet recognition that in your
holiness are all things blessed along with you.
These lines are significant. We change and save the world not by preaching A
Course in Miracles, not by teaching A Course in Miracles (i.e., in form), not by doing
anything with A Course in Miracles except learning it ourselves. In order for my world to
be saved, there is nothing that I have to do or say but to accept what the lessons are
teaching me, which is the meaning of accepting the Atonement for oneself. These are
hardly insignificant lines, for they go to the heart of the Course’s metaphysics, which is
the foundation for understanding Jesus’ teachings and their application. If there is no
world, how can it be saved? Again, what needs saving, or correcting, is our minds that
believe there is a world. Once our minds are healed, we remember that the separation
never happened, and thus a world that arose from that thought of separation could not
have happened either. Moreover, if there were no separation, God’s Son remains
perfectly united as one Son. Our minds reflect the blessing of our Creator, and following
the oft-repeated principle ideas leave not their source, it must be the case that “all things
[are] blessed along with [us].” It is from this inner blessing that our holiness inevitably
extends through us, as we see in these three parallel passages from the text. All of them
highlight the process of our doing nothing except undo the belief in the ego, reflecting
the little willingness that does indeed save the world – from our belief in it:
Concern yourself not with the extension of holiness, for the nature of
miracles you do not understand. Nor do you do them. It is their extension, far
beyond the limits you perceive, that demonstrates you do not do them. Why
should you worry how the miracle extends to all the Sonship when you do not
understand the miracle itself? (T-16.II.1:3-6)
Extension of forgiveness is the Holy Spirit’s function. Leave this to Him. Let
your concern be only that you give to Him that which can be extended. Save no
dark secrets that He cannot use, but offer Him the tiny gifts He can extend
forever. He will take each one and make of it a potent force for peace (T22.VI.9:2-6).
The miracle extends without your help, but you are needed that it can
begin. Accept the miracle of healing, and it will go forth because of what it is. It is
its nature to extend itself the instant it is born. And it is born the instant it is offered
and received.... Leave, then, the transfer of your learning to the One Who really
understands its laws.... Your part is merely to apply what He has taught you to
yourself, and He will do the rest (T-27.V.1:2-5; 10:1-2).
What makes all this possible of course is our having chosen the right teacher.
Thus, the crucial point to which we constantly return: “Do I have a relationship with
Jesus or do I not?” If not, it is because I have excluded him by excluding myself, and do
not want to acknowledge my “sin.” That is always the bottom line.
The next two paragraphs emphasize the lack of difference between our
perceptions and our thoughts, being one and the same:
(4) Today’s four longer exercise periods, each to involve three to five
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minutes of practice, begin with the repetition of the idea for today, followed by a
minute or so of looking about you as you apply the idea to whatever you see:
My holiness blesses this chair.
My holiness blesses that window.
My holiness blesses this body.
Then close your eyes and apply the idea to any person who occurs to you,
using his name and saying:
My holiness blesses you, [name].
Note how Jesus has us begin with the “unimportant” – a chair, window, and the
relatively neutral body – and then asks us to apply our blessing to a specific person.
Thus he gently eases us into A Course in Miracles’ central focus: forgiveness of our
special relationships – those from whom we would seek to withhold our blessing.
Jesus’ instructions continue, inviting us to practice with eyes open and eyes
closed, as we see fit:
(5) You may continue the practice period with your eyes closed; you may
open your eyes again and apply the idea for today to your outer world if you so
desire; you may alternate between applying the idea to what you see around you
and to those who are in your thoughts; or you may use any combination of these
two phases of application that you prefer. The practice period should conclude
with a repetition of the idea with your eyes closed, and another, following
immediately, with your eyes open.
Even though this practice of eyes open and closed has been an important
emphasis in Jesus’ training, he always remains gentle in his approach, as seen in his
use of words such as “you may,” “if you so desire,” and “that you prefer.” Good teachers
never coerce their students, and Jesus wants us to want to learn his lessons; otherwise
our learning will be weak.
(6:1-2) The shorter exercises consist of repeating the idea as often as you
can. It is particularly helpful to apply it silently to anyone you meet, using his
name as you do so.
In other words, Jesus is asking us to be vigilant in watching our egos in action,
especially in relationship to others. He fully expects us to make the wrong choices, as
we shall see in the lessons that follow. A lesson like this, therefore, is the correction for
the mistakes we shall inevitably make. Again, Jesus is expecting us to misperceive and
have attack thoughts, and once aware we have done so, to ask him for help as we try to
remember the lesson for the day.
(6:3-4) It is essential to use the idea if anyone seems to cause an adverse
reaction in you. Offer him the blessing of your holiness immediately, that you may
learn to keep it in your own awareness.
I think 99.9 percent of students who do lessons like this do so almost by rote.
They think all they need do is say to someone with whom they are angry, “I bless you,”
and all is healed. That is not what Jesus is talking about; he is talking about recognizing
that our perception of another is coming from our misperception of ourselves. Simply
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saying words like “My holiness blesses you” is going to accomplish nothing. Actually,
that is not entirely true; saying those words will accomplish a great deal: It will push your
ego thoughts down even further! The idea is to bring the ego thought to the truth, the
darkness to the light. When you do a lesson like this, therefore, you should do exactly
what Jesus says, but realize also what he is saying. Pay attention to your need to keep
this other person separate from you. Above all, be aware of the need to keep guilt
secure in your mind. Only then can Jesus and these exercises help you to let it go.
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There is nothing my holiness cannot do.
Jesus does not mean that your holiness will enable you to walk on water or heal
people’s physical symptoms. His focus, as we have already observed many times, is not
on behavior, even though the language may sometimes suggest it is. The concern of A
Course in Miracles is always on the thinking in your mind. The reason there is nothing
your holiness cannot do is that everything you do, think, say, or feel will come directly
from your right-minded decision to identify with the holiness of Christ. That means there
will be no interference or distortion: with guilt and judgment gone, all that remains is the
love that transcends all problems and concerns.
(1:1-2) Your holiness reverses all the laws of the world. It is beyond every
restriction of time, space, distance and limits of any kind.
This is because your holiness resides in your right mind, accessed by choosing
the holy instant in which you are joined with Jesus or the Holy Spirit. This means there is
no separation, and so there can be no sin, guilt, or fear. If there is no sin, there is no
past; if there is no guilt, there is no present; and if there is no fear, there is no future. In
other words, there is no time in the holy instant. Moreover, if there is no thought of
separation from God, there is no body. To cite a previously cited statement from the text:
“At no single instant [i.e., the holy instant] does the body exist at all” (T-18.VII.3:1). Thus
holiness is completely outside time and space. When you identify with your holiness you
know the world of time and space is a dream, and you can literally watch your dream
figure – the dream figure with the name you think you are – come and go, realizing at
last that is not who you are. There is nothing your holiness cannot do because there is
nothing you have to do: “I need do nothing,” as the text says (T-18.VII).
(1:3) Your holiness is totally unlimited in its power because it establishes
you as a Son of God, at one with the Mind of his Creator.
That is what joining with the Holy Spirit or Jesus effects. In that instant, once
again, everything changes, and all your problems are solved. Lessons 79 and 80 tell us
our problems are solved because there is only one problem: the belief we are separated.
Therefore there is only one solution: accepting the Atonement, which denies the reality
of guilt because it denies the reality of the separation. At that point the memory of our
Identity as God’s one Son dawns on our unclouded minds.
(2:1-3) Through your holiness the power of God is made manifest. Through
your holiness the power of God is made available. And there is nothing the power
of God cannot do.
Jesus is not talking about anything external, as I have already said a number of
times. For two thousand years the miracle stories in the gospels have been regarded as
testimony of the power of God: Jesus can heal the sick, raise the dead, turn water into
wine, and resurrect in the flesh. This represents a total misunderstanding of what Jesus
taught. It is interesting to observe students of A Course in Miracles who are trying to get
away from their Christian upbringing making the same mistake of confusing form and
content, body and mind: the confusion of levels that early in the text Jesus discusses as
the cause of all sickness (T-2.IV.2).
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Jesus is therefore not talking about what your body will do, because when you
identify with the power of God and your holiness, you realize that the body is simply a
figment in your imagination, a figure in your dream. We are all figures in a dream in
which the body literally does nothing, and we can liken it to a puppet that is nothing more
than a lifeless piece of wood. Thus do we live as puppets, in a make-believe world that
has no more reality than that enjoyed by little children in a theater. This, too, is an idea to
which we shall return again and again.
(2:4-6) Your holiness, then, can remove all pain, can end all sorrow, and can
solve all problems. It can do so in connection with yourself and with anyone else.
It is equal in its power to help anyone because it is equal in its power to save
anyone.
The source of all our pain, sorrow, and problems is our decision to push Jesus
away. If we invite him back there can be no distress. Remember that we are speaking
only on the level of the mind, since that is the source of all pain. It is possible that
perceived negative external circumstances, totally beyond our human control, will
continue, as might physical symptoms. However, without guilt, they will no longer be
experienced as problems or sources of pain or distress. In the manual for teachers,
Jesus explains how a healed mind perceives:
The body’s eyes will continue to see differences. But the mind that has let
itself be healed will no longer acknowledge them. There will be those who seem
to be “sicker” than others, and the body’s eyes will report their changed
appearances as before. But the healed mind will put them all in one category;
they are unreal. This is the gift of its Teacher; the understanding that only two
categories are meaningful in sorting out the messages the mind receives from
what appears to be the outside world. And of these two, but one is real. Just as
reality is wholly real, apart from size and shape and time and place for
differences cannot exist within it – so too are illusions without distinctions. The
one answer to sickness of any kind is healing. The one answer to all illusions is
truth (M-8.6).
It cannot be emphasized too often that A Course in Miracles is concerned only
with the cause of the world the mind – and not the effect – the world. That is why Jesus
makes this important statement in the text: “This is a course in cause and not effect” (T21.VII.7: 8). Thus when we ask Jesus to help end our physical or emotional pain, or to
solve an external problem, we are bringing his truth into our illusion. Sometimes the
problem is resolved and sometimes it is not, but involving Jesus in our external problems
only glorifies specialness, the exact opposite of what he is teaching us to correct.
This certainly does not mean that one should not ask him for this kind of help.
However, to remain at that level of relationship with him is to ensure that we never grow
beyond it. Indeed, the pamphlet The Song of Prayer was written specifically to help
students of A Course in Miracles move beyond what is described there as the bottom
rung of the ladder of prayer – asking for specifics – to the higher rungs that reflect our
shift in focus from the world to the mind, a shift that helps us to see that there is, again,
only one problem and therefore only one solution. Such insight of course is what the
very first principle of miracles teaches us:
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There is no order of difficulty in miracles. One is not “harder” or “bigger”
than another. They are all the same (T-1.I.1:1-3).
To make this important point one more time: Our holiness is “equal in its power to
help anyone” because there is one problem. There is also only one Son. If my mind is
healed because I have chosen the holiness of Christ as my identity instead of the ego’s
sinfulness, in that instant I realize I am that one Son, and everyone is part of that
Sonship with me. Therefore, in my experience all pain is gone. This has nothing to do
with other people’s choices still to remain asleep, for in the holy instant I am beyond their
dream, as was Jesus.
(3:1-3) If you are holy, so is everything God created. You are holy because
all things He created are holy. And all things He created are holy because you are.
If I am holy, so is everything God created, because what God created is One.
When you read lovely and inspiring sentences like these, you have to penetrate beyond
the words to the meaning, beyond the form to the content. If you truly believe what Jesus
is saying, then throughout your day you must attempt to generalize his meaning to
everything, without exception. In doing so you need realize how you do not believe the
Son of God is holy because you do not believe the Son of God is one. You need realize
that you choose to believe some people are holy and some are not. Remember, your
judgment of anyone directly reflects your judgment of yourself. Vigilance, once again,
means paying careful attention to what you perceive outside you, realizing this is a
mirror of what you have made real inside.
(3:4-5) In today’s exercises, we will apply the power of your holiness to all
problems, difficulties or suffering in any form that you happen to think of, in
yourself or in someone else. We will make no distinctions because there are no
distinctions.
We can see once again why Jesus begins A Course in Miracles with “There is no
order of difficulty in miracles” (T-1.I.1:1). That is his alpha and omega. The ego’s version
is that there is a hierarchy of illusions (T-23.II.2:3), which is why in these lessons Jesus
repeatedly instructs us not to make any distinctions in what we perceive or think. Either
everything is of the ego or the Holy Spirit, and there is no in between. As Jesus said a
moment ago, either you are sinless or sinful. It is one or the other, the right-minded use
of that ego principle.
Paragraphs 4 and 5 instruct us in the day’s exercise, focusing on the role of
choosing our right-minded thought of holiness in solving all our problems. It is important
to note that Jesus asks us to make no distinction between perceived problems in
ourselves or in others:
(4) In the four longer practice periods, each preferably to last a full five
minutes, repeat the idea for today, close your eyes, and then search your mind for
any sense of loss or unhappiness of any kind as you see it. Try to make as little
distinction as possible between a situation that is difficult for you, and one that is
difficult for someone else. Identify the situation specifically, and also the name of
the person concerned. Use this form in applying the idea for today:
In the situation involving ____ in which I see myself there is nothing that my
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holiness cannot do.
In the situation involving ____ in which _____ sees himself, there is nothing
my holiness cannot do.
Since their source remains the same – the unholiness (guilt) in our minds – it
matters not where the projection is perceived. There is no hierarchy of illusions – the
illusory idea of separation has never left its illusory source in the mind. That is why
distinctions among illusions – e.g., separate bodies – are ultimately irrelevant. This is the
content behind the form of Jesus’ instruction to us “to make as little distinction as
possible between a situation that is difficult for you, and one that is difficult for someone
else.”
(5) From time to time you may want to vary this procedure, and add some
relevant thoughts of your own. You might like, for example, to include thoughts
such as:
There is nothing my holiness cannot do because the power of God lies in it.
Introduce whatever variations appeal to you, but keep the exercises
focused on the theme, “There is nothing my holiness cannot do.” The purpose of
today’s exercises is to begin to instill in you a sense that you have dominion over
all things because of what you are.
Jesus is asking us to continue our practice of generalizing his lesson to as many
thoughts and situations as possible. The final sentence is a reference to the Adam and
Eve story in Genesis, where God gives Adam dominion over all things (Genesis, 1:28),
symbolized in the myth by Adam giving everything a name. Naming something is a
symbol of having power over it, a thought we shall return to in Lesson 184. Jesus uses
the same idea here, although obviously he is not speaking of power as the world regards
it, but as the power of God’s Love – His total Oneness. I thus have dominion over all
things because all things are me. Remember, everything I perceive outside is not out
there at all, but is a projection or extension of what I have first made real in my mind. I
have dominion over all things because of what I am – the holiness of Christ. Therefore,
everything I perceive as separate from me must also be holy; not because its form is
inherently holy, but because it is a projection of the mind that contains holiness. This
important concept is expressed in the following prayer of Jesus from the text, said on our
behalf:
I thank You, Father, knowing You will come to close each little gap that lies
between the broken pieces of Your holy Son. Your Holiness, complete and
perfect, lies in every one of them. And they are joined because what is in one is in
them all. How holy is the smallest grain of sand, when it is recognized as being
part of the completed picture of God’s Son! The forms the broken pieces seem to
take mean nothing. For the whole is in each one. And every aspect of the Son of
God is just the same as every other part (T-28.IV.9).
If I am tempted not to see you as holy, but as an entity separate from me – having
something I want, or having power over me – this misperception represents a prior
choice to keep my holiness separate from me. I would have made this choice out of fear
that in my holiness all individuality and specialness disappear. In other words, power is
in our minds because there is nothing outside them. That power rests in our decision
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maker’s ability to choose the Love of God or attack it. There is no other power in the
world.
The lesson concludes with Jesus again asking us to apply the day’s thought to
any specific form of upset:
(6) In the frequent shorter applications, apply the idea in its original form
unless a specific problem concerning you or someone else arises, or comes to
mind. In that event, use the more specific form in applying the idea to it.
As we have remarked, and will continue to remark, these exercises have no value
if we do not learn to generalize their principles to all situations in which we find ourselves
– minor or major, pleasurable or painful. We must learn that all problems are the same
since they share the common source of separation or unholiness. When brought to the
Atonement—the thought of holiness in our minds —they cannot but disappear.
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Miracles is to forgive yourself for not believing everything that is here. Remember, the
idea is to bring your unloving thoughts to his love so he may reinterpret them for us. That
is why our recognition and acceptance of their presence – in our minds – is so essential
to our healing and salvation.
(8) Slowly, without conscious selection and without undue emphasis on any
one in particular, search your mind for every thought that stands between you and
your salvation. Apply the idea for today to each of them in this way:
My unloving thoughts about ___ are keeping me in hell. My holiness is my
salvation.
That is what Jesus means in the text when he says, to quote this important
statement again:
Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all of the
barriers within yourself that you have built against it (T-16.IV.6:1).
This aspect of our forgiveness process is so essential it could almost be repeated
for each lesson. We need to be continually vigilant for our unloving thoughts, in order to
bring them to the Presence of Love in our minds, which gently shines them away. Our
task, again, is merely to seek and find; removal belongs to the Holy Spirit.
The remainder of the lesson contains further guidance and instructions for the
day’s practice. Note especially these gentle reminders that we are, after all, just
beginners on the journey:
(9) You may find these practice periods easier if you intersperse them with
several short periods during which you merely repeat today’s idea to yourself
slowly a few times. You may also find it helpful to include a few short intervals in
which you just relax and do not seem to be thinking of anything. Sustained
concentration is very difficult at first. It will become much easier as your mind
becomes more disciplined and less distractible.
“Sustained
Sustained concentration
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circumstances. By instructing us not to change the idea, he is also gently introducing us
to the important theme of form and content; we may vary the form in which we express
forgiveness or love, as long as the content remains the same.
The final paragraph encourages us to become increasingly mindful throughout the
day, as well as to apply the day’s idea to temptations to listen to the ego’s doctrine of
guilt:
(11) In the shorter applications, which should be made some three or four
times an hour and more if possible, you may ask yourself this question [If guilt is
hell, what is its opposite?], repeat today’s idea, and preferably both. If temptations
arise, a particularly helpful form of the idea is:
My holiness is my salvation from this.
To the extent we can respond quickly to our ego’s temptations to feel guilt and
anger, to that extent we shall progress to the goal of knowing that our holiness is our
salvation, and that we are holy.
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I am blessed as a Son of God.
(1:1) Today we will begin to assert some of the happy things to which you
are entitled, being what you are.
In these early lessons, as we have previously discussed, Jesus makes it clear
that our minds are split, part of which worships guilt and attack thoughts, while the other
contains the memory of Who we truly are. Beginning with this lesson and continuing for
the next ten, Jesus gives our egos a respite as he speaks almost exclusively about the
other side – “the happy things to which you are entitled” – our right minds.
(1:2-6) No long practice periods are required today, but very frequent short
ones are necessary. Once every ten minutes would be highly desirable, and you
are urged to attempt this schedule and to adhere to it whenever possible. If you
forget, try again. If there are long interruptions, try again. Whenever you
remember, try again.
The exercises for today thus represent a departure from the previous ones
because of the absence of a long exercise period. In addition, Jesus continues his
strong yet gentle urgings that we keep trying to remember – as often as possible each
hour – without making our forgetting into a sin. Quite obviously he knows we will.
The next paragraph is extremely important because it helps us recognize that
these exercise must be applied all the time, whether we are meditating in a quiet room,
or being about our busyness. We do not have to close our eyes in order to remember
God and His Son:
(2) You need not close your eyes for the exercise periods, although you will
probably find it more helpful if you do. However, you may be in a number of
situations during the day when closing your eyes would not be feasible. Do not
miss a practice period because of this. You can practice quite well under any
circumstances, if you really want to.
Thus, no matter where you are during the day – driving your car, eating with a
friend, quietly alone, busy at work – you can remember today’s lesson.
(3) Today’s exercises take little time and no effort. Repeat the idea for today,
and then add several of the attributes you associate with being a Son of God,
applying them to yourself. One practice period might, for example, consist of the
following:
I am blessed as a Son of God.
I am happy, peaceful, loving and contented.
Another might take this form:
I am blessed as a Son of God.
I am calm, quiet, assured and confident.
If only a brief period is available, merely telling yourself that you are
blessed as a Son of God will do.
Jesus is asking us to take the general statement of our Identity and make it more
specific, thereby making it more personal to us. The lesson’s final line reiterates how we
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do not need a quiet place or set time to remember.
Underlying Jesus’ teaching here is that we need time and place – i.e., rituals – as
long as we identify with our bodies. But since Jesus’ ultimate teaching is that we are
minds, weaning us of our dependency on externals is an important step toward our
eventual identification with the mind: the source of our blessedness, as well as the
birthplace of our resistance to accepting Who we truly are.
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God goes with me wherever I go.
This is obviously a happy thought, and just as obviously Jesus is not talking about
a literal physical God Who walks with us, reminiscent of the song in the movie version of
“I walk with God.” Jesus is telling us here that the memory of God is
in our minds – the home of the Holy Spirit – and thus is always with us. In that sense,
God is indeed with us wherever we go. This will become more evident as we go through
the lesson.
(1) Today’s idea will eventually overcome completely the sense of
loneliness and abandonment all the separated ones experience. Depression is an
inevitable consequence of separation. So are anxiety, worry, a deep sense of
helplessness, misery, suffering and intense fear of loss.
What reappears here is the important theme of
Although the
words are not specifically used, Jesus’ teaching can nonetheless be seen as a reflection
of that theme. Our problems are all the same and come from one
believing we
are separated from God. The
of this mistake are worry, depression, misery,
suffering, and fear of loss. We have discussed before how the world exists to provide
causes of our distress, which merely disguise the true cause. Our egos are incredibly
skillful in concealing the truth, leading us to be certain we know the sources of our
unhappiness – everything but the mind’s decision for guilt.
Thus, if I know that “God goes with me wherever I go” because He is in my mind,
that means I have not abandoned Him and He has not abandoned me. Further, it means
I have not killed Him, nor am separated from Him. If I accept this truth of the Atonement,
I cannot be depressed, lonely, anxious, or fearful, as these come from guilt, which,
without the belief in separation, cannot exist. The way I will know about my belief in
separation is to become aware of my feelings of anxiety, worry, and unhappiness. That
is why it is essential not to cover over negative experiences. If we do, there is literally no
hope, which lies in first recognizing our discomfort and despair, and then realizing these
are simply the effects of the thought that God does
go wherever we go because we
killed him off. That sinful thought represents a decision that can now happily be
changed.
You need to learn you were wrong, and that you now want to be a happy learner
who is happy to be wrong, not happy because you have proven yourself to be right (T29.VII.1:9). This is an idea that cannot be cited often enough. If you have an investment
in being right, you will never be happy. Perhaps you are right today, but the “rightness”
(or innocence) that you stole from someone else will be stolen back by the one from
whom you took it in anger. The only way you can be truly right is to know that God is
with you wherever you go, which means that everything the ego has taught you is a lie.
You
not separate from God because you
not.
(2:1-2) The separated ones have invented many “cures” for what they
believe to be the “ills of the world.” But the one thing they do not do is to question
the reality of the problem.
“Ills of the world” is in quotes because there are no “ills of the world.” Since there
is no world, how could it have ills? There is only an ill thought. “Cures” is in quotes as
well because you cannot cure a problem that does not exist. The true problem is
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appearances and approach reality.
Jesus wants us first to look carefully at what appears to us as real: the world,
replete with people hearing and seeing our bodies, and whose bodies we hear and see.
The next step, then, following Jesus’ gentle guidance, is recognizing the illusory nature
of these appearances and moving beyond them to the thoughts of the ego; and then,
finally, beyond the ego to the Holy Spirit’s thought of the Atonement.
(8:1-4) It is quite possible to reach God. In fact it is very easy, because it is
the most natural thing in the world. You might even say it is the only natural thing
in the world. The way will open, if you believe that it is possible.
Jesus is not saying you have to believe this totally, you just have to believe that
perhaps, just maybe, it is possible he is right and you are wrong. If the only natural thing
in this world is to reach God, and everything in this world is a movement against Him,
then nothing in this world is natural, including yourself, your body, personality, and
individual existence. It is your
that will lead you Home, once you place its power
under the Atonement principle of the Holy Spirit, correcting the mistaken belief in the
separation.
Jesus next underscores for us the importance of this lesson, trying to buttress our
confidence in the workbook’s process of retraining our minds. This is one among the
many “pep talks” he gives us along the way:
(8:5-9:3) This exercise can bring very startling results even the first time it is
attempted, and sooner or later it is always successful. We will go into more detail
about this kind of practice as we go along. But it will never fail completely, and
instant success is possible.
Throughout the day use today’s idea often, repeating it very slowly,
preferably with eyes closed. Think of what you are saying; what the words mean.
Concentrate on the holiness that they imply about you; on the unfailing
companionship that is yours; on the complete protection that surrounds you.
These last lines point to the truth that lies just be
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of God away from you.
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God is my strength. Vision is His gift.
(1:1-2) The idea for today combines two very powerful thoughts, both of
major importance. It also sets forth a cause and effect relationship that explains
why you cannot fail in your efforts to achieve the goal of the course.
The “cause and effect relationship” is that if I know God “walks with me” and He is
my strength, I shall automatically perceive through the eyes of His Love and Holiness.
Christ’s vision comes from the thought I am holy and part of God. When I look out,
which, as we have learned, has nothing to do with our physical eyes, all I shall see are
figures in a dream either expressing love and trying to return home, or still too afraid of
love and attempting to attack it. In other words, the cause is my remembering Who I am,
and the effect is the vision that sees all people as part of the one Sonship, regardless of
their disparate forms.
(1:3-5) You will see because it is the Will of God. It is His strength, not your
own, that gives you power. And it is His gift, rather than your own, that offers
vision to you.
Jesus is urging us to trust him that we cannot fail. Illusions of ego strength can
have no power over the real Source of strength within us. Jesus now sets out the
wonderful consequences of this happy fact:
(2:1-2) God is indeed your strength, and what He gives is truly given. This
means that you can receive it any time and anywhere, wherever you are, and in
whatever circumstances you find yourself.
Since the mind, the home of God’s strength, is beyond time (and space), it is
always available to us. It simply awaits our acceptance. That is why Jesus tells us in the
text, already cited, that we need do nothing (T-18.VII). We need do nothing except to
accept what is already there. Thus our need is to learn to undo what the ego has taught
us, releasing God’s strength to once again be our own. Since this is a process occurring
in our minds, which are totally under our control, this joyful acceptance can occur
anywhere, any time, regardless of external circumstances.
The discussion next moves more specifically to the topic of time, which we shall
examine much more carefully later on. For now I shall just make some brief comments:
(2:3-6) Your passage through time and space is not at random. You cannot
but be in the right place at the right time. Such is the strength of God. Such are
His gifts.
Jesus is saying that nothing is at random because it is all our dream. The ego
chooses our scripts as a way to keep us further and further away from the truth. When
we look at these scripts with Jesus, they then become classrooms. But nothing is at
random. I – the mind that my current physical identity is but a fragment of – have chosen
my life and what happens in it as a way of reinforcing my individuality and specialness. If
I look at any aspect of this life with Jesus and ask his help, I see it as the means of
learning forgiveness so I may return to an awareness of my true Identity. Thus I am “in
the right place at the right time,” for lessons of forgiveness can always be learned,
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regardless of the outer circumstance.
For the two longer practice periods today, Jesus encourages us to focus on
having quiet time. Looking at the instructions for these lessons as a whole, we can see
how Jesus has emphasized different aspects of our practice at different times;
sometimes focusing on the form (the external), other times on the content (the internal).
The point here, of course, is to help us at our own level of learning, so that we may come
to understand that cause and effect, content and form, inner and outer, are never
separated:
(3) We will have two three-to-five-minute practice periods today, one as
soon as possible after you wake, and another as close as possible to the time you
go to sleep. It is better, however, to wait until you can sit quietly by yourself, at a
time when you feel ready, than it is to be concerned with the time as such.
Jesus’ weaning us from reliance on the form of our practicing is part of his training
us not to be slaves to ritual. We previously cited the discussion in the manual for
teachers in this regard, and here is the relevant passage:
There are some general rules which do apply, although each one must use
them as best he can in his own way. Routines as such are dangerous, because
they easily become gods in their own right, threatening the very goals for which
they were set up.... This course is always practical.... Duration is not the major
concern. One can easily sit still an hour with closed eyes and accomplish nothing.
One can as easily give God only an instant, and in that instant join with Him
completely (M-16.2:4-5; 4:1,4-6).
We shall return to this important theme of the quality of our time spent with the
Holy Spirit, rather than its quantity.
The fourth paragraph discusses our personal thoughts “in relation to the idea for
the day.”
(4) Begin these practice periods by repeating the idea for today slowly, with
your eyes open, looking about you. Then close your eyes and repeat the idea
again, even slower than before. After this, try to think of nothing except thoughts
that occur to you in relation to the idea for the day. You might think, for example:
Vision must be possible. God gives truly,
or:
God’s gifts to me must be mine, because He gave them to me.
Once again we can observe the emphasis Jesus places on bringing our thoughts
to his, and thereby practice bringing them into harmony with his vision of forgiveness
and peace.
In the next paragraph Jesus plays down the active mind-searching exercises of
before, asking us to be quiet, letting his thoughts come to us, rather than our coming to
them:
(5) Any thought that is clearly related to the idea for today is suitable. You
may, in fact, be astonished at the amount of course-related understanding some
of your thoughts contain. Let them come without censoring unless you find your
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mind is merely wandering, and you have let obviously irrelevant thoughts intrude.
You may also reach a point where no thoughts at all seem to come to mind. If
such interferences occur, open your eyes and repeat the thought once more while
looking slowly about; close your eyes, repeat the idea once more, and then
continue to look for related thoughts in your mind.
However, if nothing “comes,” our gentle teacher instructs us in the next paragraph
to become more active again and look for the thoughts. Yet, this looking is not the focus
here, but rather the letting go of control, allowing his guidance to take over, reminiscent
of this statement from the text:
My control can take over everything that does not matter, while my
guidance can direct everything that does, if you so choose.... This [your behavior]
is controlled by me automatically as soon as you place what you think under my
guidance (T-2.VI.1:3; 2:9).
(6:1) Remember, however, that active searching for relevant thoughts is not
appropriate for today’s exercises.
Jesus is thus saying you do not have to search for God. Once you have removed
your negative thoughts, the work of earlier lessons, the resultant blank slate allows the
thoughts of love to appear to you. Therefore:
(6:2-3) Try merely to step back and let the thoughts come. If you find this
difficult, it is better to spend the practice period alternating between slow
repetitions of the idea with eyes open, then with eyes closed, than it is to strain to
find suitable thoughts.
I might add that in reality the thoughts do not come to us; we come to them. It was
our mind’s decision maker that chose to leave the thought of the Atonement for the
thought of separation, and so it is this decision maker that now must make the choice to
return to that thought, although our experience may well be that the Atonement and its
reflected thoughts come to us. That experience is reflected in this lesson, as is Jesus’
emphasis on the gentle and non-coercive nature of this learning.
(7) There is no limit on the number of short practice periods that would be
beneficial today. The idea for the day is a beginning step in bringing thoughts
together, and teaching you that you are studying a unified thought system in
which nothing is lacking that is needed, and nothing is included that is
contradictory or irrelevant.
This is a point that Jesus makes in many other places as well. Everything you
ever need is in this course; there is no need to seek elsewhere. Once you decide A
Course in Miracles is your spiritual path, to do anything else will simply confuse you. As
Jesus told Helen specifically, in words meant for all his students:
You are not making use of the course if you insist on using means which
have served others well, neglecting what was made for you (T-18.VII.6:5).
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A Course in Miracles contains everything that will help you undo your ego, and
therefore everything that will help remind you of who you are. Insisting on “using means
which have served others well” will simply defend against accepting the Course’s
message of forgiveness as your own.
(8) The more often you repeat the idea during the day, the more often you
will be reminding yourself that the goal of the course is important to you, and that
you have not forgotten it.
You need to realize there is a part of you, despite your fear, that does want to
learn what this course is teaching, and that its goal is truly important to you. Despite all
attempts to cover it with clouds of guilt, there remains the right-minded self that
remembers your goal: above all you want to return home. A Course in Miracles, with
Jesus as your teacher, will be the means to help you ultimately reach that goal.
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(1) Perception is not an attribute of God. His is the realm of knowledge. Yet
He has created the Holy Spirit as the Mediator between perception and knowledge.
Without this link with God, perception would have replaced knowledge forever in
your mind. With this link with God, perception will become so changed and
purified that it will lead to knowledge. That is its function as the Holy Spirit sees it.
Therefore, that is its function in truth.
Having been made as an attack on God (W-pII.3.2:1-5), perception cements our
belief that separation and individuality are real. However, once arising in apparent
opposition to knowledge, it can then be used to serve a different purpose. The section
called “The Special Function” provides a clear description of this shift in function or
purpose: What we made to harm, the Holy Spirit uses to heal (T-25.VI.4). Specialness is
an aspect of perception, and although it was made to harm and keep us separated from
each other, when brought to the Holy Spirit and looked at differently, it becomes an
expression of forgiveness. Everything the ego has thought, done, and used to separate
itself from God, and each of us from each other, can be turned around to become a
vehicle for our forgiveness – if we ask Jesus’ help. This shift in purpose is the
cornerstone of forgiveness and the Holy Spirit’s redirected purpose for our being in this
world.
In this first paragraph we find a clear example of what I sometimes refer to as the
two levels on which A Course in Miracles is written. Level One reflects the Course’s
metaphysical principle that only God is true and real, and everything else is unreal, an
illusion. Or as the very opening of the text states:
Nothing real can threatened.
Nothing unreal exists (T-in.2:2-3; bold italics omitted).
It is that distinction between what is true and untrue that comprises this highly
important aspect of A Course in Miracles. The first two sentences of this paragraph
express Level One: the world of perception – which is not just the world we see with our
eyes, but the very fact that we think we see a world at all – is an illusion. The split mind,
which includes our thoughts of separation, the world which expresses those thoughts, as
well as the Holy Spirit’s correction, is totally unreal. Since this separated mind cannot be
part of totality, wholeness, and perfect Oneness – the very nature of God – it cannot be
true in any way. Stated differently, if the contents of the split mind are not part of God,
they must b
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from which they are “twice removed” (M-21.1:9-10). The Holy Spirit, representing our
right-minded thinking, is the expression of the Atonement principle that is the mediator or
bridge between the unreal world we made and the real world of Heaven. The Holy
Spirit’s thoughts are reflected in any expression of forgiveness, and these are reflections
of the real thought of love that is in our minds.
One final comment, it is the integration of these two levels – the uncompromising
non-dualistic view of reality, along with the specific guidelines for living within the illusory
world under the principle of forgiveness – that makes A Course in Miracles so unique as
a spirituality, and so perfect for our age.
(2:1-2) In God you cannot see. Perception has no function in God, and does
not exist.
Many times students will try to bend or twist statements in A Course in Miracles
so that it seems to be saying that God did create the world and it is holy, but did not
create the world that we misperceive. That is not what Jesus is teaching, and sentences
like this make it very clear. “In God you cannot see” because seeing presupposes
duality: a perceiver and a perceived. The realm of perception, therefore, is outside God.
This is reflected in statements like this: “Your life is not a part of anything you see” (WpI.151.12:1). Again, the very fact we think we can see – i.e., something outside us – is
proof the seeing self cannot be real. Duality and non-duality, perception and knowledge,
are mutually exclusive states. True life is only of the spirit, which is beyond the subjectobject or perceiver-perceived duality. That is why Jesus makes this Level One statement
in the text:
There is no life outside of Heaven. Where God created life, there life must
be. In any state apart from Heaven life is illusion (T-23.II.19:1-3).
(2:3) Yet in salvation, which is the undoing of what never was, perception
has a mighty purpose.
We have in this one sentence expressions of both Level One and Level Two: The
“undoing of what never was” is a Level One statement: the separation never occurred.
Yet as long as we believe we are here in this dream world, the Holy Spirit, the
expression of God’s Love within the dream, has a purpose and function. This function,
which we know to be forgiveness, constitutes the Level Two aspect of A Course in
Miracles.
(2:4-6) Made by the Son of God for an unholy purpose, it must become the
means for the restoration of his holiness to his awareness. Perception has no
meaning. Yet does the Holy Spirit give it a meaning very close to God’s.
This echoes the early lessons in which Jesus teaches that nothing in the world
has meaning because we have given everything all the meaning it has; the meaning of
proving we are right and Jesus is wrong: the separation is real. Once we ask Jesus for
help, however, perception does have a meaning; not in reality, but a meaning based
upon reality. In other words, the right-minded meaning of perception is that it is a
reflection of the truth; not the truth, but a reflection of the truth that we are one in God,
and the separation a meaningless dream. Truth’s reflection within the dream is that we
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are one in sharing a common purpose and need. This is because we share the same
ego.
It is helpful to remember that the Sonship is one: in Heaven as Christ (the One
Mind), and on earth as an ego (the split mind). Therefore, each seemingly separated
fragment of the Sonship carries within it the totality of the ego’s wrong-minded thought
system of separation and judgment, and the totality of the Holy Spirit’s right-minded
thought system of unity and forgiveness. Thus we all share the insanity of the guilt-laden
shadowy fragment of separation as well as the sanity of forgiveness, the light-filled
reflection of Heaven’s Oneness. Clearly, therefore, it could not be the ego that provides
the meaning of our true perception. That is why it is essential to distinguish between
these two voices within our split minds, one of the principal goals of the workbook.
(2:7) Healed perception becomes the means by which the Son of God
forgives his brother, and thus forgives himself.
This is an extremely important teaching not elaborated on here – a key theme in
A Course in Miracles. We read, for example:
To perceive the healing of your brother as the healing of yourself is thus
the way to remember God. For you forgot your brothers with Him, and God’s
Answer to your forgetting is but the way to remember (T-12.11.2:9-10).
Future lessons will express this theme as well.
Forgiving our brother, thus forgiving ourselves, is the reflection of the Atonement
principle that says the separation never happened. The oneness of God’s Son has never
been compromised, thus my forgiveness of you recognizes we share the same purpose.
What we thought happened never happened at all, and we remain as God created us:
one Son, united within himself and with his Source.
(3:1-2) You cannot see apart from God because you cannot be apart from
God. Whatever you do you do in Him, because whatever you think, you think with
His Mind.
Jesus is speaking only of right-minded seeing, doing, and thinking, because the
ego’s seeing, doing, and thinking are an attack on God, designed to keep us separate
from Him. Therefore, in our right minds we cannot see apart from God. If we are going to
see our brothers as sinless, it can be done only when we call upon Jesus or the Holy
Spirit for help, a call that says: “I want to be proven wrong. If I am wrong, God is right.” In
truth He does not see, for there is no seeing in Heaven, but God’s reality becomes the
basis for vision – truth’s reflection in the dream.
(3:3) If vision is real, and it is real to the extent to which it shares the Holy
Spirit’s purpose, then you cannot see apart from God.
Once again, Jesus clearly implies that vision is not real, except in the sense that it
reflects the oneness of reality. This reflection is the Holy Spirit’s purpose, which is to
forgive. Once that purpose is fulfilled vision is unnecessary, and its inherently illusory
nature causes it to disappear. This use of real in terms of vision is similar to Jesus’
explanation of the real world:
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This is the journey’s end. We have referred to it as the real world. And yet
there is a contradiction here, in that the words imply a limited reality, a partial
truth, a segment of the universe made true. This is because knowledge makes no
attack upon perception (T-26.111.3:1-4).
The real world is real insofar as its state of mind reflects the reality of Heaven: the
unity of the Son. However, still being a correction of an illusion – albeit the final one – it
remains illusory as well.
The instructions that follow in paragraphs 4-6 reflect the earlier emphasis on the
implicit sameness of what we see and our thoughts.
(4) Three five-minute practice periods are required today, one as early and
one as late as possible in the day. The third may be undertaken at the most
convenient and suitable time that circumstances and readiness permit. At the
beginning of these practice periods, repeat the idea for today to yourself with eyes
open. Then glance around you for a short time, applying the idea specifically to
what you see. Four or five subjects for this phase of the practice period are
sufficient. You might say, for example:
God is my Source. I cannot see this desk apart from Him.
God is my Source. I cannot see that picture apart from Him.
We again see Jesus asking us to apply the idea for the day to the specifics of our
lives, even the mundane ones. That is how we learn there is no hierarchy of illusions –
all problems are the same – and therefore no order of difficulty in miracles – all solutions
are the same. As a later lesson teaches: “One problem, one solution” (W-pI.80.1:5).
(5) Although this part of the exercise period should be relatively short, be
sure that you select the subjects for this phase of practice indiscriminately,
without self-directed inclusion or exclusion. For the second and longer phase,
close your eyes, repeat today’s idea again, and then let whatever relevant
thoughts occur to you add to the idea in your own personal way. Thoughts such
as:
I see through the eyes of forgiveness.
I see the world as blessed.
The world can show me myself
I see my own thoughts, which are like God’s.
Any thought related more or less directly to today’s idea is suitable. The
thoughts need not bear any obvious relationship to the idea, but they should not
be in opposition to it.
Exercises like these remind us that we do indeed have a right mind, and therefore
a right-minded way of looking. It is important that we recognize this in ourselves, for it
affords us the necessary means of comparison when our thoughts turn to the ego’s
judgment. Comparing the two – bringing judgment to vision – allows us to make the
correct choice and know we are truly blessed as God’s Son.
(6) If you find your mind wandering; if you begin to be aware of thoughts
which are clearly out of accord with today’s idea, or if you seem to be unable to
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think of anything, open your eyes, repeat the first phase of the exercise period,
and then attempt the second phase again. Do not allow any protracted period to
occur in which you become preoccupied with irrelevant thoughts. Return to the
first phase of the exercises as often as necessary to prevent this.
In a sentence we shall revisit often, Jesus says:
You are much too tolerant of mind wandering, and are passively condoning
your mind’s miscreations [i.e., your projections] (T-2.VI.4:6).
As in the text, Jesus is asking us in this lesson to become increasingly vigilant for
our ego thoughts. They do not come unbidden, but are defenses we choose to prevent
our achieving the goal of these exercises. The last thing our egos want is that we learn
to question its thought system of separation, specialness, and judgment.
(7) In applying today’s idea in the shorter practice periods, the form may
vary according to the circumstances and situations in which you find yourself
during the day. When you are with someone else, for example, try to remember to
tell him silently:
God is my Source. I cannot see you apart from Him.
This form is equally applicable to strangers as it is to those you think are
closer to you. In fact, try not to make distinctions of this kind at all.
This goes back to a point I made earlier about these lessons: Jesus is trying to
help us generalize his teachings to all situations. It is not helpful if we practice this here,
but not there. To do so would be to nullify everything we are learning. The emphasis on
not making distinctions between strangers and those perceived to be closer to us goes
to the heart of the ego’s defense of special relationships. As he does throughout the text,
Jesus is calling for the end of our specialness. All people are part of the Sonship of God,
without exception, as this statement from the text explains:
God is not partial. All His children have His total Love, and all His gifts are
freely given to everyone alike. The specialness of God’s Sons does not stem from
exclusion but from inclusion. All my brothers are special (T-1.V.3:2-3,5-6).
On the level of form we obviously cannot enjoy the same interaction with
everyone, but we nonetheless need not exclude anyone from the love we are learning to
choose as our reality. Thus we reverse the ego’s emphasis on form rather than content.
(8) Today’s idea should also be applied throughout the day to various
situations and events that may occur, particularly to those which seem to distress
you in any way. For this purpose, apply the idea in this form:
God is my Source. I cannot see this apart from Him.
Jesus is reminding us again of the importance of being vigilant whenever a
distressing thought crosses our minds, whether severe or mild, regardless of what we
believe to be its source. When it does, we should immediately go to the Holy Spirit for
help and say: “Please help me look at this differently because I am not at peace.” At the
end of Chapter 5 in the text, Jesus asks us to make the following series of statements
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when we are not at peace. They make clear that if we are not peaceful, it is our
responsibility and no one else’s:
I must have decided wrongly, because I am not at peace
I made the decision myself, but I can also decide otherwise.
I want to decide otherwise, because I want to be at peace.
I do not feel guilty, because the Holy Spirit will undo all the consequences
of my wrong decision if I will let Him.
I choose to let Him, by allowing Him to decide for God for me (T-5.VII.6:711; italics omitted).
Thus is the defense of projection undone, and responsibility returned to the
decision-making part of our minds.
Jesus concludes the lesson by saying:
(9) If no particular subject presents itself to your awareness at the time,
merely repeat the idea in its original form. Try today not to allow any long periods
of time to slip by without remembering today’s idea, and thus remembering your
function.
Jesus’ purpose is obviously not to make us feel guilty, but rather to remind us we
are doing the workbook because we want to learn what A Course in Miracles is teaching.
Thus we have to be vigilant for our egos in practicing these lessons. We have already
seen, and shall see again, that Jesus wants us to become aware of our resistance to
practicing such vigilance. Only then can we choose against our fear.
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God is the light in which I see.
Jesus continues here his series of Level One statements: only God is true; only
God is light. Everything else is an expression of the ego’s darkness.
(1) Today we are continuing the idea for yesterday, adding another
dimension to it. You cannot see in darkness, and you cannot make light. You can
make darkness and then think you see in it, but light reflects life, and is therefore
an aspect of creation. Creation and darkness cannot coexist, but light and life
must go together, being but different aspects of creation.
We are so sure we are correct in what we perceive, think, and feel, which is what
Jesus means by saying: “You can make darkness and then think you see in it.” We are
so sure we are right, but that is only because we made up the world of opposites – light
and darkness – and then forgot where it came from: the nothingness of our illusory
thoughts. But because we see the world, we believe it is real, and then try to get as
many people as we can to confirm our perceptions and experiences, not realizing we are
merely asking the blind to teach the blind.
The “light” of which Jesus speaks is not perceptual, to be clarified in the next
paragraph, but is another symbol to express a characteristic of Heaven. Darkness
represents the ego and its thought system of guilt, hate, and specialness; while light
represents the Holy Spirit’s thought system, which affirms that darkness has no effect
upon reality.
(2:1) In order to see, you must recognize that light is within, not without.
When Jesus says “God is the light in which I see” he is not talking about what we
see with the naked eye. Vision comes from right-minded thought, and thus we do not
see light outside us. Recall Lesson 15, which I have referred to several times, where
Jesus is not talking about literally seeing edges of light around objects. If you do have
such an experience, realize it is nothing but a reflection of a thought of forgiveness in
your mind. These lessons make it very clear that light is not external. Remember, there
is nothing external. As we shall read in a later lesson: “There is no world! This is the
central thought the course attempts to teach” (W-pI.132.6:2-3).
(2:2) You do not see outside yourself, nor is the equipment for seeing
outside you.
The “you” represents our decision maker, which is shown on the left-hand side of
the chart (see p. 135). When Jesus says “nor is the equipment for seeing outside you,”
he is talking about the body and our sensory organs. The real seeing – vision – has
nothing to do with the body and is not outside us. Vision is the result of our decision
maker joining with Jesus or the Holy Spirit. In other words, Jesus is speaking about the
mind, not the body.
(2:3-4) An essential part of this equipment is the light that makes seeing
possible. It is with you always, making vision possible in every circumstance.
We have already discussed how in the workbook Jesus sometimes uses God
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when he means the Holy Spirit, and uses them virtually interchangeably, as we saw he
also does with real thoughts and Thoughts in the Christ Mind. Strictly speaking it is the
Holy Spirit, not God, Who makes vision possible, for the Holy Spirit is a Thought of
God’s light we brought with us into the dream.
(3) Today we are going to attempt to reach that light. For this purpose, we
will use a form of exercise which has been suggested before, and which we will
utilize increasingly. It is a particularly difficult form for the undisciplined mind, and
represents a major goal of mind training. It requires precisely what the untrained
mind lacks. Yet this training must be accomplished if you are to see.
Here, as well as other places in the workbook, Jesus departs from the main
theme of the lesson and talks instead about our practice. It is certainly difficult to be
thinking about the lesson or God throughout the day. By clear implication, Jesus is
saying that we, his students, are not disciplined, and he is letting us know ahead of time
that he fully expects us not to do the lessons as he has given them. Thus we should not
feel guilty when we forget, nor does Jesus want us to deny that we forget, or deny our
motivation for forgetting (which we will discuss in a moment). In fact, he frequently
reminds us of the power of our minds. For example, he gently chides Helen, and indeed
all of us, near the end of the text for complaining this course is too difficult to learn. After
all, he says, look what you have learned:
What you have taught yourself is such a giant learning feat it is indeed
incredible. But you accomplished it because you wanted to, and did not pause in
diligence to judge it hard to learn or too complex to grasp.
No one who understands what you have learned, how carefully you
learned it, and the pains to which you went to practice and repeat the lessons
endlessly, in every form you could conceive of them, could ever doubt the power
of your learning skill. There is no greater power in the world. The world was made
by it, and even now depends on nothing else. The lessons you have taught
yourself have been so overlearned and fixed they rise like heavy curtains to
obscure the simple and the obvious. Say not you cannot learn them. For your
power to learn is strong enough to teach you that your will is not your own, your
thoughts do not belong to you, and even you are someone else (T-31.I.2:7-3:6).
Therefore, Jesus is helping us recognize not only our learning skill, but the great
need to unlearn what we have so skillfully taught ourselves: our “ancient overlearning”
(T-3115:4). To accomplish this undoing, great discipline of learning is required. Thus, the
need for this workbook.
(4) Have at least three practice periods today, each lasting three to five
minutes. A longer time is highly recommended, but only if you find the time
slipping by with little or no sense of strain. The form of practice we will use today
is the most natural and easy one in the world for the trained mind, just as it seems
to be the most unnatural and difficult for the untrained mind.
Jesus is again telling us that we will have trouble unlearning what we have taught
ourselves, and he explains why in the next paragraph:
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(5:1-4) Your mind is no longer wholly untrained. You are quite ready to learn
the form of exercise we will use today, but you may find that you will encounter
strong resistance. The reason is very simple. While you practice in this way, you
leave behind everything that you now believe, and all the thoughts that you have
made up.
Jesus informs us that the problem we will encounter is our own resistance, born
of the fear of losing the thoughts we made up, which, by the way, include our very
selves! We have already discussed how fearfully resistant we become when in the
presence of truth. The reader may recall Jesus’ words in the text as to why he was
perceived as a threat:
Many thought I was attacking them, even though it was apparent I was not.
An insane learner learns strange lessons. What you must recognize is that when
you do not share a thought system, you are weakening it. Those who believe in it
therefore perceive this as an attack on them. This is because everyone identifies
himself with his thought system, and every thought system centers on what you
believe you are (T-6.V-B.1:5-9).
Thus these lessons constitute a direct attack on our egos, seen from the
perspective of the individual self desperately trying to protect its separation by defending
its bodily defense against truth’s incursions into the mind.
Note that Jesus is not qualifying his words. To repeat:
(5:4) While you practice in this way, you leave behind everything that you
now believe, and all the thoughts that you have made up.
He means “everything that you now believe, and all the thoughts,” not just some
of them. That is the basis of our fear, and why everyone tries to compromise what A
Course in Miracles is teaching, having Jesus say something he is not saying at all. He is
telling you quite explicitly that if you practice as he instructs, your ego will disappear. It is
therefore important to understand why you do not practice the specific lessons, let alone
the ongoing lessons we have with each other.
Very often people ask where in A Course in Miracles does it say what I just said.
This is one of the places, and Jesus says it in very simple English, too; no complicated
sentence structure. One more time, here is the statement of the problem: “While you
practice in this way, you leave behind everything that you now believe, and all the
thoughts that you have made up.”
We continue with yet another statement of the same theme:
(5:5-6) Properly speaking, this is the release from hell. Yet perceived
through the ego’s eyes, it is loss of identity and a descent into hell.
This is the idea I repeat over and over and over again: the major fear that
everyone in this world shares is the loss of individuality or personal identity. Since we
cherish this self, to expect that we would not have resistance to the workbook lessons is
rather naïve.
(6:1) If you can stand aside from the ego by ever so little, you will have no
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difficulty in recognizing that its opposition and its fears are meaningless.
Jesus is speaking here of the decision maker, because he talks about a you that
is not the ego, a you that stands aside from the ego (to the left in our chart, see p 135).
As we have seen, if you stand aside from the ego you automatically stand aside with
Jesus or the Holy Spirit in your right mind. It is one or the other. The you that has chosen
the Holy Spirit, again, is the decision maker.
One other point: Jesus is talking about the ego as if it were a separate entity. But
the ego is simply a thought we have made real, with which we have identified. In other
words, the ego is the part of our split minds that enjoys being separated. It thus
represents our opposition to the Holy Spirit’s Atonement principle. In the following
passage Jesus explains why he speaks of the ego as if it were separate from us:
Only your [i.e., the decision maker] allegiance to it gives the ego any power
over you. I have spoken of the ego as if it were a separate thing, acting on its
own. This was necessary to persuade you that you cannot dismiss it lightly, and
must realize how much of your thinking is ego-directed.... The ego is nothing
more than a part of your belief about yourself (T-4.VI.1:2-4,6).
(6:2-4) You might find it helpful to remind yourself, from time to time, that to
reach light is to escape from darkness, whatever you may believe to the contrary.
God is the light in which you see. You are attempting to reach Him.
This also is extremely important. If we are sincere about wanting to find God and
take Jesus’ hand and experience his love, we must let go of our identification with the
darkness. The way we reinforce and express our love for Jesus is by looking at our
hatred. That again is very clear here: the way to reach the light is to escape from the
darkness. But what does this mean? Since we are the ones who made darkness real by
choosing it, then escaping from it means we have to change our minds. That is the role
of Jesus: not to help us do what is right, but to help us undo what is wrong. This ensures
that we automatically do, think, say, and feel what is right. It is the escape from the
darkness, the undoing of the negative, the denying of the denial of truth that constitutes
the journey into the light. Therefore we can say that this is not a course in the positive,
but in undoing the negative. Two among a large number of passages can be cited here
as evidence of this overriding emphasis in Jesus’ teaching material:
The task of the miracle worker thus becomes to deny the denial of truth (T12.11.1:5).
Why do you think you are unsure the others [the first three questions] have
been answered? Could it be necessary they be asked so often, if they had? Until
the last decision has been made, the answer is both “yes” and “no.” For you have
answered “yes” without perceiving that “yes” must mean “not no.” No one decides
against his happiness, but he may do so if he does not see he does it. And if he
sees his happiness as ever changing, now this, now that, and now an elusive
shadow attached to nothing, he does decide against it (T-21.VII.12).
The ego thought system is the denial of truth. Recognizing it for what it is allows
us to say no to its negation, thus removing the ego’s power as its darkness dissolves
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into the light.
(7) Begin the practice period by repeating today’s idea with your eyes open,
and close them slowly, repeating the idea several times more. Then try to sink into
your mind, letting go every kind of interference and intrusion by quietly sinking
past them. Your mind cannot be stopped in this unless you choose to stop it. It is
merely taking its natural course. Try to observe your passing thoughts without
involvement, and slip quietly by them.
To repeat, the you Jesus is addressing is the decision maker, the part of your
mind that chooses. Watch your mind. When you feel guilty, when you judge your
thoughts or your actions, you are making them real and opposing them. But you must
look at them, which does not mean to look and then continue your unloving thoughts and
actions. It means looking without judgment, realizing exactly what you are doing. That
would motivate you to let them go, because you would see the pain choosing the ego is
causing you. The process of looking at the ego with Jesus thus inevitably entails
understanding the cost to us when we choose the ego instead him, separation instead of
unity, hate instead of forgiveness. When we see clearly that the choice for judgment
leads to suffering and pain the unnatural – while the choice for vision leads to peace and
joy – the natural – the motivation to choose healing is strong enough to bring it about. As
Jesus concludes Chapter 23: “Who with the Love of God upholding him could find the
choice of miracles or murder hard to make?” (T-23.IV.9:8)
Referring to the chart (Lesson 43), that is why God is on the bottom instead of the
top: The thrust of the lesson and our meditation is to begin where we are on top, and
then sink down into our minds where God is.
(8) While no particular approach is advocated for this form of exercise, what
is needful is a sense of the importance of what you are doing; its inestimable
value to you, and an awareness that you are attempting something very holy.
Salvation is your happiest accomplishment. It is also the only one that has any
meaning, because it is the only one that has any real use to you at all.
The reason “what you are doing” is so important to you is that this is the way out
of hell, the way out of all pain and suffering. You need to keep reminding yourself: “I am
a student of A Course in Miracles, and have chosen Jesus as my teacher. Moreover, I
am doing the workbook because I want to escape from the hell of my life of judgment of
others and myself. That is why I am the Course’s student: those judgments are the
source of my pain and distress, which I no longer want.” Thus Jesus asks you to read
these lessons conscientiously, and think about what they mean in terms of your goal of
peace. And then practice them.
Jesus again turns to resistance:
(9) If resistance rises in any form, pause long enough to repeat today’s idea,
keeping your eyes closed unless you are aware of fear. In that case, you will
probably find it more reassuring to open your eyes briefly. Try, however, to return
to the exercises with eyes closed as soon as possible.
Note especially his gentle insistence that we become aware of our resistance, our
fear of these lessons.
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(10:1-2) If you are doing the exercises correctly, you should experience
some sense of relaxation, and even a feeling that you are approaching, if not
actually entering into light. Try to think of light, formless and without limit, as you
pass by the thoughts of this world.
Jesus speaks of light as a thought in the Christ Mind, because it has no form. The
reflection of light in our right minds is forgiveness, which has form because I think I am a
person who has to forgive you. Again, Jesus uses the words light and real thoughts
interchangeably with right mind and Christ Mind.
(10:3) And do not forget that they [the thoughts of the world] cannot hold you
to the world unless you give them the power to do so.
This is why we are not victims of the world we see (Lesson 31), a central theme in
A Course in Miracles. Nothing in this world can hold us, nothing can upset us unless we
give it that power. A powerful passage in the text expresses this important truth:
The secret of salvation is but this: that you are doing this unto yourself. No
matter what the form of the attack, this still is true. Whoever takes the role of
enemy and of attacker, still is this the truth. Whatever seems to be the cause of
any pain and suffering you feel, this is still true. For you would not react at all to
figures in a dream you knew that you were dreaming. Let them be as hateful and
as vicious as they may, they could have no effect on you unless you failed to
recognize it is your dream (T-27.VIII.10).
Why do we give that power away? Because that proves we are right and Jesus is
wrong and, moreover, that his course is wrong. He teaches us here that we are
responsible for our feelings of victimization. The world on the other hand, programmed
by the ego, teaches us that it is the cause of our pain and suffering. Stated another way,
the miracle teaches we are the dreamer of the dream, while the world witnesses to our
being but dream figures. We shall return to this idea again and again.
Jesus closes the lesson by saying:
(11) Throughout the day repeat the idea often, with eyes open or closed as
seems better to you at the time. But do not forget. Above all, be determined not to
forget today.
We find in these lessons Jesus’ urging us to take these lessons very seriously, to
take the practice of A Course in Miracles very seriously. If we do not practice it day in
and day out, we are not going to learn it. This has nothing to do with an intellectual
mastery of the text. We cannot do these lessons properly in the end if we do not
understand the text, but simple understanding is not enough. We must practice bringing
the darkness of our ego’s illusions to the light of the Holy Spirit’s truth, and understand
why we are doing it.
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God is the Mind with which I think.
(1:1) Today’s idea holds the key to what your real thoughts are.
That is because our real thoughts are with God. Note in the following discussion
that Jesus identifies our real thoughts with the Christ Mind.
(1:2) They are nothing that you think you think, just as nothing that you
think you see is related to vision in any way.
Jesus is always giving us a little jibe, telling us that we but think we think, we but
think we see. In fact, we are not thinking or seeing at all.
(1:3) There is no relationship between what is real and what you think is
real.
Other words could be substituted for these. We could say, for example, there is
no relationship between what God is and what the world thinks God is – so much for the
theologies of the world! Returning to the workbook lesson, we see a Level One
statement – there is absolutely nothing, no middle ground, between truth and illusion.
Any time we think we understand something, such understanding cannot be real
because we are involved only with our own thoughts, and our thoughts are never real.
The purpose of A Course in Miracles is not to lead us to an understanding of God, but to
an experience of His Love, for which we must escape the darkness of our guilt and
hatred. The following statement from the Introduction to the clarification of terms
expresses this goal of experience rather than understanding:
A universal theology is impossible, but a universal experience is not only
possible but necessary. It is this experience toward which the course is directed.
Here alone consistency becomes possible because here alone uncertainty ends
(C-in.2:5-7).
We can also recall this wonderful line from the text:
You are still convinced that your understanding is a powerful contribution to
the truth, and makes it what it is. Yet we have emphasized that you need
understand nothing (T-18.IV.7:5-6).
(1:4-2:5) Nothing that you think are your real thoughts resemble your real
thoughts in any respect. Nothing that you think you see bears any resemblance to
what vision will show you.
You think with the Mind of God. Therefore you share your thoughts with
Him, as He shares His with you. They are the same thoughts, because they are
thought by the same Mind. To share is to make alike, or to make one. Nor do the
thoughts you think with the Mind of God leave your mind, because thoughts do
not leave their source.
The extremely important principle ideas leave not their source makes its first
appearance here in the workbook, although we have already discussed it many times.
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Jesus mentions it again later in the lessons, and it is at the center of his teaching
throughout the three books. To state it differently: This principle is the Atonement, which
reflects the unchanging truth we are an idea or thought in the Mind of God, and have
never left our Source. This means the separation never happened. We are thus saying
that all thoughts, if they are real, have never left their Source. Even though we believe
we have left God and are asleep in the dream, we can still have reflections of these
thoughts. Once again, in these passages Jesus is not making a distinction between real
thoughts and the reflection of real thoughts.
(2:6-8) Therefore, your thoughts are in the Mind of God, as you are. They are
in your mind as well, where He is. As you are part of His Mind, so are your
thoughts part of His Mind.
All is one, since ideas leave not their source. The mind we think we are is unreal,
in contrast to the Mind of Christ, Jesus’ referent here.
This is yet another example of how the language of the workbook is not, strictly
speaking, theologically correct. Since forgiveness is impossible in God, as we shall see
in just a moment, our forgiveness thoughts, in reality, have nothing to do with God either.
More properly, forgiveness is the reflection of God’s Thought. Read this material,
therefore, as you would a wonderful poem, not a technical treatise to be analytically
dissected.
(3) Where, then, are your real thoughts? Today we will attempt to reach
them. We will have to look for them in your mind, because that is where they are.
They must still be there, because they cannot have left their source. What is
thought by the Mind of God is eternal, being part of creation.
The function of the Holy Spirit is to hold those thoughts in our minds, which,
despite our mind wandering, remain in their source. Projection is a powerful and
persuasive defense, yet it cannot defy the basic principle: ideas leave not their source. It
is our learning this salvific fact that the ego continually tries to prevent.
(4:1-2) Our three five-minute practice periods for today will take the same
general form that we used in applying yesterday’s idea. We will attempt to leave
the unreal and seek for the real.
Sentence 2 seems to say the exact opposite of the passage in Chapter 16 that I
quoted earlier – “Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all of the
barriers that you have built against it” (T-16.IV.6:1) – for here the words say you should
seek for truth. This is yet another indication of his inconsistent use of words. However, it
is equally true that the principles he teaches never vary and are consistent, as the
remainder of the paragraph makes clear. In other words, we find the truth (the real) by
first finding the illusion (the unreal), and then leaving it by deciding against it.
Incidentally, 4:2 is taken from the famous Hindu statement about leaving the unreal for
the real. Here now is the rest of the paragraph:
(4:3-6) We will deny the world in favor of truth. We will not let the thoughts
of the world hold us back. We will not let the beliefs of the world tell us that what
God would have us do is impossible. Instead, we will try to recognize that only
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what God would have us do is possible.
The way we seek for truth and what is real is by denying the unreal, which we
deny by looking at our unreal thoughts with Jesus. Again, when we look with him at our
judgments, hatred, and guilt they will disappear, leaving only the truth. Indeed, the very
process of looking is what heals. As I discussed in the Prelude, it is not looking at our
guilt that preserves its illusory existence. That is the function of the world and body: to
keep us from looking within. Therefore, looking without guilt or judgment at our decision
to be guilty undoes it, transferring its substance from a solid wall of granite – heavy,
opaque, and impenetrable – to a fragile veil that has no power to keep away the light (T18.IX.5:2-4). We shall return to this important theme repeatedly before our journey
through the workbook is completed.
(5) We will also try to understand that only what God would have us do is
what we want to do. And we will also try to remember that we cannot fail in doing
what He would have us do. There is every reason to feel confident that we will
succeed today. It is the Will of God.
Jesus is reminding us here of our purpose in doing the workbook and studying his
course: what we really want to do is be an expression of God’s Will, even though strictly
speaking God does not have us do anything. Once again, and hardly for the last time,
we see Jesus appealing to our right-minded motivation: We want to learn his lessons
because they will make us feel better.
(6) Begin the exercises for today by repeating the idea to yourself, closing
your eyes as you do so. Then spend a fairly short period in thinking a few relevant
thoughts of your own, keeping the idea in mind. After you have added some four
or five thoughts of your own to the idea, repeat it again and tell yourself gently:
My real thoughts are in my mind. I would like to find them.
Then try to go past all the unreal thoughts that cover the truth in your mind,
and reach to the eternal.
The way you go to the eternal is through your unreal thoughts, which you bring to
the real ones of the Holy Spirit. Our chart (see Lesson 43) illustrates this. You find God
by going through the ego system, which begins with your experience of yourself as a
body. You next realize your body is a projection of the mind’s unreal thoughts of
separation, specialness, and guilt, which you bring to the real thoughts of the Holy Spirit.
And then they are gone, leaving only the truth. This process of going through the unreal
to the real – the essence of forgiveness – is powerfully described in the following
passage from the text that tells of our journey through the “circle of fear” to God, with the
Holy Spirit as our companion and guide:
Yet God can bring you there [beyond all fear], if you are willing to follow the
Holy Spirit through seeming terror, trusting Him not to abandon you and leave you
there. For it is not His purpose to frighten you, but only yours. You are severely
tempted to abandon Him at the outside ring of fear, but He would lead you safely
through and far beyond (T-18.IX.3:7-9).
(7:1) Under all the senseless thoughts and mad ideas with which you have
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cluttered up your mind are the thoughts that you thought with God in the
beginning.
These are not thoughts we normally think of as thoughts, for Jesus speaks of an
expression of God’s Will – Oneness, truth, and love. Even though we are unaware of
them, these thoughts remain nonetheless, “held in safekeeping” in our right minds
against the time we choose them, and only them. Jesus makes the same point in this
moving passage early in the text. I quote it in its entirety.
How can you who are so holy suffer? All your past except its beauty is
gone, and nothing is left but a blessing. I have saved all your kindnesses and
every loving thought you ever had. I have purified them of the errors that hid their
light, and kept them for you in their own perfect radiance. They are beyond
destruction and beyond guilt. They came from the Holy Spirit within you, and we
know what God creates is eternal. You can indeed depart in peace because I
have loved you as I loved myself. You go with my blessing and for my blessing.
Hold it and share it, that it may always be ours. I place the peace of God in your
heart and in your hands, to hold and share. The heart is pure to hold it, and the
hands are strong to give it. We cannot lose. My judgment is as strong as the
wisdom of God, in Whose Heart and Hands we have our being. His quiet children
are His blessed Sons. The Thoughts of God are with you (T-5.IV.8).
(7:2-4) They are there in your mind now, completely unchanged. They will
always be in your mind, exactly as they always were. Everything you have thought
since then will change, but the Foundation on which it rests is wholly changeless.
These thoughts, reflecting the Love of God, are always with us – totally
unchanged. We have covered them over with senseless and cluttered thoughts, and
Jesus is helping us uncover the truth that is in us. In the end we shall come to recognize
that these insane thoughts are made up. Their seeming power had no effect on the truth,
and of such truth is the Kingdom of Heaven remembered on earth.
(8:1-4) It is this Foundation toward which the exercises for today are
directed. Here is your mind joined with the Mind of God. Here are your thoughts
one with His. For this kind of practice only one thing is necessary; approach it as
you would an altar dedicated in Heaven to God the Father and to God the Son.
Jesus again is urging us to take these lessons seriously and remember why we
are doing them. However, we are not taking them seriously if we do not apply them,
which is why our vigilance becomes so important. In the text, Jesus explains that altars
are devotions:
Both Heaven and earth are in you, because the call of both is in your mind.
The Voice for God comes from your own altars to Him. These altars are not
things; they are devotions. Yet you have other devotions now. Your divided
devotion has given you the two voices, and you must choose at which altar you
want to serve. The call you answer now is an evaluation because it is a decision.
The decision is very simple. It is made on the basis of which call is worth more to
you (T-5.II.8:5-12).
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And so we are instructed to recognize which call is worth more to us. It is our
practice and vigilance that will reinforce what we truly want.
(8:5-7) For such is the place you are trying to reach. You will probably be
unable as yet to realize how high you are trying to go. Yet even with the little
understanding you have already gained, you should be able to remind yourself
that this is no idle game, but an exercise in holiness and an attempt to reach the
Kingdom of Heaven.
We are once more asked to remember the importance of these lessons to us,
being the practical and specific application of the principles of the text. The sincerity in
our desire to return home will be reflected in our commitment to this ongoing practice.
Thus Jesus says in the first sentence in paragraph 9:
(9:1) In the shorter exercise periods for today, try to remember how
important it is to you to understand the holiness of the mind that thinks with God.
It should be apparent by now, through his continual emphasis, how important
Jesus believes these lessons to be, and how important they should be to us. We shall
discuss presently how this importance will be measured by our willingness to relinquish
our investment in specialness.
The lesson closes with this final plea from Jesus to choose against (“stand aside”)
our ego’s thoughts, and for his reminders of the Thoughts we share with God:
(9:2-4) Take a minute or two, as you repeat the idea throughout the day, to
appreciate your mind’s holiness. Stand aside, however briefly, from all thoughts
that are unworthy of Him Whose host you are. And thank Him for the Thoughts He
is thinking with you.
Gratitude is an important theme in A Course in Miracles, and one to which we
shall often return. The core of this gratitude is that God has never ceased to be Who He
is, despite all our insane attempts to make Him be otherwise.
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God is the Love in which I forgive.
This lesson is the first time we find a serious discussion of forgiveness.
(1:1-3) God does not forgive because He has never condemned. And there
must be condemnation before forgiveness is necessary. Forgiveness is the great
need of this world, but that is because it is a world of illusions.
As we shall see later, Jesus “likes” this first sentence so much that he repeats it
verbatim in the review lesson. Forgiveness has no place in Heaven, but only in the
dream that began with the condemnatory thought of sin and will end with sin’s undoing
through forgiveness, love’s reflection. “There must be condemnation before forgiveness
is necessary,” which makes forgiveness an illusion since it corrects what never
happened. Since God does not (because He cannot) recognize the illusion, He cannot
correct it. There is thus no need for it in Heaven.
(1:4-5) Those who forgive are thus releasing themselves from illusions,
while those who withhold forgiveness are binding themselves to them. As you
condemn only yourself, so do you forgive only yourself.
Jesus is making it very clear that forgiveness has nothing to do with anyone we
think is outside us. It occurs in the context of a relationship we have made real, but must
recognize that what we are forgiving is a projection of the guilt we do not want, not to
mention the responsibility for our distressing situation. Lessons 196-198, which we shall
discuss much later in this series, elaborate on this essential point, as their titles suggest:
It can be but myself I crucify.
It can be but my gratitude I earn.
Only my condemnation injures me.
(2:1) Yet although God does not forgive, His Love is nevertheless the basis
of forgiveness.
We are reminded here that forgiveness is a real and right-minded thought that
reflects the real thought of love in our Christ Mind.
(2:2-3) Fear condemns and love forgives. Forgiveness thus undoes what
fear has produced, returning the mind to the awareness of God.
The right mind, or forgiveness, undoes the wrong mind of fear and hate. When
the right mind undoes the wrong mind, both disappear and all that remains is the
awareness of God. Once again, we need to recall that A Course in Miracles does not
teach the truth, but the undoing of the illusory barriers to truth; a process that allows the
memory of God to dawn upon our sleeping minds, awakening us at last from the ego’s
nightmare world of guilt and fear.
(2:4-5) For this reason, forgiveness can truly be called salvation. It is the
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means by which illusions disappear.
Salvation thus has a different meaning in A Course in Miracles. Rather than being
the plan of God to save us from our very real sinfulness, it now becomes the Holy Spirit’s
correction of forgiveness for our belief in sinfulness. It is the simple change of mind from
the illusion of separation to the truth of Atonement.
(3) Today’s exercises require at least three full five-minute practice periods,
and as many shorter ones as possible. Begin the longer practice periods by
repeating today’s idea to yourself, as usual. Close your eyes as you do so, and
spend a minute or two in searching your mind for those whom you have not
forgiven. It does not matter “how much” you have not forgiven them. You have
forgiven them entirely or not at all.
This is an expression within the dream of the all or none idea, what we earlier
described as Level One. In our experience we do not forgive totally; we forgive a little bit
here and a little bit there; we forgive this person but not another. This passage is telling
us, however, that if that is our practice of forgiveness, we are not finished yet.
Forgiveness has to be total, otherwise it is not real. This all or none idea finds similar
expression in the following statement about A Course in Miracles itself: “This course will
be believed entirely or not at all” (T-22.II.7:4).
(4) If you are doing the exercises well you should have no difficulty in
finding a number of people you have not forgiven. It is a safe rule that anyone you
do not like is a suitable subject. Mention each one by name, and say:
God is the Love in which I forgive you, [name].
This is the first of several exercises in which Jesus asks us to identify those
people we have chosen not to forgive. He assures us we shall have no trouble in
identifying these special hate objects. Later on we shall be gently instructed to expand
this category to include those we believe we love. An important teaching in the text is
that special love and special hate are the same, being but different forms of the same
basic content of separation. Thus we need to forgive everyone, since everyone – friend
or foe – is perceived to be separate from us.
(5:1) The purpose of the first phase of today’s practice periods is to put you
in a position to forgive yourself.
“Forgiving yourself’ is what this course is all about. I think I am forgiving someone
outside me, but I am really forgiving myself. Again, needless to say, this thought is the
central theme of A Course in Miracles. It reflects the dynamic of projection, wherein we
seek to place in others the guilt we cannot accept within ourselves. Once having
projected the guilt, we have no further awareness of its ongoing presence in our minds,
which for all intents and purposes has been forgotten beneath the double shield of
oblivion (W-pI.136.6:2) – the belief in guilt in ourselves (mind) and in others (body). Only
by recognizing our unforgiveness of another can we be led to the unforgiveness of
ourselves, and beyond that to the Atonement that links us back to the Love we never
truly left.
The next few lines present various statements as suggestive of our practice for
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the day. These, incidentally, should not be taken as affirmations as is the practice of
many New Age students. By this I mean that statements such as these should not be
used to cover the ego’s thought system of negativity and hate, but rather understood as
symbols of the right-minded presence of correction, to which we bring the ego’s
thoughts:
(5:2-6:7) After you have applied the idea to all those who have come to
mind, tell yourself:
God is the Love in which I forgive myself
Then devote the remainder of the practice period to adding related ideas
such as:
God is the Love with which I love myself.
God is the Love in which I am blessed.
The form of the application may vary considerably, but the central idea
should not be lost sight of. You might say, for example:
I cannot be guilty because I am a Son of God.
I have already been forgiven.
No fear is possible in a mind beloved of God.
There is no need to attack because love has forgiven me.
The practice period should end, however, with a repetition of today’s idea
as originally stated.
If we do these exercises properly, we will become increasingly able to note our
ego thoughts of separation and specialness and bring them quickly to the love that
embraces the Sonship as one, at the same time it undoes our thoughts of guilt, fear, and
attack. This is reiterated in the lesson’s final paragraph, where Jesus returns to his
central emphasis of using the idea for the day, as well as its variations, whenever we are
tempted to choose the ego instead of the Holy Spirit:
(7) The shorter practice periods may consist either of a repetition of the idea
for today in the original or in a related form, as you prefer. Be sure, however, to
make more specific applications if they are needed. They will be needed at any
time during the day when you become aware of any kind of negative reaction to
anyone. present or not. In any event, tell him silently:
God is the Love in which I forgive you.
Jesus is asking us, once again, to be aware of any kind of negative reaction,
major or minor, and then to bring these reactions to the suggested thoughts of the day.
In this way his light can shine away the darkness in which we had sought to hide. This
process requires great vigilance and diligence as we seek continually to practice the holy
instant (T-15.IV). I am reminded of the famous joke: A lost New Yorker asks someone
how to get to Carnegie Hall, the legendary concert auditorium. The response is:
Practice, practice, practice!
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God is the strength in which I trust.
This introduces another important teaching that is central in the text: the contrast
between our weakness and the strength of Christ in us, or between the ego’s illusory
power and the Holy Spirit’s true power. As we read near the text’s end:
You always choose between your weakness and the strength of Christ in
you. And what you choose is what you think is real. Simply by never using
weakness to direct your actions, you have given it no power. And the light of
Christ in you is given charge of everything you do. For you have brought your
weakness unto Him, and He has given you His strength instead (T-31.VIII.2:3-7).
This lesson subtly introduces the theme of special relationships, which entail
placing trust in someone or something outside us to alleviate our anxiety, or simply to
make us feel good. That means we are substituting some object, substance, or
relationship for the Love of God, giving power (or strength) to these special objects to
bring us pleasure or alleviate pain. This choice for specialness is the substitution of
weakness for strength.
(1:1) If you are trusting in your own strength, you have every reason to be
apprehensive, anxious and fearful.
Trusting in our own strength means that we have made the ego thought system
real. Having done so, we will feel guilty. Guilt will be projected and we will inevitably fear
the punishment we believe is coming from outside us. We thus will have forgotten that
the punishment we believe is forthcoming is a natural expression (really an unnatural
expression) of the guilt we feel in our minds. You can see, incidentally, how often in
these lessons the dynamic of projection is discussed.
(1:2) What can you predict or control?
Everyone in this world has control issues. We always try to predict what might
happen so we can be in control, thinking ahead: If I do such and such, what will the
outcome be? This is mandatory if we are to survive as an ego. We have to be in control.
If not, Jesus is, which means our special identity is gone. Our need to exclude him finds
its expression in the need to control what is going on around us, like the little Dutch boy
who kept his finger in the dike to prevent a catastrophic flood that would destroy his
village. That is our fear: if our finger slips, the waters of God’s Love would rush through
our defensive structure and flood our egos into nonexistence. Thus we keep our fingers
of specialness and hate firmly planted in the walls of our minds, ensuring that no rightminded water of forgiveness ever gets through and washes away our self.
(1:3) What is there in you that can be counted on?
We figure a hell of a lot! We are sure that if we do not save ourselves, we are
doomed. I mentioned earlier that we have constructed our lives in such a way that we
were convinced from the outset that no one could be trusted; no one is dependable, and
therefore the only one who could save us is ourselves. Again, we are absolutely certain
we are right. However, we are not aware of the underlying thought that supports this
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defense: I have written my life’s script so that it will prove I am all alone in the universe,
and therefore I had better take care of me because no one else will! Recall that allimportant line from the text:
The secret of salvation is but this: That you are doing this unto yourself (T27.VIII.10:1).
We want to be all alone, since that justifies our living all alone – trusting no one –
and thus we reinforce our origin of being all alone, totally apart from our Creator and
Source.
(1:4) What would give you the ability to be aware of all the facets of any
problem, and to resolve them in such a way that only good can come of it?
This idea is expressed more fully in the text and manual: The Holy Spirit, not
ourselves, is the only One Who can judge correctly. We read, for example:
It is necessary for the teacher of God to realize, not that he should not
judge, but that he cannot.... The aim of our curriculum, unlike the goal of the
world’s learning, is the recognition that judgment in the usual sense is
impossible.... In order to judge anything rightly, one would have to be fully aware
of an inconceivably wide range of things; past, present and to come. One would
have to recognize in advance all the effects of his judgments on everyone and
everything involved in them in any way. And one would have to be certain there is
no distortion in his perception, so that his judgment would be wholly fair to
everyone on whom it rests now and in the future. Who is in a position to do this?
Who except in grandiose fantasies would claim this for himself? ... Make then but
one more judgment. It is this: There is Someone with you Whose judgment is
perfect. He does know all the facts; past, present and to come. He does know all
the effects of His judgment on everyone and everything involved in any way. And
He is wholly fair to everyone, for there is no distortion in His perception (M-10.2:1;
3:1, 3-7; 4:6-10).
It is simply our arrogance as egos that leads us to believe we could possibly
understand the true nature of any problem, not to mention its solution. This arrogance
has ensured throughout the millennia that no problem – individual or collective – has
ever truly been resolved. Thus we go from day to day, year to year, century to century,
reliving the same painful experiences over and over again, with no respite from the terror
of being wrong and being separated:
Each day, and every minute in each day, and every instant that each
minute holds, you but relive the single instant when the time of terror took the
place of love (T-26.V.13:1).
(1:5) What is there in you that gives you the recognition of the right
solution, and the guarantee that it will be accomplished?
It certainly is not us, our wrong-minded self, but our right-minded self when we
choose to identify with Jesus or the Holy Spirit.
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(2) Of yourself you can do none of these things. To believe that you can is
to put your trust where trust is unwarranted, and to justify fear, anxiety,
depression, anger and sorrow. Who can put his faith in weakness and feel safe?
Yet who can put his faith in strength and feel weak?
This is what everyone’s life is all about. We are frightened, anxious, depressed,
angry, and sad. If not, we are not paying attention to our life’s situation, which proves we
are right in believing the world is a hostile, threatening, and lonely place, replete with
those we cannot trust. We feel justified in thinking this is why we feel as terrible as we
do, unaware that the source of these thoughts and feelings is our decision to trust the
teacher of weakness, rather than the One of strength.
(3) God is your safety in every circumstance. His Voice speaks for Him in all
situations and in every aspect of all situations, telling you exactly what to do to
call upon His strength and His protection. There are no exceptions because God
has no exceptions. And the Voice which speaks for Him thinks as He does.
Passages like these, and there are many of them in the workbook, make it sound
as if the Holy Spirit is with you to tell you exactly what to do. In one sense this is true, but
the focus is never really on what you do, because that is unimportant. Rather, Jesus is
emphasizing how you think about what you do. This is where the Holy Spirit enters the
picture. If you would join with His Love – meaning you have let go of the barriers that
would keep you separate from Him – everything you do and say will come from love.
That is what it means to be guided by the Holy Spirit. Not that He tells you specifically
what to do or not to do. When your mind is aligned with His, everything coming from that
mind must be His since our bodies are nothing more than a projection or extension of
what is in our minds. When these are joined with the Holy Spirit, again, everything we do
will be an expression of love. Our experience might be that Jesus told us this or the Holy
Spirit told us that. In reality, we have simply joined with abstract love in our minds, and
that love becomes the source of our specific thoughts and behavior.
The Song of Prayer specifically addresses the issue of moving beyond our need
for specifics, our going so far as to ask God or the Holy Spirit for the fulfillment of our
special requests. Indeed, one of the major emphases of this all-important writing is to
have students of A Course in Miracles ask only for help in removing the obstacles to
hearing the non-specific Voice of love. Once our egos are out of the way, we
automatically know what to do or say.
Thus Jesus teaches in the pamphlet’s opening pages:
The secret of true prayer is to forget the things you think you need. To ask
for the specific is much the same as to look on sin and then forgive it. Also in the
same way, in prayer you overlook your specific needs as you see them, and let
them go into God’s Hands. There they become your gifts to Him, for they tell Him
that you would have no gods before Him; no Love but His. What could His answer
be but your remembrance of Him? Can this be traded for a bit of trifling advice
about a problem of an instant’s duration? God answers only for eternity. But still
all little answers are contained in this (S- 1.I.4).
This important teaching was underscored in a personal message to Helen,
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correcting her tendency to ask for specific words to say to a person in trouble. Here is
what Jesus told his scribe:
Remember you need nothing, but you have an endless store of loving gifts
to give. But teach this lesson only to yourself. Your brother will not learn it from
your words or from the judgments you have laid on him. You need not even speak
a word to him. You cannot ask, “What shall I say to him?” and hear God’s answer.
Rather ask instead, “Help me to see this brother through the eyes of truth and not
of judgment,” and the help of God and all His angels will respond (Absence from
Felicity: The Story of Helen Schucman and Her Scribing of A Course in Miracles,
p. 381).
We shall return again and again to this vital point, for it points the way beyond the
ego’s spiritual specialness, one of its greatest defenses against the spiritual truths found
in A Course in Miracles and many other spiritualities.
(4:1) Today we will try to reach past your own weakness to the Source of
real strength.
This is reminiscent of Lesson 44, where Jesus helped us sink down into our
minds, passing by the ego’s illusions to reach the Holy Spirit’s truth.
(4:2-5) Four five-minute practice periods are necessary today, and longer
and more frequent ones are urged. Close your eyes and begin, as usual, by
repeating the idea for the day. Then spend a minute or two in searching for
situations in your life which you have invested with fear, dismissing each one by
telling yourself:
God is the strength in which I trust.
Again, this is the process. The way to reach your real strength is to move past
your weakness by becoming aware of your ego’s thoughts. That is why there is such
heavy emphasis on mind searching in these lessons. You cannot move past the
darkness until you first realize that there is darkness. You must look at your investment
in having your ego be alive and well, and then bring that investment in weakness to the
strength of God within.
(5) Now try to slip past all concerns related to your own sense of
inadequacy. It is obvious that any situation that causes you concern is associated
with feelings of inadequacy, for otherwise you would believe that you could deal
with the situation successfully. It is not by trusting yourself that you will gain
confidence. But the strength of God in you is successful in all things.
Still again, we are asked by Jesus to turn away from the weakness and
inadequacy of the ego’s thought system to the strength of God he holds out for us. That
is why he exhorts us in the text:
Resign now as your own teacher.... for you were badly taught (T-12.V.8:3;
T-28.I.7:1).
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(6) The recognition of your own frailty is a necessary step in the correction
of your errors, but it is hardly a sufficient one in giving you the confidence which
you need, and to which you are entitled. You must also gain an awareness that
confidence in your real strength is fully justified in every respect and in all
circumstances.
The structure here is typical of most of the sections in the text: first you get the
ego’s side; then the Holy Spirit’s answer. Throughout A Course in Miracles Jesus tells us
in no uncertain terms how important it is that we look at our ego. Here he is saying we
must look at our weakness, which comes from identifying with the ego. However, Jesus
also teaches there is a presence of love, strength, and truth inside us, which is the basis
of our looking. We become aware that the way we identify with truth and find real
happiness and peace is by looking at our darkness with the expression of that truth –
Jesus or the Holy Spirit – beside us. Recall that wonderful passage from the text, quoted
here more fully than previously:
No one can escape from illusions unless he looks at them, for not looking
is the way they are protected. There is no need to shrink from illusions, for they
cannot be dangerous. We are ready to look more closely at the ego’s thought
system because together we have the lamp that will dispel it, and since you
realize you do not want it, you must be ready. Let us be very calm in doing this,
for we are merely looking honestly for truth. The “dynamics” of the ego will be our
lesson for a while, for we must look first at this to see beyond it, since you have
made it real. We will undo this error quietly together, and then look beyond it to
truth.
What is healing but the removal of all that stands in the way of knowledge?
And how else can one dispel illusions except by looking at them directly, without
protecting them? Be not afraid, therefore, for what you will be looking at is the
source of fear, and you are beginning to learn that fear is not real.... Do not be
afraid.... to look upon fear, for it cannot be seen. Clarity undoes confusion by
definition, and to look upon darkness through light must dispel it (T-11.V.1:1-2:3,
8-9).
Thus we are given both sides of the split mind: the truth within, as well as
instruction for the journey to that truth, which entails looking at the ego’s weakness.
One more point: Looking at the ego is not enough if you do not also move beyond
it to the strength of Christ. Half the lesson is not the whole. This thought is similar to the
passage in the text on healing being of the mind, not the body; the removal of physical
symptoms is not the issue:
Yet half the lesson will not teach the whole. The miracle is useless if you
learn but that the body can be healed, for this is not the lesson it was sent to
teach. The lesson is the mind was sick that thought the body could be sick;
projecting out its guilt caused nothing, and had no effects (T-28.11.11:5-7).
Thus, “letting go of the ego” means nothing. Moreover, it is not really letting go if
one does not identify at the same time with the gentle, defenseless, and loving strength
of Christ, inherent in which is the remembrance of the Oneness of God’s Son.
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(7) In the latter phase of the practice period, try to reach down into your
mind to a place of real safety. You will recognize that you have reached it if you
feel a sense of deep peace, however briefly. Let go all the trivial things that churn
and bubble on the surface of your mind, and reach down and below them to the
Kingdom of Heaven. There is a place in you where there is perfect peace. There is
a place in you where nothing is impossible. There is a place in you where the
strength of God abides.
Again, we let go of “all the trivial things that churn and bubble” in our minds – our
thoughts of specialness – by bringing them to Jesus or the Holy Spirit; no longer holding
on to them for safety and defense. In other words, we no longer want the purpose they
serve: preserving and protecting our separated self.
(8) During the day, repeat the idea often. Use it as your answer to any
disturbance. Remember that peace is your right, because you are giving your trust
to the strength of God.
And so we return to this central theme of the early lessons: the need to practice
continually by bringing our disturbances to Jesus’ specific answer, trusting in its strength
rather than the weakness of the ego’s shabby substitute for God.
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There is nothing to fear.
Lesson 48 is nice, short, and sweet: “There is nothing to fear.” If God is the
strength in which we trust, nothing in this world could ever make us afraid. The basis of
fear is the principle that guilt demands punishment. If I am afraid, it is because I first see
myself as guilty and weak. If I choose Jesus as the source of my strength, I am not weak
or separated, and therefore not guilty. If I am not guilty, there can be no projected belief
that I will be punished. Without such belief, there can be no fear. Again, it is the same
process, all the time. If I want to live without fear, I must live without guilt. If I want to live
without guilt, I need Jesus to help me look at it.
(1) The idea for today simply states a fact. It is not a fact to those who
believe in illusions, but illusions are not facts. In truth there is nothing to fear. It is
very easy to recognize this. But it is very difficult to recognize it for those who
want illusions to be true.
As the text says, the only fact is God: “God is not symbolic; He is Fact” (T-318:2).
The “fact” “There is nothing to fear” – is really a reflection of God’s reality. The state of
fear’s absence corrects the ego’s fundamental thought that fear is punishment for our
sin. It is this illusory fear you have to look at. You want illusions to be true because you
are an illusion, and you want you your individual identity – to be true. What makes it
difficult to have an anxiety-free day is your not wanting today’s lesson to be true. If it
were, you are not true.
(2) Today’s practice periods will be very short, very simple and very
frequent. Merely repeat the idea as often as possible. You can use it with your
eyes open at any time and in any situation. It is strongly recommended, however,
that you take a minute or so whenever possible to close your eyes and repeat the
idea slowly to yourself several times. It is particularly important that you use the
idea immediately, should anything disturb your peace of mind.
We can see over and over again, in just about every lesson, that Jesus is telling
us to practice this thought in our everyday lives, and to bring him our concerns. In this
day’s exercise he is asking us to apply the thought throughout the day, as often as
possible. Moreover, he once again urges us – “It is particularly important” – to think of
the idea whenever we are disturbed; in other words, to bring the darkness of our upset to
the light of his thought of love, a thought that by its very presence dispels the darkness
of fear.
(3) The presence of fear is a sure sign that you are trusting in your own
strength. The awareness that there is nothing to fear shows that somewhere in
your mind, though not necessarily in a place you recognize as yet, you have
remembered God, and let His strength take the place of your weakness. The
instant you are willing to do this there is indeed nothing to fear.
When we find ourselves becoming fearful in any of the forms that fear takes – and
sometimes it may not even be fear; it could be anger, depression, or sadness – it is
because we chose the ego once again; in effect, telling Jesus or the Holy Spirit to get
lost. That wrong-minded decision is the problem, and accepting the Correction is the
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solution. This simplicity of A Course in Miracles – one problem, one solution (W-pI.7980) – is what makes it such a powerful and effective spiritual tool.
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God’s Voice speaks to me all through the day.
This is a lesson from which many students of A Course in Miracles have derived a
great deal of mileage, unfortunately going the wrong way: to hell rather than Heaven.
They often take this lesson to mean that they hear the Holy Spirit tell them wonderful
things – all the time. If we follow the thinking in these lessons, however, it is obvious that
we cannot hear God’s Voice all through the day because of our minds’ constant clutter.
Jesus already has explained the clutter’s presence: our resistance to losing our
individual and special identity. This resistance is reflected in cherishing the ego’s voice
of specialness in order to prevent our hearing the Voice of the Holy Spirit, as we see in
this pointed passage from the text:
You are not special. If you think you are, and would defend your
specialness against the truth of what you really are, how can you know the truth?
What answer that the Holy Spirit gives can reach you, when it is your specialness
to which you listen, and which asks and answers? Its tiny answer, soundless in
the melody that pours from God to you eternally in loving praise of what you are,
is all you listen to. And that vast song of honor and of love for what you are seems
silent and unheard before its “mightiness.” You strain your ears to hear its
soundless voice, and yet the Call of God Himself is soundless to you.
You can defend your specialness, but never will you hear the Voice for
God beside it (T-24.II.4:1-5:1)
While it is therefore true that God’s Voice speaks to us all through the day –
because the Holy Spirit is in our minds – this does not mean that we hear it. Pay careful
attention to the lesson’s words: Jesus does not say we hear God’s Voice all through the
day, but that God’s Voice speaks to us all through the day. We are not going to listen
because, again, of our resistance to losing our identity, expressed through the
investment in perpetuating our specialness. That is why it is so important to read this
(and all passages in A Course in Miracles) very carefully.
Another important point that speaks to the heart of Course students becoming
confused is that we are always listening to an inner voice. We cannot listen to anything
else! Our bodies are the vehicles (or: channels) through which either the voices of the
ego or the Holy Spirit “speak.” Students often think that just because they hear an inner
voice it must be the Holy Spirit. They unfortunately have totally forgotten about the other
voice, which was specifically and intentionally made to drown out the still, small voice of
the Holy Spirit, as we saw in the above passage. This is why Jesus emphasizes helping
us remove our investment in the ego, so that we could inevitably and naturally “hear” the
Voice that speaks for truth. My wife Gloria has made a similar point when she would
remind students that hearing an inner voice they believe belongs to an entity “on the
other side” does not necessarily mean that entity is more advanced or ego-free than
they. In the end, discernment is a prime prerequisite for any spiritual seeker, no less so
for students of A Course in Miracles who need to discern the difference between the two
voices.
(1) It is quite possible to listen to God’s Voice all through the day without
interrupting your regular activities in any way. The part of your mind [the right
mind] in which truth abides is in constant communication with God, whether you
are aware of it or not. It is the other part of your mind [the wrong mind] that
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functions in the world and obeys the world’s laws. It is this part that is constantly
distracted, disorganized and highly uncertain.
This does not mean that if you are in your right mind you are not to obey the
world’s laws, as some students would unfortunately misconstrue this. Jesus is talking
about obeying the world’s laws because you believe they are real laws. To repeat, he is
not saying, for example, that you should become an anarchist or libertarian. We read, for
example, this instruction to teachers of God, his students who wish to grow beyond their
ego selves:
There is a way of living in the world that is not here, although it seems to
be. You do not change appearance, though you smile more frequently. Your
forehead is serene; your eyes are quiet (W-pI.155.1:1-3).
In other words, we are not asked to look different or behave differently from
anyone else. What changes is our attitude, or which inner teacher we have chosen to
follow. When we listen to the Holy Spirit, the world becomes a classroom in which its
symbols become the language through which we express His teachings. Lesson 184
discusses this in greater detail, so we will defer further discussion until then.
The issue is to obey the world’s laws of illusion, not because we believe them to
be true, but, again, because they are the form through which we express the mind’s
content of truth in a way that people can respond to without fear. An early passage in the
text makes this essential point of meeting people where they are – the illusion of form –
yet expressing the truth of the content of the correction, known as the miracle:
The value of the Atonement does not lie in the manner in which it is
expressed. In fact, if it is used truly, it will inevitably be expressed in whatever way
is most helpful to the receiver. This means that a miracle, to attain its full efficacy,
must be expressed in a language that the recipient can understand without fear.
This does not necessarily mean that this is the highest level of communication of
which he is capable. It does mean, however, that it is the highest level of
communication of which he is capable now. The whole aim of the miracle is to
raise the level of communication, not to lower it by increasing fear (T-2.IV.5).
It is the content of love that should be our inspiration and guidance, not any
preconceived notions about the form in which that love is to be expressed. This ensures
our response will be kind and nonjudgmental, accepting people where they are, not
where we want them to be.
(2:1-3) The part that is listening to the Voice for God is calm, always at rest
and wholly certain. It is really the only part there is. The other part is a wild
illusion, frantic and distraught, but without reality of any kind.
This brings to mind Plato’s famous analogy from the Phaedrus of the charioteer
and his two horses, and offers a poetic description of the wrong minds:
Let it [the soul] be likened to the union of powers in a team of winged
steeds and their winged charioteer.... With us men... it is a pair of steeds that the
charioteer controls; moreover one of them is noble and good, and of good stock,
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while the other has the opposite character, and his stock is opposite. Hence the
task of our charioteer is difficult and troublesome. ... He that is on the more
honorable side is upright and clean-limbed, carrying his neck high, with something
of a hooked nose; in color he is white, with black eyes; a lover of glory, but with
temperance and modesty; one that consorts with genuine renown, and needs no
whip, being driven by the word of command alone. The other is crooked of frame,
a massive jumble of a creature, with thick short neck, snub nose, black skin, and
gray eyes; hot-blooded, consorting with wantonness and vainglory; shaggy of ear,
deaf, and hard to control with whip and goad (Phaedrus 246a; 253d-e).
This was an analogy that influenced Freud’s view of the psyche, whereby Plato’s
depiction formed the basis for Freud’s understanding of the Id, or the unconscious. That,
of course, is the nature of the ego thought system: a reservoir of hatred, murder, and
viciousness.
(2:4-6) Try today not to listen to it. Try to identify with the part of your mind
where stillness and peace reign forever. Try to hear God’s Voice call to you
lovingly, reminding you that your Creator has not forgotten His Son.
Again, we can observe the implication of Jesus’ urging: He asks us to recognize
our call to the ego, and then choose against it in favor of our right minds, wherein dwell
stillness and peace. We are encouraged to choose again, despite Jesus’ awareness that
our resistance is great. Yet it is early in our training, and there is still much to learn and
practice.
(3) We will need at least four five-minute practice periods today, and more if
possible. We will try actually to hear God’s Voice reminding you of Him and of
your Self. We will approach this happiest and holiest of thoughts with confidence,
knowing that in doing so we are joining our will with the Will of God. He wants you
to hear His Voice. He gave It to you to be heard.
Another pep talk: God’s Voice is within us, and patiently awaits our choice.
(4) Listen in deep silence. Be very still and open your mind. Go past all the
raucous shrieks and sick imaginings that cover your real thoughts and obscure
your eternal link with God. Sink deep into the peace that waits for you beyond the
frantic, riotous thoughts and sights and sounds of this insane world. You do not
live here. We are trying to reach your real home. We are trying to reach the place
where you are truly welcome. We are trying to reach God.
Jesus wants us to be really clear about our purpose. However, we cannot reach
God without going past the “raucous shrieks and sick imaginings” of the ego; and we
cannot go past those shrieks and fantasies without looking at them. Thus, opening our
minds means that our decision maker chooses the Holy Spirit’s forgiveness instead of
the ego’s attack. We have already seen that in order to reach God we have to set aside
our identification with the ego’s voice of specialness, and it is the workbook’s aim to help
us reach God through this process.
(5) Do not forget to repeat today’s idea very frequently. Do so with your
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eyes open when necessary, but closed when possible. And be sure to sit quietly
and repeat the idea for today whenever you can, closing your eyes on the world,
and realizing that you are inviting God’s Voice to speak to you.
Jesus returns to his emphasis on doing the lessons with eyes either open or
closed, although his current preference in our training is our eyes shut, maximizing the
experience that it is our thoughts that need correction. As we have repeatedly seen in
the recent lessons, we are urged to apply the idea for the day as often as we can
remember: “very frequently,” “whenever you can.” In this way, we reinforce our learning
that it is the Holy Spirit’s wisdom and love we truly want – found in our minds, not the
world.
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I am sustained by the Love of God.
Lesson 50 differs from the preceding ones, and we shall be reintroduced to
themes that will return later. Specifically, this lesson makes another statement, much
clearer than the previous one, about the nature of the special relationship. The terms
special relationships and specialness do not appear in the workbook at all; however, it is
clear in passages like these that this is Jesus’ referent.
(1) Here is the answer to every problem that will confront you, today and
tomorrow and throughout time. In this world, you believe you are sustained by
everything but God. Your faith is placed in the most trivial and insane symbols;
pills, money, “protective” clothing, influence, prestige, being liked, knowing the
“right” people, and an endless list of forms of nothingness that you endow with
magical powers.
If these statements are read in the context of A Course in Miracles as a whole, it
is obvious that Jesus is not saying we should feel guilty because we take a pill, wear
warm clothing in winter, or have friends with whom we like to spend time. This passage
is similar to Lesson 76 “I am under no laws but God’s,” which we shall discuss in due
course and where we shall issue the same caveat. Moreover, Jesus is not saying we
should let go of our bodily concerns. That would be confusing levels – mind and body –
which he warns us about in the text (see, e.g., T-2.IV.3:8-11). We can overlook our
bodies physical and psychological – if we are in the real world, because at that point we
know they are not our identity. But Jesus knows his students, and knows us well, and he
wants us to be aware of the thought system on which dependencies (or special
relationships) are based, and to understand the source of our trust in the things of the
world. Only then can we make the meaningful choice against them. He continues with
the source of these special attachments:
(2) All these things are your replacements for the Love of God. All these
things are cherished to ensure a body identification. They are songs of praise to
the ego. Do not put your faith in the worthless. It will not sustain you.
Again, Jesus is not saying we must give up anything that makes us feel better
physically or mentally. However, he is saying we should be aware of our dependence on
it, what in the text he refers to as idols. Such dependency is a statement that says God’s
Love is not enough; we want more:
The world believes in idols. No one comes unless he worshipped them,
and still attempts to seek for one that yet might offer him a gift reality does not
contain. Each worshipper of idols harbors hope his special deities will give him
more than other men possess. It must be more. It does not really matter more of
what; more beauty, more intelligence, more wealth, or even more affliction and
more pain. But more of something is an idol for. And when one fails another takes
its place, with hope of finding more of something else. Be not deceived by forms
the “something” takes. An idol is a means for getting more. And it is this that is
against God’s Will (T-29.VIII.8:4-13).
But we knew all this anyway, otherwise we would not be in the world, for no one
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comes here, as we have just read, unless he seeks more than the love God has offered.
Be careful not to use Jesus’ teaching as a reason to club yourself or others over the
head. However, do use it as a way of reminding yourself that the journey takes you
through your specialness; a journey you cannot make until you first recognize your
heavy involvement in it. Lessons like this, as well as much of the text, make that
abundantly clear. We shall return to this theme over and over again, for the same reason
Jesus does: The journey to Heaven through hell is the path Jesus leads us on, and
understanding the journey’s contours will enable us to be led gently home.
(3) Only the Love of God will protect you in all circumstances. It will lift you
out of every trial, and raise you high above all the perceived dangers of this world
into a climate of perfect peace and safety. It will transport you into a state of mind
that nothing can threaten, nothing can disturb, and where nothing can intrude
upon the eternal calm of the Son of God.
Jesus is reminding us our goal is to walk through this dream without fear. When
we can do so, we shall realize we are not in the dream at all: the dream figure we call
ourselves but reflects a thought of love with which we are now identified. Remember this
is a process, and in this lesson we are presented with the journey in its entirety: where
we begin, the nature of the journey – going through our specialness – and then at last
the journey’s end.
(4:1-4) Put not your faith in illusions. They will fail you. Put all your faith in
the Love of God within you; eternal, changeless and forever unfailing. This is the
answer to whatever confronts you today.
There are many lovely sections and passages in the text about not putting our
faith in illusions. We read, for example, this one on faithlessness, putting our faith in
nothing:
It is impossible that the Son of God lack faith, but he can choose where he
would have it be. Faithlessness is not a lack of faith, but faith in nothing. Faith
given to illusions does not lack power, for by it does the Son of God believe that
he is powerless. Thus is he faithless to himself, but strong in faith in his illusions
about himself (T-21.111.5:1-4).
The opening to “Seek Not Outside Yourself” summarizes the entire section:
Seek not outside yourself. For it will fail, and you will weep each time an
idol falls. Heaven cannot be found where it is not, and there can be no peace
excepting there. Each idol that you worship when God calls will never answer in
His place. There is no other answer you can substitute, and find the happiness
His answer brings. Seek not outside yourself. For all your pain comes simply from
a futile search for what you want, insisting where it must be found. (T-29.VII.1:17).
Whenever we are troubled, it is because we do not believe we are sustained by
the Love of God. Still closer to the truth, we do not want to be sustained by the Love of
God, choosing instead to be sustained by everything else, as long as it is outside our
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minds. Looking at that horrid thought without judgment or guilt is the way to move
beyond it to the state of true sinlessness, the innocence that is our natural Identity as
God’s Son.
(4:5-8) Through the Love of God within you, you can resolve all seeming
difficulties without effort and in sure confidence. Tell yourself this often today. It
is a declaration of release from the belief in idols. It is your acknowledgment of
the truth about yourself.
The Love of God is the content that automatically heals all “seeming difficulties,”
which deal only with form. The ego, as we have already seen, literally made up the world
of form – both collectively and individually – to keep us from choosing the content of the
Atonement that ends the ego’s reign in our minds. When the external problem is kept
from the internal answer, the problem will never be solved, for it can but shift from one
form to another. However, when brought to the truth within, it cannot help disappearing.
As a later lesson on forgiveness puts it: “I will forgive, and this will disappear” (WpI.193.13:3; italics omitted).
The reference to the idols, from which we are released, is special relationships.
We invoke these substitutes for God’s Love as replacements for what threatens our
ego’s existence, and which provide the illusion that our needs are met:
Let not their form deceive you. Idols are but substitutes for your reality. In
some way, you believe they will complete your little self, for safety in a world
perceived as dangerous, with forces massed against your confidence and peace
of mind. They have the power to supply your lacks, and add the value that you do
not have (T-29.VI11.2:1-4).
We can therefore see that Jesus’ purpose for us in these lessons is to help us
recognize the idol of specialness for what it is, so we can choose against it.
Jesus asks us now to sink into consciousness, which means going deeply into our
minds, an instruction we have already seen, and which our chart (see Lesson 43) helps
us envision:
(5:1-3) For ten minutes, twice today, morning and evening, let the idea for
today sink deep into your consciousness. Repeat it, think about it, let related
thoughts come to help you recognize its truth, and allow peace to flow over you
like a blanket of protection and surety. Let no idle and foolish thoughts enter to
disturb the holy mind of the Son of God.
The way to prevent these thoughts from disturbing your holy mind is through your
recognition of them. Without such acknowledgment, they simply remain. The idea, again,
is to see the “idle and foolish thoughts” of specialness in all its forms asking Jesus for
help in understanding what they are, and even more importantly, what they are for.
(5:4-5) Such is the Kingdom of Heaven. Such is the resting place where your
Father has placed you forever.
A lovely way to end this first major section of the workbook: the reminder of our
ultimate goal.
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This concludes the first 50 lessons, leading to the first review. We have seen how
Jesus has given us an understanding of the journey, emphasizing the importance of
taking seriously our study and practice of his course. This means, as we have discussed
repeatedly, looking at our ego thoughts and asking Jesus’ help. This process clearly
implies the existence of our separated minds, split between the wrong-minded thought
system of separation, guilt, and hate (the ego), and the right-minded correction of
Atonement, forgiveness, and peace (the Holy Spirit). Thus are we trained by Jesus to
recognize these two thought systems, asking for help to exercise our mind’s power to
choose the Teacher Who alone will bring us peace.
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REVIEW I Introduction
I have often spoken of the symphonic structure of A Course in Miracles, and
usually refer to the text when I do so, but the same holds true for the workbook as well.
One of the characteristics of a symphonic work, especially those written in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, is that the opening movement has an exposition
that presents the different themes, a development section that elaborates on them, and
a recapitulation where the composer brings back the themes, but in a new way. This is
what we find in the workbook.
Lessons 1 through 60, especially, demonstrate the masterfully symphonic way
Jesus has organized his material. The first fifty lessons consist of the exposition and
development of the various themes, and here in the first review they return, but
presented differently. He explains this at the end of the Introduction, as we shall see
presently. My discussion will focus on the major themes of these early workbook lessons
– the heart of A Course in Miracles – and the ways in which Jesus integrates them in this
review.
In general, we can summarize this movement of our symphony thusly: Just as the
text begins with its central theme – the first principle of miracles: “There is no order of
difficulty in miracles” (T-1.I.1:1) – so do we find the workbook’s central theme in these
early lessons “There is no order of difficulty in perception.”
In the first three paragraphs Jesus instructs us how to proceed with the lessons,
asking us to think about the ideas in the review “as often as possible” throughout the
day:
(1:1-3:2) Beginning with today we will have a series of review periods. Each
of them will cover five of the ideas already presented, starting with the first and
ending with the fiftieth. There will be a few short comments after each of the ideas,
which you should consider in your review. In the practice periods, the exercises
should be done as follows:
Begin the day by reading the five ideas, with the comments included.
Thereafter, it is not necessary to follow any particular order in considering them,
though each one should be practiced at least once. Devote two minutes or more
to each practice period, thinking about the idea and the related comments after
reading them over. Do this as often as possible during the day. If any one of the
five ideas appeals to you more than the others, concentrate on that one. At the
end of the day, however, be sure to review all of them once more.
It is not necessary to cover the comments that follow each idea either
literally or thoroughly in the practice periods. Try, rather, to emphasize the central
point, and think about it as part of your review of the idea to which it relates.
We thus see Jesus’ ongoing emphasis on thinking about, and applying these
ideas throughout the day. Moreover, we note his insistence on the lesson’s content – its
“central point” – rather than its form. He is not seeking our literalness (i.e., compulsivity)
in practicing, but our learning to generalize the lesson’s message to whatever specific
aspect of our day is meaningful.
(3:3-4:1) After you have read the idea and the related comments, the
exercises should be done with your eyes closed and when you are alone in a quiet
place, if possible.
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This is emphasized for practice periods at your stage of learning.
These are two important sentences, wherein we see Jesus providing us with
structured periods of meditation. In “I Need Do Nothing,” on the other hand, he tells us
this is not a course in contemplation or meditation (T-18.VII.4). He is certainly not
against meditation, but that is not integral to the process of forgiveness. In this
Introduction, Jesus indirectly cautions us about something he is more direct about in the
teacher’s manual (“How Should the Teacher of God Spend His Day?” [M-16]), which we
have already discussed. The point, once again, is that when you have structured periods
of learning or meditation, they easily become rituals and gods in their own right. In that
sense they counteract Jesus’ teachings on specialness. I emphasized in my lectures on
the first fifty lessons that one of the principal goals of A Course in Miracles, well
articulated in the workbook, is to have us learn to generalize. Therefore, if you can be
with God, think of Jesus, or remember the lesson only during the structured practice
periods, you are defeating their purpose. That is why Jesus specifically says “at your
stage of learning.” He is assuming that everyone is starting at the bottom of the ladder,
and so he is essentially re-training our minds from the beginning. He is asking us to set
aside everything we think we know about meditation, contemplation, prayer, and
spirituality and let him teach us anew. Our teacher starts us off with structured and
oftentimes simple exercises, but he does not want them to become special objects of
attachment. Even though this is early in the workbook, Jesus is already issuing a word of
caution about the potential misuse of these exercises.
(4:2-3) It will be necessary, however, that you learn to require no special
settings in which to apply what you have learned. You will need your learning
most in situations that appear to be upsetting, rather than in those that already
seem to be calm and quiet.
Jesus is not saying there is anything wrong with arranging things externally in
order to be comfortable when you meditate, but he does not want you to form a special
relationship with your posture or breathing, the scent of your candle, the music, A
Course in Miracles, or anything else. The emphasis should not be on modifying the
external situation so you are happy, but on trying to change your thoughts so you would
be truly happy, regardless of where you are or its conditions. Again, he is not against
your doing anything that will help you relax, as long as you are vigilant for the ritualistic
specialness which would act against your learning.
(4:4-5) The purpose of your learning is to enable you to bring the quiet with
you, and to heal distress and turmoil. This is not done by avoiding them and
seeking a haven of isolation for yourself.
To make this important point still again, Jesus is not saying we should not
meditate and have structured periods of practice. In fact, that is precisely what this first
part of the workbook has been all about. He is simply letting us know we are in the early
stages of learning, and that he is going to take us far, far beyond where we are now. We
get a glimpse of this “far, far beyond” in this lovely passage from the manual for
teachers, given in the context of learning to practice the justice of the Holy Spirit:
There is no inherent conflict between justice and truth; one is but the first
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small step in the direction of the other. The path becomes quite different as one
goes along. Nor could all the magnificence, the grandeur of the scene and the
enormous opening vistas that rise to meet one as the journey continues, be
foretold from the outset. Yet even these, whose splendor reaches indescribable
heights as one proceeds, fall short indeed of all that wait when the pathway
ceases and time ends with it. But somewhere one must start. Justice is the
beginning (M-19.2:4-9).
Structured periods of practice and meditation are thus the beginning.
(5:1) You will yet learn that peace is part of you, and requires only that you
be there to embrace any situation in which you are.
The idea is that we would feel peaceful not only when all is quiet around us, but
also, and especially, when everything seems to be falling apart: when we or our families
are ravaged by sickness; when anger and accusations are rampant; and when we are in
the midst of guilt, anxiety, terror, and any of the feelings that are an inherent part of our
lives. These are the times when we especially need to think of Jesus and what he is
teaching. It would obviously make no sense from a learning point of view if we could only
turn to him and find peace when we were physically quiet. Our quiet times are simply
part of the training program of learning to go inside, so that once comfortable with this
process, we can call upon peace whenever we find ourselves turning to the ego for help,
immediately recognizing the need to change our teacher.
(5:2) And finally you will learn that there is no limit to where you are, so that
your peace is everywhere, as you are.
This is the ultimate goal of learning: to generalize the specific lessons and
situations in which we are being taught so they apply to all relationships, all situations, at
all times, and in all circumstances – without exception. If there is no world out there,
which is the key metaphysical premise of A Course in Miracles, then the world is inside
you. That is where peace is found. Further, if there is no world outside you, how can it
affect you? That is what we need to learn, which we do through careful study and
practice.
(6:1-3) You will note that, for review purposes, some of the ideas are not
given in quite their original form. Use them as they are given here. It is not
necessary to return to the original statements, nor to apply the ideas as was
suggested then.
Note Jesus’ flexibility, a model for us not to obsess about the form of these
lessons, focusing instead on their underlying content.
The final sentence of the Introduction helps introduce what we shall be talking
about as we proceed through this review:
(6:4) We are now emphasizing the relationships among the first fifty of the
ideas we have covered, and the cohesiveness of the thought system to which they
are leading you.
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Restated, Jesus is saying that in these ten review lessons he will bring together
these themes and show us how they are integrated: “the cohesiveness of the thought
system.” Understanding any one theme or concept in A Course in Miracles will
automatically lead you to the others, reflecting its internal consistency. As I just
mentioned, the predominant theme of these first fifty lessons is the correction of our
misperceptions. We have seen again and again how much emphasis Jesus places on
our learning that our thoughts determine the world we see, elaborating on the principle
he gives us twice in the text: projection makes perception (T-13.V.3:5; T-21.in.1:1). We
first look within and recognize with horror our thoughts of sin, guilt, and fear – specifically
in this context, thoughts of attack and judgment – which we then project. These
projections become the cause of the world we perceive outside us, which in our distorted
experience appears as the effect. Thus Jesus teaches us this is a course in cause and
not effect, as we have already seen (T-21.VII.7:8). In other words, this is not a course in
changing the world or our behavior, but in changing our thoughts, laden with judgment
and attack.
When Jesus tells us that what we call thinking is not thinking at all, it is because
we are thinking in opposition to him and God. What opposes God and His loving
Oneness does not exist. Therefore, our thoughts of attack, anxiety, and judgment do not
exist. Within our delusional minds, however, we most certainly think they do. We project
these illusory thoughts of separation and hate, and see a world that does not exist
because it comes from thoughts that are not really there. It is therefore our thinking that
is the problem, from which we have to be saved. Salvation thus teaches us to correct our
misthoughts, choosing the consequence of peace instead of conflict. This familiar
statement near the end of the text is worth another look, to which we add an additional
sentence:
Salvation can be seen as nothing more than the escape from concepts. It
does not concern itself with content of the mind, but with the simple statement
that it thinks. And what can think has choice, and can be shown that different
thoughts have different consequence (T-31.V.14:3-5).
Another major theme is decision, or changing our minds, and so a major thrust of
these lessons is helping us realize what we are doing so that we can change our minds
from thoughts of anger and judgment to forgiveness and peace. When we choose those
thoughts they automatically extend, and we make the transition to what Jesus refers to
as “vision.” The external world does not necessarily change; indeed, many times it does
not change at all. What changes is the way we perceive the world, which means the way
we interpret it. Continuing with the process of forgiveness is what ultimately leads to
Christ’s vision, or the perception of the Holy Spirit that sees and knows the inherent
sameness of God’s one Son.
To summarize: The central themes – there are several subsidiary ones which we
shall look at as well – are realizing the connection between our attack thoughts and the
world we see; and recognizing Jesus’ appeal that we change our minds and allow him to
be the source of what we see, thus attaining true vision. Of the many themes of these
ten review lessons, vision is by far the most important, as we shall now see.
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LESSON 51
The review for today covers the following ideas:
Before beginning, let me mention something that probably has eluded almost all
students of A Course in Miracles, certainly the non-obsessive ones. Helen had insisted
to Jesus that each of the one-sentence introductions to the day’s review be different.
And you will surely be impressed to discover how many different ways Jesus can say
that “the review for today covers the following ideas.”
(1) (1) Nothing I see means anything.
In these early lessons Jesus emphasizes that what we see does not mean
anything because what we see comes from misthoughts of judgment and attack.
(1:2-5) The reason this is so is that I see nothing, and nothing has no
meaning. It is necessary that I recognize this, that I may learn to see. What I think I
see now is taking the place of vision. I must let it go by realizing it has no
meaning, so that vision may take its place.
While Jesus does not use the term here, he points out to us that we have a split
mind. We have the capacity of seeing through the vision of the Holy Spirit, but to ensure
that that does not happen we cover those loving thoughts with thoughts of attack and
separation. Indeed, we cannot achieve the goal of vision if we do not first recognize and
understand the inherent illusory and meaningless nature of our perceptions. It is these
misperceptions that we have deliberately chosen to take the place of vision, fulfilling the
ego’s purpose of protecting itself – really, our separated self protecting its separate
identity that prevents us from discovering the only meaning for being in this world:
forgiveness.
(2) (2) I have given what I see all the meaning it has for me.
(2:2-4) I have judged everything I look upon, and it is this and only this I see.
This is not vision. It is merely an illusion of reality, because my judgments have
been made quite apart from reality.
This restates the teaching that the world we see is not there simply because it
comes from our judgmental thoughts, which also are not there. Remember, every
thought in the ego system is a defense against the truth of the Atonement principle,
which is that we never left God. Everything we perceive is a shadowy fragment of the
original judgment that we separated from our Source and reality, the fundamental illusion
from which all others come.
(2:5-6) I am willing to recognize the lack of validity in my judgments,
because I want to see. My judgments have hurt me, and I do not want to see
according to them.
Jesus is appealing to our sane, rational minds to understand that what we are
doing with our thoughts, and therefore with the perceived world, hurts us: “My judgments
have hurt me.” The ego has set up its defensive system as a huge gap between our
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attack thoughts and the pain that is their effect. This gap is represented by the world of
time and space, its purpose being to enable us to feel justified in attributing our pain to
“things beyond [us], forces [we] cannot control” (T-19.IV-D.7 :4). That, of course, is the
wonder of projection from the ego’s point of view. We wind up feeling assured that we
are not responsible for the pain that results from our choosing against God and His
Love: others, our bodies, or the world are the cause of our distress – anyone or anything
but ourselves.
Thus the idea of these lessons is to bring the effect to the cause, so we can
realize it is our judgments alone that have hurt us. In so doing we restore to awareness
the power of our minds to decide our own destiny: happiness or misery, peace or
conflict.
(3) (3) I do not understand anything I see.
(3:2-4) How could I understand what I see when I have judged it amiss?
What I see is the projection of my own errors of thought. I do not understand what
I see because it is not understandable.
This is the beginning of humility. We are always so sure we are right: what I see is
what I see, what I hear is what I hear, and my understanding of a situation is what I say it
is because I say it is. If we are skillful enough, we get a multitude of people to agree with
us. That is not sanity, but collective insanity! In French this is known as folie a deux: a
delusion shared by two people. But it could just as easily be ten, hundreds, thousands,
millions, if not billions, for we all share the same insanity. We therefore cannot truly
understand anything, nor go to anyone else for true understanding. If at any point we
feel specialness, judgment, or separation, we should not trust anything we conclude
based on those feelings; we will inevitably be wrong.
(3:5-8) There is no sense in trying to understand it. But there is every
reason to let it go, and make room for what can be seen and understood and
loved. I can exchange what I see now for this merely by being willing to do so. Is
not this a better choice than the one I made before?
The way in which we attain vision is by the simple willingness to do so. Over and
over we see Jesus appealing to the power of our minds to choose: vision or judgment,
happiness or misery, peace or pain. What makes it possible for us to choose differently
is becoming aware that we do indeed have the power to make this choice, and this
power resides in our minds, not in the world or body.
(4) (4) These thoughts do not mean anything.
(4:2) The thoughts of which I am aware do not mean anything because I am
trying to think without God.
This is the bottom line. Representing God is the Holy Spirit, Jesus, or the
thoughts of these lessons. If we are not thinking in harmony with these thoughts – i.e., if
we are holding on to grievances, attack thoughts, or specialness needs in any way,
shape, or form – we are not thinking, and anything that results from not thinking must
also be nonexistent. Remember, cause and effect are never separate. Illusions can
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merely breed further illusions.
(4:3) What I call “my” thoughts are not my real thoughts.
The reason is that they are “my” thoughts. Jesus wants us to learn that whenever
we say “this is mine” or “this is me,” and whenever we speak of “my” thoughts,
perceptions, or body, everything that follows will be wrong because it would be based
upon separation and specialness. At the ontological beginning, the ego said to God:
“This is mine. This is my self, not yours. I am no longer part of you and I am right!” This
attitude is always wrong because the Sonship of God is one, and there can be no true
distinction among the seemingly different Sons. The belief in personal possession or
special identity is the cover for the impersonal and non-special Self that we share with
all, as All.
(4:4-5) My real thoughts are the thoughts I think with God. I am not aware of
them because I have made my thoughts to take their place.
Jesus repeatedly tells us we have made our own thoughts to replace the thoughts
we think with God, and we have done so because we want to be an “I.” We cherish the
first person singular and the first person possessive singular. It is not “our,” the ego tells
us, but “mine.”
(4:6-8) I am willing to recognize that my thoughts do not mean anything, and
to let them go. I choose to have them be replaced by what they were intended to
replace. My thoughts are meaningless, but all creation lies in the thoughts I think
with God.
Again, Jesus is reminding us that we have a choice, and he encourages us to
make that choice to have our thoughts be replaced by God’s thoughts – His Son as He
created Him.
(5) (5) I am never upset for the reason I think.
(5:2) I am never upset for the reason I think because I am constantly trying
to justify my thoughts.
Once we make the decision to be an individual and a first person possessive
singular, we constantly try to justify that existence. This is the role of the face of
innocence: It is not my fault, and I gather together as many people as possible to justify
the perception of myself as a victim. This is never difficult to do, by the way, because the
vastness of the world supplies an almost endless number of potential objects for our
projections. Moreover, what makes it interesting is that we all seek to justify our face of
innocence, thereby ensuring that we continue to exist as separated individuals but that
others will be responsible for the sin. Therefore, it is they who will be punished for the sin
that is no longer found in us.
(5:3-7) I am constantly trying to make them true. I make all things my
enemies, so that my anger is justified and my attacks are warranted. I have not
realized how much I have misused everything I see by assigning this role to it. I
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have done this to defend a thought system that has hurt me, and that I no longer
want. I am willing to let it go.
Students doing the workbook for the first time usually do not pay careful attention
to what they are reading. However, if they continue studying A Course in Miracles over
many years and read the workbook much more carefully, which I strongly recommend,
they will be astounded at what Jesus is actually saying; statements such as we have just
read being prime examples.
Jesus here is putting words in our mouths, hoping we shall keep them there: We
are now deciding we are glad we were wrong, and even happier to realize there is
someone else within us who is right. This involves letting go of our anger, judgments,
and arrogance; our devotion to specialness; and ultimately our individuality. We need to
withdraw our investment in using others as reinforcement for our defense of projection,
putting them either in the category of special love or special hate – objects with whom
we seem to join, or from whom we seem to separate. Either way, our ego’s need to
demonstrate its innocence is fulfilled through attack and judgment, making others guilty
of the sins we have projected onto them, magically hoping we can escape punishment
through this insane and magical dynamic. Now we can happily say we choose
otherwise.
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Today’s review covers these ideas:
As discussed above, we find here the continual weaving of themes from the early
lessons. In this set Jesus introduces forgiveness.
(1:1) (6) I am upset because I see what is not there.
(1:2-8) Reality is never frightening. It is impossible that it could upset me.
Reality brings only perfect peace. When I am upset, it is always because I have
replaced reality with illusions I made up. The illusions are upsetting because I
have given them reality, and thus regard reality as an illusion. Nothing in God’s
creation is affected in any way by this confusion of mine. I am always upset by
nothing.
This is an example of why we cannot study this course, let alone practice it,
without understanding its underlying metaphysics. That is not necessarily a requirement
for those just starting out with A Course in Miracles, but as we go along we see how its
underlying metaphysics is present all the way through. Thus, if the world out there
comes from our thoughts, which do not exist, the world must not exist either. It therefore
makes no sense to be upset by it.
The truth is that we fear reality because it represents the end of our delusional
thought system of separation, which includes the insane idea we can and do exist apart
from God. It is thus our egos that fear the decision for reality. That is why Jesus teaches
in the text that we “are not really afraid of crucifixion. [Our] real terror is of redemption”
(T-13.III.1:10-11). However, the ego teaches that reality is to be feared because of what
we did to it; namely, separated from its love, thereby destroying it. Thus we deserve to
be punished for our sin. However, the Holy Spirit’s Atonement principle is that we never
separated from God, and therefore there is nothing to fear. Nothing happened – “Not
one note in Heaven’s song was missed” (T-26.V.5:4) – and without the belief in sin,
there can be no fear of punishment. The ego’s thought system of sin, guilt, and fear is
made up. Nothing, therefore, can only lead to nothing, to paraphrase King Lear’s
outburst.
(2:1) (7) I see only the past.
(2:2-4) As I look about, I condemn the world I look upon. I call this seeing. I
hold the past against everyone and everything, making them my enemies.
Once again we see that if we understood the Course’s metaphysics, we would
quickly realize why these lines are true. We began our existence as individuals by
making God our enemy, and then, as one Son, projected that thought, making up a
world of billions and billions of fragments. But the ontological thought came with us, and
exists in each individual fragment. Thus the prevalence of one or the other in our
thinking and experience: If I am to exist, everyone else must be killed. We people our
world with many special love partners, however, so that our ultimate goal is not
apparent. Nevertheless, we hold the past against everyone and everything, making them
our enemies. And what is the past? Sin. We sinned in the past, projected it out, and now
see it in everyone else. What we think we see, therefore – a world of separation and sin
– is not really there at all, and thus is not seeing. Our arrogance in all this lies in that we
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really believe we think, see, hear, and especially that we understand.
(2:5-7) When I have forgiven myself and remembered Who I am, I will bless
everyone and everything I see. There will be no past, and therefore no enemies.
And I will look with love on all that I failed to see before.
It is not only that I will bless everyone, I must bless everyone, because if there is
only God’s blessing within my mind, that is all I can ever see. Again, if I realize I am a
child of God, I am not separate from Him. Thus, there is no sin, and without sin there is
no past. Obviously, then, there is nothing to project. What remains is the blessing of love
on all things, for we have blessed ourselves with the thought of forgiveness.
(3:1) (8) My mind is preoccupied with past thoughts.
(3:2-3) I see only my own thoughts, and my mind is preoccupied with the
past. What, then, can I see as it is?
Vision is impossible as long as I believe I am separated and special, as long as I
think that I count, am important, am wonderful, and on and on and on – the me, myself
and I syndrome. These are but ways of asserting that I exist and, moreover, that I
demand to be treated with the dignity I deserve. Needless to say, hidden in back of this
is that I want you not to treat me this way, because then my ego is home free: I have
become the eternal victim, and you the eternal victimizer. I get to keep my ego’s cake of
separation, eat, and enjoy every guilty morsel, too.
(3:4) Let me remember that I look on the past to prevent the present from
dawning on my mind.
If we read this carefully we can recognize a clear statement of purpose: “Let me
remember that I look on the past to prevent the present from dawning on my mind.”
There is a purpose for our holding on to the past and our attack thoughts. That is what
keeps the present, the holy instant, and Jesus’ love from “dawning on my mind.” In the
presence of his love we can no longer exist as special and hate-filled individuals. That is
the fear: losing our special identity.
(3:5-6) Let me understand that I am trying to use time against God. Let me
learn to give the past away, realizing that in so doing I am giving up nothing.
Again, we see the purpose behind our world of time and space. The ego uses its
linear time – past, present, and future – as the way of reinforcing its underlying thought
system of sin, guilt, and fear. In this way, the Everything of God is prevented by the
nothingness of the ego from being remembered.
(4:1) (9) I see nothing as it is now.
(4:2-4) If I see nothing as it is now, it can truly be said that I see nothing. I
can see only what is now. The choice is not whether to see the past or the
present; the choice is merely whether to see or not.
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We cannot see the past, because there is no past, no sin, no separation. Thus
what we think we see – which includes what I remember happening in the past and
whatever I am seeing now – is a projection of our sinful past on to others. Consequently,
what we are seeing is not there at all, and that characterizes our insanity.
(4:5) What I have chosen to see has cost me vision.
That is precisely why I have chosen to see it! The vision of Christ sees the
Sonship as one, in which there are no special, important people. We are all the same.
This sameness of purpose reflects the Sameness of God’s one Son. Perception
originated in the need to defend against knowledge, which is remembered through
Christ’s vision.
(4:6) Now I would choose again, that I may see.
Note the recurring emphasis on the power of our minds to choose. Even if we are
not yet ready to make this choice – vision still being too frightening – we can at least
recognize the possibility of choice, and forgive ourselves for not yet being able to make
it.
(5:1)) (10) My thoughts do not mean anything.
(5:2-5) I have no private thoughts. Yet it is only private thoughts of which I
am aware. What can these thoughts mean? They do not exist, and so they mean
nothing.
My thoughts mean nothing because they are “my” thoughts. They are based on
separation and exclusivity, and so are based on the exact opposite of Heaven’s
Oneness, our non-specific, and thus non private reality.
(5:6-7) Yet my mind is part of creation and part of its Creator. Would I not
rather join the thinking of the universe than to obscure all that is really mine with
my pitiful and meaningless “private” thoughts?
Importantly, Jesus says “all that is really mine,” not what I think is mine, which are
but a few scraps of specialness. What is really mine are the gifts of Heaven: love, eternal
life, real freedom, and perfect oneness.
Obviously Jesus does not think very much of our individuality, and he implores us
not to think very much of it, either. The problem is that we value it much more than we
ever thought we did. As we work seriously with A Course in Miracles, it becomes clearer
and clearer how much we do value our individuality, how much we do have serious
authority problems, and how we do not want anyone to tell us anything other than what
we believe is true. We need to be aware of this arrogance without judging ourselves; to
realize that, yes, this is where my thoughts are coming from, and they are just a silly
mistake.
It is apparent as one reads through A Course in Miracles, not just these lessons,
that Jesus is persistently consistent in presenting the truth to us, and does not judge us
for our illusions. He makes fun of us occasionally, but his attitude is certainly not
punitive. He simply says: “Will you please recognize that you are wrong and I am right.
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As long as you continue to think otherwise, you will not be happy. I am not the one who
will punish you; you will punish you. I wait patiently for you, but why delay your
happiness?” As he asks us twice later in the workbook: “Why wait for Heaven?” (W-pI.13
1.6:1; W-pI.188.1:1)
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Today we will review the following:
We see here a direct connection pointed out to us between our thoughts and the
world, even though Jesus has made this connection before.
(1:1) (11) My meaningless thoughts are showing me a meaningless world.
(1:2-4) Since the thoughts of which I am aware do not mean anything, the
world that pictures them can have no meaning. What is producing this world is
insane, and so is what it produces. Reality is not insane, and I have real thoughts
as well as insane ones.
Our thoughts of individuality, sinfulness, specialness, etc., have produced this
world. Therefore, since the cause of the world is my insane thoughts, then the world, as
the effect, must be equally insane. Cause and effect are never separated, for they are
one. Reality, however, is not insane, despite the ego’s protestations to the contrary. It
tells us God is insane, vengeful, and angry, yet “[He] thinks otherwise” (T-2312:7). As he
did in the first fifty lessons, Jesus explains that we have a split mind, containing unreal
thoughts of hate, and real thoughts of love. It remains for us to choose which ones we
shall make real for ourselves. He tries to help us realize how miserable and unhappy we
become when we choose the unreal thoughts of attack, judgment, and specialness. It is
that misery that will ultimately impel us to choose again:
Tolerance for pain may be high, but it is not without limit. Eventually
everyone begins to recognize, however dimly, that there must be a better way. As
this recognition becomes more firmly established, it becomes a turning point (T2.III.3:5-7).
(1:5) I can therefore see a real world, if I look to my real thoughts as my
guide for seeing.
This is the world of vision, the inner world in which there are no thoughts of
separation or judgment; the world of thought that is beyond the dream of hate, wherein
we are able at last to see the dream for what it is. From there it is only an instant longer
until God reaches down and lifts us to himself, the last step in our journey, as we see
depicted in this lovely statement:
And then your Father will lean down to you and take the last step for you,
by raising you unto Himself (T-11.VIII.15:5).
We shall return to a discussion of the real world later.
(2:1) (12) I am upset because I see a meaningless world.
(2:2-7) Insane thoughts are upsetting. They produce a world in which there
is no order anywhere. Only chaos rules a world that represents chaotic thinking,
and chaos has no laws. I cannot live in peace in such a world. I am grateful that
this world is not real, and that I need not see it at all unless I choose to value it.
And I do not choose to value what is totally insane and has no meaning.
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In “The Laws of Chaos” Jesus puts the word “laws” in quotation marks, signifying
they are not really laws because they make no sense; the only true laws are the laws of
God. Jesus does not do so here, but the meaning is the same: “chaos has no laws.”
Before we can elect not to value what is “totally insane,” we first have to accept
that the world is totally insane. What helps us realize this is that the world makes us
totally unhappy. Our specialness desires – even when they are fulfilled and gratified – do
not make us happy and do not bring us the peace of God. They bring us the peace of
the ego, but not Heaven’s peace. The ultimate reason our insane thoughts are so
upsetting is that they remind us of our original insane thought, which we believe will lead
to our punishment. In the ominous words of the ego, depicted in this powerful passage
from the manual, we read (and tremble!) about the effect of our insane thought of
separation, placed in the context of magic thoughts, recognized in another and/or in
ourselves:
They [magic thoughts] can but reawaken sleeping guilt, which you have
hidden but have not let go. Each one says clearly to your frightened mind, “You
have usurped the place of God. Think not He has forgotten.” Here we have the
fear of God most starkly represented. For in that thought has guilt already raised
madness to the throne of God Himself. And now there is no hope. Except to kill.
Here is salvation now. An angry father pursues his guilty son. Kill or be killed, for
here alone is choice. Beyond this there is none, for what was done cannot be
done without. The stain of blood can never be removed, and anyone who bears
this stain on him must meet with death (M-17.7:2-13).
Forgiveness allows us to examine the destructive insanity of such a thought
system, helping us accept it for what it is; a recognition for which we can only be deeply
grateful, as its miracle leads beyond insane magic to the pure sanity of eternal life.
(3:1) (13) A meaningless world engenders fear.
(3:2-5) The totally insane engenders fear because it is completely
undependable, and offers no grounds for trust. Nothing in madness is
dependable. It holds out no safety and no hope. But such a world is not real.
The only reality is Heaven, which is totally dependable because it is certain:
There is only God. This world, as we all have experienced it, is not dependable. It was
made to be so. That is what lets us know that the world and our experience of it are not
real. Once again, it is our guilt, born of the belief in sin, that leads us to expect certain
punishment and to trust no one. The best we can do is protect ourselves from certain
attack by utilizing various defenses, which serve only to maintain the separation that
established the need for defenses in the first place. Thus the vicious cycles of guilt and
attack, and attack and defense, continue and continue and continue. They will always
continue, until their fundamental premises are exposed to the truth.
(3:6-8) I have given it the illusion of reality, and have suffered from my belief
in it. Now I choose to withdraw this belief, and place my trust in reality. In
choosing this, I will escape all the effects of the world of fear, because I am
acknowledging that it does not exist.
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Again, it is essential that we make the connection between our suffering (the
effect) and our thoughts of judgment, attack, and specialness (the cause). We do not
escape the world of fear by use of our armaments – attempts to control, manipulate, and
seduce. We control the world only by realizing there is no world to control. What does
need to be controlled, however, are our thoughts, as Jesus gently admonished Helen, to
repeat an earlier quote: “You are much too tolerant of mind wandering” (T-2.VI.4:6).
Most of the time there is nothing we can do about the uncertain world, but we certainly
can do something about our uncertain thoughts. And we must, for they serve a vitally
important purpose. They keep us here, holding intact our individuality, self-concepts, and
very existence. Recognizing the purpose of our thoughts enables us to exert the power
of decision to change the ego’s goal of separation to the Holy Spirit’s goal of Atonement.
By changing the ego’s underlying purpose we are able to escape its effects of pain,
anxiety, and fear.
(4:1) (14) God did not create a meaningless world.
(4:2-6) How can a meaningless world exist if God did not create it? He is the
Source of all meaning, and everything that is real is in His Mind. It is in my mind
too, because He created it with me. Why should I continue to suffer from the
effects of my own insane thoughts, when the perfection of creation is my home?
Let me remember the power of my decision, and recognize where I really abide.
You can see how Jesus returns over and over to the core symphonic themes of
these lessons: reality, illusion, and the power of our minds to choose between them. The
point here is extremely important, because the problem is that we have forgotten that we
have such power to choose. The ego set up its series of defenses so we would never
remember that we have a mind, let alone a mind that can choose. Thus were the body
and brain made to keep our minds hidden from us, replaced by the mindless state of
living in a body that is governed by a brain that thinks it thinks, but in reality only carries
out the thoughts of the unconscious mind. These thoughts are but two: the ego belief
that the meaningless has triumphed over the meaningful; and the Holy Spirit’s
Atonement that the ego thought is unreal because it is outside the Mind of God. Thus it
has no effects. Despite my feverish dreams to the contrary, I remain at home in God,
held in memory in my right mind by the Holy Spirit. Now I can remember and choose
again.
(5:1) (15) My thoughts are images that I have made.
(5:2-4) Whatever I see reflects my thoughts. It is my thoughts that tell me
where I am and what I am. The fact that I see a world in which there is suffering
and loss and death shows me that I am seeing only the representation of my
insane thoughts, and am not allowing my real thoughts to cast their beneficent
light on what I see.
This points out a crucial dimension of anyone’s work with A Course in Miracles.
Many of its students tend to deny they see a world of suffering, loss, and death. Instead
they proclaim the world is really wonderful – part of God’s or Jesus’ plan; moreover, the
new millennium will bring healing everywhere it is needed, bathing us all in light. The
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Today’s review includes the following:
(1:1) (21) I am determined to see things differently.
Jesus is now appealing directly to the power of our minds to choose.
(1:2) What I see now are but signs of disease, disaster and death.
In deference to Helen, I like to point out alliteration when it appears. Note the
three d’s: disease, disaster, and death. Again, it is important we perceive disease,
disaster, and death all around us, not love, hope, and joy, for there is none. Indeed, the
world was made not to be a place of love, hope, or joy. If we do not recognize this, we
will have no motivation for changing our mind. We will believe in our arrogance that we
have already changed it by virtue of our having perceived light instead of darkness, love
instead of hate, life instead of death. We believe what our egos have programmed us to
believe, which is why we need to question the value of having chosen the ego as our
teacher.
(1:3-5) This cannot be what God created for His beloved Son. The very fact
that I see such things is proof that I do not understand God. Therefore I also do
not understand His Son.
This at least is a good initial step, because if we think we are looking on a world of
light, peace, and joy, we will believe we understand God, Jesus, and, unfortunately, his
course. Acknowledging that what we see “are the signs of disease, disaster and death”
is the beginning of the humility that reaches to Wisdom. We begin by denying the ego’s
thought system of denial, and gradually, step by step, we are led by Jesus to understand
that spirit and ego are mutually exclusive states, and so are love and hate, life and
death, joy and pain. To make one real is to deny the other.
(1:6-7) What I see tells me that I do not know who I am. I am determined to
see the witnesses to the truth in me, rather than those which show me an illusion
of myself.
Once having learned to tell the difference between form and content, we call upon
our new Teacher to help us see truly, the vision of Christ that reminds us who we are –
along with our brothers – as God’s one Son.
(2:1) (22) What I see is a form of vengeance.
(2:2-3) The world I see is hardly the representation of loving thoughts. It is a
picture of attack on everything by everything.
This is the same point Jesus was making earlier, saying the world we see
represents an attack on “everything by everyone.” There are no exceptions. If we think
we see a loving world, we will believe there are only loving thoughts within and so we will
not look at the unloving ones. By not looking, the unloving thoughts remain buried in our
minds, and whatever is buried has the terrible habit of finding its way out – the dynamic
of projection – and attacking everyone else. Because we are not aware that the source
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of our attack is our minds’ unloving thoughts, we will not be aware that we are the ones
who did this. We will actually think that because we think we have only loving thoughts,
our attacks and judgments of others are loving, too. That is why it is important to see the
world for what it is and recognize its source. Only when we look with Jesus at the
unloving thoughts in our minds and forgive them, will we realize that underneath the
unloving thoughts and concealed by them are the loving ones we have always had.
(2:4-6) It is anything but a reflection of the Love of God and the love of His
Son. It is my own attack thoughts that give rise to this picture. My loving thoughts
will save me from this perception of the world, and give me the peace God
intended me to have.
The unloving nature of the world is again unmistakably depicted in Jesus’ words:
“It is anything but a reflection of the Love of God and the love of His Son.” The last
sentence is carefully phrased: “My loving thoughts will save me from this perception of
the world.” The problem is the perception. It is not the world. Disease, disaster, and
death do not exist out there, because there is no out there. They exist in a mind that is
filled with guilt, hatred, and terror. Therefore it is the perception that has to be changed,
not the world: “Seek not to change the world, but choose to change your mind about the
world” (T-21.in.1:7). Our perception is changed by first bringing it back from its projected
form to its source, the mind. Only then, as we have already seen, can we exercise the
mind’s power of decision and choose the loving thought of the Atonement instead of the
unloving thought of separation.
(3:1) (23) I can escape from this world by giving up attack thoughts.
(3:2-5) Herein lies salvation, and nowhere else. Without attack thoughts I
could not see a world of attack. As forgiveness allows love to return to my
awareness, I will see a world of peace and safety and joy. And it is this I choose to
see, in place of what I look on now.
One could not ask for a more explicit statement of salvation. We are not saved
from the world or from some abstract sense of sin, but from our own thoughts. To
escape the horrors of the world – Hamlet’s “slings and arrows of outrageous fortune” –
one need only look with Jesus at our horrifying thoughts. Joined with his gentle laughter
at the silliness of the ego’s thought system of attack, we watch its thoughts slowly
dissolve into their own nothingness. Looking out, we perceive only “peace and safety
and joy,” the world of forgiveness given form.
(4:1) (24) I do not perceive my own best interests.
(4:2-3) How could I recognize my own best interests when I do not know
who I am? What I think are my best interests would merely bind me closer to the
world of illusions.
I do not know who I am because I think “I am,” with the emphasis on the I. I
actually think there is an “I” here, therefore I do not know who I am. How, then, could I
possibly know what is best for me? What we think is best is always some glorification,
gratification, or anything that will preserve our illusory identity as an individual “I.”
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(4:4) I am willing to follow the Guide God has given me to find out what my
own best interests are, recognizing that I cannot perceive them by myself.
That we cannot do this without help is an extremely important theme throughout A
Course in Miracles. There is no way we can do this without the Holy Spirit’s or Jesus’
help. Humility says: “I do not know, I do not understand, but thank God there is
Someone in me who does, and thank God He is right and I am wrong.” That is why
Jesus says that he needs us as much we need him (T-8.V.6:10): he cannot help us
unless we ask him to. We see this “collaborative venture” (T-4.VI.8:2) expressed in the
statement we have already seen in its full context: “Together we have the lamp that will
dispel it [the ego’s thought system]” (T-11.V.1:3). Jesus cannot accomplish this without
us, and we certainly cannot accomplish it without him!
The next set emphasizes the important theme of purpose, which, to state it again,
is not emphasized as much here as it is in many other places in A Course in Miracles.
(5:1) (25) I do not know what anything is for.
(5:2-3) To me, the purpose of everything is to prove that my illusions about
myself are real. It is for this purpose that I attempt to use everyone and
everything.
Everything we think, and everything we see in the world has the purpose of
proving we are right. That is the very reason for having made the world in the first place:
What God did we can do even better. There are no exceptions in this either-or thought
system. Just as holiness and love do not make exceptions on the side of love,
specialness does not make any exceptions, either. We either love or hate, forgive or
attack; but there is no in between: If my self is real, then my Self is not; and, to the ego’s
dismay, vice versa. As a much later lesson puts it: “Let me not forget myself is nothing,
but my Self is all” (W-pII.358.1:7).
(5:4-6) It is for this that I believe the world is for. Therefore I do not
recognize its real purpose. The purpose I have given the world has led to a
frightening picture of it.
I have used the world to fulfill my purpose of proving I am right; i.e., that the
illusion about my individuality is the truth. This means I killed God so I could exist.
However, in my right mind I understand how I have used the world to fulfill the purpose
of making attack real and justified. If I am to exist, everyone has to be sacrificed to my
selfish desire. If I am trying to do it to you – since everyone out there is part of the dream
I made up – I know you are trying to do the same thing to me. This inevitably produces a
world of fear, not safety, for our guilt can only cause a world of perceived punishment
and death. But now I gladly choose otherwise.
(5:7) Let me open my mind to the world’s real purpose by withdrawing the
one I have given it, and learning the truth about it.
Here, too, it is clear that Jesus and A Course in Miracles cannot do it for us, but
can only remind us we have to withdraw our beliefs about the world. We need to open
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our minds by withdrawing the purpose we gave to the world. In other words, again, we
have to say (and mean!) that we were wrong. Only then can we recognize the world’s
true purpose of forgiveness, the pathway that leads us home through the power of our
mind to decide for God instead of against Him.
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Our review for today covers the following:
(1:1) (26) My attack thoughts are attacking my invulnerability.
(1:2) How can I know who I am when I see myself as under constant attack?
I have to see myself as under constant attack because I am attacking everyone
else. That is why the lesson is entitled: “My attack thoughts are attacking my
invulnerability.” I am truly invulnerable as God’s Son, but in identifying with the ego I see
myself as vulnerable, because guilt demands punishment and I feel victimized by God’s
counterattack. If I believe everyone else is going to attack me, I cannot be as God
created me – innocent and invulnerable. Thus, the ego reasons to me, if it can prove that
God’s Son is truly vulnerable – the purpose of the body – then how could I be God’s
Son? This reasoning is clearly presented in the following passage from “What is the
Body?” to which we shall return much, much later in this series:
For the Son of God’s impermanence is “proof’ his fences [bodies] work,
and do the task his mind assigns to them. For if his oneness still remained
untouched, who could attack and who could be attacked? Who could be victor?
Who could be his prey? Who could be victim? Who the murderer? And if he did
not die, what “proof’ is there that God’s eternal Son can be destroyed? (WpII.5.2:3-9)
(1:3) Pain, illness, loss, age and death seem to threaten me.
Again, it is essential to realize we are living in a world of pain, illness, loss, age,
and death; a world deliberately chosen by our egos to prove that its thought system of
separation is right and the Holy Spirit’s Atonement is wrong.
(1:4-5) All my hopes and wishes and plans appear to be at the mercy of a
world I cannot control. Yet perfect security and complete fulfillment are my
inheritance.
Jesus once again is showing us we have a split mind, and that we can choose
whether we will see ourselves as living in a state of constant terror, fear, and
vulnerability, or in a state of constant safety. It is not true that we are, again, “at the
mercy of things beyond [us], forces [we] cannot control” (T-19.IV-D.7:4), for the truth is
that our “Self is ruler of the universe” (W-p11.253).
(1:6-8) I have tried to give my inheritance away in exchange for the world I
see. But God has kept my inheritance safe for me. My own real thoughts will teach
me what it is.
It cannot be said often enough that in order for us to access our real thoughts, we
first have to let go of our unreal ones, which we cannot do without knowing they are
there. We learn this happy fact by understanding that the world we perceive is the one
we made, and is therefore unreal: a projection of our unreal thoughts of separation and
guilt. Our true inheritance is as a beloved and treasured Child of God, not the ego’s child
of guilt and fear. As Jesus concludes “The Treasure of God”:
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What God has willed for you is yours. He has given His Will to His
treasure, whose treasure it is. Your heart lies where your treasure is, as His does.
You who are beloved of God are wholly blessed (T-8.VI.10:1-4).
(2:1) (27) Above all else I want to see.
(2:2-6) Recognizing that what I see reflects what I think I am, I realize that
vision is my greatest need. The world I see attests to the fearful nature of the selfimage I have made. If I would remember who I am, it is essential that I let this
image of myself go. As it is replaced by truth, vision will surely be given me. And
with this vision, I will look upon the world and on myself with charity and love.
Jesus always comes back to the same central ideas: Our perceptions reflect our
self-image – child of God or child of the ego – and vision corrects the vicious and fearful
misperceptions of the ego, reflecting our Identity as spirit. Vision thus undoes the ego’s
thought system. As we are taught in the text: The ego always speaks first (T-5.VI.3:5),
and the Holy Spirit is the Answer.
The ego speaks in judgment, and the Holy Spirit reverses its decision,
much as a higher court has the power to reverse a lower court’s decision in this
world. The ego’s decisions are always wrong, because they are based on the
error they were made to uphold (T-5.VI.4:1-2).
With vision replacing judgment, we look out on a unified world of peace and love,
regardless of what our physical eyes behold.
(3:1) (28) Above all else I want to see differently.
(3:2-3) The world I see holds my fearful self-image in place, and guarantees
its continuance. While I see the world as I see it now, truth cannot enter my
awareness.
The projected world’s purpose is to keep my fearful self-image in place. This
foreshadows an important statement in Part II of the workbook, speaking of our
unforgiving thoughts:
An unforgiving thought is one which makes a judgment that it will not raise
to doubt, although it is not true. The mind is closed, and will not be released. The
thought protects projection, tightening its chains, so that distortions are more
veiled and more obscure; less easily accessible to doubt, and further kept from
reason. What can come between a fixed projection and the aim that it has chosen
as its wanted goal? (W-pII.1.2)
Thus do our projections enable the ego to protect its self-concept of separation
and hate, since that concept is now perceived to be external to the mind that is its
source. This is the self-concept that says I am an individual, which individuality I
purchased at the cost of sin. This sin must be punished, and therefore I deserve to be
afraid. Nothing really has changed except that now I believe I am not the source of the
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fear, which has its source in something outside me. Certain of what I see, I never
question my perception. Without my perception being questioned, my condition of fear
and pain cannot be answered by the Holy Spirit.
(3:4) I would let the door behind this world be opened for me, that I may
look past it to the world that reflects the Love of God.
The one who opens the door for us is Jesus, but we must let him do it, by asking
his help to bring our illusions of attack to his truth of forgiveness. This real world of
complete forgiveness reflects God’s Love, which waits just beyond the door held open
by Jesus:
Christ is at God’s altar, waiting to welcome His Son.... The door is not
barred, and it is impossible that you cannot enter the place where God would
have you be.... You can refuse to enter, but you cannot bar the door that Christ
holds open. Come unto me who hold it open for you, for while I live it cannot be
shut, and I live forever (T-11.IV.6:1,3,5-6).
(4:1) (29) God is in everything I see.
(4:2-4) Behind every image I have made, the truth remains unchanged.
Behind every veil I have drawn across the face of love, its light remains
undimmed. Beyond all my insane wishes is my will, united with the Will of my
Father.
As in lessons one through fifty, Jesus emphasizes the nature of our right minds.
The wrong mind is filled with thoughts of attack: disease, suffering, death, murder, and
judgment. He helps us realize that these thoughts are covering something else.
However, the fact that he tells us this does not mean we need not go through the work of
choosing the something else, but at least now we are aware of what it is we choose
between. It is not that I choose kill or be killed – do I kill you or do you kill me? I choose
miracles or murder (T-23.IV.9:8). This passage tells us there is another thought system
in our minds, awaiting our choice. It also implies there is a purpose inherent in our
having chosen attack over love: the wish to preserve our identity – chosen in separation
and forged in hate – by proving we are right and God is wrong. Thus we chose to live in
darkness, and believed it to be real because we believed it.
(4:5-6) God is still everywhere and in everything forever. And we who are
part of Him will yet look past all appearances, and recognize the truth beyond
them all.
Jesus reassures us that the “outcome is as certain as God” (T-2.III.3:10), for we
shall surely make the right choice – as any good Platonist would – between appearance
and reality. Our fervent attempts to the contrary, we remain as God created us,
powerless to change the resplendent truth about ourselves. Thus do we see a world
reflecting back to us the radiant reality of God’s Love.
(5:1) (30) God is in everything I see because God is in my mind.
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(5:2-5) In my own mind, behind all my insane thoughts of separation and
attack, is the knowledge that all is one forever. I have not lost the knowledge of
Who I am because I have forgotten it. It has been kept for me in the Mind of God,
Who has not left His Thoughts. And I, who am among them, am one with them and
one with Him.
Held for us by the Holy Spirit is the memory of the knowledge that we never truly
separated ourselves from God. Early in the text Jesus says that “to lose something does
not mean it has gone. It merely means that you do not remember where it is” (T-3.VI.9:3
-4). The same is true here: Even though we have lost the knowledge of who we are and
have forgotten our Source, it does not mean His Love is not fully present in our minds.
Such reassurances are replete in A Course in Miracles. Here are two of them:
The Father keeps what He created safe. You cannot touch it with the false
ideas you made, because it was created not by you. Let not your foolish fancies
frighten you. What is immortal cannot be attacked; what is but temporal has no
effect (T-24.VII.5:1-4).
You can lose sight of oneness, but can not make sacrifice of its reality. Nor
can you lose what you would sacrifice, nor keep the Holy Spirit from His task of
showing you that it has not been lost (T-2616:1-2).
What remains is the acceptance of Jesus’ certainty, which points to our mind and
the memory of the Oneness that created us one with Him.
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(3:1) (38) There is nothing my holiness cannot do.
(3:2-3) My holiness is unlimited in its power to heal, because it is unlimited
in its power to save. What is there to be saved from except illusions?
We are not saved from the world, nor from some terrible fate, and we do not save
the world for other people. We are saved from our misthoughts, the mistakes coming
from having chosen the ego instead of the Holy Spirit. That has nothing to do with the
world, but everything to do with our illusory thoughts. Again, it is a salvation that heals as
because there is only
illusion in
Son.
(3:4-6) And what are all illusions except false ideas about myself? My
holiness undoes them all by asserting the truth about me. In the presence of my
holiness, which I share with God Himself, all idols vanish.
Again and again we see Jesus returning to this central point: Our misperceptions
are caused by the
misperception of ourselves – we are not as God created us.
When this
misthought is healed, all the ego’s mistaken images – the idols of
specialness – are undone as well:
problem,
misperception of unholiness;
solution,
vision of holiness.
(4:1) (39) My holiness is my salvation.
(4:2-3) Since my holiness saves me from all guilt, recognizing my holiness
is recognizing my salvation. It is also recognizing the salvation of the world.
Jesus’ symphonic theme continues, in an almost endless series of wonderful
variations. The
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and is with me forever. I am eternally blessed as His Son.
All loss, deprivation, and pain arise because we have forgotten who we are. That
is the problem, without exception, which is why there is no order of difficulty in miracles
(T-1.I.1:1). When we drop Jesus’ hand and take the ego’s instead, we are automatically
in pain. Following the ego’s strategy to protect our wrong decision, we put a gap
between the cause of the pain and our experience of it, and think we understand its
source – the world, our special partner, our bodies, our food, or whatever – and thus are
never able to recognize the real cause in our minds. When we at last come to our
senses and realize our mistake, we return to the thought of Atonement that reflects our
true Self, an Identity that is perfectly safe because It is beyond all thoughts of pain and
loss. Awakening from the ego’s dream of suffering, we are home with the God we never
truly left.
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The following ideas are for review today:
In Lesson 59 we again find the theme of who we are as God’s Son, and the
wonderful and wondrous effects of coming to understand and accept its truth.
(1:1) (41) God goes with me wherever I go.
(1:2-7)) How can I be alone when God always goes with me? How can I be
doubtful and unsure of myself when perfect certainty abides in Him? How can I be
disturbed by anything when He rests in me in absolute peace? How can I suffer
when love and joy surround me through Him? Let me not cherish illusions about
my self. I am perfect because God goes with me wherever I go.
It is not that God literally walks with us. Rather, Jesus teaches that God is with us
because His Love is in our minds, which is where we are. It is this Love – our Self – that
is the basis for undoing the thought of separation: the home of all illusions of suffering
and pain.
All that is needed for this Love to return to awareness is calling upon the power of
our minds to choose, one of A Course in Miracles’ most important themes, to which we
now turn:
(2:1-2) (42) God is my strength. Vision is His gift.
(2:3-6) Let me not look to my own eyes to see today. Let me be willing to
exchange my pitiful illusion of seeing for the vision that is given by God. Christ’s
vision is His gift, and He has given it to me. Let me call upon this gift today, so
that this day may help me to understand eternity.
We always have a choice about the thought system with which we identify, made
possible once we remember that our feelings of dis-ease and disturbance emanate from
the mind’s mistaken choice, and from nowhere else. Thus do we exchange the ego’s
misperceptions for the vision of Christ, exclusion for unity, separation for forgiveness,
and time for eternity.
(3:1-2) (43) God is my Source. I cannot see apart from Him.
(3:3-7) I can see what God wants me to see. I cannot see anything else.
Beyond His Will lie only illusions. It is these I choose when I think I can see apart
from Him. It is these I choose when I try to see through the body’s eyes.
Again, all misperceptions stem from the illusory belief we can be apart from God;
the Idea of God’s Son, which we are, can leave its Source. Thus does our thought of
separation give rise to a world of separation, which we believe is there because we
believe we see it. The body’s eyes have now replaced vision, a substitution that remains
in place until we change our minds.
(3:8-9) Yet the vision of Christ has been given me to replace them. It is
through this vision that I choose to see.
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A Course in Miracles has as its purpose the change in mind that allows vision to
replace the ego’s seeing. This vision cannot come unless we make a choice that says: I
have been thinking and perceiving wrongly. I know there is another way, because there
has to be another way of feeling. I am not happy, and want to be at peace. I therefore let
go of my investment in being right. Thus does our desire for true peace and happiness
become the motivation for choosing vision to replace illusions.
(4:1) (44) God is the light in which I see.
(4:2-4) I cannot see in darkness. God is the only light. Therefore, if I am to
see, it must be through Him.
As the text reminds us: “Vision [or light] or judgment [darkness] is your choice, but
never both of these” (T-20.V.4:7). We choose one or the other, and in our right-minded
choice is all the world made free.
(4:5-7) I have tried to define what seeing is. and I have been wrong. Now it is
given me to understand that God is the light in which I see. Let me welcome vision
and the happy world it will show me.
I have to realize I have been wrong about everything I see, and everything I think
I understand. How often does Jesus remind us of this happy fact; happy indeed when we
are not identified with the ego’s stubborn insistence that it is right and God is wrong. This
happy acceptance of the truth is the birthplace of our humility, leading to Christ’s vision
that blesses the world along with me.
The lesson closes with a return to the thought of Oneness, which undoes the
world because it undoes the separated mind:
(5:1) (45) God is the Mind with which I think.
(5:2-4) I have no thoughts I do not share with God. I have no thoughts apart
from Him, because I have no mind apart from His. As part of His Mind, my
thoughts are His and His Thoughts are mine.
Remember, the ego system is born of the idea that our thoughts are our own,
God’s thoughts are His, and never the twain shall meet. Not only that, we tell God what
His thoughts are. This insane arrogance forms the basis of the second law of chaos (T23.II.4-6), wherein God becomes as insane as we:
The arrogance on which the laws of chaos stand could not be more
apparent than emerges here. Here is a principle that would define what the
Creator of reality must be; what He must think and what He must believe; and
how He must respond, believing it. It is not seen as even necessary that He be
asked about the truth of what has been established for His belief His Son can tell
Him this, and He has but the choice whether to take his word for it or be mistaken
(T-23.II.6:1-4).
The insanity of such a belief is easily corrected once we recognize its sheer
madness. The clouds of separation quickly disperse in this return to sanity, and we
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rejoice in the Oneness of Love that has never been changed, and which remains as the
Thought of our Self, at one with the Sonship and the Mind of God.
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These ideas are for today’s review:
This final lesson returns to forgiveness, the central theme in Jesus’ symphony of
love and truth.
(1:1) (46) God is the Love in which I forgive.
(1:2-3) God does not forgive because He has never condemned. The
blameless cannot blame, and those who have accepted their innocence see
nothing to forgive.
The fact that God does not forgive becomes the basis for our forgiveness in the
dream. Forgiveness is necessary only as the correction for condemnation. When
judgment of ourselves is withdrawn, our judgment of others is withdrawn as well: the
idea of judgment can never leave its source. We are thus asked by Jesus to accept our
past mistakes, thereby accepting the light-filled innocence that rests in peace just
beyond the darkness of our belief in sin. With condemnation gone, nothing remains to
forgive.
(1:4-6) Yet forgiveness is the means by which I will recognize my innocence.
It is the reflection of God’s Love on earth. It will bring me near enough to Heaven
that the Love of God can reach down to me and raise me up to Him.
That is the problem: We do not want to be lifted up to Heaven, for then our
individuality disappears. Recognizing our innocence allows us to realize how sinful and
guilty we believed we were, because we wanted to be apart from God. Seeing the pain
that has resulted from such a belief, we can make the choice for sanity. No longer afraid
of God’s last step, which ends the process that our decision to forgive our brother began,
we allow His Love to lift us back from earth to Heaven.
Another important theme in these five lessons, not to mention throughout A
Course in Miracles, is that we do not forgive on our own, as we now see:
(2:1) (47) God is the strength in which I trust.
(2:2-3) It is not my own strength through which I forgive. It is through the
strength of God in me, which I am remembering as I forgive.
I am not the one who forgives you. I can only ask the Holy Spirit for help in
looking at you differently, because the way I am looking at you now is not making me
happy. The bottom line is recognizing there are painful effects of my choosing to be
right, selfish, and special. I thus lay aside the weakness of my petty strength, choosing
instead the strength of Christ that is restored to my awareness through forgiveness.
(2:4-6) As I begin to see, I recognize His reflection on earth. I forgive all
things because I feel the stirring of His strength in me. And I begin to remember
the Love I chose to forget, but which has not forgotten me.
The problem again is simply that we have forgotten. Yet forgetting is active. We
have chosen to forget because we wanted to remember the weakness of our
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individuality instead of Christ’s strength. However, forgetting our Identity did not destroy
it. Our Self merely waited for us to change our minds, effected by our change of
perception: from judgment to vision, weakness to strength.
Paragraph 3 returns us to the real world:
(3:1) (48) There is nothing to fear.
(3:2-4) How safe the world will look to me when I can see it! It will not look
anything like what I imagine I see now. Everyone and everything I see will lean
toward me to bless me.
Once we choose the place of perfect safety in our minds, represented by Jesus,
the world we experience outside will be its mirror. It cannot not be that way, since ideas
leave not their source. The beauty of this forgiven world is reflected in this lovely
passage from the text:
Can you imagine how beautiful those you forgive will look to you? In no
fantasy have you ever seen anything so lovely. Nothing you see here, sleeping or
waking, comes near to such loveliness. And nothing will you value like unto this,
nor hold so dear. Nothing that you remember that made your heart sing with joy
has ever brought you even a little part of the happiness this sight will bring you.
For you will see the Son of God. You will behold the beauty the Holy Spirit loves
to look upon, and which He thanks the Father for. He was created to see this for
you, until you learned to see it for yourself. And all His teaching leads to seeing it
and giving thanks with Him.
This loveliness is not a fantasy. It is the real world, bright and clean and
new, with everything sparkling under the open sun. Nothing is hidden here, for
everything has been forgiven and there are no fantasies to hide the truth (T17.II.1:1-2:3).
Recalling this beauty will help us choose again when we are tempted to make real
the ego’s ugly world of specialness.
Note the usage of “everyone” and “everything” in 3:4 to describe our vision. If
anyone or anything is excluded from the light of safety, all the world is plunged in
darkness, the shadow of our mind’s darkened thoughts of guilt.
(3:5-6) I will recognize in everyone my dearest Friend. What could there be
to fear in a world that I have forgiven, and that has forgiven me?
This is the vision of Christ, in which the entire Sonship is perceived through the
eyes of holiness. Not one aspect of the Son is excluded, and with separation gone, so is
all fear, which had been the inevitable result of our belief in sin and guilt. This vision is
nicely captured in the opening lines in Helen’s very first poem, “The Gifts of Christmas”:
Christ passes no one by. By this you know
He is God’s Son. You recognize His touch
In universal gentleness. His Love
Extends to everyone. His eyes behold
The Love of God in everything He sees.
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(The Gifts of God, p. 95)
With such love beside and within us, fear is impossible; its place taken by the love
forgiveness brings.
(4:1) (49) God’s Voice speaks to me all through the day.
(4:2-3) There is not a moment in which God’s Voice ceases to call on my
forgiveness to save me. There is not a moment in which His Voice fails to direct
my thoughts, guide my actions and lead my feet.
As I had mentioned when we did Lesson 49, this does not mean we hear His
Voice all through the day; it simply means He is calling to us throughout the day. This is
the Call we fervently and ferociously try to conceal – the purpose of the world we have
made; the purpose of our specialness thoughts of attack, judgment, and desire. These
are easily set aside when we decide we no longer wish to hear the ego’s raucous
shrieking. The stunning yet gentle silence of God’s Voice returns in the instant we wish
to hear its sound, and only its sound. Thus does God’s sweet song of love extend all
through the dream, guiding our thoughts, words, and deeds.
(4:4-5) I am walking steadily on toward truth. There is nowhere else I can go,
because God’s Voice is the only Voice and the only Guide that has been given to
His Son.
There is nothing else. Any other pathway we choose is nothing and leads
nowhere, because it comes from a voice that does not exist. The loveliness of this
recognition is described in these beautiful closing paragraphs in “The Real Alternative,”
which reminds us that as a Thought of God we have never left our Source; the road back
to Him undoes the road that never existed in reality:
He has not left His Thoughts! But you forgot His Presence and
remembered not His Love. No pathway in the world can lead to Him, nor any
worldly goal be one with His. What road in all the world will lead within, when
every road was made to separate the journey from the purpose it must have
unless it be but futile wandering? All roads that lead away from what you are will
lead you to confusion and despair. Yet has He never left His Thoughts to die,
without their Source forever in themselves.
He has not left His Thoughts! He could no more depart from them than
they could keep Him out. In unity with Him do they abide, and in Their Oneness
Both are kept complete. There is no road that leads away from Him. A journey
from yourself does not exist. How foolish and insane it is to think that there could
be a road with such an aim! Where could it go? And how could you be made to
travel on it, walking there without your own reality at one with you?
Forgive yourself your madness, and forget all senseless journeys and all
goal-less aims. They have no meaning. You can not escape from what you are.
For God is merciful, and did not let His Son abandon Him. For what He is be
thankful, for in that is your escape from madness and from death. Nowhere but
where He is can you be found. There is no path that does not lead to Him (T-3
LIV.9-11).
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And finally, the symphonic movement that is this review ends with a return to its
central theme; the cycle of love concluding with the love and wisdom with which it
began:
(5:1) (50) I am sustained by the Love of God.
(5:2-4) As I listen to God’s Voice, I am sustained by His Love. As I open my
eyes, His Love lights up the world for me to see. As I forgive, His Love reminds me
that His Son is sinless.
And who is His Son? I am. Since we are all one, when I realize my sinlessness I
realize everyone is sinless, too. It cannot not be, if God’s Love is His Love.
(5:5) And as I look upon the world with the vision He has given me, I
remember that I am His Son.
Jesus ends this movement of his symphony with the attainment of our ultimate
goal. The way we reach the vision of the real world is by paying careful attention to the
external world, so it can teach us that the outside minors the inside. The pain of our
experience as bodies, interacting with other bodies, becomes the motivation to cry out
for the other way, the other Teacher. Thus we come to change our minds, choose the
Holy Spirit’s Thought as the source of our seeing, and look out upon a world through
Christ’s vision. The real world greets our sight, and we finally remember Who we are as
God’s one Son, gladly exclaiming these words from Part II of the workbook:
Be glad today! Be glad! There is no room for anything but joy and thanks
today. Our Father has redeemed His Son this day. Not one of us but will be saved
today. Not one who will remain in fear, and none the Father will not gather to
Himself, awake in Heaven in the Heart of Love (W-pII.340.2).
Thus we end this heavenly movement with a happy thought of Oneness, the
thought that ends the nightmare dream of illusion and joyfully awakens us to the
remembrance of our Father’s Love.
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I am the light of the world.
The lesson’s title is taken from the gospels, specifically where Jesus tells his
disciples: “You are the light of the world” (Matthew 5:14). Here, as in many other places
in A Course in Miracles, we see how Jesus takes an idea from traditional Christianity
and gives it a totally different interpretation. The gospel understanding was that the
disciples’ function was to bring that light to the world – literally, to the physical world.
It is easy for students of A Course in Miracles who are unaware of its underlying
teaching to mistake this gospel exhortation for what Jesus means in this lesson. He is
not saying we should bring the light into the world, because there is no world. By saying
we are the light of the world he refers to the light of Christ shining in our minds. Because
the mind of God’s Son is one (a subsidiary theme in these lessons, yet a continually
recurring one), that light is shared by the Sonship as a whole. We are not asked to be
spiritually special persons who bear the light because Jesus gave it to us, and then
charged us with the function of spreading it to the multitudes. Rather, he is reminding us
– God’s one Son who has the illusion of fragmentation – we all are the light of the world.
This, then, corrects the ego’s self-concept bequeathed to each of us: we are the
darkness of the world. In fact, Lesson 93 begins: “You think you are the home of evil,
darkness and sin” (W-pI.93.1:1). That is the illusion we bring to the light-filled truth about
ourselves.
Our arrogance and pride is expressed in holding the thought: “I am the light of the
world, but you are not. There is something special about me, and in my beneficent
holiness I will bring you that light, giving you what you do not have.” Such arrogance
reflects the spiritual specialness that I have something you lack. In The Song of Prayer
Jesus discusses this dynamic – “healing-to-separate” – in the context of healers who
believe they are the healers, giving healing to one who is sick, and therefore separate
from them. The following passage applies as well to what we can call “light bearing-toseparate”:
Someone knows better, has been better trained, or is perhaps more
talented and wise. Therefore, he can give healing to the one who stands beneath
him in his patronage.... How can that be? True healing cannot come from
inequality assumed and then accepted as the truth, and used to help restore the
wounded and to calm the mind that suffers from the agony of doubt.... You do not
make yourself the bearer of the special gift that brings the healing. You but
recognize your oneness with the one who calls for help. For in this oneness is his
separate sense dispelled, and it is this that made him sick. There is no point in
giving remedy apart from where the source of sickness is, for never thus can it be
truly healed (S-3.111.2:4-5; 3:3-4; 4:5-8).
The darkness that needs healing, regardless of its form, resides in the mind that
believes in separation. The light that heals also resides in the mind, and each of us
carries both – the darkness of guilt and the light of Atonement. Choosing the light is
healing for ourselves and the world, for the light of Christ shines in God’s Son as one,
there being only one light. To believe anything else is the ego’s specialness at work. Its
deception lies not only in the separation, but also in what specialness covers: the belief I
am really the darkness of the world.
Therefore, in the workbook, as well as in the rest of A Course in Miracles, we are
taught that our function is to remind ourselves we are the light of the world, having made
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the choice against the ego’s darkness. Our acceptance of that fact of the Atonement
serves as a reminder for everyone else to make the same choice we have. Jesus thus
begins the lesson by contrasting the light of our true Identity with the ego’s darkened self
of arrogance and delusion:
(1) Who is the light of the world except God’s Son? This, then, is merely a
statement of the truth about yourself. It is the opposite of a statement of pride, of
arrogance, or of self-deception. It does not describe the self-concept you have
made. It does not refer to any of the characteristics with which you have endowed
your idols. It refers to you as you were created by God. It simply states the truth.
Later in the workbook, the theme that we are as God created us becomes central,
as I mentioned earlier. However, here once again Jesus shows us the other side. He
wants us to understand what we believe about ourselves – “the [sinful and guilty] selfconcept you have made” – at the same time he wants us also to remember that these
self-concepts are a defense against our true Self: the light of Christ.
(2:1-2) To the ego, today’s idea is the epitome of self-glorification. But the
ego does not understand humility, mistaking it for self-debasement.
To the ego, “I am the light of the world” means, again: “I have something you
lack.” Likewise, to the ego, humility means self-debasement, a meaning held by many,
many people. This traditional Christian version of humility commonly finds expression in
assertions such as: “I am a miserable sinner. But only because of the grace of the Lord
Jesus Christ am I saved.” Perhaps the most famous of all prayers of the Orthodox
Church is the “Jesus Prayer”: “Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me, a
sinner.” Appearances to the contrary, this is really the height of arrogance, because it
says there can be a sinful self that is independent of, and separate from the glorious Self
that God created. An important passage from the text reflects the ego’s false humility:
A major tenet in the ego’s insane religion is that sin is not error but truth,
and it is innocence that would deceive. Purity is seen as arrogance, and the
acceptance of the self as sinful is perceived as holiness. And it is this doctrine
that replaces the reality of the Son of God as his Father created him, and willed
that he be forever. Is this humility? Or is it, rather, an attempt to wrest creation
away from truth, and keep it separate? (T-19.11.4)
(2:3-5) Humility consists of accepting your role in salvation and in taking no
other. It is not humility to insist you cannot be the light of the world if that is the
function God assigned to you. It is only arrogance that would assert this function
cannot be for you, and arrogance is always of the ego.
Another important theme appearing here is function. A Course in Miracles
teaches that our function is to accept the Atonement for ourselves, to accept the fact that
our seeming sins are forgiven. It is not our function to do anything with anyone else, the
reason being, ultimately, there is no one else. We are but to ask Jesus’ help in healing
our minds, for thus we realize that the mind of God’s Son is one. Once healed, we
become a symbol of healing and right-minded choice – light instead of darkness – for
everyone else.
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Again, if we take words in A Course in Miracles at face value, without
understanding their content, we could wind up with ideas that are the exact opposite of
what Jesus is teaching, making the same kinds of mistakes Christianity and so many
religions and spiritualities have made throughout history. The statements we have just
considered are prime examples of this mistake, as they seem to endorse spiritual
specialness, one of the ego’s most effective defenses against the truth of our reality as
God’s one Son.
(3) True humility requires that you accept today’s idea because it is God’s
Voice which tells you it is true. This is a beginning step in accepting your real
function on earth. It is a giant stride toward taking your rightful place in salvation.
It is a positive assertion of your right to be saved, and an acknowledgment of the
power that is given you to save others.
In the text Jesus explains in several places that our function on earth is to forgive
or heal, and our function in Heaven is to create. For example:
Do the Holy Spirit’s work, for you share in His function. As your function in
Heaven is creation, so your function on earth is healing. God shares His function
with you in Heaven, and the Holy Spirit shares His with you on earth (T-12.VII.4:68).
This lesson thus refers to our function of accepting our own salvation, that the
Holy Spirit may extend it through us. It is also evident that Jesus is talking about a
process: “a beginning step in accepting your real function on earth ... a giant stride
toward taking your rightful place in salvation.” This is not something we do overnight,
and he is not expecting his students to do Lesson 61 in the morning, be healed in the
afternoon, and made whole by evening as they enter the real world. We are beginning to
change our minds about what we believe we are. We shall return again and again to this
important theme of process.
(4) You will want to think about this idea as often as possible today. It is the
perfect answer to all illusions, and therefore to all temptation. It brings all the
images you have made about yourself to the truth, and helps you depart in peace,
unburdened and certain of your purpose.
This is an unmistakable reference to the theme of bringing the darkness to the
light, or the illusion to the truth. As we have discussed previously, Jesus is not saying we
should use these workbook thoughts as affirmations to cover or shout down our
misperceptions about ourselves. He is asking us rather to look at our misperceptions,
realizing our terrible self-concepts and images. Looking at these with Jesus constitutes
bringing them to his truth, which we cannot do if we do not know they are there.
Again, nothing in the workbook should ever be taken as analogous to affirmations
that ask us to drown out the ego thought system. This corrects the predominant New
Age emphasis on affirmations, which is an example of using truth as a cover for illusion.
As he does throughout the workbook, Jesus gives us the other side. In addition to
emphasizing our wrong-minded beliefs about ourselves, he also emphasizes the truth
about ourselves; not that we would cover the illusion with the truth, but that we would be
aware we have a choice. I have pointed out many times the importance A Course in
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Miracles places on the power of our minds to choose. However, we cannot make a
meaningful choice if we do not know what we are choosing between. That is why Jesus
sets forth for us in no uncertain terms that we have a wrong mind – the ego’s voice that
lies – and a right mind – the Holy Spirit’s Voice that speaks the truth.
(5) As many practice periods as possible should be undertaken today,
although each one need not exceed a minute or two. They should begin with
telling yourself:
I am the light of the world. That is my only function. That is why I am here.
Then think about these statements for a short while, preferably with your
eyes closed if the situation permits. Let a few related thoughts come to you, and
repeat the idea to yourself if your mind wanders away from the central thought.
Note Jesus again urging us to recall the thought for the day as often as possible,
reminding us of the truth of our Identity, to which we bring the ego’s shabby substitute of
guilt and judgment. Note, too, how Jesus is expecting us to mind wander, and gently
encourages us to overcome our fear and return to the truth of his teaching.
(6) Be sure both to begin and end the day with a practice period. Thus you
will awaken with an acknowledgment of the truth about yourself, reinforce it
throughout the day, and turn to sleep as you reaffirm your function and your only
purpose here. These two practice periods may be longer than the rest, if you find
them helpful and want to extend them.
Jesus’ methodology should be recognizable by now. He wants us continually to
remember the truth about ourselves, so that we have an ongoing standard against which
we can evaluate the ego’s delusions. He also allows us the freedom to do more than he
asks, if we are comfortable.
(7:1-4) Today’s idea goes far beyond the ego’s petty views of what you are
and what your purpose is. As a bringer of salvation, this is obviously necessary.
This is the first of a number of giant steps we will take in the next few weeks. Try
today to begin to build a firm foundation for these advances.
Jesus lets us know that he knows about our choice for the ego – “the ego’s petty
views of what you are” – and so there is no need to deny it. Moreover, it is because of
this choice against our Self that time is required to feel less and less confidence in the
ego’s petty thought system of guilt and fear. Once again, Jesus’ words reflect the
process of choosing against our resistance and for the truth. These lessons thus
become the building blocks on which we will construct a totally new concept of ourselves
– one gentle step at a time.
(7:4-6) Try today to begin to build a firm foundation for these advances. You
are the light of the world. God has built His plan for the salvation of His Son on
you.
Finally, Jesus encourages us to have faith in his process of forgiveness as he
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reminds us of our purpose, and how important these early lessons are in achieving our
goal: remembering the light that is our Identity, brought about by forgetting the darkness
of the ego’s shabby substitute of the separated and guilt-ridden self.
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Forgiveness is my function as the light of the world.
The theme of replacing the ego’s image of ourselves for Jesus’ vision continues in
this and the next lesson. He begins to clarify what it means to say that our function is to
be the light of the world, telling us our function is to forgive. As we know from our study
of the text, and from what we have already seen in our discussions of the workbook,
forgiveness is a process that does not occur between two people, but in our minds,
within the context of a relationship between ourselves and someone else. It is not really
that I forgive you; but rather that I forgive the projection of my self-concept of guilt I
placed onto you. That is indeed all I can forgive, for everything else in my perceptual
world is a projection of this guilt.
(1) It is your forgiveness that will bring the world of darkness to the light. It
is your forgiveness that lets you recognize the light in which you see. Forgiveness
is the demonstration that you are the light of the world. Through your forgiveness
does the truth about yourself return to your memory. Therefore, in your
forgiveness lies your salvation.
Here again, Jesus articulates for us the crucial theme of bringing darkness to
light. We “recognize the light in which we see” because forgiveness removes the veils of
darkness that prevent our vision. It does nothing about the light, but simply removes the
interference to seeing the light. Once done, the light is what remains in our awareness.
As we have seen many, many times, A Course in Miracles is not about the light or
the truth. Its ongoing and consistent focus is on recognizing the darkness, with the help
of Jesus or the Holy Spirit – the essence of forgiveness. We are thus not saved for the
light, but saved from the darkness.
(2:1-2) Illusions about yourself and the world are one. That is why all
forgiveness is a gift to yourself.
This rests on the principle we have seen before: ideas leave not their source. The
world is nothing more than an idea we made up, and which we projected from its source
in our minds. Therefore Jesus is telling us that whatever illusions we hold against others
are the illusions we hold about ourselves. This is the fact because, again, ideas leave
not their source. Even though the principle is not stated here, it is reflected. Thus
forgiveness is not a gift we give to another person. It is a gift we give to ourselves.
(2:3) Your goal is to find out who you are, having denied your Identity by
attacking creation and its Creator.
That is what we did as one Son in the original instant. We chose to forget Who we
are as Christ, at one with our Source, and chose instead to see ourselves as individuals,
separated from perfect Oneness. That is what gave rise to the ego’s wrong-minded
thought system, and therefore it is in the mind that we need correction. Before we can
remember our Identity, we first have to undo the terrible things we taught ourselves
about ourselves. To recall an important statement about our focus, which we shall use
as a recurring motif throughout this book:
Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all of the
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barriers within yourself that you have built against it. It is not necessary to seek for
what is true, but it is necessary to seek for what is false (T-16.IV.6:1-2).
Thus we find out who we are by first finding out who we are not.
(2:4-5) Now you are learning how to remember the truth. For this attack
must be replaced by forgiveness, so that thoughts of life may replace thoughts of
death.
It cannot be said too often that before we can undo our attack thoughts, we first
have to recognize and accept that we have them. Forgiveness makes no sense if we are
not first aware of what needs to be forgiven and undone. That is why it is highly
important – I cannot emphasize this enough, either – that as a student of A Course in
Miracles you do not use its teachings, and especially the workbook exercises, as a
defense against uncovering what you believe is the truth about yourself.
(3:1) Remember that in every attack you call upon your own weakness,
while each time you forgive you call upon the strength of Christ in you.
This theme, mentioned earlier, is central to A Course in Miracles: we always
choose between our weakness and the strength of Christ (T-31.VIII.2:3). Attack
therefore weakens us, while forgiveness truly empowers us and sets us free.
(3:2-4) Do you not then begin to understand what forgiveness will do for
you? It will remove all sense of weakness, strain and fatigue from your mind. It
will take away all fear and guilt and pain.
In other words, forgiveness is the end of all suffering. It should be obvious as you
read this carefully that Jesus is not talking about anything external. The source of all
weakness, strain, fatigue, fear, guilt, and pain is in our minds. Therefore, it is in our
minds that it must be undone. The world seeks always to remove these negative
experiences by changing what is outside, referred to in the Course as magic. It will never
truly work; temporarily perhaps, but it cannot undo the real source of pain in the mind:
our decision to separate, which we alone can reverse.
This idea of forgiveness’ gifts makes its first appearance here, but will return later.
It represents Jesus’ appeal to our selfish interests of feeling better, and being without
pain and sorrow. Again, the world may offer temporary relief, but only forgiveness brings
about true healing.
(3:5) It will restore the invulnerability and power God gave His Son to your
awareness.
Everything in A Course in Miracles has to do with awareness, a mental state. The
awareness of the invulnerability and power (or strength) of Christ that God gave when
He created us is in our minds. The problem is that we have ceased to be aware of it,
covering this strength with the ego’s two-tiered layers of guilt and attack. Thus it is these
coverings of weakness that have to be removed, allowing the true power of God’s Son to
shine forth.
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(4) Let us be glad to begin and end this day by practicing today’s idea, and
to use it as frequently as possible throughout the day. It will help to make the day
as happy for you as God wants you to be. And it will help those around you, as
well as those who seem to be far away in space and time, to share this happiness
with you.
The text teaches us how to be a happy learner (T-14.11), which entails our
willingness to learn the day’s lessons of forgiveness, regardless of the pain of resisting
such learning. Since this is a process occurring in our minds, the dimension beyond time
and space wherein all our brothers are found, our learning reinforces the learning of
everyone. Thus we read in the text how bringing our darkness to the Holy Spirit’s light
allows it to shine in us, for all the Sonship:
He [the Holy Spirit] brings the light of truth into the darkness, and lets it
shine on you. And as it shines your brothers see it, and realizing that this light is
not what you have made, they see in you more than you see. They will be happy
learners of the lesson this light brings to them, because it teaches them release
from nothing and from all the works of nothing. The heavy chains that seem to
bind them to despair they do not see as nothing, until you bring the light to
them.... And you will see it with them. Because you taught them gladness and
release, they will become your teachers in release and gladness (T-14.11.4:3-6,89).
(5) As often as you can, closing your eyes if possible, say to yourself today:
Forgiveness is my function as the light of the world. I would fulfill my
function that I may be happy.
Then devote a minute or two to considering your function and the
happiness and release it will bring you. Let related thoughts come freely, for your
heart will recognize these words, and in your mind is the awareness they are true.
Should your attention wander, repeat the idea and add:
I would remember this because I want to be happy.
The connection between our function of forgiveness and our happiness is clearly
articulated here, and will be returned to presently. The motivation for learning is
therefore our own happiness. We are slowly and gently being taught that the only way
we can be happy is by removing our guilt through forgiveness of others. I have
commented before on the symphonic nature of the workbook. We can see here the
continual introduction of new themes, building up our symphony of learning as we
progress day by day.
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The light of the world brings peace to every mind through my forgiveness.
Lesson 63 returns to the theme of oneness. As we have seen in earlier lessons,
Jesus takes a central theme and keeps developing it. Here he is teaching us that when
we forgive, peace must extend throughout the Sonship, as we all are one mind. It does
not mean, however, that every seeming fragment of the Sonship will accept it
immediately. It simply means I now become another symbol or thought in the mind of
God’s Son, serving as a reminder to make the right choice that alone will bring peace.
(1:1) How holy are you who have the power to bring peace to every mind!
Please note that Jesus does not say to every body. Forgiveness is not something
we physically do with words, for it is a thought we hold as true in our minds. Recall our
previously quoted passage from the manual (M-5.III.2) that healing is shared simply by
our having chosen it, that choice calling to others to make the same one. In this regard
we emulate the Holy Spirit, Who merely reminds us of the right choice:
The Holy Spirit calls you both to remember and to forget. You have chosen
to be in a state of opposition in which opposites are possible. As a result, there
are choices you must make.... Choosing depends on a split mind. The Holy Spirit
is one way of choosing.... [His Voice] merely reminds. It is compelling only
because of what It reminds you of. It brings to your mind the other way, remaining
quiet even in the midst of the turmoil you may make (T-5.II.6:1-3,6-7; 7:4-6).
We thus remind our brothers, as we remind ourselves, that peace is a decision,
and one which unites us all as one Son. I might also point out the similarity inform and
content between this lesson’s first sentence and the opening of “For They Have Come”
in the text:
Think but how holy you must be from whom the Voice for God calls lovingly
unto your brother, that you may awake in him the Voice that answers to your call!
(T-26.IX.1:1)
The symphonic hand of our composer is everywhere present in his masterwork.
(1:2-3) How blessed are you who can learn to recognize the means for
letting this be done through you! What purpose could you have that would bring
you greater happiness?
Again, Jesus is reminding us that forgiveness is the means whereby we shall
attain happiness. This is inevitable once we choose to let go of our judgments, which
keep us separate: the source of all our misery. Once this obstacle is gone, happiness
flows through our minds, unimpeded, and embraces the Sonship as one.
(2:1-2) You are indeed the light of the world with such a function. The Son of
God looks to you for his redemption.
As we shall see a little later, the Son of God looking to us for redemption is
ourselves; the little Child – whom Jesus speaks of in Lesson 182 – Who has wandered
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away: the Child Who represents the Christ in us that we have concealed and forgotten;
the Child Who patiently awaits our forgiveness of others and ourselves; the Child Who
makes it possible to forgive, at the same time He Himself is forgiven. His is the light that
shines in each of us and all of us; His the light that is the Son, who is ourselves.
(2:3-4) It is yours to give him, for it belongs to you. Accept no trivial
purpose or meaningless desire in its place, or you will forget your function and
leave the Son of God in hell.
Implied here is that we make an active choice to choose a “trivial purpose or
meaningless desire” to replace the glorious truth about ourselves. This purpose and
desire expresses some aspect of specialness. We have noted before that specialness
has nothing to do with behavior but with an attitude, whereby we use others – people
and things – as substitutes for the Love of God or the peace of Jesus. Thus, Jesus
speaks about the decision for Heaven or hell.
(2:5-6) This is no idle request that is being asked of you. You are being
asked to accept salvation that it may be yours to give.
The way we give salvation is to accept it in our minds. This acceptance denies the
ego thought system and automatically means we give salvation to the world, which is
one with us. Thus “the simplicity of salvation” (T-31.1), in contrast with the complexity of
the ego’s plan to “save” us from guilt through specialness, thereby reinforcing the very
problem from which we were told we would be saved. In other words, the ego reinforces
our separation from each other, while the Holy Spirit undoes it by teaching our inherent
unity. This is no trivial matter; again, the choice is between Heaven or hell.
(3) Recognizing the importance of this function, we will be happy to
remember it very often today. We will begin the day by acknowledging it, and
close the day with the thought of it in our awareness. And throughout the day we
will repeat this as often as we can:
The light of the world brings peace to every mind through my forgiveness. I
am the means God has appointed for the salvation of the world.
Once again, we see Jesus helping us appreciate the importance to us of frequent
remembrances of the lesson’s central idea. It is what he reminds us of at the text’s close:
how we keep the gift of Christ’s vision that alone ends all suffering. These wonderful
lines will be a frequent reminder to us of the all-inclusive nature of Jesus’ vision:
Yet this a vision is which you must share with everyone you see, for
otherwise you will behold it not. To give this gift is how to make it yours. And God
ordained, in loving kindness, that it be for you (T-31.VI11.8:5-7).
Jesus urges us to forgive all people, for this is the only way we shall know we are
forgiven. In this vision of forgiveness of every mind we find our salvation and the
salvation of the world.
(4:1-3) If you close your eyes, you will probably find it easier to let the
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related thoughts come to you in the minute or two that you should devote to
considering this. Do not, however, wait for such an opportunity. No chance should
be lost for reinforcing today’s idea.
Still one more time, Jesus asks us to waste no opportunity for remembering that
our happiness and function are one.
(4:4-5) Remember that God’s Son looks to you for his salvation. And Who
but your Self must be His Son?
This Self is the Christ in us, the little Child who has seemingly lost His way. Of
course the Child is not lost; we are the ones who have lost awareness of His Presence.
Acceptance of our happy function of forgiveness is what restores this happy awareness
to us.
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Let me not forget my function.
Lesson 64 is even more specific about awareness of our function.
(1:1-2) Today’s idea is merely another way of saying “Let me not wander
into temptation.” The purpose of the world you see is to obscure your function of
forgiveness, and provide you with a justification for forgetting it.
In this explicit statement Jesus tells us again that the purpose of the world is to
obscure our function. The ego made the world to ensure we retain our individuality and
never remember who we truly are, while accepting no responsibility for the separation
from God. That is why the world of specifics was made: to keep the separation real, but
to project responsibility onto others by seeing the sin in them and not ourselves. Lesson
161 addresses this point quite specifically, as we shall see later.
Our function of forgiveness is to become aware that our individuality is an illusion
we made up, in our minds. The unholy trinity of sin, guilt, and fear is also an illusion we
made up – in our minds – as a defense against not choosing our individuality, and that is
what we want to have undone. The purpose of the world is to protect this unholy trinity,
which, in turn, protects our individual existence. The world thus was made as a giant
smoke screen that would conceal from us the Holy Spirit’s correction. As we have
already seen (W-pII.1.2:3), our unforgiving thoughts, firmly placed in the world, protect
the projection of our mind’s guilt so that we never recognize its source and choose
against it. The ego is continually tempting us to see our guilt in another’s body, rather
than in our minds. Near the end of the text Jesus defines temptation as the wish to see
ourselves as a body:
Be vigilant against temptation, then, remembering that it is but a wish,
insane and meaningless, to make yourself a thing [i.e., a body] that you are not.
And think as well upon the thing that you would be instead. It is a thing of
madness, pain and death; a thing of treachery and black despair, of failing
dreams and no remaining hope except to die, and end the dream of fear. This is
temptation; nothing more than this (T-31.VII.14:1-4).
When we see ourselves as bodies, it is inevitable that we shall see others as
bodies as well, attacking them for the body’s origin: the separation thought in our minds,
now judged in another.
(1:3-4) It [the world] is the temptation to abandon God and his Son by taking
on a physical appearance. It is this the body’s eyes look upon.
We made up the world as one Son, which then fragmented into billions of
fragments. Our personal worlds, then, become rooted in our bodies – physical as well as
psychological. Moreover, the sensory apparatus, here represented by the eyes, reports
back to the brain that the world (and therefore not the mind) is real. In this way the body
ensures the thought system of the ego remains untouched and unhealed.
(2:1) Nothing the body’s eyes seem to see can be anything but a form of
temptation, since this was the purpose of the body itself.
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The temptation, to repeat, is to have us believe the ego thought system is real.
This has nothing to do with temptations localized in the body, as traditional religious
systems have defined them. Temptation, rather, represents a thought that says: “I
believe the ego is right and the Holy Spirit is wrong.” He would tell us the body is an
illusion, the underlying thought system of individuality is an illusion, and the dream’s only
truth is the Atonement principle that we never left God. The body’s purpose, therefore, is
nothing less than to obscure the truth. As Jesus states in the text: “Nothing so blinding
as perception of form” (T-22.III.6:7).
Note that Jesus says in the first sentence: “Nothing the body’s eyes seem to see.”
This is because they do not truly see, “seeing” only what the mind told them is there: sin
– in everyone else! And even if we do see it in ourselves, we are convinced it was not
our fault because it was not our choice to come into the world. That is the message our
body’s eyes, and indeed all our sensory organs, were made to perceive: sin is all around
us, but not within. This thought is quite important, as is evidenced by its frequent
mention throughout A Course in Miracles.
(2:2-4) Yet we have learned that the Holy Spirit has another use for all the
illusions you have made, and therefore He sees another purpose in them. To the
Holy Spirit, the world is a place where you learn to forgive yourself what you think
of as your sins. In this perception, the physical appearance of temptation
becomes the spiritual recognition of salvation.
This is what, in the text, Jesus refers to as our special function (T-25.VI). The ego
made special relationships to attack, hurt, and keep us separate; the Holy Spirit uses
those same relationships as a means of undoing the ego’s purpose, so they now
become symbols of healing rather than attack. Consequently, rather than the world
being a prison from which we will never escape, it becomes a classroom in which we
learn how to escape, realizing what we see outside us is nothing other than the
projection of our mind’s decision. By teaching us that happy fact about our happy
function, the Holy Spirit enables us to return to our minds, understanding at last that we
can make another choice.
It is evident, by the way, that Jesus is not asking us to deny the world or our
bodies. He is simply saying: “Bring your experiences to me so I can teach you to look at
them differently. Let me and not your ego be your guide as you go through life, for I will
help you undo the barriers that kept you from my love.” These barriers are never
anything external, having to do only with which teacher we choose to instruct us, and
with which attitude we pursue our lives.
(3:1) To review our last few lessons, your function here is to be the light of
the world, a function given you by God.
By creating us as an extension of His Love and light, God has ensured we are
that same love and light. Our function is simply to be what God created. I might add that
Jesus does not mean that God specifically gave us a specific function, a belief that
nicely serves the ego’s purpose of spiritual specialness; namely, God (or Jesus or the
Holy Spirit) wants me to write this book, teach and/or preach A Course in Miracles, travel
(physically or mentally) to a troubled spot in the world to bring healing, help this specific
person with this specific problem, etc., etc., etc. Our function in this world, rather, is to
learn to forgive. This restores to our awareness our function in Heaven to create. To be
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the light of the world thus reflects both functions: forgiveness undoes the darkness,
which prevents the light of our Identity to shine forth from our minds in blessing the one
world of the one Son.
(3:2-4) It is only the arrogance of the ego that leads you to question this,
and only the fear of the ego that induces you to regard yourself as unworthy of the
task assigned to you by God Himself. The world’s salvation awaits your
forgiveness, because through it does the Son of God escape from all illusions,
and thus from all temptation. The Son of God is you.
Throughout A Course in Miracles – text, workbook, manual for teachers – when
Jesus talks about our need to forgive the Son of God, or that the Son of God needs our
help, he is not talking about a person outside us. He is talking about us, in the context of
a relationship perceived to be outside. Once again, it should be understood that Jesus is
not speaking about a specific behavioral function, but the non-specific function of
forgiveness, common to all. Ours is a unity not only of darkness, but of light; not only
hate, but forgiveness.
(4) Only by fulfilling the function given you by God will you be happy. That
is because your function is to be happy by using the means by which happiness
becomes inevitable. There is no other way. Therefore, every time you choose
whether or not to fulfill your function, you are really choosing whether or not to be
happy.
This echoes the line in Chapter 1 of the text: “All real pleasure comes from doing
God’s Will” (T-1. VII.1:4). Jesus is not against our having pleasure in the world, but is
simply saying that whatever pleasure we have here does not hold a candle to the
pleasure of joining with him in undoing our thoughts of separation and specialness.
Therein lies our happiness. True happiness and joy are not found in getting what we
want here. Nor does true peace. They come when we let go of the barriers to them –
thoughts of sin, guilt, fear, attack, pain, sacrifice, and death. Thus, fulfilling our function –
joining with the Holy Spirit to look at the ego thought system differently – is what makes
us happy.
Our natural state is happiness, but this, again, has nothing to do with the body or
satisfaction of its physical or psychological needs. In this context, happiness is identical
with remembering Who we are as Christ. Once happiness is so defined, whenever we
are separate from our Identity we will be unhappy. We will then inevitably seek
happiness in the special areas of our lives, and will never really find it. Whatever
happiness we do receive will be a few measly crumbs that disappear almost as quickly
as we enjoy them. However, the happiness that Jesus describes lasts, because it has to
do only with the thought of love that transcends time and space entirely.
An added point, already implied above: This lesson explains that if forgiveness is
the means whereby we attain the end of happiness, if we choose not to forgive, we are
really choosing not to be happy. Understanding the causal connection between the
practice of forgiveness and our happiness is what Jesus hopes will provide the
motivation for learning and living his course.
(5:1-6) Let us remember this today. Let us remind ourselves of it in the
morning and again at night, and all through the day as well. Prepare yourself in
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advance for all the decisions you will make today by remembering they are all
really very simple. Each one will lead to happiness or unhappiness. Can such a
simple decision really be difficult to make? Let not the form of the decision
deceive you.
In other words, try not to take too seriously the specific things in your day that you
think will make you happy or unhappy. It is their content that is important; i.e., will they
serve as means to achieve the mind’s end of happiness or unhappiness? The simplicity
of this decision echoes what we mentioned just before about the simplicity of salvation. It
is why there is no order of difficulty in miracles (T-1.I.1:1); no hierarchy of illusions (T23.II.2:3); and why we believe all of this course, or none of it (T-22.II.7:4). Indeed, we
can say that our entire day should be dedicated to learning the simplicity of the Holy
Spirit’s content; a simplicity that belies the complexity of the forms of our lives. This
theme is continued in what follows:
(5:7-10) Complexity of form does not imply complexity of content. It is
impossible that any decision on earth can have a content different from just this
one simple choice. That is the only choice the Holy Spirit sees. Therefore it is the
only choice there is.
These lines are extremely important as a way of counteracting the mistakes that
most students inevitably fall into, and are reminiscent of these previously quoted
statements from the text:
Complexity is of the ego, and is nothing more that the ego’s attempt to
obscure the obvious (I-15.IV.6:2).
Complexity is not of God. How could it be, when all He knows is one? He
knows of one creation, one reality, one truth and but one Son. Nothing conflicts
with oneness. How, then, could there be complexity in Him? (T-26.111.1:1-5)
The issue is thus not to ask the Holy Spirit what you should do: Should I go to
place A or B, be with person A or B, eat food A or B; should I do this, that, or the other
thing? He sees only one simple choice -- God or the ego – encouraging us to ask but
one question: Do I believe the Atonement principle is true or the separation? Since this
is the only choice the Holy Spirit sees, it should be the only choice for which we ask His
help.
On the other hand, because we believe we are specific creatures, with specific
needs, living in a specific world, our experience is that the Holy Spirit gives us specific
advice about what we should specifically do. Later lessons actually even say that, as we
shall see presently. Yet Jesus tells us this is just our experience. The reality is that the
Holy Spirit sees only one possible choice: truth or illusion; which, of course, is no real
choice.
As we go through our day, confronted by the many kinds of decisions we all have
to make seemingly important and unimportant – the only issue we need to attend is
which teacher we will choose. If our choice is the Holy Spirit, we will automatically know
the most loving thing to do in any circumstance. However, when we fixate on asking
Holy Spirit for specific advice, we are going to “hear” specific advice. This means we will
have forgotten our lesson, and will thus have to ask His help each and every time we are
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faced with a problem, or a plan that needs to be made. As Jesus tells us at the end of
the manual, living like this is not practical, “and it is the practical with which this course is
most concerned” (M-29.5:4-7).
Jesus asks us to be mindful of his presence as often as possible, not only asking
him specifically what to do, but simply to think of him. We should do this especially when
we are tempted to have ego thoughts – anxiety, concerns, and, even more to the point,
when we think there is a meaningful choice to be made here. If we have this illusion, we
have already chosen on our own, and will be wrong. The world offers no meaningful
choice, for meaning can only be found in our minds – in the decision between the ego
and the Holy Spirit.
Thus are we slowly, gradually, and gently led to be thinking of Jesus as often as
we can throughout the day. This means being vigilant in our thoughts about how often
we are not thinking of him, how often we do not want to think of him, and how often we
want to do things on our own without asking for help. Our desire to preserve our
specialness impels us to avoid the help that would undo it, but in our right minds we
forgive ourselves for forgetting what we truly want. This gentle and forgiving reminder of
the one choice we need to make is the current running through this discussion, and is
why Jesus repeatedly tells us his course is simple. Incidentally, this simplicity is the
theme of “Rules for Decision,” that important first section of Chapter 30 in the text (T30.I).
Jesus now proceeds with specific instructions for the day, designed to encourage
us in our practicing to remember:
(6) Today, then, let us practice with these thoughts:
Let me not forget my function.
Let me not try to substitute mine for God’s.
Let me forgive and be happy.
At least once devote ten or fifteen minutes today to reflecting on this with
closed eyes. Related thoughts will come to help you, if you remember the crucial
importance of your function to you and to the world.
This concluding sentence is of course the key. We will remember our function of
forgiveness when we recognize its importance for ourselves, and therefore for the
Sonship.
Next, Jesus lets us know that he knows all about our resistance:
(7) In the frequent applications of today’s idea throughout the day, devote
several minutes to reviewing these thoughts, and then thinking about them and
about nothing else. This will be difficult, at first particularly, since you are not
proficient in the mind discipline that it requires. You may need to repeat “Let me
not forget my function” quite often to help you concentrate.
Students need to be careful not to overestimate their advancement in the
curriculum, being tempted to believe that these lessons are simple-minded, and beneath
their “high” spiritual state. It is far better to err on the side of underestimating one’s
spiritual status, if one can use such a horrid phrase. These still-early lessons are helpful
in instilling such humility in us, the companion on the journey that ensures achievement
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of our goal.
The concluding paragraph and set of instructions returns to the eyes closed-eyes
open exercise, reminding us of the lack of true differentiation between the external world
of bodies we perceive and the inner world of our thoughts:
(8) Two forms of shorter practice periods are required. At times, do the
exercises with your eyes closed, trying to concentrate on the thoughts you are
using. At other times, keep your eyes open after reviewing the thoughts, and then
look slowly and unselectively around you, telling yourself:
This is the world it is my function to save.
Recognizing no difference between exercising with eyes open or closed reflects
our recognition that the world it is our function to save is in the mind.
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My only function is the one God gave me.
Whenever we are tempted to think we have a function other than forgiveness, we
should recognize we are involved with a defense. Many of the functions we think we
have seem to be very important: to save the world, family, friends, or job, be a teacher of
A Course in Miracles, etc. Whatever its form, it is not our function, and God did not give
it to us. As we have already discussed, God does not know about specifics, and the
function He “gave” me is simply to remember who I am as His Son. Forgiveness makes
that possible, and that is this lesson’s theme.
(1:1-2) The idea for today reaffirms your commitment to salvation. It also
reminds you that you have no function other than that.
Remember, salvation means being saved from our wrong minds, from believing
we are right and Jesus is wrong. It means undoing the belief we are individuals acting on
our own, necessitating having everyone else be responsible for the misery we chose for
ourselves.
(1:3) Both these thoughts are obviously necessary for a total commitment.
“Both these thoughts” means having the function of salvation, and having no
function but that. It means looking at the positive – our function to forgive – and the
negative – the belief we have another function. In the following sentences Jesus states
even more explicitly our need to be aware of both the right-minded and wrong-minded
perceptions of our function.
(1:4-5) Salvation cannot be the only purpose you hold while you still cherish
others. The full acceptance of salvation as your only function necessarily entails
two phases; the recognition of salvation as your function, and the relinquishment
of all the other goals you have invented for yourself.
Before we can relinquish these other goals, we first have to be aware of them.
That underscores the importance of being honest with ourselves and with Jesus
concerning our pursuit of the ego’s hidden goals of specialness. One can apply here his
plea to us from the text that comes within the context of asking for his help. It is a plea
we shall hear again:
Watch carefully and see what it is you are really asking for. Be very honest
with yourself in this, for we must hide nothing from each other (T-4.111.8:1-2).
Think honestly what you have thought that God would not have thought,
and what you have not thought that God would have you think. Search sincerely
for what you have done and left undone accordingly, and then change your mind
to think with God’s (T-4.IV.2:4-5).
To state this another way: To say “yes” to our true function is to say “no” to the
false ones. In “The Last Unanswered Question” in the text, Jesus says that to answer
“yes” (to the last of the four questions he poses) is to say “not no” (T-21.VII.12). We must
first look at the ego’s denial of the truth – “no” – and then say we do not want this
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anymore – “not no.” As he says earlier in the text, in words that will become increasingly
familiar to us:
The task of the miracle worker thus becomes to dear the denial of truth (T12.II.1:5).
This entails becoming aware of both the manifest and subtle ways in which we
have established what we believe to be our function in life: the purpose for which we
came. We think, in our grandiosity, we were born for some noble purpose. Not true! We
are here to undo the ignoble purpose for which the ego brought us: to blame others for
our sin, leaving us free of all responsibility for how we feel. The undoing of that purpose
– the meaning of forgiveness – is our function, and nothing else.
(2:1) This is the only way in which you can take your rightful place among
the saviors of the world.
At the beginning of the last section of the text, “Choose Once Again,” Jesus asks
us to choose whether we would take our place among the saviors of the world or remain
in hell, holding our brothers there (T-31.VIII.1:5). He recalls for us this significant
statement, much as a composer quotes significant themes from earlier portions of a
symphony.
(2:2-3) This is the only way in which you can say and mean, “My only
function is the one God gave me.” This is the only way in which you can find
peace of mind.
It is worth noting that only is a strong qualifier. Jesus uses it quite frequently
throughout A Course in Miracles, and here he uses it in successive statements. We have
no function other than forgiveness, and the only way we can find peace of mind is to
fulfill this function, which is to undo our ego’s false functions. These always involve our
bodies doing something in the world, thereby making the state of mindlessness real in
our experience and belief. A passage in the manual for teachers, in the context of anger,
describes this process of attaining peace through forgiveness—anger being directed
from one body to another, reinforcing mindlessness; while forgiveness returns us to our
minds and the peace of God:
God’s peace can never come where anger is, for anger must deny that
peace exists. Who sees anger as justified in any way or any circumstance
proclaims that peace is meaningless, and must believe that it cannot exist. In this
condition, peace cannot be found. Therefore, forgiveness is the necessary
condition for finding the peace of God. More than this, given forgiveness there
must be peace (M-20.3:3-7).
Choosing against our anger, or any other expression of the ego’s thought system,
is the only way we become aware of the Holy Spirit’s truth that lies beyond the ego’s
defensive cover.
(3:1-3) Today, and for a number of days to follow, set aside ten to fifteen
minutes for a more sustained practice period, in which you try to understand and
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accept what the idea for the day really means. Today’s idea offers you escape
from all your perceived difficulties. It places the key to the door of peace, which
you have closed upon yourself, in your own hands.
We cannot escape our difficulties until we perceive them. The phrase “perceived
difficulties” means that we believe we have them, even though they are not real. Thus,
we cannot let them go until we first become aware of the ego’s thought system that we
have perceived, as a way of denying it in ourselves. This is thus a re-statement of the
first principle of miracles. Looking at our perceived difficulties with Jesus enables us to
recognize them all as smoke screens for the only problem we truly have: our belief in the
reality of the separation. In this way, our perceived difficulties disappear into the one
problem, which the miracle gently corrects.
Further on in Lesson 121 Jesus says that “forgiveness is the key to happiness.”
The key to the door of happiness is in our hands. It is not in Jesus’ or God’s hands, nor
in the hands of A Course in Miracles, let alone anyone else’s. It is in our hands, for we
alone have the power to open the door or keep it closed – the power to keep our minds
closed to the truth or to the ego’s lies. We are the ones who closed the door on the Holy
Spirit; therefore, we are the only ones who can open it. The Holy Spirit is on the other
side of the door, but He cannot make the choice for us.
Finally, the longer practice period that Jesus continues to suggest reflects his
wish we reflect more and more seriously on the thoughts he is presenting to us. This is
similar to his injunction to Helen and Bill in the early period of the Course’s scribing that
they “study these notes.”*
(3:4) It gives you the answer to all the searching you have done since time
began.
When Jesus says “you have done since time began,” he is not referring to the
individual self you think you are, but the collective Son of God. The searching we have
done – encompassing all levels of existence – is for happiness, peace, and the absence
of pain. Needless to say, we have failed miserably. Indeed, it seems these days as if
there is even more suffering than at any other time in history. This perception is an
illusion, since there is no hierarchy in the illusory world of time and space; yet it certainly
seems as if this were the case. It appears we are denying our egos less and our
defenses have become less effective, and so we search, search, and search for
solutions to our pain. We seek but do not find because we are looking in the wrong
place. That is why it is imperative to remember that forgiveness occurs in the mind, not
anywhere else. It manifests our choice to release our grip on the ego, taking Jesus as
our teacher instead.
Once we have chosen sanely, our new teacher helps us realize our searching has
been in vain, since we persistently sought truth and happiness where they could not be
found. As Jesus tells us near the end of the text:
Real choice is no illusion. But the world has none to offer. All its roads but
lead to disappointment, nothingness and death. There is no choice in its
alternatives. Seek not escape from problems here. The world was made that
problems could not be escaped. Be not deceived by all the different names its
roads are given. They have but one end.... All of them will lead to death.... Think
not that happiness is ever found by following a road away from it. This makes no
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sense, and cannot be the way.... to achieve a goal you must proceed in its
direction, not away from it. And every road that leads the other way will not
advance the purpose to be found.... There is a choice that you have power to
make when you have seen the real alternatives (T-31.IV.2: 1-8,11; 7:1-4; 8:1).
(4:1-2) Try, if possible, to undertake the daily extended practice periods at
approximately the same time each day. Try, also, to determine this time in
advance, and then adhere to it as closely as possible.
As I have mentioned, Jesus provides specific instructions for doing these
exercises, and he tells us here to establish some structure for ourselves, although he will
say presently that this will not be a permanent arrangement. His words imply the
undisciplined nature of our minds, stemming from the fear of regaining our mind’s power
to choose. This fear is so great, that without structured time periods we would easily
allow our practicing to be diverted by fear-induced mind wandering, thus diluting the
efficacy of the workbook to help us choose again. We need external discipline before we
can internalize Jesus’ teachings, so that we may learn to think of him and his message
as often as possible.
This structure we are seeking to impose on ourselves also offers the wonderful
opportunity of learning the depth of our resistance as we forget our extended practice
periods, and then seek to rationalize or deny our fear. We shall discuss this resistance
more extensively later on.
(4:3) The purpose of this [this kind of structure] is to arrange your day so that
you have set apart the time for God, as well as for all the trivial purposes and
goals you will pursue.
Jesus is not telling us to give up our “trivial purposes and goals,” but says instead:
“You can have them, but give me a little time, too, and I will help you structure your day.
You are going to spend ten minutes at this time; ten minutes another time; twenty
minutes still another time. Set up the structure so you do not have to give up what you
want, but also allow some space during the day when you think of me, and let me spend
it with you.” After all, he is not asking for a lot. Jesus is thus providing an example of how
we should be with each other and with ourselves: clear and firm, yet gentle and patient.
Truth does not hit us over the head with itself, but merely reminds us – within the context
of our illusory lives and values – what alone is important to us. Recall again that allimportant idea from the text: The Holy Spirit does not deprive us of our special
relationships, He transforms them (T-17.IV.2:3).
(4:4) This is part of the long-range disciplinary training your mind needs, so
that the Holy Spirit can use it consistently for the purpose He shares with you.
Over and over, Jesus tells us this is a process; a long-range program, which will
become less structured later on. For now, however, such structure is extremely
important. To think you do not need it reflects the ego’s arrogance.
(5) For the longer practice period, begin by reviewing the idea for the day.
Then close your eyes, repeat the idea to yourself once again, and watch your mind
carefully to catch whatever thoughts cross it. At first, make no attempt to
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concentrate only on thoughts related to the idea for the day. Rather, try to uncover
each thought that arises to interfere with it. Note each one as it comes to you, with
as little involvement or concern as possible, dismissing each one by telling
yourself:
This thought reflects a goal that is preventing me from accepting my only
function.
Jesus is telling us our assignment is to pay careful attention to ego thoughts, for it
is these that interfere with our remembering the idea for today. This careful watching is
the focus, for these thoughts are the problem. The mind-searching emphasis here is
reminiscent of the earlier lessons and. in fact, is a practice that should remain with us for
a long, long time. Only by being vigilant for these thoughts can we truly bring them for
undoing to Jesus’ love – our only function – thus removing the obstacles to accepting
our true Identity. Note also that our looking is to be done as much as possible without
anxiety, guilt, or judgment. This helps us not give these thoughts the power the ego
would like us to believe they have.
(6:1-2) After a while, interfering thoughts will become harder to find. Try,
however, to continue a minute or so longer, attempting to catch a few of the idle
thoughts that escaped your attention before, but do not strain or make undo effort
in doing this.
Jesus wants us to pay close attention to these idle thoughts, even if they are
elusive. It is our wanting to find them that is important here, for it reflects the little
willingness he tells us in the text is all the Holy Spirit requires for our healing (e.g. T18.IV,V).
Now comes something of great importance:
(6:3-4) Then tell yourself:
On this clean slate let my true function be written for me.
Our job is to clean the mind’s slate, the overriding emphasis throughout A Course
in Miracles. Our minds are cluttered with thoughts of separation, sin, attack, suffering,
pleasure, specialness, arrogance, and death. This clutter obscures the lucid expression
of the Atonement in our minds. We clean the slate by paying careful, non-judgmental
attention to idle thoughts, realizing we have chosen them as a way of keeping Jesus’
love away. Our function is choosing to remove the clutter; the love just beyond will shine
in and of itself.
(6:5) You need not use these exact words, but try to get the sense of being
willing to have your illusions of purpose be replaced by truth.
Again, we are not the ones who replace them; that is Jesus’ job. Ours is simply to
bring the ego’s illusions to him. Jesus thus appeals to our willingness to have “illusions
of purpose” be replaced by our true function of forgiveness. It is this little willingness –
the motivation to have the darkness of our mistakes corrected by the light – to which
Jesus is always appealing.
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(7) Finally, repeat the idea for today once more, and devote the rest of the
practice period to trying to focus on its importance to you, the relief its
acceptance will bring you by resolving your conflicts once and for all, and the
extent to which you really want salvation in spite of your own foolish ideas to the
contrary.
We continually try to resolve our conflicts by doing external things that require
sacrifice of others, seeing our world as one of conflicting interests: ours versus everyone
else’s. The only real conflict within the dream, however, is the conflict in our minds
between the ego and the Holy Spirit. In truth, of course, that is an illusion, too. But that
conflict is our only problem: “Do I want the ego or Jesus as my teacher?”
Jesus is appealing to our desire for salvation in spite of our foolish beliefs of what
it is. Thus, as we do these exercises, he urges us to focus on the insane and foolish
ways we believe salvation will come to us; what we believe will make us happy, as
opposed to what will truly make us happy.
Another point, which was made earlier and comes up again in the next lesson, is
that our function is to be happy. The problem – the arrogance of the ego – is that we
think we know what happiness is. Humility, on the other hand, says that we do not
understand what will make us happy, but there is One within us Who does. Thus we see
parallel sections in the text “The Confusion of Pain and Joy” (T-7.X) and “The Difference
between Imprisonment and Freedom” (T-8.II) – and the following representative
passages:
The Holy Spirit will direct you only so as to avoid pain. Surely no one would
object to this goal if he recognized it. The problem is not whether what the Holy
Spirit says is true, but whether you want to listen to what He says. You no more
recognize what is painful than you know what is joyful, and are, in fact, very apt to
confuse the two. The Holy Spirit’s main function is to teach you to tell them apart.
What is joyful to you is painful to the ego, and as long as you are in doubt about
what you are, you will be confused about joy and pain (T-7.X.3:1-6).
We have said that the Holy Spirit teaches you the difference between pain
and joy. That is the same as saying He teaches you the difference between
imprisonment and freedom. You cannot make this distinction without Him
because you have taught yourself that imprisonment is freedom. Believing them
to be the same, how can you tell them apart? Can you ask the part of your mind
that taught you to believe they are the same, to teach you how they are different?
(T-8.II.5)
(8) In the shorter practice periods, which should be undertaken at least
once an hour, use this form in applying today’s idea:
My only function is the one God gave me. I want no other and I have no
other.
Sometimes close your eyes as you practice this, and sometimes keep them
open and look about you. It is what you see now that will be totally changed when
you accept today’s idea completely.
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Again, we see the emphasis on the closed eyes-open eyes exercise, reflecting
that ideas leave not their source: our thoughts (closed eyes) remain within, despite the
attempts of the ego’s projection to perceive them outside (open eyes). That is why our
perceptions will be totally changed when we change our thinking.
* See Absence from Felicity: The Story of Helen Schucman and Her Scribing of A
Course in Miracles, pp. 251-252.
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My happiness and my function are one.
This lesson continues the theme of our happiness and function, elaborating on
their unity. The only way we can be happy is to let Jesus be our teacher. That decision
reflects our function of forgiveness. Anything else will not bring us happiness because it
will not last.
(1) You have surely noticed an emphasis throughout our recent lessons on
the connection between fulfilling your function and achieving happiness. This is
because you do not really see the connection. Yet there is more than just a
connection between them; they are the same. Their forms are different, but their
content is completely one.
Another way to say this is that fulfilling our function is the cause, and the effect is
our happiness. When we forgive our thoughts of guilt, hate, and pain, what remains is
happiness, for cause and effect are one. This theme of oneness is expressed throughout
A Course in Miracles, and is the characteristic of Heaven as well as the split mind. Thus
cause and effect, ideas and source, inner and outer – all are one. Cause and effect are
not separated; ideas leave not their source; effects leave not their cause. Again, the
acceptance of our function is the cause, and its effect is our happiness. In truth they are
one and unseparated.
(2:1) The ego does constant battle with the Holy Spirit on the fundamental
question of what your function is.
To the ego, our function is to survive. This is accomplished by projecting
responsibility for the separation onto everyone else, thereby ensuring that we never
return to its source: the mind’s decision for the ego. Needless to say, this is a one-way
battle, since the Holy Spirit knows nothing of the ego’s illusions, except that we have
chosen to identify with them. Because it takes two to wage a war, the very fact that the
Holy Spirit, not to mention God Himself, does not engage the ego in any way ensures
that there is no war. This non-combativeness, otherwise known as defenselessness, is
the essence of the Atonement. The separation, the source of the ego’s war against God,
never occurred because God knows nothing of it. An illusion unrecognized remains an
illusion. However, when confronted, the illusion becomes real in our belief, and thus is
our dream of separation made real for us. Choosing the Atonement undoes this
madness, restoring to our awareness the truth of our Identity as Christ.
(2:2) So does it do constant battle with the Holy Spirit about what your
happiness is.
Happiness to the ego is when we kill. Indeed, its motto is kill or be killed.
Happiness is when we get what we want, which occurs at someone’s expense: I win,
you lose. That’s happiness! Ask the members of a sports team that wins a big game.
The players are happy because the other team lost, and they would not be happy if the
other team had won. Sports are set up so that there cannot be two winners. What we act
out on an athletic field as a participant (or in the stadium as a fan) in a seemingly benign
way reflects the underlying malevolence of the ego thought system of one or the other.
Yet to all this the Holy Spirit gently replies:
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You but mistake interpretation for the truth. And you are wrong. But a
mistake is not a sin, nor has reality been taken from its throne by your mistakes.
God reigns forever, and His laws alone prevail upon you and upon the world. His
Love remains the only thing there is. Fear is illusion, for you are like Him (M18.3:7-12; italics omitted).
In the acceptance of that Love is found our true happiness.
(2:3-6) It is not a two-way battle. The ego attacks and the Holy Spirit does
not respond. He knows what your function is. He knows that it is your happiness.
The Holy Spirit does not respond because there is nothing for Him to respond to.
How could He, the reflection of truth in our minds, respond to an illusion? If He did, the
illusion would be real. As Jesus explains in the text (T-5.II.7:1-5), a passage to which we
shall return frequently, all the Holy Spirit does is remind. He does not overcome,
command, or demand. He does not do anything but simply remind us of the truth. The
passage continues:
The Voice for God is always quiet, because It speaks of peace. Peace is
stronger than war because it heals. War is division, not increase. No one gains
from strife. What profiteth it a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own
soul? If you listen to the wrong voice you have lost sight of your soul (T-5.II.7:712).
The Holy Spirit’s peace is the end of conflict, while the “wrong voice” guides us
into war, wherein we lose our soul. Yet without opposition, the seeming enemy ceases to
be, and what appeared to be a battleground fades “into the nothingness from which it
came” (M-13.1:2). The illusion of the ego’s attacks are brought to the Holy Spirit’s truth,
“and truth saw them not” (M-14.1:10). Thus are they undone, for their seeming reality is
not even recognized. How could they then be responded to?
Nonetheless, the ego continually attempts to make conflict real. In any conflict
there are two opposing forces, of which one will be a winner and the other a loser. To
the Holy Spirit, again, there is no opposing force. There is only God, and nothing else.
For the Holy Spirit, therefore, the way out of conflict is to remind us there is no conflict;
no problem to be solved; no enemy to be confronted and overcome. That fact alone
makes us happy.
(3) Today we will try to go past this wholly meaningless battle and arrive at
the truth about your function. We will not engage in senseless arguments about
what it is. We will not become hopelessly involved in defining happiness and
determining the means for achieving it. We will not indulge the ego by listening to
its attacks on truth. We will merely be glad that we can find out what truth is.
A Course in Miracles’ way of undoing the ego is having us look at it. Nothing else
is required. When we look, we realize there is nothing to see, and thus no point in
defining the ego or arguing with its thought system. Thus we go beyond its illusory
nature to the truth. To quote again these important lines:
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No one can escape from illusions unless he looks at them, for not looking
is the way they are protected. There is no need to shrink from illusions, for they
cannot be dangerous. We are ready to look more closely at the ego’s thought
system because together we have the lamp that will dispel it.... for we must look
first at this to see beyond it, since you have made it real. We will undo this error
quietly together, and then look beyond it to truth.
What is healing but the removal of all that stands in the way of knowledge?
And how else can one dispel illusions except by looking at them directly, without
protecting them? Be not afraid, therefore, for what you will be looking at is the
source of fear, and you are beginning to learn that fear is not real (T-11.V.1:1-3,52:3).
The process of forgiveness thus entails realizing that the ego we thought was
there had no effect. If it had no effect, it could not be a cause; if not a cause, it does not
exist.
Jesus is training us to look at the false functions of specialness we have made as
substitutes for our true function, which is to forgive, and then remember Who we are. He
asks us only to look at the false, for thus is the illusion brought to the truth, and in the
presence of its light, the ego’s darkness disappears.
(4) Our longer practice period today has as its purpose your acceptance of
the fact that not only is there a very real connection between the function God
gave you and your happiness, but that they are actually identical. God gives you
only happiness. Therefore, the function He gave you must be happiness, even if it
appears to be different. Today’s exercises are an attempt to go beyond these
differences in appearance, and recognize a common content where it exists in
truth.
Here Jesus addresses the crucial difference between appearance and reality, not
in terms of what we perceive externally, but within our own experience. So often,
reinforced by religious or spiritual traditions, spiritual aspirants hold to the insane belief
that God demands sacrifice, and pursuing our function means to suffer. Jesus addresses
this insanity in the beginning of Chapter 3 in the text, where he discusses “the terrible
misperception that God Himself persecuted His Own Son on behalf of salvation” (13.1.2:4). He elaborates on this crucial point, using the misperceptions of the crucifixion
as his referent:
God does not believe in retribution. His Mind does not create that way. He
does not hold your “evil” deeds against you. Is it likely that He would hold them
against me? Be very sure that you recognize how utterly impossible this
assumption is, and how entirely it arises from projection. This kind of error is
responsible for a host of related errors, including the belief that God rejected
Adam and forced him out of the Garden of Eden. It is also why you may believe
from time to time that I am misdirecting, you.... Sacrifice is a notion totally
unknown to God. It arises solely from fear, and frightened people can be vicious
(1-3.1.3:4-10; 4:1-2).
This viciousness is not only directed towards others, but ourselves as well. It is
this painful misperception of God demanding sacrifice that Jesus attempts to correct
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here in this lesson: Our happiness and function are one.
Continuing his discussion in paragraph 5, Jesus presents us with a syllogism, a
traditional foam of logic in which you logically prove an argument to be true:
(5:1-4) Begin the ten-to-fifteen-minute practice period by reviewing these
thoughts:
God gives me only happiness.
He has given my function to me.
Therefore my function must be happiness.
If sentences 2 and 3 are true, sentence 4 must be true as well. Therefore,
because the first premise is true (“God gives me only happiness”), as is the second (“He
has given my function to me”), the concluding statement must logically follow (“My
function must be happiness”).
Jesus’ purpose in using this syllogism is to have us realize how none of what we
do in this world will bring us happiness. It is only in recognizing that our attempts fail, and
fail miserably, that we will be motivated to say there must be something else. We will
then understand we have been looking for happiness in the wrong place, and therefore
will never find it. It can be found only if we go within and ask it of our true Teacher. Thus
Jesus says:
(5:5-6:6) Try to see the logic in this sequence, even if you do not yet accept
the conclusion. It is only if the first two thoughts are wrong that the conclusion
could be false. Let us, then, think about the premises for a while, as we are
practicing.
The first premise is that God gives you only happiness. This could be false,
of course, but in order to be false it is necessary to define God as something He is
not. Love cannot give evil, and what is not happiness is evil. God cannot give
what He does not have, and He cannot have what He is not. Unless God gives you
only happiness, He must be evil. And it is this definition of Him you are believing if
you do not accept the first premise.
Jesus is saying that if you do not believe God gives only happiness, you are
making Him into a dualistic being Who will give you happiness along with something
else. For example, the biblical God gives us happiness, but also pain; life, but also
death; good, but also evil. The God Jesus depicts in A Course in Miracles thus corrects
the dualistically divine figure of the Bible. He tells us God can give us only happiness, for
He knows only of perfect Oneness: He thus gives only what is Himself, and cannot give
anything else. This is because there is nothing else.
To continue this argument: If God gives you happiness and evil, then evil must be
a part of Him, too. Remember, ideas leave not their source. Thus, if evil exists and God
is the source of everything, evil must have its source in God. This means the biblical
divinity not only has God within Himself, but also the devil. Thus Jesus encourages us to
look at this, asking ourselves if this could possibly be true.
And now, the second premise:
(7:1-4) The second premise is that God has given you your function. We
have seen that there are only two parts of your mind. One is ruled by the ego, and
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is made up of illusions. The other is the home of the Holy Spirit, where truth
abides.
This of course is the description of the right- and wrong-minded parts of the split
mind.
The next sentence gives us a very clear statement, by implication, of the third part
of the mind, what we call the decision maker.
(7:5) There are no other guides but these to choose between ...
Accordingly, there must be some part of our minds that chooses between the ego
and the Holy Spirit.
(7:5)... and no other outcomes possible as a result of your choice but the
fear that the ego always engenders, and the love that the Holy Spirit always offers
to replace it.
There are only two outcomes, effects, or contents that are possible in this world:
love or fear. Everything else is simply an expression of either one of those two thoughts.
That is why in Lesson 64 Jesus said: “Complexity of form does not imply complexity of
content.” The world was made to confuse us and complicate what is, in essence, a very
simple choice: I choose the ego, and fear and pain are the unhappy result; I choose the
Holy Spirit, and happiness and peace are the happy result. Simple.
(8) Thus, it must be that your function is established by God through His
Voice, or is made by the ego which you have made to replace Him. Which is true?
Unless God gave your function to you, it must be the gift of the ego. Does the ego
really have gifts to give, being itself an illusion and offering only the illusion of
gifts?
Jesus tells us the ego cannot give us any real gifts; and therefore it cannot give
us anything that is true. Hence, God alone gives us our function. The problem, as
always, is that there still remains our insanity that prefers the ego’s “gifts” of separation
and individuality to the loving gift of God’s Oneness. Since the ego’s “gifts” to us must
entail pain and suffering, we gladly bear its burden if it means our continual existence.
Jesus’ challenge as our teacher is to convince us that happiness comes from choosing
to return to being, our true Self.
(9) Think about this during the longer practice period today. Think also
about the many forms the illusion of your function has taken in your mind, and the
many ways in which you tried to find salvation under the ego’s guidance. Did you
find it? Were you happy? Did they bring you peace? We need great honesty today.
Remember the outcomes fairly, and consider also whether it was ever reasonable
to expect happiness from anything the ego ever proposed. Yet the ego is the only
alternative to the Holy Spirit’s Voice.
Once again, Jesus is emphasizing the necessity of paying careful attention to our
egos. Before we can remember the function God has given us, we first have to look at
the functions we have given ourselves as replacements for God’s gifts. He is asking us
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to be completely honest about whether any of these functions, indeed anything of this
world has truly made us happy. Needless to say, Jesus is not talking about the transient
happiness we all experience from time to time, which again, is when we get what we
want. He refers to a happiness that is so deep it cannot be undone by anything else. It is
this honesty that Jesus requires of us throughout our study and practice of A Course in
Miracles, without which the ego will successfully slip away unnoticed into our
unconscious, only to wreak havoc on our lives and on the world.
Paragraph 10 is another statement of the important theme, one or the other, God
or the ego. In this case it refers not to one or the other in the ego system but one or the
other in the sense that there can only be God or the ego, but not both:
(10:1-4) You will listen to madness or hear the truth. Try to make this choice
as you think about the premises on which our conclusion rests. We can share in
this conclusion, but in no other. For God Himself shares it with us.
Because God Himself shares it with us, it must be true. Anything else, then, would
be a lie. The simplicity of this underlies the simplicity of our decision making: To choose
God is to reject the ego’s madness; to choose the ego is to reject God’s truth. One leads
to happiness; the other to misery. What could be simpler than that?
(10:5-8) Today’s idea is another giant stride in the perception of the same as
the same, and the different as different. On one side stand all illusions. All truth
stands on the other. Let us try today to realize that only the truth is true.
This theme is found all through A Course in Miracles. Near the end of the
workbook Jesus says, for example: “Christ’s Second Coming gives the Son of God this
gift: to hear the Voice for God proclaim that what is false is false, and what is true has
never changed” (W-pII.10.1:1) – one or the other. In the New Year’s Prayer that ends
Chapter 15, we read: “Make this year different by making it all the same” (T-15.XI.10:11).
In other words, in our right-minded experience, everything is the same because
everything serves the same purpose of forgiveness, which alone will bring us happiness.
To the ego there are many different ways of achieving happiness. What
establishes me as different from you is that if I am happy, you are not. Therefore, if I
want to be happy, you have to lose. That makes us different. I do not realize that if I am
unhappy, you will be unhappy, and vice versa. It cannot be that I attack you and not be
attacked myself, nor can I forgive you without forgiving myself, since we are not different
but the same one Son with one wrong-minded function to attack, and one right-minded
function to forgive. This point is emphasized at the end of Chapter 22, concluding a
discussion of the holy relationship:
Only the different can attack. So you conclude because you can attack,
you and your brother must be different. Yet does the Holy Spirit explain this
differently. Because you and your brother are not different, you cannot attack.
Either position is a logical conclusion. Either could be maintained, but never both.
The only question to be answered in order to decide which must be true is
whether you and your brother are different. From the position of what you
understand you seem to be, and therefore can attack. Of the alternatives, this
seems more natural and more in line with your experience. And therefore it is
necessary that you have other experiences, more in line with truth, to teach you
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what is natural and true (T-22.VI.13).
(11) In the shorter practice periods, which would be most helpful today if
undertaken twice an hour, this form of the application is suggested:
My happiness and function are one, because God has given me both.
It will not take more than a minute, and probably less, to repeat these words
slowly and think about them a little while as you say them.
It should be striking to us to see how easily we forget. Twice an hour to remember
how happy forgiveness makes us is not really very much time, except to the ego, which
jealously covets each and every unholy instant. Therefore, when we are not able to think
about the words of the exercise twice an hour, we should at some point think about our
resistance to doing so. Such non-judgmental thinking – the meaning of looking with the
Holy Spirit – will yield abundant rewards each and every time we remember to forgive
ourselves for forgetting.
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Love created me like itself.
(1:1-5) Today’s idea is a complete and accurate statement of what you are.
This is why you are the light of the world. This is why God appointed you as the
world’s savior. This is why the Son of God looks to you for his salvation. He is
saved by what you are.
The Son of God is saved by what I am because the Son of God is what I am. If I
am a creation of love, the entire Sonship must be a creation of love because love is one.
Thus when we remember Who we truly are, we are remembering for all. You may recall
the motto of Dumas’ three musketeers: One for all and all for one.
(1:6) We will make every effort today to reach this truth about you, and to
realize fully, if only for a moment, that it is the truth.
The long-range goal of A Course in Miracles is that we become aware of this truth
all the time, not just for a moment. Jesus therefore says to us: am willing to accept as
our goal for today that we have at least one moment of remembering that you are love.”
We would then understand he is reflecting back to us that this is a process of gradually
accepting the truth, as we gradually reject the illusion by correcting the ego’s substitution
of a self-concept of guilt and fear for the memory that we are created by love like itself.
(2:1-7) In the longer practice period, we will think about your reality and its
wholly unchanged and unchangeable nature. We will begin by repeating this truth
about you, and then spend a few minutes adding some relevant thoughts, such
as:
Holiness created me holy.
Kindness created me kind.
Helpfulness created me helpful.
Perfection created me perfect.
Any attribute which is in accord with God as He defines Himself is
appropriate for use.
Jesus is emphasizing what is true about us, a truth to which we are always asked
to bring the illusion. Clearly, Jesus knows that we do not believe this about ourselves. If
we did, we would not be needing the workbook, and certainly not A Course in Miracles
itself. Thus he seeks to reinforce the memory he holds for us in our right minds.
However, lest we forget we have another side, which is the problem, he reminds us of
the journey on which he is leading us, as we now read:
(2:8) We are trying today to undo your definition of God and replace it with
His Own.
Jesus explains that truth is in us, and continually reminds us of its nature; but he
also reminds us that the means of remembering truth is to undo what we made as its
replacement. Thus, our ego’s God is a dualistic deity, which means that His creation –
us – must be dualistic, too: good perhaps, but also evil; sometimes innocent, but guilty
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as well. When brought to Jesus’ definition, the ego’s deity is replaced by the nondualistic God of innocence and Love.
(2:9) We are also trying to emphasize that you are part of His definition of
Himself.
Jesus goes back and forth between these two self-concepts, because we do. Our
fear impels us to hide in the ego’s thought system of separation; while the pain of such a
choice motivates us to return home. We vacillate between fear and love until we finally
accept the Atonement for ourselves, at which point all teaching ends as we disappear
into the love that created us like itself.
(3:1-2) After you have gone over several such related thoughts, try to let all
thoughts drop away for a brief preparatory interval, and then try to reach past all
your images and preconceptions about yourself to the truth in you. If love created
you like itself, this Self must be in you.
We have seen this idea often. Before we can remember who we truly are, we
must first allow ourselves to get in touch with who the ego tells us we are. The path thus
takes us through the illusions of darkness to the light of truth. As we shall see presently,
Jesus describes himself as our guide on this journey through the ego’s clouds of illusion.
(3:3) And somewhere in your mind It is there for you to find.
That truth, namely the Love of God, “is there for [us] to find.” Once again, the way
we reach the truth is first to reach past our “images and preconceptions,” which we
cannot do until we know what they are. That is why in our daily practice of the lessons,
let alone our practice of the Course’s principles – in all situations and relationships – we
must continually be vigilant for what our egos are up to. We need not worry about what
Jesus is up to; we need be concerned only for our egos. If we can look at them with
Jesus, our investment in being right will decrease, allowing truth to become increasingly
important to us. In other words, we shall finally have sought for what we truly want to
find. And seeking for it, we shall be successful, since “it is there for [us] to find.”
(4) You may find it necessary to repeat the idea for today from time to time
to replace distracting thoughts. You may also find that this is not sufficient, and
that you need to continue adding other thoughts related to the truth about
yourself. Yet perhaps you will succeed in going past that, and through the interval
of thoughtlessness to the awareness of a blazing light in which you recognize
yourself as love created you. Be confident that you will do much today to bring
that awareness nearer, whether you feel you have succeeded or not.
It is important to note, once again, that instructions such as these should not be
compared to what is referred to in some New Age circles as “affirmations” – positive
statements we are asked to recite that end up as covers for our ego’s negative thoughts,
thereby making it impossible for them to be undone. Undoing, as described in A Course
in Miracles, means looking at the ego first, as the prerequisite for the process of moving
beyond the darkness to the light. Thus, from time to time, as he does here, Jesus
reminds us of the light to which we bring the darkness of our “thoughtlessness,” which
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consists of the ego’s attempts to distract us with thoughts that are not real. Yet, to
repeat, one cannot regain awareness of the blazing light of our real thoughts without first
recognizing our identification with the unreal (or thought-less) ones.
Jesus concludes this paragraph by expressing his confidence in our willingness to
undergo this process with him, even though our resistance to such progress will most
likely still be present:
(5:1-2) It will be particularly helpful today to practice the idea for the day as
often as you can. You need to hear the truth about yourself as frequently as
possible, because your mind is so preoccupied with false self-images.
In this one sentence we find a wonderful juxtaposition of both halves of our split
minds, and the basic theme of A Course in Miracles: We must realize how preoccupied
we are with our false self-images or self-concepts. These might include: I am right; I am
holy because I am right; I am an individual; I am special; I know what is in my best
interests. We must become aware of our preoccupation with these self-images,
otherwise we will never know there is something we can choose between. Jesus
therefore tells us, in the workbook especially: “I will remind you frequently of who you
really are, so you can see you have a choice between the glorious Self of Christ and the
shabby one you made as a replacement.” It is our awareness of the ability to choose
between two mutually exclusive self-concepts that allows us in the end to make the
choice that is the end. Bringing us to this awareness is the function of the miracle.
(5:3-4) Four or five times an hour, and perhaps even more, it would be most
beneficial to remind yourself that love created you like itself. Hear the truth about
yourself in this.
Jesus is upping the ante here. He wants us to think about the day’s lesson as
often as possible, up to four or five times an hour; i.e., every twelve or fifteen minutes.
Jesus does not truly expect us to be so focused on the truth. After all, we ran away from
it into the illusory world of time and space just so we would be distracted from the
timeless truth of Heaven. Nonetheless, he does want us to make the effort, which, if we
attempt it faithfully, will make us aware of how much we do not want to remember. Such
insight into our resistance, as we have seen and will see repeatedly, is extraordinarily
useful on our journey. We cannot correct a problem we do not know we have, and are so
resistant to letting go.
(6) Try to realize in the shorter practice periods that this is not your tiny,
solitary voice that tells you this. This is the Voice for God, reminding you of your
Father and your Self. This is the Voice of truth, replacing everything that the ego
tells you about yourself with the simple truth about the Son of God. You were
created by love like itself.
The Holy Spirit cannot replace my ego with His truth unless I bring the ego
thought system to Him. That is why, to say it again – and again and again – be evervigilant for your ego as you go through these lessons. Ask Jesus to join you there, so
that with his light you can shine away the darkness, and thereby remember who you are:
created by love like itself.
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Love holds no grievances.
As I have mentioned before, there are places in the workbook where lessons
cluster around a specific theme. These next few lessons focus on the role that attack –
holding grievances or judgments – plays in the ego’s plan to preserve our individuality
and keep the Love of God away. While the term is never found in the workbook, Jesus’
discussion of attack and holding grievances is based on the dynamics of special hate
relationships.
(1:1-2) You who were created by love like itself can hold no grievances and
know your Self. To hold a grievance is to forget who you are.
These two sentences unmistakably point out why we hold on to grievances. The
purpose of the ego thought system is to ensure that we would not know our true Self,
thus forgetting Who we are. The Holy Spirit is the principle of the Atonement, and if we
chose His counsel instead of the ego’s He would remind us of our Identity as Christ,
God’s one Son, perfectly united with His Father. Thus, if we turned to the Holy Spirit we
would automatically remember. If God’s Son is perfect Oneness, and our Identity as
God’s Son is Love, all we need do to keep this Identity from awareness is accentuate
differences within the Sonship. Attack, grievances, or judgments accomplish this goal by
conveying to others that they are different and separate from us. At that point, of course,
love is out the window. Special love is certainly welcomed, but the Love of God no
longer has a home in our minds.
Banishing love from our minds is the ego’s bottom line, and explains why
practically everyone has trouble with true intimacy, friendship, and love. In these holy
relationships there are no barriers: no special interests, special needs, or special
expectations – only an experience of the oneness of shared purpose. Therefore, if it is
this oneness we fear because it reflects Who we are in reality, we will do everything
possible to keep it away. These lessons highlight how attack and grievances accomplish
just that.
(1:3) To hold a grievance is to see yourself as a body.
This makes perfect sense when you realize that the body is the thought of
separation given form. If the body is real, then the source of the body – the thought of
being separate from God – must also be real. In Lesson 161, Jesus talks about the need
for us to have specifics: if we are to hate, we must hate a body. Needless to say, if I hate
a body, I must be a body, too. This bodily identification is the underlying motivation for all
attack thoughts and grievances.
(1:4) To hold a grievance is to let the ego rule your mind and to condemn
the body to death.
In my conscious mind I may think it is your body I am condemning to death
through my attack; but in reality, since ideas leave not their source, it is my own self I am
condemning. Once the ego thought system of separation is accorded reality, the entirety
of that thought system is accorded reality as well. Death, being the culmination of the
thought system of sin, guilt, and fear, is thus inevitable.
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(1:5) Perhaps you do not yet fully realize just what holding grievances does
to your mind.
Whenever we are angry or entertain thoughts of annoyance or judgment, we are
not aware of the consequences. In one sense we could say that the purpose of A
Course in Miracles is to have us see the disastrous effects – to us – of holding
grievances. Remember that this is a course in helping us remember the relationship
between cause and effect. In this context the cause is holding grievances, and its effects
are misery and suffering. However, if we are not aware of the causal connection
between our attack thoughts and pain, there will be no motivation to let the grievances
go. One of Jesus’ principal “burdens” as our teacher is to have us realize the
consequence of holding on to these grievances. And here it is:
(1:6) It seems to split you off from your Source and make you unlike Him.
Note that Jesus says “seems to split you off.” Holding on to grievances seems to
split us off because, in reality, the separation never occurred. Within our nightmare
illusions of anger, we are not only split off from the person at whom we are angry, but
also from God. Since all is one within our split minds, what we believe we do to one, we
do to the other. As this passage succinctly states, in the context of the need to forgive
our brother:
He represents his Father, Whom you see as offering both life and death to
you.
Brother, He gives but life. Yet what you see as gifts your brother offers
represent the gifts you dream your Father gives to you (T-27.VII.15:7-16:2).
This now is why God stands behind our brothers in forgiveness and
unforgiveness alike:
(1:7) It makes you believe that He is like what you think you have become,
for no one can conceive of his Creator as unlike himself.
This is an important concept. In fact we are going to see it repeated very shortly in
Lesson 72. The meaning is this: If I believe I have attacked, and the original attack
thought is against God, I will automatically project the thought and believe God will
attack me. When I split off a part of myself I do not want – a self always associated with
guilt – I inevitably make another self that is perceived outside me. This self is literally
made in my image and likeness; a carbon copy of a thought that I believe I can deny and
be rid of. But since ideas leave not their source, the ideas of my attack and guilt remain
with me. I am unaware this is so because I believe I have gotten rid of them through
projection, and thus see the guilt in another. The following passage from the text nicely
expresses this dynamic, which inevitably ends up separating us from our selves, at the
same time separating us from each other – a perfect result for the ego:
What you project you disown, and therefore do not believe is yours. You
are excluding yourself by the very judgment that you are different from the one on
whom you project. Since you have also judged against what you project, you
continue to attack it because you continue to keep it separated. By doing this
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unconsciously, you try to keep the fact that you attacked yourself out of
awareness, and thus imagine that you have made yourself safe.
Yet projection will always hurt you. It reinforces your belief in your own split
mind, and its only purpose is to keep the separation going.... Projection and
attack are inevitably related, because projection is always a means of justifying
attack. Anger without projection is impossible. The ego uses projection only to
destroy your perception of both yourself and your brothers. The process begins
by excluding something that exists in you but which you do not want, and leads
directly to excluding you from your brothers (1-6.11.2; 3:1-2,5-8).
This highlights the importance of never forgetting the Course’s underlying
metaphysics. If there is no one out there, and the world is nothing but a projection of
what I believe is in me, everything I see outside comes from me. When we dream at
night, the characters, events, places, and symbols in the dream are split-off parts of our
self; different aspects of a personality we now perceive outside us in the dream. It works
the same way with our waking dreams.
Thus it is impossible I see anyone as unlike me, because everyone is made like
me, whether it is God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, or people in my everyday life. Therefore, if I
see myself as separate from you, I have made separation real, which makes real my
separation from God. This is the source of my self-accusation that I am a sinner.
Projecting this out, I automatically see God as a sinner, too. This is the figure of God we
know and “love” in the Bible; the God Who is literally made up in our image and likeness.
He is thus as insane as we, filled with our beloved specialness. The law of projection
ensures that it cannot be otherwise.
(2:1) Shut off from your Self, which remains aware of Its likeness to Its
Creator, your Self seems to sleep, while the part of your mind that weaves
illusions in its sleep appears to be awake.
Jesus here juxtaposes the image of Christ truly awake, yet appearing to be
asleep, with our ego self really asleep, yet dreaming its life. This split self appears to be
awake because we actually think we live. Our Self (Christ), in truth, can never fall
asleep. It but seems to sleep, a “sleep” that is buried in our minds, protected by the
ego’s thought system of guilt and attack.
(2:2-5) Can all this arise from holding grievances? Oh, yes! For he who
holds grievances denies he was created by love, and his Creator has become
fearful to him in his dream of hate. Who can dream of hatred and not fear God?
This is an expression of the ego’s “unholy trinity” of sin, guilt, and fear: I believe I
have separated from God (sin); I am overwhelmed by the horror of what I have done
(guilt); I project out my guilt and see God (as well as everyone who comes to symbolize
this vengeful God) out to steal from me what I believe I stole from Him (fear). It is
impossible for us to hold a grievance against anyone and not believe, in the end, that
God is going to punish us for it. This is the dynamic Jesus wants us to recognize. He
does not want us to feel guilty because we have attack thoughts; he simply wants us to
be aware of why we are choosing them, and the consequences of our decision. He
wants us to understand as well that as long as we think our function is to get rid of guilt
through attack, we will never know real happiness. This is why he tells us that our
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function and happiness are one. Our function is to let go of our grievances and forgive,
allowing to surface the Holy Spirit’s thoughts of love, which alone can make us happy.
The connection between our unforgiveness and the fear of God is highlighted in this
statement from the last obstacle to peace:
Before complete forgiveness you still stand unforgiving. You are afraid of
God because you fear your brother. Those you do not forgive you fear. And no
one reaches love with fear beside him (T-19.IV-D.11:4-7).
The importance of our understanding this dynamic of cause and effect,
unforgiveness and fear, is reflected by how often Jesus returns to it, as we shall continue
to see in the workbook.
(3:1) It is as sure that those who hold grievances will redefine God in their
own image, as it is certain that God created them like Himself, and defined them
as part of Him.
The truth is that God and His Son are alike, but in Love and perfect Oneness. The
ego says God and His Son are alike, but in guilt and perfect separation. Voltaire’s
famous bons mots are always relevant:
God created man in his own image. And then man returned the compliment.
(3:2) It is as sure that those who hold grievances will suffer guilt, as it is
certain that those who forgive will find peace.
As we learn from many other passages in A Course in Miracles, the cause of our
suffering and pain, without exception, is guilt. The following passage from the text, from
which we have already quoted, is representative:
Once you were unaware of what the cause of everything the world
appeared to thrust upon you, uninvited and unasked, must really be. Of one thing
you were sure: Of all the many causes you perceived as bringing pain and suffering to you, your guilt was not among them. Nor did you in any way request
them for yourself. This is how all illusions came about. The one who makes them
does not see himself as making them, and their reality does not depend on him.
Whatever cause they have is something quite apart from him, and what he sees
is separate from his mind. He cannot doubt his dreams’ reality, because he does
not see the part he plays in making them and making them seem real (T27.VII.7:3-9).
What holds our guilt in place is attack thoughts, and so we can conclude that
these thoughts, born of our guilt, are the cause of our unhappiness and misery.
Recognition of this is essential if we are to be motivated to give up attack through
forgiveness. Only then can we find the peace we so desperately seek.
(3:3) It is as sure that those who hold grievances will forget who they are, as
it is certain that those who forgive will remember.
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We want to remember our underlying motivation, which is to forget Who we are.
We want to forget, because in the memory of our Identity there is no specialness,
uniqueness, or individuality that we know of as ourselves. What keeps that memory
away is guilt, the pain of which is defended against by holding projected grievances
against everyone else.
(4:1-2) Would you not be willing to relinquish your grievances if you
believed all this were so? Perhaps you do not think you can let your grievances
go.
It is the ego’s voice that tells us A Course in Miracles is too difficult, our hate-filled
judgments too overwhelming, our fear too great, and finally that there is no hope of
meaningful change. Yet the reader may recall the passage we have already presented
from the beginning of Chapter 31 (T-31.I.5), where Jesus gently chides us for believing
our minds are not powerful enough to learn his course and practice its principles of
forgiveness.
(4:3) That, however, is simply a matter of motivation.
Another way of characterizing A Course in Miracles is to say it is about
motivation. Therefore, we must realize that we all have a secret motivation, a hidden
agenda that says: “I do not want to awaken from the dream and return home; I do not
want to let go of my grievances.” That is the hidden motivation. Until we are aware of
these secret thoughts, we cannot change them. That is why it is so important to be
honest with ourselves about this secret motivation of not wanting to awaken from the
dream. If we are truly honest, we would realize that what we really want is to live in this
world, but more happily, and to bend this course to suit our ego’s purpose. Thus Jesus
implores us in the text, as we have seen, to be honest with him, which naturally means
with ourselves. His words are worth another read:
Watch carefully and see what it is you are really asking for. Be very honest
with yourself in this, for we must hide nothing from each other (T-4.III.8:1-2).
Think honestly what you have thought that God would not have thought,
and what you have not thought that God would have you think. Search sincerely
for what you have done and left undone accordingly, and then change your mind
to think with God’s. This may seem hard to do, but it is much easier than trying to
think against it (T-4.IV.2:4-6).
Jesus is helping us realize that what we are doing will not make us happy. Special
relationships may work temporarily, but will not bring the peace of God, as forgiveness
most certainly will. Our honesty, allowing us to join with him, is what brings about this
happy effect.
(4:4-5) Today we will try to find out how you would feel without them
[grievances]. If you succeed even by ever so little, there will never be a problem in
motivation ever again.
Once we allow Jesus to come into our minds, which means allowing ourselves to
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come into his, we would know the peace of God. Even though we may be tempted to
shut him out again, there will always be a part of us that knows the experience of being
truly happy when we were with him. When we let go of our attack thoughts, judgments,
and specialness, we are truly happy. If we listen, we can hear him say the following
words to us, which would ultimately motivate us to make them our own. Thus we shall
repeat them from time to time:
You have no idea of the tremendous release and deep peace that comes
from meeting yourself and your brothers totally without judgment (T-3.VI.3:1).
(5:1) Begin today’s extended practice period by searching your mind for
those against whom you hold what you regard as major grievances.
This is an exercise that Jesus repeats many times in the workbook It is another
example of the honesty he asks us to practice: to look truly at those against whom we
hold grievances. The purpose of this looking, it goes without saying, is to learn to let the
grievances go. By remembering the pain to us of holding on to them, we would be
motivated at last to release our brothers, thereby releasing ourselves.
(5:2-3) Some of these will be quite easy to find. Then think of the seemingly
minor grievances you hold against those you like and even think you love.
Jesus is talking about both special hate and special love. It is not just a matter of
locating the rage we might feel toward a specific person; these feelings are relatively
easy to locate in our minds. What is even more important is to identify the feelings that
are more subtle, especially those that hide beneath the face of special love. Jesus also
underscores his earlier point in Lesson 21 about no degrees of anger, which he also
makes in the manual for teachers:
It [Anger] may be merely slight irritation, perhaps too mild to be even
clearly recognized. Or it may also take the foam of intense rage, accompanied by
thoughts of violence, fantasied or apparently acted out. It does not matter. All of
these reactions are the same. They obscure the truth, and this can never be a
matter of degree. Either truth is apparent, or it is not. It cannot be partially
recognized. Who is unaware of truth must look upon illusions (M-17.4:4-11).
Anything not of God is illusory, regardless of its seeming magnitude.
(5:4-5) It will quickly become apparent that there is no one against whom
you do not cherish grievances of some sort. This has left you alone in all the
universe in your perception of yourself.
These are lines no one likes! Yet what Jesus says must be so if the Sonship of
God is one. If I literally make up the world in my image of self-hatred, no matter how
many billions of fragments exist in the universe I projected, there will be a part of me that
hates everyone. If you think you do not harbor this hatred within you, think a moment on
the people you think you love. Imagine what happens when they do not do or say what
you want. Feeling disappointed or even mildly annoyed is, once again, but a veil drawn
over the face of intense fury.
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As long as you cherish attack thoughts toward yourself, and believe your
individuality is what you want, it is impossible to perceive anyone with love. It is thus
important to become aware of these subtle grievances. Remember, since the Sonship of
God is one, if you claim that you hold grievances against many people, but not this one
particular person, remember how angry, annoyed, hurt, and disappointed you felt when
this wonderful person did not do or say what you wanted. The unfortunate effect of this
dynamic is that it has “left you alone in all the universe in your perception of yourself.”
This is where the ego begins: the belief we have murdered God and destroyed Christ,
leaving us isolated in our universe of separation. Since we do not want to accept
responsibility for this condition, we project the thought and make a universe of billions
and billions of people – those we love and those we hate. We no longer feel alone or
separate, though we indeed are, for our original thought has never left its source: “I am
all alone, and I have done this terrible thing.”
Specialness, then, is an attempt to cover the searing anxiety of the separation so
we could end up thinking: “I am not alone in my hatred of these people, because these
others agree with me”; or, “I am not alone because this loved one is with me.” From the
point of view of purpose – the only meaningful perspective for understanding the dream
– special love and special hate are the same. Their forms differ, but the content of
separation and guilt remains the same.
(6:1-3) Determine now to see all these people as friends. Say to them all,
thinking of each one in turn as you do so:
I would see you as my friend, that I may remember you are part of me and
come to know myself.
The important theme of oneness returns. Jesus does not pretend, though, that we
are going to be successful in doing this exercise. It is an exercise he wants us to practice
doing, by understanding our insane thinking that there really are some people we could
like and some we could hate. In terms of foam, this does not mean we need to spend
our lives with everyone. Rather, when we spend our lives with specific people – the
classrooms we all have – we would not, in our minds, exclude anyone else. It is very
easy, when we find people whom we love because they meet our special needs, to use
the relationship as a standard by which we judge the people who have failed us in the
past: e.g., “I never met anyone like you before.” “No one has ever been so kind.” “No
one has ever really understood me until now.” Thoughts like these signal that the allinclusive love of Jesus is not being expressed.
(6:4-9) Spend the remainder of the practice period trying to think of yourself
as completely at peace with everyone and everything, safe in a world that protects
you and loves you, and that you love in return. Try to feel safety surrounding you,
hovering over you and holding you up. Try to believe, however briefly, that
nothing can harm you in any way. At the end of the practice period tell yourself:
Love holds no grievances. When I let all my grievances go I will know I am
perfectly safe.
Jesus wants us to think about our safety when in the midst of feeling unsafe. He
knows our ability to do this at this point is limited; that is why he uses the phrase
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“however briefly.” However, he wants us to become accustomed to our split minds: the
ego’s thought system of danger and the Holy Spirit’s correction of safety. Only then can
we exercise the mind’s power to bring the unsafe to the safe, the darkness to the light,
the grievance to the love.
(7) The short practice periods should include a quick application of today’s
idea in this form, whenever any thought of grievance arises against anyone,
physically present or not:
Love holds no grievances. Let me not betray my Self.
In addition, repeat the idea several times an hour in this form:
Love holds no grievances. I would wake to my Self by laying all my
grievances aside and wakening in Him.
Still once again, Jesus reminds us to maintain vigilance for our ego’s antics, so
we may look at them with his gentle love beside us, enabling them to disappear. To
paraphrase the rhetorical question (T-23.IV.9:8) we cited earlier: Who, with the Love of
God beside him, would find the choice between grievances or forgiveness hard to
make?
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My grievances hide the light of the world in me.
(1:1) No one can look upon what your grievances conceal.
That is the main idea. The “light of the world” is the Holy Spirit in our minds, the
memory of God’s Love we have sought so strenuously to forget. In Lesson 136, Jesus
talks about the double shield of oblivion. The subject there is sickness, but we could also
speak of attack since it shares the same dynamic. We are shielding the light of the
world—the memory of our Identity as Christ – which awaits our choosing to remember it.
The first shield is guilt, our self-hatred. The second shield arises when we project our
mind’s guilt and attack bodies. Attacking ourselves constitutes sickness; attacking others
is anger. Thus the purpose of holding grievances is to allow us to say: “The guilt is not in
me, but in you.” This second shield protects us from guilt, which in turn protects us from
love.
(1:2) Because your grievances are hiding the light of the world in you,
everyone stands in darkness, and you beside him.
The Sonship is one. If I take Jesus’ hand and stand in his light, the whole Sonship
stands with me. If I drop his hand, my mind again fills with the darkness of my sin and
guilt. The Sonship is there with me as well, at least in my deluded mind.
(1:3-5) But as the veil of your grievances is lifted, you are released with him.
Share your salvation now with him who stood beside you when you were in hell.
He is your brother in the light of the world that saves you both.
This lifting of the veil – the essence of forgiveness or the miracle – has nothing to
do with what the other person does or does not accept, believe, or perceive. It has to do
only with what is in our minds, the dream’s sphere of action. There is nothing within us
but the thoughts of Heaven or hell, the us that is God’s one Son.
(2) Today let us make another real attempt to reach the light in you. Before
we undertake this in our more extended practice periods, let us devote several
minutes to thinking about what we are trying to do. We are literally attempting to
get in touch with the salvation of the world. We are trying to see past the veil of
darkness that keeps it concealed. We are trying to let the veil be lifted, and to see
the tears of God’s Son disappear in the sunlight.
First and foremost, we need keep in mind how much we do not want to do this. In
the presence of the light of Christ, our individuality is gone. It is this we fear, the
birthplace of our resistance to A Course in Miracles and, more specifically, to this type of
lesson.
The chart below parallels Jesus’ discussion in this and the following lesson. The
circle in the center represents the circle of light to which he will refer presently. For the
purposes of these lessons, this will be the locus of the right mind. As Jesus will explain,
this contains the reflection of our real Self. The true Self, of course, is not in the illusion.
We cover truth’s reflection with a circle of clouds, which relates to our physical
experience. We believe – the you to whom Jesus speaks – we are a body in the clouds.
The you is placed in quotation marks because it is not the real you – for the same
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reason decision maker is in quotation marks – which is in the mind.

We believe we are in the clouds, and therefore do not see anything else. If you
are in the midst of a cloud bank you do not see the sun. If flying on a cloudy day, you do
not see sunlight until the plane goes through the clouds. We have already seen portions
of a passage in which Jesus uses the image of clouds hiding our guilt. Here is more of
that passage, beginning with the perceptual illusions found in observing a bank of
clouds:
Yet in this cloud bank it is easy to see a whole world rising. A solid
mountain range, a lake, a city, all rise in your imagination, and from the clouds the
messengers of your perception return to you, assuring you that it is there. Figures
stand out and move about, actions seem real, and forms appear and shift from
loveliness to the grotesque. And back and forth they go, as long as you would
play the game of children’s make-believe. Yet however long you play it, and
regardless of how much imagination you bring to it, you do not confuse it with the
world below, nor seek to make it real.
So should it be with the dark clouds of guilt, no more impenetrable and no
more substantial. You will not bruise yourself against them in traveling through.
Let your Guide teach you their unsubstantial nature as He leads you past them,
for beneath them is a world of light whereon they cast no shadows. Their
shadows lie upon the world beyond them, still further from the light. Yet from them
to the light their shadows cannot fall (T-18.IX.7-8).
Once you pass though the clouds, you see the sun and its light. They had not
disappeared, even though the clouds adversely affected our sight. The obvious point is
that our belief in sin and guilt has not affected the love that is our Self Once again, that
lovely line: “Not one note in Heaven’s song was missed” (T-26.V.5:4).
(3) Let us begin our longer practice period today with the full realization that
this is so, and with real determination to reach what is dearer to us than all else.
Salvation is our only need. There is no other purpose here, and no other function
to fulfill. Learning salvation is our only goal. Let us end the ancient search today
by finding the light in us, and holding it up for everyone who searches with us to
look upon and rejoice.
More words of encouragement from Jesus, urging us to remember why we are
here, as we set aside our “ancient [and futile] search” that led nowhere. Now, having
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chosen the light instead of darkness, we become reminders for others to make the
choice we have made.
(4) Very quietly now, with your eyes closed, try to let go of all the content
that generally occupies your consciousness. Think of your mind as a vast circle,
surrounded by a layer of heavy, dark clouds. You can see only the clouds because
you seem to be standing outside the circle and quite apart from it.
The you, once again, is the you I have put in quotation marks on the chart. The
content Jesus asks us to let go of involves grievances of the past, thoughts of present
specialness, and fears of the future – all having to do with bodies. We see only the
clouds because we are in the clouds. We stand outside the circle of light, and therefore
believe we are “quite apart from it.” Guilt is the great blinder of the universe. Once
having identified with it, we cannot but “see” through its eyes. But such eyes were made
not to see, as we have already discussed. Thus we cannot see the circle of light, even
though it is all around us; indeed, even though it is us.
(5:1) From where you stand, you can see no reason to believe there is a
brilliant light hidden by the clouds.
In other words, to continue the point just made above, all we know is our
individuality and specialness – what we believe is real. Because we perceive a world of
bodies, an insanity shared by billions of others, we believe this to be reality, and we are
not aware of the truth underneath. Again, guilt’s darkness blinds us to the light. Recall
that important statement:
Nothing so blinding as perception of form (T-22.111.6:7).
(5:2-5) The clouds seem to be the only reality. They seem to be all there is to
see. Therefore, you do not attempt to go through them and past them, which is the
only way in which you would be really convinced of their lack of substance. We
will make this attempt today.
We do not attempt to go through and past the clouds because we do not see any
reason to do so. Like Plato’s chained prisoners who saw only the back of the cave,
oblivious to the source of the shadows cast upon the wall, we know of nothing else. We
thus have no recourse but to rearrange the clouds in order to feel better. For example,
we make artificial light so we may see: literally the artificial light of electricity, the
metaphysically artificial light of the sun, and, perhaps most importantly, the artificial light
of our specialness. Not knowing the true light, we do the best we can. We think our
problems are in the cloud banks of the world, just as we believe our solutions are found
there as well. The ego’s strategy of establishing mindlessness as reality has been
remarkably successful.
(6:1) After you have thought about the importance of what you are trying to
do for yourself and the world...
Realize again that Jesus is not talking about saving an external world – There is
no external world! He is talking about the world we believe in, projected from our minds.
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We believe in a world of separation from God, the home of sin, guilt, fear, attack, and
death. We project this thought system, and now believe a world exists outside us and
needs to be saved. Again, when Jesus speaks of our being the saving light of the world,
he is clearly not talking about anything external, which would be the exact opposite of his
message. We save the world because we save ourselves; we save ourselves because
we save the world – our self and the world are one and the same: ideas leave not their
source. The following succinctly summarizes Jesus’ teachings on the mind-world
relationship, and the nature of salvation:
For it [the world] is made out of what you do not want, projected from your
mind because you are afraid of it. Yet this world is only in the mind of its maker,
along with his real salvation. Do not believe it is outside of yourself, for only by
recognizing where it is will you gain control over it. For you do have control over
your mind, since the mind is the mechanism of decision (T-12.III.9:7- 1 0).
(6:1-3) ...try to settle down in perfect stillness, remembering only how much
you want to reach the light in you today, – now! Determine to go past the clouds.
Reach out and touch them in your mind.
By saying “touch them in your mind,” Jesus emphasizes that the clouds are not
external. They are the mind’s attack thoughts, projected as bodily experience. This
emphasis, needless to say, reflects the undoing of the ego’s strategy of mindlessness by
having us recall that we have a mind. It also reflects Jesus’ encouraging us to choose
happiness, which can only be attained through choosing to be led through the clouds of
guilt to the light of truth.
(6:4-5) Brush them aside with your hand; feel them resting on your cheeks
and forehead and eyelids as you go through them. Go on; clouds cannot stop you.
This is another way of saying illusions have no power unless we choose to give it
to them. What motivates us to learn this lesson is recognizing that our specialness does
not work for us. The cessation of our pain thus becomes our motivation:
Tolerance for pain may be high, but it is not without limit. Eventually
everyone begins to recognize, however dimly, that there must be a better way (T2.III.3:5-6).
Our pain causes us to admit we were wrong. Holding judgments, grievances,
specialness in any form does not work. Nothing works, except letting them all go. At
some point we will come to accept this truth for ourselves. Until then, the lesson is
merely something we do on the level of behavior. The clouds of guilt cannot stop us
unless our minds give them the power to do so.
(7) If you are doing the exercises properly, you will begin to feel a sense of
being lifted up and carried ahead. Your little effort and small determination call on
the power of the universe to help you, and God Himself will raise you from
darkness into light. You are in accord with His Will. You cannot fail because your
will is His.
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How can we lose? This, of course, is the whole point. Our egos want us to lose,
and we do not even know it! We cannot lose because “the outcome is as certain as God”
(T-4.II.5:8). We learn this is true when we accept the Atonement for ourselves, meaning
we accept the happy fact that the separation from God never happened. All that is
required for this acceptance is our “little effort and small determination” – our little
willingness – to allow this truth to be restored to our awareness by the Holy Spirit, as
Jesus assures us in the following passages in the context of the holy instant:
The holy instant is the result of your determination to be holy.... You
prepare your mind for it only to the extent of recognizing that you want it above all
else. It is not necessary that you do more; indeed, it is necessary that you realize
that you cannot do more.... The holy instant does not come from your little
willingness alone. It is always the result of your small willingness combined with
the unlimited power of God’s Will (T-18.IV.1:1,4-5; 4:1-2).
Your part is only to offer Him [the Holy Spirit] a little willingness to let Him
remove all fear and hatred, and to be forgiven. On your little faith, joined with His
understanding, He will build your part in the Atonement and make sure that you
fulfill it easily. And with Him, you will build a ladder planted in the solid rock of
faith, and rising even to Heaven (T-18.V.2:5-7).
(8:1-2) Have confidence in your Father today, and be certain that He has
heard you and answered you. You may not recognize His answer yet, but you can
indeed be sure that it is given you and you will yet receive it.
This passage is important because it reflects to us that Jesus knows this is a
process: “You may not recognize His answer yet.” He is not expecting us
instantaneously to go through the clouds of illusion to his light. As in many, many other
places, Jesus reminds us of the goal, the strength of our desire to achieve it, and how
much practice we have ahead of us. Yet again, “the outcome is as certain as God,” and
merely awaits the diminution of our fear that we may accept God’s answer.
(8:3-5) Try, as you attempt to go through the clouds to the light, to hold this
confidence in your mind. Try to remember that you are at last joining your will to
God’s. Try to keep the thought clearly in mind that what you undertake with God
must succeed.
This, then, becomes the prototype for living in the world. As we experience the
ego’s clouds of guilt and fear, anxiety and depression, we try to remember Who goes
with us. It is only through this experience of trust in a power that is not us – the Love of
God and not the ego – that we are finally able to go through the clouds to the light. As
Jesus explains, speaking of the circle of fear in words we have already quoted:
Yet God can bring you there, if you are willing to follow the Holy Spirit
through seeming terror, trusting Him not to abandon you and leave you there. For
it is not His purpose to frighten you, but only yours. You are severely tempted to
abandon Him at the outside ring of fear [the circle of fear], but He would lead you
safely through and far beyond (T-18.IX.3:7-9).
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Because of our Companion we must succeed, for truth will always succeed over
illusion, since truth is all there is.
(8:6) Then let the power of God work in you and through you, that His Will
and yours be done.
As we have just seen, we are not the ones who bring about this union, but the
power of God. This really means the Holy Spirit, Who restores to our awareness the
unity of wills that is our only reality.
(9:1-2) In the shorter practice periods, which you will want to do as often as
possible in view of the importance of today’s idea to you and your happiness,
remind yourself that your grievances are hiding the light of the world from your
awareness. Remind yourself also that you are not searching for it alone, and that
you do know where to look for it.
Jesus is not referring to himself or the Holy Spirit here. They do not search. He
means we are not searching for the light alone, because our brothers are one with us in
the Sonship of God. That understanding comes when we ask for help of the Holy Spirit
instead of the insane ego, whenever we are tempted to hold on to a grievance.
Motivation for such a shift comes with the recognition that our happiness depends
on it:
(9:3-6) Say, then:
My grievances hide the light of the world in me. I cannot see what I have
hidden. Yet I want to let it be revealed to me, for my salvation and the salvation of
the world.
Not only our happiness depends on it, but our salvation from the hell of guilt; not
only our salvation, but that of all the Sonship since, once again, our minds are one.
(9:7-8) Also, be sure to tell yourself:
If I hold this grievance the light of the world will be hidden from me,
if you are tempted to hold anything against anyone today.
In other words, Jesus tells us we should monitor our minds for all attack thoughts
– “large” or “small,” “justified” or “unjustified” – and realize that they are hiding the light of
the world form us. Set aside the fact that our grievances are hiding the light from this
other person; they are keeping us in darkness. Our release is the motivation – the only
motivation that will truly work – for letting them go.
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My salvation comes from me.
This is an important lesson, from which we quote a great deal. The reason for its
importance lies in its explicit statement that the problem of guilt is in our minds. In other
words, the cause of our distress is within, as is its undoing. They are not, and cannot be
found in anything external.
(1:1) All temptation is nothing more than some form of the basic temptation
not to believe the idea for today.
This is the purpose of all special relationships, which proclaim: My salvation
comes from you whoever or whatever that special person, substance, or activity appears
to be. What makes me happy comes not from my mind’s choice, but from what is
external to it. The truth, of course, is that salvation can come only from the mind, since
slavation (to indulge in some word play) comes only from the mind as well.
(1:2-3) Salvation seems to come from anywhere except from you. So, too,
does the source of guilt.
What is appealing about the workbook is that most of the time you do not have
the complicated discussions found in the text. The statements are so clear it will astound
you how your eyes pass right over them. If you have done the workbook in the past and
are reading it again, you will be surprised at how much you did not remember or even
notice the first time around. The above is an example of such simplicity.
(1:4-6) You see neither guilt nor salvation as in your own mind and nowhere
else. When you realize that all guilt is solely an invention of your mind, you also
realize that guilt and salvation must be in the same place. In understanding this
you are saved.
The purpose of the ego’s thought system is to keep the problem away from the
answer. The ego makes guilt up as the defense against salvation – the acceptance of
the Atonement that is in our right minds. It tells us to take the problem of guilt and project
it onto someone else. Our problem now has become someone else’s guilt, not our own.
Thus we spend the rest of our lives – as individuals and as a society – trying to solve the
mind’s problem of guilt that is perceived to be outside us. We attempt to alleviate pain by
external behavior, yet all the time the real problem – our choice to be a special and guilty
individual – is safely buried by the ego’s defensive strategy. This is the double shield of
oblivion – guilt and body – we have already discussed.
(2:1) The seeming cost of accepting today’s idea is this: It means that
nothing outside yourself can save you; nothing outside yourself can give you
peace.
This includes A Course in Miracles, its author, and God. There is no one and
nothing outside that can save us. From the perspective of the Course, this means the
end of all gurus, in the popularized expression of this Eastern practice. Only our mind’s
power to choose – and this cannot be said often enough – can bring us salvation and
peace.
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(2:2) But it also means that nothing outside yourself can hurt you, or disturb
your peace or upset you in any way.
If one is true the other must be true, too, because there is nothing outside our
minds. No one outside can help us because there is no one outside; nothing outside can
harm us because there is nothing outside. This is another way of understanding “the
simplicity of salvation” (T-31.I).
(2:3-5) Today’s idea places you in charge of the universe, where you belong
because of what you are. This is not a role that can be partially accepted. And you
must surely begin to see that accepting it is salvation.
This is not referring to the universe of Heaven, but to the universe of our minds
and the world. We are in charge because we are the ones who chose it. The you in
charge of this universe, again, is the decision maker. It has chosen to be in the dream,
but can just as easily choose to be outside it.
To say that this role cannot be partially accepted means that we cannot
legitimately claim: “Yes, I can help myself here, but someone else has to help me there”;
or “I can ask Jesus for help with this particular problem, but not for the others.”
Forgiveness works all the time, or else it does not work at all. Remember that this is an
all or nothing course.
(3:1-2) It may not, however, be clear to you why the recognition that guilt is
in your own mind entails the realization that salvation is there as well. God would
not have put the remedy for the sickness where it cannot help.
As a brief summary of what was discussed in my Preface to these volumes, let
me return to the theme of the language of A Course in Miracles. If taken literally, 3:2
would mean that God does things. Obviously making it real, He has seen the error of sin
and sickness, and gives us the answer. Jesus’ words do say this, as they sometimes do
in the text as well.* To repeat a most important point, however, these are the words of
metaphor. God does not have a plan in response to the separation, nor does He create
the Holy Spirit and place Him in our minds. Moreover, our Creator does not set up an
elaborate plan of the Atonement whereby his Sons will awaken from the dream. Jesus
just finished telling us there is nothing outside that can save us. Yet he says here that
God does save us! If so, He must be a dualistic Being Who is external to the one He is
saving.
Jesus uses this dualistic language in A Course in Miracles because it is one with
which we can identify; a comforting way of speaking since it is familiar to us. Recall the
passage we discussed before from “The Link to Truth” (T-25.I.5-7): Being thoroughly
identified with a separated (i.e., dualistic) self, the state of perfect Oneness is unknown
to us and so would the “language” that spoke of it. Thus Jesus utilizes the “ego
framework” (C-in.3:l) in which to express his teachings – the reflection of non-duality is
what ultimately will lead us to non-duality.
We return now to the sentence I just read, and continue:
(3:2-3) God would not have put the remedy for the sickness where it cannot
help. That is the way your mind has worked, but hardly His.
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In other words, our minds have separated the problem from the solution.
Fortunately, “God thinks otherwise” (T-23.I.2:7). The memory of His Love enables us to
bring the problem (projected from the mind) back to the solution (in the mind).
(3:4) He wants you to be healed, so He has kept the Source of healing where
the need for healing lies.
To repeat, God does not want you to be healed. If He did, He would recognize
that you are sick. If so, He would be making the error real. To state it again, this is a
comforting set of symbols that we all find reassuring. It is important to understand this is
why A Course in Miracles is written dualistically. The non-dualistic truth is that God, by
virtue of His very nature, is the ever-present Source of healing: His memory in our
separated – and thus sick minds.
(4:1) You have tried to do just the opposite, making every attempt, however
distorted and fantastic it might be, to separate healing from the sickness for which
it was intended, and thus keep the sickness.
We have already discussed that the ego’s real fear is not of the Love of God,
about which it knows nothing, but of the mind’s power to make the right choice – the
decision maker’s ability to say: “I chose the ego falsely, but there is a principle of truth in
my mind still available for me to choose.” That ability to correct the mistaken decision is
the ego’s fear, which supplies the motivation to carry out its strategy of making the Son
of God mindless, thereby protecting itself against the “attack” of the Son’s power to
change his mind.
The solution, therefore, is in our minds, because that is the source of the problem,
which does not lie in the ego thought system itself, but in our decision to identify with it.
Consequently, the solution does not rest in changing the ego thought system (the first
shield of oblivion), let alone the material expression of the ego thought system (the
second shield of oblivion). The solution lies in changing our minds about the ego thought
system. To cite again the wonderful line:
Therefore, seek not to change the world, but choose to change your mind
about the world (T-21.in.1:7).
Changing our minds is therefore what A Course in Miracles is about, as we see
over and over again in these lessons. This goal of the Course should be quite evident by
now, as should the place of the workbook in its curriculum.
Let me re-read the first sentence of the paragraph: “You have tried to do just the
opposite, making every attempt, however distorted and fantastic it might be, to separate
healing from the sickness for which it was intended, and thus keep the sickness.” That is
what we want: to keep the sickness of specialness. The intricate thought system of the
ego and the complex world which arose from it have one purpose only: to keep the
sickness of believing we are special, autonomous, and separate from God.
(4:2-3) Your purpose was to ensure that healing did not occur. God’s
purpose was to ensure that it did.
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Remember, the you whose purpose Jesus is talking about is the decision maker
that likes the idea of being on its own. This puts the Son in direct opposition to God,
Whose Will is that He and His Son are one and never separate, as the next paragraph
reflects:
(5) Today we practice realizing that God’s Will and ours are really the same
in this. God wants us to be healed, and we do not really want to be sick, because it
makes us unhappy. Therefore, in accepting the idea for today, we are really in
agreement with God. He does not want us to be sick. Neither do we. He wants us
to be healed. So do we.
Jesus has to convince us that holding onto grievances makes us unhappy. It may
make everyone else unhappy, too. However, the only motivation that will work is ending
our misery and pain. We are not going to study and practice A Course in Miracles
because Jesus says we should, but because we finally recognized that everything we
tried on our own has failed. We accept at last that only joining with Jesus will make us
happy. Our decision to be with him thus reflects the union of our will with God’s,
reflecting the decision to heal the separation.
(6) We are ready for two longer practice periods today, each of which
should last some ten to fifteen minutes. We will, however, still let you decide when
to undertake them. We will follow this practice for a number of lessons, and it
would again be well to decide in advance when would be a good time to lay aside
for each of them, and then adhering to your own decisions as closely as possible.
Once again we see Jesus asking us to impose some structure on our practicing. It
is not much, to be sure, but it is a beginning. His purpose here, as always, is to
encourage us to pursue our training of wanting to think along with him, so that we can
forget our egos and remember God.
(7) Begin these practice periods by repeating the idea for today, adding a
statement signifying your recognition that salvation comes from nothing outside
of you. You might put it this way:
My salvation comes from me. It cannot come from anywhere else.
Then devote a few minutes, with your eyes closed, to reviewing some of the
external places where you have looked for salvation in the past;—in other people,
in possessions, in various situations and events, and in self-concepts that you
sought to make real. Recognize that it is not there, and tell yourself:
My salvation cannot come from any of these things. My salvation comes
from me and only from me.
This is the purpose of our special relationships: the belief we can be helped and
made happy by something other than God. The purpose of this exercise is to review how
important this concept has been in our lives, and how painful. This is what will impel us,
finally, to make the choice that will bring us true help and happiness.
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(8:1-5) Now we will try again to reach the light in you, which is where your
salvation is. You cannot find it in the clouds that surround the light, and it is in
them you have been looking for it. It is not there. It is past the clouds and in the
light beyond. Remember that you will have to go through the clouds before you
can reach the light.
The aforementioned chart (see lesson 69) will serve us here as well, illustrating
the process of moving beyond the clouds to the light; beyond the illusions of our special
relationships to the truth of forgiveness. These lines make a very important statement:
We cannot go from where we think we are directly to Heaven; we must first go through
the clouds of illusions. That is why Jesus teaches that freedom lies in looking at the
special hate relationship (T-16.IV.1:1). We must look at our disturbed, sick, insane, and
hateful thoughts before we can move past them to the love that is underneath. Salvation
cannot be found in the clouds of the world, but only in the light of Atonement the ego has
kept hidden, but which has never ceased to shine in our minds.
(8:6) But remember also that you have never found anything in the cloud
patterns you imagined that endured, or that you wanted.
We do not really believe this; there is a part of us that still believes there is hope
for something here. We believe our specialness will yet work; we just have to do it better.
This kind of thinking is why we feel A Course in Miracles does not help us. And so we
have to be reminded – continually reminded – how nothing in the world has ever, or will
ever, satisfy our longing for love and peace.
(9) Since all illusions of salvation have failed you, surely you do not want to
remain in the clouds, looking vainly for idols there, when you could so easily walk
on into the light of real salvation. Try to pass the clouds by whatever means
appeals to you. If it helps you, think of me holding your hand and leading you.
And I assure you this will be no idle fantasy.
This is one of the very few places in the workbook where Jesus speaks of himself
Needless to say, it is a powerful statement. He is saying: “You would do much better
going through the clouds with me.” In fact, as Jesus makes it clear in other places: “You
cannot go through the clouds without me.” That is why, for example, he says that he
needs you as much as you need him (T-8.V.6:10), a reference we have already seen. As
long as you believe you are an individual body, you need another individual body to help
you; a hand to hold as guide through the morass of specialness. When you attempt to go
through the ego’s clouds of guilt by yourself you are doomed to failure, for such attempt
is a shadowy fragment of the original error of trying to exist and create by ourselves –
without God.
In the end there is no you, no Jesus, no clouds – only God. But that is at the end.
As long as you identify yourself as a student of his course, Jesus’ help is extraordinarily
meaningful. This is echoed in the plea to us in the clarification of terms, which states that
although it is Jesus’ message that is ultimately important, he can still be of help to us:
Jesus is for you the bearer of Christ’s single message of the Love of God.
You need no other. It is possible to read his words and benefit from them without
accepting him into your life. Yet he would help you yet a little more if you will
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share your pains and joys with him, and leave them both to find the peace of God
(C-5.6:4-7).
Thus Jesus says: “Do not make this journey without me.”
(10) For the short and frequent practice periods today, remind yourself that
your salvation comes from you, and nothing but your own thoughts can hamper
your progress. You are free from all external interference. You are in charge of
your salvation. You are in charge of the salvation of the world. Say, then:
My salvation comes from me. Nothing outside of me can hold me back.
Within me is the world’s salvation and my own.
The lesson closes with the important reminder that we are no longer justified in
shifting responsibility for our spiritual impediments from ourselves to external influences.
Jesus wants us to remember as often as possible throughout the day that salvation
comes only from us. This is bad news to our egos, but the best news for the part of our
minds that wants to return home. Nothing in the world can prevent this return, and since
this is what we truly want, we cannot help but succeed.
* See Few Choose to Listen, Vol. 2 of The Message of A Course in Miracles, for a
complete discussion of this linguistic characteristic of the Course, along with relevant
examples.
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Only God’s plan for salvation will work.
This is not a very happy thought for the ego, because we still think our plans for
salvation will work. To say it again, God does not have a plan. Terms like these are used
because they are familiar and easily understood. We must always keep in mind,
however, that they are Jesus’ symbols of forgiveness to correct the ego’s symbols of sin
and punishment. In the Bible, and in the religions that have sprung from the Bible, God
certainly does have a plan. The plan Jesus speaks of here is much different, as we have
already seen, and will see again in this lesson.
(1:1-2) You may not realize that the ego has set up a plan for salvation in
opposition to God’s. It is this plan in which you believe.
Most of us do not think when living our special love and hate relationships that we
are actively choosing against God. That is why Jesus asks in the text that if we knew our
special relationships were a triumph over God, would we want them? (T-16.V.10:1) He is
helping us understand that not only do we have a plan to save ourselves from pain, but
this plan directly opposes God. It is helpful to think about this one-or-the-other aspect of
our lives, for perceiving the situation as it is will enable us to change our minds and
make the correct choice.
(1:3) Since it is the opposite of God’s, you also believe that to accept God’s
plan in place of the ego’s is to be damned.
That is what we believe: If we accept God’s plan and forgive, our individuality is
over and we are damned to eternal oblivion. This is reminiscent of the crucial discussion
in the text where Jesus explains the ego’s upside-down thinking: good is bad, and bad is
good; forgiveness is to be shunned, and guilt embraced:
Much of the ego’s strange behavior is directly attributable to its definition of
guilt. To the ego, the guiltless are guilty. Those who do not attack are its
“enemies” because, by not valuing its interpretation of salvation, they are in an
excellent position to let it go.... When it [the ego] was confronted with the real
guiltlessness of God’s Son [i.e., Jesus] it did attempt to kill him, and the reason it
gave was that guiltlessness is blasphemous to God. To the ego, the ego is God,
and guiltlessness must be interpreted as the final guilt that fully justifies murder
(T-13.11.4:1-3; 6:2-3).
(1:4-5) This sounds preposterous, of course. Yet after we have considered
just what the ego’s plan is, perhaps you will realize that, however preposterous it
may be, you do believe in it.
You may recall that in “The Laws of Chaos” Jesus says the very same thing. He
describes the insanity of the ego’s five laws, and then states:
You would maintain, and think it true, that you do not believe these
senseless laws, nor act upon them. And when you look at what they say, they
cannot be believed. Brother, you do believe them (T-23.11.18:1-3).
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Jesus knows we believe in the ego’s plan, because we believe we are here. This
means we believe projection is salvation, for it protects us from the mind’s Atonement
principle, the home of the memory of God’s Love.
(2:1) The ego’s plan for salvation centers around holding grievances.
You couldn’t ask for a simpler statement, and one more directly reflective of the
ego’s use of projection. This leads to a cogent description of specialness:
(2:2-5) It maintains that, if someone else spoke or acted differently, if some
external circumstance or event were changed, you would be saved. Thus, the
source of salvation is constantly perceived as outside yourself. Each grievance
you hold is a declaration, and an assertion in which you believe, that says, “If this
were different, I would be saved.” The change of mind necessary for salvation is
thus demanded of everyone and everything except yourself.
There is not a person in this world who does not identify with this thought system,
for it is what made and sustains the world. In The Interpretation of Dreams Freud set
forth his theory that all dreams are fulfillments of wishes. Jesus would take this same
principle and expand it to all dreams: sleeping and waking. The physical universe as a
macrocosm, and our individual world as a microcosm, were specifically made to fulfill the
ego’s secret wish of maintaining the separation, but shifting responsibility for it to others.
Thus we all have our ego’s cake of separation, and eat and enjoy it because someone
else will pay the price for it. “The Picture of Crucifixion” offers a trenchant expression of
this dynamic of selfishness and hate, wherein we preserve our innocence at the expense
of someone else’s guilt, for which the other will be punished instead of ourselves:
Every pain you suffer do you see as proof that he is guilty of attack. Thus
would you make yourself to be the sign that he has lost his innocence, and need
but look on you to realize that he has been condemned. And what to you has
been unfair will come to him in righteousness. The unjust vengeance that you
suffer now belongs to him, and when it rests on him are you set free....
Whenever you consent to suffer pain, to be deprived, unfairly treated or in
need of anything, you but accuse your brother of attack upon God’s Son. You
hold a picture of your crucifixion before his eyes, that he may see his sins are writ
in Heaven in your blood and death, and go before him, closing off the gate and
damning him to hell (T-27.I.2:2-5; 3:1-2).
We shall return to this essential component of the ego’s plan for salvation.
(3:1-2) The role assigned to your own mind in this plan, then, is simply to
determine what, other than itself, must change if you are to be saved. According
to this insane plan, any perceived source of salvation is acceptable provided that
it will not work.
In the next paragraph Jesus describes this as the ego’s maxim -- “Seek and do
not find” – what everyone does. It is so clearly expressed here that there is no need to
belabor it. It is the essence of projection, the heart of the ego’s thought system, and its
insurance that nothing will ever change in the mind of God’s Son.
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(3:3-4) This ensures that the fruitless search will continue, for the illusion
persists that, although this hope has always failed, there is still grounds for hope
in other places and in other things. Another person will yet serve better; another
situation will yet offer success.
Later in the workbook Jesus says “another can be found” (W-pI.170.8:7). If we are
truly honest with ourselves, we will realize we are doing precisely what has been
described. Therefore, the last thing we want to do is embrace this course totally, both
intellectually and in practice. Instead, we want to compromise its teachings so that it
would fail to help us – exactly what we just read, which is the essence of the ego’s
specialness.
(4) Such is the ego’s plan for your salvation. Surely you can see how it is in
strict accord with the ego’s basic doctrine, “Seek but do not find.” For what could
more surely guarantee that you would not find salvation than to channelize all
your efforts in searching for it where it is not?
Remember, what the ego does not want us to find is that we have a mind, for then
we would realize we could choose differently, marking the end of the ego and our special
self. Therefore, we direct our efforts towards searching for salvation where it is not. We
can see how Jesus has gradually been bringing us to this realization, on both the
intellectual and experiential levels. He wants us to know how we use the world to distract
us from finding the peace we truly seek, convincing us it will yet be found in the world
outside, as we read in this passage from the text:
No one who comes here but must still have hope, some lingering illusion,
or some dream that there is something outside of himself that will bring happiness
and peace to him.... And thus he wanders aimlessly about, in search of something
that he cannot find, believing that he is what he is not.
The lingering illusion will impel him to seek out a thousand idols, and to
seek beyond them for a thousand more (T-29.VII.2:1,5-3:1).
Needless to say, all idols will fail: the ego’s hidden agenda.
(5:1-2) God’s plan for salvation works simply because, by following His
direction, you seek for salvation where it is. But if you are to succeed, as God
promises you will, you must be willing to seek there only.
That is the catch. Everyone who studies A Course in Miracles will say: “Of course
I want to follow the Holy Spirit (the meaning of “God” here); of course I want to forgive –
but I do not want to do only that. I want my specialness, too, to luxuriate in its pleasures
every once in a while. I will read the text and do the workbook lessons faithfully ... but, I
will do my specialness thing as well, making the body real and ignoring the mind (“where
[salvation] is”).” Unfortunately for the ego, salvation is without such compromise. This
passage from “Salvation without Compromise” states this explicitly, in the context of the
ego’s attempt to attack and love together:
Salvation is no compromise of any kind. To compromise is to accept but
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part of what you want; to take a little and give up the rest.... Let the idea of
compromise but enter, and the awareness of salvation’s purpose is lost because
it is not recognized. It is denied where compromise has been accepted, for
compromise is the belief salvation is impossible. It would maintain you can attack
a little, love a little, and know the difference....
This course is easy just because it makes no compromise.... Forgiveness
cannot be withheld a little. Nor is it possible to attack for this and love for that and
understand forgiveness (T-23.III.3:1-2, 5-7; 4:1,5-6).
It is this uncompromising nature of A Course in Miracles that is its greatest
strength and greatest trial for the ego, hell-bent on maintaining the specialness of the
body.
(5:3-4) Otherwise, your purpose is divided and you will attempt to follow two
plans for salvation that are diametrically opposed in all ways. The result can only
bring confusion, misery and a deep sense of failure and despair.
We can see how the early workbook lessons were leading to statements like
these two sentences. The lessons helped us understand there is no outer world, and
what we see outside is a projection of what is inside. In fact, Lesson 22 told how it is our
attack thoughts that make up the world. Jesus has thus been training our minds to
understand that the problem is within, not in our bodies or brains. This lesson provides
an explicit statement that he could not have made without first having taught all he had
done previously. The symphonic development of these ideas is indeed masterful to
behold.
It is also interesting to behold the parallels between the text and the workbook.
Although the development in each book is quite different, the core ideas are present in
each. For example, Jesus’ point here about the difficulty in following diametrically
opposed plans for salvation parallels the following passage in the text, even in the use of
language:
The curriculum of the Atonement is the opposite of the curriculum you have
established for yourself, but so is its outcome. If the outcome of yours has made
you unhappy, and if you want a different one, a change in the curriculum is
obviously necessary. The first change to be introduced is a change in direction. A
meaningful curriculum cannot be inconsistent. If it is planned by two teachers,
each believing in diametrically opposed ideas, it cannot be integrated. If it is
carried out by these two teachers simultaneously, each one merely interferes with
the other....
The total senselessness of such a curriculum must be fully recognized
before a real change in direction becomes possible. You cannot learn
simultaneously from two teachers who are in total disagreement about everything.
Their joint curriculum presents an impossible learning task. They are teaching you
entirely different things in entirely different ways, which might be possible except
that both are teaching you about yourself. Your reality is unaffected by both, but if
you listen to both, your mind will be split about what your reality is (T-8.I.5:1-6; 6).
Within this context we can understand Jesus’ purpose in A Course in Miracles as
presenting us with the two “diametrically opposed” curricula of the two “diametrically
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opposed” teachers, asking us to make the only meaningful choice open to us: Heaven or
hell, God or the ego, happiness or misery.
(6) How can you escape all this? Very simply. The idea for today is the
answer. Only God’s plan for salvation will work. There can be no real conflict
about this, because there is no possible alternative to God’s plan that will save
you. His is the only plan that is certain in its outcome. His is the only plan that
must succeed.
The choice is a no-brainer, to use the popular expression. Only one plan will bring
the end of misery and pain. However, this makes no sense unless it is recognized that
the problem resides in the mind, the source of all suffering. That is why the workbook
has been so emphatic on the mind’s role in salvation.
(7) Let us practice recognizing this certainty today. And let us rejoice that
there is an answer to what seems to be a conflict with no resolution possible. All
things are possible to God. Salvation must be yours because of His plan, which
cannot fail.
The joy of making the right choice is our ultimate motivation in making it. The end
of conflict is the end of pain and misery, and the beginning of joy and happiness. Jesus
never tires of reminding us of the joyous result of choosing the Answer.
(8:1-2) Begin the two longer practice periods for today by thinking about
today’s idea, and realizing that it contains two parts, each making equal
contribution to the whole. God’s plan for your salvation will work, and other plans
will not.
It is that second clause that is the killer. We would be willing to accept the first if
we did not also have to accept the second. Unfortunately for our egos, salvation makes
no compromise. We have discussed before that in A Course in Miracles “yes” means
“not no.” To say “yes” to God’s plan means saying “no” to the ego’s, rejecting the thought
system that is the source of our existence. Needless to say, that is the basis of our
resistance to accepting Jesus’ teachings. These lines, therefore, reflect the
uncompromising nature of the Course’s thought system: truth is true, and nothing else is;
Christ is our true Identity, the ego’s is the illusion. We shall happily return to this principle
throughout the rest of the workbook.
(8:3-6) Do not allow yourself to become depressed or angry at the second
part; it is inherent in the first. And in the first is your full release from all your own
insane attempts and mad proposals to free yourself. They have led to depression
and anger; but God’s plan will succeed. It will lead to release and joy.
Anger and depression arise at this stage because we still want to do things our
way. When we feel anxious or depressed, rather than go within and ask Jesus for help to
undo the thoughts that led to the unpleasant feelings, we choose to cover them by
indulging ourselves in a special relationship. This is the origin of all addictions – with
people or substances. The pain is too great, and instead of resolving it in the mind – the
source of our distress – we use the body to dull the pain. To truly practice A Course in
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Miracles we must realize the ego’s plan does not work. Insisting that it will bring us
happiness and relief ensures that the pain will always be there, albeit appearing in
different forms.
The next paragraph has us literally ask God what we should do. Here again, you
must understand that Jesus does not literally expect God to answer us. In fact, he tells
us later in the workbook that God does not even understand words nor does He answer
prayers (see Lesson 184). Yet his words meet us where we are, and so we are
supposed to ask God:
(9:1-5) Remembering this, let us devote the remainder of the extended
practice periods to asking God to reveal His plan to us. Ask Him very specifically:
What would You have me do?
Where would You have me go?
What You have me say, and to whom?
In other places in A Course in Miracles, Jesus explains that imploring God with
words has no effect. For example, in the manual for teachers he discusses “the role of
words in healing,” and says:
God does not understand words, for they were made by separated minds
to keep them in the illusion of separation. Words can be helpful, particularly for
the beginner, in helping concentration and facilitating the exclusion, or at least the
control, of extraneous thoughts. Let us not forget, however, that words are but
symbols of symbols. They are thus twice removed from reality (M-21.1:7-10).
Moreover, Jesus makes it clear in the opening pages of The Song of Prayer that
asking for specifics is tantamount to – in my words, paraphrasing the ego principle of
forgiveness-to-destroy – “asking-to-destroy.” As is explained in the following passages,
when we ask for specifics we are reinforcing the ego’s belief in the scarcity principle (A
Course in Miracles, Preface, p. xi) – “feelings of weakness and inadequacy” – and thus
asking God to join us there. The central teaching of A Course in Miracles, however, is
that we bring our beliefs in scarcity and lack to Him, and in His Love all such illusions are
dispelled and problems answered:
The secret of true prayer is to forget the things you think you need. To ask
for the specific is much the same as to look on sin and then forgive it
[forgiveness-to-destroy]. Also in the same way, in prayer you overlook your
specific needs as you see them, and let them go into God’s Hands. There they
become your gifts to Him, for they tell Him that you would have no gods before
Him; no love but His. What could His answer be but your remembrance of Him?
Can this be traded for a bit of trifling advice about a problem of an instant’s
duration? God answers only for eternity. But still all little answers are contained in
this (S-1.1.4).
Yet, because we are still “uncertain of [our] Identity,” Jesus is telling us in this
lesson that we should in fact ask God for specifics, because he is responding to us at
different stages of our growth – different rungs of the ladder of prayer, the pamphlet’s
term for the process of forgiveness:
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Prayer has no beginning and no end. It is a part of life. But it does change
in form, and grow with learning until it reaches its formless state, and fuses into
total communication with God. In its asking form it need not, and often does not,
make appeal to God, or even involve belief in Him. At these levels prayer is
merely wanting, out of a sense of scarcity and lack.
These forms of prayer, or asking-out-of-need [i.e., asking for specifics:
asking-to-destroy], always involve feelings of weakness and inadequacy, and
could never be made by a Son of God who knows Who he is. No one, then, who
is sure of his Identity could pray in these forms. Yet it is also true that no one who
is uncertain of his Identity can avoid praying in this way (S-1.II.1:1-2:3).
Students must be wary, however, that they not take statements like this out of
their overall context in A Course in Miracles. Otherwise, they would be wrenching its
form from the fabric of the Course’s content, thereby altering its meaning by having A
Course in Miracles teach the exact opposite of what it truly means. This is a course in
undoing the cause the mind’s decision for separation and not modifying the effect – the
specifics of our daily lives.
To summarize this important point: In A Course in Miracles Jesus is leading us
“up the ladder separation led [us] down” (T-28.III.1:2). We begin our ascent at the bottom
rung, which is reflected in our embrace of the ego’s dualistic thought system of sin, guilt,
and fear, and the reality of the material world. At this level God must inevitably be perceived as a body:
Can you who see yourself within a body know yourself as an idea?
Everything you recognize you identify with externals, something outside itself.
You cannot even think of God without a body, or in some form you think you
recognize (T-18.VIII.1:5-7).
This divine body, made in our image and likeness – the symbol of our belief in sin,
guilt, and fear – is perceived by our egos as a vengeful and punitive God, obsessed with
our destruction. Thus Jesus, our loving elder brother, gently corrects this fearful myth by
providing us with a kinder one, a forgiving illusion in which God – still perceived as a
body – is lovingly attentive to our needs, rather than punishing us for them. Once we
ascend the ladder of prayer with the Holy Spirit as our Guide, we recognize the illusory
nature of these myths and move beyond them to the love that is “beyond the world of
symbols”:
A power wholly limitless has come, not to destroy, but to receive its own....
Give welcome to the power beyond forgiveness, and beyond the world of symbols
and of limitations (T-27.111.7:2,8).
(9:6-7) Give Him full charge of the rest of the practice period, and let Him tell
you what needs to be done by you in His plan for your salvation. He will answer in
proportion to your willingness to hear His Voice.
This statement is very important. Lesson 49 told us that God’s Voice speaks to us
throughout the day. In that lesson, as I pointed out, Jesus does not say we hear God’s
Voice throughout the day, but only that the Holy Spirit’s Love is continually present to us.
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The problem is that we shut ourselves off from it. Therefore, it is our willingness to hear
His Voice that will allow us to hear It. Needless to say, Jesus is not literally talking about
an actual voice or specific words, but an experience of God’s Love that comes when we
say, in effect: “Only God’s Love will bring me happiness; the ego’s special love will not.”
It is thus not the ego’s separating fear we seek, but the Oneness of God’s Love,
experienced as a Voice. This passage from the manual for teachers explains it this way,
in a continuation of the previously quoted passage about words being “symbols of
symbols”:
As symbols, words have quite specific references. Even when they seem
most abstract, the picture that comes to mind is apt to be very concrete. Unless a
specific referent does occur to the mind in conjunction with the word, the word
has little or no practical meaning, and thus cannot help the healing process. The
prayer of the heart does not really ask for concrete things. It always requests
some kind of experience, the specific things asked for being the bringers of the
desired experience in the opinion of the asker. The words, then, are symbols for
the things asked for, but the things themselves but stand for the experiences that
are hoped for (M-21.2).
Therefore, once we choose against the ego’s fear and for the Holy Spirit’s Love,
we shall experience the effect of that choice in a form we understand, which reflects that
we, a separated body, are in need of another separated body (even a discarnate one) to
help us.
(9:8-10) Refuse not to hear. The very fact that you are doing the exercises
proves that you have some willingness to listen. This is enough to establish your
claim to God’s answer.
Jesus is once again letting us know this is a process. The fact that we have come
this far, are doing, the workbook and reading his text, is saying there is a part of us that
wants this other way. In the end, “our [little] willingness to listen” ensures the happy
outcome we are promised. However, what will speed us along in this process is realizing
how much we do not want this other way, and asking Jesus to help us forgive our fear.
(10) In the shorter practice periods, tell yourself often that God’s plan for
salvation, and only His, will work. Be alert to all temptation to hold grievances
today, and respond to them with this form of today’s idea:
Holding grievances is the opposite of God’s plan for salvation. And only His
plan will work.
Try to remember today’s idea some six or seven times an hour. There could
be no better way to spend a half minute or less than to remember the Source of
your salvation, and to see It where It is.
The lesson closes, as many of them do, with Jesus urging us to be as vigilant as
possible for our decision for separation, guilt, and attack as the defense against
returning Home to the heart of Love. Jesus is asking us continually – even more than
every ten minutes to compare his plan with the ego’s; forgiveness with holding
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grievances. Thus would we be reminding ourselves of what we really want, and how
choosing attack and blame merely interferes with the desire to return to our Source.
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Holding grievances is an attack on God’s plan for salvation.
Viewing the lessons as a series, different movements in a gigantic symphony, we
see how each one is part of the larger whole, the lessons building upon themselves as
the music of forgiveness evolves. In this lesson Jesus talks a great deal about the body.
Yet it is not the body that is the problem, but our belief in it. This defends against the
body’s source: the guilt in our minds.
(1:1) While we have recognized that the ego’s plan for salvation is the
opposite of God’s, we have not yet emphasized that it is an active attack on His
plan, and a deliberate attempt to destroy it.
If we really experienced this “deliberate attempt” the instant we started making
judgments and holding grievances, we would stop instantly. The ego splits off the effect
from the cause, so that we are not aware of what we are doing, allowing us blissfully to
keep on doing it. Jesus was making the same point in the text when he discussed the
viciousness of the special relationship, not only to destroy God’s “plan” of forgiveness
but to destroy God Himself. We have already discussed the paragraph’s opening
sentence:
If you perceived the special relationship as a triumph over God, would you
want it? Let us not think of its fearful nature, nor of the guilt it must entail, nor of
the sadness and the loneliness. For these are only attributes of the whole religion
of separation, and of the total context in which it is thought to occur. The central
theme in its litany to sacrifice is that God must die so you can live. And it is this
theme that is acted out in the special relationship (T-16.V.10:1-5).
It is essential that we recognize the effects of our judgments; otherwise choosing
against them would have no meaning and, indeed, could never happen.
(1:2) In the attack, God is assigned the attributes which are actually
associated with the ego, while the ego appears to take on the attributes of God.
This is an important theme in A Course in Miracles, and helps us to understand
why the world has made such hideous images of God: destroyer, avenger, punisher,
arbiter of specialness, etc. We project our unconscious thoughts about ourselves, and
have them now be in God. We discussed this in the previous lesson, citing the text’s
statement of the impossibility of not perceiving God as a body once we believe we are
bodies – projection makes perception. It is not only our belief in the body that we project
onto God, but the underlying thought system of sin, guilt, and fear. Given the immutable
nature of this fundamental principle of the mind – again, projection makes perception – it
cannot not be the case that we would project our unconscious attributes of selfishness
and hate onto our Creator; He, the great killer. In the following images of sun and
sunbeam, ocean and ripple, God is perceived by the little self to be the monster:
In its amazing arrogance, this tiny sunbeam has decided it is the sun; this
almost imperceptible ripple hails itself as the ocean. Think how alone and
frightened is this little thought, this infinitesimal illusion, holding itself apart against
the universe. The sun becomes the sunbeam’s “enemy” that would devour it, and
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the ocean terrifies the little ripple and wants to swallow it (T-18.VIII.3 :4-6).
Moreover, it cannot not be the case that we would believe – following another ego
principle of one or the other – that what was once God’s has become ours. We – the
separated and autonomous ego self – have become the creators. We shall return to
these fundamental ego dynamics later in the workbook.
(2) The ego’s fundamental wish is to replace God. In fact, the ego is the
physical embodiment of that wish. For it is that wish that seems to surround the
mind with a body, keeping it separate and alone, and unable to reach other minds
except through the body that was made to imprison it. The limit on
communication cannot be the best means to expand communication. Yet the ego
would have you believe that it is.
These are explicit statements of the ego’s essence, the stark reality of its desire
to become autonomous, independent, and free, and then believing it has accomplished
this impossibility! The body, then, “is the physical embodiment of [the ego’s] wish” to
replace God and be on its own. In the text Jesus teaches that the body is a limit on love
(T-18.VIII.1:2). Communication in the Course, however, is the song of unlimited love the
Father and Son sing to each other, a song of perfect oneness and unity. The body keeps
that reality separate from our awareness. “The Little Garden” also expresses the idea
that the body keeps us separated from God, as we see in this representative passage:
God cannot come into a body, nor can you join Him there. Limits on love
will always seem to shut Him out, and keep you apart from Him. The body is a
tiny fence around a little part of a glorious and complete idea. It draws a circle,
infinitely small, around a very little segment of Heaven, splintered from the whole,
proclaiming that within it is your kingdom, where God can enter not (1-18.VIII.2:36).
In the next two paragraphs Jesus explains that when we hold grievances they are
always against a body. This relates to the idea in Lesson 161, which I mentioned earlier,
that hate is specific. If I am going to hate, there must be a body out there to be hated.
Jesus is helping us realize that our grievances always deal with bodies, the antithesis of
our, and our brothers’ identity as spirit:
(3) Although the attempt to keep the limitations that a body would impose is
obvious here, it is perhaps not so apparent why holding grievances is an attack
on God’s plan for salvation. But let us consider the kinds of things you are apt to
hold grievances for. Are they not always associated with something a body does?
A person says something you do not like. He does something that displeases you.
He “betrays” his hostile thoughts in his behavior.
Recall the essential role the body plays in its plan to keep the Son of God
mindless. It not only solidifies the ego’s claim that the separation actually occurred, but
the magical hope as well that someone else’s body will be the secure repository of our
guilt. Thus do our bodies’ eyes roam viciously around their world, ready to pounce on
any proof that our brother is the sinner, leaving us innocent and free of any threat of
punishment. Our brother “says something [we] do not like” because we want him to say
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something we do not like. This does not mean we are responsible for what is said, but
we are most definitely responsible for our interpretation of what he said. In other words,
we want the hostility to be in another, directed at ourselves, and so we see it there, as
this graphic passage about the ego’s “hungry dogs of fear” (T-19.IV-A.15:6) depicts:
The messengers of fear are harshly ordered to seek out guilt, and cherish
every scrap of evil and of sin that they can find, losing none of them on pain of
death, and laying them respectfully before their lord and master.... Fear’s
messengers are trained through terror, and.... Its messengers steal guiltily away
in hungry search of guilt, for they are kept cold and starving and made very
vicious by their master, who allows them to feast only upon what they return to
him. No little shred of guilt escapes their hungry eyes. And in their savage search
for sin they pounce on any living thing they see, and carry it screaming to their
master, to be devoured.... they will bring you word of bones and skin and flesh.
They have been taught to seek for the corruptible, and to return with gorges filled
with things decayed and rotted. To them such things are beautiful, because they
seem to allay their savage pangs of hunger (T-19.IV-A.11:2; 12:3,5-7; 13:2-4).
Without the body, these fear-laden dogs would have nothing to feast on, and their
guilt would devour them as punishment for their sin.
(4:1-4) You are not dealing here with what the person is. On the contrary,
you are exclusively concerned with what he does in a body. You are doing more
than failing to help in freeing him from the body’s limitations. You are actively
trying to hold him to it by confusing it with him, and judging them as one.
“Shadows of the Past” also tells us we do not see people for the Christ they are,
but as shadowy bodies based on the projection of guilt: our perceived evil seen in them.
The following passage describes the ego’s unholy use of the body—”as means for
vengeance”:
The shadow figures are the witnesses you bring with you to demonstrate
he did what he did not.... They represent the evil that you think was done to you.
You bring them with you only that you may return evil for evil, hoping that their
witness will enable you to think guiltily of another and not harm yourself ... They
offer you the “reasons” why you should enter into unholy alliances to support the
ego’s goals, and make your relationships the witness to its power.... Without
exception, these relationships have as their purpose the exclusion of the truth
about the other, and of yourself. This is why you see in both what is not there....
And why whatever reminds you of your past grievances attracts you, and seems
to go by the name of love.... And finally, why all such relationships become
attempts at union through the body, for only bodies can be seen as means for
vengeance. That bodies are central to all unholy relationships is evident (T17.III.1:6,9-10,12; 2:3-7).
Strictly speaking, I cannot hold you in the ego’s hell; but I can certainly reinforce
your choice to be there by equating you with the body, the purpose of the special
relationship. Thus every special relationship – unfortunately that means almost all our
relationships – is based upon an illusion. It begins with the illusion we hold about
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ourselves – “the home of evil, darkness and sin” (W-pI.93.1:1) – which we then seek to
dispose of through projecting it onto others. Our belief that we are separated, now
projected onto another, leads to that projected thought given form and made real. Thus
our brother is a body, and if we are too, it is not our fault. The sinful and guilty shadows
of our past’s mistaken decision have become reality to us, and our reality as spirit has
become the illusion.
(4:5-6) Herein is God attacked, for if His Son is only a body, so must He be
as well. A creator wholly unlike his creation is inconceivable.
In Lesson 68 I referred to the concept of God being whatever we conceive His
Son to be. Thus, again, if we see ourselves and others as bodies, it is impossible that we
not see God as one, too. This is because every belief we have about another comes
directly from our belief about ourselves: projection makes perception. The way we
perceive ourselves must be the way we perceive God, Jesus, and everyone else in the
Sonship – without exception. That is why, to repeat this important point, Jesus speaks
about God as if He were a body. He calls him “Father,” asks us to have a conversation
with Him, and ask Him questions. However, this is not because God knows about the
illusion, as the continuation of the passage of the sun and ocean – metaphors for God –
makes clear:
Yet neither sun nor ocean is even aware of all this strange and
meaningless activity. They merely continue, unaware that they are feared and
hated by a tiny segment of themselves (T-18.VIII.4:1-2).
Once more, Jesus talks to us as if God knows about us, because this is how we
experience God: like perceives like, bodies perceive bodies, illusions perceive illusions.
(5:1-5) If God is a body, what must His plan for salvation be? What could it
be but death? In trying to present Himself as the Author of life and not of death,
He is a liar and deceiver, full of false promises and offering illusions in place of
truth. The body’s apparent reality makes this view of God quite convincing. In fact,
if the body were real, it would be difficult indeed to escape this conclusion.
This passage depicts the biblical God – in spades! When we make our thought
system of individuality real, we make the body real. This means we believe we have
destroyed the true God, replacing Him with a deity literally made up in our own bodily
image, and a lying and deceiving one at that. If the body were real, which we certainly
believe, this image of God must be real as well. The ego thought system, you may recall,
is a totally coherent, internally consistent one. Thus, if the body were real, the thought
system that made it and still informs it is real as well. And God, the projection of our guilt,
must be an ego, too. This same argument begins Chapter 13 in the text, the context
being the world of bodies, made by “those made mad by guilt”:
The acceptance of guilt into the mind of God’s Son was the beginning of
the separation, as the acceptance of the Atonement is its end. The world you see
is the delusional system of those made mad by guilt. Look carefully at this world,
and you will realize that this is so. For this world is the symbol of punishment, and
all the laws that seem to govern it are the laws of death. Children are born into it
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through pain and in pain. Their growth is attended by suffering, and they learn of
sorrow and separation and death. Their minds seem to be trapped in their brain,
and its powers to decline if their bodies are hurt. They seem to love, yet they
desert and are deserted. They appear to lose what they love, perhaps the most
insane belief of all. And their bodies wither and gasp and are laid in the ground,
and are no more. Not one of them but has thought that God is cruel.
If this were the real world, God would be cruel. For no Father could subject
His children to this as the price of salvation and be loving (T-13.in.2 :1-3 :2).
No wonder the biblical God is such a despicable creature. He is us!
(5:6-9) And every grievance that you hold insists that the body is real. It
overlooks entirely what your brother is. It reinforces your belief that he is a body,
and condemns him for it. And it asserts that his salvation must be death,
projecting this attack onto God, and holding Him responsible for it.
Projection to the ego’s rescue, once again! What better way to keep our true
Identity hidden than to see only the mindless body as real. What better way to keep the
body real than to continually see it as the object and perpetrator of attack. How better to
keep the belief in attack real than by punishing it through the “natural” law of death.
Finally, how fiendishly clever on the ego’s part to keep this law immutable by attributing it
to Almighty God Himself, as the Bible so blatantly asserts. One can only admire the
ego’s ingenuity, even as we suffer under its guilt-ridden yoke.
(6) To this carefully prepared arena, where angry animals seek for prey and
mercy cannot enter, the ego comes to save you. God made you a body. Very well.
Let us accept this and be glad. As a body, do not let yourself be deprived of what
the body offers. Take the little you can get. God gave you nothing. The body is
your only savior. It is the death of God and your salvation.
This is a rather strong passage, but if we are honest with ourselves we will realize
this is not only what religions have believed, but what we believe, too. Indeed, religions
teach this because they were made by the ego.
The reference here is to the little scraps of specialness we are so desperate to
get, for which we so pitifully settle. This is why Jesus says in the text that the problem is
not that we ask for too much, but for far too little (T-26.VII.11:7); and why he asks us to
consider our use of the body:
To think you could be satisfied and happy with so little is to hurt yourself...
(T-191V-A.17:12).
In The Song of Prayer he urges us not to settle for the parts of the song, but to
seek instead the experience of the song itself. In other words, we should not accept the
ego’s shabby and specific substitutes of specialness when Jesus is offering us the
totality of God’s Love:
You cannot, then, ask for the echo. It is the song that is the gift. Along with
it come the overtones, the harmonics, the echoes, but these are secondary. In
true prayer you hear only the song. All the rest is merely added. You have sought
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first the Kingdom of Heaven, and all else has indeed been given you (S-1.I.3).
The ego has told us that God has given us nothing, for He gave us the body and
left us here, and there is nothing we can do about it. Moreover, He is going to kill us.
Therefore, the ego continues, as long as we are here let us make the best of it, and get
whatever bodily crumbs of pleasure we can! In the pessimistic words of Isaiah, worthy of
the author of the Book of Ecclesiastes: “Let us eat and drink [and be merry, adds
Ecclesiastes 8:15]; for tomorrow we shall die” (Isaiah 22:13). The ego then believes it
has the last laugh, because the very fact there is a body that can live and die, means
that God’s and Christ’s reality as eternal spirit must be illusory. Thus we are saved from
God’s Love, and for the ego’s specialness.
(7) This is the universal belief of the world you see. Some hate the body,
and try to hurt and humiliate it. Others love the body, and try to glorify and exalt it.
But while the body stands at the center of your concept of yourself, you are
attacking God’s plan for salvation, and holding your grievances against Him and
His creation, that you may not hear the Voice of truth and welcome It as Friend.
Your chosen savior takes His place instead. It is your friend; He is your enemy.
There is no one in this world who does not believe the body saves us from God,
for each of us has chosen to come into this world as a body. And who but the insane
would choose to come to hell rather than remain in Heaven? We all have chuckled over
the Cheshire Cat’s response to poor Alice, perhaps without recognizing Lewis Carroll’s
wisdom:
“In that direction,” the Cat said, waving its right paw round, “lives a Hatter:
and in that direction,” waving the other paw, “lives a March Hare. Visit either you
like: they’re both mad.”
“But I don’t want to go among mad people,” Alice remarked.
“Oh, you can’t help that,” said the Cat: “We’re all mad here. I’m mad.
You’re mad.”
“How do you know I’m mad?” said Alice. “You must be,” said the Cat, “or
you wouldn’t have come here.”
It makes no difference to the insane ego whether we embrace the body or are
repulsed by it. Either way we have made it real. That is why Jesus tells us (twice!) in the
sections on the obstacles to peace that whether the body is perceived as pleasurable or
painful is irrelevant, as long as we believe it has that capacity (T-19.IV-A.17:10-11; T19.IV-B .12). Thus have we made it real in our perception, and turned spirit into an
illusion. These opposite sides – pleasure and pain – of the same bodily coin are
discussed again in Lesson 155.
This devotion to the body goes right to the heart of our motivation: We do not
want to hear the Voice of truth, which signals the end of our ego self. Therefore we first
silence the Holy Spirit by our guilt, and then by glorifying the body as our friend and
savior.
(8) We will try today to stop these senseless attacks on salvation. We will
try to welcome it instead. Your upside-down perception has been ruinous to your
peace of mind. You have seen yourself in a body and the truth outside you, locked
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away from your awareness by the body’s limitations. Now we are going to try to
see this differently.
Again, after making his case, Jesus appeals to us to listen, and therefore to
choose again. At the end of the text Jesus makes this same appeal, even more
emphatically:
Temptation has one lesson it would teach, in all its forms, wherever it
occurs. It would persuade the holy Son of God he is a body, born in what must
die, unable to escape its frailty, and bound by what it orders him to feel. It sets the
limits on what he can do; its power is the only strength he has; his grasp cannot
exceed its tiny reach. Would you be this, if Christ appeared to you in all His glory,
asking you but this:
Choose once again if you would take your place among the saviors
of the world, or would remain in hell, and hold your brothers there.
For He has come, and He is asking this (T-31.VIII.1).
The question is clear, the problem even clearer. The answer merely awaits our
inevitable decision.
(9) The light of truth is in us, where it was placed by God. It is the body that
is outside of us, and is not our concern. To be without a body is to be in our
natural state. To recognize the light of truth in us is to recognize ourselves as we
are. To see our Self as separate from the body is to end the attack on God’s plan
for salvation, and to accept it instead. And wherever His plan is accepted, it is
accomplished already.
Referring to our chart (see lesson 69), the light of truth is in our minds – the inner
circle – and the body is in the clouds – the outer circle. Once again, the decision is ours.
It is helpful to return to the workbook’s basic purpose: training us to return to our minds,
within which we have a choice between the unnatural state of the body – reflecting the
unnatural thought system of the ego – and the natural state of our Self as spirit. The
decision is made possible by recognizing the painful futility of holding onto our
grievances, when we could have the peace of God instead.
(10) Our goal in the longer practice periods today is to become aware that
God’s plan for salvation has already been accomplished in us. To achieve this
goal, we must replace attack with acceptance. As long as we attack it, we cannot
understand what God’s plan for us is. We are therefore attacking what we do not
recognize. Now we are going to try to lay judgment aside, and ask what God’s
plan for us is:
What is salvation, Father? I do not know. Tell me, that I may understand.
Then we will wait in quiet for His answer. We have attacked God’s plan for
salvation without waiting to hear what it is. We have shouted our grievances so
loudly that we have not listened to His Voice. We have used our grievances to
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close our eyes and stop our ears.
We have already discussed at length the use of dualistic language in A Course in
Miracles, which is seen again here and requires no further commentary.
Jesus is asking us to set aside our judgments and grievances, for these are the
ego’s “raucous shrieks” that prevent us from hearing the gentle Voice reflecting God’s
plan for salvation: the Atonement. To quote again from that important passage on
specialness:
What answer that the Holy Spirit gives can reach you, when it is your
specialness to which you listen, and which asks and answers? Its tiny answer,
soundless in the melody that pours from God to you eternally in loving praise of
what you are, is all you listen to. And that vast song of honor and of love for what
you are seems silent and unheard before its “mightiness.” You strain your ears to
hear its soundless voice, and yet the Call of God Himself is soundless to you (124.11.4:3-6).
Our judgments are thus calculated by the unconscious ego to deflect our attention
from the guilt in our minds, focusing it on the body – our sinful brother’s!
(11) Now we would see and hear and learn. “What is salvation, Father?” Ask
and you will be answered. Seek and you will find. We are no longer asking the ego
what salvation is and where to find it. We are asking it of truth. Be certain, then,
that the answer will be true because of Whom you ask.
Jesus is assuming we have made our choice, released our grievances, and are
free to hear the truth. We have sought for the answer where it can be found, where it has
awaited our return. Salvation is really not an answer but a decision, and one which we
now happily make.
(12) Whenever you feel your confidence wane and your hope of success
flicker and go out, repeat your question and your request, remembering that you
are asking of the infinite Creator of infinity, Who created you like Himself:
What is salvation, Father? I do not know. Tell me, that I may understand.
He will answer. Be determined to hear.
As he almost always does at the end of a lesson, Jesus urges us to remember his
truth when we are tempted to forget our function and embrace the illusion of attack and
judgment. Recall again that judgment is motivated by the decision not to hear the Voice
that speaks for the Atonement – the salvation from separation and pain. Such
recollection brings to mind our purpose of remembering the Love that is the Answer to all
our problems and concerns.
(13) One or perhaps two shorter practice periods an hour will be enough for
today, since they will be somewhat longer than usual. These exercises should
begin with this:
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Holding grievances is an attack on God’s plan for salvation. Let me accept it
instead. What is salvation, Father?
Then wait a minute or so in silence, preferably with your eyes closed, and
listen for His answer.
Today’s instructions call for fewer practice periods than before, and we can see
how Jesus does not want us to be bound by a rigid structure. His goal is for us to be
dependent on the content of his message, not the form in which it comes and with which
we practice. Thus he varies the form of the daily exercises, though hardly their content.
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I will there be light.
In this lesson Jesus continues to talk about grievances. He begins, however, by
contrasting will with wish, a distinction that is explained more fully in the text (see, e.g.,
T-7.X.4-7): the ego wishes; spirit wills.
(1:1-2) Today we are considering the will you share with God. This is not the
same as the ego’s idle wishes, out of which darkness and nothingness arise.
The ego’s idle wish is to be separate from the Will of God, an individual self apart
from His living Oneness. Out of that illusory wish arise nothingness and darkness: first
the ego thought system of sin, guilt, and fear; and then the world.
(1:3-7) The will you share with God has all the power of creation in it. The
ego’s idle wishes are unshared, and therefore have no power at all. Its wishes are
not idle in the sense that they can make a world of illusions in which your belief
can be very strong. But they are idle indeed in terms of creation. They make
nothing that is real.
The ego’s idle wishes have no power in reality, but they certainly do within the
dream. On the level of truth, the ego is absolutely nothing, but within its own thought
system it is very powerful. After all, it believes it destroyed Heaven. Yet because the ego
is on its own, it lacks the power of Heaven’s Oneness, which is the power of creation.
The ego’s “power” of miscreation can only make illusions; hence, it is idle. I mentioned
above that in the text Jesus makes the same distinction. Here is an excerpt from his
comments:
God wills. He does not wish. Your will is as powerful as His because it is
His. The ego’s wishes do not mean anything, because the ego wishes for the
impossible. You can wish for the impossible, but you can will only with God. This
is the ego’s weakness and your strength (T-7.X.4:6-11).
(2) Idle wishes and grievances are partners or co-makers in picturing the
world you see. The wishes of the ego gave rise to it, and the ego’s need for
grievances, which are necessary to maintain it, peoples it with figures that seem
to attack you and call for “righteous” judgment. These figures become the
middlemen the ego employs to traffic in grievances. They stand between your
awareness and your brothers’ reality. Beholding them, you do not know your
brothers or your Self.
When Jesus talks about “picturing the world [we] see,” he does not mean there is
a world out there that we simply misperceive. He is speaking of the world of perception
that we see. It is not just that we see by means of our misthoughts. The fact that we see
in the first place is the object of Jesus’ correction. The perceptual world – “the delusional
system of those made mad by guilt” (T-13.in.2:2) – was made by the wish to protect our
mind’s decision to be separate, and the dynamic of projection, which accomplished this,
is also utilized to protect the original (or primary) projection. Our grievances against
others – the secondary projections if you will – perpetuate the delusional system of
separation by keeping them separate from us, at the same time holding them up as
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sinners deserving punishment. All this – the special love and hate relationships that are
the ego’s bread and butter – continually attack our and our brothers’ reality as Christ:
God’s one Son, undifferentiated and undivided. Our specialness clothes them in the
darkness of our needs and demands, hiding the light that unites us all as one Self.
(3) Your will is lost to you in this strange bartering, in which guilt is traded
back and forth, and grievances increase with each exchange. Can such a world
have been created by the Will the Son of God shares with his Father? Did God
create disaster for His Son? Creation is the Will of Both together. Would God
create a world that kills Himself?
Once again, Jesus is not speaking of a world in which there is physical death,
plane crashes, or other disastrous occurrences; he is speaking of a physical world,
period. The world of perception is the world of duality; the world of special relationships
in which each partner bargains with the other for some scraps of specialness. Each
seeks to give as little and receive as much as possible in return. This strange and
unnatural way of relating – one ego self trying to negotiate with another ego self for what
is ultimately worthless – is depicted quite explicitly in this passage from “The Choice for
Completion”:
Most curious of all is the concept of the self which the ego fosters in the
special relationship. This “self” seeks the relationship to make itself complete. Yet
when it finds the special relationship in which it thinks it can accomplish this it
gives itself away, and tries to “trade” itself for the self of another. This is not union,
for there is no increase and no extension. Each partner tries to sacrifice the self
he does not want for one he thinks he would prefer. And he feels guilty for the
“sin” of taking, and of giving nothing of value in return. How much value can he
place upon a self that he would give away to get a “better” one? (T-16.V.7)
In reading the Bible, a student of A Course in Miracles can see how the biblical
deity is directly involved with such strange bartering, continually trading grievances with
his children. This reinforcement of the ego’s principles of specialness explains the great
attraction the Bible has had for its readers and adherents, and one can justifiably ask
whether the God of Love and Oneness could possibly be involved with such insanity?
(4) Today we will try once more to reach the world that is in accordance with
your will. The light is in it because it does not oppose the Will of God. It is not
Heaven, but the light of Heaven shines on it. Darkness has vanished. The ego’s
idle wishes have been withdrawn. Yet the light that shines upon this world reflects
your will, and so it must be in you that we will look for it.
This is the real world. While still an illusion, it yet reflects the reality of Heaven as
it does not oppose God’s Will in any way. In this peaceful state we stand outside the
dream, seeing the physical world for what it is. We have accepted the Atonement for
ourselves by choosing, once and for all, against the separation wishes of the ego. All
that remains is the light of the Atonement’s truth within our minds, patiently awaiting our
decision to look for it.
(5:1-4) Your picture of the world can only mirror what is within. The source
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of neither light nor darkness can be found without. Grievances darken your mind,
and you look out on a darkened world. Forgiveness lifts the darkness, reasserts
your will, and lets you look upon a world of light.
Truth and illusions are both within our minds; not outside, as the ego would have
us believe. This idea is more than familiar to us by now: What we see outside is a
projection of what we have first seen inside: projection makes perception. If we want to
see light outside, we must first see it within, which we cannot reach without going
through the darkness. Forgiveness – undoing the mind’s guilt – is therefore the means of
accomplishing this happy and light-filled outcome.
(5:5-8) We have repeatedly emphasized that the barrier of grievances is
easily passed, and cannot stand between you and your salvation. The reason is
very simple. Do you really want to be in hell? Do you really want to weep and
suffer and die?
The barrier is easily passed because it consists of nothing but our decision to be
in the hell of separation and attack. Once taught by Jesus that all suffering, even unto
death, has come from this decision, the answer is very simple: change our minds and
forgive.
(6:1-4) Forget the ego’s arguments which seek to prove all this is really
Heaven. You know it is not so. You cannot want this for yourself. There is a point
beyond which illusions cannot go.
In other words, illusions will never make us happy. We have to accept that
statement as fact before we can be willing to ask Jesus’ help. The illusions of
specialness can certainly bring us happiness and pleasure, but these can never last
because our special relationships were made not to last. This is “the point beyond which
illusions cannot go.” Why would we want to seek for what will inevitably fail us? Jesus
repeatedly returns to this point, since its appeal is what he hopes will eventually turn us
away from hell.
(6:5-6) Suffering is not happiness, and it is happiness you really want. Such
is your will in truth.
Once again, Jesus is pointing out our need to realize that what we do in this world
does not make us happy. Until we can accept that, and accept that none of our
specialness is going to end our pain or bring us joy, we are not going to ask for his help,
at least not sincerely. Intrinsic to this process is acknowledging, as we have seen earlier,
that only he can teach us the difference between pain and joy, imprisonment and
freedom, suffering and happiness.
(6:7-9) And so salvation is your will as well. You want to succeed in what we
are trying to do today. We undertake it with your blessing and your glad accord.
Jesus cannot help us unless we give such help our blessing. That is why he must
first convince us he is right and we are wrong, and that we truly prefer to be happy and
not right (T-29.VII.1:9). Without such conviction we would never choose to follow him.
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That is why he needs us as much as we need him (T-8.V.6:10). We need to want to be
helped; only then can our salvation be accomplished.
(7) We will succeed today if you remember that you want salvation for
yourself. You want to accept God’s plan because you share in it. You have no will
that can really oppose it, and you do not want to do so. Salvation is for you.
Above all else, you want the freedom to remember Who you really are. Today it is
the ego that stands powerless before your will. Your will is free, and nothing can
prevail against it.
Another pep talk from Jesus, reminding us to remember how much we want his
salvation instead of the ego’s slavation; that our freedom lies in ourselves as does our
imprisonment. When we are tempted to forget, he reminds us that no matter how
powerful the ego appears to be – external and internal – it can have no power over us
unless we choose to let it. That is why nothing can prevail against our will, as he tells us
in the text:
The Kingdom is perfectly united and perfectly protected, and the ego will
not prevail against it (T-4.III.1:12; italics omitted).
That is the source of our hope and our joy.
(8) Therefore, we undertake the exercises for today in happy confidence,
certain that we will find what it is your will to find, and remember what it is your
will to remember. No idle wishes can detain us, nor deceive us with an illusion of
strength. Today let your will be done, and end forever the insane belief that it is
hell in place of Heaven that you choose.
The pep talk continues, as Jesus wants us to understand the inherent weakness
of the ego’s illusory wishes, which in no way can compare with the strength of our will,
always at one with the Will of our Creator and Source.
(9) We will begin our longer practice periods with the recognition that God’s
plan for salvation, and only His, is wholly in accord with your will. It is not the
purpose of an alien power, thrust upon you unwillingly. It is the one purpose here
on which you and your Father are in perfect accord. You will succeed today, the
time appointed for the release of the Son of God from hell and from all idle wishes.
His will is now restored to his awareness. He is willing this very day to look upon
the light in him and be saved.
We are asked by Jesus to put into practice what he has been teaching us; to think
seriously during the day’s long practice periods about our mistake in thinking we would
want, even if we could, to oppose God’s Will. He asks us to see how unhappy such a
mistake has made us, and how happy we could be by simply setting aside our ego’s
opposition to the truth. Thus do we welcome the Will of God where it is already, as the
awareness of Heaven is restored to our minds in place of the hell we had made in its
stead.
It is important to understand that we must truly accept this teaching; otherwise,
we might choose to practice these lessons behaviorally, without really wanting to do so.
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Early in the text Jesus cautions us against this very mistake of entering into the conflict
of not wanting to do what we feel he is asking us to do, yet doing it anyway:
You can behave as you think you should, but without entirely wanting to do
so. This produces consistent behavior, but entails great strain.... resulting in a
situation in which you are doing what you do not wholly want to do. This arouses
a sense of coercion that usually produces rage, and projection is likely to follow
(T-2.VI.5:4-7).
That is why Jesus is continually emphasizing the benefits to us of letting our
grievances go. He wants us to want to forgive. Only then will we truly and joyfully choose
to do so.
(10) After reminding yourself of this, and determining to keep your will
clearly in mind, tell yourself with gentle firmness and quiet certainty:
I will there be light. Let me behold the light that reflects God’s Will and
mine.
Then let your will assert itself, joined with the power of God and united with
your Self. Put the rest of the practice period under Their guidance. Join with Them
as They lead the way.
We do our part by joining God and Christ in our minds. This allows our joint Will to
shine through us, embracing the Sonship in the oneness of love. This process of
reflecting creation’s will of light the essence of healing – finds lovely expression in the
final principle of miracle workers, known to many students of A Course in Miracles as the
“Prayer for Salvation”:
I am here only to be truly helpful.
I am here to represent Him Who sent me.
I do not have to worry about chat to say or what to do, because He Who
sent me will direct me.
I am content to be wherever He wishes, knowing He goes there with me.
I will be healed as I let Him teach me to heal. (T-2.V.18:2-6)
Thus are we guided daily to heal as we are healed, forgive as we are forgiven,
and love as we are loved.
(11:1-5) In the shorter practice periods, again make a declaration of what
you really want. Say:
I will there be light. Darkness is not my will.
This should be repeated several times an hour.
Our decision is reflected by the willingness to remember – as often as we can that
our will and God’s are one, the ego’s delusions of grandeur notwithstanding. We
reinforce this willingness because of our recognition that illusions breed darkness, while
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the truth sets us free by virtue of its light – our light as God’s Son, the Self He created as
Himself.
(11:6-7) It is most important, however, to apply today’s idea in this form
immediately you are tempted to hold a grievance of any kind. This will help you let
your grievances go, instead of cherishing them and hiding them in darkness.
Jesus is always asking us to pay careful attention to our attack thoughts and
grievances. Thus we realize they will not make us happy, for they are an active attack on
God’s plan for salvation. We have come to understand that we have cherished our
judgments because of their ability to keep our individuality safe and the light of Christ in
darkness, and the cost to us of cherishing such defenses was too great. This recognition
makes it easier and easier to let our grievances go, and choose the Holy Spirit’s light
over the ego’ darkness.
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There is no will but God’s.
(1:1) The idea for today can be regarded as the central thought toward
which all our exercises are directed.
This is Jesus’ way of rephrasing for us our sole responsibility, which is to accept
the Atonement for ourselves. The tiny, mad idea, once taken seriously by the ego, says
that the separation from God is a fact, and that the Son has a will separate and distinct
from the Will of his Creator. This “will” of the Son can now establish its own reality as an
autonomous entity. From that basic premise the ego system logically follows, up to and
including the making of the physical universe. The ego is thus a statement that says
there is indeed a will apart from God’s. This is in contrast to the principle of the
Atonement that says there is no will but God’s. Any other thought is illusory, and
therefore has never happened. This idea is succinctly captured in the following lines
from the manual for teachers, in the context of the idea of separation:
In time this happened very long ago. In reality it never happened at all (M2.2:7-8).
Again, Jesus is saying that this idea – “there is no will but God’s” – is the central
thought of these exercises. In fact, it is the goal of A Course in Miracles to teach us to
accept the Atonement for ourselves; to deny the seeming reality of the ego thought
system, which is based on the tiny, mad idea taken seriously – “[in the Son’s forgetting
to laugh at the tiny, mad idea] did the thought become a serious idea” (T-27.VIII,6:3) –
and an individual self believed to have an autonomous will outside the Will of God.
(1:2-3) God’s is the only Will. When you have recognized this, you have
recognized that your will is His.
This is the last thing in the world the ego ever wants us to understand, because if
our will is His, there is no separation – another way of stating the Atonement principle,
which undoes the ego. Moreover, if there is no other than God, there can be no choosing
and hence, no decision maker. The Holy Spirit holds this Atonement thought in our
minds, and the ego’s fear of our choosing to identify only with this motivates it to develop
the strategy of mindlessness – the world of bodies. This fear is succinctly summarized in
the following statement from the text:
You are afraid to know God’s Will, because you believe it is not yours. This
belief is your whole sickness and your whole fear (T-11.I.10:3-4).
(1:4) The belief that conflict is possible has gone.
We find in these lessons – which is why we are studying them so closely – the
entirety of the ego’s thought system as presented more fully in the text. If I have a will
that is separate from God’s, the ego tells me I earned it by triumphing over my Great
Adversary. By thus winning the great conflict, I deserve the wonderful fruits of
individuality. This winning, however, is called sin by the ego, followed by guilt, the
projection of which causes us to make a God in our own image and likeness: One Who
has been sinned against, and now angrily and justifiably seeks retribution, an attack we
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justifiably fear. As you may recall from our previous discussion, the second and third
laws of chaos (T-23.II.5-8) specifically address this issue of a vengeful, angry God; an
image present in everyone, regardless of their religion or lack thereof. In the Western
world, the image is grounded in the biblical God – a vengeful deity who believes in the
reality of sin.
Once we project our sin, a seemingly eternal battleground is established in our
minds. That is the conflict – between ourselves and God, since He is the One we believe
we have attacked, and Whose vengeance is demanded by our guilt. It goes without
saying that this is not the true God. However, within our insane dream, which begins with
the belief we are autonomous individuals, this conflict is quite real. It leads us to repress
the terrifying thought, and – through projection – make up a world in which we see
conflict all around us, but no longer within our minds. We believe everyone and
everything is at war with us, the fragmentary shadows of the original conflict. Whether
this takes the form of outright enemies – what we call special hate, or the more subtle
enemies we call our special loves -- the conflict remains. It is a battle not only with
individuals, but with life itself, the chief characteristic of which is death. Hence, as Freud
taught, from the moment we are born we are preparing to die. The ultimate thought of
death, therefore, is the primary conflict we experience here, yet this is but a fragment of
the original conflict, based on the thought we have a will separate from God’s. We won
that will by destroying Him, and now He is going to rise from the grave and destroy us,
seizing back the life we believe we took from Him.
(1:5-6) Peace has replaced the strange idea that you are torn by conflicting
goals. As an expression of the Will of God, you have no goal but His.
Recall for a moment Lessons 24 and 25, in which Jesus explains that we do not
know our own best interests. One of the exercises had us take a problem and think
about its best solution. Jesus told us if we really did this conscientiously we would realize
we have conflicting goals and thus could not be sure of what was best for us. One
moment we think of something that would work well, and in the next we think of
something else. This forces us to decide between these shifting goals, which is Jesus’
way of teaching us that we do not understand anything, and certainly not our own
interests.
The conflicting goals we experience reflect the original conflict in our minds
between God and ourselves, which really is within ourselves. This ego-projection of a
God is made up. Thus He is not truly there, being nothing but a split-off part of our
already split minds. The ego’s conflict is one or the other, kill or be killed – a conflict
played out within our minds, because the figures in our lives we believe are victimizing
us are but characters in our own dreams: hallucinatory figures of our delusional thought
system. However, when we turn away from the ego’s thought system – conflict, sin, and
individuality – and are back with the Holy Spirit, we have accepted the Atonement. There
is then only one goal – already accepted – which is remembering Who we are and
returning home.
(2:1) There is great peace in today’s idea, and the exercises for today are
directed towards finding it.
In fact, we can find peace only through this idea. It comes in many, many different
forms, but its essence is that peace is found in accepting the idea that we never
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separated from God, and therefore are not separate from anyone or anything else.
(2:2-4) The idea itself is wholly true. Therefore it cannot give rise to
illusions. Without illusions conflict is impossible.
The illusions are everything the ego tells us is true. Thus, once we begin with the
basic premise there is another will besides God’s – the tiny, mad idea taken seriously,
which leads us to believe that we exist as separate individuals – the other illusions
logically follow: I am sinful, guilty, and afraid of punishment, my inevitable fate if I am to
remain in my mind. In order to protect this newly acquired self, I have to project the basic
conflict between me and my image of God, making a world in which I experience a new
set of problems – all perceived outside my mind.
These, then, are the illusions, and they stem from our not accepting the principle
of the Atonement that there is no will but God’s, which means the separation never
happened. Therefore, once these illusions are looked at and let go, there can be no
conflict, which, again, is between the guilty, sinful part of ourselves we do not want to let
into awareness, and the guilty, sinful part of ourselves we have projected as the image
of God. When the thought of sin is no longer accorded faith, there can be no illusions or
conflict; and therefore no pain or suffering.
(2:5-3:1) Let us try to recognize this today, and experience the peace this
recognition brings.
Begin the longer practice periods by repeating these thoughts several
times, slowly and with firm determination to understand what they mean, and to
hold them in mind:
I mentioned twice before that many statements in the workbook can be
misunderstood as affirmations, similar to those found in many New Age systems where
they are used to shout down people’s egos by replacing negative thoughts with positive
ones. It is quite obvious this does not work, for all it accomplishes is our repressing our
bad thoughts into the unconscious, and whatever is repressed has a most unfortunate
way of finding its way back out, either in attacking others (judgment) and/or attacking
ourselves (sickness).
Jesus is not encouraging us to bring truth to the illusion – the truth of these
statements to the illusion we believe in – but rather is teaching us to bring the illusions of
our ego’s thoughts to this truth. Whenever we are tempted to feel upset, therefore, we
need to bring that upset and all its seeming causes to the truth: we made this up. We
know we have because there is no Will but God’s.
To repeat, these are not statements we should use to shout down our egos, but
instead we should bring our ego’s raucous shrieks of guilt and judgment to the lesson’s
gentle thought. This process holds not only for these exercises, but for all the others.
Thus we say:
(3:2-3) There is no will but God’s. I cannot be in conflict.
This means that when you find yourself unhappy or upset in the course of the day
and honestly look at your ego, you would realize you are upset because you believe you
are in conflict – someone or something has brought you pain, and that is the “cause” of
the problem. If you recall this statement – “There is no will but God’s. I cannot be in
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conflict” – you recognize that everything you now perceive comes from the thought that
you are in conflict with God. You suffer at someone else’s hands, feel ill, or have lost
your peace as a result of conditions in the world – all because you believe you separated
from your Creator. Stated another way, conflict means duality, which is the essence of
the ego’s illusory state of separation; while the Will of God expresses the non-dualistic
truth of the oneness of our reality as God’s Son.
This lesson continues the process of training that would have us begin to always
– not just here, but always – revisit the ego thought system that underlies our being
upset, angry, depressed, sick, anxious, or fearful. When we look at the ego with Jesus
beside us, we automatically do what he is asking of us in this lesson. As he tells us at
the beginning of the text, he is the Atonement (T-LIII.4: 1): the experience and symbol
within our dream that there is no Will but God’s. His loving presence within our minds is
proof that nothing has come between us and the Love of God, and that, moreover,
nothing could come between us and this Love, as we now read:
(3:4-9) Then spend several minutes in adding some related thoughts, such
as:
I am at peace.
Nothing can disturb me. My will is God’s.
My will and God’s are one.
God wills peace for His Son.
Jesus continues by telling us how to proceed in these exercises:
(3:10-13) During this introductory phase, be sure to deal quickly with any
conflict thoughts that may cross your mind. Tell yourself immediately:
There is no will but God’s. These conflict thoughts are meaningless.
Once again, Jesus does not want us to shout down our pain or deny our
experience of conflict with anyone or anything, but to bring our suffering to him. This is
analogous to what the great Indian teacher Krishnamurti emphasized in his teachings:
Stay with the pain. This was not a call to masochism. It was a plea to his students not to
cover the pain, but to continue on through it to the love beyond. In A Course in Miracles,
Jesus is the one who leads us through the pain we have first brought to him, to the
peace that awaits us beyond the ego’s veil of conflict.
(4:1) If there is one conflict area that seems particularly difficult to resolve,
single it out for special consideration.
As we have seen throughout these lessons, Jesus is asking us to pay careful
attention to our minds, to search them to find the thoughts of conflict. We then move
back from our unhappiness and distress to the underlying thought of separation that is
the basis for the experience of specific conflicts. Rather than seek to avoid the
particularly difficult conflict situation, we are encouraged by Jesus to pay attention to it –
to “single it out for special consideration” – which means bringing it to him so that the
mind’s guilt can be looked at and let go.
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(4:2-5) Think about it briefly but very specifically, identify the particular
person or persons and the situation or situations involved, and tell yourself:
There is no will but God’s. I share it with Him.
My conflicts about ____ cannot be real.
I cannot realize the conflicts between you and me are unreal unless I accept the
fact that I have made them real, very real. We have first to look at the conflict as we
experience it, and then retrace it to its source. This process of looking, of course, is the
sum and substance of A Course in Miracles, a process that is impossible unless we look
in the right place: the decision-making part of the mind, where the mistake was first
made. The close of Chapter 5 in the text provides one example of Jesus’ explicit
teaching in this regard:
...the undoing process, which does not come from you, is nevertheless
within you because God placed it there. Your part is merely to return your thinking
to the point at which the error was made, and give it over to the Atonement in
peace (T-5.VII.6:4-5).
Elsewhere in the text Jesus discusses conflict and how it is resolved by the vision
of the Holy Spirit, the sharing of which is the goal of A Course in Miracles:
The Holy Spirit undoes illusions without attacking them, because He
cannot perceive them at all. They therefore do not exist for Him. He resolves the
apparent conflict they engender by perceiving conflict as meaningless. I have said
before that the Holy Spirit perceives the conflict exactly as it is and it is
meaningless. The Holy Spirit does not want you to understand conflict; He wants
you to realize that, because conflict is meaningless, it is not understandable (T7.VI.6:1-5).
Again, this is why Jesus wants us to perceive the conflict; that we may see
beyond it to the truth.
This concludes the first part of the exercise. The second part follows:
(5:1) After you have cleared your mind in this way, close your eyes and try
to experience the peace to which your reality entitles you.
In other words, we have first to be aware of our obscuring thoughts, the clouds
that in an earlier lesson Jesus told us he would take us through (Lesson 70). Beyond
these clouds of defense is the peace of God. Consistently Jesus reminds us that peace
cannot come without first undoing the conflict; light is returned to only when we go
through the darkness; and love cannot be remembered unless we look at the hate.
(5:2-4) Sink into it and feel it closing around you. There may be some
temptation to mistake these attempts for withdrawal, but the difference is easily
detected. If you are succeeding, you will feel a deep sense of joy and an increased
alertness, rather than a feeling of drowsiness and enervation.
Many people experience a tendency to fall asleep when they begin to meditate or
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do the lessons. This is Jesus’ point of reference here, and he is helping us understand
its defensive purpose of protecting our fear. Drowsiness does not happen because we
are overtired or insincere students. It comes because we fear the state of peace. When
we are aware of our thoughts of conflict we will not fall asleep. We should therefore ask
ourselves why we stay awake with these thoughts, and fall asleep when we are on the
verge of getting beyond them to the peace of God. The answer is obvious. Peace is
threatening because it says there is no will but God’s, and ours is one with His. If the
separation never happened; then we never happened either. That is the fear; the fear of
losing our individual self.
It is important when you begin to distract yourself – by being tired, falling asleep,
or thinking of everything but the exercisethat you not judge yourself or feel guilty, but
realize the distraction is coming, from your fear of the lesson’s goal.
(6) Joy characterizes peace. By this experience will you recognize that you
have reached it. If you feel yourself slipping off into withdrawal, quickly repeat the
idea for today and try again. Do this as often as necessary. There is definite gain
in refusing to allow retreat into withdrawal, even if you do not experience the
peace you seek.
What is helpful about such statements is Jesus’ gentleness in pointing out our
potential resistance to these lessons. If he is expecting us to have difficulty and does not
judge us for it, there is no reason, again, to judge ourselves when we forget to do the
exercises, or begin them and promptly fall asleep.
When we allow ourselves to move beyond the thoughts of anger, depression, and
conflict, we joyously feel the peace of knowing our sins are forgiven and have had no
effect on the love and within. Such joy is impossible if we do not first accept our selfconcepts of sin, guilt, and failure. “Failing” the workbook offers us perfect opportunities of
looking at these ego concepts, and then moving beyond them to the truth about
ourselves.
(7) In the shorter periods, which should be undertaken at regular and
predetermined intervals today, say to yourself:
There is no will but God’s. I seek His peace today.
Then try to find what you are seeking. A minute or two every half an hour,
with eyes closed if possible, would be well spent on this today.
If the goal of peace is truly ours, we shall happily embrace the means of attaining
it as well. Our constant remembrances throughout the day reflect this embrace.
Therefore, once again, forgetting “the minute or two” we are asked to spend every thirty
minutes helps us get in touch with our ambivalence about the goal. This alerts us to our
inner conflict, and provides constant opportunities for forgiving ourselves for the “sin” of
pushing God away. From time to time we shall return to this very important aspect of our
workbook practice.
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The light has come.
In this lesson Jesus speaks of the real world; and as is true of other lessons, he
gives us a pep talk. Despite what he says overtly, Jesus obviously does not expect his
students to identify with the light on this particular day. If he did, this message would not
be in other lessons. These are words of encouragement that let us know that beyond the
clouds of illusion – the complexity of our anger, judgments, suffering, and anxiety – there
is really a light. It is the light of the real world, the truth that shines outside the ego’s
darkened dreams of separation and madness.
Let me also comment on the theme running through the lesson as a musical
leitmotif which not so much tells us that the light comes, but that we have come to the
light. Our experience is that the light has come to us, but in truth it never left, for it is
always present in our minds. Since, then, we are the ones who left the light, we must be
the ones who return. If the workbook statement were accepted literally, it would seem
that we had nothing to do with the light’s coming. It simply came on its own, implying that
at some other point it had left.
This points again to the importance of understanding that the words in A Course
in Miracles are simply symbols. The true dynamic at work here is that we were the ones
who left the light by clinging to the ego’s illusion of separation and individuality.
Therefore, we are the ones who must realize our wrong choice – the darkness of our
illusions does not make us happy. That realization leads us finally to say there must be
another way, and then we do seek the light we had left. In fact, it is more than that we
just left it. The ego tells us we were unfaithful to the light, having betrayed, abandoned,
and destroyed its love. We therefore accuse ourselves of this sin, from which, as we
have seen many times, comes the experience of guilt and horror that impels us to get rid
of the guilt through projection, thereby making a God in our own image and likeness, and
a world that also mirrors our self-concept of separation, guilt, and attack.
If we were to realize we simply made a mistake, taking the wrong turn because
we listened to the wrong guide, we would remember the Guide Whom we could truly ask
for help. His Love would teach that our “sin” was a mistake that has already been
corrected. Thus there can be no sin, guilt, denial, or projection, and no world. It is at that
point we come to the inner light A Course in Miracles refers to as the real world.
(1:1-2) The light has come. You are healed and you can heal.
If I am healed, it means the thought of separation in my mind has been undone,
along with pain and suffering, leaving only God’s Son as He created him. This is how I
become a healer: accepting the Atonement’s healing light instead of the ego’s darkness.
Since the Sonship is one with me, it is healed, too. This again is what is meant by
Lesson 137: “When I am healed I am not healed alone.”
(1:3-4) The light has come. You are saved and you can save.
This of course parallels “You are healed and you can heal.” You are saved from
the prison of your own mistaken choice, the pain and suffering of your mind’s guilt. In the
holy instant you become God’s one Son, symbolizing, as does Jesus, the right-minded
choice for light instead of darkness.
(1:5) You are at peace, and you bring peace with you wherever you go.
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This is because ideas leave not their source. Throughout the day – wherever we
go, whatever we do – our right minds are filled with the light that is always there. It is not
anything we literally bring with us, but something that automatically happens, as natural
to the mind as breathing is to the body. Ideas leave not their source: The body and its
misuses of attack and judgment have never left their source – the thought of guilt in the
wrong mind; the body as an instrument of Jesus’ love has never left its source – the
thought of light in the right mind. This light of peace automatically extends through the
mind of God’s Son, the meaning, again, of “you bring peace with you wherever you go.”
(1:6-7) Darkness and turmoil and death have disappeared. The light has
come.
Remember, it is one or the other. The ego uses this principle as a way of
justifying attack: if I do not kill you, you will kill me. The same principle operates with
Jesus as well, but with different content. If I join with the light there cannot be any
darkness, not because I attacked it, but because the darkness disappears in the
presence of light. To Jesus, then, one or the other is a non-dualistic principle. If there is
light and oneness, there cannot be darkness and separation; since my mind and will are
one with God’s, and there is no Mind and Will but His, how could separation exist? The
principle of one or the other is thus valid for both teachers: to the ego it means attack
and murder; to Jesus it reflects the comforting fact of the Atonement – the separation
from God never happened.
(2:1) Today we celebrate the happy ending to your long dream of disaster.
Regard this as another of Jesus’ pep talks. If you feel distress or unhappiness
today, do not use this statement as a way of judging yourself a failure. The fact that
there is the rest of the workbook – and Jesus concludes the workbook by saying this
course is a beginning and not an end – is letting you know that he does not expect you
to end the ego’s dream here and now. However, he does want to remind you of the
Atonement principle: The light has come because it never left.
This is another way of telling us – as Jesus does throughout the workbook that
there is another thought system in our minds that is totally separate from the ego. We
believe there is nothing but the ego, and our interpretations of God, Jesus, and salvation
are based on our specialness, in which we magically hope that someone or something
outside us will be our savior. We do not know about another teacher, a Jesus who is
outside the dream and not the more familiar figure who is very much a part of the ego’s
dreams – “a dream that comes in mockery” (The Gifts of God, p. 121). Lessons like this
one, therefore, are Jesus’ way of telling us there is another teacher in our minds; his way
of communicating to us – just beginning to learn his lessons of forgiveness – our ultimate
goal: the light at the end of the ego’s tunnel that happily shines away our dreams of
disaster and death. This outcome of light is indeed as certain as its Source.
(2:2) There are no dark dreams now.
From a different perspective we can view this lesson as Jesus providing the ideal,
even as he knows we have miles to go before we wake, to paraphrase Robert Frost, and
identify with the light. At least we now know there is a goal; and he teaches us how to
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attain it. Another way of understanding the lesson is to regard it as Jesus’ way of telling
us: “If you follow me, do these lessons faithfully, read my text carefully, you will be at
peace and your dark dreams will be over. If you persist in thinking you know better than
I, however, your dreams of separation, specialness, and individuality will unhappily
continue. Are they really worth the pain?”
(2:3-4) The light has come. Today the time of light begins for you and
everyone.
It can never be said enough that if the light of Christ shines for me it must shine
for everyone, since Christ is one. Therefore, it is not only that the light has come, in the
sense that I have chosen to accept it in place of the ego’s dark dreams of separate
interests, but that the light has come for the entire Sonship, since the Holy Spirit’s happy
dreams see everyone’s interests as the same.
(2:5-7) It is a new era, in which a new world is born. The old one has left no
trace upon it in its passing. Today we see a different world, because the light has
come.
When Jesus says the old world “has left no trace upon it in its passing,” he
echoes the lovely words I never tire of quoting: “Not one note in Heaven’s song was
missed” (T-26.V.5:4) – past sins have had no effect on the present; not the ego’s guilty
present, but the present of the holy instant. Once we are in the new world – the real
world and accept forgiveness as our reigning principle instead of attack, the ego thought
system is gone. When students sometimes ask if they will remember their world when
they awaken from the dream, the answer is “no” – there is nothing to remember. The old
world has left no trace upon the new one in its passing. What is gone is gone, because it
never was.
(3:1) Our exercises for today will be happy ones, in which we offer thanks
for the passing of the old and the beginning of the new.
“The passing of the old” is not something Jesus or A Course in Miracles does, but
is our accomplishment when we exercise the mind’s power to choose. Jesus offers us a
glimpse of how wonderful it will be when we release our illusions of individuality,
specialness, and judgment, as he tells us early in the text, and we repeat again and
again:
You have no idea of the tremendous release and deep peace that comes
from meeting yourself and your brothers totally without judgment (T-3.VI.3:1).
(3:2) No shadows from the past remain to darken our sight and hide the
world forgiveness offers us.
This is an explicit statement that the shadows of our past – some expression of
sin – “hide the world forgiveness offers us.” In other words, our thoughts of attack and
judgment are purposive and do not just happen. We choose them to hide the world of
light forgiveness offers us. Being the key, forgiveness opens our mind’s locked door,
behind which stands the loving presence of Jesus. The door opens when we look at our
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defenses: the shadows of guilt we projected onto our brothers. The very close of the text
restates this now familiar thought in beautiful fashion:
Not one illusion is accorded faith, and not one spot of darkness still
remains to hide the face of Christ from anyone (T-31.VIII.12:5).
(3:3-5) Today we will accept the new world as what we want to see. We will
be given what we desire. We will to see the light; the light has come.
Jesus appeals to our motivation to be happy, for happiness is what we truly want.
Without this desire, however, we will never find it. We are thus being taught, as was
emphasized in the text, to associate the light of forgiveness with happiness and peace,
and the darkness of guilt with misery and pain. In the following passage from the text,
Jesus elaborates on his philosophy of teaching. Like any good reinforcement theorist, he
knows that “learning through rewards is more effective than learning through pain” (T4.VI.3:4). Thus he is teaching us to associate joy with valuing his teaching, and misery
with ignoring it. In this way we come to desire his teaching of light because of the joy it
would bring us:
How can you teach someone the value of something he has deliberately
thrown away? He must have thrown it away because he did not value it. You can
only show him how miserable he is without it, and slowly bring it nearer so he can
learn how his misery lessens as he approaches it. This teaches him to associate
his misery with its absence, and the opposite of misery with its presence. It
gradually becomes desirable as he changes his mind about its worth. I am
teaching you to associate misery with the ego and joy with the spirit. You have
taught yourself the opposite. You are still free to choose, but can you really want
the rewards of the ego in the presence of the rewards of God? (T-4.VI.5)
(4:1-5:1) Our longer practice periods will be devoted to looking at the world
that our forgiveness shows us. This is what we want to see, and only this. Our
single purpose makes our goal inevitable. Today the real world rises before us in
gladness, to be seen at last. Sight is given us, now that the light has come.
We do not want to see the ego’s shadow on the world today.
The “ego’s shadow on the world” is our thoughts of pain and attack, arising from
our minds’ guilt. We know how the ego makes up an illusory world of sin, guilt, and fear,
based on the equally illusory thought of individuality. It does not let this world of thought
go, but buries it within our minds before projecting it. It is this thought system of guilt that
casts a long and despairing shadow on what we think of as the world. Guilt’s final
destination is thus the body, the perceived source of all pain and distress, up to and
including death. Yet this is nothing more than a flimsy veil used by the ego to conceal
the truth we do not want to see because it is the truth (T-21.VII.5: 14). Recognizing our
mistake, we choose again: forgiveness instead of judgment, the world of light instead of
the ego’s shadows of guilt.
(5:2) We see the light, and in it we see Heaven’s reflection lie across the
world.
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We do not see Heaven in the world; we see its reflection, known as the real world.
We have first looked within, and then seen the ego’s projected shadows of guilt all
around us: loss, abandonment, sacrifice, and death. When we change our minds and
ask Jesus for help, we let the shadows go, allowing his inner light to be all that we see
reflected in the world.
(5:3-5) Begin the longer practice periods by telling yourself the glad tidings
of your release:
The light has come. I have forgiven the world.
“Glad tidings,” of course, is a biblical phrase that referred to Jesus coming as the
light of the world. He thus uses a phrase that has had one series of connotations, and
gives it a totally different meaning. Here, the good news – “the glad tidings” is not that
the light of Jesus came into the world, but that the light of Jesus in our minds has never
gone away, despite our belief that we had destroyed it. The Holy Spirit’s principle of the
Atonement was true after all. What gladder tidings could there be than that?
We can forgive the world only because we forgive ourselves for destroying the
light of the world, the inner world of love that our deranged minds convinced us was
actually gone. Thus we realize – through accepting Jesus’ love for us here – that we
have not separated from love, which means we have not crucified it nor destroyed its
Source. That, again, is the truly good news. We happily realize that our attempts to
shroud this light in darkness have had no effect because the light has not left. Once we
accept this joyous fact the shrouds disappear, the veils of darkness part, the shadows
evanesce, and only the light remains. This happens only by forgiving ourselves for
having made a mistake – glad tidings indeed!
(6:1) Dwell not upon the past today.
The past expresses sin, literally; the belief we sinned against God. We catch
ourselves dwelling on the past each and every time we hold a grievance, for each one is
the shadowy fragment that reminds us of our original grievance: against ourselves. We
thus come to recognize that withholding forgiveness reflects our desire to keep the sinful
past alive, reinforcing the separate identity that is protected by our projections onto
others.
(6:2) Keep a completely open mind, washed of all past ideas and clean of
every concept you have made.
Lesson 189 contains a prayer that nicely expresses this idea. It is important
enough to quote it here, even though we shall be returning to it later:
Simply do this: Be still, and lay aside all thoughts of what you are and what
God is; all concepts you have learned about the world; all images you hold about
yourself. Empty your mind of everything it thinks is either true or false, or good or
bad, of every thought it judges worthy, and all the ideas of which it is ashamed.
Hold onto nothing. Do not bring with you one thought the past has taught, nor one
belief you ever learned before from anything,. Forget this world, forget this
course, and come with wholly empty hands unto your God (W-pI. 189.7).
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This implies we have to know we are truly happy that we are wrong and Jesus is
right. We are wrong because we believe there is a world of attack and pain here, and he
is right because he tells us all this is made up. Only when we allow ourselves to be
taught that our reward of peace is far greater than the punishment of pain, can we allow
our minds to be cleansed.
(6:3-9) You have forgiven the world today. You can look upon it now as if
you never saw it before. You do not know yet what it looks like. You merely wait to
have it shown to you. While you wait, repeat several times, slowly and in complete
patience:
The light has come. I have forgiven the world.
Jesus is telling us we do not bring the real world to us, since we are the ones who
must choose it. Moreover, our patience does not include waiting for Jesus because there
is a long waiting list; we wait but for ourselves, for we are still too afraid to accept the
light, in the presence of which the darkness of our individual self is gone. We once again
see how Jesus is letting us know that he knows we are not yet at the point when we can
look upon the forgiven world. That is why there is no need to pretend we are farther
along than we really are. Such arrogance hardly befits a Son of God; moreover, such
arrogance ensures we shall never remember that we are the Son of God.
It is evident in Jesus’ approach throughout A Course in Miracles that while he is
unequivocally consistent in presenting the truth, he is always gentle, patient, and
understanding of our not yet being ready to accept it. It is extremely important to
experience his patience, so we can demonstrate it to everyone else. When we find
ourselves becoming upset with others and impatient with their mistakes, it is only
because we do not want to accept Jesus’ patience with our mistakes. This is because
we want to see them as sins, and rather than accept responsibility for these mistaken
thoughts, we project them out and find ourselves seemingly justified in being impatient
with everyone else. Statements like these make clear how lovingly patient Jesus is with
us, a model for us all.
(7:1) Realize that your forgiveness entitles you to vision.
The theme of vision returns, this time in the context of our acceptance of the real
world through forgiveness. In other words, when we are unforgiving we cannot see, and
what we think we see is simply a distortion. When we forgive, on the other hand, our
eyes are washed clean of guilt’s shadows, and then vision comes.
(7:2) Understand that the Holy Spirit never fails to give the gift of sight to
the forgiving.
This does not mean that the Holy Spirit withholds the gift from us when we judge
others or ourselves, but rather that we reject the gift when we are filled with judgments.
Indeed, that is why we judge in the first place, to keep the gift away. As with God’s
grace, the Holy Spirit’s vision is for all, and embraces all. It merely awaits our
forgiveness for the acceptance of His gift.
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(7:3-11) Believe He will not fail you now. You have forgiven the world. He
will be with you as you watch and wait. He will show you what true vision sees. It
is His Will, and you have joined with Him. Wait patiently for Him. He will be there.
The light has come. You have forgiven the world.
Once again, if we take these words literally it sounds as if we have to wait for the
Holy Spirit to come. Obviously that makes no sense, just as it makes no sense that for
over two thousand years Christians have waited for Jesus to come: the so-called
Second Coming. At issue is not his Second Coming but ours, as the term is re-defined in
A Course in Miracles (T-4.IV.10:2-3). Thus when Jesus says “wait patiently for Him,” he
really means wait patiently for ourselves to let go of our fear sufficiently so we could
accept the Holy Spirit. Thus we watch and wait with patience, reflective of his infinite
patience:
Your patience with your brother is your patience with yourself. Is not a child
of God worth patience? I have shown you infinite patience because my will is that
of our Father, from Whom I learned of infinite patience. His Voice was in me as It
is in you, speaking for patience towards the Sonship in the Name of Its Creator
(T-5.VI.11:4-7).
(8:1-3) Tell Him you know you cannot fail because you trust in Him. And tell
yourself you wait in certainty to look upon the world He promised you. From this
time forth you will see differently.
To make this point about metaphor once again, we are not really telling the Holy
Spirit, Who hardly has to be told anything from us. The meaning of this first sentence is
simply that we have to reinforce our decision to trust Him. We learn to recognize the
causal connection between abandoning our belief that we are better off on our own, and
the wonderful effects that vision brings: seeing a gentle world of shared interests, quite
different from the ego’s hateful world of separate interests.
(8:4-5) Today the light has come. And you will see the world that has been
promised you since time began, and in which is the end of time ensured.
This last is an intriguing sentence. When Jesus says “you will see the world that
has been promised you since time began,” he is not talking about the you you think you
are. You have not existed since time began; you are not fifteen billion years old. Hence
he is referring to the decision maker in our minds, which is a part of the one Son who
was promised at the beginning that “the light has come” – the principle of the Atonement.
In that ontological moment when we believed we separated from God, the promise was
there, already fulfilled. We just had not accepted it. Projecting the blame for the rejection,
we believed that the Holy Spirit did not keep His promise, nor did God, Jesus, and now A
Course in Miracles. This is the problem Jesus corrects. The Atonement was in our minds
from the first instant the thought of separation seemed to begin, reflecting God’s promise
to us (and ours to Him), as we read in this inspiring passage from the text. It comes in
the context of our choosing sickness instead of healing, having made a promise to the
ego instead of God:
God keeps His promises; His Son keeps his. In his creation did his Father
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say, “You are beloved of Me and I of you forever. Be you perfect as Myself, for
you can never be apart from Me.” His Son remembers not that he replied “I will,”
though in that promise he was born. Yet God reminds him of it every time he does
not share a promise to be sick, but lets his mind be healed and unified. His secret
vows are powerless before the Will of God, Whose promises he shares. And what
he substitutes is not his will, who has made promise of himself to God (T28.VI.6:3-9).
Once again, if you pay close attention to a statement like the above, it is clear that
Jesus is not talking about the you you think is reading, studying, and practicing these
words, but the one Son of God outside time and space, the decision-making self that
believed in itself, rather than its Self As a later lesson so succinctly puts it:
Let me not forget myself is nothing, but my Self is all (W-pII.358.1:7).
(9:1-4) The shorter practice periods, too, will be joyful reminders of your
release. Remind yourself every quarter of an hour or so that today is a time for
special celebration. Give thanks for mercy and the Love of God. Rejoice in the
power of forgiveness to heal your sight completely.
As in many other lessons, Jesus wants us to experience the joy of learning his
message. The end of our misery lies in forgiving our brothers and ourselves – truly one
and the same. Who, knowing this fact, could not want to remember every fifteen minutes
that the light has come and is ours. Yet that light is what we still need to accept as the
truth about ourselves.
(9:5-7) Be confident that on this day there is a new beginning. Without the
darkness of the past upon your eyes, you cannot fail to see today. And what you
see will be so welcome that you will gladly extend today forever.
Notice Jesus says “a new beginning,” which, incidentally, is the title of Chapter 30
in the text. He is not saying the journey is over, even though many of the statements in
the lesson would indicate that, for he is not coming from a linear perspective. He is
saying “the light has come” because the light is already here within us. Yet we must
undertake the process of accepting it, which consists of releasing the darkness of our
sinful past. Only then can we acquire the joy of Christ’s vision, welcomed once we no
longer desire to make sin real, and protect it by the guilt perceived in another. As this
vision is welcomed, and nothing else beside it, it extends into the forever of knowledge.
(10) Say, then:
The light has come. I have forgiven the world.
Should you be tempted, say to anyone who seems to pull you back into
darkness:
The light has come. I have forgiven you.
We practice so that this vision of light would come more quickly, along with the joy
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of forgiveness. What speeds us along is our willingness to practice vigilance against our
grievances, that forgiveness would shine away the darkness of guilt that had
enshrouded us and the world in pain and misery.
(11) We dedicate this day to the serenity in which God would have you be.
Keep it in your awareness of yourself and see it everywhere today, as we
celebrate the beginning of your vision and the sight of the real world, which has
come to replace the unforgiven world you thought was real.
Jesus continues to inspire with the happy outcome of peace he assures us is
ours. We need merely desire it as fully as we desire to leave the unforgiven world, and
walk into the light born of forgiving our partners in specialness. This light is our reality
and reward, as Jesus portrays so beautifully in this passage from the text, a lovely way
to end our discussion of this lesson:
This loveliness is not a fantasy. It is the real world, bright and clean and new, with
everything sparkling under the open sun. Nothing is hidden here, for everything has
been forgiven and there are no fantasies to hide the truth.... All this beauty will rise to
bless your sight as you look upon the world with forgiving eyes. For forgiveness literally
transforms vision, and lets you see the real world reaching quietly and gently across
chaos, removing all illusions that had twisted your perception and fixed it on the past....
Go out in gladness to meet with your Redeemer, and walk with Him in trust out of this
world, and into the real world of beauty and forgiveness (T-17.II.2:1-3; 6:1-2; 8:5).
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I am under no laws but God’s.
If memory serves me correctly, it was well over twenty years ago that questions
asked about this particular lesson led me to speak about the two levels on which A
Course in Miracles was written. As I discussed in the Prelude, Level One is the Course’s
metaphysical foundation, which contrasts the reality of God and Heaven with the illusion
of the ego’s thought system and the world that arose from it. On this level there is no
compromise between truth and illusion. Level Two treats only the illusory realm,
contrasting the ego’s wrong-minded thought system of separation with the Holy Spirit’s
right-minded thought system of Atonement.
The reason students find this lesson so difficult, not to mention infuriating, is their
confusion of these levels, not understanding that the purpose of the Level Two discourse
is to meet us in the illusory state we believe we are in, and not to make statements of
absolute truth. Thus, even though the body is inherently illusory, we are not asked to
dismiss it. Quite the contrary. We are asked to pay careful attention to it and its place in
our special relationships, for these become the classrooms in which we learn the Holy
Spirit’s lessons of forgiveness.
From this perspective we can see how Jesus pokes fun at the body; more
importantly, at our use of it. You may recall Jesus’ statement that it is practically
impossible to deny our physical experience in this world (T-2.IV.3:10). Therefore, he is
not asking us in this lesson to deny our bodies by not taking medicine, let alone not
eating, breathing, spending money, etc. Rather, Jesus presents a vision of what it is like
to be in the real world, without the belief in bodies. A passage in “The Attainment of the
Real World” highlights the complete absence of separation that characterizes this
advanced state of mind:
The real world... has no buildings and there are no streets where people
walk alone and separate. There are no stores where people buy an endless list of
things they do not need. It is not lit with artificial light, and night comes not upon it.
There is no day that brightens and grows dim. There is no loss. Nothing is there
but shines, and shines forever (T-13.VII.1).
This is not describing a physical place, but the healed mind in which the thought
of separation has been undone. In that state, the holy instant wherein we have accepted
the Atonement for ourselves, there is no longer a body (“At no single instant does the
body exist at all” [T-18.VII.3:1]). Therefore if there is no body, there can be no laws to
govern it. That is the point here. Jesus is not making fun of us, nor, again, challenging us
to give up our beliefs in the necessity for medicine, food, or relationships. He simply
reminds us that what we believe in is not really there. This new understanding enables
us no longer to take our physical and psychological experiences in the world as seriously
as we once did, reflecting our having learned not to take the tiny, mad idea of separation
seriously either (T-27.VIII.6:2-5).
Once again, this is not meant to be a statement in which Jesus is pressuring us to
give up our belief in the body. In fact, he says in the text:
Your question should not be, “How can I see my brother without the body?”
Ask only, “Do I really wish to see him sinless?” (T-20.VII.9:1-2).
Rather than having us deny our experience that bodies exist external to us, Jesus
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stresses that his goal for us is to change our minds about the body; i.e., its purpose. He
urges us no longer to project our perceived sin onto others, thereby attacking them and
reinforcing the belief in separate interests. Forgiveness – the message of A Course in
Miracles – rests on the simple premise that our interests are one.
We shall discuss all this in greater detail as we read through the lesson.
(1:1) We have observed before how many senseless things have seemed to
you to be salvation.
The reference of course is to our special love objects, the idols we made to show
God we did not need His Love. Special hate objects function that way as well, insofar as
we feel salvation comes when we can truly hate another or suffer pain. By blaming
someone (or something) other than ourselves for our misery, we establish our
innocence. Salvation, then, takes either form, and the ego does not care whether it is
special love or hate, as long as salvation is seen to be external to our minds.
(1:2-4) Each has imprisoned you with laws as senseless as itself. You are
not bound by them. Yet to understand that this is so, you must first realize
salvation lies not there.
This is a reference to the laws of specialness, which center on the rock on which
the ego’s salvation rests: one or the other – someone must lose so that another can win.
Every law of the ego – in the mind as well as in the world – reflects this basic
principle. One finds them as well in the ego’s five laws of chaos (T-23.II), the virtual
grandfather of all laws. The key point is that these laws not only emanate from the mind,
but they remain there as well, following the fundamental principle ideas leave not their
source. Yet do they appear to be external, and our lives governed by them. The truth,
however, is that we are bound only by our mind’s decision, and this truly is the good
news. We have very little – if any – control over the body’s laws, and this would seem to
condemn us to a life of hopeless victimization, the helplessness felt by almost all people.
But only we – the decision-making part of our minds – can control the fact that we have
chosen to identify with these laws. Therein lies our true help.
This is an extremely important concept to grasp, for it would keep you honest as
you work through this lesson. In order to understand why you are under no laws but
God’s, and why you are not bound by any of the body’s laws, you must first realize that
you have a mind, because that is where salvation lies. The problem is that we do not
believe we do. No matter how many times Jesus tells us this in A Course in Miracles, no
matter how many times we read the same lines, there remains a part of us that does not
believe it, because we still believe he is teaching us as a body. He repeatedly teaches
how we are not really here, and so the body does not do anything: it is not born, nor
does it live or die; it does not suffer pain or feel pleasure. In other words, everything
occurs in the mind. Yet this means absolutely nothing to us, because, again, we still
think Jesus is talking to us as a person, living in a body.
We refuse to go to the source of this self – the mind – that is not in the body at all,
and find the real problem. Were we to find this in our minds – the guilt over the
separation – we would see the answer of the Atonement.
This lesson, then, is a plea to all of us to pay careful attention and think about
what Jesus is teaching us in A Course in Miracles. When he has us say over and over
again – as he does later in the sixth review – “I am not a body. I am free. For I am
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still as God created me,” he means it very literally. When he has us say “I am spirit,” he
means that very literally as well. We must be really clear that we do not believe it,
because we still think Jesus, a separated person, is talking to us, as separated persons,
and teaching us very nice things. However, we do not yet realize he is not teaching us
as a body. What we think of as our bodily self but reflects a thought in the mind. This is
such an important lesson because it points out so clearly the illusory nature of the body.
Just as clear, if we study it carefully, is the reason we have so much trouble with it: We
do not want to believe it! The basis of our difficulty is the refusal to accept that salvation
does not lie outside us, but rather within our minds, the locus of both problem and
answer.
(1:5-6) While you would seek for it in things that have no meaning, you bind
yourself to laws that make no sense. Thus do you seek to prove salvation is where
it is not.
That, again, is the problem: We do not want to know we have a mind, for if we do,
we will at some point choose against the ego, and our individuality will disappear. The
ego tells us the problem is sin and guilt, found either in our body or someone else’s.
Since that is where the problem is, salvation is found there as well. If I believe sin is in
my body, I believe in suffering and sacrifice; if I believe it is in yours, I believe in
judgment and attack. The ego’s plan for salvation therefore consists of punishing the
body – mine or yours.
Evading the truth that we have a mind can take another form. For example, A
Course in Miracles says that I am under no laws but God’s and that I am not a body.
Therefore since my body is an illusion, I do not have to see doctors; nor need I lock my
car or apartment; I do not have to take care of my body and so it does not matter what I
eat or what I do. These are but a few examples of what I refer to as “blissninnyhood”: the
simplistic and naive denial of the body and its problems. Rather than accepting the
fundamental unreality of the body as a shadow of guilt, “blissninnies” simply deny they
have a body, which renders the source of the shadow – our minds’ guilt – even more
inaccessible. Thus does the answer of Atonement remain buried still further beneath the
ego’s arsenal of defenses.
This lesson is certainly not intended to discourage Course in Miracles students
from seeking medical attention, or to decline inoculation if they plan to travel abroad, for
example. It is not meant to discourage students from eating foods that are good for
them, or doing whatever it is that they believe is healthy. We all have some notion of
what is good or bad for us there is no right or wrong in this regard – and whatever you
believe in is what you should do. Moreover, Jesus is not saying you should give up
friendship or anything that reflects the laws of the world. He is simply saying it would be
of value to realize the source of these laws, and to understand their place in the ego’s
thought system. Only then may you choose to shift their purpose so that they fill their
more proper place in the Holy Spirit’s thought system of correction.
Implicit in all of this, to make the important point again, is the necessity of
realizing the tremendous resistance we have to accepting the fact we are not bodies.
This is an important theme in the text, and is one of the centerpieces of the workbook.
Again, Jesus uses these statements to poke gentle fun at us, as he does in these
passages from the text that highlight the futility of trying to protect the body and make it
real and attractive:
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Can you paint rosy lips upon a skeleton, dress it in loveliness, pet it and
pamper it, and make it live? (T-23.11.18:8)
What would you save it [the body] for? For in that choice lie both its health
and harm. Save it for show, as bait to catch another fish, to house your
specialness in better style, or weave a frame of loveliness around your hate, and
you condemn it to decay and death (T-24.VII.4:4-6).
It [the body] puts things on itself that it has brought with little metal discs or
paper strips the world proclaims as valuable and real. It works to get them, doing
senseless things, and tosses them away for senseless things it does not need
and does not even want (T-27.VIII.2:2-3).
Thus we are encouraged to ask Jesus for help in learning not to take our bodily
identification so seriously. But – one more time – he is not asking us to deny our bodies
in the process.
We would know we have fallen into the trap of seriousness when we find
ourselves becoming impatient with those who do not deny their body, or accusing others
of not doing A Course in Miracles right, seeing that they have physical or psychological
concerns. Those judgments should be a red flag, indicating we are accusing others of
what we secretly accuse ourselves. Remember, we want the complete patience the
previous lesson spoke about, and we cannot have it without being completely gentle.
Patience and gentleness go hand in hand – that is why they are among the ten
characteristics of God’s teachers (M-4.IV,VIII).
(2:1) Today we will be glad you cannot prove it.
The part of us that clings to our individual and special self is not glad! We need to
be aware of our resistance to being truly glad that salvation is not outside us but within.
That awareness will eventually make it possible for true gladness to come.
(2:2-4) For if you could [prove it], you would forever seek salvation where it
is not, and never find it. The idea for today tells you once again how simple is
salvation. Look for it where it waits for you, and there it will be found.
Salvation waits for us, and so the one we have to be patient with is ourselves – to
choose the salvation that awaits us in our minds. We must be willing to seek salvation
where we can find it. To achieve that goal Jesus instructs us in seeing the body as the
effect of the mind, which is the cause: the cause that is the problem; the cause that is
the solution. What could be simpler?
(2:5) Look nowhere else, for it is nowhere else.
Once again, Jesus is not insisting we give up bodily things, but he is asking to
understand why we do them. This is not about changing the effect there is no point in
that – but in changing the underlying cause, accomplished through gently forgiving
ourselves. Stated another way, we change the cause by looking at it with Jesus’ love
and gentleness beside us. We do not seek to change the body, nor deny what we are
doing. We merely look.
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Now come the lines every student loves!
(3) Think of the freedom in the recognition that you are not bound by all the
strange and twisted laws you have set up to save you. You really think that you
would starve unless you have stacks of green paper strips and piles of metal
discs. You really think a small round pellet or some fluid pushed into your veins
through a sharpened needle will ward off disease and death. You really think you
are alone unless another body is with you.
Jesus is taking three of the most important aspects of our existence here:
dependence on Money, fear of sickness and the need to go to doctors for help, and the
special relationship that says if I do not have another person with me, I will be all alone
in my misery. However, Jesus is not telling us to give these things up; merely to look at
our investment in them.
Near the end of the Psychotherapy pamphlet, in a section called “The Question of
Payment” (P-3 MI), Jesus discusses money, but does not say therapists should not
charge their patients. He says that “even an advanced therapist has some earthly needs
while he is here” (P-3111.1:3), and will thus require payment. It is evident, however, that
Jesus is not talking about money per se, but rather the therapist’s attitude that would
lead to gouging patients, for example, or that would insist that they pay even if they
lacked funds. Again, as long as we are here we are going to have needs, which means
money is a necessity. Therefore, Jesus is not against our making money, just as he is
not against our taking care of the body. He is helping us shift our emphasis from the
body to the mind, which the understanding of purpose allows us to do.
At the end of the journey, in the real world, there will be no emphasis at all on the
body, because we shall have realized there is none. At that point, recognizing the
illusory nature of the body is not denial, nor is it the basis of affirmations to repress an
experience with which we do not want to deal. We have become aware of what Jesus
refers to in the text as “a simple statement of a simple fact (T-26.III.4:5). What enables
us to reach this simple fact of the real world, in which there is no separation and no
body, is gently looking at our investment in denying both the guilt and Atonement that
are in our minds. We learn we are gentle with ourselves by the degree to which we are
gentle with others. When we ungently judge them, it is only because we have attacked
ourselves for pushing Jesus away once again. Further, since he is within, we have
pushed the mind away as well, which roots our attention to the body, the ego’s principal
faun of protection and the consummation of its plan for salvation.
(4) It is insanity that thinks these things. You call them laws, and put them
under different names in a long catalogue of rituals that have no use and serve no
purpose. You think you must obey the “laws” of medicine, of economics and of
health. Protect the body, and you will be saved.
It is essential that you take care of your body as long as you think you are one.
Not doing so as long as you identify with it is only an expression of self-hatred and selfpunishment, not to mention silliness. Taking care of your body can therefore be a gentle
and kind way of forgiving yourself. Remember, no one who reads A Course in Miracles
fully believes in what Jesus says, because if he or she did they would not need it. We
very much believe we are bodies. In fact, these lessons are geared specifically to those
who believe in them. As bodies, we live in time, and it is obvious these lessons are
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geared toward time-bound people. Almost every lesson mentions some aspect of our
temporal existence – minutes, hours, days, weeks, years – because Jesus’ students
believe they are bodies existing in time and space, and he does not ask us to deny
them. Once again, he but asks that we be gentle and kind towards our and other
people’s bodies, reflecting the desire to forgive ourselves for our misuse of them, the
shadow of our misuse of the mind.
Nonetheless, it is also important for us to recognize that these “laws” hold only
because we have given them the power to do so. We are not bound to the body’s laws,
but rather to our mind’s decision to be a body, which has been specifically designed to
be under laws that appear to bind us. Thus it is that we seek to “protect the body ... [to]
be saved,” while our true protection – the Atonement – is kept buried beneath the ego’s
laws of guilt and specialness.
(5:1) These are not laws, but madness.
They are madness because in reality there are only God’s laws: the laws of love,
oneness, and eternal life. All other “laws” are outside the Mind of God, and therefore
dwell in the ego’s mind of madness.
The next paragraph explicitly states the causal relationship between the mind and
body, which relationship is, in a sense, the very heart of the lesson:
(5:2-3) The body is endangered by the mind that hurts itself. The body
suffers just in order that the mind will fail to see it is the victim of itself.
How does the mind hurt itself? Guilt. The original “injury” to my mind was the
belief I separated from God, for in that decision I denied my true reality. From that
moment on I continually punished myself through guilt. My ego does not want me to
realize it is my mind that is victimizing me, and that I – the decision maker cloaked by the
ego’s thought system – am the one who is suffering. Therefore, my decision maker, now
identified with the ego, projects the guilt onto the body, which thus becomes guilt’s
shadow. It now appears that the body suffers – the smoke screen that keeps my
mind out of awareness. In the following passage Jesus explains the insanity of seeing
the body as the problem, when all along it is the clever ego mind calling the shots from
behind its veil of secrecy:
Who punishes the body is insane.... It is indeed a senseless point of view
to hold responsible for sight a thing that cannot see, and blame it for the sounds
you do not like, although it cannot hear. It suffers not the punishment you give
because it has no feeling. It behaves in ways you want, but never makes the
choice (T-28.VI.1:1; 2:1-3).
Our mind is indeed the source of the problem, but even there its guilt does not
deserve punishment, as the ego would have us think, but simply correction.
(5:4) The body’s suffering is a mask the mind holds up to hide what really
suffers.
What Jesus means by “mind,” of course, is the decision maker, which chooses
the ego, chooses to make guilt real, and then chooses to project it onto the body. It is
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thus the decision maker that uses the body to hide the real cause of the suffering: its
decision for separation and guilt. The cleverness of the ego’s strategy is described in
more detail below, part of the section from which we have just quoted. Here we see how
the you – our decision maker hides behind the body so that no one is ever the wiser
about what is really going on: the mind’s decision to be separate and guilty:
The thing you hate and fear and loathe and want [the ego’s guilt], the body
does not know. You [the decision-making part of our minds] send it forth to seek
for separation and be separate. And then you hate it, not for what it is, but for the
uses you have made of it. You shrink from what it sees and what it hears, and
hate its frailty and littleness. And you despise its acts, but not your own. It sees
and acts for you. It hears your voice. And it is frail and little by your wish. It
seems to punish you, and thus deserve your hatred for the limitations that it
brings to you. Yet you have made of it a symbol for the limitations that you want
your mind to have and see and keep (T-28.VI.3).
(5:5) It [the mind’s decision maker] would not understand it is its own enemy;
that it attacks itself and wants to die.
If we knew this, of course, we would change our minds in an instant. If we knew
that we were the problem – our decision maker having chosen the ego – we would not
hesitate to choose the Holy Spirit, marking the end of the ego. Once again, to ensure
that this catastrophe never occurs, the ego – the part of our minds that embraces
separation – devises its strategy of mindlessness, which has the Son identify with a body
that becomes a constant source of attention and concern. Thus we come to believe that
the world and body – others’ and our own – are the enemies, while the true “enemy” –
our decision maker’s wrong-minded choice – remains safely hidden out of awareness,
concealed by guilt and fear.
(5:6-7) It is from this your “laws” would save the body. It is for this you think
you are a body.
Jesus helps us to understand the motivation or purpose for having a body: to
have a place in which to hide the mind’s guilt. Thus the ego tells us we do indeed have a
real problem – in our bodies – but fortunately there are laws that will take care of it. The
problem, the ego convinces us, is not our inner emptiness because we left God, but, for
example, the emptiness in our stomachs. Therefore, we fill them with food and we feel
fine. The “law” states: if you are hungry, you eat. Furthermore, if you want to stay healthy
by your eating, you must eat specific foods – whatever it is you believe in, for the food
itself does not matter.
The ego has thus taken the problem of lack – the absence of Christ because I
believe I crucified Him – splits it off and projects it, so now there is a lack perceived in
my body. The ego’s “laws” then come to save it, and solve the problem of maintaining
our physical and psychological existence as creatures of the world. Thus it becomes, in
addition to the problem of food:
1. The problem is that I am all alone in the universe, since I destroyed God. Yes, the
ego agrees, there is a problem of loneliness, but it is in the body. Therefore, I will
invent special relationships and teach you the laws of manipulation and
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seduction, which will enable you to keep other bodies close to you. Thus is the
problem of your loneliness solved.
2. The problem is that I am impoverished because I threw away the treasure of God.
I have nothing. Yes, the ego agrees, there is a problem of impoverishment, but it
is in the body. Therefore I will invent money and teach you the laws of earning it.
Thus is the problem of your impoverishment solved.
3. The problem is that I am sick at heart because I betrayed God. Yes, the ego
agrees, there is a problem of sickness, but it is in the body. Therefore, I will invent
medicine and teach you the laws of acquiring and using it. Thus is the problem of
your sickness solved.
And on and on it goes.
This lesson helps us understand that the laws the ego tells us will save the body
only uphold the separation and guilt that is in our minds. Jesus’ purpose, once again, is
not to make us feel guilty or like failures, but simply to help us realize where the problem
is so it can be truly solved.
(6:1-2) There are no laws except the laws of God. This needs repeating, over
and over, until you realize it applies to everything that you have made in
opposition to God’s Will.
By “repeating, over and over,” Jesus does not mean, once again, that we use his
words as a mantra or affirmation. Rather, they are a statement of truth to which we bring
the ego’s laws of illusion. The body is nothing but the end product of a long series of
thoughts that were made in opposition to God’s Will: separation, specialness, sin, guilt,
fear, and death. Thus we need to pay careful attention to our experiences of
victimization at the hands of laws over which we have no control, and on which we
believe the fate of our peace rests. It is this misplacement we bring to the truth,
recognizing how we have used the body’s laws as a cloak to conceal our guilt over
believing we had, in fact, chosen against the laws of God.
(6:3) Your magic has no meaning.
The laws of the world have to do with magic because they are external. The
miracle -- magic’s counterpart – is internal. Magic helps us change our bodies; the
miracle helps us change our minds. Magic is the ego’s solving a problem where it cannot
be solved – in the body. The miracle is the Holy Spirit’s solving a problem where it can
be solved – in the mind.
(6:4-5) What it is meant to save does not exist. Only what it is meant to hide
will save you.
This is a nice Level One statement: the body does not exist. Moreover, the body
and its laws were made to hide the guilt in our minds. Yet they not only hold the guilt but
its undoing, brought about through acceptance of the Atonement, which alone can save
us.
(7) The laws of God can never be replaced. We will devote today to rejoicing
that this is so. It is no longer a truth that we would hide. We realize instead it is a
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truth that keeps us free forever. Magic imprisons, but the laws of God make free.
The light has come because there are no laws but His.
We need to pay careful attention to the ego’s laws we obey in order to trace them
back to what they represent in our minds, as I just did above. Thus: money undoes our
experience of spiritual impoverishment; putting food in our stomach and oxygen in our
lungs supplies the lack in our split minds; and specialness undoes the loneliness that is
the “natural” state of a separated mind. We can therefore use the ego’s laws to reflect
back to us what they were meant to hide: the belief that the laws of God can be
replaced. Indeed, they have been replaced – by me; at least by the wrong-minded,
deluded me that thinks it is a separated self. However, we are now ready to learn that
this delusion occurred only in our dreams. Our real Self but awaits the opening of our
eyes.
Jesus now pokes further fun at us:
(8:1-5) We will begin the longer practice periods today with a short review of
the different kinds of “laws” we have believed we must obey. These would
include, for example, the “laws” of nutrition, of immunization, of medication, and
of the body’s protection in innumerable ways. Think further; you believe in the
“laws” of friendship, of “good” relationships and reciprocity.
It should be quite obvious by now that Jesus is not asking us to give up our belief
in these laws, which are the very bedrock of our existence in the world. But we are
asked to step back with him – to go above the battleground (T-23.IV) – and look through
his eyes at the place these laws hold in our ego’s defensive system and strategy of
mindlessness. Thus we learn not to take them or our lives as seriously as before. This
point, like so many others, cannot be stated too often. Our resistance to looking at the
ego without judgment is enormous, and needs the gentle persuasion of gentle repetition
to be effectively diminished.
(8:5) Perhaps you even think that there are laws which set forth what is
God’s and what is yours. Many “religions” have been based on this.
Jesus puts “religion” in quotes because he is telling us that these – the formal
religions of the world – are not true religions. The etymological meaning of religion is “to
bind together again,” and we “bind together again” by realizing God’s Son is one – we
are one with each other and one with God. The “religions” of the world separate, their
adherents judging everyone who does not agree with them, unconsciously believing they
themselves are separate from God. Thus Jesus states the following in the pamphlet on
Psychotherapy, addressing the issue of religion’s place in the practice of psychotherapy:
Formal religion has no place in psychotherapy, but it also has no real place
in religion (P-2.II.2:1).
Once religion, regardless of its inspirational origin, becomes formalized, it
becomes separatist. It inevitably then becomes subsumed under the laws of homo
sapiens, which not only demarcate the respective and hierarchical places of different
members of the species, but also the respective and hierarchical places of God and us.
Separation becomes Heaven’s law, while the true law of unity and oneness disappears
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into the reality that has been hidden by the externalization of God’s Love, the only law.
(8:6-7) They would not save but damn in Heaven’s name. Yet they are no
more strange than other “laws” you hold must be obeyed to make you safe.
These “laws” of formal religions are indeed strange, for they make the Love of
God conditional, accessible through the body. On the other hand, the universality of love
makes it totally accessible, and easily remembered when the world is seen as a
classroom in which we learn the lessons of forgiveness that enable us to transcend the
world and body entirely.
Yet Jesus wants us to recognize that the strangeness of religions’ laws are no
more strange than any other. There is, after all, no hierarchy of illusions (T-23.112:3). He
is not asking us to deny our dependence on nutrition, immunization, medication,
protection, specialness, or anything else, but simply says to us: “Look at your
dependence on these laws through my eyes, and you will realize they are shadows of
your mind’s guilt. Look gently with me at the relationship between the shadow and its
source, and realize how this causal connection has not brought you peace.” Jesus is not
asking to make the point still once again – that we let go of our investment in our own or
anyone else’s body. His words ask us only to let go of the purpose we have given the
body, allowing him to shift this purpose from guilt to forgiveness.
(9:1-2) There are no laws but God’s. Dismiss all foolish magical beliefs
today, and hold your mind in silent readiness to hear the Voice that speaks the
truth to you.
How do you become silently ready? You quiet the ego’s raucous shrieks and
stubborn insistence that you are right and God is wrong. And then wait in patience for
yourself to move beyond the resistance born of fear to the truth born of love.
(9:3) You will be listening to One Who says there is no loss under the laws
of God.
In all the ego’s laws – whether religious or not – there is loss. If I am to eat, an
animal or vegetable must lose its “life”; if I am to have my specialness needs met,
another must suffer; and if I am to be forgiven by God, I must sacrifice. It must be so, for
the rock on which the ego’s slavation rests is that one must lose so that another can win.
Statements like the above gently correct that illusion.
(9:4-6) Payment is neither given nor received. Exchange cannot be made;
there are no substitutes; and nothing is replaced by something else. God’s laws
forever give and never take.
The ego is born of the original thought that I am a substitute for God or Christ,
and everything else logically follows from that ontological premise. In other words, from
the sin of substitution I experience guilt, which then demands I be punished. In order to
assuage the vindictive wrath of the sinned-against deity, I concoct a theory of salvation
in which it appears as if He demands my payment for what I stole, a payment that drips
with the blood of my suffering and sacrifice: the ego’s meaning of atonement. From this
insane thought arises a world in which we believe that we can achieve happiness or
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salvation only through payment of some kind. Thus we find the following statements in
Psychotherapy regarding the question of payment. Unlike the world’s view, in which
patients pay therapists for their expertise, a quid pro quo, Jesus advocates the more
Marxist view: From each according to his ability. To each according to his need. This
utopian vision has, unfortunately, never been tried, yet Jesus makes it the basis for his
view on payment, distinguishing it from cost:
Only an unhealed healer would try to heal for money, and he will not
succeed to the extent to which he values it. Nor will he find his healing in the
process. There will be those of whom the Holy Spirit asks some payment for His
purpose. There will be those from whom He does not ask.... There is a difference
between payment and cost. To give money where God’s plan allots it has no cost.
To withhold it from where it rightfully belongs has enormous cost.... Patients can
pay only for the exchange of illusions. This, indeed, must demand payment, and
the cost is great.... If their relationship is to be holy, whatever one needs is given
by the other; whatever one lacks the other supplies.... The therapist repays the
patient in gratitude, as does the patient repay him. There is no cost to either....
This ... [reflects] the law of God, and not of the world.
Anticipating the inevitable complaint, Jesus states:
This view of payment may well seem impractical, and in the eyes of the
world it would be so. Yet not one worldly thought is really practical. How much is
gained by striving for illusions? How much is lost by throwing God away? And is it
possible to do so? (P-3.III.2:1-4, 6-8; 3:3-4; 4:4,6-7; 5:4; 7:1-5)
The law we are asked to reflect in our relationships is the law of perfect Oneness,
in which there can be no cost or loss. Its loving expression within the world of illusion is
the rock on which salvation rests: “And everyone must gain, if anyone would be a gainer”
(T-25.VII.12:2).
The next paragraph asks us to listen to the Holy Spirit tell us, again, how foolish
indeed are the “laws” we have striven to follow:
(10) Hear Him Who tells you this, and realize how foolish are the “laws” you
thought upheld the world you thought you saw. Then listen further. He will tell you
more. About the Love your Father has for you. About the endless joy He offers
you. About His yearning for His only Son, created as His channel for creation;
denied to Him by his belief in hell.
The Holy Spirit does not take our laws away from us, but shows us their
foolishness in that they reflect a thought system that is foolish. Remember how miracles
do not make the correct choice. They simply show us how incorrect we have been in our
prior choices:
The miracle establishes you dream a dream, and that its content it not
true.... The miracle does nothing but to show him [the dreamer] that he has done
nothing (T-28.II.7:1,10).
Once He has our attention, the Holy Spirit “speaks” to us of the heavenly Love we
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chose to forget, when we chose to remember the hell of the ego’s special love.
(11:1) Let us today open God’s channels to Him, and let His Will extend
through us to Him.
The way we open God’s channels -- our minds – is to forgive ourselves for having
chosen the ego as substitute for the Love of God. Forgiveness is the key that opens the
right-minded home of the Holy Spirit, which we had sealed with locks of guilt and
specialness.
(11:2-6) Thus is creation endlessly increased. His Voice will speak of this to
us, as well as of the joys of Heaven which His laws keep limitless forever. We will
repeat today’s idea until we have listened and understood there are no laws but
God’s. Then we will tell ourselves, as a dedication with which the practice period
concludes:
I am under no laws but God’s.
Once we choose to accept the Atonement and remember our Identity as Christ,
we identify with our true function of creation: the endless increase of God’s Love through
us and as us. This “us” is God’s one Son, the Christ He created as one with Him; the
Self that is no longer under the laws of God – It is the law of God.
(12) We will repeat this dedication as often as possible today; at least four
or five times an hour, as well as in response to any temptation to experience
ourselves as subject to other laws throughout the day. It is our statement of
freedom from all danger and all tyranny. It is our acknowledgment that God is our
Father, and that His Son is saved.
We are back where we began – the acceptance of the Atonement. Jesus is
asking us to strengthen our resolve to accept this acceptance throughout the day – at
least every twelve-to-fifteen minutes. Thus we seek to remember—as often as we can
and especially when tempted to believe in the ego’s laws of scarcity and deprivation, of
specialness and loss – that “there is no will but God’s; no laws but His.” We then gladly
acknowledge: “Yes, I made these laws and still believe in them. But I am now willing to
admit I was wrong. The truth is that God is my Father and not the ego, and therefore I
am saved from my thoughts of sin and guilt, for they have disappeared into His Love.”
The only remaining question for ourselves is why would we not remember this happy
fact throughout the day.
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I am entitled to miracles.
This is the first mention of miracles in the workbook. There is an indirect reference
earlier in the lessons, but discussion of this central theme occurs here for the first time.
Since it is so easily misunderstood, I shall talk briefly about the miracle before moving
into the lesson itself.
In A Course in Miracles, Jesus is fond of using terms that seem to suggest one
thing, and providing them with an entirely different meaning. The term miracles, which
gives its name to the Course, is a prime example. Almost everyone associates the word
with something external. Whether or not one believes in the Bible, everyone in our
Western world has been influenced by the accounts of the various miracles described in
the Old and the New Testaments. An examination shows that they involve some change
in the body or the world, whether it is the parting of the Red Sea, healing of illness, or
raising the dead. In the Course, miracles are understood differently, having nothing to do
with the external, but only with a change of mind. Lessons 77 and 78 indicate that the
best way of thinking about a miracle is as a correction for our faulty perceptions and,
above all, as the means for undoing our distress or pain. In Lesson 193 Jesus explains
that all distress comes from a lack of forgiveness: “Certain it is that all distress does not
appear to be but unforgiveness” (W-pI.193.4:1); and in our next lesson he discusses
miracles as the answer to our grievances.
As we go through these lessons, therefore, think of the miracle as a change in
mind or, even more specifically, a change in teachers: from the ego to the Holy Spirit.
That change corrects all misperceptions and misthoughts, the source of our suffering.
Therefore, when Jesus says at the beginning of this lesson “I am entitled to miracles,”
he, again, is not referring to something external, nor God’s grace descending upon us
from on high, blessing us, our families, or anyone else. We are entitled to the end of our
pain simply because we are God’s Son, who cannot be in pain. He may dream he
suffers, dream he separated from God, but the truth is that he remains as God created
him. The miracle is Jesus’ name for the dynamic that allows us to understand that
everything we have made – our personal and collective worlds – is a dream. We are the
dreamers of this dream, and therefore we are the ones who can change our minds about
it, as we see in this passage from the text:
Nothing at all has happened but that you have put yourself to sleep.... The
miracle does not awaken you, but merely shows you who the dreamer is. It
teaches you there is a choice of dreams while you are still asleep, depending on
the purpose of your dreaming. Do you wish for dreams of healing, or for dreams
of death? (T-28.II.4 : 1-4)
We turn now to the lesson, which takes us another step towards accepting the
dreams of healing, the precursor to our awakening from the sleep of separation:
(1:1-2) You are entitled to miracles because of what you are. You will
receive miracles because of what God is.
The source of the miracle is the presence of Jesus or the Holy Spirit in our minds.
This presence reminds us of who we are as God’s one Son. In “Principles of Miracles,”
Jesus explains that their Source is beyond our evaluation (T-1.I.2:2), meaning God is
beyond our understanding. Jesus or the Holy Spirit reflect God’s truth – the Atonement
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principle – which is that the separation from God never happened. Thus, we will receive
miracles because we have already received them. The correction is fully present in our
minds, awaiting our acceptance.
(1:3) And you will offer miracles because you are one with God.
When we choose the miracle – the choice to return to our minds and change the
decision from the ego to the Holy Spirit – we have undone the belief in separation. In
that holy instant there is no separated Son of God, only the one Son. Thus does the
miracle we have accepted naturally extend though us to the whole Sonship, because our
healed mind is the whole Sonship. In the instant we have chosen Jesus – the great
symbol of the one Son – as our teacher and identified with his love, we become like him.
Helen’s “A Jesus Prayer,” expresses the fervent wish that this be so, in our first of
several references to this inspired and inspiring poem:
A perfect picture of what I can be
You show to me, that I might help renew
Your brothers’ failing sight. As they look up
Let them not look on me, but only You.
(The Gifts of God, p. 83)
Moreover, Jesus tells us in the text that when we take his hand we reach beyond
the ego because he is beyond the ego:
I go before you because I am beyond the ego. Reach, therefore, for my
hand because you want to transcend the ego (T-8.V.6:7-8).
In the holy instant we have transcended thoughts of separation, and offer
miracles in the sense that we are one with God when we have chosen His Teacher. As
one with our Creator, we must then be one with His creation; a unity that embraces its
seemingly separated fragments.
The words of the lesson seems to suggest that a miracle is something we do. In
fact, many statements early in the text seem to suggest that as well. As we have
discussed previously, however, the language of A Course in Miracles allows Jesus to
speak to us on a level we can understand, which involves experiencing ourselves and
others as bodies. Although the language in many places suggests that miracles involve
behavior, in truth they are but correction thoughts we choose and therefore accept.
Again, once accepted, the miracle naturally extends through our joined minds. We, as
separated individuals – body and ego – do not do anything. We do not offer miracles on
the bodily level, nor do we receive them there. The miracle is simply a process of
decision in our minds that allows extension to occur.
(1:4) Again, how simple is salvation!
This is a recurring theme throughout A Course in Miracles. Salvation is simple
because it says, for example: “what is false is false, and what is true has never changed”
(W-pII.10.1:1). What is false is the ego system, regardless of the many forms in which it
comes; and what has never changed is the truth of God. As Jesus repeatedly reminds
us: What could be more simple?
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(1:5-6) It is merely a statement of your true Identity. It is this that we will
celebrate today.
Choosing the miracle corrects the misperception we are an ego, we have a split
mind, and we are not as God created us. When we realize what we are not, the memory
of who we are – Christ, the Identity of God’s Son – will dawn on our minds.
(2:1) Your claim to miracles does not lie in your illusions about yourself.
The primary illusion about ourselves is that we are bodies. We are therefore not
entitled to miracles on the bodily level to better our dream or those of our loved ones.
Our true claim is to a change in mind or, again and more to the point, a change in
teachers. Thus we are taught by our new teacher that we are not travesties of our Self:
bodies instead of spirit. Recall Jesus’ statement to Helen in “The Gifts of God”: “For I am
not a dream that comes in mockery” (The Gifts of God, p. 121). In other words, Jesus is
not a body, the hero of the ego’s dream that would mock our creation as spirit. Likewise,
neither are we. Thus we claim the miracle of correction that reminds us of the truth about
ourselves.
(2:2) It does not depend on any magical powers you have ascribed to
yourself, nor on any of the rituals you have devised.
From the perspective of A Course in Miracles, the miracles that are described in
the Bible are forms of magic. They are what one miraculous body does on behalf of
other bodies. The biblical God, too, is very much involved in the physical world, and He
is portrayed as the source of the miracles, often working through His chosen agents –
the prophets or Jesus himself. All these are forms of magic because they have nothing
to do with a change of mind. The problem requiring the miracle’s intervention is external
to the mind. In fact, there is nothing in the Bible about a mind – even though the word is
used occasionally – in the sense in which it is defined in the Course. The problem is thus
perceived to be external, and the miracle correspondingly acts to remedy the problem.
In A Course in Miracles this is all different. The source of the problem is shifted
from the body to the mind that conceived of the problem. This is ultimately some aspect
of guilt, which can be solved only by the miracle.
(2:3-5) It is inherent in the truth of what you are. It is implicit in what God
your Father is. It was ensured in your creation, and guaranteed by the laws of
God.
The truth of what we are is Christ, and His memory is in our right minds through
the presence of the Holy Spirit. That is where the miracle is found, waiting to be chosen.
The “It” throughout this paragraph refers to our claim to miracles. We are entitled to them
because of who we are as God’s Son, which means we are entitled to the correction
already present in us.
(3) Today we will claim the miracles which are your right, since they belong
to you. You have been promised full release from the world you made. You have
been assured that the Kingdom of God is within you, and can never be lost. We
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ask no more than what belongs to us in truth. Today, however, we will also make
sure that we will not content ourselves with less.
Again, miracles belong to us because they are within our minds, and cannot be
found in anything outside them. The promise of the “full release from the world that you
made,” and the assurance “that the Kingdom of God is within you, and can never been
lost,” is the purpose of the Atonement principle – the separation from God never
happened. It is that truth of the Holy Spirit that releases us from the world, because the
world came from the belief that we did in fact separate, a belief that initiated the
development of the thought system of individuality – sin, guilt, and fear – culminating in
the projection that made the world. Therefore, if there is no individuality, because the
separation from God never happened, we are automatically released from the world.
This is the truth to which we are entitled because we are the truth: an extension of God’s
loving Will.
We see here a recurring theme in A Course in Miracles: By choosing the ego
instead of the Holy Spirit, littleness instead of magnitude (T-15.III), we settle for a parody
of our creation instead of the glorious truth of who we are. In other words, we settle for
the crumbs instead of the banquet, the parts of the song instead of the song itself. Thus
we are told in the opening pages of The Song of Prayer:
The real sound is always a song of thanksgiving and of Love.
You cannot, then, ask for the echo. It is the song that is the gift. Along with
it come the overtones, the harmonics, the echoes, but these are secondary. In
true prayer you hear only the song. All the rest is merely added (S-112:9-3:5).
Or, as Jesus says of “the forgotten song”: “The notes are nothing” (T-21.I.7:1).
Our preferring life in the body to life as spirit is the height, not only of insanity, but of selfdeprecation. Jesus says further in the text:
Be not content with littleness. But be sure you understand what littleness
is, and why you could never be content with it. Littleness is the offering you give
yourself. You offer this in place of magnitude, and you accept it. Everything in this
world is little because it is a world made out of littleness, in the strange belief that
littleness can content you. When you strive for anything in this world in the belief
that it will bring you peace, you are belittling yourself and blinding yourself to
glory. Littleness and glory are the choices open to your striving and your
vigilance. You will always choose one at the expense of the other (T-15.III.1).
In summary, we are told that our problem is that we ask for far too little, and not
for too much (T-26.VII.11:7). We are indeed entitled to everything.
(4:1-2) Begin the longer practice periods by telling yourself quite
confidently that you are entitled to miracles. Closing your eyes, remind yourself
that you are asking only for what is rightfully yours.
We have repeatedly seen the importance of using these ideas whenever we are
tempted to believe we are separated: feeling special, angry, guilty, anxious, or
depressed. Having thus made real some aspect of the ego thought system, we need to
realize as soon as possible that we have made the wrong choice of the wrong teacher.
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At this point we ask for help to see that the problem we are experiencing is one we made
up because we needed it to preserve our individual identity. This self is in the mind,
chosen by the decision maker, and as long as we see the problem in the world or body,
we affirm our mindlessness. Thus there is no way we can change our minds, a state that
is the ego’s salvation, and with which we have all so strongly identified. That is why
exercises such as these are so vital for our unlearning.
(4:3-5) Remind yourself also that miracles are never taken from one and
given to another, and that in asking for your rights, you are upholding the rights of
everyone. Miracles do not obey the laws of this world. They merely follow from the
laws of God.
The five laws of chaos discussed in Chapter 23 of the text, are the most cogent
descriptions in A Course in Miracles of these “laws of the world.” The fourth law of chaos
says that “You have what you have taken” (T-23.II.9:3), which rests on the now-familiar
teaching of the ego: one or the other – if you have it, I do not; if I have it, you do not.
Thus, if you have innocence and I want it, I must take it from you. This establishes you
as sinful – being without innocence – leaving me as sinless, for I have taken your
innocent state and made it my own.
The law of God is that we are one. What is therefore true for you must be true for
me. The laws of the ego – the laws of chaos – rest on the belief in differences. The ego’s
first law is that there is a hierarchy of illusions and that differences are real (T-23.II.2:13). A Course in Miracles teaches instead that there is only one law in Heaven – perfect
Oneness and Love. Miracles are thus present in everyone because the Holy Spirit is
equally present in everyone. There are no exceptions because there can be no
exceptions in Heaven’s truth or its reflections on earth.
(5) After this brief introductory phase, wait quietly for the assurance that
your request is granted. You have asked for the salvation of the world, and for
your own. You have requested that you be given the means by which this is
accomplished. You cannot fail to be assured in this. You are but asking that the
Will of God be done.
As the text reminds us – twice: “The outcome is as certain as God” (T-2.III.3:10;
T-4.1I.5:8). We cannot fail. However, we believe we can, if we do not avail ourselves of
the means -- the miracle or forgiveness – that is provided by the Holy Spirit to help us
remember the Will that God has for us, to remember that we are His Will. In that
remembering, brought about by the miracle, is salvation come.
(6) In doing this, you do not really ask for anything. You state a fact that
cannot be denied. The Holy Spirit cannot but assure you that your request is
granted. The fact that you accepted must be so. There is no room for doubt and
uncertainty today. We are asking a real question at last. The answer is a simple
statement of a simple fact. You will receive the assurance that you seek.
The problem, as we have seen many times, is our arrogance in thinking we know
the problem and therefore know which question to ask, always some version of: How
should I behave? What should I say? What is the answer to my problem? Where should
I move? What job should I take? What relationship should I be involved with? All these
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are but pseudo-questions, designed to distract us from realizing the true problem of
separation, the focus of Lessons 79 and 80.
In truth we are not asking for anything. We ask the Holy Spirit to help us realize
we made a mistake, and can now make the correct choice. That is the meaning of Jesus
saying early in the text that “the only meaningful prayer is for forgiveness, because those
who have been forgiven have everything” (T-3.V.6:3). Our true prayer is that we accept
the miracle or correction that is already present within us. This means we have to take
our eyes off the distractions – perceived problems, either in my body or another’s –
bringing them to our minds so we can understand the problem is not something outside,
but a mistaken choice within. Again, this correction is the essence of the miracle, and
asking for it is the only real request we can make, the answer to which is found in the
holy instant, as the following passage explains:
Therefore, attempt to solve no problems in a world from which the answer
has been barred. But bring the problem to the only place that holds the answer
lovingly for you. Here are the answers that will solve your problems because they
stand apart from them, and see what can be answered; what the question is.
Within the world the answers merely raise another question, though they leave
the first unanswered. In the holy instant, you can bring the question to the answer,
and receive the answer that was made for you (T-27 IV.7)
(7:1-4) Our shorter practice periods will be frequent, and will also be
devoted to a reminder of a simple fact. Tell yourself often today:
I am entitled to miracles.
Ask for them whenever a situation arises in which they are called for.
Jesus is again telling us that these lessons – and therefore his course – have no
meaning if we do not use them to help undo our pain and distress. He asks us to think
very specifically of the idea for today, and go to it for help when we are upset and
tempted to blame someone or something else for our discomfort.
(7:5-6) You will recognize these situations. And since you are not relying on
yourself to find the miracle, you are fully entitled to receive it whenever you ask.
This is an extremely important point – the big shift. Heretofore we have relied on
ourselves, or a projected image of ourselves we call Jesus, the Holy Spirit, or God –
some magical figure who will undo our pain and distress without our having to change
our minds. The plea to these magical savior figures was really a prayer for magic, not
true healing. Jesus is now assuming we are no longer telling ourselves what the problem
is, and therefore not asking the image we made of him to solve the problem for us.
Instead, we go to the source of the problem, the mind’s decision to be on its own and be
right, rather than happy. Truly asking Jesus or the Holy Spirit for help says we do not
want to be on our own anymore, ensuring that the miracle will once again be ours. A
special message to Helen addressed this very issue, Jesus cautioning his scribe against
trying to define the problem that needed answering:
Any specific question involves a large number of assumptions which
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inevitably limit the answer. A specific question is actually a decision about the
kind of answer that is acceptable. The purpose of words is to limit, and by limiting,
to make a vast area of experience more manageable. But that means
manageable by you (Absence from Felicity: The Story of Helen Schuman and Her
Scribing of A Course in Miracles, p. 445).
The point lies in our recognizing that all problems are the same, and therefore
asking for the miracle – asking ourselves to choose it is the only meaningful thing to do.
Only the miracle allows true and unlimited correction of the separation to occur.
(8) Remember, too, not to be satisfied with less than the perfect answer. Be
quick to tell yourself, should you be tempted:
I will not trade miracles for grievances. I want only what belongs to me. God
has established miracles as my right.
This paragraph leads into the next lesson’s theme: miracles and grievances are
mutually exclusive states. The former reside in our right minds, when we choose the
Holy Spirit as our Teacher; the latter in our wrong minds, when we project responsibility
for our attack onto others, even God Himself.
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Let miracles replace all grievances.
In this lesson we can see much more specifically that grievances are the problem
and miracles the solution. I might mention that this is the first lesson that is in blank
verse. This has no bearing on the meaning of the lesson of course, but for those who
appreciate Shakespeare, whose primary verse was iambic pentameter, this is a bonus.
Prior to this lesson there were occasional passages that slipped in and out of blank
verse, but this is the first time a lesson is written entirely in meter. Jesus then shifts back
to prose until later. If as you go through this lesson you find yourself reading in rhythmic
cadences, you are responding to the iambic pentameter, even without being aware of it.
(1:1) Perhaps it is not yet quite clear to you that each decision that you
make is one between a grievance and a miracle.
We think the decisions we make are between A and B, choices that are always
seen as external. Do I see this person or that one? Do I eat this food or something else?
Do I go here or there? Jesus is telling us these choices are but forms that conceal the
underlying and only choice: Do I choose the ego or the Holy Spirit, attack or forgiveness,
grievances or miracles?
(1:2) Each grievance stands like a dark shield of hate before the miracle it
would conceal.
Note the purposive nature of grievances. We have seen that purpose is
everything in A Course in Miracles, and Jesus states that the only question we should
ask of anything is: What is it for? (T-17.VI.2:1-2) The purpose we give to a circumstance
is all the meaning it has. Directly implied here is that the grievance is a defense, “a dark
shield of hate” that prevents us from choosing the miracle “it would conceal.” We are
therefore never angry or judgmental for the reasons we think. We believe our anger is
caused by something outside us: what someone does or says, or a situation we do not
like. However, this statement lets us know that the real purpose – the attack thought’s
underlying content – is our desire to hide the miracle from our vision.
(1:3) And as you raise it up before your eyes, you will not see the miracle
beyond.
Why do we not want to see the miracle? If we did, we would be seeing within our
minds, realizing the reason we are upset is that we made the wrong choice. In other
words, we are the dreamers of our dreams, and therefore the only ones who have the
power to change them – the last thing in the world the ego wants us to discover. What
preserves the belief in the reality of the ego is the fact that we do not remember we
made it up. The ego has no existence in itself, which means the world that arose from it
has no existence either. Their seeming reality rests in the power of the Son’s mind to
believe in it.
The ego’s problem, to recap our earlier discussions, is not the Love of God, of
which it knows nothing. Its problem is the decision maker, the power of the Son’s mind to
choose the ego. This means that at any given moment – the holy instant the Son can
withdraw that power and choose the Holy Spirit’s miracle instead. The ego would then
disappear, as would our individual existence. That, then, is the ego’s fear: redemption,
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not crucifixion (T-13.III.1:10-11). To ensure this does not happen, the ego makes up an
elaborate thought system of sin, guilt, and fear, and projects this into a specific world in
which we can justifiably hold grievances. These defend against the mind’s guilt, which in
turn defends against the love in our minds. Thus the ego’s “shield of hate” prevents us
from seeing the miracle, thereby preventing our ever choosing it.
(1:4) Yet all the while it waits for you in light, but you behold your
grievances instead.
The miracle of correction waits, which ultimately means the One Who is the
correction. Consequently, if you want to keep the Holy Spirit’s Love away from you, you
need only pick a fight with someone. Jesus says the same thing in the manual in the
context of the peace of God:
God’s peace can never come where anger is, for anger must deny that
peace exists. Who sees anger as justified in any way or any circumstance
proclaims that peace is meaningless, and must believe that it cannot exist (M20.3:3-4).
Anger is like a solid shield or wall, behind which is the Love of God. If you fear
this Love, knowing that in its presence your specialness disappears, you keep it away by
fighting with someone – physically, verbally, or in your thoughts. The form anger takes
does not matter, since the dynamic is the same: the darkness of our grievances
conceals the miracle’s light.
(2:1-2) Today we go beyond the grievances, to look upon the miracle
instead. We will reverse the way you see by not allowing sight to stop before it
sees.
Implied here is that our eyes are not the instruments of seeing. True seeing, or
vision, occurs in our minds, as we have seen many times already. It occurs only when
we choose Jesus as the source of our vision. When we exclude him we become blind.
We “see” separation and sin within; and therefore we think we see a separated and
sinful world without. But none of that is seeing. Recall our earlier quoted line – “Nothing
so blinding as perception of form” – now seen in its fuller context:
Everything the body’s eyes can see is a mistake, an error in perception, a
distorted fragment of the whole without the meaning that the whole would give....
The body’s eyes see only form. They cannot see beyond what they were made to
see. And they were made to look on error and not see past it. Theirs is indeed a
strange perception, for they can see only illusions, unable to look beyond the
granite block of sin, and stopping at the outside form of nothing. To this distorted
form of vision the outside of everything, the wall that stands between you and the
truth, is wholly true. Yet how can sight that stops at nothingness, as if it were a
solid wall, see truly? It is held back by form, having been made to guarantee that
nothing else but form will be perceived.
These eyes, made not to see, will never see. For the idea they represent
left not its maker, and it is their maker that sees through them. What was its
maker’s goal but not to see? For this the body’s eyes are perfect means, but not
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for seeing. See how the body’s eyes rest on externals and cannot go beyond.
Watch how they stop at nothingness, unable to go beyond the form to meaning.
Nothing so blinding as perception of form. For sight of form means understanding
has been obscured (T-22.III.4:3; 5:3-6:8).
That is why Jesus teaches us never to trust our perceptions. They are based on
form, the shadowy fragment of the ego’s thought system of separation and guilt.
(2:3) We will not wait before the shield of hate, but lay it down and gently lift
our eyes in silence to behold the Son of God.
In the early years of studying A Course in Miracles, we inevitably think the Son of
God we behold is someone external to us. It is only later, as we work with the Course
over a period of time, that we come to realize that the Son of God has nothing to do with
what our physical eyes see, for we experience him in the mind, the image of which we
project onto others. The Son we have made real within is thus what we perceive outside:
projection makes perception. To be sure, the context of these lessons is the shift in our
perception of our special love or hate partners. In truth, however, we are only changing
our minds about the Son of God in our minds. Before we can shift the inner perception of
the Son from guilty to sinless, we need first recognize that the Son is ourselves and not
another. Only then do we happily lay down our shield of hate.
(3:1-2) He waits for you behind your grievances, and as you lay them down
he will appear in shining light where each one stood before. For every grievance is
a block to sight, and as it lifts you see the Son of God where he has always been.
The Son has always been within his Father, Whom he never left. Therefore he
has always been within the mind, which contains the memory of his Source. The
principle of the Atonement reminds us that the darkness of our hate has no power over
the light; the ego’s grievances cannot withstand the face of Christ shining in forgiveness
beyond the block to sight.
(3:3) He stands in light, but you were in the dark.
The Son of God is the Christ Who remains in our right minds through the Holy
Spirit, even though we shrouded him in veils of separation, guilt, and hate. These are
veils that we, in our deluded minds, had chosen to replace the light in our awareness.
(3:4-4:1) Each grievance made the darkness deeper, and you could not see.
Today we will attempt to see God’s Son.
We come now to another exercise of forgiveness, which helps us see the light
that is just beyond the ego’s darkness of hate and judgment. Keep in mind, again, that
the context is seeing God’s Son in our brother, against whom we believe we hold
grievances. However, since what we perceive outside mirrors what we perceive inside,
the light of Christ I see in you is nothing more or less than the Son of God I made real in
my mind. My learning to see God’s Son in you, my brother in specialness, reflects my
seeing the same Son in me.
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(4:2-5) We will not let ourselves be blind to him; we will not look upon our
grievances. So is the seeing of the world reversed, as we look out toward truth,
away from fear. We will select one person you have used as target for your
grievances, and lay the grievances aside and look at him. Someone, perhaps, you
fear and even hate; someone you think you love who angered you; someone you
call a friend, but whom you see as difficult at times or hard to please, demanding,
irritating or untrue to the ideal he should accept as his, according to the role you
set for him.
In “Dream Roles” near the end of the text, Jesus explains that we get angry at
others because they do not fulfill the role we have given them in our dream (T-29.IV.4:1).
This kind of exercise, repeated in different ways throughout the workbook, is something
we should practice all the time, not just when we are working with a particular lesson. It
should be applied whenever we are tempted to get upset with anyone. Sometimes it is
the same person – we all have our favorite targets – but it could be someone, as Jesus
describes here, whom we think of as a friend or loved one. When people behave in a
way that pushes our buttons, we can see this as an opportunity to realize that the
relationship is only a screen onto which we projected guilt over having pushed the love
of Jesus away. If we allowed ourselves to experience his love, we could never be angry
or upset with anyone. It would be impossible because of the mind’s principle of one or
the other: hate or forgiveness; fear or love.
When we find ourselves upset, it is always because: 1) we decided Jesus’ love
was too threatening to our specialness, and separated from it; 2) we next repress the
guilt over this perceived sin, committed still again; and 3) sought and found others onto
whom we could project our guilt, magically believing we had become free of it. We then
forget this three-step process, aware only of its end product – hurt, anger, and
disappointment. At this point we should remind ourselves of the exercise, returning to
our minds to ask Jesus for help, saying, as a variation of T-5.VII.6:7: “I must be looking
at these people wrongly, because I am blaming my loss of peace on them.” We thus use
the circumstance as an opportunity to realize that what we are perceiving outside directly
reflects the sin and guilt we first perceived inside. Instead of seeing it in ourselves and
accepting it there, we had chosen to see it in other people.
It is only in asking Jesus for help – i.e., joining with him – that we undo the cause
of our upset, which lies in our guilt over pushing him away. That is why going to him or
the Holy Spirit is a major theme of A Course in Miracles. Asking Their help is precisely
what undoes the root cause of our distress, regardless of its foul’. In an important
passage at the end of the manual for teachers, Jesus tells us that asking the Holy Spirit
for guidance is the way out of guilt:
There is another advantage, – and a very important one, – in referring
decisions to the Holy Spirit with increasing frequency. Perhaps you have not
thought of this aspect, but its centrality is obvious. To follow the Holy Spirit’s
guidance is to let yourself be absolved of guilt. It is the essence of the Atonement.
It is the core of the curriculum. The imagined usurping of functions not your own is
the basis of fear. The whole world you see reflects the illusion that you have done
so, making fear inevitable. To return the function to the One to Whom it belongs is
thus the escape from fear. And it is this that lets the memory of love return to you.
Do not, then, think that following the Holy Spirit’s guidance is necessary merely
because of your own inadequacies. It is the way out of hell for you (M-29.3).
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This view of seeking the Holy Spirit’s help shifts the focus from the form of what
we think we are asking for to the content of undoing the ego’s arrogance in thinking it is
better off on its own.
The process of healing thus begins with the experience of anger or
disappointment with another, our having repressed the mind’s decisions for sin, guilt,
and projection. Our commitment to learning and practicing this course can be seen in
how quickly we are able to ask the Holy Spirit’s help to shift how we see someone
outside, as a way of reflecting the shift in how we wish to see ourselves.
(5:1-3) You know the one to choose; his name has crossed your mind
already. He will be the one of whom we ask God’s Son be shown to you. Through
seeing him behind the grievances that you have held against him, you will learn
that what lay hidden while you saw him not is there in everyone, and can be seen.
We find here an intimation of the theme of generalization, which is central to the
next two lessons. If I could accept that I made up my grievance against you – and no
one has trouble finding someone to use for the exercise – I will at some point generalize
the lesson and realize I have made up my grievances against everyone. The darkness I
saw in you I saw in all people, because it is in me. However, the light I now see in you is
also in all people, because that, too, is in me. We have to practice with specifics, but
only so we can learn to generalize and recognize there is only one problem and one
solution. As Jesus says later in the workbook:
The mind that taught itself to think specifically can no longer grasp
abstraction in the sense that it is all-encompassing. We need to see a little, that
we learn a lot (W-pI.161.4:7-8).
(5:4-6) He who was enemy is more than friend when he is freed to take the
holy role the Holy Spirit has assigned to him. Let him be savior unto you today.
Such is his role in God your Father’s plan.
Our brother is our savior – “more than friend” – not because he possesses
magical attributes, but because we realize that what we are seeing in him is a projection
of what is in ourselves. This enables us to be saved from our guilt and the disastrous
effects of our wrong choices. Had it not been for this special relationship, we would have
had no opportunity for salvation. This, then, is the essence of “God’s” plan of Atonement:
The world, which was made as an attack on God and substitute for His Love, becomes a
classroom in which we learn to remember Him. There is nothing redeeming in the world
itself, but our redemption comes from giving it a different purpose.
(6) Our longer practice periods today will see him in this role. You will
attempt to hold him in your mind, first as you now consider him. You will review
his faults, the difficulties you have had with him, the pain he caused you, his
neglect, and all the little and the larger hurts he gave. You will regard his body
with its flaws and better points as well, and you will think of his mistakes and even
of his “sins.”
Jesus is asking us to be honest with ourselves (and with him) about our
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grievances: to hold no perception back from awareness. If we do, we are choosing to
retain some “spots of darkness” (T-3 1.VIII.12:5) in ourselves that we never wish to
relinquish to the healing light of forgiveness. It is these “spots” we have projected onto
another – our savior – that become the means of healing ourselves.
(7:1) Then let us ask of Him Who knows this Son of God in his reality and
truth, that we may look on him a different way, and see our savior shining in the
light of true forgiveness, given unto us.
Again, we need ask for help to change the wrong choice in our minds, not the
external situation; we change our minds, not someone else. As Jesus says in a parallel
passage from the text:
Dream softly of your sinless brother, who unites with you in holy
innocence. And from this dream the Lord of Heaven will Himself awaken His
beloved Son. Dream of your brother’s kindnesses instead of dwelling in your
dreams on his mistakes. Select his thoughtfulness to dream about instead of
counting up the hurts he gave. Forgive him his illusions, and give thanks to him
for all the helpfulness he gave. And do not brush aside his many gifts because he
is not perfect in your dreams (T-27.VII.15:1-6).
(7:2-3) We ask Him in the holy Name of God and of His Son, as holy as
Himself:
Let me behold my savior in this one You have appointed as the one for me
to ask to lead me to the holy light in which he stands, that I may join with him.
We ask for help “that I may join with him.” Strictly speaking, of course, we do not
join with someone else, because we are already joined. However, the experience of
joining with someone undoes the attack thought that kept us separated. It is really a
prayer to ourselves – the decision-making part of our minds – that we begin the process
of recognizing that God’s Son is one. If I attack you, my special love or hate partner, I
am saying the Son is separated, split in two: me and you, and the rest of the Sonship
contained in you. The above prayer for the experience of oneness is thus the correction
for such insane thinking.
(7:4) The body’s eyes are closed, and as you think of him who grieved you,
let your mind be shown the light in him beyond your grievances.
Jesus is certainly not talking about an external perceptual shift, but a miraculous
shift in the Course’s sense of that term: the mind’s shift from grievances to miracles.
(8:1-3) What you have asked for cannot be denied. Your savior has been
waiting long for this. He would be free, and make his freedom yours.
This can be understood on two levels. We each need each other’s forgiveness
because we can help each other understand we made the wrong choice and now can
make the correct one. When you identify with your guilt and I attack you, I reinforce it by
saying, in effect, your decision for the ego was right. However, when I am in my right
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mind and do not attack, regardless of how you may perceive me, I send a different
message, communicating to you that the same choice I made you can make: “Your mind
contains two alternatives. The one you have chosen – the one I had chosen as well –
was a mistake. As I have corrected my mind, I represent for you the same choice.”
Recall the passage from the manual for teachers we have seen before, in which we say
to each other:
“Behold, you Son of God, what life can offer you. Would you choose
sickness [or guilt] in place of this?” (M-5.III.2:11-12)
Ultimately, of course, the savior who “has been waiting long for this” is ourselves.
We understand metaphysically that there is no one out there, and so the person we
perceive is a split-off part of ourselves – the guilty self that needs forgiveness. Our
misperception of this person thus becomes the means whereby we correct the original
misperception of ourselves.
(8:3-5) He would be free, and make his freedom yours. The Holy Spirit leans
from him to you, seeing no separation in God’s Son. And what you see through
Him will free you both.
At this stage of one’s work with A Course in Miracles, one would most likely not
be aware that these lines are meant literally. It is not that the Holy Spirit sees me and
you as separate, both beloved Sons of God. He does not see us as separate at all,
because we are not. As our experience of the Course deepens over time, our
understanding of lines like these will deepen, too. We will come to realize that this
literally means we are not separate selves, but split-off parts of a larger self that is one,
as our true Self is One.
(8:6-8) Be very quiet now, and look upon your shining savior. No dark
grievances obscure the sight of him. You have allowed the Holy Spirit to express
through him the role God gave Him that you might be saved.
Our quietness is the result of having silenced the ego’s shrieking voice of
specialness, allowing us to hear the gentle sound of the Holy Spirit’s Atonement. His
vision of the inherent sinlessness of God’s Son is allowed to replace the darkened sight
of grievances and hate. This vision embraces the Sonship as one – my brother and
myself – as I come to recognize my savior in the very person I had chosen to exclude
from love; the savior who is my self.
(9) God thanks you for these quiet times today in which you laid your
images aside, and looked upon the miracle of love the Holy Spirit showed you in
their place. The world and Heaven join in thanking you, for not one Thought of
God but must rejoice as you are saved, and all the world with you.
This gratitude is our own, for finally having made the right choice: oneness
instead of separation; miracles instead of grievances; God instead of the ego. In that
choice is all the Sonship healed as it remembers the unity it had never destroyed, its
voice joined at last with the song of gratitude – the prayer of love – Jesus describes in
the beautiful opening to The Song of Prayer:
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Prayer is the greatest gift with which God blessed His Son at his creation.
It was then what it is to become; the single voice Creator and creation share; the
song the Son sings to the Father, Who returns the thanks it offers Him unto the
Son. Endless the harmony, and endless, too, the joyous concord of the Love
They give forever to Each Other. And in this, creation is extended. God gives
thanks to His extension in His Son. His Son gives thanks for his creation, in the
song of his creating in his Father’s Name. The Love They share is what all prayer
will be throughout eternity, when time is done. For such it was before time
seemed to be (S-1.in.1).
(10) We will remember this throughout the day, and take the role assigned
to us as part of God’s salvation plan, and not our own. Temptation falls away
when we allow each one we meet to save us, and refuse to hide his light behind
our grievances. To everyone you meet, and to the ones you think of or remember
from the past, allow the role of savior to be given, that you may share it with him.
For you both, and all the sightless ones as well, we pray:
Let miracles replace all grievances.
This, again, is an expression of the oneness of God’s Son. As long as we believe
he is many – separate bodies involved with other bodies – we need to practice with each
one, applying “God’s salvation plan”: the forgiveness of our special relationships. Each
person then becomes our individual savior, for each offers the opportunity of being
saved from the mistaken choice of making the separation real. At some point we realize
that each person is every person, and, finally, that there is no person out there at all –
only the one Son of God contained in our minds. Since minds are joined, God’s Son is in
all people as well. This vision of the light of miracles replacing the darkened veil of
grievances is given lovely expression in “The Savior’s Vision”:
Behold your role within the universe! To every part of true creation has the
Lord of Love and life entrusted all salvation from the misery of hell. And to each
one has He allowed the grace to be a savior to the holy ones especially entrusted
to his care. And this he learns when first he looks upon one brother as he looks
upon himself, and sees the mirror of himself in him. Thus is the concept of himself
laid by, for nothing stands between his sight and what he looks upon, to judge
what he beholds. And in this single vision does he see the face of Christ, and
understands he looks on everyone as he beholds this one. For there is light
where darkness was before, and now the veil is lifted from his sight (T-31.VII.8).
We move now to Lessons 79 and 80, which present the familiar theme of
salvation, but expressed differently. Our symphony based on the theme of forgiveness
thus continues, with its almost endless series of variations.
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Once again Jesus does not intend this as an affirmation or mantra that you simply
say by rote, over and over again. Whenever you are tempted to be upset and your
peace disturbed, think of this statement and realize that if your problem has been solved,
why are you upset? Begin to understand the motivation for your disturbance: I want to
keep the answer away because in it my specialness disappears. Thus I want to be
upset, because that proves I am right and Jesus is wrong. It proves I do not have a mind
because it is my body that is abused and unfairly treated. To this new understanding of
the nature of your problem and its underlying purpose, bring your perceived problems,
and watch them fade away, back into the nothingness from which they came (M-13.1:2).
(2:3-5) You have recognized your only problem, opening the way for the
Holy Spirit to give you God’s answer. You have laid deception aside, and seen the
light of truth. You have accepted salvation for yourself by bringing the problem to
the answer.
That is what opens the way for the Holy Spirit to give us God’s answer, meaning I
am wrong about my perceptions. Perhaps what my eyes see is true within the illusion,
but my ego’s reaction is far from true. Since all that is important is the way I react, does it
make any real difference whether my perception is accurate or not? What does matter is
whether I let Jesus or the ego interpret this for me. Choosing the ego is the problem. By
thus realizing I am wrong, I am saying the problem is not outside me but within, which
means I am now bringing it to the answer; the ego’s deception to the Holy Spirit’s truth.
(2:6) And you can recognize the answer, because the problem has been
identified.
The crucial aspect in this process is not the answer as such, but identifying where
and what the problem is. Again, simply stated, the problem is my decision to push away
God’s Love so I can continue to be right, to be a special individual. That is the problem.
Once I recognize it and can look without judging myself, I have availed myself of the
answer. The process of healing does not lie in affirming the Holy Spirit’s answer, but in
recognizing the problem.
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making, so it can be corrected. In that simple act is the ego’s defensive shield of the
thought and world of guilt removed.
(3:1-2) You are entitled to peace today. A problem that has been resolved
cannot trouble you.
Therefore, if you are troubled by something you must be making it up, because
the answer is already within you. How can you be troubled by something that does not
exist and a problem that is no longer there? That question takes the wind out of your
ego’s sails. When you begin to build a case against yourself or someone else, remember
this is a nonexistent problem – you are literally angry over nothing – which makes it
difficult to justify your reactions.
(3:3-6) Only be certain you do not forget that all problems are the same.
Their many forms will not deceive you while you remember this. One problem, one
solution. Accept the peace this simple statement brings.
We see how often Jesus repeats this theme. He would like us to repeat it as
often, each and every time we are tempted to forget its simple truth of one problem, one
solution, choosing instead to be blinded by our perceptions of faint.
(4:1-2) In our longer practice periods today, we will claim the peace that
must be ours when the problem and the answer have been brought together. The
problem must be gone, because God’s answer cannot fail.
If something is bothering me, I am in effect telling Jesus he is wrong, because he
is telling us here there is no problem, for God’s answer has never failed us. However, we
counter: “Wait just a minute and I will show you how you failed me. Look at what is going
on! Look how upset or sick I am! Look at my real problems!” Thus we keep the problem
from the answer and retain our misery and pain; a price we gladly (and insanely) pay in
order to maintain our “rightness” and Jesus’ “wrongness.”
(4:3-6) Having recognized one, you have recognized the other. The solution
is inherent in the problem. You are answered, and have accepted the answer. You
are saved.
The problem and solution are in one place. The solution is inherent in the problem
because the problem never happened. That is the solution! Remember, the Atonement
principle is that the separation was a non-event. Moreover, since the belief in separation
and its correction are in the mind because there is only the mind – the ego’s strategy of
mindlessness is answered and undone.
(5) Now let the peace that your acceptance brings be given you. Close your
eyes, and receive your reward. Recognize that your problems have been solved.
Recognize that you are out of conflict; free and at peace. Above all, remember that
you have one problem, and that the problem has one solution. It is in this that the
simplicity of salvation lies. It is because of this that it is guaranteed to work.
The “reward” of peace is the ultimate motivator for choosing the answer over the
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problem. We recognize at last that the latter has brought us only pain, while the former
alone brings us peace. Simple! That is how we know it is the truth, for truth is simple.
(6:1-3) Assure yourself often today that your problems have been solved.
Repeat the idea with deep conviction, as frequently as possible. And be
particularly sure to apply the idea for today to any specific problem that may arise.
Once again Jesus is urging you to use the idea for the day very specifically when
you are upset. Realize how quickly you forget what he has taught you, and then forgive
yourself for having forgotten, for having let the ego’s engine of hate and judgment rev up
again. When you find yourself becoming upset, as soon as you can, stop and say: “But
the problem has already been solved. Stubbornly insisting I am justifiably upset and right
in my perceptions tells Jesus he is wrong again. My upset proves it.” At that point you
should say quickly:
(6:5) Let me recognize this problem has been solved.
And then peace will happily return.
(7) Let us be determined not to collect grievances today. Let us be
determined to be free of problems that do not exist. The means is simple honesty.
Do not deceive yourself about what the problem is, and you must recognize it has
been solved.
To make this point again, grievances are a way of saying I am right and Jesus is
wrong: the problem is outside – just look at what these terrible people are doing to me!
Honesty is thus vitally important in this and all the exercises; the honesty of looking
within and understanding you made it all up. What will aid you in this process is
understanding the motivation for the problem: preserving your separated self. That
recognition is the simple honesty to which Jesus refers. Anything outside you that
bothers or upsets you is there because you put it there to hide the answer, in the
presence of which your separate and special identity would gently fade away. Therefore,
to preserve yourself you ensured you were right by seeing external problems, and
blaming everyone else for your miserable situation. As King Lear observed: “That way
madness lies” (III,iv,21). We come to learn through these lessons that sanity is our only
real choice, for only from that sane decision comes the peace and joy that is our just
reward. It is that – and only that – we choose today in simple honesty.
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REVIEW II
Introduction
The reviews in the workbook are an integral part of its pedagogy, as they are for
most teachers during a class or semester. However, these reviews are more than just
the sum total of the preceding lessons. Something new is always added, as we shall
see. The introductions to the reviews are also extremely important, and this one is no
exception.
(1:1-2:1) We are now ready for another review. We will begin where our last
review left off, and cover two ideas each day. The earlier part of each day will be
devoted to one of these ideas, and the latter part of the day to the other. We will
have one longer exercise period, and frequent shorter ones in which we practice
each of them.
The longer practice periods will follow this general form: Take about fifteen
minutes for each of them, and begin by thinking about the ideas for the day, and
the comments that are included in the assignments.
Note the increasing use of structure Jesus is asking us to follow. We have already
travelled a great distance from the relatively unstructured opening exercises, and have
advanced as well in the awareness of our resistance to them. We can in fact observe
two major forms of this resistance, which appeal to the ego’s fear of our achieving the
goals of these practice sessions. The first is the more obvious one of “forgetting” to
remember the exercises periods throughout the day. The second is more subtle, and
reflects the ego’s premier defense of special love. Rather than avoid the practice
periods, we may find ourselves impatiently waiting for them, as their quasi-ritualistic form
can provide a welcomed respite in the sturm and drang of our daily lives. This would
allow our egos to become dependent on them, rather than learning to integrate the
lessons into all life’s situations.
(2:2) Devote some three or four minutes to reading them over slowly,
several times if you wish, and then close your eyes and listen.
One of the important themes of this Introduction – and indeed of these lessons –
is that the truth of the Atonement is already present in us. The problem is that we have
covered it over. Even though the reason for our doing so is not discussed in this review,
we know from other lessons, not to mention from our study of the text, that in the
presence of the Atonement’s truth our individual identity will disappear. Therefore, to
ensure that this self is not threatened by God’s Love, we protect ourselves by the ego’s
defenses, as this passage describes:
You have built your whole insane belief system because you think you
would be helpless in God’s Presence, and you would save yourself from His Love
because you think it would crush you into nothingness. You are afraid it would
sweep you away from yourself and make you little, because you believe that
magnitude lies in defiance, and that attack is grandeur. You think you have made
a world God would destroy; and by loving Him, which you do, you would throw
this world away, which you would. Therefore, you have used the world to cover
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your love, and the deeper you go into the blackness of the ego’s foundation, the
closer you come to the Love that is hidden there. And it is this that frightens you
(T- 13.111.4).
The you that is frightened is the part of the mind that has identified with the ego’s
thought system of separation. The first line of defense is our belief that we are guilty
sinners, which leads us to believe the mind is a dangerous place. To escape, we project
ourselves and make a world and separate identity that we encase in a body. Once this is
accomplished, we believe the guilt and sin rest elsewhere, but not in us. This leads us to
hold grievances and make judgments. We prove the separation is real by virtue of the
fact that these attacks – my attacking you or your attacking me – make us separate and
different. Even more to the point is that I attack you because you are sinful, and
therefore my anger is justified.
We have thus silenced the voice of truth within our minds, covered by the belief
that we are sinful and guilty, which we deny, project, and then believe is present in
others. The purpose of these lessons – as indeed it is of A Course in Miracles itself – is
to have us learn, first and foremost, that this is what we have done and why. We then
want to recognize that these defenses do not serve our interests, because they do not
make us happy. If we would set them aside, along with the fear of losing our special self,
we would hear the Voice that speaks to us of truth and reflects the Atonement principle.
This is what Jesus reminds us of in this Introduction, and he urges us to see the
truth of our defenses as he appeals to the power of our minds to choose again. It was by
this power we believed we could leave Heaven and accept as truth the ego’s lies of sin,
God’s wrath, and need for a world in which to hide. The mind’s power continues to allow
the lies to persist, which we justify by attacking everyone else. Thus it is the power of our
minds that Jesus addresses, in the hope we shall soon return to sanity and choose his
love instead of the ego’s hate.
(3:1) Repeat the first phase of the exercise period if you find your mind
wandering...
The mind does not wander on its own, but wanders because we choose to have it
so. Ultimately, this wandering takes the mind away from itself into the world. Rather than
look at our choice to be sinful and guilty, we look at everyone else’s sin and guilt. This
was the mind wandering Jesus cautioned Helen and all of us not to tolerate:
You are much too tolerant of mind wandering, and are passively condoning
your mind’s miscreations (T-2.VI.4:6).
The miscreations are our projections, and when we try to practice an exercise,
meditate, or pray, they often come in the faun of extraneous thoughts arising to distract
us. We need to remember these do not come into our minds unbidden. They are present
because we want them there, for the defensive reason of protecting us from love.
(3:1-4) ... but try to spend the major part of the time listening quietly but
attentively. There is a message waiting for you. Be confident that you will receive
it. Remember that it belongs to you, and that you want it.
The final phrase – “that you want it” – is crucial. We have to want to hear that
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message. The fact is, however, that all of us as one Son chose at the beginning not to
hear it, because to hear the message of the Atonement – the separation never
happened – means the end of our special existence. Why, then, would our egos want to
receive the message? As egos, this is the same feeling we express and reenact in our
daily lives. Remember, time is an illusion and is not linear. Everything is happening at
once. The key point is realizing that the message we have chosen to hear instead has
not made us happy. Yet, within our minds is another message that will indeed bring us
happiness: God’s Voice has not disappeared; we wandered off, but His Love has
remained. Jesus thus appeals to us to be vigilant about which message we are
choosing.
(4:1-2) Do not allow your intent to waver in the face of distracting thoughts.
Realize that, whatever form such thoughts may take, they have no meaning and
no power.
This last statement is the end of the ego’s thought system of sin, guilt, and fear,
because sin is the thought that says our thoughts do have power. They have destroyed
God, crucified Christ, and shattered the unity of Heaven. They indeed have so much
power that they caused God to rise from the grave of specialness in which we confined
Him, and to seek to destroy us. A major theme in these review lessons, therefore, is that
our distracting and attacking thoughts have accomplished nothing. The power they seem
to have is simply the power we have given them. That, again, is the bottom line: we give
the power – our minds believe in illusions, and then react to them as if they were real.
The power we believe we misused to destroy God is the power we believe is around us
– in our thoughts as well as in what we see in the world. Nonetheless, regardless of its
seeming magnitude, this strength comes from what we believe was our decision to leave
Heaven and destroy God. Jesus is saying, however, that none of this is power, for it had
no effects: “Not one note in Heaven’s song was missed” (T-26.V.5:4). The only real
power is God’s, which does nothing. It simply is.
(4:3-5) Replace them [distracting thoughts] with your determination to
succeed. Do not forget that your will has power over all fantasies and dreams.
Trust it to see you through, and carry you beyond them all.
More important lines! Our will – the power of our minds that is aligned with the
power of God’s—”has power over all fantasies and dreams.” This is not power as we
conceive it – to overcome or dominate – but the power of truth. The well-known line in a
later lesson “We say ‘God is,’ and then we cease to speak” (W-pI.169.5:4) – expresses
the meaning of our will’s power: there is nothing but the Love of God; and we are that
Love. The only problem – “Ay, there’s the rub,” as Hamlet exclaimed (III,i,65) – is our not
choosing it. Without deciding for the power, we cannot know it is ours.
(5:1) Regard these practice periods as dedications to the way, the truth and
the life.
This is a reference to the famous saying of Jesus in John’s gospel (John 14:6a), a
line frequently quoted in A Course in Miracles.* Jesus parallels it now with the ego’s
version:
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(5:2-4) Refuse to be sidetracked into detours, illusions and thoughts of
death. You are dedicated to salvation. Be determined each day not to leave your
function unfulfilled.
We have made up a thought system that is the exact opposite of Heaven’s. Thus
Jesus represents for us “the way, the truth and the life,” just as the ego represents the
detour that keeps us from our Home – an illusory thought system culminating in death.
Once again Jesus appeals to our desire to be happy and return to our Source. To the
extent to which we do not want to return, and wish instead to remain separate
individuals, we choose against our happiness, and consequently continue to imprison
our minds with “illusions and thoughts of death.” We will believe our minds have no
power because we have denied we have a mind at all, leaving power to rest in the body
and in the world.
(6:1) Reaffirm your determination in the shorter practice periods as well,
using the original form of the idea for general applications, and more specific
forms when needed.
Jesus is again counting on our determination not to be sidetracked by the ego’s
detours into separation and specialness. He seeks to reinforce our vigilance against the
decisions for guilt and fear—the purpose of this review period.
(6:2-4) Some specific forms are included in the comments which follow the
statement of the ideas. These, however, are merely suggestions. It is not the
particular words you use that matter.
We find in the workbook – illustrated here especially – intimations of the complete
thought system of A Course in Miracles. This final statement clearly enunciates the
theme of form and content. It is never the form that is important – e.g., the words of the
workbook lesson – but the decision the mind makes to choose Jesus as our teacher.
The content of this choice reflects itself in specific forms, but it is a mistake to think the
problem and solution are found in the world. They rest only within our minds, which
alone contain hope for true and lasting change.
* See also T-6.I.10:3; T-7.III.1:9; W-pII.FL.4:4; P-1.2:3.
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LESSON 81
Our ideas for review today are:
As I mentioned when discussing the first review, Helen had informed Jesus she
did not want the same mundane introductory statement repeated throughout. One of her
criteria for judging whether Jesus really was who he claimed to be, was to see if he
would dictate different words for the opening of each lesson (e.g., Our ideas for review
today are; We will review these ideas today; Today let us review these ideas; etc.).
Having now seen another example of how these lessons share the same content, but
different form, we can proceed from the ridiculous to the sublime.
(1) (61) I am the light of the world.
How holy am I, who have been given the function of lighting up the world!
Let me be still before my holiness. In its calm light let all my conflicts disappear.
In its peace let me remember Who I am.
In this first lesson we find a clear statement of our real Self, reflected in what the
Holy Spirit’s Voice reminds us of: our function of lighting up the world. As we had seen
when we discussed this lesson earlier, we do not illuminate an external world, as would
a lamp casting its glow. The world exists only in the mind of God’s Son, and is darkened
because we have chosen to listen to the ego. By thus choosing the Holy Spirit, we
become His light of truth. Since God’s Son is one, and the world is in the Son’s mind, we
become the world’s light as well. In this light conflict cannot be, for it exists only in the
darkness of the ego’s thought system of opposition.
(2) Some specific forms for applying this idea when special difficulties seem
to arise might be:
Let me not obscure the light of the world in me.
Let the light of the world shine through this appearance.
This shadow will vanish before the light.
When we choose Jesus, the world’s shadows – the projection of our guilt – must
disappear. They have no power before the light as long as we choose the light,
regardless of the shadows’ form. An illusion is an illusion is an illusion, and has no power
before the truth. Our daily function is thus to bring our perceptions of darkness to the
light of Jesus’ truth.
The next lesson deals with forgiveness, the major theme of A Course in Miracles.
(3:1) (62) Forgiveness is my function as the light of the world.
Our function in Heaven is to create, with which no one here is in touch, for it has
no worldly reference. On the other hand, forgiveness does have meaning for us.
Previewing Lesson 192, we are reminded:
It is your Father’s holy Will that you complete Himself... extending love,
creating in its name, forever one with God and with your Self. Yet what can such
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a function mean within a world of envy, hatred and attack?
Therefore, you have a function in the world in its own terms. For who can
understand a language far beyond his simple grasp? Forgiveness represents your
function here (W-pI.192.1:1-2:3).
Elsewhere in the text, as you may recall, Jesus says our function is to heal:
As your function in Heaven is creation, so your function on earth is healing.
God shares His function with you in Heaven, and the Holy Spirit shares His with
you on earth (1-12.VII.4: 7-8).
It is our function of forgiveness (or healing) that enables us to release the ego’s
thought system, first by not seeing it in another, and then realizing it is not truly present
in our minds either. This undoing of guilt removes the barriers that kept our true function
of creation hidden, as it kept hidden our Identity as Christ.
(3:2-3) It is through accepting my function that I will see the light in me. And
in this light will my function stand clear and perfectly unambiguous before my
sight.
Again and again we see the focus on removing the blocks – the meaning of
forgiveness – that keep the light of Christ’s Love from us. It is always helpful to recall the
beginning of the text:
The course does not aim at teaching the meaning of love, for that is
beyond what can be taught. It does aim, however, at removing the blocks to the
awareness of love’s presence, which is your natural inheritance (T-in.1:6-7).
(3:4-5) My acceptance does not depend on my recognizing what my
function is, for I do not yet understand forgiveness. Yet I will trust that, in the light,
I will see it as it is.
This is important. When we begin our work with A Course in Miracles, we think
forgiveness is something we do with someone else. Even more to the point, we think
forgiveness involves overlooking some terrible thing others have done, and saying we
forgive them. A step above that is realizing: “No, I am the sinner instead of you.” This
leads us to understand that forgiveness has nothing to do with anyone else, but only with
ourselves, for there is no world apart from our minds.
Jesus is thus saying we can begin this process without really understanding what
it entails; making our ascent up the ladder with no awareness of its top rungs, let alone
of the God Who is beyond the ladder entirely. It is enough to know we have been wrong
about everything we have thought, felt, and perceived. We can do very well now without
understanding the answer to the problem of the ego. Indeed:
You are still convinced that your understanding is a powerful contribution to
the truth, and makes it what it is. Yet we have emphasized that you need
understand nothing. Salvation is easy just because it asks nothing you cannot
give right now (T-1 8.IV.7:5-7).
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Yet we can at least understand that we do not know. That is the first step. The
next ones easily follow as we practice, as in these three specific applications:
(4:2-4) Let this help me learn what forgiveness means.
Let me not separate my function from my will.
I will not use this for an alien purpose.
As always, Jesus asks us to see our daily experiences as opportunities for
learning how to forgive. Again, we anticipate the later wonderful Lesson, All things are
lessons God would have me learn (W-pI.193). We learn the proper use of our mind’s
power, shifting from the ego’s alien purpose of attack to the Holy Spirit’s right-minded
purpose of healing. Thus we return our will to the Will that God created.
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We will review these ideas today:
(1:1) (63) The light of the world brings peace to every mind through my
forgiveness.
This lesson extends the previous one.
(1:2-5) My forgiveness is the means by which the light of the world finds
expression through me. My forgiveness is the means by which I become aware of
the light of the world in me. My forgiveness is the means by which the world is
healed, together with myself. Let me, then, forgive the world, that it may be healed
along with me.
We see the by-now familiar theme that the mind of God’s Son is one, the basis for
the world’s healing. If I forgive you, I must be forgiving me because we come from the
same guilty self.* When I accept Jesus’ love as my identity instead of the ego’s special
love, I realize there is no separation in the Sonship. It is thus impossible I forgive one
part of the Sonship without forgiving all of it. This is an essential part of the Course’s
message. To say it again, Jesus is not talking about healing an external world. There is
no external world! That is why he says in the text, “seek not to change the world, but
choose to change your mind about the world” (T-21.in.1:7). The world, being an idea,
has never left its source in the mind; therefore it still exists there. Thus, when my mind is
healed of thoughts of separation – sin, guilt, and attack – the world must be healed
accordingly.
Next we see these three statements, to be applied in our daily practicing:
(2:2-4) Let peace extend from my mind to yours, [name].
I share the light of the world with you, [name].
Through my forgiveness I can see this as it is.
If there is peace in your mind, it must extend to everyone. One clear way of
discerning whether you have chosen God’s peace or the ego’s hatred is to pay attention
to your perceptions. If you perceive anything in the world disturbing you, peace cannot
be in your mind. This reflects the early lessons that taught that everything we perceive
outside comes from our thoughts. We will thus realize that if we are not peaceful outside,
our minds cannot be peaceful. This helps us understand the ego choice we have made,
which we can correct and undo.
While at this point in our practice of A Course in Miracles we are not directly in
touch with our minds, we can recognize them by understanding that what we perceive
outside directly reflects what we have made real inside. To say it again, if we want to
know whether we have chosen Jesus or the ego as our teacher, we need but pay
attention to our reactions in the world. We need to remember that whenever we find
ourselves making judgments or getting upset, this is a red flag that says: “I have chosen
my ego again. Rather than assume responsibility for this decision, I choose to project it,
seeing it in everyone else, but not in me.” This insane thinking is easily undone through
forgiveness.
(3:1) (64) Let me not forget my function.
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We return to the theme of our real Self.
(3:2) I would not forget my function, because I would remember my Self.
If I truly want to remember Who I am and return home, I must forgive. My function
of forgiveness, then, is the means whereby I achieve the end of remembering my
Identity.
If you find yourself making judgments – special hate or special love – that is a
sure sign you have chosen not to awaken from the dream and remember your Self You
have chosen instead to remain a prisoner, yet blaming others for your condition. When
you discover what you have done, you should not judge yourself nor feel guilty. You
simply ask Jesus for help to remember you are not happy here, and that no judgment
you have made, or specialness you have sought, has brought you anything but the
illusion of happiness and peace. Ask Jesus to help you look without judging yourself,
which also means looking at others without judgment.
To repeat, if you want to know what is going on in your mind, pay attention to
what you are thinking, perceiving, and feeling. If there is peace and a spirit of joining with
others in a common goal, you know you have chosen the Holy Spirit as your Teacher.
On the other hand, if you are feeling disquieted, that is the certain sign you have chosen
the ego.
(3:3) I cannot fulfill my function if I forget it.
Thus we need a Teacher Who reminds us of our function of forgiveness, which
can be defined as letting go of judgment. Therefore, if you find yourself judging, you are
choosing – it does not happen automatically – to forget your function because you do not
want to return home. Forgetting is purposive.
(3:4) And unless I fulfill my function, I will not experience the joy that God
intends for me.
Whenever we feel special, make judgments, or are engaged in anything of the
ego system, we are saying we do not want the joy that God intends for us, accepting the
ego’s substitute instead. In our guilt over pushing the joy of God away, we project it out
and find fault with everyone else. The idea, once again, is not to judge ourselves for
projecting, but to be aware that this is what we have done, and the tremendous cost to
us of having done so.
We are then asked to practice applying this idea, saying:
(4:2) Let me not use this to hide my function from me.
“This” is anything we are experiencing during the day; e.g., being unhappy with
the change of weather or with what someone did or did not do. We should then say: “I
am choosing the situation as an excuse to hide my function from me, which I want to do
to keep the joy of God away.”
(4:3) I would use this as an opportunity to fulfill my function.
Rather than use a situation as an opportunity to deny our function, we can let
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Jesus redefine it as an opportunity to forgive. In other words, we could look at everything
as a classroom the Holy Spirit can use to teach us that our happiness does not lie in
anything external, nor in being a separated self, but in choosing Jesus as the teacher
who leads us beyond our specialness and takes us home. This, again, applies to
anything that happens during the day.
(4:4) This may threaten my ego, but cannot change my function in any way.
In other words, if I perceive what someone says or does as threatening, this does
not mean my function is gone. It means only that I have chosen to be upset because I
want to obscure it. Yet it rests safely within me because its Teacher does. Therefore,
nothing has the power to remove the function of forgiveness from me, except my own
decision.
* For an in-depth discussion of how our perceived self, and the self with which we
perceive ourselves in relationship are split-off parts of a larger self, see my The Message
of A Course in Miracles: Vol 1 – All Are Called, Chapters 2-4.
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Today let us review these ideas:
(1:1) (65) My only function is the one God gave me.
There is nothing else.
(1:2-5) I have no function but the one God gave me. This recognition
releases me from all conflict, because it means I cannot have conflicting goals.
With one purpose only, I am always certain what to do, what to say and what to
think. All doubt must disappear as I acknowledge that my only function is the one
God gave me.
Our function is to forgive, the only right-minded reason for being in the world. We
are not here to save it, make a lot of money, raise a happy family, have a healthy body,
or live to be a hundred and fifty years. Remembering this will remove conflict, because
believing our function is external will inevitably conflict with our internal function of
realizing that nothing external is important; only the change of thinking brought about by
the change of teachers.
Conflict results as well from wanting to study this course and return home, at the
same time yearning to be its great teacher, or, seemingly more humbly, its devoted
student, while still desiring the gifts of specialness: money, fame, power, and love. In
these cases we regard an external goal as important – if not more so – than the internal
one, setting up the conflict that was the ego’s goal from the beginning. Yet this course
will end conflict, not exacerbate it, and the only right-minded purpose of the external
world, once we have made it, is for it to be the mirror that shows us the choice we have
made internally. Only then can our minds – the true source of the conflict – be healed, as
the following passage explains:
Forget not that the healing of God’s Son is all the world is for. That is the
only purpose the Holy Spirit sees in it, and thus the only one it has. Until you see
the healing of the Son as all you wish to be accomplished by the world, by time
and all appearances, you will not know the Father nor yourself. For you will use
the world for what is not its purpose, and will not escape its laws of violence and
death (T-24.VI.4:1-4).
Healing is thus the world’s only sane purpose. Once we made it as an expression
of our hatred of God and Christ, our new Teacher shifts its purpose. The world becomes
the vehicle for showing us, first, that we have a mind, and second, the ego decision we
made within it. Now the right decision is inevitable, and we are certain of the purpose of
forgiveness as doubt disappears.
We now seek to apply what we are learning:
(2:2-3) My perception of this does not change my function.
This does not give me a function other than the one God gave me.
Whatever situation I believe is disrupting my peace has no effect on my mind.
Stated another way, nothing I perceive as external has the power to change my purpose
of forgiveness. Regardless of the ego reactions to a situation, my function remains
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within, gently and patiently held for me by Jesus. The reader may recall our earlier
citation of this lovely passage in the text – Jesus echoing his gentle and patient role as
our teacher – part of which we look at again:
I have saved all your kindnesses and every loving thought you ever had. I
have purified them of the errors that hid their light, and kept them for you in their
own perfect radiance (T-5.IV.8:3-4).
Despite our ego’s shenanigans, we cannot lose. Our insanity has no effect on the
sanity within, nor on our sane function of forgiveness.
(2:4) Let me not use this to justify a function God did not give me.
Let me not use an external situation as a means of justifying the belief there is
some purpose in my life other than undoing the ego’s thought system. The world is only
too happy to cooperate in the ego’s plan – after all, the ego made the world to cooperate
– by providing us with one opportunity after another to justify our judgments and
grievances, our perception that we have been unfairly treated; an unfairness that can be
remedied only by our defensive and, at times, aggressive response. However, we are
twice told: Anger is never justified (T-6.in.1:7; T-3 0.VI.1:1-2). Restoring the mind’s
peace is our only responsibility, and recognition of this happy fact is the heart of our
function of forgiveness.
(3:1) (66) My happiness and my function are one.
This is because our happiness does not result from anything in the world.
Remember that the laws of specialness tell us our happiness comes from the body: our
own or another’s, or anything external. This, again, must engender conflict, because
happiness comes only when we let go of guilt, the joyous effect of forgiveness. However,
if we think there is pleasure in the world, we will inevitably be in conflict. This certainly
does not mean we should feel guilty because we still seek bodily pleasure, but only that
we should be aware of what we are doing. This is not a course in sacrifice or giving up
what we feel is important, but in our learning, as Jesus instructs us near the end of the
text, that giving up the world is giving up nothing, and therefore there is no sacrifice
involved. Thus at the same time he is asking us to give up nothing, Jesus is helping us
recognize that everything here is nothing. Only then can we truly give up the world:
Give up the world! But not to sacrifice. You never wanted it. What
happiness have you sought here that did not bring you pain? What moment of
content has not been bought at fearful price in coins of suffering? Joy has no cost.
It is your sacred right, and what you pay for is not happiness. Be speeded on your
way by honesty, and let not your experiences here deceive in retrospect. They
were not free from bitter cost and joyless consequence (T-30.V.9:4-12).
This is a course in opening our eyes so that we understand how what we think,
feel, and do fits into God’s plan of Atonement. Everything we desire outside can serve a
holy purpose, if we let the Holy Spirit teach us its true meaning. Thus, to repeat this
important point, realizing that our happiness does not come from the external should not
make us feel guilty. It is a statement that merely helps us realize that our entire lives are
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based on conflict, and from that realization comes the end of conflict and the dawning of
true happiness.
(3:2-4) All things that come from God are one. They come from Oneness,
and must be received as one. Fulfilling my function is my happiness because both
come from the same Source.
The ego tries to split us off from God and from our self – in the mind – and then
have us believe that our happiness and function rest outside us – in the body. Once we
understand the principle of oneness, however, everything is clear. The contrast is
striking between this principle and how we live our lives, which are characterized by
separation, differences, and discrete events: We feel good some days and not others;
good with some people but not others; good with the same people sometimes but not
other times, and on and on and on. Our experience is never unified, for everything is
governed by adherence to the ego’s principle of one or the other: My interests and yours
are separate if I win you lose, if I lose you win. Jesus helps us realize that the way back
to God’s living Oneness is through reflecting Its Love, which we do by perceiving each
other through the lens of shared interests.
(3:5) And I must learn to recognize what makes me happy, if I would find
happiness.
The purpose of these lessons is to teach what would make us happy. We have
seen repeatedly that happiness does not lie in the fulfillment of something external, for
that is merely transitory.
Jesus asks us to apply the idea of the lesson as follows:
(4:2-3) This cannot separate my happiness from my function.
The oneness of my happiness and my function remains wholly unaffected
by this.
As in the previous lesson, we are asked to recognize that whatever form of upset
confronts us, it has no power to change the happiness that forgiveness brings.
Happiness comes from the mind’s decision, and no power in the world can take that
from us. Only our decision can, and unfortunately has done so.
We can see again and again in these applications how Jesus asks us to take
these relatively abstract ideas and apply them in our diurnal situations. That is
mandatory if we are going to learn this course, which is not really an intellectual process.
While intellectually learning its message is important – that is the purpose of the text,
after all – if we do not apply the teachings, they mean nothing. Therefore, the emphasis
of these lessons is to have us go through our day as we normally would, but the moment
something disturbs our peace or makes us excited, to realize this can have no effect on
our happiness and function, which are within. We have merely covered them with
illusions, which have no effect on the truth.
The last statement repeats this thought:
(4:4) Nothing, including this, can justify the illusion of happiness apart from
my function.
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When something makes you happy and gives you pleasure, realize this
experience is separate from your function of forgiveness, and so it will not last. True
happiness in this world comes from letting go of guilt, the problem that caused us to flee
our minds, as we believed we fled from Heaven. Guilt’s undoing, then, is the source of
joy, because it undoes all suffering and pain, and returns us to the home we never left.
Our happiness during the day is equated with forgiveness, wherein we recognize
that nothing and no one has the power to take away the peace of God. It is ours,
awaiting our acceptance. Awareness of this fact, even if we are not yet ready to choose
peace, provides an intimation of joy and a sense of hope, which are impossible as long
as we think we need to manipulate, seduce, or change the world. This may work some
days, but never all the time. Indeed, this is the criterion Jesus asks us to use in
evaluating the worth of anything in the world, as he says in Lesson 133. Previewing this
incisive passage, we read:
... if you choose a thing that will not last forever, what you chose is
valueless. A temporary value is without all value. Time can never take away a
value that is real. What fades and dies was never there, and makes no offering to
him who chooses it (W-pI.133.6:1-4).
Simply realizing that we no longer have to “value what is valueless” (W-pI.133,
title), even if we are not yet ready to let it go, is a source of hope.
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These are the ideas for today’s review:
(1:1) (67) Love created me like itself.
This is a statement of the Oneness of God: our Identity as Christ.
(1:2) I am in the likeness of my Creator.
This is taken from the biblical verse that says man was made in the image and
likeness of God (Genesis 1:26-27). Jesus uses this idea, but speaks of a totally different
Creator. I am made in the image and likeness of my Source because God is pure spirit,
as am I. He is formless, eternal, and undivided, as am I. Therefore:
(1:3-6) I cannot suffer, I cannot experience loss and I cannot die. I am not a
body. I would recognize my reality today. I will worship no idols, nor raise my own
self-concept to replace my Self.
Clearly Jesus does not expect us to live out this truth; not yet. He told us only a
couple of lessons earlier that we are not at the point where we could understand
forgiveness, let alone what lies beyond it. This, then, is another of Jesus’ pep talks, in
which he tells us we do indeed have the potential at any given moment to choose this
truth for our own. Even if we were to choose not to avail ourselves of it, truth is not
absent. In reality, we are not bodies but spirit, and therefore cannot suffer loss or die.
This is the memory of our Self that patiently waits at the top of the ladder for our ascent
through the clouds of guilt and attack. As we are told over and over again, in different
forms:
Peace is a natural heritage of spirit. Everyone is free to refuse to accept his
inheritance, but he is not free to establish what his inheritance is (T-3.VI.10:1-2).
We are free within the dream of separation to believe what we wish, but these idle
wishes for idols have nothing to do with the Will of God, which alone is our reality and
our Self.
(1:7-8) I am in the likeness of my Creator. Love created me like itself.
Jesus returns to the lesson’s theme, and asks us to return as well. We are
speeded along our journey by our willingness to set aside the ego’s shabby substitutes
and accept the truth about ourselves: We are created in the image and likeness of our
Creator and Source – Love Itself.
This is reiterated in the specific applications:
(2:2-4) Let me not see an illusion of myself in this.
As I look on this, let me remember my Creator.
My Creator did not create this as I see it.
The “this” is any situation that causes us to believe we are vulnerable bodies,
reinforcing the belief we are not the glorious Self of spirit that God created. Jesus’ point
is that if we see ourselves as hurt or exhilarated by anything, it is because we have
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chosen to see it that way. Nothing has the power to make us feel good or bad but the
mind’s choice for the ego, made because we value it over the non-dualistic Self created
by God. Jesus asks us to want to choose differently; to see each event of our day as an
opportunity to remember our Creator. This choice is reflected by our recognition that
Perfect Love could not have created the situation we experience, and so it cannot be
real. And what is not real can have no power over us.
(3:1) (68) Love holds no grievances.
Jesus returns to the important theme of grievances and attack thoughts. Implied
here is that our grievances do not just come; we actively choose them because we want
to hold another responsible for the misery we feel from having separated from love.
Rather than accept responsibility for our “sin” and admit the fear that caused us to
separate, we deny the sin, split it off from our self and, through projection, hold
grievances against someone else – anyone else – accusing that person of what we
secretly believe we have done. All this is brought about to fulfill the ego’s purpose of
protecting its existence through denying the mind and making us mindless, leaving us “at
the mercy of things beyond [us], forces [we] cannot control” (T-19.IV-D.7:4).
(3:2-5) Grievances are completely alien to love. Grievances attack love and
keep its light obscure. If I hold grievances I am attacking love, and therefore
attacking my Self. My Self thus becomes alien to me.
That is the purpose of grievances. I want my Self to be alien because there is no
individuality in Christ, and so grievances represent the culmination of the ego strategy of
keeping the memory of Who I am hidden from me. My decision for individuality, my guilt
over this decision for specialness, my projections of attack – all constitute the ego’s lines
of defense that keep this memory of love away. That is why external events cannot be
seen as obscuring the light of my Self. Yet this does not stop me from exclaiming to
Jesus:
“Of course I cannot think of holy things or remember God and Christ. Look what
happened to me today! Look what this terrible person said to me! Look at the
devastation that has just occurred! Look! Look! Look!”
We use these tales of victimization as excuses, which is why we made them in
the first place—to have the perfect way of justifying our grievances, thereby allowing
ourselves to say, with all the self-righteousness we can muster: “It is not my fault. How
can I possibly know love and remember my Self? They won’t let me.”
In the same way Jesus appealed to us in the preceding paragraph, he says again:
(3:6) I am determined not to attack my Self today, so that I can remember
Who I am.
Realizing what we are doing, and seeing the tremendous cost of holding on to our
grievances, we strengthen the determination not to attack the Self that unites the
seemingly separated fragments of the Sonship. We wish now to remember that Self and
no longer cherish the purpose our grievances served.
These specific applications are what will bring us home to our Self:
(4:2-4) This is no justification for denying my Self
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I will not use this to attack love.
Let this not tempt me to attack myself.
Jesus, as always, appeals to the power of our minds to make another choice. His
appeal takes the fowl of recognizing there is no justification for attack thoughts of any
kind. Recalling the shift in purpose, of which the Holy Spirit is the reminder, allows us to
release our grievances. Thus does the love underneath ascend in our awareness and
bring us peace, the steppingstone to remembering the Self we had denied.
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Today’s review will cover these ideas:
(1:1) (69) My grievances hide the light of the world in me.
This is a continuation of the thought we just explored.
(1:2) My grievances show me what is not there, and hide from me what I
would see.
There is a part of my mind that wants to know my true Self Yet there is also a part
that is fearful and chooses to defend against that truth. Thus Jesus asks us to choose
again. We made the wrong choice – to cover our Self – but by exercising the mind’s
power to choose, we can reverse the decision and reveal what we had kept hidden.
(1:3-4) Recognizing this, what do I want my grievances for? They keep me in
darkness and hide the light.
That darkness is what we unfortunately want. In the light of God’s truth there is no
individual or special existence. We need to realize there is a purpose behind holding on
to grievances: to keep our special self intact by using the darkness of guilt and attack to
hide the light of love.
(1:5-6) Grievances and light cannot go together, but light and vision must
be joined for me to see. To see, I must lay grievances aside.
This is the bottom line: Do I want to see or not? If I do, Jesus must be my eyes,
which means I cannot judge. I will know which choice I made by its outcome. Finding
myself angry, depressed, guilty, fearful, or anxious is what tells me I do not want to see.
With the ego, my individuality and separation are all I know and my self is safe, though
miserable.
(1:7) I want to see, and this will be the means by which I will succeed.
We are no longer willing to be safe and miserable. We want the vision that
embraces all Sons as the same, the precursor to remembering our Oneness as Christ.
In this vision born of letting go of grievances—we find our true happiness.
How happy are we then to practice these specific applications:
(2:2-5) Let me not use this as a block to sight.
The light of the world will shine all this away.
I have no need for this. I want to see.
Diligently practicing these lessons helps us realize we have a split mind. The part
that does not want to return home is responsible for our being in the world. The other
part is a student of A Course in Miracles. We must be aware of both so we can make a
meaningful choice between them. We need to understand that the ego’s grievances hold
the light of peace and joy from ourselves, leaving us in the darkness of misery and pain.
Only by realizing the connection between our decision to attack and our suffering will we
be motivated to say and mean: “I have no need for this.” In that recognition we shall see,
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and in that vision all pain is shined away in the light of forgiveness.
(3:1) (70) My salvation comes from me.
Jesus and the Holy Spirit are not outside me; nor is salvation. Indeed, I am not
outside me!
(3:2-6) Today I will recognize where my salvation is. It is in me because its
Source is there. It has not left its Source, and so it cannot have left my mind. I will
not look for it outside myself. It is not found outside and then brought in.
That is what people want to do with God, Jesus, and A Course in Miracles: see
them outside themselves. We must realize that salvation rests only within, in the power
of the mind to choose Jesus as our teacher and not the ego. It is not found in Jesus, but
in our minds’ capacity to choose him. As we discussed earlier, Jesus has always asked
us to come to him outside the dream. Yet we have continually striven to bring him into
the dream, so that our ego identity will remain secure and intact. We need to take Jesus’
hand and walk through the dream, that we may walk with him out of it.
The ego, on the other hand, attempts to keep the dream alive and well, and that is
Jesus’ caution here. The memory of God is in our minds, where the dream has its
beginning and ending. Its undoing constitutes salvation, which rests in choosing to
remember our Source – in our minds. As an idea in the Mind of God we have never left
Him, and He has never left us: ideas leave not their Source. That is why we must seek
salvation in our right minds, the home of Jesus, where the memory of God awaits our
acceptance as we awaken at last from the dream of separation and death.
(3:7) But from within me it will reach beyond, and everything I see will but
reflect the light that shines in me and in itself.
“Everything I see,” as we now realize, does not refer to physical sight; we do not
really see physical light in people, nor light in objects. Since the light is a right-minded
thought, it is this light of forgiveness that is reflected in what our eyes “see.” Moreover,
from the light’s extension in the mind the Son is healed, since the mind of God’s Son is
one.
Jesus makes his ongoing appeal to apply this idea throughout the day.
(4:2-4) Let this not tempt me to look away from me for my salvation.
I will not let this interfere with my awareness of the Source of my salvation.
This has no power to remove salvation from me.
In other words, it is our choice whether the world will take our peace from us, for
in and of itself, being an illusion, it can do nothing. We alone have power, which we then
project onto the world. It is the mind that chooses against Jesus’ peace, and he asks us
not to give in to this temptation because it will not make us happy. He directs our sight
inward and away from the world; the shift in purpose – from guilt to salvation – reflects
our decision to remember our Source and our Self.
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These ideas are for review today:
(1:1) (71) Only God’s plan for salvation will work.
It can only be God’s plan for salvation that will work, because no other plan can
save us. All others are external and designed to fail, since each would distract attention
from our minds – the source of our problem and the Source of our salvation.
(1:2-3) It is senseless for me to search wildly about for salvation. I have
seen it in many people and in many things, but when I reached for it, it was not
there.
We senselessly followed the ego’s plan of seek but do not find, and wherever we
sought for salvation we were disappointed. Idols of salvation – our special relationships
– will always fail, since they were made for that purpose, being the substitutes for What
alone can save us. Even more to the point, idols were made to keep us in a perpetual
state of mindlessness, ensuring we would never exercise the mind’s power to choose
again – salvation instead of slavation.
(1:4-5) I was mistaken about where it is. I was mistaken about what it is.
The reference is to special relationships, and Jesus’ purpose for us is to forgive
our special indulgences, to look with him and realize our insanity in wildly looking around
for things to make us happy. Thus would we recognize the futility of specialness as a
way of life: It does not work. Peace and love will never come when we seek for them
outside ourselves. Note this summarizing statement from “Seek Not Outside Yourself’ on
the hopelessness of pursuing idols of specialness, and the hope in seeking only God:
An idol cannot take the place of God. Let Him remind you of His Love for
you, and do not seek to drown His Voice in chants of deep despair to idols of
yourself Seek not outside your Father for your hope. For hope of happiness is not
despair (T-29.VII.10:4-7).
Whenever we look without judgment at our mistaken search for idols, we are free
to make another choice—salvation in place of specialness.
(1:6-8) I will undertake no more idle seeking. Only God’s plan for salvation
will work. And I will rejoice because His plan can never fail.
Coming to our sanity at last, we pledge no longer to waste time seeking for what
can never be found, choosing only to follow the path of forgiveness, which alone will
bring us home. In that choice is found our salvation; in that choice is found our joy.
We look now at the first specific application:
(2:2) God’s plan for salvation will save me from my perception of this.
Notice that we are not going to be saved from “this,” whatever the “this” is. We do
not have to be saved from any situation, but from our perception of it. The language is
quite specific and intentional: “God’s plan for salvation will save me from my perception
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of this.” When tempted to be upset by something, we need only realize this is our
perception of the problem. It is not what we perceive to be the problem – something
outside; it is the way we see it, which means the teacher with whom we are seeing:
Jesus or the ego. If we are upset, we know we have chosen the ego. God’s plan for
salvation calls for us to change our minds, or more to the point, to change our teacher.
Again, if we are not happy with how something is going, we need simply realize it is
because we chose the wrong voice and its interpretation of the situation.
To restate this point: God’s plan to save us is to have us choose a new teacher.
Looking at the situation through His eyes, we realize this is an opportunity to look at
what is going on within our minds. If we were not upset by what seems to be external,
we would have no opportunity to bring it inside and realize it was a projection. That is
why our special relationships are our saviors. They offer us the chance to reconsider our
faulty perceptions. Once we realize the problem is within, we are free to make another
choice.
(2:3) This is no exception in God’s plan for my salvation.
The principle of forgiveness always works: “There is no order of difficulty in
miracles.” There is no perception of difficulty, pain, or discomfort that will not change
when we choose to set aside our grievances and guilt, and accept the Atonement for
ourself. God’s plan for salvation is simple. That is why it always works.
(2:4) Let me perceive this only in the light of God’s plan for salvation.
Thus we choose Christ’s vision to replace the ego’s misperceptions. Note the play
on words, wherein “light” has the double entendre of perspective as well as the light that
abolishes the darkness of our grievances.
(3:1) (72) Holding grievances is an attack on God’s plan for salvation.
Jesus takes us a step further, by introducing the purposive element of anger: it
directly attacks the plan of the Atonement, which redirects our focus inward, where the
ego’s thought system of guilt and attack is undone.
(3:2-4) Holding grievances is an attempt to prove that God’s plan for
salvation will not work. Yet only His plan will work. By holding grievances, I am
therefore excluding my only hope of salvation from my awareness.
The only hope of salvation, again, lies in my accepting full responsibility for the
misery I experience, which reflects my original choice to be a sinful and guilty individual
deserving of misery and punishment. Therefore, in an insane attempt to be free of the
pain, I choose to project the guilt and attack you for it. I can thus be saved only by
returning to the decision-making part of my mind and correcting this mistaken choice. By
being angry, however, and justifying my judgments, I assert the reality of the body and
sin – yours and mine. Moreover, I consciously believe the sin is not in me and that there
is no mind – everything happens only in a world of bodies where grievances are real and
not my responsibility.
By saying to Jesus there is something wrong because I am not at peace, I allow
him to teach me that what I am upset about in you is a split-off part of what I am upset
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about in me: my guilt for separating from the Love of God. Jesus helps me realize I am
choosing between misperception and salvation as I look on this. I come to understand
that my perception is the effect of my choice: the ego’s grievances or the Holy Spirit’s
miracle. The former roots me still further in the world of guilt and attack, while the latter
leads me to my mind, the home of salvation.
(3:5-6) I would no longer defeat my own best interests in this insane way. I
would accept God’s plan for salvation, and be happy.
The pain of my wrong choices impels me finally to choose against the insanity of
believing that I know what is best for me. I joyfully exclaim: I prefer to be happy and not
right (T-29.V11.1:9), and am glad and grateful I was wrong (W-pI.184.15:4).
In this spirit of choosing sanity because I want to be happy, I gladly practice these
specific applications of today’s idea:
(4:2-4) I am choosing between misperception and salvation as I look on this.
If I see grounds for grievances in this, I will not see the grounds for my
salvation. This calls for salvation, not attack.
I am learning that all circumstances in my life – past, present, or anticipated –
offer me the opportunity of choosing to see differently. My problems are perceptual, my
perceptions come from thinking, and my thinking originates in the mind’s decision for the
ego or the Holy Spirit. The right-minded choice for forgiveness corrects the ego’s
thinking, which led to my wrong-minded perceptions of grievances and attack. Because I
now choose to be happy, I see grounds for forgiveness and salvation in everything. Only
by wishing to remain in the pain of my guilt would I choose to see grounds for
grievances. Yet, as Jesus fortunately reminds us (e.g., T-16.VI.8:8), I am no longer
wholly insane and so I call for salvation and not attack.
One final point – salvation does not mean I save you, the situation, or even
myself. I save the situation in my mind, by changing my mind. All situations call for this
inner shift. Remember, “Seek not to change the world, but choose to change your mind
about the world” (T-21.in.1:7).
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Our review today will cover these ideas:
(1:1) (73) I will there be light.
This is a direct appeal to the power of our minds to make another choice: the light
of forgiveness instead of the darkness of attack.
(1:2-3) I will use the power of my will today. It is not my will to grope about
in darkness, fearful of shadows and afraid of things unseen and unreal.
This was my ego’s wish in contrast to the Holy Spirit’s Will, which I now reflect in
the right-minded use of my decision-making ability. Despite my wish for shadows, my will
remains one with God’s, held in safekeeping by the Holy Spirit. I had substituted what
the ego would say is my will – really the ego’s wishes – to be an individual, a decision
which inevitably led to the ego’s darkened thought system of separation and fear,
culminating, in the shadowy physical world of separation and fear. This lesson, then, is a
direct appeal to look at things differently, to exercise the power of my mind (“the power
of my will”) to make another choice.
(1:4-6) Light shall be my guide today. I will follow it where it leads me, and I
will look only on what it shows me. This day I will experience the peace of true
perception.
Learning our lessons, we happily choose to let the light of Jesus’ wisdom guide us
each day. We look on the world through his non judgmental eyes of forgiveness and
peace. Our eyes “see” what they have always seen, but now we see differently: calls for
love or expressions of it, as opposed to the ego’s “eyes” that see only sin, guilt, and the
need for punishment. From its perception come conflict and fear, but from the true
perception of Jesus’ forgiveness comes the peace that, in the famous words of St. Paul,
passeth all understanding (Philippians, 4:7).
Now to the day’s specific applications:
(2:2) This cannot hide the light I will to see.
Looking at situations that heretofore had reflected the ego’s darkened world of
guilt and judgment, I recognize they had no power to hide the light of forgiveness from
me. It was my mind that had the power, by choosing not to see the light that was always
there. In other words, nothing here has power over that light. But within the delusional
dreams of shadows and death, we can choose not to recognize it, even though it shines
so brightly within, and its reflections all around us. We choose now to recognize these
witnesses to the light and see them as our own. Thus we say to each special love and
hate partner:
(2:3) You stand with me in light, [name].
Those we had condemned to hell join as one Son, along with us, together
awakening from the dream of death. All that is necessary for this happy recognition to
occur is the willingness to look at the ego’s lies for what they are, choosing instead to
believe the truth Jesus has always held out for us, patiently waiting our acceptance.
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(2:4) In the light this will look different.
In Lesson 193, Jesus says, “Forgive, and you [I] will see this differently” (WpI.193.3:7). When I let him be my eyes, the external situation does not change, but the
way I perceive it does. Rather than seeing the situation as a way of proving I am right
and Jesus is wrong, that differences are real and sin rests in you and not in me, I realize
that together we share the purpose of awakening from the dream. Again, this shift has
nothing to do with what is external, but only with what is in our minds.
(3:1) (74) There is no will but God’s
(3:2) I am safe today because there is no will but God’s.
The ego says we are not safe, because there is a will other than God’s. Yet it is
my ego’s will, which means it is not will at all, but the wish to be separate – the opposite
to God’s Will that we believe we have accomplished. The vulnerability we feel within our
minds – the product of the ego’s law that guilt demands punishment – has been
projected into the world, the result being that we now fear everyone and everything: if we
are not careful, we will be dead; if we do not eat the right foods, our bodies will
deteriorate; if we are not with the right people, our personalities will wither. Thus are we
never safe. Yet the truth is that we are safe, because none of this has happened; a
dream is not reality. Paraphrasing Jesus’ words in the text, borrowed from the biblical
commandment (Exodus 20:3): Thou shalt have no other will before His, because there is
none (T-4.III.6:6). That is why we are safe.
(3:3-4) I can become afraid only when I believe there is another will. I try to
attack only when I am afraid, and only when I try to attack can I believe that my
eternal safety is threatened.
Once we identify with the ego’s thought system of separation, we must also
identify with its thoughts of sin, guilt, and attack. It is this wrong-minded choice for the
ego that makes us afraid.
(3:5-6) Today I will recognize that all this has not occurred. I am safe
because there is no will but God’s.
Even though Jesus does not expect us to accept this totally, we can begin the
process of understanding that there is a part of our minds that knows that none of this
occurred. We are fearful of that part because it signifies the end of our special self.
On the practical level this means that what has not occurred is that you hurt me,
for the truth is I have hurt me. In the perceptual world, you may indeed have said or
done something unkind, but I am upset because I want you to hurt me, accusing you of
sin instead of me. In that sense, I forgive you for what you have not done. Only as I
progress up the ladder do I realize this is a dream that is not actually occurring at all.
The three specific applications all reflect the Oneness of God.
(4:2-4) Let me perceive this in accordance with the Will of God.
It is God’s Will you are His Son, [name], and mine as well.
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This is part of God’s Will for me, however I may see it.
Everything in our personal and collective worlds is a reflection of God’s Will –
forgiveness – if we choose to see it through Jesus’ eyes, the vision of Christ that unifies
perception. This everything includes the totality of the Sonship, regardless of how the
ego perceives a situation. Since there is no hierarchy of illusions, all situations are the
same, for they share the wrong-minded purpose of separation as well as the rightminded one of forgiveness. This unanimity of purpose unites us all: unseparated and
undivided – one in illusion and one in truth.
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Today we will review these ideas:
(1:1) (75) The light has come.
The light has come because the light has always been in our minds. This is
reflected in the first sentence:
(1:2) In choosing salvation rather than attack, I merely choose to recognize
what is already there.
That is why “the light has come.” The light of the Atonement is in our minds, but
when we choose it we experience it as coming to us. In truth, however, we have come to
it. We left the light when we chose the ego’s darkness, and now we have returned.
Coming to the light is salvation, just as leaving it constituted the first attack, mirrored in
the specific attacks within our lives that are merely the shadowy fragments of the original
thought.
(1:3-5) Salvation is a decision made already. Attack and grievances are not
there to choose. That is why I always choose between truth and illusion; between
what is there and what is not.
Within the dream we are free to believe we can choose attack and grievances. In
reality, however, we choose nothing, because the ego thought system is non-existent.
This reflects the fundamental idea that we believe we have the power to choose
illusions, but the only meaningful choice open to us is undoing the belief in the illusions
that never were.
(1:6-8) The light has come. I can but choose the light, for it has no
alternative. It has replaced the darkness, and the darkness has gone.
When we choose the light we recognize that the darkness was never there. In our
deluded dream we believed in the darkness of separation and attack. However, when we
choose to take Jesus’ hand and walk the path that awakens from the dream, the
darkness is gone and we happily realize it was not even there.
Our three applications highlight this choice:
(2:2-4) This cannot show me darkness, for the light has come.
The light in you is all that I would see, [name].
I would see in this only what is there.
Confronted by the ego’s perceptions of specialness – the darkened world of guilt,
judgment, hate, punishment, and fear – we go quickly to Jesus that we may see the
situation differently. His vision – all people calling for love or expressing it; all people
sharing in the ego’s insanity of hate and the Holy Spirit’s sanity of forgiveness – reflects
Heaven’s light. This light, born of our inherent sameness as God’s Son, we now wish to
see in others, for it is what we wish to see in ourselves.
(3:1) (76) I am under no laws but God’s.
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We spent considerable time discussing this when we read Lesson 76, and so this
lesson is truly a review.
(3:2-3) Here is the perfect statement of my freedom. I am under no laws but
God’s.
This is the same as saying “There is no will but God’s.” All the laws we believe
govern our lives physically and psychologically have effects only because we choose to
be an ego. Therefore, choosing to be a separated individual and placing ourselves under
the ego’s “divine” guidance, we must subscribe to its laws. On the other hand, when we
choose Jesus as our teacher and raise ourselves above the battleground, outside the
dream, the “laws” of the world – reflecting the “laws” of the wrong mind – have no power.
Therein lies our freedom.
(3:4-6) I am constantly tempted to make up other laws and give them power
over me. I suffer only because of my in them. They have no real effect on me at all.
These are important words. For example, we believe in the body’s laws: If we
drink poison or eat bad food we feel ill; if we expose ourselves to a virus we are sick. We
then believe our distress is due to the noxious elements we took in from the outside. Yet
the truth remains that we suffer only because of our belief in these laws. However, Jesus
is certainly not saying we should feel guilty because we feel poorly, but he is asking us
to be aware of the true source of our pain. This is not found in bodies, nor in anything
external, but in the mind’s decision to affirm its individuality and rejection of Christ. Thus
are we invested in the laws of hate and their justification. This decision to separate,
protected by projection, is the cause of all suffering.
(3:7-8) I am perfectly free of the effects of all laws save God’s. And His are
the laws of freedom.
On the other hand, by choosing to learn from Jesus, we learn that the only laws
that truly hold are God’s. Since nothing outside His Mind is real, it must also be that no
laws outside Him are valid. Therefore, the world’s laws can have no effect unless, once
again, we choose to believe they do. Our freedom lies in the decision to be free; to be
under no laws but God’s.
We look now at our three applications:
(4:2-4) My perception of this shows me I believe in laws that do not exist.
I see only the laws of God at work in this. Let me allow God’s laws to work
in this, and not my own.
Whatever we perceive outside shows us that we believe in the ego’s “laws that do
not exist.” Our daily practice, therefore, consists of first looking at the world through the
ego’s eyes of special and separate interests, the reflection of its fundamental law of
separation. Recognizing this false perception allows me, next, to ask my new Teacher to
teach me its correction. And so the Holy Spirit gently instructs me in the practice of
forgiveness, the reflection on earth of God’s law of love. Regardless of the situation I am
in, regardless of the pain (or pleasure) afforded me in a relationship, I can see God’s
laws reflected by seeing the opportunity to learn how separate interests lead to hell,
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while shared purpose leads to the Heaven I never truly left—the Home of God’s laws of
love and life.
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These are our review ideas for today:
This review contains two lessons that deal specifically with miracles.
(1:1) (77) I am entitled to miracles.
This statement corrects the ego’s assertion that we are entitled to punishment
because of our sin. Jesus teaches us we are entitled to the loving correction the miracle
bestows on our tortured and terrified minds.
(1:2-3) I am entitled to miracles because I am under no laws but God’s. His
laws release me from all grievances, and replace them with miracles.
God’s laws are an expression in our dream of the Atonement principle. His law in
Heaven is the Oneness of His Love. As reflected here, it is the thought that says the
separation never happened, expressed in the recognition that the grievances we hold
against others – our sins of which we accuse everyone else – have not happened either.
Thus our brother’s “sins” have had no effect on us. Choosing Jesus as our teacher and
the miracle as the correction helps us realize that everything held against others is
secretly held against ourselves. Yet this has not changed our reality.
(1:4-5) And I would accept the miracles in place of the grievances, which are
but illusions that hide the miracles beyond. Now I would accept only what the laws
of God entitle me to have, that I may use it on behalf of the function He has given
me.
The important point, emphasized again and again, is that we choose to hold
grievances because we are afraid of the love in our minds, because in its presence our
special existence is gone. Thus are our grievances purposive, and until we change our
purpose – from remaining asleep to awakening – the grievances will persist, if not
consciously, then remaining fiercely active in the vaults of guilt well beyond our
awareness. Our function of forgiveness likewise will remain hidden from us as we
continue to obey the ego’s laws of guilt and projection instead of God’s law, reflected in
the Holy Spirit’s miracle.
The day’s specific applications directly follow from the teaching of the lesson:
(2:2-4) Behind this is a miracle to which I am entitled.
Let me not hold a grievance against you, [name], but offer you the miracle
that belongs to you instead.
Seen truly, this offers me a miracle.
Once again we observe the simplicity of Jesus’ message: no complicated
formulas or exercises; no intricate metaphysics or theology. All we need do is observe,
with his gentle love gently beside us, how our judgments keep us from the peace we so
fervently desire. Each circumstance throughout the day offers us the opportunity to
forgive ourselves by choosing the miracle instead of a grievance. Jesus’ true perception
– the vision of Christ – is now ours for the asking and accepting. Perhaps today.
(3:1-2) (78) Let miracles replace all grievances.
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Miracles are seen in light.
The twenty lessons comprising this next series share the same theme, though
expressed in different ways, reflecting the musical form of theme and variations. The
theme is the contrast between the ego self and true Self, and Lesson 91 focuses on the
power of our minds to choose between the ego’s interpretation of our identity – a sinful,
guilty, and fearful self – and the Holy Spirit’s reminder of Who we are as Christ. Another
aspect of this theme is that since our ego is directly manifest in the body, we ultimately
shift this identification to the spirit that is our Self.
The title of the first lesson in this series expresses its theme of the miracle, the
choosing of which is the cause that leads to vision, the effect. We are reminded that
vision has nothing to do with the body’s eyes, but with a state of mind that is achieved by
choosing Jesus as our teacher. Thus we perceive the world through the lens of
forgiveness, rather than the ego’s judgment.
(1:1) It is important to remember that miracles and vision necessarily go
together.
I pointed out earlier that miracle in A Course in Miracles can best be defined as a
correction of false perception, having nothing to do with anything external. It shifts our
way of seeing the world – separation, differences, attack, and bodies – to Jesus’ vision
of the world as a classroom offering us opportunities to learn forgiveness. Therefore, the
immediate effect of choosing the miracle is this new way of seeing – the meaning of
vision.
(1:2)
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these workbook lessons, which call on us to practice, practice, practice what he asks us
to learn.
(1:3) It is a central idea in your new thought system, and the perception that
it produces.
Jesus is explicitly letting us know that he is teaching us a new way to think. When
accepted, we have a new way of seeing. Again, this perception is not rooted in an
external shift, but in the mind’s change of teachers.
(1:4-5) The miracle is always there. Its presence is not caused by your
vision; its absence is not the result of your failure to see.
Again, vision is the effect and the miracle is the cause. The correction it brings is
always in our minds through the Presence of the Holy Spirit. The problem is that we
choose not to avail ourselves of His loving correction, choosing instead to believe that
our individuality is the truth, inevitably leading to the belief that oneness is the enemy.
(1:6-7) It is only your awareness of miracles that is affected. You will see
them in the light; you will not see them in the dark.
Remembering that the miracle is a correction clarifies these passages. Our
choosing not to accept it does not mean it is gone, but simply that we have gone. When
our decision maker wanders away, we no longer recognize the correction because we
look in the wrong place. Following the ego’s bouncing ball remember Mitch Miller’s
bouncing ball? – we end up in the world, continually searching for solutions where the
ego has led us. No longer identified with the mind, we look in the world’s darkness for
answers we can never find, since miracles are seen only in the mind’s light of
forgiveness, the choice held for us by the Holy Spirit.
(2:1) To you, then, light is crucial.
To repeat this important thought, light has nothing to do with the physical,
including auras or any other psychic expression. In A Course in Miracles light is equated
with the Holy Spirit’s correction – the Atonement, forgiveness, the miracle. That is why it
is so crucial to us. It is the way out of the ego’s darkened hell of guilt.
(2:2-3) While you remain in darkness, the miracle remains unseen. Thus you
are convinced it is not there.
When we are immersed in the ego’s thought system of darkness, it appears as if
there is no correction – no Jesus or Holy Spirit – and A Course in Miracles is a lie. We
seem to have successfully barricaded ourselves against the miracle, making our false
identification first in thought, and then in the body – to be the truth. Indeed, that is why
we made the world: to provide evidence confirming we are right and the Holy Spirit is
wrong, convincingly demonstrating that the separation has been accomplished in reality.
(2:4) This follows from the premises from which the darkness comes.
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Darkness is equated with the thought system of the ego, founded on the premise
that the separation from God is a fact. Moreover, the ego tells us that when we
separated, God was destroyed. If He is perfect Oneness and Wholeness, He cannot be
separated from and remain Who He is. Therefore, if we believe the impossible has
happened and we seem to be the living witness to that “fact” – God cannot be perfect
Oneness and Wholeness. Thus He ceases to be God, and how can He be known if He
is not there? This, incidentally, is the foundation of the ancient Sophist argument that
truth is not absolute but relative. Truth can now be whatever one chooses, for absolute
truth no longer exists.
(2:5-7) Denial of light leads to failure to perceive it. Failure to perceive light
is to perceive darkness. The light is useless to you then, even though it is there.
If we equate the light with Jesus, the Holy Spirit, A Course in Miracles, and not
ourselves, They are useless to us because we are not included. We have separated
from the truth, and are stubbornly convinced we are right. Darkness reigns supreme
because the light is nowhere to be seen.
(2:8-9) You cannot use it [the light] because its presence is unknown to you.
And the seeming reality of the darkness makes the idea of light meaningless.
That is the purpose served by the body and the world – making real the darkness
of the separation. The ego’s belief in the meaningfulness of darkness and the
meaninglessness of light makes it impossible, therefore, to know light’s presence; and
since we believe we see the darkness, the light and its meaning are gone.
(3:1-2) To be told that what you do not see is there sounds like insanity. It is
very difficult to become convinced that it is insanity not to see what is there, and
to see what is not there instead.
Over and over we see Jesus using this classic definition of psychosis. Among the
tell-tale clinical signs of mental illness are visual and auditory hallucinations. This is yet
another instance of Jesus gently telling us we are insane. Once again we see the
purposive nature of the world and body, and its strategic importance in the ego’s plan to
keep us in a state of mindlessness. The body witnesses to the seeming reality of “what
is not there,” while “what is there” cannot be seen. This is the meaning of the following
passage from the text:
When you made visible what is not true, what is true became invisible to
you. Yet it cannot be invisible in itself, for the Holy Spirit sees it with perfect
clarity. It is invisible to you because you are looking at something else (T12.VIII.3:1-3).
It is the body that enables us to look at the “something else” and believe it is
there.
(3:3-5) You do not doubt that the body’s eyes can see. You do not doubt the
images they show you are reality. Your faith lies in the darkness, not the light.
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Jesus discusses faith at great length in the text, in the context of the mind’s
decision-making power to put its faith in whatever it believes to be true: the ego or the
Holy Spirit (e.g., T-19.I and T-21.III). Faith, then is neutral: Do we choose to believe the
ego’s teachings on separation, or do we put our faith in Jesus’ message of its illusory
nature? If our faith is in the darkness, we will believe that is truth; if in the light, that will
be our belief. The following passage summarizes our choice for faithlessness, the belief
in illusions:
Every situation in which you find yourself is but a means to meet the
purpose set for your relationship. See it as something else and you are
faithless.... Faithlessness is the servant of illusion, and wholly faithful to its
master. Use it, and it will carry you straight to illusions.... Accept not the illusion of
peace it offers, but look upon its offering and recognize it is illusion (T-17.VII.5: 12,5-6,9).
To make this important point again, it is the body’s purpose, from its inception in
the ego’s thought system, to have us believe that illusion is reality, and reality is illusion.
Our faith thus is put in nothing, yet we remain unaware of the faithlessness of our
decision.
(3:6-7) How can this be reversed? For you it is impossible, but you are not
alone in this.
The you, as always, is the decision maker. This is not a reversal we accomplish
by ourselves, the action that began the separation when we attempted to be apart from
God. Our decision to separate is corrected by shifting our identification with the ego to
the Holy Spirit. This is the meaning of “you are not alone in this.” In other words, there is
another thought system and Teacher that can help us. The purpose of these lessons is
to facilitate acceptance of this help.
(4:1) Your efforts, however little they may be, have strong support.
This is an echo of the familiar theme of a little willingness that is so important in
the text:
The holy instant is the result of your determination to be holy.... You
prepare your mind for it only to the extent of recognizing that you want it above all
else. It is not necessary that you do more; indeed, it is necessary that you realize
that you cannot do more. Do not attempt to give the Holy Spirit what He does not
ask, or you will add the ego to Him and confuse the two. He asks but little. It is He
Who adds the greatness and the might.... The holy instant.... is always the result
of your small willingness combined with the unlimited power of God’s Will (T18.IV.1:1, 4-8; 4:1-2).
We are not asked to do a great deal, like teach the Holy Spirit’s lessons, but only
to choose Him as our Teacher as an expression of our little willingness. We are not even
asked to learn His lessons, for that will come later. Jesus asks us but to recognize we
have been wrong in our choice of teacher, and to understand there is another One in our
minds to Whom we can go.
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As our fear diminishes and we choose the correct Teacher, we learn His lessons.
At first the little willingness expresses the happy thought we are wrong. We are even
more grateful there is Someone within us Who is right. This is the first and perhaps the
most important step, because it moves us to the right path. To use another image, it
places us on the right ladder. How long it takes to climb to the top is of no real concern,
for what alone is important is that Jesus helps us find our way home. Finding it, again,
means happily realizing we are wrong about where we thought it was.
(4:2-5) Did you but realize how great this strength, your doubts would
vanish. Today we will devote ourselves to the attempt to let you feel this strength.
When you have felt the strength in you, which makes all miracles within your easy
reach, you will not doubt. The miracles your sense of weakness hides will leap
into awareness as you feel the strength in you.
This rests on one thing and one thing only utilizing the power of the mind to
correct our previous mistake of identifying with the ego’s weakness. The next paragraph
is explicit about the distinction between mind and body. Recognizing this distinction is
essential, for if we are not a body the only remaining option is that we are a mind. Near
the end of the text, as we have already seen, Jesus explains our simple choice:
You always choose between your weakness and the strength of Christ in
you. And what you choose is what you think is real. Simply by never using
weakness to direct your actions, you have given it no power. And the light of
Christ in you is given charge of everything you do. For you have brought your
weakness unto Him, and He has given you His strength instead (T-31.VIII.2:3-7).
Christ’s strength lies in our minds, remembered when we understand that
weakness and vulnerability come from having chosen the ego as our self, a decision
culminating in the identification with the body. The miracle is the gentle correction for our
mistake.
(5:1) Three times today, set aside about ten minutes for a quiet time in
which you try to leave your weakness behind.
As the lessons progress, we see how Jesus increases the time we spend with
him each day. At the beginning of the workbook he asked for only a couple of minutes, if
we could manage even that. Now he is up to ten minutes, three times a day, and the
time will continue to increase.
(5:2) This is accomplished very simply, as you instruct yourself that you are
not a body.
Who is the you instructing yourself? – the decision maker teaching itself it is not a
body. Thus the you doing the instructing is not the body, and the yourself being
instructed is the self we believe we are as a personality. This, then, is the answer to
Jesus’ rhetorical question, asked near the beginning of the text:
You may ask how this is possible [realizing that all perception is
unnecessary] as long as you appear to be living in this world. That is a
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reasonable question. You must be careful, however, that you really understand it.
Who is the “you” who are living in this world? (T-4.II.11:5-8)
Perception is ultimately unnecessary because there is no one there to perceive,
let alone to be perceived. Returning our self-awareness to the mind, specifically to the
decision-making part of the mind, is what allows us ultimately to realize there is no
decision maker at all!
(5:3) Faith goes to what you want, and you instruct your mind accordingly.
The you, again, is the part of the mind that chooses. We put our faith either in the
ego or the Holy Spirit, reflecting the desire to remain an individual entity separate from
God, or to return home and awaken to our reality as God’s one Son.
(5:4-6) Your will remains your teacher, and your will has all the strength to
do what it desires. You can escape the body if you choose. You can experience
the strength in you.
By will Jesus is referring to the power of our minds to choose between the ego
and the Holy Spirit. We have seen this usage before, and it highlights the importance of
calling upon this will to undo the ego’s usurpation of God’s Will. The ego’s weakness is
no match for the strength of Christ, which the Holy Spirit holds for us in our minds, even
as we seek to conceal it, substituting in its place the ego’s belief in domination,
masquerading as strength.
We have to be careful not to take sentence 5 out of context (“You can escape the
body if you choose”). In truth we cannot escape the body because we are not in the
body. Jesus is really telling us we can escape from the thought system with which we
have identified, and in which we have imprisoned ourselves. This imprisonment is
expressed in form when it is projected onto the body. Thus, it seems – as it has seemed
to centuries of philosophers and theologians – as if we are indeed trapped in the body.
How, though, can we be trapped in a body that does not exist? We can be trapped only
in an illusion of a body, which rests within our thought system. It is the mind’s belief in
guilt that is the prison, and if the guilt is not undone we remain forever imprisoned,
regardless of what we do with the body. This theme is the subject of “Beyond the Body”
in Chapter 18 of the text, and the following passage summarizes its central thought:
You see yourself locked in a separate prison [the body], removed and
unreachable, incapable of reaching out as being reached. You hate this prison
you have made, and would destroy it. But you would not escape from it, leaving it
unharmed, without your guilt upon it.
Yet only thus can you escape. The home of vengeance is not yours; the
place you set aside to house your hate is not a prison, but an illusion of
yourself.... Everyone has experienced what he would call a sense of being
transported beyond himself ... If you will consider what this “transportation” really
entails, you will realize that it is a sudden unawareness of the body, and a joining
of yourself and something else in which your mind enlarges to encompass it....
There is no violence at all in this escape. The body is not attacked, but simply
properly perceived.... You are not really “lifted out” of it; it cannot contain you. You
go where you would be, gaining, not losing, a sense of Self (T-18.VI.7:5-8:2; 11:1,
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4; 13:1-2,4-5).
Thus we gently achieve our escape from the littleness of weakness to the
magnitude of strength.
(6:1-5) Begin the longer practice periods with this statement of true cause
and effect relationships:
Miracles are seen in light.
The body’s eyes do not perceive the light.
But I am not a body. What am I?
That question is the problem. Remember, we made the world and body in the first
place as one collective Son – to escape from the vengeful wrath of God the ego told us
is the mind’s reality. The ego told us our independence from God was bought at the cost
of sin. We destroyed God, and now He is going to rise up and return the favor. That is
the terror the ego placed in everyone’s mind, and which drove us out of our minds
figuratively and literally – making up the physical world: the Course’s version of the Big
Bang.
The question Jesus raises is: If you are not a body, what are you? Reading that
carefully should strike terror in your heart, because you would suddenly have to address
his question. Who are you if not your problems, list of grievances, personality, skin color,
sex, height, weight, age, nationality, etc.? We are thus returned to the bottom line of A
Course in Miracles: our ability to understand that everything we made is false. Our goal
is to say that we are glad truly glad – that we are wrong. The miracle is the means
whereby we come to recognize our mistaken choice, made not in the body but the mind,
and so corrected there.
(6:6) The question with which this statement ends is needed for our
exercises today.
As we go through the workbook, we notice that the stakes are getting higher. The
previous ninety lessons have gently led us to this point. We have been presented with
several key ideas, among which are that our thoughts give meaning to everything, they
make the world, and ultimately there is no world outside us. These ideas have been
presented in such a way that most of the time we do not seriously think about their
implication: If there is no world outside our minds, there can be no body outside our
minds either. This means confronting the question: Who am I? Jesus has taken us to the
point in our training where he asks us to do just that.
(6:7) What you think you are is a belief to be undone.
We think we are bodies, underlying which is the belief we are “the home of evil,
darkness and sin” (W-pI.93.1:1). This is what needs to be undone. Note the word belief.
Our bodies are not facts, but beliefs. You cannot change a fact, which of course is the
point of the ego’s thought system. Our separation, embodied in our bodies, is taken as
fact, part of the so-called natural order. Its immutability seems to have cast us
permanently out of Heaven, never to return. That is why Jesus has placed so much
emphasis on our understanding the power of thought – in the mind, not the brain. The
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the helpless and afraid, the sad, the poor, the starving and the joyless. These are
seen through eyes that cannot see and cannot bless.
True seeing, however, or vision, is the result of returning our “sight” to its rightful
place in the mind. By turning to the Holy Spirit for guidance, we shift our identification
from the sightless to what alone can see. The ego would have us see through “eyes that
cannot see and cannot bless,” and thus we “see” the shadowy fragments of the ego’s
weakness: a world in which “everyone ... wanders ... uncertain, lonely, and in constant
fear” (T-31.VIII.7:1). Yet we “see” in darkness, for we have first looked within and seen
the ego’s weakness, itself cowering in fear in the darkness of its separated mind. This is
the darkness we projected and believe we now see. However, it is the darkness of
nothingness, for the ego is nothing and makes nothing, and what we see must therefore
also be nothing: nothing making nothing, being seen by nothing. Certainly then, these
eyes cannot bless, because they were made to damn. After all, the ego came into
existence by damning God, thereby killing His Son, in the anguished words of Job’s wife:
“Curse God, and die” (Job 2:9).
Another theme implicit in this passage is the contrast of Christ’s strength with the
ego’s weakness, similar to the statement we have seen before: “You always choose
between your weakness and the strength of Christ in you” (T-3 1.V111.2:3).
(4:1-2) Strength overlooks these things by seeing past appearances. It
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is the way they are protected.... we must look first at this [the “dynamics” of the
ego] to see beyond it, since you have made it real. We will undo this error quietly
together, and then look beyond it to truth.... What is healing but the removal of all
that stands in the way of knowledge? And how else can one dispel illusions
except by looking at them directly, without protecting them? ... Clarity undoes
confusion by definition, and to look upon darkness through light must dispel it (T11.V.1:1, 5-6; 2:1-2,9).
This point is important, because it can be tempting for students of A Course in
Miracles to think Jesus is asking them to deny their eyes’ perception. This previously
discussed statement, made in the context of healing, makes clear what he means:
The body’s eyes will continue to see differences. But the mind that has let
itself be healed will no longer acknowledge them. There will be those who seem
to be “sicker” than others, and the body’s eyes will report their changed
appearances as before. But the healed mind will put them all in one category;
they are unreal (M-8.6:1-4).
Our goal is to see through Christ’s vision, which enables us to reinterpret the
perceptual world the ego told us was true. The form, now seen differently, reveals the
content of reality’s reflection that the ego tried to conceal from our awareness. The
clarity of this new perception looks beyond the seeming differences among illusions to
the one truth that categorizes them all: they are unreal.
(4:3-6) It unites with light, of which it is a part. It sees itself. It brings the
light in which your Self appears. In darkness you perceive a self that is not there.
That self is the ego thought system of separation and sin. By joining with the light
of the Atonement, we have chosen to unite with the strength of Christ instead of the
ego’s weakness, the strength of love rather than the weakness of specialness.
(4:7) Strength is the truth about you; weakness is an idol falsely worshipped
and adored that strength may be dispelled, and darkness rule where God
appointed that there should be light.
Where is it that “God appointed... there should be light”? The mind. That is why
we flee from it. In the presence of the light of truth – the thought of Atonement that
reminds us the separation never occurred our individual and special self disappears.
Over and over we see Jesus asking us to choose the light of strength that reflects
our true Self as Christ, as opposed to the ego’s weakness, which holds in its darkened
shadows our identity as a separated and special self.
(5:1) Strength comes from truth, and shines with light its Source has given
it; weakness reflects the darkness of its maker.
The maker is the ego, but it can do nothing without the decision maker’s joining
with it. Therein lies the ego’s “strength,” built upon an illusion that the Son of God has a
real choice about his Identity. Only in the light of the correct choice – for the Atonement
– can the Son regain the awareness of his true strength.
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(5:2-7) It is sick and looks on sickness, which is like itself. Truth is a savior
and can only will for happiness and peace for everyone. It gives its strength to
everyone who asks, in limitless supply. It sees that lack in anyone would be a lack
in all. And so it gives its light that all may see and benefit as one. Its strength is
shared, that it may bring to all the miracle in which they will unite in purpose and
forgiveness and in love.
The weakness we have chosen is the subject of the first sentence of this
passage, which is quickly countered by the strength of truth. An important point is that
the ego is sick and weak because it separates its specialness excludes certain parts of
the Sonship from love. Truth on the other hand is all-inclusive. It sees God’s Son as one,
which oneness is his strength. In this world of separation, Heaven’s Oneness is reflected
in our vision of shared interests: all share the same need to awaken from the dream of
sickness and illusion. In words we can never tire of hearing, Jesus states this principle of
all-inclusiveness:
To your tired eyes I bring a vision of a different world, so new and clean
and fresh you will forget the pain and sorrow that you saw before. Yet this a vision
is which you must share with everyone you see, for otherwise you will behold it
not. To give this gift is how to make it yours. And God ordained, in loving
kindness, that it be for you (T-31.VI11.8:4-7).
By sharing his gift of vision with everyone we meet, its strength becomes our own.
Thus Jesus joyously exclaims:
For we are one in purpose, and the end of hell is near (T-3 LVIII.10:8).
Our joining with our brothers in the common purpose of Atonement marks the end
of hell’s weakness and the return of Heaven’s memory and the strength of Christ.
(6:1-2) Weakness, which looks in darkness, cannot see a purpose in
forgiveness and in love. It sees all others different from itself, and nothing in the
world that it would share.
The theme of weakness and strength continues, in this form: The ego thought
system is kept intact by the concept of differences, wherein everyone is perceived as
different from everyone else. Ultimately, this difference is your sin and my sinlessness,
having its source in the original perception of difference: I am the creator and God is not
– the principle of either-or, one or the other, kill or be killed. We are established strong in
the ego’s thought system of darkness by our weakness, born of the fragmented Sonship.
This weakness thus reflects the separation of God’s Son, for we are all made different,
protected by our grievances and threatened by forgiveness.
(6:3) It judges and condemns, but does not love.
This is specialness. Even in the guise of love, it is judging. Judgment thus is the
shadow of our inherent weakness as a separated Son; vision is the reflection of the
strength of Christ, God’s one and undivided Son.
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(6:4) In darkness it remains to hide itself, and dreams that it is strong and
conquering, a victor over limitations that but grow in darkness to enormous size.
This is the ego. It feeds off everything around it, which provides its illusion of
strength and growth. As we read in this searing passage on the mantra of specialness,
kill or be killed:
The central theme in its [the ego’s religion of separation] litany to sacrifice
is that God must die so you can live. And it is this theme that is acted out in the
special relationship. Through the death of your self you think you can attack
another self, and snatch it from the other to replace the self that you despise....
You think it safer to endow the little self you made with power you wrested from
truth, triumphing over it and leaving it helpless. See how exactly is this ritual
enacted in the special relationship. An altar is erected in between two separate
people, on which each seeks to kill his self, and on his body raise another self to
take its power from his death. Over and over and over this ritual is enacted.... The
special relationship must be recognized for what it is; a senseless ritual in which
strength is extracted from the death of God, and invested in His killer as the sign
that form has triumphed over content, and love has lost its meaning (T-16.V.10:46; 11:3-6; 12:4).
A towering illusion of strength is thus built up, and yet it remains united to its
source: the illusion that God has been destroyed so we can live. His strength has
become our own, replacing the weakness that has become His. Repeatedly Jesus asks:
Could anyone in his right mind believe this insanity? Could any sane person want it to be
true? (T-16.V.10:1; 12:5).
(7:1-3) It fears and it attacks and hates itself, and darkness covers
everything it sees, leaving its dreams as fearful as itself. No miracles are here, but
only hate. It separates itself from what it sees, while light and strength perceive
themselves as one.
That is why we fear the light, the strength of which comes from perfect unity, what
the ego judges as weakness. Our individuality grows weak in the presence of thoughts
of oneness, and strong in perceptions of differences. Yet we cannot distinguish between
weakness and strength. Thus we need A Course in Miracles in general, and the
workbook specifically.
(7:4-6) The light of strength is not the light you see. It does not change and
flicker and go out. It does not shift from night to day, and back to darkness till the
morning comes again.
Jesus is referring to the different kinds of light in this world: artificial light electricity
– and natural light – the sun. Yet nothing here lasts, and everything changes. The light of
truth, on the other hand, is constant and eternal, and its reflected perception of the world
is always the same: it is an illusion and is not here. Recall the first test Jesus cites as
helping us to “distinguish everything from nothing” (W-pI.133.5:4):
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...if you choose a thing that will not last forever, what you chose is
valueless. A temporary value is without all value. Time can never take away a
value that is real. What fades and dies was never there, and makes no offering to
him who chooses it. He is deceived by nothing in a form he thinks he likes (WpI.133.6).
Thus is our impermanent world inherently valueless.
Moreover, everyone here shares the sameness of believing in illusion. It is helpful
to observe that the word same does not appear in the ego’s dictionary, for it only
understands the concept of difference. Analogously, the word different does not appear
in the Holy Spirit’s dictionary, because everything to Him is the same: We are the same,
as one illusion and as one Christ.
(8) The light of strength is constant, sure as love, forever glad to give itself
away, because it cannot give but to itself. No one can ask in vain to share its
sight, and none who enters its abode can leave without a miracle before his eyes,
and strength and light abiding in his heart.
This statement is true because everything is one, reflecting the important principle
we shall see later: giving and receiving are the same (e.g., W-pI.126, 158). If we are
one, I cannot give to another nor receive from another, but only to and from myself. Such
insight belongs to our right-minded self that has learned the value of sharing, not the
ego’s wrong-minded self that sees only separate interests. The former leads to the
strength of Christ’s light; the latter to the weakness of the ego’s darkness.
(9) The strength in you will offer you the light, and guide your seeing so you
do not dwell on idle shadows that the body’s eyes provide for self-deception.
Strength and light unite in you, and where they meet, your Self stands ready to
embrace you as Its Own. Such is the meeting place we try today to find and rest
in, for the peace of God is where your Self, His Son, is waiting now to meet Itself
again, and be as One.
As our choices become increasingly right-minded – the strong light of forgiveness
over the weak darkness of attack; the reflection of spirit’s oneness over the body’s
separation – we stand on the edge of the real world, beyond which is the Self that
patiently awaits our return to the Oneness we never truly left.
As we shall now see, Jesus is up from ten to twenty minutes in the quiet periods
he asks us to give him in these exercises. As we realize the benefits to us of these
lessons, the quiet times spent with the idea for the day will become increasingly joyful,
as will be the specific opportunities for application the day provides:
(10:1-2) Let us give twenty minutes twice today to join this meeting. Let
yourself be brought unto your Self.
Who brings us to our Self? – the decision maker, joined with Jesus. He cannot
carry us until we first jump into his arms. This is extremely important. We must first go to
him and say: “Please carry me.” Jesus cannot bring us home without our help, and,
needless to say, we cannot return without him. That is why he reminds us, as we have
already seen:
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...I need you as much as you need me (T-8.V.6:10).
(10:3-4) Its strength will be the light in which the gift of sight is given you.
Leave, then, the dark a little while today...
Jesus is not saying we should leave the dark permanently. It is extremely
important to understand this so we do not panic at the thought of being in the light. He
simply asks us to practice for “a little while”: “Join with me and let me look at your silly
thoughts with you,” he says to us. We need only realize our silliness in having placed
faith in the body, not withdraw it. There are many passages throughout A Course in
Miracles that explain how the body constantly fails us, and so deserves but a knowing
smile for our seriousness in having trusting it. One of my (and Helen’s) favorites comes
early in the text, where Jesus presents an imaginary conversation between the mind’s
decision maker and the ego, it having previously followed the ego’s counsel to choose
the body for its safety, only to discover that the body is hardly a safe refuge at all:
The body is the ego’s home by its own election. It is the only identification
with which the ego feels safe .... Here is where the mind [i.e., the decision maker]
becomes actually dazed. Being told by the ego that it is really part of the body and
that the body is its protector, the mind is also told that the body cannot protect it.
Therefore, the mind asks, “Where can I go for protection?” to which the ego
replies, “Turn to me.” The mind, and not without cause, reminds the ego that it
has itself insisted that it is identified with the body, so there is no point in turning
to it for protection. The ego has no real answer to this because there is none, but
it does have a typical solution. It obliterates the question from the mind’s
awareness. Once out of awareness the question can and does produce
uneasiness, but it cannot be answered because it cannot be asked (T-4.V.4:12,5-11).
According to the ego, the body will keep us safe and secure, and so we cling to
our bodily identification because we believe it protects us. Yet as we look at our lives
and the lives of everyone else, it is all too clear that the body does a terrible job of
protection. That is why Jesus does not ask us to give up this identity, but to step back
with him “a little while” and question it. When we look at the body from his point of view,
we join his gentle laughter in response to the silliness of our own and everyone else’s
life, simply because the body does not work. Unaware of our choice to identify with the
body, however, we are condemned to a life of weakness in which we do not really see.
Thus the purpose of these lessons is to help us learn we do have a choice: light or
darkness, strength or weakness, God or the ego.
(10:4) Leave, then, the dark a little while today, and we will practice seeing
in the light, closing the body’s eyes and asking truth to show us how to find the
meeting place of self and Self, where light and strength are one.
In other words, we ask Jesus to show us how we get from the perception of our
little self, manifest in the body, to the memory of Who we are as Christ. The way back to
this memory is the shift in perception that forgiveness brings.
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(11) Morning and evening we will practice thus. After the morning meeting,
we will use the day in preparation for the time at night when we will meet again in
trust. Let us repeat as often as we can the idea for today, and recognize that we
are being introduced to sight, and led away from darkness to the light where only
miracles can be perceived.
Our two longer practice periods thus become the two ends of the day’s rainbow,
under which kind and gentle arch we draw meaning from the day’s events. We rest
comfortably in this meaning, as we gratefully welcome each opportunity to choose the
miracle that leads us from darkness to the light.
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Light and joy and peace abide in me.
This lesson is among the more important ones in the workbook, for it provides
clear descriptions of both selves. The lesson ends with “Light and joy and peace abide in
me,” our true Self, but before we can reach that glorious truth, we first have to work
through the ego’s opposition.
(1:1) You think you are the home of evil, darkness and sin.
This is another expression of the ego’s unholy trinity of sin, guilt, and fear. Why is
this my home? Because I murdered God to get here. In order for me to exist as an
individual, God had to be destroyed and the world of good, light, and innocence along
with Him.
(1:2) You think that if anyone could see the truth about you he would be
repelled, recoiling from you as if from a poisonous snake.
A wonderful and graphic description of guilt! Yet because I do not want to
experience my serpentine sin, I project it and see it in you instead. Now you are the
poisonous snake and I am “safely” off the hook.
(1:3) You think if what is true about you were revealed to you, you would be
struck with horror so intense that you would rush to death by your own hand,
living on after seeing this being impossible.
In other words, if our defenses were shattered and we realized the perceived truth
about ourselves, we would “be struck with horror so intense” suicide would be an
irresistible temptation and hell the inevitable consequence. Our honor, therefore, in
looking at our sin impels us to project, making a world of specific bodies that will be
punished instead of us. The guilt over that projection is even more enormous, because
we know we attack others falsely: our egos want God to confine others to hell so we can
go to Heaven. Yet it whispers that we are the true guilty ones, and God will pursue us
beyond the grave to everlasting hell.
This is the vicious guilt-attack cycle I discussed in the Prelude and elsewhere:*
The guiltier I feel, the greater my need to project and attack others so they would be
punished instead of me. However, my guilt is reinforced by these false accusations, and
I go around and around and around the ego’s circle: guilt-attack-guilt-attack-guilt-attack.
(2:1) These are beliefs so firmly fixed that it is difficult to help you see that
they are based on nothing.
This sentence is important in counteracting Course “blissninnies.” Our teacher is
telling us it is difficult to help us realize that everything we believe about ourselves is
“based on nothing.” Once again, this is a process, conducted by Jesus in a gentle,
patient way. Our fear – first of confronting the ego’s truth of sin and guilt, and then the
deeper fear of the real truth – is what makes approaching the Love of God so difficult.
(2:2-3) That you have made mistakes is obvious. That you have sought
salvation in strange ways; have been deceived, deceiving and afraid of foolish
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fantasies and savage dreams; and have bowed down to idols made of dust, – all
this true by what you now believe.
Jesus speaks to us once again about our need for honesty, and his good news:
“You no longer have to pretend that light and joy and peace abide in you. I know that
deep down you know, so you will now know that I know that you know that you
nonetheless think you are the home of evil, darkness, and sin. Let us begin with your
‘facts,’ and then move beyond them to the truth.” In other words, there is no need to
pretend we are not creatures of specialness, dedicated to preserving our special selves
by feeding off other special selves. Without the need to pretend, there will be no guilt, for
we shall have brought our specialness to Jesus’ love, thereby letting it go.
Thus, he continues:
(3:1) Today we question this, not from the point of view of what you think,
but from a very different reference point, from which such idle thoughts are
meaningless.
In effect, Jesus tells us: “Do not drag me down to where you are, but come to
where I am. From your reference point – the battleground you will understand nothing. In
order to join me, you must have the humility that says: ‘Thank God I am wrong, and with
this recognition I choose you as my teacher because I know you are wiser than I.’
If we are truly honest, we will see the difficulty in saying and meaning these
words. As Jesus says later, in the context of wanting peace: “To say these words is
nothing. But to mean these words is everything” (W-pI.185.1:1-2). To be wrong about
everything means we are looking from our reference point – the puny self that thinks it
sees and thinks, and even thinks it exists – and need help from a reference point outside
our thought system. At the end of Chapter 23 in the text, Jesus calls this reference point
“above the battleground,” the place to which we go with him to look differently at our
special relationships, and in which we choose forgiveness instead of attack, miracles
instead of murder:
The overlooking of the battleground is now your purpose.
Be lifted up, and from a higher place look down upon it. From there will
your perspective be quite different.... Here murder is your choice. Yet from above,
the choice is miracles instead of murder. And the perspective coming from this
choice shows you the battle is not real, and easily escaped.... When the
temptation to attack rises to make your mind darkened and murderous, remember
you can see the battle from above.... See no one from the battleground, for there
you look on him from nowhere. You have no reference point from where to look,
where meaning can be given what you see (T-23.IV.4:7-5:2, 5-7; 6:1; 7:1-2).
(3:2-4) These thoughts are not according to God’s Will. These weird beliefs
He does not share with you. This is enough to prove that they are wrong, but you
do not perceive that this is so.
Jesus is letting you know, again, that he knows you still think you are right and he
is wrong. This is an extraordinarily important idea, because studying, learning, and
practicing A Course in Miracles – not to mention living it rest on the assumption you
have accepted that you understand nothing, beginning with the words of this course.
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Remember, you think you understand because your brain interprets its words for you,
based on your past experience and learning. Yet if your brain does not think, everything
you think A Course in Miracles says must be wrong. The words do not mean what you
think they mean, because their meaning comes from your interpretation. You understand
them through the filtering lens of duality, not through the unclouded lens of non-dualistic
truth. Thus you will misinterpret everything you read here. As Jesus succinctly states
regarding the ego’s perennial calls to war, a sentence we have quoted often before:
“And God thinks otherwise” (T-23.I.2:7).
(4:1) Why would you not be overjoyed to be assured that all the evil that you
think you did was never done, that all your sins are nothing, that you are as pure
and as holy as you were created, and that light and joy and peace abide in you?
The answer is obvious, because to accept this means we are not who we think
we are, and thus our specialness would be gone. The truth is that we should be
overjoyed to know our evil, darkness, and sin are not true. Yet this would mean the ego
self preceding these beliefs is not true either. We must see our ego’s fear of A Course in
Miracles and its teachings, for only then can we move beyond this resistance to learning
and accepting its happy truths.
(4:2-4) Your image of yourself cannot withstand the Will of God. You think
that this is death, but it is life. You think you are destroyed, but you are saved.
The you that thinks it is destroyed is the decision maker that has identified with
the ego. The you that thinks that truth, the Will of God, and this course are death, is the
you that has identified with its special existence. Jesus is saying that, yes, your
individuality will ultimately disappear into its nothingness; but the glorious truth about you
will be returned to your awareness. We are thus saved from the terrible image we made
of ourselves. As we have repeatedly seen, the process of salvation is just that: a
process. Once again:
Fear not that you will be abruptly lifted up and hurled into reality (T16.VI.8:1).
(5:1) The self you made is not the Son of God.
As you read these lines, think about what you think you are, using whatever
words or concepts come to you. Then realize that none of them is the Son of God, for
they define the son of the ego. As Jesus observes in the text:
The son of man [the ego] is not the risen Christ (T-25.in.2:6).
(5:2) Therefore, this self does not exist at all.
Many have gone through the workbook and most likely read these lines very
quickly, paying no attention. If they had, they probably would have closed the book,
seeing it was not what they thought it was and certainly not what they wanted. “The self
you made is not the Son of God”! When they look in the mirror, whom do they see but
the self they made? Not only is that not the Son of God; that self does not exist. What
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self-respecting ego would not be afraid? Once again, that is why to study A Course in
Miracles you need to be serious and committed. This does not mean you commit to
letting go of your ego, but simply to look at what the ego is. Jesus only asks that you
look. Do not seek to change, correct, or let it go. Just look, a process that will gradually
end your ego identification, for the self that looks is not the self that is looked at. Thus is
your identity returned to the decision-making part of your mind and away from the ego.
(5:3) And anything it seems to do and think means nothing.
This statement merely invalidates our lives, let alone the civilization of which we
think we are the glorious product.
(5:4) It is neither bad nor good.
It would be great if the self were good or bad. Religions, for one, always tell us
that. The problem is that the self is nothing, to which “good” and “bad” have no meaning.
(5:5-9) It is unreal, and nothing more than that. It does not battle with the
Son of God. It does not hurt him, nor attack his peace. It has not changed
creation, nor reduced eternal sinlessness to sin, and love to hate. What power can
this self you made possess, when it would contradict the Will of God?
This is a lovely statement of the Atonement principle. The separation never
happened and thus had no effect. Thus we see the ego’s purpose lurking behind our
individual and collective lives, which fulfill the ego’s goal of proving it exists and God
does not. Our only hope is to raise ourselves above the battleground and shift our
reference point, that we finally see beyond the ego to the Holy Spirit’s teaching purpose
for the world: our learning to forgive.
(6:1-2) Your sinlessness is guaranteed by God. Over and over this must be
repeated, until it is accepted.
Once again Jesus tells us we are not going to accept his truth. However, he does
not mean we should repeat this phrase as an affirmation to shout down the ego’s
thought system. We are simply asked to bring our illusory thought system to the truth,
and look at it.
(6:3-5) It is true. Your sinlessness is guaranteed by God. Nothing can touch
it, or change what God created as eternal.
Jesus knows his audience, and so he needs to assure us: “It is true.” We are
indeed sinless, the separation never happened and the Holy Spirit has spoken the truth
from the beginning. We merely made a mistake, which is now easily corrected.
(6:6-7) The self you made, evil and full of sin, is meaningless. Your
sinlessness is guaranteed by God, and light and joy and peace abide in you.
The way we reach the light is through looking at the self we made, which we
believe is the home of evil, darkness, and sin. Our deeply rooted belief in this self
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prevents the experience of our sinlessness. To make this essential point once again, the
ego self will not just disappear by our repeating lovely phrases. Its undoing requires hard
work and commitment, for the resistance to looking at this evil self is enormous. That is
why Jesus makes important statements like the following, as we have already seen:
You may wonder why it is so crucial that you look upon your hatred and
realize its full extent. You may also think that it would be easy enough for the Holy
Spirit to show it to you, and to dispel it without the need for you to raise it to
awareness yourself (T-13.III.1:1-2).
Once we become aware of our self-hatred through recognizing our projections
onto others, we can meaningfully bring it to Jesus’ healing love. With our resistance
gone, his message of light and joy and peace is gratefully and joyously accepted.
(7) Salvation requires the acceptance of but one thought; – you are as God
created you, not what you made of yourself. Whatever evil you may think you did,
you are as God created you. Whatever mistakes you made, the truth about you is
unchanged. Creation is eternal and unalterable. Your sinlessness is guaranteed
by God. You are and will forever be exactly as you were created. Light and joy and
peace abide in you because God put them there.
This anticipates the next lesson, and, along with its variants, is the most widely
quoted statement in the workbook: “You are as God created you.” Remember, the
Atonement principle always holds. No matter what we think we did, the separation had
no effect: God’s creation is unaffected by our mad and feverish dreams, evil has no
power over Good, and we remain as God created us – the home of light and joy and
peace.
(8:1-3) In our longer exercise periods today, which would be most profitable
if done for the first five minutes of every waking hour, begin by stating the truth
about your creation:
Light and joy and peace abide in me. My sinlessness is guaranteed by God.
The hard work begins. Jesus asks us to remember the lesson every hour for five
minutes, and to do the following:
(8:4) Then put away your foolish self-images, and spend the rest of the
practice period in trying to experience what God has given you, in place of what
you have decreed for yourself.
How can you “put away your foolish self- images” if you do not know you have
them? It is to make you aware of your ego that Jesus teaches as he does. If you are to
move beyond these images – the home of evil, darkness, and sin – you must recognize
they come from your belief; otherwise there would be no motivation to set them aside in
order to know that light and joy and peace abide in you. The way to know the truth about
yourself is to be honest about the illusions of self in which you first believed. At that point
you can bring their darkness to the light of truth, of which this lesson so happily reminds
you.
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(9:1-2) You are what God created or what you made. One Self is true; the
other is not there.
Again, we are not asked to trade the little self we made for the glorious Self that
God created. This would be too threatening. We are simply asked to understand that in
the light of our Self’s truth, the self we made makes no sense. Jesus wants us to begin
the process of questioning the validity of everything we believe we are. Thus, the kindly
reflection of the one or the other principle – God or the ego – is the choice between the
separating attacks of the ego and the healing forgiveness of the Holy Spirit. With either
choice our self remains; until the end, when even the right-minded self gently disappears
into the Heart of God. That is the culmination of the process. We are asked only to begin
it.
(9:3-8) Try to experience the unity of your one Self. Try to appreciate Its
Holiness and the love from which it was created. Try not to interfere with the Self
which God created as you, by hiding Its majesty behind the tiny idols of evil and
sinfulness you have made to replace It. Let It come into Its Own. Here you are;
This is You. And light and joy and peace abide in you because this is so.
Jesus is pointing out our concealment, and asks us to look at how we have used
the ego and its false images to hide the truth. The “tiny idols of evil and sinfulness”
symbolize our self-concepts and the special images we made of our relationships. We
give them up to the extent we recognize we no longer wish the purpose of guilt that they
served. Forgiveness alone will bring us the happiness we seek and open the gates to
Heaven, which allows the memory of our Self to return to our awareness. With the
obstacles of the ego’s tiny idols gone, the Love of Christ flows unhindered and unabated
through our minds, and we are home.
(10:1-2) You may not be willing or even able to use the first five minutes of
each hour for these exercises. Try, however, to do so when you can.
Jesus tells us: “I know you are not going to do this, for it is difficult. But make the
attempt.” As we shall see presently, Jesus helps us understand that his purpose for
these exercises is not so much that we do them, but that we forgive ourselves when we
do not. He expects us to be frightened and forget. Yet he also expects us to learn
honesty, and see how resistant we are to understanding his teachings.
(10:3-6) At least remember to repeat these thoughts each hour:
Light and joy and peace abide in me. My sinlessness is guaranteed by God.
Then try to devote at least a minute or so to closing your eyes and realizing
that this is a statement of the truth about you.
Jesus’ instructions are always gentle. If we cannot manage five minutes an hour,
we should try at least to remember the ideas for the day. Even this small effort will help
break our identification with the ego’s thought system of evil, darkness, and sin.
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(11:1) If a situation arises that seems to be disturbing, quickly dispel the
illusion of fear by repeating these thoughts again.
It is important to note that the purpose of these exercises is to apply the ideas
every time we are upset. Honesty here means realizing we are upset almost all the time,
whether it involves something we deem major or judge as trivial. Early in the workbook
Jesus explained that even “a slight twinge of annoyance” is the same as “intense fury”
(W-pI.21.2:5). He asks us to monitor our minds so that when we find ourselves
disturbed, we can say: “This comes from an image of myself, which I have used to
protect my separate existence. Yet this has not made me happy, and so I no longer want
it.”
(11:2-4) Should you be tempted to become angry with someone, tell him
silently:
Light and joy and peace abide in you.
Your sinlessness is guaranteed by God.
Similarly and more specifically, when we find ourselves ready to attack, criticize,
or find fault, we should try as best we can to remember that such thoughts hide the light
and joy and peace from us. Since we and our brothers are the same, our accusations
come back to hurt us. However, by giving others the message of light, we remind
ourselves that the same light is in us, too. Thus do we all return home together.
(11:5-7) You can do much for the world’s salvation today. You can do much
today to bring you closer to the part in salvation that God has assigned to you.
And you can do much today to bring the conviction to your mind that the idea for
the day is true indeed.
The reason we can do much for the salvation of the world is that God’s Son is
one. This theme will return very shortly. If my Self is one, an indivisible part of perfect
Oneness, the whole Sonship is contained in me. Yet this is not the me that is the home
of evil, darkness, and sin. Therefore, what enables me to save the world is to save my
mind, accomplished by the diligent practice of the lesson for the day. I accept that what
Jesus teaches is true indeed, as I accept my resistance to this truth. In that honesty my
resistance will gently dissolve, leaving only the light and joy and peace that abide in me,
God’s Son.
* See, for example: A Talk Given on A COURSE IN MIRACLES, pp. 52-58; Forgiveness
and Jesus, pp. 35-39, 69-72.
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I am as God created me.
This is the only lesson repeated in the workbook. It appears again in Lesson 110,
and still again in Lesson 162. It is also the central theme of Review VI and an important
part of the last section of the text (T-31.VIII). This crucial theme is the basis of the
Atonement principle that corrects the ego thought system, which says: I am not as God
created me, but a separated mind that now makes its home in the body.
(1:1-2) Today we continue with the one idea which brings complete
salvation; the one statement which makes all forms of temptation powerless; the
one thought which renders the ego silent and entirely undone. You are as God
created you.
In the section I just alluded to, “Choose Once Again,” Jesus talks about the
temptation that continually confronts us: seeing ourselves as a body, thus making real
the ego and its thought system of weakness, sickness, and pain:
Temptation has one lesson it would teach, in all its forms, wherever it
occurs. It would persuade the holy Son of God he is a body, born in what must
die, unable to escape its frailty, and bound by what it orders him to feel.... Learn,
then, the happy habit of response to all temptation to perceive yourself as weak
and miserable with these words:
I am as God created me. His Son can suffer nothing. And I am His Son.
Thus is Christ’s strength invited to prevail, replacing all your weakness with
the strength that comes from God and that can never fail.... You are as God
created you, and so is every living thing you look upon, regardless of the images
you see. What you behold as sickness and as pain, as weakness and as suffering
and loss, is but temptation to perceive yourself defenseless and in hell. Yield not
to this, and you will see all pain, in every form, wherever it occurs, but disappear
as mists before the sun (T-31.VI11.1:1-2; 5:1-5; 6:1-3).
In saying “I am as God created me” we accept the Atonement for ourselves.
Believing this happy fact, we turn our backs on the ego; its thought system resting on the
premise that our separated state is reality. The world is undone as well, for nothing here
is the perfect Oneness of our Creator. Moreover, in choosing the truth of Atonement over
the illusion of separation, we choose to end all suffering. Indeed, all of A Course in
Miracles is a commentary on this truth, and how we can learn to accept it.
(1:3-5) The sounds of this world are still, the sights of this world disappear,
and all the thoughts that this world ever held are wiped away forever by this one
idea. Here is salvation accomplished. Here is sanity restored.
This is another example of the underlying metaphysics of A Course in Miracles,
which rests on this all-or-nothing principle. If God is true and we remain as He created
us, everything the ego has taught and the world represents is false. Not only is it false, it
never was in reality. The terror this engenders in us comes from the recognition that if
that statement is true – the world never was – and since our bodies are an integral part
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of the world, this means we never were either. That is the fear the ego never wants us to
discover. Our descent into the bowels of the ego’s insanity has as its purpose to keep
the original insane thought away from us. This in turn prevents us from choosing the
Holy Spirit’s sanity. Helen’s wonderful Easter poem, “Transformation,” expresses the
world’s shift from everything to nothing, complementing the above passage from the
workbook. Here is an excerpt:
It happens suddenly. There is a Voice
That speaks one Word, and everything is changed.
what seemed large
Resumes the littleness that is its due.
The dim grow bright, and what was bright before
Flickers and fades and finally is gone.
(The Gifts of God, p. 64)
(2) True light is strength, and strength is sinlessness. If you remain as God
created you, you must be strong and light must be in you. He Who ensured your
sinlessness must be the guarantee of strength and light as well. You are as God
created you. Darkness cannot obscure the glory of God’s Son. You stand in light,
strong in the sinlessness in which you were created, and in which you will remain
throughout eternity.
Jesus elaborates on the meaning of the day’s idea. “I am as God created me”
means that nothing the ego’s thought system of darkness ever conceived has affected
the light of Heaven. Since we, as Christ, are part of that light referred to in the text as the
Great Rays (see, e.g., T-18.III.8:7) – we have been unaffected as well. Sinlessness is
our strength, for it reflects the Atonement’s truth: the separation from light never
happened. The darkness of guilt can cover this light in our nightmares, but in reality
there remains only light.
(3) Today we will again devote the first five minutes of each waking hour to
the attempt to feel the truth in you. Begin these times of searching with these
words:
I am as God created me.
I am His Son eternally.
Now try to reach the Son of God in you. This is the Self that never sinned,
nor made an image to replace reality. This is the Self that never left Its home in
God to walk the world uncertainly. This is the Self that knows no fear, nor could
conceive of loss or suffering or death.
We are now asked to think of the day’s thought every hour. We begin with a clear
statement of the truth of our Identity, a truth that invalidates the ego’s illusions of sin and
fear, alienation and suffering. They have no home in our Self. Recall the text’s reference
to the first commandment:
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4.III.6:6).
In the next paragraph Jesus describes how we reach the true Son of God, moving
beyond our illusory self, rooted in the belief that separation is sin, to the glorious truth of
Christ:
(4:1) Nothing is required of you to reach this goal except to lay all idols and
self-images aside; go past the list of attributes, both good and bad, you have
ascribed to yourself; and wait in silent expectancy for the truth.
This succinctly describes the process of forgiveness: in order to remember God
we have to let go of the ego. Our task, therefore, is not to affirm the truth we are as God
created us, but to deny the ego’s denial. We have already seen this summarizing
statement:
The task of the miracle worker thus becomes to deny the denial of truth (T12.11.1:5).
In order to reach this goal of remembering our Self, we have “to lay all idols and
self-images aside.” The key obstacle is the belief we are our self-image, the core of
which is our specialness. We seek to protect this image by denying responsibility and
making a world in which the sin of existence is seen in everyone except ourselves. Thus
our self-image is not only that of a special individual, but a special, innocent individual.
This means someone else is guilty.
The ego’s defensive system makes forgiveness virtually impossible: In order for
us to reach God and remember Who we are as Christ, we have to let go of all images.
As Jesus reminds us, these images include not only the bad, but the good. We have already seen that if we talk about a positive self- image, we imply there is a negative one,
too. This results in a dualistic world of opposites, a state impossible in Heaven. In the
end, therefore, we need to transcend even the wrong-mind right-mind duality. However,
we first must bring our illusions of hate to the correction of forgiveness, the darkness of
separation to the light of Atonement. Only then can we complete the journey and find our
One-minded Self.
(4:2) God has Himself promised that it will be revealed to all who ask for it.
In other words, it is not God Who can reveal the truth to us, nor Jesus or his
course. We have to ask for it, which reflects the little willingness to admit we were wrong
and Jesus was right: we were wrong about being the separated and special Son of God,
and Jesus was right we are the Christ, at one with our Source.
(4:3-4) You are asking now. You cannot fail because He cannot fail.
This implies we have a split mind; and while a part of us does not want to give up
our individuality and return home, the other part is doing these lessons because it wants
to leave the ego. Jesus is appealing to the decision maker to choose the mind’s sane
thought system, accomplished by recognizing the ego’s insanity so we can let it go.
(5:1-4) If you do not meet the requirement of practicing for the first five
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minutes of every hour, at least remind yourself hourly:
I am as God created me. I am His Son eternally.
Tell yourself frequently today that you are as God created you.
The test of our resolve to remember our Self is the commitment to remembering
the day’s lesson. As we shall see in Lesson 95, the true value of the workbook lies in
showing us how much we do not wish to remember its exercises, which, again, reflects
our not wishing to remember we are as God created us.
(5:5-7) And be sure to respond to anyone who seems to irritate you with
these words:
You are as God created you.
You are His Son eternally.
This is a point I return to over and over, because Jesus returns to it over and
over. If these lessons are to work, they must be applied very specifically whenever we
find ourselves irritated, discouraged, angry, fearful, or depressed. In other words, those
are the times when we most need to remember the lesson, and bring the illusion of our
upset – seeing ourselves unfairly treated or victimized – to the truth Jesus holds out to
us. If I am to be as God created me, so must you, since God’s Son is one. If I harbor
grievances against you, I must also be harboring them against me. Again, God’s Son is
one, both in Heaven and on earth. Thus are we healed together, because it cannot be
that one of us is healed alone. Thus we remember the Self God created, and remember
Its Source, at one with Him:
... all power is of God. You can remember this for all the Sonship. Do not
allow your brother not to remember, for his forgetfulness is yours. But your
remembering is his, for God cannot be remembered alone. This is what you have
forgotten. To perceive the healing of your brother as the healing of yourself is thus
the way to remember God. For you forgot your brothers with Him, and God’s
Answer to your forgetting is but the way to remember (1-12.11.2:4-10).
Jesus concludes by summarizing the main point of the exercise:
(5:8-9) Make every effort to do the hourly exercises today. Each one you do
will be a giant stride toward your release, and a milestone in learning the thought
system which this course sets forth.
Jesus reminds us this is a curriculum in which we are the student and he the
teacher, and we want to learn from him because it will make us happy. Our teacher is
gentle and patient (the fourth and eighth characteristics of God’s advanced teacher: M4.IV, VIII), and takes each small yet giant step of forgiveness with us. He asks only our
little willingness, which his magnitude converts into our own, for each holy instant is a
window that opens to the Magnitude of eternity.
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I am one Self, united with my Creator.
This is a unique lesson, being the only one where, midway through, Jesus drops
his discussion of the thought for the day and addresses us specifically about what to do
when we do not do what is asked; i.e., forget to do the day’s exercises. It is a remarkable
discussion, and we will spend considerable time on it. The first three paragraphs deal
with the lesson’s theme, a continuation of the discussion of our true Self. As I mentioned
earlier, this series of twenty lessons – 91 through 110 – contrasts our true Self as Christ
with the separated self of the ego. We are thus reminded again, in this lesson, of the
essence of our Identity: oneness. The Son of God is not divided into multitudinous
fragments, but is one, and His Oneness is at one with His Source.
(1:1-3) Today’s idea accurately describes you as God created you. You are
one within yourself, and one with Him. Yours is the unity of all creation.
This is directly opposite to what the ego tells us. Its thought system began with
the idea we separated from God, our Creator and Source, and as that thought evolved, it
continued to separate, the result being we are separate from everyone and everything.
Thus the world was made, as described in the following passage, which we looked at
earlier:
You who believe that God is fear made but one substitution. It has taken
many forms, because it was the substitution of illusion for truth; of fragmentation
for wholeness. It has become so splintered and subdivided and divided again,
over and over, that it is now almost impossible to perceive it once was one, and
still is what it was. That one error, which brought truth to illusion, infinity to time,
and life to death, was all you ever made. Your whole world rests upon it.
Everything you see reflects it, and every special relationship that you have ever
made is part of it.
You may be surprised to hear how very different is reality from what you
see. You do not realize the magnitude of that one error. It was so vast and so
completely incredible that from it a world of total unreality had to emerge. What
else could come of it? Its fragmented aspects are fearful enough, as you begin to
look at them. But nothing you have seen begins to show you the enormity of the
original error, which seemed to cast you out of Heaven, to shatter knowledge into
meaningless bits of disunited perceptions, and to force you to make further
substitutions (T-18.I.4-5).
The world is thus the opposite of the “unity of all creation.” Having its source in
the thought of separation and fragmentation, the world of bodies can only be a place of
separation and fragmentation; certainly not the home of God’s Son. The belief that the
world is our home denies the principle of the Atonement that states the unity of Heaven,
the perfect wholeness of God and Christ, has never changed, which means we never left
our Source.
(1:4-5) Your perfect unity makes change in you impossible. You do not
accept this, and you fail to realize it must be so, only because you believe that you
have changed yourself already.
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This is the essence of the wrong-minded belief. Despite our right-minded self that
desires to accept Jesus’ teaching, our ego self most certainly does not, for it seeks to
preserve its changed and special identity. Statements like these reflect Jesus’
awareness of our resistance to learning the Son of God is changeless, which should
help alleviate our guilt and need to hide our “sin” from him. However, because we
believe we have changed ourselves already, this change has become reality for us, and
it no longer seems an option to believe otherwise. I am changed, which means I am
separated from God and from all fragmented Sons as well. The state of perfect unity has
become a dream.
Jesus will now describe this little self we believe is our reality:
(2:1-2) You see yourself as a ridiculous parody on God’s creation; weak,
vicious, ugly and sinful, miserable and beset with pain. Such is your version of
yourself; a self divided into many warring parts, separate from God, and tenuously
held together by its erratic and capricious maker, to which you pray.
Elsewhere in A Course in Miracles Jesus refers to the ego and the body as
travesties on creation (T-24.VII.10:9); here we are called “a ridiculous parody.” This is
the “glorious” self we believe God created, which we have adopted as substitute for the
truly glorious Self we are as God’s one Son, perfectly united within ourselves as Christ,
and perfectly united with Him.
Thus Jesus shows us the contrast between these two selves. If we raise
ourselves above the battleground, return to the decision-making part of our minds and
look back down upon this self, we would realize what we felt as so important and
special, and has defined us, is a ridiculous parody of Who we are. When we find
ourselves becoming upset, regardless of its form or seeming cause, we need step back
and look, saying to ourselves that our reactions are nothing more than ridiculous
parodies of our Self. This means separating from this identity, our investment in being
unfairly treated, and the pain of this perception. This constellation of victimized thoughts
and feelings establishes our bodies as real, proving conclusively that God is dead. This
also means – happily to our egos – that Jesus is wrong and we are right.
On one level, the “self divided into many warring parts” is the body, where one
system is in opposition to another, and where we seek to remedy a problem in one part
of the body, which then becomes painful for another part. But we are never totally happy
for we are never integrated. Fragmentation has triumphed over wholeness.
On a larger level, we can also understand that this fragmented version of
ourselves as the Son of God is at war with every other fragment. It is thus not only a war
we wage within our physical and psychological selves, but with every other seemingly
separated Son of God. Ideas leave not their source: What is within must also be what is
without.
(2:3-5) It [our maker, the ego] does not hear your prayers, for it is deaf. It
does not see the oneness in you, for it is blind. It does not understand you are the
Son of God, for it is senseless and understands nothing.
This returns us to previous discussions: we have eyes that do not see, ears that
do not hear, brains that do not think. Once we believe we are separate from God, we do
not see anything but projected shadows of our own nothingness. The body is irrelevant
to true sight, or vision, which reflects the thought system of the Holy Spirit that is totally
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independent of our sensory apparatus. In a favorite passage, Jesus asks why we ask
the “only thing in all the universe that does not know” our reality, to tell us what it is:
There is a stranger [the ego] in him [the Son of God], who wandered
carelessly into the home of truth and who will wander off.... Ask not this transient
stranger, “What am I?” He is the only thing in all the universe that does not know.
Yet it is he you ask, and it is to his answer that you would adjust. This one wild
thought, fierce in its arrogance, and yet so tiny and so meaningless it slips
unnoticed through the universe of truth, becomes your guide. To it you turn to ask
the meaning of the universe. And of the one blind thing in all the seeing universe
of truth you ask, “How shall I look upon the Son of God?” (T-20.III.7:2, 5-10).
The “thing” we ask to tell us who we are, “to which we pray,” is the ego, which is
reflected in our bodies, brains, and sensory apparatus. We ask the body to tell us what
reality is, but being made specifically to screen it out, it cannot know. This is one more
way Jesus gently reminds us we cannot understand anything. This also means that we
cannot understand A Course in Miracles if we persist in trying to approach it from our
perspective as individual and special selves. The Course can be understood only when
we detach from that self and return to the right-minded home of Jesus. This means relinquishing all thoughts about who we think we are. In other words, we cannot
understand truth (spirit) from the perspective of illusion (the body), as the following
incisive passage from the text explicitly states:
Think you that you can bring truth to fantasy, and learn what truth means
from the perspective of illusions? Truth has no meaning in illusion. The frame of
reference for its [truth’s] meaning must be itself. When you try to bring truth to
illusions, you are trying to make illusions real, and keep them by justifying your
belief in them (T-1715:1-4).
(3) We will attempt today to be aware only of what can hear and see, and
what makes perfect sense. We will again direct our exercises towards reaching
your one Self, which is united with Its Creator. In patience and in hope we try
again today.
Jesus and the Holy Spirit represent the right-mind that sees through the vision of
Christ, negating the importance or even reality of what our eyes see. However, we are
not asked to deny our sight, but only the interpretation of what we see. From the ego’s
point of view, this always involves some aspect of difference, specialness, judgment,
and attack. Vision corrects this misinterpretation, clearing the way for the memory of our
one Self to return to awareness.
These lines end the first part of the lesson. Through the beginning of paragraph
10, Jesus now speaks to us of our response when we forget to do the exercises and
accuse ourselves of failure. This is extremely instructive, not only for what he says
specifically about doing the workbook, but for its larger implications of undoing the
thought system of separation and sin the ego has told us is reality, and which justifies
our guilt.
(4) The use of the first five minutes of every waking hour for practicing the
idea for the day has special advantages at the stage of learning in which you are
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at present. It is difficult at this point not to allow your mind to wander, if it
undertakes extended practice. You have surely realized this by now. You have
seen the extent of your lack of mental discipline, and of your need for mind
training. It is necessary that you be aware of this, for it is indeed a hindrance to
your advance.
Jesus is letting us know in no uncertain terms that he does not expect us to be
totally faithful to the lessons: “It is difficult at this point not to allow your mind to wander, if
it undertakes extended practice.” Thus he does not expect us to spend five minutes of
every hour thinking of God, think of the lesson six or ten times an hour, or ask his help
each and every time we get upset. Jesus is telling us, again, that he knows of our “lack
of mental discipline,” which is why he provides us with so much structure, even though
this is not ideal. Recall this statement from the manual for teachers:
Routines as such are dangerous, because they easily become gods in
their own right, threatening the very goals for which they were set up (M-16.2:5).
Yet Jesus is also saying we need routines and structure now, for reasons that are
quite apparent.
This is another example of Jesus gently informing us we are on the bottom rung
of the ladder, and that we should not try to pretend we are any higher. When we are
higher on the ladder we will not need structure or discipline, nor will we need to practice
the exercises. However, we are still at the bottom. In the aforementioned section in the
manual, Jesus states:
To the advanced teacher of God this question [How should the teacher of
God spend his day?] is meaningless. There is no program, for the lessons change
each day. Yet the teacher of God is sure of but one thing; they do not change at
random. Seeing this and understanding that it is true, he rests content....
But what about those who have not reached his certainty? They are not yet
ready for such lack of structuring on their own part (M-16.1:1-4; 2:1-2).
Speaking to us unadvanced ones at the bottom of the ladder, Jesus therefore
says: “You have seen the extent of your lack of mental discipline, and of your need for
mind training”; hence the need for structure. There are always those, however, who
believe they are the exception. If you are among them, at least be clear about it. If you
are like everyone else, your mind will wander, and you will be more concerned with
preserving your specialness than with learning a thought system that undoes it.
Jesus is thus giving his students permission to be normal; i.e., to be fearful and
forgetful. Yet he implies as well that we are not to feel guilty because of our
forgetfulness. In effect, Jesus is telling us we would not need his course if our minds
were trained, and if we were not already “too tolerant of mind wandering,” as he
reminded Helen (T-2.VI.4:6). His point is that we should not use our forgetting as an
excuse not to do the lesson, or to conclude that A Course in Miracles is too difficult for
us to practice and learn, and therefore why bother.
Jesus is not asking that we do the lesson perfectly, to say this another way, but
that when we fail to do it perfectly we forgive ourselves. That is not beyond anyone’s
capability. Again, Jesus is not saying that we have to be perfect students of the
workbook; he is simply saying that we should be aware that we are not doing it perfectly.
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That is why he says: “It is necessary that you be aware of this, for it is indeed a
hindrance to your advance.” The lack of mental discipline, which indicates our need for
mind training, is the hindrance to our advance.
Yet it is not really the lack of mental discipline that is the hindrance, but our guilt
over it. I have spoken before of a similar idea: the problem was not the tiny, mad idea,
but choosing the ego’s interpretation of it, which always leads to guilt. That is why the
bottom line in undoing the ego thought system is undoing guilt. Jesus thus helps us
understand that doing the workbook imperfectly is an excellent classroom for learning to
undo our guilt. Indeed, the implication is that by doing the workbook imperfectly and then
forgiving ourselves, we are actually doing the workbook perfectly and being perfect
students.
(5:1-2) Frequent but shorter practice periods have other advantages for you
at this time. In addition to recognizing your difficulties with sustained attention,
you must also have noticed that, unless you are reminded of your purpose
frequently, you tend to forget about it for long periods of time.
Jesus is saying two things here: Not only do we have difficulty in sitting quietly for
five, ten, or fifteen minutes without our minds wandering to thoughts our egos deem
safe, but we have difficulty in even thinking about the need to sit quietly for five, ten, or
fifteen minutes. However, Jesus is not pointing an accusing finger, for he is teaching us
to recognize that our “failures” are not coming from sin, but fear; the former are
punished, the latter gently corrected.
(5:3) You often fail to remember the short applications of the idea for the
day, and you have not yet formed the habit of using the idea as an automatic
response to temptation.
Once again Jesus is telling us he knows that we forget, and that it is all right. This
is a course whose purpose is to undo our false learning through forgiveness, not
instilling fear and reinforcing guilt through punishment.
(6:1) Structure, then, is necessary for you at this time, planned to include
frequent reminders of your goal and regular attempts to reach it.
It is extremely important that you realize you are at the beginning of the journey,
reflecting the humility without which learning A Course in Miracles is impossible. Being at
the bottom rung of the spiritual ladder is not a sin. It is really quite fine, for at least you
are on the right ladder with the right teacher, and you should feel grateful to yourself for
choosing Jesus instead of the ego. Feeling guilty for being on the bottom rung, or feeling
bad because you have to take baby steps while others are “higher up,” is the ego’s
arrogance rearing its ugly head once more. Such arrogance, masquerading as humility,
ensures you will never get anywhere. The way a baby learns to run is learning first to
crawl, then walk. Going from crawling to running ensures the child will never walk
properly, let alone run. It is important to see ourselves as little children, with an elder
brother to guide us. If we insist we are older than we are, we will be much less prone to
listen, because we will think we know as much as he. Thus will we remain spiritual
cripples the rest of our lives, not being able to forgive, let alone love.
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(6:2) Regularity in terms of time is not the ideal requirement for the most
beneficial form of practice in salvation.
This is parallel to the phrase I just quoted from the manual: “Routines as such are
dangerous ....” (M-16.2:5).
(6:3) It is advantageous, however, for those whose motivation is
inconsistent, and who remain heavily defended against learning.
If you are honest, you would say: “That includes me. My motivation is
inconsistent, and I am `heavily defended against learning.’ I do not want to learn that my
body, scintillating personality, and victimization stories are nothing. I do not want to learn
that being here is an attack on God’s Love, and an attempt to limit It. I do not want to
learn that my self is made up, and is an attack on God and Christ. I want to learn instead
how wonderful I am, and that Jesus is going to make me even more wonderful.” Honesty
lies in realizing this inconsistency and resistance, and accepting our need for the
“regularity in teens of time” Jesus offers us. Returning to the manual for teachers once
more, we read:
At the beginning, it is wise to think in terms of time. This is by no means
the ultimate criterion, but at the outset it is probably the simplest to observe. The
saving of time is an essential early emphasis which, although it remains important
throughout the learning process, becomes less and less emphasized. At the
outset, we can safely say that time devoted to starting the day right does indeed
save time (M-16.3:1-4).
Jesus continues with the day’s assignment:
(7:1-2) We will, therefore, keep to the five-minutes-an-hour practice periods
for a while, and urge you to omit as few as possible. Using the first five minutes of
the hour will be particularly helpful, since it imposes firmer structure.
We can again observe Jesus telling us that despite being aware of our lack of
discipline, he is proceeding with “firmer structure,” since that is our need if we are to
become disciplined.
We now come to the heart of this discussion:
(7:3-5) Do not, however, use your lapses from this schedule as an excuse
not to return to it again as soon as you can. There may well be a temptation to
regard the day as lost because you have already failed to do what is required. This
should, however, merely be recognized as what it is; a refusal to let your mistake
be corrected, and an unwillingness to try again.
Jesus does not use the word guilt here, but that is his subject. Guilt prevents the
Holy Spirit from correcting our mistakes, by screaming: “I have committed sins that are
beyond correction and forgiveness. I am thus a terrible person and a failure as a student
of A Course in Miracles.” The text’s discussion on sin versus error is relevant here, for it
points to guilt’s critical role in the ego’s defensive thought system of protecting its
separate existence:
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It is essential that error be not confused with sin, and it is this distinction
that makes salvation possible.... Sin calls for punishment as error for correction,
and the belief that punishment is correction is clearly insane.
Sin is not an error, for sin entails an arrogance which the idea of error
lacks. To sin would be to violate reality, and to succeed. Sin is the proclamation
that attack is real and guilt is justified. It assumes the Son of God is guilty, and
has thus succeeded in losing his innocence and making himself what God
created not.... the ego brings sin to fear, demanding punishment. Yet punishment
is but another form of guilt’s protection, for what is deserving punishment must
have been really done. Punishment is always the great preserver of sin, treating it
with respect and honoring its enormity. What must be punished, must be true (T19.II.1:1,6; 2:1-4; T-19.III.2:2-5).
Thus do we see that our individuality is preserved once it is called sin, protected
by the experience of guilt, which demands the punishment that we fear. Moreover, the
instant we feel guilt it will be driven underground, or repressed in our minds, because the
feeling is intolerable. Projection is inevitable, and our experience of sin and guilt
metamorphoses into: It is someone else’s fault. The mind’s guilt is now safely buried,
with no hope of it ever being undone, for the belief in another’s sin covers the cherished
belief it is ours.
Returning to our failures to remember the requirements of the daily exercise, we
can see that these are but fragmentary shadows of the original mistake when we forgot
about God entirely, thinking: Concern over losing our individuality is too pressing, and so
the God of Love and Oneness is the last thing we want to think about, for in
remembering Him we find our Self, in which there is no self. We relive this ontological
instant over and over, as the following statement from the text makes clear:
Each day, and every minute in each day, and every instant that each
minute holds, you but relive the single instant when the time of terror took the
place of love (T-26.V.13:1).
Remember, there is no gap of billions of years between what we believe is
occurring right now, and what we believe occurred in the original instant when “terror
took the place of love.” Linear time is an illusion, and all of it occurs in any given moment
of our present experience. Each time we forget the workbook lesson, are upset, or
neglect to ask Jesus for help, we relive that original moment – always present in our
minds – when we pushed the Love of God away and said to the Holy Spirit: “I am not
interested in what You say, even if it is the truth. I want only to maintain my individual
and differentiated self.”
Rather than smile at the mistake, we judged it as sinful. The guilt became
overwhelming, and we feared God’s wrathful punishment for our sin. To avoid this divine
retribution we fled from our minds projected our sinful and guilty self and made a world in
which everyone else is accused of sin, while we remain its innocent victims. Again, this
is the all-too-familiar scenario we relive when we forget our workbook lesson. Jesus is
thus telling us the problem is not that we forgot, but that we were not willing to have the
mistake be corrected by his gentle love. We once again took the tiny, mad idea
seriously, and now need Jesus’ help to remember to smile its seriousness away, as the
following core passage from the text urges us to do:
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Into eternity, where all is one, there crept a tiny, mad idea, at which the
Son of God remembered not to laugh. In his forgetting did the thought become a
serious idea, and possible of both accomplishment and real effects. Together, we
can laugh them both away, and understand that time cannot intrude upon eternity.
It is a joke to think that time can come to circumvent eternity, which means there
is no time (T-27.VIII.6:2-5).
As an example, let us say you are doing this lesson, and are thus asked to think
of God at the top of each hour. All of a sudden you realize it is 1:15, and you exclaim:
“Oh dear, I did not think of the lesson at 1 o’clock; in fact I did not think of it at 12 o’clock,
11 o’clock, or 10 o’clock either, but I am remembering now at 1:15.” You then should say
to yourself: “I forgot because I was afraid. The individual needs of my specialness were
so demanding that I had all I could do to pay attention to my body and those around me.
And so I forgot because I was afraid, not bad. Wishing to preserve my special
identification is not a sin, but a mistake to be corrected. How wonderful that I now can
see my resistance to learning this course! Yet, I remembered the lesson now, and can
ask Jesus to help me look at what I did, understand why, and choose to accept his
forgiveness rather than my ego’s guilt.” This, then, is Jesus’ message to us here, and is
echoed in the manual’s comforting message from the Holy Spirit, the answer to our
belief in the reality of guilt. We present it again, this time with its introductory sentence:
Correction has one answer to all this [our belief in guilt], and to the world
that rests on this:
You but mistake interpretation for the truth. And you are wrong. But a
mistake is not a sin, nor has reality been taken from its throne by your mistakes.
God reigns forever, and His laws alone prevail upon you and upon the world. His
Love remains the only thing there is. Fear is illusion, for you are like Him (M18.3:6-12).
(8:1) The Holy Spirit is not delayed in His teaching by your mistakes.
In other words, it does not matter how often you forget Who you are; the timeless
truth of your Self is unaffected. Needless to say, this goes beyond the daily workbook
lesson. Whenever you are tempted to see yourself unfairly treated or not given the love
and attention your specialness demands, go as quickly as possible within and say to
Jesus: “I must be looking at this wrong, please help.” His role in helping us forgive
ourselves, learning not to take the tiny, mad idea seriously, constitutes the essence of
our relationship with him. Again, Jesus is not delayed by our mistakes, but the
experience of our happiness most definitely is.
(8:2) He can be held back only by your unwillingness to let them go.
That is guilt’s purpose: to express our unwillingness to let mistakes go by labelling
them as sins that demand punishment. Fear of this punishment is so overwhelming we
have to project the sin and believe we are not the guilty, sinful ones. That makes us
paranoid, because we now look around with our beady, little eyes, seeking sin in others
and terrified they will attack us. Yet all we see are our own attack thoughts projected
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outward. The problem, however, does not lie in this, but in feeling guilty about it.
Jesus, therefore, urges us to come to him as soon as we remember what we
have done or failed to remember. Again, even though guilt does not appear here, it
underlies everything that is being said. It is the unwillingness to let sin go, for it is the
irrevocable truth that deserves only punishment.
(8:3-4) Let us therefore be determined, particularly for the next week or so,
to be willing to forgive ourselves for our lapses in diligence, and our failures to
follow the instructions for practicing the day’s idea. This tolerance for weakness
will enable us to overlook it, rather than give it power to delay our learning.
If we find our weakness intolerable, we are giving it now called sin – tremendous
power, not only to delay our learning, but to destroy it and make forgiveness impossible.
To repeat, the problem is never our failure to remember, nor our specialness or anger. It
is our holding on to the perceived failure through guilt.
Remember, the ego always wants to prove that our individuality is true, which is
accomplished by the belief in sin, which in turn is established by guilt. The ego, thus,
wastes no time in trying to prove, over and over, how guilty we are. When you make a
mistake, therefore, realize it came from fear, not from some inherent evil, wickedness, or
sinfulness in you. Then say to Jesus: “I was afraid of your love, for I was afraid of losing
my individuality and specialness. Thus I had to protect myself by pushing you away, and
that is why I forgot.” If you have such a conversation with Jesus there will be no guilt,
and without guilt there will be no problem. Feeling guilty, however, ensures the forgetting
will recur. That is why Jesus underscores the meaning of our daily practice of the
workbook exercises.
To make this point one more time: the way we overlook something is not by not
seeing it, but by actually looking at it. When we do, with Jesus’s love beside us, we look
through it. Thus, as we have seen, overlooking really means looking beyond.
(8:5) If we give it power to do this [to delay our learning], we are regarding it
as strength, and are confusing strength with weakness.
If we allow ourselves to feel guilty over the “weakness” of forgetting the lesson,
we reflect the underlying thought that the ego has destroyed God, rather than seeing the
ego’s inherent weakness because it can do nothing. To requote the text:
It is a joke to think that time can come to circumvent eternity, which means
there is no time (T-27.VIII.6:5).
This means there is no ego as well. The Atonement principle alone is our
strength.
(9:1-2) When you fail to comply with the requirements of this course, you
have merely made a mistake. This calls for correction, and for nothing else.
In other words, “failure” is not a sin, for Jesus gives us permission to “fail to
comply with the requirements.” He is not expecting us to be model students in terms of
form. As I have stated, the best way to do the workbook and learn from it is to do it
imperfectly, and then forgive yourself. Thus you learn to forgive yourself for forgetting
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God in the beginning. Learning to forgive your mistakes is what turns you into a true
model student.
(9:3-4) To allow a mistake to continue is to make additional mistakes, based
on the first and reinforcing it. It is this process that must be laid aside, for it is but
another way in which you would defend illusions against the truth.
This is telling us again that the way we stop making mistakes is by not feeling
guilty. We avoid guilt by inviting Jesus in so he can look with us at our mistakes. He will
then explain how we made them out of fear, not sin; and without sin, the guilt
disappears. If, however, guilt remains, it is certain we will repeat the error. With guilt in
our minds, repression must occur, leading to projection in the form of the mistakes of
attack and sickness. Thus, when the belief in sin is undone, healing is accomplished for
projection is impossible.
Jesus now bridges the gap between his discussion of the individual workbook
lesson and the real lesson:
(10:1-2) Let all these errors go by recognizing them for what they are. They
are attempts to keep you unaware you are one Self, united with your Creator, at
one with every aspect of creation, and limitless in power and in peace.
My awareness that I am one Self undoes my belief that I am separated. My errors
– such as forgetting to do the workbook lesson every hour, or forgetting to ask Jesus for
help when I am upset – are nothing more than the defense against losing my individual
self, which I would certainly do if I remembered the day’s lesson.
Jesus continues by returning to the theme of the lesson, after having discussed
how we will defend against it. “I am one Self, united with my Creator” means that
everything I ever thought about myself is wrong, without exception. Forgetting this
lesson, therefore, is my ego’s way of protecting itself from remembering the truth, which
would lead me to forget the illusion I am a special self, separate from all others, and
certainly separate from my Creator and Source:
(10:3-4) This is the truth, and nothing else is true. Today we will affirm this
truth again, and try to reach the place in you in which there is no doubt that only
this is true.
We are returned to our task – remembering the truth – by bringing to it the
illusions of our self. Thus our minds are cleansed of the ego’s silliness, and we have
reached the inner place of truth.
In the remaining five paragraphs of the lesson Jesus affirms this truth – we are
one Self, at one with God and everyone else – and does so over and over and over
again:
(11) Begin the practice periods today with this assurance, offered to your
mind with all the certainty that you can give:
I am one Self united with my Creator, at one with every aspect of creation,
and limitless in power and in peace.
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Then close your eyes and tell yourself again, slowly and thoughtfully,
attempting to allow the meaning of the words to sink into your mind, replacing
false ideas:
I am one Self.
Repeat this several times, and then attempt to feel the meaning that the
words convey.
As we have discussed before, the process of healing set forth in A Course in
Miracles is that of bringing the darkness of our ego’s illusions to the light of the Holy
Spirit’s truth. This specifically means bringing our thoughts of specialness to the thought
of forgiveness; the goal of satisfying our needs, and the sacrifice of another as the
means of satisfying them, to our only need of recognizing all needs are the same. Thus
our daily lives reflect the truth of this lesson: “I am one Self, united with my Creator, at
one with every aspect of creation, and limitless in power and in peace.”
(12) You are one Self, united and secure in light and joy and peace. You are
God’s Son, one Self, with one Creator and one goal; to bring awareness of this
oneness to all minds, that true creation may extend the allness and the unity of
God. You are one Self, complete and healed and whole, with power to lift the veil
of darkness from the world, and let the light in you come through to teach the
world the truth about yourself.
The way we bring “awareness of this oneness to all minds” is to demonstrate our
shared interests to each other. In this manner the ego’s dark veil of separation and
specialness is lifted from the minds of God’s Son, and the light of truth about ourselves
allowed to shine forth: We are one Self. This truth is reflected in acknowledging we are
one in the separated mind as well every apparent fragment of the Sonship contains
within itself the one problem and the one solution.
(13) You are one Self, in perfect harmony with all there is, and all that there
will be. You are one Self, the holy Son of God, united with your brothers in that
Self; united with your Father in His Will. Feel this one Self in you, and let It shine
away all your illusions and your doubts. This is your Self, the Son of God Himself,
sinless as Its Creator, with His strength within you and His Love forever yours.
You are one Self, and it is given you to feel this Self within you, and to cast all
your illusions out of the one Mind that is this Self, the holy truth in you.
Our only function within the dream of separation is to undo the illusions of
separate interests that hide the memory of our true Self. Jesus thus sets the stage for
later lessons that will focus more specifically on forgiveness: the means taught by A
Course in Miracles to remember our Identity and the Creator’s Love.
(14) Do not forget today. We need your help; your little part in bringing
happiness to all the world. And Heaven looks to you in confidence that you will try
today. Share, then, its surety, for it is yours. Be vigilant. Do not forget today.
Throughout the day do not forget your goal. Repeat today’s idea as frequently as
possible, and understand each time you do so, someone hears the voice of hope,
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the stirring of the truth within his mind, the gentle rustling of the wings of peace.
Even though the earlier part of this lesson discussed how resistance to
remembering our Self impedes our practice and learning, Jesus continues to urge us to
remember how important these lessons are to our happiness. Moreover, the Sonship,
which is us, needs our effort to awaken from its dreams of suffering and death, and feel
the gentle rustlings of hope that rekindle light’s presence in our darkened minds. Thus
will the peace of Heaven come at last to replace the conflicts on earth.
(15) Your own acknowledgment you are one Self, united with your Father, is
a call to all the world to be at one with you. To everyone you meet today, be sure
to give the promise of today’s idea and tell him this:
You are one Self with me, united with our Creator in this Self I honor you
because of What I am, and What He is, Who loves us both as One.
It must be so, since “everyone you meet” is yourself. Thus, as the text has
reminded us:
When you meet anyone, remember it is a holy encounter. As you see him
you will see yourself. As you treat him you will treat yourself. As you think of him
you will think of yourself. Never forget this, for in him you will find yourself or lose
yourself. Whenever two Sons of God meet, they are given another chance at
salvation. Do not leave anyone without giving salvation to him and receiving it
yourself (1-8.111.4:1-7).
Thus we end this important lesson by remembering to see each situation as
another opportunity to correct the ego’s misperceptions of separation and specialness.
We pledge ourselves, as we begin the day, to bring Jesus with us so we can remember
we are one in the ego and one in spirit. Thus this day, and all that follow, will be joyously
filled with the promise of forgiveness as we return home together to the Oneness we
never truly left, and which never left us.
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Salvation comes from my one Self.
This is a potentially confusing lesson because of the conflicting ways Jesus uses
the term mind. Addressing this confusion will make going through this lesson much
easier. Mind is used here in two ways, similar to what is found in the section “Mind –
Spirit” in the clarification of terms (C-1). It is equated both with spirit and the split mind.
The confusion enters because the specific referent is not always specified. I shall clarify
this as we go through the lesson.
When used as the equivalent of spirit, mind refers to spirit’s “activating agent” (C1.1:1). The word spirit, referring to our true nature as Christ, is not capitalized in A
Course in Miracles, except when it is used, rarely, as a synonym for God or the Holy
Spirit. Mind is not capitalized unless it specifically refers to the Mind of God and the Mind
of Christ.
This lesson is essentially a discussion of the relationship among spirit, mind, and
body. This trinity is embraced by most new age thinkers and many followers of
alternative medicine, but the view of A Course in Miracles is quite different, as we shall
see.
(1:1) Although you are one Self, you experience yourself as two; as both
good and evil, loving and hating, mind and body.
Here mind refers to spirit, parallel to the words good and loving. We believe we
are split, and that it is possible for the Son of God to be separated from the Mind of God
and Christ. This is the exact opposite of the Atonement principle, which teaches that the
separation did not occur: the perfect Self of Oneness can never be separated from;
otherwise it could not have been perfect and perfectly one.
(1:2-5) This sense of being split into opposites induces feelings of acute
and constant conflict, and leads to frantic attempts to reconcile the contradictory
aspects of this self-perception. You have sought many such solutions, and none
of them has worked. The opposites you see in you will never be compatible. But
one exists.
We have set up a war in our minds, having been convinced by the ego that we
are at war with God. The ego’s understanding, of course, has nothing to do with the true
God, Who does not know about the separation or the split mind. The ego’s God most
definitely does. When we pushed away our Source, and then His memory – the Holy
Spirit – we set up a conflict in our minds. The ego fabricated the cause of the problem by
telling us that the Holy Spirit was going to push back, and drag us to God Who would
destroy us for our sin. Believing the reality of this conflict, we split it off and projected it
from our minds so that our sinful self was perceived to be outside and at war with us.
This culminates in our experience that we are the innocent victims, and this newly made
sinful self is the victimizer.*
Our special relationships – our “frantic attempts to reconcile” – represent the
ego’s plan to resolve the conflict. In the special hate form I believe the enemy is outside,
and by destroying it my innocence will prevail. In the special love form, my inner conflict
is concealed by the love I experience when I am with this special person. I do not have
to feel the pain and terror lurking in my mind, because in the presence of this special
person I feel comfortable and secure. This person’s attention, devotion, and approval
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leave me feeling good about myself, and I never have to look at the fact that I believe
that I am “the home of evil, darkness and sin.”
(2:1) The fact that truth and illusion cannot be reconciled, no matter how
you try, what means you use and where you see the problem, must be accepted if
you would be saved.
Here again we see Jesus falling back on the non-dualistic metaphysics of his
course: There is no conflict. We are not at war with God or anyone else, because truth is
undivided and indivisible. When we believe we separated from truth and attacked it, truth
is perceived as coexisting with illusion and in conflict with it. Thus we find dualistic
religions teaching that truth is at war with sin, which is why, for example, the Bible is
replete with accounts of great battles, culminating in Revelation, home of the bloodiest
battle of all – Armageddon. In the end, truth and good will triumph over illusion and evil,
exemplified by the biblical tale of Jesus’ triumph on the cross. From the perspective of A
Course in Miracles, however, once we see truth as involved with illusion, we no longer
speak of real truth, which is absolute and whole. Nothing else is at all, as Jesus reminds
us in this important passage:
There is nothing outside you. That is what you must ultimately learn, for it
is the realization that the Kingdom of Heaven is restored to you. For God created
only this, and He did not depart from it nor leave it separate from Himself. The
Kingdom of Heaven is the dwelling place of the Son of God, who left not his
Father and dwells not apart from Him. Heaven is not a place nor a condition. It is
merely an awareness of perfect Oneness, and the knowledge that there is nothing
else; nothing outside this Oneness, and nothing else within (T-1 8 .VI. 1).
By remembering this happy Fact, brought about by our acceptance of the
Atonement, we are saved from the conflict that never was.
(2:2) Until you have accepted this [the irreconcilability of truth and illusion], you
will attempt an endless list of goals you cannot reach; a senseless series of
expenditures of time and effort, hopefulness and doubt, each one as futile as the
one before, and failing as the next one surely will.
This is how we experience everything in this world, and why nothing works. We
consistently attempt to solve the unbearable problem of anxiety and guilt. However, all
the while our secret attempt to perpetuate our individuality through anxiety and guilt
remains in full force, dictating the futile attempts to find peace through war and conflict,
the familiar ego doctrine of seek and do not find.
(3:1) Problems that have no meaning cannot be resolved within the
framework they are set.
All problems are experienced within the framework of the body and the world, but
they cannot be resolved here because they do not exist here. They are within our minds,
coming from the choice to believe in the ego. This one problem is repressed because
the guilt is overwhelming and, having projected it, we now see problems all around us,
but never within us. Once the ego’s strategy is accomplished, we continually seek to
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solve these pseudo- problems, investing vast expenditures of time and effort in doing so.
Yet our problem-solving efforts will never work because they can never work. Indeed,
nothing works in this world, and thus no one is ever truly happy here. To be sure, our
specialness needs may be met at any given moment, but that moment is short-lived, for
guilt demands we never be truly happy. Thus we would never be able to accept the
happiness that specialness affords us. Our egos would question, for example: How
could someone love us, let alone stay with us?; or: let me wait for the other shoe to drop.
These doubts arise only because the underlying problem of guilt is never examined.
Thus, forgiveness proceeds to go the other way, reversing projection. We are
taught by our new Teacher to bring the problem to the answer, the ego’s illusion to His
truth. Once the problem of guilt is brought into its correct framework – the mind’s
decision to be guilty – it can easily be resolved.
(3:2) Two selves in conflict could not be resolved, and good and evil have
no meeting place.
This, again, expresses the underlying metaphysics of A Course in Miracles,
which, discussed in great detail in the text, forms the foundation of the workbook. Its
early lessons – let alone the statement we were just looking at – cannot be understood
without first recognizing this is a non-dualistic thought system. There is God, Heaven,
truth, and nothing else. The problem rests in our believing there is something else. It is
this belief that has to be undone, not the pseudo-problems that merely reflect the true
problem. The above sentence parallels “The Meeting Place,” which makes the same
point in the context of the two sons: our own beloved son (specialness) and the Father’s
Son:
And thus are two sons made, and both appear to walk this earth without a
meeting place and no encounter. One do you perceive outside yourself, your own
beloved son. The other rests within, his Father’s Son, within your brother as he is
in you. Their difference does not lie in how they look, nor where they go, nor even
what they do. They have a different purpose. It is this that joins them to their like,
and separates each from all aspects with a different purpose. The Son of God
retains his Father’s Will. The son of man perceives an alien will and wishes it
were so. And thus does his perception serve his wish by giving it appearances of
truth (T-24.VII.11:1-9).
We thus see the all-important theme of purpose holding the key to understanding
our fascination with the “evil” of specialness, which supports the wish to make it our son.
Our choice for the “good” of God’s Son serves the purpose of proving we were wrong,
and happily so.
(3:3) The self you made can never be your Self, nor can your Self be split in
two, and still be what It is and must forever be.
When we believe our Self can be split, leading to the specialness we think is our
self and which has to be undone, we are saying it actually happened. Yet what has to be
undone is not the split nor our specialness, but our belief in them. The distinction is
crucial. When we say we have to undo our belief, we speak of the mind’s decision that
can be corrected. If we attempt to undo the split or our specialness, we have merely
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strengthened the belief in their reality.
(3:4) A mind and body cannot both exist.
Jesus is not talking about the split mind, but mind equated with spirit, expressing
the familiar idea of one or the other – the ego or God. We find it also in the following
passage from the text:
You see the flesh or recognize the spirit. There is no compromise between
the two. If one is real the other must be false, for what is real denies its opposite.
There is no choice in vision but this one (T-31.VI.1:1-4).
(3:5) Make no attempt to reconcile the two, for one denies the other can be
real.
So many students of A Course in Miracles attempt to reconcile the two – mind
and body – by bringing spirit, God, or Jesus into the world to fix it. When people speak of
integrating mind, body, and spirit, from the perspective of A Course in Miracles they are
denying the reality of spirit. Once dragged into the world, spirit ceases to be itself. “What
is all-encompassing can have no opposite” (T-in.1:8), and the all-encompassing spirit
has no place in a world of opposites. The current thought is that to be truly integrated as
a person we must integrate mind, body, and spirit. This again is exactly what the ego
wants. Such an approach may indeed work, but it is not what this course teaches. Spirit,
mind, and body cannot be integrated, for spirit transcends the mind and body entirely.
Moreover, the body has no true substance, being merely a thought in the mind and
never having left that source.
(3:6-7) If you are physical, your mind [spirit] is gone from your self-concept,
for it has no place in which it could be really part of you. If you are spirit [mind],
then the body must be meaningless to your reality.
That is the problem. If I am one Self united with my Creator, unified within myself,
I cannot be a body. This means I cannot be an individual, nor special. This idea is
presented more fully in the following, part of the previously quoted passage:
On this one choice [between spirit and flesh] does all your world depend,
for here have you established what you are, as flesh or spirit in your own belief. If
you choose flesh, you never will escape the body as your own reality, for you
have chosen that you want it so. But choose the spirit, and all Heaven bends to
touch your eyes and bless your holy sight, that you may see the world of flesh no
more except to heal and comfort and to bless (T-31.VI.1: 6-8).
In other words, in each and every moment we have the opportunity of deciding
who we are: children of specialness or God; separation or oneness, the body or spirit.
What we choose determines our experience. Quite simply, it is the choice between
Heaven or hell.
(4:1) Spirit makes use of mind as means to find its Self expression.
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This is analogous to the line I referred to above: “mind is the activating agent of
spirit” (C-1.1:1). Here, too, mind is used in the sense of spirit. We can see again the
importance of reading A Course in Miracles as a work of art rather than a scientific
treatise, where the words need to be dissected, analyzed, and understood for their literal
meaning. Our study and practice of the Course, however, is best served by allowing the
words to permeate our hearts, the brain merely being the vehicle that allows the
thoughts back into the mind’s awareness. Thus Jesus uses concepts with spatial and
temporal connotations – “means to find its Self expression” – to lift us beyond these
dimensions to the infinite realm of the timeless.
The focus now shifts:
(4:2-3) And the mind which serves the spirit is at peace and filled with joy.
Its power comes from spirit, and it is fulfilling happily its function here.
Our function here is salvation, healing, and forgiveness. The power to forgive
comes through the Holy Spirit, the memory of our reality as spirit. Thus Jesus speaks of
the right mind, rather than the Mind of Christ, Whose function is only creation.
(4:4) Yet mind can also see itself divorced from spirit, and perceive itself
within a body it confuses with itself.
Here Jesus speaks of the wrong mind. Our right minds are linked with spirit
through the Holy Spirit, Who we defined as the memory of God we took with us into the
dream of separation. Thus, in our right minds we are forever joined with the Holy Spirit,
and therefore with Christ. When we separate from that unity, however, we are wrongminded, believing we exist in a body, independent of God, spirit, and our true Self. This
wrong mind is the home of sin, guilt, fear, and individuality. We project our sin and see it
in other bodies, which establish ours as innocent of what has been done to us. Even if
we see ourselves as sinful, there remains a thought saying someone made us this way.
We were not born like this, and even if we were, we protest it was not our choice. The
bad genes were given us by someone else. In other words, it does not matter whether I
see your or my body as sinful. There will always be those I hold responsible – self-blame
and blame are but the same dynamic with different forms:
If your brothers are part of you and you blame them for your deprivation,
you are blaming yourself. And you cannot blame yourself without blaming them.
That is why blame must be undone, not seen elsewhere. Lay it to yourself and
you cannot know yourself, for only the ego blames at all. Self-blame is therefore
ego identification, and as much an ego defense as blaming others (T-11TV.5:1-5).
(4:5) Without its function then it has no peace, and happiness is alien to its
thoughts.
The function of our minds is to undo guilt – the belief in the body’s reality –
through forgiveness. This concept of undoing is a leitmotif running through the Course.
We are not asked to deny the body – ours or another’s – but to undo the false perception
of the body’s purpose, substituting the Holy Spirit’s instead: forgiveness for attack, spirit
for body, returning home for remaining in the ego’s far country of separation:
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Salvation is undoing.... [It] does not ask that you behold the spirit and
perceive the body not. It merely asks that this should be your choice. For you can
see the body without help, but do not understand how to behold a world apart
from it. It is your world salvation will undo, and let you see another world your
eyes could never find.... The veil of ignorance is drawn across the evil and the
good, and must be passed that both may disappear, so that perception finds no
hiding place. How is this done? It is not done at all. What could there be within the
universe that God created that must still be done? (T-31.VI.2:1; 3:1-4, 8-11)
Peace comes through undoing thoughts of conflict, which requires no effort, for
“what must still be done?” By choosing to forgive the mind’s decision for guilt, rather than
solve it in the body, we have made the choice to accept reality as it is. We do not seek to
change it, and then preserve its transformed and illusory image. Through undoing what
never was, Christ’s vision lifts the veil that kept hidden the memory of our Self.
Forgiveness is complete, and disappears as the function of creation dawns on our
awakening minds.
(5:1) Yet mind apart from spirit cannot think.
This refers to the wrong mind; and, as we know, the ego cannot think. True
Thought is reflected in our right minds as the Atonement principle, which reminds us of
our Identity as a Thought of God. When we separate from that Thought, we think we are
thinking, but that is not thinking at all, just as we do not truly see through our eyes, nor
hear through our ears.
(5:2-3) It has denied its Source of strength, and sees itself as helpless,
limited and weak. Dissociated from its function now, it thinks it is alone and
separate, attacked by armies massed against itself and hiding in the body’s frail
support.
This is what happens when we separate from the Love of God and the Source of
our strength. We project responsibility for that wrong-minded state and thus believe
everyone is our enemy. We feel totally alone, and there is indeed no hope, for the
vulnerability our guilt teaches is our reality demands we see ourselves forever “at the
mercy of things beyond [us], forces [we] cannot control, and thoughts that come to [us]
against [our] will” (T-19.IV-D.7:4). Only by changing our self- perception can we find the
peace and rest of the innocent. Thus we read:
Are you invulnerable? Then the world is harmless in your sight. Do you
forgive? Then is the world forgiving, for you have forgiven it its trespasses, and so
it looks on you with eyes that see as yours. Are you a body? So is all the world
perceived as treacherous, and out to kill. Are you a spirit, deathless, and without
the promise of corruption and the stain of sin upon you? So the world is seen as
stable, fully worthy of your trust; a happy place to rest in for a while, where
nothing need be feared, but only loved. Who is unwelcome to the kind in heart?
And what could hurt the truly innocent? (T-3 1 .W.6)
(5:4) Now must it reconcile unlike with like, for this is what it thinks that it is
for.
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Now we try to resolve the conflict where it is not, seeing ourselves as unlike God,
Jesus, and the Holy Spirit. We are the illusion, They the truth; and we seek to reconcile
with Them by asking Their help – but not Their real help. We seek to reinforce our
illusory individual existence and the false sense of security and happiness on which our
egos thrive. By bringing the truth to the illusion the ego has ensured its survival, which
can never withstand exposing its lies. The last thing our egos want us to remember is
that we, like the Trinity, are spirit, and that the Idea of God’s Son (spirit) has never left Its
Source (spirit). Like remains forever joined with Like.
(6:1-2) Waste no more time on this. Who can resolve the senseless conflicts
which a dream presents?
In other words, Jesus is telling us to stop wasting our time trying to solve
problems in the world. This is the meaning of “I Need Do Nothing” (T-19.VII). We think
we need do something, because there is a perceived problem that demands our
attention and action. Yet we need do nothing because what we think to be the problem –
something external to our minds – is not the problem at all. However, this does not mean
that on the level of the dream we should not resolve problems here or take care of our or
other people’s bodies. Jesus means not to proceed on our own. We need realize, he
tells us, that the real problem of our discontent or disease is our separation from him. By
not separating from him and his love by asking him to help us, the real problem of
separation from love will be undone. This had led to our anxiety, fear, depression, and
sense of failure. Once those thoughts are out of the way and Jesus’ love has become
reality, together, joined in that love, we can address what needs to be addressed, and
there will be no tension, anxiety, or fatigue. The problem will be resolved smoothly, for
we shall have been freed from the inner conflict that would have impeded the effective
solution of any perceived problem in the world.
To repeat this crucial thought: Jesus is not saying to ignore problems here. He is
instructing us to address our concerns with him by our side, that his vision becomes our
own, and we may grow to understand the true nature of the problem and its solution.
(6:3-5) What could the resolution mean in truth? What purpose could it
serve? What is it for?
We have seen this idea – purpose is everything – many times before. The
purpose of the world’s problems is to root us in the dream and keep our ego identity
sacrosanct. Thus we would never recall our non-dualistic Identity. The decision maker,
the dreamer of our dream, makes up smoke screens to distract and upset us here (in the
body), so that nothing will change there (in the mind). Once again, the nature of the real
problem is that we pushed Jesus away. If we invite him back and join him in our minds,
the problem of separation is undone. Our concerns with external problems are thus
alleviated, allowing us to devote unconflicted attention to them and to their resolution.
(6:6) Salvation cannot make illusions real, nor solve a problem that does not
exist.
If you read this statement carefully, it is clear that Jesus is saying we should not
ask the Holy Spirit to solve our worldly problems: “Salvation cannot make illusions real,”
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which is what solving a problem means, nor can it “solve a problem that does not exist,”
which would obviously make no sense. Salvation solves a problem at its source:
choosing the ego over the Holy Spirit. Asking the Holy Spirit’s help undoes the problem
entirely, allowing the memory of His answer to return.
(6:7-8) Perhaps you hope it can. Yet would you have God’s plan for the
release of His dear Son bring pain to him, and fail to set him free?
Our hope is that “salvation” would solve a problem here. Yet whenever we ask
Jesus for help in the world, we ensure we will never leave it and return home.
Furthermore, we ensure that pain will come to the Sonship, since the ego’s salvation can
be attained only through the sacrifice of happiness – ours or another’s – thus enslaving
us in its thought system. That is why we call it slavation
.
(7:1) Your Self retains Its Thoughts, and they remain within your mind and
in the Mind of God.
This is the right mind again, and its thoughts are expressions of the Atonement
principle, such as forgiveness or healing. These reflect the unified Thought of Love,
which is in the Mind of God and has never left its Source.
(7:2) The Holy Spirit holds salvation in your mind, and offers it the way to
peace.
The way to peace is to turn from the ego to the Holy Spirit, the thought of
Atonement that saves us from our belief in the reality of the separation.
(7:3) Salvation is a thought you share with God, because His Voice
accepted it for you and answered in your name that it was done.
When we chose to make the separation real, we drowned out the Holy Spirit’s
Voice and heard only the voice of specialness. The effectiveness of the ego’s plan of
using specialness as static to prevent us from hearing the Voice of truth is movingly
expressed in this passage from “The Treachery of Specialness”:
What answer that the Holy Spirit gives can reach you, when it is your
specialness to which you listen, and which asks and answers? Its tiny answer,
soundless in the melody that pours from God to you eternally in loving praise of
what you are, is all you listen to. And that vast song of honor and of love for what
you are seems silent and unheard before its “mightiness.” You strain your ears to
hear its soundless voice and yet the Call of God Himself is soundless to you (T24.11.4:3-6).
The good news is that although we have the power within the dream not to listen,
this does not mean the Voice of Love is not in our right minds, kept for us in
safekeeping.
(7:4) Thus is salvation kept among the Thoughts your Self holds dear and
cherishes for you.
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This, then, is another statement of the Atonement theme: The thought of
separation never occurred, and merely seems to cover awareness of the Thought that
reminds us of our Identity. Jesus, the voice that speaks for our Self, has held this
Thought for us, as we recall from this inspiring passage we have already quoted, and
happily read again:
I have saved all your kindnesses and every loving thought you ever had. I
have purified them of the errors that hid their light, and kept them for you in their
own perfect radiance. They are beyond destruction and beyond guilt. They came
from the Holy Spirit within you, and we know what God creates is eternal (T51V.8:3 -6).
That is why salvation is not something to be accomplished, but merely accepted.
(8:1-2) We will attempt today to find this thought, whose presence in your
mind is guaranteed by Him Who speaks to you from your one Self. Our hourly
five-minute practicing will be a search for Him within your mind.
As we have already seen, the way we search for the Holy Spirit within our right
minds, which is the meaning of mind here, is to turn away from our wrong minds. This
means turning from our investment in being right about our autonomous individuality.
Our recognition that such self-reliance has not brought us the happiness and peace we
sought is what will motivate us to remember each hourly practice. It is our fear of such
recognition that causes us to forget.
(8:3-9:3) Salvation comes from this one Self through Him Who is the Bridge
between your mind and It. Wait patiently, and let Him speak to you about your
Self, and what your mind can do, restored to It and free to serve Its Will.
Begin with saying this:
Salvation comes from my one Self. Its Thoughts are mine to use.
Remembering that we can only find happiness through changing teachers, we
devote our day to reinforcing what we wish to learn. Thus we turn from the false self of
specialness by choosing the thoughts that reflect the Thought of Who we truly are, as we
listen to the Voice reminding us of our Self; thus we turn to the Holy Spirit, the Voice that
bridges the gap between illusion and truth, and gently teaches us to forgive what never
happened.
(9:4-7) Then seek Its Thoughts, and claim them as your own. These are your
own real thoughts you have denied, and let your mind go wandering in a world of
dreams, to find illusions in their place. Here are your thoughts, the only ones you
have. Salvation is among them; find it there.
Our decision maker cherished the idea of being on its own, and therefore chose
to deny its real thoughts – expressions of the Atonement principle – and accepted in
their place the thoughts of specialness. This caused its mind to wander in the far country
of the world of dreams, which took the place of truth. Like the Prodigal Son in the
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parable, we have come to see the error of our ways – the mistaken choices that led to
pain and suffering – and choose instead the thoughts of salvation that will bring us home
to the Father we never left. Once we have chosen these thoughts, they become our
own.
(10:1) If you succeed, the thoughts that come to you will tell you you are
saved, and that your mind has found the function that it sought to lose.
This is the function of our right minds: to choose salvation. We cannot but
succeed, once we shift our purpose from guilt to forgiveness, damnation to salvation,
self to Self.
(10:2-5) Your Self will welcome it and give it peace. Restored in strength, it
will again flow out from spirit to the spirit in all things created by the Spirit as
Itself. Your mind will bless all things. Confusion done, you are restored, for you
have found your Self.
This is the Oneness of creation, the opposite of the separation that flows from the
ego. Restoring the function of forgiveness to our awareness, we reclaim the strength we
had sought to lose. Being found, it rejoins the Source of strength, which rests in our
function of creation: love extending to love, joy flowing to joy, Christ coming unto His
Own. Together, with all God’s Sons,
we will disappear into the Presence beyond the veil, not to be lost but
found; not to be seen but known. And knowing, nothing in the plan God has
established for salvation will be left undone. This is the journey’s purpose, without
which is the journey meaningless. Here is the peace of God, given to you
eternally by Him. Here is the rest and quiet that you seek, the reason for the
journey from its beginning (T-19.IV-D.19:1-5).
And we are home, where God would have us be (T-31.VIII.12:8).
(11) Your Self knows that you cannot fail today. Perhaps your mind remains
uncertain yet a little while. Be not dismayed by this. The joy your Self experiences
It will save for you, and it will yet be yours in full awareness. Every time you spend
five minutes of the hour seeking Him Who joins your mind and Self, you offer Him
another treasure to be kept for you.
We do not know we are home, for the experience of our Self still awaits us. Yet
Jesus assures us Christ is there, and reassures us we shall remember, for each daily
and hourly remembrance speeds us closer to our goal.
(12:1-2) Each time today you tell your frantic mind salvation comes from
your one Self, you lay another treasure in your growing store. And all of it is given
everyone who asks for it, and will accept the gift.
Our celestial “pep talk” continues. Jesus wants us to have faith in our practicing
and not to lose heart when we forget a time period, or are tempted to believe what we
are doing has no effect. Needless to say, the you mentioned here is the decision maker,
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which tells the frantic wrong mind it was mistaken in its original choice. It is our self
telling our self that our identity as a wrong-minded individual is untrue. Thus we come to
understand we chose that identity because we were afraid of the glorious truth of our
one Self, a mistake we can now forgive as we joyfully accept the Holy Spirit’s gift of
salvation.
Moreover, the gift is given everyone because minds are joined, even though each
separated Son must accept it for himself. That is the key. Sometimes people wonder
why they are here if Jesus has already accepted the Atonement. From his point of view,
of course, we are not here. The problem is that we have refused to accept his
Atonement and love, and therefore remain asleep in our world of dreams, still dreaming.
Again, our gift of remembering is given everyone, but we must want it for ourselves.
(12:3) Think, then, how much is given unto you to give this day, that it be
given you!
What is given us to give is the memory of Who we are as God’s one Son, the
Christ that God created one with Him. Once we choose that for ourselves, we know God
has only one Son, our Self. We then become the symbol of salvation for the world. This
acceptance of our true Identity—the acceptance of the Atonement for ourselves –
becomes an important theme in the lessons that follow.
* For an in-depth examination of this dynamic, see my The Message of A COURSE IN
MIRACLES, Vol 1: All Are Called, Chapters 2-4.
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I am spirit.
This lesson continues the theme of our true Self or Identity, which we explored in
earlier lessons. Here, our true Self is specifically identified with spirit.
(1:1-2) Today’s idea identifies you with your one Self. It accepts no split
identity, nor tries to weave opposing factors into unity.
I spoke earlier about the trend, especially in holistic medicine, to unify spirit, mind,
and body. This lesson again makes it clear that it is impossible to weave into a unity two
states that are mutually irreconcilable: spirit and the split mind; spirit and body. Thus we
are asked to choose between truth and illusion. This important theme will also be
expressed as the lessons continue.
(1:3-4) It simply states the truth. Practice this truth today as often as you
can, for it will bring your mind from conflict to the quiet fields of peace.
This truth is that we are spirit, the Self to which we bring all false thoughts of our
identity. These illusions have been so well learned that it takes much practice to unlearn.
To motivate us, as well as to provide a framework for this unlearning is the purpose of
these exercises. Over time, therefore, we are gently led from fields of battle and conflict
to “the quiet fields of peace” in which our Self is remembered.
(1:5) No chill of fear can enter, for your mind has been absolved from
madness, letting go illusions of a split identity.
Jesus is reminding us that we have chosen against the ego and for the Holy
Spirit, recalling that our reality is spirit, not the split mind or body. When we choose the
Holy Spirit, we choose the thought in our minds that is the memory of Who we are as
Christ. Since perfect love casts out fear, to quote the famous biblical line (1 John 4:18),
when we choose to remember love no chill of fear can enter our minds. This is the
miracle’s role, as this early syllogism in the text points out:
In sorting out the false from the true, the miracle proceeds along these
lines:
Perfect love casts out fear.
If fear exists,
Then there is not perfect love.
But:
Only perfect love exists.
If there is fear,
It produces a state that does not exist (T-1.VI.5:3-8).
Thus is the sanity of our right minds returned to us, and we remember our identity
as spirit.
(2) We state again the truth about your Self, the holy Son of God Who rests
in you, whose mind has been restored to sanity. You are the spirit lovingly
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endowed with all your Father’s Love and peace and joy. You are the spirit which
completes Himself, and shares His function as Creator. He is with you always, as
you are with Him.
Asking the Holy Spirit to teach us to forgive restores us to the sanity that corrects
the ego’s illusions. Fear has been brought to love, which gently dissolves it in the truth.
As we fulfill our function of forgiveness here, our function of creation in Heaven returns
to our awareness as spirit, and we remember the Oneness that created us as one with
It.
(3) Today we try to bring reality still closer to your mind. Each time you
practice, awareness is brought a little nearer at least; sometimes a thousand years
or more are saved. The minutes which you give are multiplied over and over, for
the miracle makes use of time, but is not ruled by it. Salvation is a miracle, the
first and last; the first that is the last, for it is one.
This passage makes the same point seen in the early pages of the text where
Jesus discusses the miracle’s role in our salvation. Its purpose is to collapse time,
saving us even a thousand years. Without going in depth into A Course in Miracles’
metaphysics of time,* we can simply say that since time is not linear, all of it having
occurred in one instant, Jesus teaches that when we choose a miracle, we choose to
undo huge sections of our thought system that we believe exist in time. Thus he says:
The miracle minimizes the need for time.... [It] has the unique property of
abolishing time to the extent that it renders the interval of time it spans
unnecessary. There is no relationship between the time a miracle takes and the
time it covers. The miracle substitutes for learning that might have taken
thousands of years.... [It] shortens time by collapsing it, thus eliminating certain
intervals within it. It does this, however, within the larger temporal sequence (T-1
.II.6:1, 5-7, 9-1 0).
As an example, consider yourself as one who has experienced much
abandonment in your life. This script, of course, covers the entire hologram of time and
space, and therefore this theme has no doubt been relived again and again over many
lifetimes. For the sake of this discussion, let us just think of ten lifetimes, each spanning
a hundred years. When you forgive the abandoning figures in your current life, the result
is like a domino effect, erasing the remaining nine non-linear lifetimes along with the
current one. In that sense, then, you have saved “a thousand years.” To shift metaphors,
think of a computer in which you have a file called Abandonment containing the many
times you have been abandoned. Incidentally, understanding the dynamic of projection
helps us understand that behind our accusations is the self-accusation of having
abandoned love first. When the holy instant comes in which we forgive, the entire file of
Abandonment – grievances held against others, guilt held against ourselves – is deleted.
It should also be obvious that Jesus does not literally mean a thousand, because
there is no time. The content behind the numeric symbol is Jesus’ teaching that A
Course in Miracles will save you time. When you forgive one of your special partners,
behind that one stands thousands of other objects of your projected hate:
Your brother first among them will be seen, but thousands stand behind
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him, and beyond each one of them there are a thousand more (T-27.V.10:4).
This, then, is what Jesus means by the miracle. Mistakenly, we believe each time
we think of God throughout the day we are thinking of God just for that single moment. In
truth, however, we are undoing a long series of mistakes in which we have forgotten
God and chosen the ego instead. Through this undoing we are saved from our mad
illusions of separation, guilt, and specialness. The same are one, since there is but one
mistake. Thus the miracle undoes them all, since there is only one problem from which
we need to be saved.
(4) You are the spirit in whose mind abides the miracle in which all time
stands still; the miracle in which a minute spent in using these ideas becomes a
time that has no limit and that has no end. Give, then, these minutes willingly, and
count on Him Who promised to lay timelessness beside them. He will offer all His
strength to every little effort that you make. Give Him the minutes which He needs
today, to help you understand with Him you are the spirit that abides in Him, and
that calls through His Voice to every living thing; offers His sight to everyone who
asks; replaces error with the simple truth.
The miracle is outside time, and so “all time stands still” within it. It represents our
right minds, to which we go when we want to recognize we have been wrong and the
Holy Spirit correct. Choosing the miracle thus means letting the ego’s hand go and
taking the Holy Spirit’s in its stead. The decision-making part of our minds is outside time
and space, and in that sense is timeless. We experience the effects of this change within
the world of time, which is why Jesus speaks of saving time – thousands of years. In
reality, however, we have simply returned to our timeless minds and chosen again.
The underlying theme here is that the Holy Spirit cannot help us unless we allow
Him to. In other words, our part is to give “these minutes.... [and] every little effort” to the
Holy Spirit. Rather than expend them on denying the truth, we are asked to apply that
same effort to correct our mistake. This reflects the central theme of a little willingness:
Your part is only to offer Him a little willingness to let Him remove all fear
and hatred, and to be forgiven (T-18.V.2:5).
Note as well the theme of all-inclusiveness, an integral part of the fabric of Jesus’
teaching. Our true Self – spirit – calls to everyone, without exception. God’s Son is one,
and to offer vision’s correction to some and not all ensures the correction will never be.
This idea is found throughout A Course in Miracles, and the following passage is
representative:
To everyone has God entrusted all, because a partial savior would be one
who is but partly saved. The holy ones whom God has given you to save are but
everyone you meet or look upon, not knowing who they are; all those you saw an
instant and forgot, and those you knew a long while since, and those you will yet
meet; the unremembered and the not yet born. For God has given you His Son to
save from every concept that he ever held (T-31.VII.10:4-6).
By learning to forgive all the Sonship, we come to know that the inner Voice we
have followed is truly God’s.
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(5:1) The Holy Spirit will be glad to take five minutes of each hour from your
hands, and carry them around this aching world where pain and misery appear to
rule.
Note that Jesus does not say the Holy Spirit will carry them around this happy and
joyful world. He wants us to understand this is a world of pain, misery, and suffering. You
may recall a similar sentiment expressed in the manual for teachers:
... it is time alone that winds on wearily, and the world is very tired now. It is
old and worn and without hope (M-1.4:4-5).
If we fail to understand the world’s pain, there would be no motivation to choose a
different thought, and without such choice our misery cannot be undone.
The manual closes with a lovely prose poem, expressing Heaven’s gratitude for
our decision to accept and extend the message of hope the tired world yearns to hear. It
begins:
And now in all your doings be you blessed. God turns to you for help to
save the world. Teacher of God, His thanks He offers you, And all the world
stands silent in the grace You bring from Him.
(M-29.8:1-3)
(5:2-3) He will not overlook one open mind that will accept the healing gifts
they bring, and He will lay them everywhere He knows they will be welcome. And
they will increase in healing power each time someone accepts them as his
thoughts, and uses them to heal.
I spoke earlier about A Course in Miracles’ use of language, and I return briefly to
that theme here. Jesus does not literally mean that the Holy Spirit “will not overlook one
open mind,” and that He will lay His healing gifts “everywhere He knows they will be
welcome.” The Holy Spirit does not do things. He is spoken of here as if he does, as if
He were a member of homo sapiens, but this is only a metaphor to express our
experience of Him. In reality the Holy Spirit’s Love is present only in the Son’s one mind,
and does nothing. It simply is.
In the holy instant – when I choose to accept the Holy Spirit’s healing love – my
mind is joined with the whole Sonship, not part. Choosing His Love I become one with It,
for He has become fully present to my mind, which is now one with His. Moreover, my
mind must be one with the Sonship, for it is one within itself. Therefore His Love must be
present to the entire Sonship when I have accepted It in mine. That is the meaning of the
later lesson, “When I am healed I am not healed alone” (W-pI.137). Each aspect of the
Sonship still must choose to accept that gift. However, once my mind has been healed in
the holy instant, the Sonship as a whole receives the gift I have now accepted for myself.
(6:1) Thus will each gift to Him be multiplied a thousandfold and tens of
thousands more.
This is so because in the holy instant, again, the Sonship is healed, not just my
mind alone. There can be no thought of fragmentation when the mind is healed. The
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importance of this theme of total inclusion is apparent by its recurrence throughout the
Course. It forms the basis of forgiveness and the undoing of the ego’s thought system of
separation.
(6:2-3) And when it is returned to you, it will surpass in might the little gift
you gave as much as does the radiance of the sun outshine the tiny gleam a firefly
makes an uncertain moment and goes out. The steady brilliance of this light
remains and leads you out of darkness, nor will you be able to forget the way
again.
It is tempting to exclaim: “Oh really? I’ll show you!” It is helpful to keep in mind our
ego that seeks to prove Jesus wrong. An effective way of succeeding is to take
statements like the above and prove otherwise. If we can forget the truth of this
paragraph we will have proven him wrong, and will have once again established that the
separation is a fact and we are right.
We should therefore always be aware of the need to prove Jesus wrong by
demonstrating to him what a healthy ego we have. And the more people we collect to
corroborate our egos, the more convincing our case becomes. That is why we need to
attack others. Attack gives the message we are “bad”; and a defensive response
demonstrates we are right and Jesus is wrong. ‘
Jesus’ images of the sun and the firefly’s “tiny gleam” bring to mind that what we
think we experience within the tiny “reality” of our bodies has nothing to do with the
glorious truth of his love present in our minds. Thus he tells us in the text that what we
judged to be our greatest advances were our deepest retreats, while our perceived
failures were our greatest successes (T-18.V.1:6). We do not understand anything. What
to us seems as only a tiny expression of Jesus’ love – acting kindly towards someone,
for example – in truth has a tremendous impact on the Sonship. Keep in mind that it
appears tiny because we judge from the limited and distorted perspective of our own
experience. A passage such as this explains that the effect in our minds when we ask
Jesus’ help has far greater ramifications than we are aware.
(7) Begin these happy exercises with the words the Holy Spirit speaks to
you, and let them echo round the world through Him:
Spirit am I, a holy Son of God, free of all limits, safe and healed and whole,
free to forgive, and free to save the world.
Expressed through you, the Holy Spirit will accept this gift that you received
of Him, increase its power and give it back to you.
These exercises are happy because their goal is to make us happy. We have
already commented on the section “The Happy Learner” (T-14.11), which reflects this
happy thought. Accepting the truth about ourselves undoes all pain and suffering,
releasing the mind to the happiness the Holy Spirit holds for us and the Sonship, joined
with us and as us.
(8:1-2) Offer each practice period today gladly to “Him. And He will speak to
you, reminding you that you are spirit, one with Him and God, your brothers and
your Self.
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This lesson also enunciates the theme of oneness: We are one with God, the
Holy Spirit, and the Sonship. The word “reminding” is important because it is a crucial
description of the Holy Spirit’s function. He does not do things on our behalf, nor tell us
things. His Presence is the simple reminder of the truth. Recall this already familiar
passage:
The Voice of the Holy Spirit does not command, because It is incapable of
arrogance. It does not demand, because It does not seek control. It does not
overcome, because It does not attack. It merely reminds. It is compelling only
because of what It reminds you of It brings to your mind the other way, remaining
quiet even in the midst of the turmoil you may make (T-5.II.7: 1-6).
It remains for us to accept His remembrance. Such is the purpose of these
lessons, to speed along acceptance of “the other way.”
(8:3) Listen for His assurance every time you speak the words He offers you
today, and let Him tell your mind that they are true.
He cannot tell our minds these words are true – our reality is spirit and not the
body – unless we let Him. The responsibility is never on Jesus’ shoulders or the Holy
Spirit’s, but our own. The bottom line in A Course in Miracles – and this cannot be
emphasized enough – is not what They will do for us, but our choosing against the ego
so that Their love is free to permeate every aspect of our lives.
(8:4) Use them against temptation, and escape its sorry consequences if
you yield to the belief that you are something else.
Again, Jesus is saying these lessons have no relevance unless you apply them to
specific instances when you are upset, anxious, or in any way disquieted. Before you
reach for the form of magic that will allay your disquiet, ask Jesus to help you. He will
never tell you not to use the magic, but his point is that he cannot help you awaken from
your dream of pain unless you ask him.
Therefore, whenever you are tempted to use some form of specialness as a way
of alleviating your anxiety or guilt, think first of the lesson and say to Jesus: “Please help
me look at my upset differently.” Without your fear, instead of reaching for the hand of
specialness, you would reach for his hand instead. Even when you drop it, at least you
will know that is what you have done. The little willingness to be honest with yourself is
all he requires that you be his student and learn his lessons.
(8:5-6) The Holy Spirit gives you peace today. Receive His words, and offer
them to Him.
We return to our motivation for learning A Course in Miracles—the Holy Spirit’s
peace:
Forget not that the motivation for this course is the attainment and the
keeping of the state of peace. Given this state the mind is quiet, and the condition
in which God is remembered is attained (T-24.in.1:1-2).
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Once we forgive and accept His peace – “the condition in which God is
remembered” – it becomes our own, allowing the memory of our Self to dawn upon our
minds. Thus is the Holy Spirit’s gift returned to Him, and through Him to the Sonship.
* For a full discussion of A Course in Miracles’ view of time, the interested reader may
consult my A Vast Illusion: Time According to A COURSE IN MIRACLES.
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I will accept my part in God’s plan for salvation.
In my introductory comments to Lesson 91, I said that the next twenty lessons
directly or indirectly contrasted Self with self. The past seven have emphasized this
distinction, and urged us to choose spirit as our identity instead of the body. These next
two lessons introduce a subsidiary theme – our special function of forgiveness. This is
the bridge enabling us to shift from our identity as an ego self to the glorious Self of
Christ.
(1:1) Today is a day of special dedication.
As students work with A Course in Miracles, it is important they understand Jesus
does not always reserve the word special for the ego. Students sometimes avoid the
word as they would the plague, because of its connotations of scarcity, guilt, and
murder. However, there are many places where Jesus uses special in a positive way, by
way of telling us that it is not the word itself that is terrible, but its underlying thought
system; the content, not the form. Thus today is special because of its place in the
curriculum that will help us undo our belief in specialness and remember Who we are as
God’s Son.
(1:2-3) We take a stand on but one side today. We side with truth and let
illusions go.
This is difficult because our choice for truth instead of illusion is a choice against
our self. We therefore need a bridge to ease our fear. This bridge is our function of
forgiveness – our part in God’s plan for salvation.
(1:4-6) We will not vacillate between the two, but take a firm position with
the One. We dedicate ourselves to truth today, and to salvation as God planned it
be. We will not argue it is something else.
In other words, we will not argue that salvation is specialness; that it is what we
think it is, rather than accepting what it really is – undoing guilt through forgiveness.
Jesus thus urges us to make the one choice that will make us happy.
(1:7-8) We will not seek for it where it is not. In gladness we accept it as it is,
and take the part assigned to us by God.
That part has nothing to do with behavior, nor with being God’s holy messenger
who speaks His words, literally. The part “assigned to us” is forgiveness, an activity
solely of the mind, since the dream leaves not its source. Thus salvation is in the mind,
and cannot be found where it is not; i.e., in the world or body.
(2:1) How happy to be certain!
In order for us to be happy we must realize what we thought we were certain
about was wrong: “Do you prefer that you be right or happy?” (T-29.VII.1:9). To be
happy means to be truly certain, identifying with the certainty of the Holy Spirit, not the
ego’s arrogance in believing it is right.
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(2:2-3) All our doubts we lay aside today, and take our stand with certainty
of purpose, and with thanks that doubt is gone and surety has come. We have a
mighty purpose to fulfill, and have been given everything we need with which to
reach the goal.
Our “mighty purpose” is to forgive, and “everything we need...to reach the goal” is
the classroom of hate we made – the ancient script of specialness – which is still present
to us as a classroom of forgiveness, with a new teacher. The presence of Jesus in our
minds guarantees that when we choose, we will learn the lessons his classroom offers.
Please note that Jesus does not send us lessons, nor is he the author of our script. He is
its correction, without whom forgiving our specialness is impossible. This is not
something we can do on our own.
That is why it is so important to pay careful attention to our world – personal and
collective – for these are our classrooms. Remember, paying attention means
recognizing the world is a miserable and painful place. Since it is not our home, and
happiness is found only when we are home with God, not being with Him, by definition,
means we will not be happy. Recognizing our unhappiness impels us to cry out for help:
There must be another way and another teacher within our minds who can utilize this
classroom not to punish or imprison, but to release.
To summarize, when Jesus says we have “everything we need” to reach the goal
of truth, he is speaking of the classroom of our lives along with its teacher of forgiveness.
(2:4-6) Not one mistake stands in our way. For we have been absolved from
errors. All our sins are washed away by realizing they were but mistakes.
Yet we cannot realize our sins were mistakes until we first recognize we have
called them sins, established by our guilt. Only by understanding that guilt follows the
use of everyone and everything as a substitute for the Love of God will we be motivated
to ask for help in seeing our sin as merely the end product of a mistaken thought, which
we can change with Jesus’ help.
Jesus now turns to our guiltlessness: the state opposite to sin. He refers to those
who have chosen the holy instant as their reality within the dream, and so are in the real
world:
(3:1) The guiltless have no fear, for they are safe and recognize their safety.
The reason the guilty have fear is that guilt demands punishment, and therefore
we will always fear the punishment we believe is forthcoming. However, if there is no
guilt there can be no projection, which means we will no longer believe the sinner is
outside, poised to attack us. Therefore, there is no fear and we are free to recognize our
safety.
(3:2-5) They do not appeal to magic, nor invent escapes from fancied
threats without reality. They rest in quiet certainty that they will do what it is given
them to do. They do not doubt their own ability because they know their function
will be filled completely in the perfect time and place. They took the stand which
we will take today [i.e., “I will accept my part in God’s plan for salvation.”], that we may
share their certainty and thus increase it by accepting it ourselves.
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Those who are guiltless have accepted the Atonement for themselves, and have
no need to seek substitutes for the Love of God, for they realize they are that Love.
Jesus uses magic here to denote our special substitutes. The quiet certainty of the
guiltless embraces the loving thoughts in the mind of the Sonship, the strength of which
is always present in our minds – regardless of the symbol with which we choose to
identify it – awaiting our decision to embrace it. The decision to accept that loving
presence and its fruits of forgiveness comes only when we let go of the investment in
being right and special.
(4) They will be with us; all who took the stand we take today will gladly
offer us all that they learned and every gain they made. Those still uncertain, too,
will join with us, and, borrowing our certainty, will make it stronger still. While
those as yet unborn will hear the call we heard, and answer it when they have
come to make their choice again. We do not choose but for ourselves today.
This reflects the important theme of the Sonship’s unity, found not only in Heaven,
as Christ, but in the fragmented world of billions and billions of separate parts. This
crucial idea can never be understood from our point of view – individuality, separation,
and differences. From this perspective, my being saved does not mean you are saved,
or your being damned that I am damned. The truth, however, is that as one Son, we are
saved and damned together. Therefore, what I see in you can only be what I see in
myself If I seek to crucify you to escape my guilt, I am crucified as well. “It can be but
myself I crucify,” a later lesson tells us (W-pI.196). On the other hand, if I see you as
absolved from sin because you are not responsible for my loss of peace, I am absolving
myself as well. Keep in mind that this unity transcends the seeming limitations of time
and space. Thus this oneness extends throughout what we consider to be the history of
the cosmos – a history that spans many billions of years, and an almost infinite number
of miles.
This paragraph, incidentally, is one of many passages in A Course in Miracles
that strongly suggest reincarnation. Jesus specifically addresses this subject in the
manual for teachers (M-24), where he states that belief in it is irrelevant to one’s learning
his curriculum of forgiveness:
It is certain, however, that the way to salvation can be found by those who
believe in reincarnation and by those who do not. The idea cannot, therefore, be
regarded as essential to the curriculum.... For our purposes, it would not be
helpful to take any definite stand on reincarnation (M-24.2:5-6; 3:1).
Jesus’ statement makes perfect sense when one considers that a single or many
bodily lives make no difference – an illusion remains an illusion: “There is no life outside
of Heaven” (T-23.11.19:1). Salvation can be accepted in the only part of time that
reflects reality: the holy instant.
(5) Is it not worth five minutes of your time each hour to be able to accept
the happiness that God has given you? Is it not worth five minutes hourly to
recognize your special function here? Is not five minutes but a small request to
make in terms of gaining a reward so great it has no measure? You have made a
thousand losing bargains at the least.
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This is what Jesus asks us on almost every page of A Course in Miracles (see,
e.g., T-20.VII.1:7-8): “I am asking you to give up so little, and in exchange I am offering
you so much. Why don’t you do it?” It is not because we are stupid; insane perhaps, but
not stupid. We realize that if we give Jesus five minutes out of the hour, next time he is
going to want ten, and then fifteen; and before you know it, he is going to demand the
hour’s full sixty minutes. We then protest: “What about me? What about my personal
needs and self? Don’t I count for anything?” And Jesus gently shakes his head and
says: “No, you do not, because your individuality is an illusion.” He does not demand we
give it up, however, but he does ask us to look at the fact that the reason we cherish our
individual identity so much is so we will not even give him five minutes an hour. This is
not meant to be guilt inducing, to be sure, but a simple acknowledgment of our fear of
love and truth, holding on to specialness instead. Learning about this fear is useful
information as we seek to fulfill our special function. Incidentally, this term reflects the
important section “The Special Function” (T-25.VI), which describes our function not in
terms of form or behavior, but the change of mind brought about by our decision to
forgive.
The idea of “a thousand losing bargains” is expressed throughout A Course in
Miracles in discussions of special relationships. Jesus says to us: “Look honestly at the
losing bargains you have made, all the times your specialness has failed you, despite
your certainty that this time it would be different. Does not that tell you you should ‘resign
now as your own teacher’ (T-12.V.8:3) and let me teach you instead?” If we look
honestly at the terrible mistakes we have made in our lives, we would discover this
underlying thought: “I can make a bargain with God and win. I can make a bargain with
this person and win.” Jesus gently reminds us this is not the truth. If one wins and
another loses, the essence of any bargain, both lose. The oneness of the Sonship can
never be compromised.
(6:1) Here is an offer guaranteeing you your full release from pain of every
kind, and joy the world does not contain.
The problem is that we all respond: Who would I be without my pain, without the
joys of specialness that is directed at an object, substance, or person? Where would I be
if I did not have my daily fix, whatever its form? The problem is that we would gladly hold
on to these forms because, as Jesus tells us in the text, we do not know the difference
between pain and joy (T-7.X). We think the world gives us joy, but in fact it offers pain;
and what truly gives us joy – accepting the Atonement – the ego tells us is painful.
(6:2-5) You can exchange a little of your time for peace of mind and
certainty of purpose, with the promise of complete success. And since time has
no meaning, you are being asked for nothing in return for everything. Here is a
bargain that you cannot lose. And what you gain is limitless indeed!
Students may believe these are Jesus’ words, yet there is a part of them that
does not believe him. Therefore, allow yourself to experience Jesus telling you this, and
listen as you say – it is important that you let yourself hear your words – “I do not believe
you. I am not willing to let go of my specialness – my grievances, my addictions, my self
– because there is a part of me that does not believe I will be better off taking your hand
and accepting what you say.”
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Though students say these words to Jesus, they are usually unaware of having
said them, let alone having such thoughts. However, if you hear yourself say these
words, and understand the fear that caused them, there will be no guilt, which thrives on
being hidden. Guilt prevents awareness through repression, and then protects itself
through projection, which is when you inflict suffering on another or yourself. As you read
these words – for example: “You can exchange a little of your time for peace of mind and
certainty of purpose, with the promise of complete success” – hear your little voice say to
Jesus: “Is that right! I do not trust your promise that I will be happy without my
specialness.” This thought of resistance is the ultimate source of all pain.
Again, you need, in all honesty, to let yourself be free enough to say to him: “I do
not believe you.” If you can speak thus, there will be no guilt, and the day when you can
truly accept his words will be speeded along, as you happily greet this passage from the
text:
Here [in the world] does the Son of God ask not too much, but far too little.
He would sacrifice his own identity with everything, to find a little treasure of his
own. And this he cannot do without a sense of isolation, loss and loneliness. This
is the treasure he has sought to find. And he could only be afraid of it. Is fear a
treasure? Can uncertainty be what you want? Or is it a mistake about your will,
and what you really are? (T-26.VII.11:7-14)
(7:1) Each hour today give Him your tiny gift of but five minutes.
That is all Jesus asks. He is not asking for the full hour. Indeed, if all you gave
him were three minutes, it would be enough. Try to be aware of resisting the thought of
him every hour, and do not buy a wrist alarm watch to remind you. Such good intentions
miss the point. Jesus wants you to want to think of him, and to forgive yourself for not
doing so. If you have such a watch, for example, you are merely exchanging form for
content, and will never learn the lesson of forgiveness. The idea is not that you spend
five minutes each hour thinking of God, as if there were some magical or salvific value in
these thoughts. Rather, it is that you learn to forgive yourself for not wanting to think of
him. Recall our discussion of this idea from Lesson 95.
(7:2-6) He will give the words you use in practicing today’s idea the deep
conviction and the certainty you lack. His words will join with yours, and make
each repetition of today’s idea a total dedication, made in faith as perfect and as
sure as His in you. His confidence in you will bring the light to all the words you
say, and you will go beyond their sound to what they really mean. Today you
practice with Him, as you say:
I will accept my part in God’s plan for salvation.
We see Jesus once again asking for our little willingness, as he knows we lack
the certainty it is the function of the Holy Spirit to provide. The willingness to remember
our practice periods strengthens our fear-weakened certainty. Furthermore, as our
conviction strengthens and resolve to forgive grows – our part in God’s plan – we are
able increasingly to move beyond the form of the words – “go beyond their sound” – to
their content – “what they really mean.” Thus we reach more deeply into the mind, where
the ego has kept the truth from our remembrance.
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(8) In each five minutes that you spend with Him, He will accept your words
and give them back to you all bright with faith and confidence so strong and
steady they will light the world with hope and gladness. Do not lose one chance to
be the glad receiver of His gifts, that you may give them to the world today.
This is similar to what we saw at the end of Lesson 97. When we choose to
accept Jesus’ words and release our egos, we receive greater gifts than we would have
thought possible. They are gifts that are not for us alone, but for the entire Sonship,
without exception. Because of the rich treasures such gifts offer, we are urged by our
teacher to practice as faithfully as we can.
(9:1) Give Him the words, and He will do the rest.
In the text, Jesus tells us our responsibility is to choose the miracle, and not be
concerned with any of its effects. To revisit that important passage:
Concern yourself not with the extension of holiness, for the nature of
miracles you do not understand. Nor do you do them. It is their extension, far
beyond the limits you perceive, that demonstrates you do not do them. Why
should you worry how the miracle extends to all the Sonship when you do not
understand the miracle itself? (T-16.11.1:3-6)
Our responsibility is to let go of the barriers to our forgiveness, not to extend it. If
we believe our function is to extend forgiveness, we allow the ego to get in the way
again and guide us to believe it is our function to forgive another and preach this holy
gospel to the world. Once we say it is our function in the sense of behavior or form, we
are adopting the ego’s point of view.
The right-minded function of the split mind is to let go of the ego, and that is all.
By identifying with the love of Jesus in our minds we have fulfilled our one responsibility.
This allows his love to extend throughout the Sonship because that love is already in the
Sonship. In fact, that love is the Sonship. Hence, all we need do is release the problem
of our believing we are separated from love. That is salvation’s simplicity (T-31.I).
(9:2-4) He will enable you to understand your special function. He will open
up the way to happiness, and peace and trust will be His gifts; His answer to your
words. He will respond with all His faith and joy and certainty that what you say is
true.
Jesus is continually reminding us of the happy effects of having chosen the Holy
Spirit as our Teacher. Our little willingness, expressing the decision to be happy rather
than right, ensures we will indeed be happy. The words of acceptance of our part in
God’s plan for salvation – however ambivalent that acceptance may be – is all that is
needed for our Teacher to reinforce our desire for happiness and peace and make them
our own. Thus we come to understand the importance to us of our special function.
(9:5-6) And you will have conviction then of Him Who knows the function
that you have on earth as well as Heaven. He will be with you each practice period
you share with Him, exchanging every instant of the time you offer Him for
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timelessness and peace.
In the next lesson we will see more specifically the Holy Spirit’s function as a
“bridge.” In this passage He is described as knowing that our function here is to forgive,
and in Heaven to create. This is not meant to be taken literally, but to remind us that as
long as we believe we are in this dream, our function is forgiveness, accomplished
through asking the Holy Spirit for help.
At the same time we ask His help to forgive, we allow ourselves to be in contact
with His thought that contains the memory of Who we are as Christ; the thought that
serves as the bridge that awakens us from the dream, as it reminds us there is a reality
beyond the dream – the reality of our Self.
(10) Throughout the hour, let your time be spent in happy preparation for
the next five minutes you will spend again with Him. Repeat today’s idea while you
wait for the glad time to come to you again. Repeat it often, and do not forget each
time you do so, you have let your mind be readied for the happy time to come.
Jesus does not want us to underestimate the effect of even one five-minute
period we give to him. Like money in the bank, it will grow, with each period building a
strong foundation on which the next five minutes rest, and the ones to follow resting on
what preceded them. This is similar to the passage in the text where Jesus describes the
process of Atonement as a strong chain that is welded (T-1.III.9:2). In this case the
welded chain is our personal journey that is strengthened with each and every practice
period.
(11:1) And when the hour goes and He is there once more to spend a little
time with you, be thankful and lay down all earthly tasks, all little thoughts and
limited ideas, and spend a happy time again with Him.
Jesus speaks here in the context of the workbook, which provides structured
exercises that help us take a little time throughout the day in which we divert our
attention from the world – our earthly tasks and limited thoughts and ideas – and think
only of God. Needless to say, exclusive attention to the mundane reflects our decision
maker’s choice to identify with the ego’s limited littleness, instead of the happy and
limitless ideas of the Holy Spirit. Yet these exercises will eventually lead to our going
through the day paying attention to earthly tasks, at the same time remembering there is
a love beyond the dream. Thus we are able to retain contact with that love at the same
time our bodies go about their busy activities. The ultimate goal of our study and practice
is that these teachings and lessons become so integrated that our day expresses our
being the bridge between earth and Heaven. Such is the vision – retaining that quiet
center within, all the while being active in the everyday world – that closes “I Need Do
Nothing”:
Yet there will always be this place of rest to which you can return. And you
will be more aware of this quiet center of the storm than all its raging activity. This
quiet center, in which you do nothing, will remain with you, giving you rest in the
midst of every busy doing on which you are sent. For from this center will you be
directed how to use the body sinlessly (T-1 8.VII.8: 1-4).
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Until we are able to identify with that quiet center of love, however, it is important
we take specific time out of each hour – or whatever the lesson asks of us – to think of
the Holy Spirit. We need to be aware of our mind’s wrong-minded, right-minded split, not
just the ego portion of the mind. There is a part of us that indeed gets caught up with
specialness, but there is also a part that can be quiet and still.
(11:2) Tell Him once more that you accept the part that He would have you
take and help you fill, and He will make you sure you want this choice, which He
has made with you and you with Him.
This is not a choice the Holy Spirit makes for us, nor is it one we make on our
own. It is a choice we make with Him. Therefore, we need to remember that what gives
our daily lives meaning is not the fulfillment of our specialness needs, nor the destruction
of our enemies; the meaning lies in seeing all things – “good” and “bad” – as classrooms
in which we learn from our new Teacher how to forgive. The more we learn, the greater
the joy that inevitably comes when we let go of our guilt. That is what reinforces our
“little” efforts.
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thought system that underlies it.
(7:5-6) Forgive yourself the thought He wanted this for you. Then let the
Thought with which He has replaced all your mistakes enter the darkened places
of your mind that thought the thoughts that never were His Will.
The responsibility is placed on us. We are the ones who have to choose the
Atonement, the Thought of the Holy Spirit, and see it as the replacement for the ego’s
darkened thoughts. To effect that replacement we must fulfill our function of forgiveness:
bringing the darkness to the light. Two passages from the text amplify this teaching of
allowing the Holy Spirit’s light and love to enter the darkened places of our minds, from
which we had excluded Him. Thus does His light come streaming through to heal all pain
the ego’s darkness caused:
The Holy Spirit’s function is entirely communication. He therefore must
remove whatever interferes with communication in order to restore it. Therefore,
keep no source of interference from His sight, for He will not attack your sentinels.
But bring them to Him and let His gentleness teach you that, in the light, they are
not fearful, and cannot serve to guard the dark doors behind which nothing at all
is carefully concealed. We must open all doors and let the light come streaming
through (T-14.VI.8:1-5).
The Holy Spirit asks of you but this; bring to Him every secret you have
locked away from Him. Open every door to Him, and bid Him enter the darkness
and lighten it away. At your request He enters gladly. He brings the light to
darkness if you make the darkness open to Him.... Bring, therefore, all your dark
and secret thoughts to Him, and look upon them with Him. He holds the light, and
you the darkness. They cannot coexist when both of You together look on them
(T-14.VII.6: 1-4,8-10).
Once again, bringing our dark thoughts of judgment to the Holy Spirit’s light of
forgiveness is the core of our curriculum, the purpose of A Course in Miracles.
(8:1-2) This part belongs to God, as does the rest. It does not think its
solitary thoughts, and make them real by hiding them from Him.
Our right mind holds the correction thought; our wrong mind holds all other
thoughts. It is these thoughts – of specialness and hate – we have to bring to the Holy
Spirit, the reflection of our Creator’s Love.
(8:3-9:1) Let in the light, and you will look upon no obstacle to what He wills
for you. Open your secrets to His kindly light, and see how bright this light still
shines in you.
Practice His Thought today, and let His light seek out and lighten up all
darkened spots, and shine through them to join them to the rest.
This is another statement of the forgiveness process, echoing the above
passages from the text. With openness and honesty we look with Jesus at our ego
thoughts, without shame or guilt, thus non-judgmentally bringing the darkness of our
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specialness to the light of his gentle undoing. We have repeatedly seen that Jesus
cannot shine away our illusions unless we ask his help. And we certainly cannot shine
them away without him. Thus is forgiveness a collaborative venture; not an occurrence
between two special partners, but between us and Jesus. We recall again his words that
echo our mutual dependence:
I need you as much as you need me (T-8.V.6:10).
(9:2-4) It is God’s Will your mind be one with His. It is God’s Will that He has
but one Son. It is God’s Will that His one Son is you.
This theme of oneness is recurrent, for the bedrock of Jesus’ teaching is the
Oneness of Heaven, and its reflection on earth that returns us to the unified state we
never left.
(9:5-8) Think of these things in practicing today, and start the lesson that we
learn today with this instruction in the way of truth:
Salvation is my only function here.
Salvation and forgiveness are the same.
Then turn to Him Who shares your function here, and let Him teach you
what you need to learn to lay all fear aside, and know your Self as Love which has
no opposite in you.
Thus we affirm our willingness to learn the lessons from our new Teacher, hoping
to reinforce what He would have us learn. Our recognition that identifying with the ego
self has brought us only fear and unhappiness is what motivates us to continue our
happy journey with Him Who will bring us to our Self.
(10:1-3) Forgive all thoughts which would oppose the truth of your
completion, unity and peace. You cannot lose the gifts your Father gave. You do
not want to be another self.
It is important to acknowledge that there is a part of us that wants to be this other
self. We need to let this go if we are to remember we are one with God. Without looking
at this resistance to the truth, there is no hope of minimizing it sufficiently to enable
truth’s reflection to occupy more and more of our minds, allowing the darkness of our
separation to be replaced by the light of unity. Thus we learn that the gift we thought we
had lost was held for us in safekeeping through its Memory; thus we learn we are
forgiven for the sin of stealing that we never committed. This reassurance finds lovely
expression in the following excerpts from Helen’s poem, “Heaven’s Gift”:
No one can rob infinity.
No one can take away from everything.
Its very wholeness is a guarantee
It is complete forever.
No one can lessen love. It is itself
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The Great Restorer. It can but return
All that is taken to itself. It knows
No loss, no limit and no lessening.
(The Gifts of God, p. 80)
(10:4-7) You have no function that is not of God. Forgive yourself the one
you think you made. Forgiveness and salvation are the same. Forgive what you
have made and you are saved.
It is the darkness born of our belief we usurped God’s function of creating that
established the need for our earthly function of forgiveness. By forgiving what we never
did, we erase the veil that interfered with our remembering that our function in Heaven is
one with our Creator’s, and can never be separate from it. Thus are we saved by the
Atonement from what never was, for forgiveness undoes illusion. Incidentally, the final
sentence echoes the one in Lesson 93: “You think you are destroyed, but you are
saved” (4:4). The problem is we do not believe it. The culmination of “sin” is the making
of our self, with which we identity, and so we do not believe that by letting go of this
special self we will be saved. This is what we have to learn, and these exercises are part
of Jesus’ plan of undoing the false beliefs about ourselves (and others), so they may be
replaced by truth.
(11) There is a special message for today which has the power to remove all
forms of doubt and fear forever from your mind. If you are tempted to believe them
true, remember that appearances can not withstand the truth these mighty words
contain:
Salvation is my only function here.
God still is Love, and this is not His Will.
Jesus is again asking us to use these thoughts whenever we are tempted to
believe they are not true. The light cannot shine away our ego’s darkness unless we
bring the darkness to it. The vigilance asked by these exercises facilitates the process of
healing—our only function here.
(12) Your only function tells you you are one. Remind yourself of this
between the times you give five minutes to be shared with Him Who shares God’s
plan with you. Remind yourself:
Salvation is my only function here
Thus do you lay forgiveness on your mind and let all fear be gently laid
aside, that love may find its rightful place in you and show you that you are the
Son of God.
This final paragraph summarizes the lesson’s form and content. Diligence in
applying the lesson’s special message to all distressing situations in our day – the form –
reflects the mind’s decision to “let all fear be gently laid aside” – the content – as
forgiveness replaces it with the love that gently brings us Home to our Self: God’s one
Son.
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My part is essential to God’s plan for salvation.
These next six lessons, 100 through 105, teach that God’s Will for us is
happiness, peace, and joy, not suffering. This is the obvious correction for the commonly
held belief, not just in religious circles, that the Will of God (or of nature) is that we suffer
and sacrifice, and happiness cannot be found without it.
(1:1) Just as God’s Son completes his Father, so your part in it completes
your Father’s plan.
This does not mean that until I forgive, everyone suffers. It means that the instant
I let my mind be healed of the belief in separation – the acceptance of the Atonement for
myself (“your Father’s plan”) – the Sonship as a whole is healed, since it is one.
(1:2) Salvation must reverse the mad belief in separate thoughts and
separate bodies, which lead separate lives and go their separate ways.
Jesus is speaking here of undoing the entire thought system of separation, in all
its myriad number of shapes and sizes. Despite their differences in form, all thoughts
and bodies share one salient characteristic: they are equally illusory. Nowhere is this
better expressed than in this passage on the senseless substitutions of specialness with
which we so fervently identify and believe to be reality:
Your little, senseless substitutions, touched with insanity and swirling lightly
off on a mad course like feathers dancing insanely in the wind, have no
substance. They fuse and merge and separate, in shifting and totally meaningless
patterns that need not be judged at all. To judge them individually is pointless.
Their tiny differences in form are no real differences at all. None of them matters.
That they have in common and nothing else. Yet what else is necessary to make
them all the same? (T-18.I.7:6-12)
By seeing our illusory relationships for what they are, recognizing their
fundamental sameness, we are gently “directed up the ladder separation led [us] down”
(T-28.III.1:2). As another passage states:
The Holy Spirit takes you gently by the hand, and retraces with you your
mad journey outside yourself, leading you gently back to the truth and safety
within. He brings all your insane projections and the wild substitutions that you
have placed outside you to the truth. Thus He reverses the course of insanity and
restores you to reason (T-1818:3-5).
The next line amplifies this process of reversal:
(1:3) One function shared by separate mind unites them in one purpose, for
each one of them is equally essential to them all.
What enables us to ascend the ladder separation led us down is seeing the one
purpose uniting us here. Thus is the truth of the oneness of God’s Son reflected within
the separated world of illusion. Asking Jesus’ help that we may see through his eyes
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allows us to overlook – look beyond – the superficial distinctions that would separate us
from the purpose that makes us one.
(2:1-4) God’s Will for you is perfect happiness. Why should you choose to
go against His Will? The part that He has saved for you to take in working out His
plan is given you that you might be restored to what He wills. This part is as
essential to His plan as to your happiness.
We all know the answer to the question in the second sentence. If we are to be
truly happy, we will have no problems – no past, specialness, or grievances. Without
them we will not know who we are. As a result, we gladly sacrifice our true happiness so
we can keep our little self intact. That explains why, as we go though each day, we are
not always happy. Unhappiness is a decision that says we prefer to be unhappy and
remain here, rather than happy and disappear into the Heart of God. We thus steadfastly
resist fulfilling our part of forgiving our special relationships. The ego tells us if we retain
our grievances we shall retain our separate identity, thus fulfilling its will instead of
God’s. We therefore remain right, but certainly not happy!
(2:5-6) Your joy must be complete to let His plan be understood by those to
whom He sends you. They will see their function in your shining face, and hear
God calling to them in your happy laugh.
Recall that the language of A Course in Miracles is that God or the Holy Spirit
“sends” us to people. In truth, They send us nowhere, because there is no one to be
sent to. Jesus, therefore, uses terms metaphorically in order to communicate with us at
the level of our own experience. Christianity has used this language for centuries,
although the terms were meant literally. The gospels explicitly state, and are meant to be
taken literally, that God sends people to each other, and Jesus specifically exhorts his
disciples to go out and teach the unbelievers (e.g., Matthew 28:19). In his course, Jesus
uses identical language, but with a meaning decisively different from the traditional
Christian one. Our lives are scripts that we – the decision makers in our minds – have
written. The Holy Spirit provides His answer of forgiveness for every problem of guilt and
attack we have made. Thus it is, once we have chosen to experience relationships
through His eyes rather than our own, that every person we meet is “sent” to us,
because every person offers us yet another opportunity to forgive. Every encounter
therefore becomes a holy one, for in each is found Jesus’ gentle reminder that because
he is always with us, God’s one Son is as well:
When you meet anyone, remember it is a holy encounter. As you see him
you will see yourself. As you treat him you will treat yourself. As you think of him
you will think of yourself. Never forget this, for in him you will find yourself or lose
yourself. Whenever two Sons of God meet, they are given another chance at
salvation. Do not leave anyone without giving salvation to him and receiving it
yourself. For I am always there with you, in remembrance of you (T-8.III.4).
Through learning this joyful lesson, we join in Jesus’ “happy laugh”: the gentle
laughter that arises from the mind’s joy that says our sins have been forgiven. That is the
only true joy possible within our earthly dreams of pain and suffering. Needless to say,
Jesus is not referring to a physical laugh, although the thought of laughter can be
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reflected in a joyful and happy face.
(3:1-2) You are indeed essential to God’s plan. Without your joy, His joy is
incomplete.
It is impossible that God’s joy be incomplete. We are again in the land of
metaphor, symbolizing the love and joy of Heaven, conveyed in forms we can accept
and understand. Do not let the language of duality compromise the non-duality of God’s
perfect truth: The Oneness and Wholeness of God can never be rendered separated
and incomplete.
(3:3-4) Without your smile, the world cannot be saved. While you are sad,
the light that God Himself appointed as the means to save the world is dim and
lusterless, and no one laughs because all laughter can but echo yours.
Laughter here has to do with undoing the misery of believing you are separate
from God, and therefore deserve to be punished. Jesus is describing the joy of knowing
you have been forgiven. No matter what you believe you have done to others, yourself,
or God, it has had no effect on reality. The source of guilt is the belief that our “sin” has
affected reality. All sadness comes from believing this illusion; all joy from accepting its
unreality. Moreover, this passage highlights for us again the all-inclusive nature of
salvation: one Son is all Sons; one smile is all smiles; one light is all lights – the truth of
Oneness is absolute and universal.
(4) You are indeed essential to God’s plan. Just as your light increases
every light that shines in Heaven, so your joy on earth calls to all minds to let their
sorrows go, and take their place beside you in God’s plan. God’s messengers are
joyous, and their joy heals sorrow and despair. They are the proof that God wills
perfect happiness for all who will accept their Father’s gifts as theirs.
The theme of oneness returns, and never too often, for we need constant
reminders to help us unlearn our strongly held belief in the reality of separation and
separate interests. Acceptance of these reminders is the source of our joy: we were
wrong and Jesus right. Moreover, our acceptance is everyone’s, even if that choice
remains unconscious. Thus we become God’s joyful messengers, calling all minds to
remember there is another choice. Our call is not by words, but the peace, joy, and
happiness that extends from our minds to all minds. Our example teaches that the
Atonement is true, and the ego’s myth of sin, guilt, and fear a lie:
God is not angry; His Love remains unchanged throughout eternity.
(5:1-2) We will not let ourselves be sad today. For if we do, we fail to take
the part that is essential to God’s plan, as well as to our vision.
This does not mean you should put on a happy face, nor that you should stop
yourself from feeling sad. However, when you do feel sad, know it comes from your
mind’s thought of sadness, born of having chosen the ego over God. Then ask Jesus for
help to change your mind so that you may take your part in God’s plan to save His Son
from suffering and pain. His appeal to us is constant; recall this example from near the
end of the text:
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Choose once again if you would take your place among the saviors of the
world, or would remain in hell, and hold your brothers there (T-31.VIII.1:5; italics
omitted).
Our decision to be sad is a decision to hold ourselves and the Sonship apart from
salvation, and in hell. Thus we deny the vision that finds joy in the gentle laughter, which
softly smiles at the thought that God’s Son could ever be sad.
To emphasize this point, Jesus is not saying we should literally smile all day.
Rather, he is teaching us to be mindful of the sadness that comes when we do not smile.
In such manner we become free to ask the Thought of happiness in our minds for help.
(5:3-5) Sadness is the sign that you would play another part, instead of what
has been assigned to you by God. Thus do you fail to show the world how great
the happiness He wills for you. And so you do not recognize that it is yours.
The ego’s part is to prove God wrong. The Holy Spirit’s part is to prove Him right.
Sadness demonstrates our ego has won; happiness that it has lost. By denying our
brothers the fruits of our happiness, we deny the same fruits for ourselves.
(6:1-2) Today we will attempt to understand joy is our function here. If you
are sad, your part is unfulfilled, and all the world is thus deprived of joy, along
with you.
If you identify your part with forgiveness, when you are sad you know it is
because you hold onto a grievance, believing it is salvation. You are thereby, again,
telling Jesus that he is wrong and you are right. A paraphrase of Lesson 5 applies here: I
am never sad for the reason I think. My sadness never comes from circumstances
beyond me – whether in my body or another’s – but from my mind’s decision to attack
instead of forgive, to follow the ego instead of the Holy Spirit. That is why salvation is
simple. As we have already seen: one problem, one solution.
(6:3-5) God asks you to be happy, so the world can see how much He loves
His Son, and wills no sorrow rises to abate his joy; no fear besets him to disturb
his peace. You are God’s messenger today. You bring His happiness to all you
look upon; His peace to everyone who looks on you and sees His message in your
happy face.
Over and over Jesus reminds us of these happy thoughts, reflecting his desire for
us to learn his happy lessons of forgiveness. This learning is really unlearning the ego’s
tale of God’s unending wrath and wish for us to suffer for our sins. As we replace the
ego’s nightmare of sorrow and pain with the Holy Spirit’s happy dreams of peace and
joy, our choice echoes round the world the ego had damned, but which is now blessed
through our happy face. By accepting God’s happy message for ourselves, we become
His messenger to the world of sorrow.
(7) We will prepare ourselves for this today, in our five-minute practice
periods, by feeling happiness arise in us according to our Father’s Will and ours.
Begin the exercises with the thought today’s idea contains. Then realize your part
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is to be happy. Only this is asked of you or anyone who wants to take his place
among God’s messengers. Think what this means. You have indeed been wrong
in your belief that sacrifice is asked. You but receive according to God’s plan, and
never lose or sacrifice or die.
This theme will be reiterated in the lessons to come: The ego teaches us that
sacrifice is asked of us by a God Who says we can be happy only through striking a deal
with Him that results in our pain, suffering, and loss. In our everyday lives, this
ontological bargain emerges in the shadowy fragment that says I cannot be happy
unless I give you something that you want, because if I do not, you are not going to give
me what I want. For the ego, therefore, sacrifice is the means of finding happiness
through the special relationship’s principle of giving to get. Salvation, however, teaches
that giving and receiving are the same, the process of love in which no one loses and
everyone gains. We shall return to this happy theme in later lessons.
(8:1-3) Now let us try to find that joy that proves to us and all the world
God’s Will for us. It is your function that you find it here, and that you find it now.
For this you came.
The ego had us come into this world to prove we are right, and that we are
innocent victims of a sin that is not our own. Yet in asking Jesus for help, we realize
there is another purpose for being here: to learn the lesson we are not victims, and
neither is anyone else. Thus Jesus would have us seek for what we truly wish to find: the
joy that comes from setting aside our belief in separate interests; the joy that comes from
forgiveness.
(8:4-5) Let this one be the day that you succeed! Look deep within you,
undismayed by all the little thoughts and foolish goals you pass as you ascend to
meet the Christ in you.
Jesus has you coming and going. On the one hand he is asking you to look down
into your mind; on the other hand, he is asking you to ascend to the Christ in you. This
illustrates how Jesus does not care about the forms of his symbols, for their content
alone is what matters. His emphasis here is on looking deep within you – with honesty –
at what your ego is doing, and as the mists of guilt fade from your mind, the memory of
your Identity as Christ ascends in your awareness.
(9:1-3) He will be there. And you can reach Him now. What could you rather
look upon in place of Him Who waits that you may look on Him?
Jesus is asking us to weigh our substitutions of specialness against the Love of
Christ. He is not necessarily asking us to choose that Love, but simply to compare the
two gifts: the ego’s specialness that results in suffering, guilt, and pain; with Jesus’ love
that results in happiness, peace, and joy. When seen this clearly, the choice can hardly
be difficult to make, which is why the ego seeks to conceal the simplicity of choice
behind its obscuring clouds of complexity.
(9:4-5) What little thought has power to hold you back? What foolish goal
can keep you from success when He Who calls to you is God Himself?
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The ego’s puny nature is continually juxtaposed in A Course in Miracles with the
mind’s mighty strength to choose to answer God’s call of the Atonement. What power
can illusion have over truth, or fear over love? As Helen’s lovely poem “Bright Stranger”
states, in the context of our attempts to keep Jesus’ love from us:
I tried to shut Him out
With locks and keys that merely fell away
Before His coming. I could not escape
The gentleness with which He looked at me.
(The Gifts of God, p. 43)
The ego’s seeming strength comes from our belief in it, born of the desire to be
separate from our Source. True strength, however, resides in the power of decision.
Once our minds are convinced of the mistaken choice, the ego’s “strength” fades into its
own nothingness as we join with the truth of God Himself. Love’s gentle strength always
prevails over fear’s weakness.
(10) He will be there. You are essential to His plan. You are His messenger
today. And you must find what He would have you give. Do not forget the idea for
today between your hourly practice periods. It is your Self Who calls to you today.
And it is Him you answer, every time you tell yourself you are essential to God’s
plan for the salvation of the world.
God will be there because God has always been there: in Heaven, and as a
memory in our sleeping minds. We left Him in our dream, but now choose to waken and
return, no longer choosing to be an alien to our Self. Forgiveness is the means
appointed for this return, for it undoes the mistake that was never made, returning us to
the Self we never left. Why would we not choose to hear Its Call? Why would we not
choose to remember our Self? Why would we not take our part in God’s plan for
salvation?
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God’s Will for me is perfect happiness.
As I commented before, Lesson 100 began a six-lesson series that discusses
some aspect of God’s Will for us, in which Jesus talks about the undoing of the ego’s
mistakes, the central theme of A Course in Miracles. The ego’s undoing is the way in
which we fulfill our function of forgiveness, thereby remembering Who we are. The
particular aspects of the ego’s thought system addressed by Jesus in this series are sin,
suffering, fear, the ego’s version of giving – i.e., special relationships – and the thought
system of separation itself.
Before we start, let me return to my earlier remarks about A Course in Miracles’
use of language. This is especially important when one considers the workbook, and
even more so when one thinks that studying the Course means practicing the lessons
without paying much attention to the text. Jesus’ use of language for the most part has to
be understood as metaphorical, especially here. We have already noted that when he
speaks of God as lonely or incomplete, he is not speaking literally. In saying that God’s
Will for us is perfect happiness, Jesus speaks the way a parent would to a child: all I
want is that you be happy. The context is that God is a loving Father, which corrects the
ego thought that He is punitive and wants only that we sacrifice and suffer as payment
for our sins. Moreover, God does not have a plan, even though the workbook speaks a
great deal of this. A loving parent, teacher, or friend has plans for us; doctors and
therapists plan for our health, while financial advisers plan for our wealth. These are
common symbols in our world, but in truth God has no plan. If He did, He would be
recognizing a need or problem that does not exist, the exact opposite of the Atonement
principle.
Thus, when you read these words, keep in mind that Jesus is our older brother
speaking to younger siblings who can understand his message of love only in this
metaphoric context: Gods plan or Will for us therefore merely points to His abstract and
non-specific Love.
(1:1-2) Today we will continue with the theme of happiness. This is a key
idea in understanding what salvation means.
We shall see presently how Jesus elaborates on his teaching that salvation
means happiness, telling us about the ego’s version of salvation – suffering and
sacrifice. Again, it is the undoing of the ego’s thought system that allows us to accept the
truth of the Atonement that is already present in our minds, though covered by these ego
thoughts.
(1:3-5) You still believe it asks for suffering as penance for your “sins.” This
is not so. Yet you must think it so while you believe that sin is real, and that God’s
Son can sin.
Recall the important principle that sin and guilt demand punishment, expressed
again in this lesson and these two familiar statements:
Sin calls for punishment as error for correction, and the belief that
punishment is correction is clearly insane (T-19.II.1:6).
For the ego brings sin to fear, demanding punishment. Yet punishment is
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but another form of guilt’s protection, for what is deserving punishment must have
been really done. Punishment is always the great preserver of sin, treating it with
respect and honoring its enormity (T- 1 9.111.2:2-4).
Sin and guilt state I have done something terrible against God, Who is therefore
justified in punishing me. If I believe He is a God of love, His punishment can only be
seen as an extension of His loving Will. Consequently, my Father wants me to suffer so I
will feel better. As Jesus asks, apropos of the crucifixion: “Can you believe our Father
really thinks this way?” (T-3.I.2:8). Underlying this insane thinking is the ego’s need to
make sin real, and then have it appear it is God’s plan that we atone for it through
suffering and sacrifice. In this lesson we find another form in which Jesus corrects that
mistaken thinking.
(2:1-2) If sin is real, then punishment is just and cannot be escaped.
Salvation thus cannot be purchased but through suffering.
The phrase, “If sin is real,” is a recurring motif throughout this lesson, and you will
notice that this passage reflects the ego’s second and third laws of chaos (T-23.II.4-8).
Atonement now comes through satisfying the vengeance of God, which, needless to
say, is the ego’s projection. Wherever there exists a situation where one wins and
another loses, you know the ego’s hand is in it, expressing its thought system of pain,
suffering, and loss.
(2:3) If sin is real, then happiness must be illusion, for they cannot both be
true.
This is another appearance of the all or nothing principle, our Level One: Only
God is real. If pain and sin are real, God is not. If He is equated with happiness, which is
real, there cannot be sin. How can we be happy if we believe we murdered God, stole
His treasure, ran away to escape His wrath, and now spend the rest of our lives hiding
from His certain vengeance? And within the ego’s dream it is certain vengeance,
because we see how all living things die.
(2:4) The sinful warrant only death and pain, and it is this they ask for.
We know we have asked for pain and death because our lives center on avoiding
suffering and forestalling death. We dream thus because it proves that sin is real,
thereby establishing that the thought of separation is real as well. Thus we exist and God
does not, and death and pain become our protectors and friends.
(2:5) For they know it [death and pain] waits for them, and it will seek them
out and find them somewhere, sometime, in some form that evens the account
they owe to God.
This is an explicit statement of the ego’s thought system, revealing why
everyone’s life carries with it some aspect of pain and suffering. Occasionally they are
broken into by periods of what we think are happiness and joy. Yet these are short-lived,
because death is always around the corner. No matter how happy we think our lives
have been, death is the certain end. As long as we believe we are sinful, we believe we
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deserve the punishment of death. Thus we are attracted to sin and guilt – and make no
mistake, we all do the very things that make us guilty – because that proves we exist.
The first three obstacles to peace convincingly express our attraction to the ego’s
thought system of guilt, pain, and death (T-19.IV-A–C). The terror striking at our hearts,
then, is: Who would I be without my guilt and my sin? But our fear of punishment
guarantees that this thought system of sin and guilt remains intact, as does our ego
identity.
(2:6-7) They would escape Him in their fear. And yet He will pursue, and
they can not escape.
As one Son, we sought to escape the mind’s fear of God’s punishment by making
a world and body in which to hide. Once here, however, we but reenact the separation
thought in our individual lives, as expressed in this oft-quoted line:
Each day, and every minute in each day, and every instant that each
minute holds, you but relive the single instant when the time of terror took the
place of love (T-26.V.13:1).
We hope against hope that God will be proven wrong and will not have to punish
us. In the ego system, however, God is always right because we die, proof of His
justified vengeance: our murder at God’s hand is deserved because of our sin. In the
final analysis there is no escape, as expressed in this evocative passage from the
manual, partially cited before:
How can this unfair battle be resolved? Its ending is inevitable, for its
outcome must be death.... And now there is no hope. Except to kill. Here is
salvation now. An angry father pursues his guilty son. Kill or be killed, for here
alone is choice. Beyond this there is none, for what was done cannot be done
without. The stain of blood can never be removed, and anyone who bears this
stain on him must meet with death (M-17.6:1-2; 7:7-13).
Recall the wonderful passage in the text (T-4.V.4), already discussed, where
Jesus exposes the insanity of the ego that tells us that we – guilt-ridden minds – should
make a body to escape from certain death at the hands of God. We then live in the body,
forgetting how and why we made it, and we end up dying anyway. Because we have
forgotten the body’s origins, we have no recourse but to accept death’s inevitability. The
only true escape – changing our minds – has been denied us by the ingenuity of the
ego’s strategy of making us mindless.
The fact of the matter, of course, is that we are in the body because we believed
the ego, which lied. It told us we would be safe if we made a body. We proceeded
accordingly, but though we are perhaps safe for a few years, the body’s inherent
vulnerability makes our moribund end inevitable. Through A Course in Miracles, Jesus
hopes we will see through the ego’s deception and realize everything it tells us is untrue.
This means that everything the world tells us is untrue as well, as the world is nothing
but the projected form of the ego thought system. Only through Jesus’ vision of the truth
can we escape the ego’s bitter cycle of life and death.
Our set of theme and variations continues with the lesson’s motif:
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(3:1) If sin is real, salvation must be pain.
This is the essence of the third law of chaos:
There can be no release and no escape. Atonement thus becomes a myth,
and vengeance, not forgiveness, is the Will of God (T-23.II.8:1-2).
In the ego’s insanity, God’s Will is that we suffer pain, satisfying the demand of
His vengeful wrath. When this insatiable need for punishment has been appeased, pain
becomes, in His “mercy,” the means of our salvation. The next lines continue this theme:
(3:2-3) Pain is the cost of sin, and suffering can never be escaped, if sin is
real. Salvation must be feared, for it will kill, but slowly, taking everything away
before it grants the welcome boon of death to victims who are little more than
bones before salvation is appeased.
This describes life in the body. Some appear to get away with less pain than
others, because they die instantly in the height of their lives, having suffered minimally.
Yet the world mourns them as even more victimized, because their lives were cruelly
snuffed out at forty, instead of eighty. In the end, once again, everyone dies, which is
why there is no hope. Readers may recall this description of the world’s dream from the
text, which parallels 3:3 above:
A brother separated from yourself, an ancient enemy, a murderer who
stalks you in the night and plots your death, yet plans that it be lingering and slow;
of this you dream (T-27.V11.12:1).
Further, since our bodies are simply microcosms of the world, if they die, the
physical world will ultimately die as well. Indeed, this is what scientists tell us, though
they date its demise in millions, if not billions of years. It is all part of the same thought
system, however. When you realize time is an illusion, it does not matter whether you
live for one year, ninety years, or a hundred billion years; in the end your little life will
end, which demonstrates it cannot have been true life, which, coming from God, is
eternal. Recall, again these important lines:
There is no life outside of Heaven. Where God created life, there life must
be. In any state apart from Heaven life is illusion. At best it seems like life; at
worst, like death. Yet both are judgments on what is not life, equal in their
inaccuracy and lack of meaning. Life not in Heaven is impossible, and what is not
in Heaven is not anywhere (T-23.II.19:1-6).
None of this makes sense unless you remember that your identity is found within
the mind and not the body. Being an illusion, the body cannot be born, and thus cannot
die.
(3:4) Its wrath is boundless, merciless, but wholly just.
This world is vicious, but the ego tells us the pain we feel is justified because of
our sin, the stubborn belief we are right and God is wrong. With each breath we take,
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therefore, we affirm our physical existence and sin against God. Since sin and guilt
demand punishment, we are justified in our suffering. It is thus impossible to believe God
wills our happiness. This means that as long as we believe we exist as individuals, we
cannot believe God wants us to be happy, despite what the world’s religions tell us.
Indeed, He is just in carrying out His boundless and merciless wrath under the guise of
salvation. Correcting this insanity, Jesus teaches that God’s Will for us is perfect
happiness, ensuring that we shall awaken from our nightmare of pain to learn that our
individual existence was nothing but a dream, for our reality as Christ is unchanged.
(4:1-2) Who would seek out such savage punishment? Who would not flee
salvation, and attempt in every way he can to drown the Voice which offers it to
him?
Once we believe salvation is death, why would we not want to run away from God
and Jesus? That is why, if we logically extend these words, no Christian could ever truly
love its savior, because he demands suffering and sacrifice, judgment and punishment.
In fact, Jesus was the ultimate suffering and sacrificial victim, in fulfillment of God’s
punitive notion of justice. Who could love someone who, representing God, wills our
death? Moreover, this death, if it is truly redemptive, must be painful. Yet the situation
gets worse: As we cannot tolerate the guilt over our sin of not loving Jesus, we repress
it, inevitably leading to its projection. Thus is guilt the name of the ego’s game. The
guiltier we feel, the more secretive we are, and the greater our need to deny our sin and
blame others, up to and including God and Jesus. These insane dynamics become the
means to drown God’s Voice. No wonder, then, there is no hope in this world.
(4:3) Why would he try to listen and accept Its offering?
This explains Jesus’ use of metaphor to describe God’s Love. We believe His Will
for us is perfect misery and death. Therefore, addressing us at the level of terrified little
children who have run away from home, Jesus says: “Do not be afraid. Daddy is not
angry at you. His loving Will for you is perfect happiness.” Thus does he undo the ego’s
hateful myth of punishment by substituting a gentle tale of forgiveness. This explains
lessons like this, which counteract the ego’s view of God that inevitably leads us to shun
His kind and loving Voice of salvation.
(4:4-5) If sin is real, its offering is death, and meted out in cruel form to
match the vicious wishes in which sin is born. If sin is real, salvation has become
your bitter enemy, the curse of God upon you who have crucified His Son.
These statements offer a wonderful summary of the ego’s thought system, and
therefore the world’s. Their logic is irrefutable, once we reject the basic premise that
God’s is a love of non-dualistic oneness. Sin, punishment, and cruelty have no place in
such a thought system, but they certainly do in the ego’s substitute, founded on the
premise that God’s is a love of separation.
(5:1-2) You need the practice periods today. The exercises teach sin is not
real, and all that you believe must come from sin will never happen, for it has no
cause.
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We see here another articulation of the principle of cause and effect. The
physical world, with its pains and suffering, joys and happiness, is the product of sin. If
we learn sin is not real – because we never separated from the Love of God – we shall
have undone the cause; and without a cause there can be no effect. Yet if we cherish
the effects (guilt, fear, and pain), we affirm the cause (sin), which we want because it
guarantees our existence.
(5:3) Accept Atonement with an open mind, which cherishes no lingering
belief that you have made a devil of God’s Son.
In subsequent lessons we will see this important theme of open-mindedness,
reminiscent of the tenth characteristic of God’s advanced teachers (M-4.X). This is
attained by letting go of the ego’s clutter we placed in our minds to banish the
Atonement. The core of this clutter is guilt, which indeed had “made a devil of God’s
Son.” However, through guilt’s release is the Son of God redeemed; restored at last to
his Identity as Christ.
(5:4-5) There is no sin. We practice with this thought as often as we can
today, because it is the basis for today’s idea.
The way you practice is to be aware of all perceived sins – in yourself and others
– and how you cherish them. It does not matter whom you attack – yourself or others –
for it is the same, as we see in this important statement from the text, part of which we
have already quoted:
... as blame is withdrawn from without, there is a strong tendency to harbor
it within. It is difficult at first to realize that this is exactly the same thing, for there
is no distinction between within and without.
If your brothers are part of you and you blame them for your deprivation,
you are blaming yourself. And you cannot blame yourself without blaming them.
That is why blame must be undone, not seen elsewhere. Lay it to yourself and
you cannot know yourself, for only the ego blames at all. Self-blame is therefore
ego identification, and as much an ego defense as blaming others (T-11.IV.4:55:5).
Anything that makes sin real is cherished by the ego, whether seen in oneself or
in another. Forgiveness, however, undoes all sin and attack as one.
(6:1) God’s Will for you is perfect happiness because there is no sin, and
suffering is causeless.
Again, if we are in pain, it is because we want its cause. We do not care about the
suffering as such, but the purpose it serves. The source of pain has nothing to do with
the causes we identify, but with the belief in our existence, defined by the ego as sin.
Reinforcing this belief is the ego’s purpose, for this denies that God’s Will for us is
perfect happiness.
(6:2) Joy is just, and pain is but the sign you have misunderstood yourself.
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When you feel upset or ill, step back and say: “This is not caused by the reasons I
think, but by my having believed that a wrathful God was going to punish me for my sin. I
simply made a mistake and chose the wrong teacher. A Course in Miracles offers me the
correct Teacher, Whose message of guiltlessness I now joyfully accept.” How simple is
salvation!
(6:3-4) Fear not the Will of God. But turn to it in confidence that it will set
you free from all the consequences sin has wrought in feverish imagination.
Whenever we are afraid, it is ultimately because we have seen in another an
image of the God we secretly fear. Everyone suffers from an authority problem; however
it is not really the earthly authorities we fear, but the God they symbolize. We believe this
ego God is determined to punish us because of our sin of rejecting and betraying Him,
abandoning His Love to set up our own kingdom of special love. Instead of believing
these feverish lies, we should say:
(6:6-7) God’s will for me is perfect happiness.
There is no sin; it has no consequence.
We want always to demonstrate – to ourselves, the world, and God – that sin has
a consequence, and the consequence is me. I look in the mirror every morning and see
the consequence, the physical effect of my sin. I then go about my day proving this is the
truth. If I am guilty over what I am doing, I prove sin’s reality by projecting it onto others.
Either way, I exist, and God’s Will for His Son is perfect misery. It is our perception of our
brother that enables us to see how we have perceived God. This already-quoted
passage from the text illustrates this perceptual fact:
He [our brother] represents his Father, Whom you see as offering both life
and death to you.
Brother, He gives but life. Yet what you see as gifts your brother offers
represent the gifts you dream your Father gives to you (T-27.VII.15:7-16:2).
Thus it is the forgiveness of others that allows us to forgive God. Beyond our
belief in sin lies the Holy Spirit’s vision of Christ – to be seen first in another, and then in
ourselves – patiently awaiting our acceptance.
(6:8) So should you start your practice periods, and then attempt again to
find the joy these thoughts will introduce into your mind.
The way we “find the joy” is through looking differently at the world around us,
most especially our relationships. Rather than focusing on seeking happiness at
someone else’s expense – God’s Will according to the ego: sacrifice is salvation, and
therefore happiness – we see all situations as opportunities to learn forgiveness, the
core of which is the perception that God’s Sons share the same needs and interests. In
that vision is found true joy.
(7) Give these five minutes gladly, to remove the heavy load you lay upon
yourself with the insane belief that sin is real. Today escape from madness. You
are set on freedom’s road, and now today’s idea brings wings to speed you on,
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and hope to go still faster to the waiting goal of peace. There is no sin. Remember
this today, and tell yourself as often as you can:
God’s Will for me is perfect happiness.
This is the truth, because there is no sin.
If there is no sin, no one is guilty and everyone is mistaken. Remember that what
is true for one must be true for all. This is Jesus’ lesson: God’s Son is one, and
differences do not exist except in the insane mind that needs to have someone win and
another lose. If “God’s Will for me is perfect happiness,” it must be so for everyone. This
alone is the truth, and this alone is the pathway that leads from imprisonment to
freedom, conflict to peace, hate to love. Thus we happily learn that God’s Will is our own
as well.
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I share God’s Will for happiness for me.
Continuing from the previous lesson, Jesus specifically addresses the idea of
suffering.
(1:1) You do not want to suffer.
This is obviously not the case, because from beginning to end, our lives are filled
with suffering. If it is our dream, whom can we blame but ourselves, the dreamer of
suffering? Therefore, a statement like this is Jesus’ appeal to change our minds. As
always, the you he addresses is the decision maker, and he is really saying to us: “Yes,
you do want to suffer, but you can learn it does not pay you. I therefore remind you to let
go of your guilt and belief in sin.” As he says later: “Come with wholly empty hands unto
your God” (W-pI.189.7:5). In that sense, then, we will not suffer, for without guilt there
can be no suffering.
(1:2) You may think it buys you something, and may still believe a little that
it buys you what you want.
Suffering unfortunately buys us a great deal, which we can see three ways:
1) Suffering repays God so He will not kill us, seeing us already indulging in a little form
of death (T-27.I.4:8). In other words, we tell God He need not concern Himself with our
punishment, for we are taking care of the matter ourselves. Thus we hope successfully
to bargain with our Judge, escaping with an easier sentence:
... illness is a form of magic. It might be better to say that it is a form of
magical solution. The ego believes that by punishing itself it will mitigate the
punishment of God (T-5.V.5:4-6).
2) Suffering proves that others have done this to us; we are the victims and they the
victimizers. Thus they deserve punishment instead of us. This holds whether we are
speaking of a person we accuse of hurting us, or a microorganism that makes us sick.
Regardless of the form, the enemy is external to our minds, deserving of punishment
and defeat:
But every pain you suffer do you see as proof that he is guilty of attack.
Thus would you make yourself, to be the sign that he has lost his innocence, and
need but look on you to realize that he has been condemned. And what to you
has been unfair will come to him in righteousness. The unjust vengeance that you
suffer now belongs to him, and when it rests on him are you set free (T-271.2:25).
3) Suffering proves we are bodies, and if so, we are right, and God and Jesus are
wrong. Indeed, if we are right, God does not exist at all:
... sickness is an election; a decision.... a method, conceived in madness,
for placing God’s Son on his Father’s throne. God is seen as outside, fierce and
powerful, eager to keep all power for Himself. Only by His death can He be
conquered by His Son (M-5.I.1:4,7-9).
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Pain is a sign illusions reign in place of truth. It demonstrates God is
denied, confused with fear, perceived as mad, and seen as traitor to Himself. If
God is real, there is no pain. If pain is real, there is no God. For vengeance is not
part of love. And fear, denying love and using pain to prove that God is dead, has
shown that death is victor over life. The body is the Son of God, corruptible in
death, as mortal as the Father he has slain (W-pI.190.3).
As long as we believe sickness and suffering bring us the innocence and life we
want, we will have no motivation to let them go.
(1:3) Yet this belief is surely shaken now, at least enough to let you
question it, and to suspect it really makes no sense.
Jesus is not asking us to let go of our thought system, but only to begin the
process of questioning it. Is it really better for me to hold on to these “secret sins and
hidden hates” (T-31.VIII.9:2)? to maintain these grievances? to insist that the fulfillment
of my specialness needs – whether with a person, object, or substance – will get me
what I want? After a while, none of the things of the world gives us what we want, or truly
makes us happy. We think they bring relief from the pain of our guilt, but all they lead to
is guilt’s increase, thus revealing the ego’s purpose from the beginning.
(1:4) It has not gone as yet, but lacks the roots that once secured it tightly
to the dark and hidden secret places of your mind.
Jesus is telling us: “I am not expecting you to be free from suffering. Indeed, I
know it has not gone yet. However, I am asking you to be open, allowing me at least to
help you question the validity of your way of life.”
The word secret here connotes guilt, which screams: “Keep your sin a secret, and
do not look.” The secret places of our minds are where we hold our guilt in shrouded
vaults that bar the light of God from ever entering:
And in these shrouded vaults are all his sins and yours preserved and kept
in darkness, where they cannot be perceived as errors, which the light would
surely show (T-31.V.6:6).
The prose poem Helen took down, “The Gifts of God,” closes with a stirring call
from God Himself to open these vaults, behind which His Love was kept secret:
Open the door before the hidden place, and let Me blaze upon a world
made glad in sudden ecstasy (The Gifts of God, p. 128).
At the same time Jesus tells us he knows we are holding on to suffering, he says:
“By virtue of the fact you have come this far with me, we have already taken a large step
towards questioning your thought system. Therefore, do not say you cannot let it go,
because you are already well along in the process.” Yet when we hit up against the
stone wall of sin and guilt, we say A Course in Miracles is impossible to learn and we
cannot do it. This, then, becomes our justification for returning to our old “friends,”
special relationships. However, Jesus does not buy it, and reiterates his message to us:
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“You already know more than you think, for you realize that specialness does not work.
You still may hold on to the need to suffer, but another part of you has grown sufficiently
strong that it can at least step back and question with me what you are doing.”
(2:1) Today we try to loose its weakened hold still further, and to realize that
pain is purposeless, without a cause and with no power to accomplish anything.
We return to the cause-and-effect principle. “Pain is purposeless” because we
now realize our purpose – to keep separated from God – makes no sense. Once the
purpose is gone, it can have no effects. Thus is pain weakened, and eventually negated.
(2:2) It cannot purchase anything at all.
The ego tells us our pain purchases a great deal – atonement and salvation – and
Jesus is hoping we recognize that pain and suffering purchase nothing. They only make
us upset and more filled with pain. Clearly, the more we suffer, the more our need for
salvation. The problem is that we often end up looking in the wrong place: in expiation,
punishment, and pain.
(2:3-6) It offers nothing, and does not exist. And everything you think it
offers you is lacking in existence, like itself. You have been slave to nothing. Be
you free today to join the happy Will of God.
The problem with accepting this statement is that if pain does not exist, nether
does my body that suffers it, nor the thought of individuality my body represents. The
fear of losing this self perpetuates our clinging to very maladaptive defenses, such as
pain and suffering.
There is in truth nothing holding us back from joining “the happy Will of God,”
symbolized for us by Jesus. We have been “slave to nothing,” meaning we have been
enslaved by our wrong decision, which had no effects. Without effects, there can be no
cause; and without a cause, pain does not exist.
(3:1) For several days we will continue to devote our periods of practicing to
exercises planned to help you reach the happiness God’s Will has placed in you.
These exercises help us reach the goal of happiness by helping undo the
interferences – pain, guilt, and specialness – we placed between ourselves and the
goal’s attainment.
(3:2-5) Here is your home, and here your safety is. Here is your peace, and
here there is no fear. Here is salvation. Here is rest at last.
Here represents the right mind where we join with Jesus, and happily look with
him at the ego thought system and question it. We look without judgment and without
guilt; but we look. In other words, we undo the veils that hold our guilt in secret.
Remember, secrecy and guilt are the same, for guilt cannot abide in the light of our
awareness. When brought to the guiltlessness held for us by the Holy Spirit, the guilt can
no longer be protected by the dark sentinels of defense. And so it disappears:
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The quiet light in which the Holy Spirit dwells within you is merely perfect
openness, in which nothing is hidden and therefore nothing is fearful.... There is
no darkness that the light of love will not dispel, unless it is concealed from love’s
beneficence. What is kept apart from love cannot share its healing power,
because it has been separated off and kept in darkness. The sentinels of
darkness watch over it carefully, and you who made these guardians of illusion
out of nothing are now afraid of them.... But let them go, and what was fearful will
be so no longer. Without protection of obscurity only the light of love remains, for
only this has meaning and can live in light. Everything else must disappear (T14.VI.2:1, 3-5; 3:6-8).
With the illusions of defense gone, happiness comes at last to replace our pain.
(4) Begin your practice periods today with this acceptance of God’s Will for
you:
I share God’s Will for happiness for me, and I accept it as my function now
Then seek this function deep within your mind, for it is there, awaiting but
your choice. You cannot fail to find it when you learn it is your choice, and that
you share God’s Will.
We pledge ourselves to remember as often as we can that our function of
forgiveness awaits our decision, for only there can we find the happiness we deserve as
God’s Son. Suffering is not God’s Will, but its distortion. However, coming simply from
our mistaken choice, the pain is easily corrected.
(5) Be happy, for your only function here is happiness. You have no need to
be less loving to God’s Son than He Whose Love created him as loving as
Himself. Besides these hourly five- minute rests, pause frequently today, to tell
yourself that you have now accepted happiness as your one function. And be sure
that you are joining with God’s Will in doing this.
We do deserve to be happy, and that is what we need to remember throughout
the day. We also need not to forget that happiness must be shared with everyone,
otherwise it cannot express the Oneness of God’s Will. Since God’s Son is one, so must
his happiness be one as well.
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God, being Love, is also happiness.
This lesson continues the theme of happiness, but Jesus focuses as well on fear,
love’s opposite. We need to undo our investment in fear before we can experience love
and find the happiness we seek.
(1:1-3) Happiness is an attribute of love. It cannot be apart from it. Nor can it
be experienced where love is not.
Love is not of this world, nor is it of the body. Indeed, the world was made to
exclude God and His Son:
The world was made as an attack on God. It symbolizes fear. And what is
fear except love’s absence? Thus the world was meant to be a place where God
could enter not, and where His Son could be apart from Him (W-pII.3.2:1-4).
And the body to be love’s limitation:
It is only the awareness of the body that makes love seem limited. For the
body is a limit on love. The belief in limited love was its origin, and it was made to
limit the unlimited. Think not that this is merely allegorical, for it was made to limit
you (T-18.VIII.1:1-4).
It is therefore not in the body nor the world that we would find love and happiness.
In these opening sentences of the lesson, Jesus has undone the ego’s thought system
of specialness, which holds that love is possible here, and can always be bought at a
price. This does not mean you should be guilty when attracted to things of the world and
the body, seeing them as sources of happiness or peace. However, Jesus is asking that
you step back with him from the world and realize that in the end these things will not
give you what you want. They may give what you think you want, but not what you really
want. This is where honesty enters and is so important to our progress in A Course in
Miracles. We need to be open about having been wrong in the specialness we thought
we wanted and devoted our lives to acquiring.
(1:4-6) Love has no limits, being everywhere. And therefore joy is
everywhere as well. Yet can the mind deny that this is so, believing there are gaps
in love where sin can enter, bringing pain instead of joy.
Within the dream, the mind is capable of making illusions, in which the decision
maker chooses the ego and makes separation and individuality real. That is the gap,
where the ego places sin. The world becomes the means of avoiding the pain of
returning to the mind and looking at that gap, for we are told that love and happiness can
be found here, if only we do not look there. The ego tells us further that going within will
lead to the certain destruction of ourselves as punishment for our sin. This fear gives
birth to the specialness that says there is a gap between you and me, for we are
different. Whether we speak of a person, animal, plant, object, money, or an addictive
substance, specialness teaches there is something in the world that can make us happy.
God’s Will, Jesus’ love, the Holy Spirit’s forgiveness, will not; but this special person or
thing can. Thus is the apparent gap between us filled. Yet all the while, the true gap in
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our minds – between ourselves and God – remains unhealed.
(1:7) This strange belief would limit happiness by redefining love as limited,
and introducing opposition in what has no limit and no opposite.
The ego’s strange notion of love – special love – is that it is limited to certain
people, places, things, and events, but is not available to all; only for those special ones
who meet my needs. The ego tells me you have what I lack, which I need to be complete
– the definition of special love – and the reason you have the special something and I do
not is that you took it from me. Thus you and I exist in a state of perpetual opposition –
the principle of one or the other. The aforementioned fourth law of chaos summarizes
the situation:
The ego values only what it takes. This leads to the fourth law of chaos,
which, if the others are accepted, must be true. This seeming law is the belief you
have what you have taken. By this, another’s loss becomes your gain.... enemies
do not give willingly to one another, nor would they seek to share the things they
value. And what your enemies would keep from you must be worth having,
because they keep it hidden from your sight.
All of the mechanisms of madness are seen emerging here: the “enemy”
made strong by keeping hidden the valuable inheritance that should be yours;
your justified position and attack for what has been withheld; and the inevitable
loss the enemy must suffer to save yourself (T-23 .11.9:1-4,6-10:1).
Thus we are continually in conflict with each other and with the world. I need
always get the special something from outside, which is lacking in me and what I
secretly believe is mine Moreover, I know you will not give it to me unless I pay for it,
which means you and I, again, are in a perpetual state of war: I, unfairly, have to pay you
for what I secretly believe belongs to me; and you believe the same injustice exists for
you. When this insane bargain is enacted with God, it takes the form of paying God back
for our sin, achieving salvation through a life of suffering we believe He demands of us.
(2:1) Fear is associated then with love, and its results become the heritage
of minds that think what they have made is real.
Fear is associated with love because we have come to believe that if we do not
give God what He asks of us, we will be destroyed. To preserve the ego’s insane
thinking is one reason the Bible was written, for it speaks in no uncertain terms of the
ego God’s demands. Indeed, it is impossible to read it and not come away without
feeling terrified. We are told in any number of ways that if we cross God’s imaginary line
in the sand, becoming goats instead of sheep, we will be destroyed (cf. Matthew 25:3146). How, then, could fear not be associated with love?
Fear leads to the multitudinous painful effects of our lives, all of which are
experienced as palpably real. Thus is our existence as individuals reinforced, and
everything we have made here as well. Fear has become reality because our sin has
become reality. Sin demands punishment; and punishment means our fear has been
justified. Our fear-laden and vulnerable bodies but witness to the reality of this insanity.
(2:2) These images, with no reality in truth, bear witness to the fear of God,
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forgetting being Love, He must be joy.
If we are honest with ourselves, we would realize our lives are not happy.
Whatever joys we think we can steal from others, or from things in the world, never last.
This should tell us, if we are truly open-minded, that this life of alternating joy and pain,
with the greater emphasis placed on the latter, cannot be of God because His joy is
eternal. It does not wax and wane with the vicissitudes of the world.
(2:3-5) This basic error we will try again to bring to truth today, and teach
ourselves:
God, being Love, is also happiness.
To fear Him is to be afraid of joy.
Jesus says to us: “Don’t tell me you love God. If you did, you would still be with
Him. If you think you are here in this world, it is because of fear.” It is crucial to
understand, practice, and live A Course in Miracles that we be honest with Jesus about
what is going on inside us, and cease pretending we can keep secrets from him. Since
he is within us, we are only keeping secrets from ourselves. This will never work, and
certainly will not make us happy. That is why he urges us, in words we have already
noted:
Watch carefully and see what it is you are really asking for. Be very honest
with yourself in this, for we must hide nothing from each other (T-4.III.8:1-2).
Think honestly what you have thought that God would not have thought,
and what you have not thought that God would have you think. Search sincerely
for what you have done and left undone accordingly, and then change your mind
to think with God’s. This may seem hard to do, but it is much easier than trying to
think against it (T-4.IV.2:4-6).
The process of bringing our dark secrets of guilt and fear to Jesus’ light-filled
forgiveness is how we learn that “God, being Love, is also happiness.”
(2:6-7) Begin your periods of practicing today with this association, which
corrects the false belief that God is fear. It also emphasizes happiness belongs to
you, because of what He is.
We see again the emphasis on undoing our false beliefs. These lessons, as we
have seen, are not meant to be affirmations that we can use to shout down the ego’s
guilt or fear, but to express the truth, to which we bring our false thinking. In this lesson
the false belief is fear; in previous lessons it was suffering and pain.
(3:1) Allow this one correction to be placed within your mind each waking
hour today.
The correction, through Jesus’ presence, is already in our minds, but we must
choose to allow it into awareness. Our guilt, sin, terror, secrecy, and specialness are
ways of preventing this loving thought from being remembered. The little willingness to
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bring these secret thoughts to him – at least once an hour – is all he asks of us.
(3:2-7) Then welcome all the happiness it brings as truth replaces fear, and
joy becomes what you expect to take the place of pain. God, being Love, it will be
given you. Bolster this expectation frequently throughout the day, and quiet all
your fears with this assurance, kind and wholly true:
God, being Love, is also happiness.
And it is happiness I seek today.
I cannot fail, because I seek the truth.
The point I make over and over again – because Jesus makes it over and over
again – is that these lessons mean nothing if you do not apply them. Throughout the day
you must be aware of your fear – in other contexts, guilt, unhappiness, or pain – for it is
at that moment of awareness you ask for help. Again, do not shout down your discomfort
by repeating the title of the lesson. Instead, bring your discomfort to the one who gave
you these words, and let him remind you it is God’s Love you want, for you recognize at
last the shabby substitute you had chosen in its stead; a substitute you no longer want to
take the place of true happiness and joy.
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I seek but what belongs to me in truth.
As Jesus continues his theme of happiness, he speaks to us specifically about
letting go of what the ego has told us is the truth, for only real truth will make us happy.
(1:1) Today’s idea continues with the thought that joy and peace are not but
idle dreams.
It can be tempting when working with A Course in Miracles to believe that when
Jesus talks about our peace, joy, and happiness, they are idle words that sound pretty,
but do not work. However, they do not work because we do not want them to. If we were
truly peaceful, joyful, and happy, we would no longer be the miserable and victimized
selves we thought we were. Thus we are attracted to finding guilt in others, reinforcing
its presence in ourselves and proving we are right and Jesus is wrong.
(1:2-5) They are your right, because of what you are. They come to you from
God, Who cannot fail to give you what He wills. Yet must there be a place made
ready to receive His gifts. They are not welcomed gladly by a mind that has
instead received the gifts it made where His belong, as substitutes for them.
This condition – “Yet must there be a place made ready” – is not something God
ordains, a condition to which we must adhere otherwise He will not love us. The fact is
we cannot know we are God’s beloved child whose sins are undone as long as we
cherish the gifts we made. In other words, responsibility comes back to us, a theme
enunciated over and over in this lesson. It is short, but what comes through repeatedly in
the lesson is that in order for us to experience the truth, we have first to let go of what we
believed was the truth. A Course in Miracles is thus helping us restore to the mind its
power to have chosen against God, realize the mistake, and then correct it by choosing
Jesus as our teacher. His love teaches us to bring our illusory self-image to the truth of
what we are: God’s holy Son.
Jesus continues with the same thought:
(2:1) Today we would remove all meaningless and self-made gifts which we
have placed upon the holy altar where God’s gifts belong.
Jesus cannot give us God’s gifts of love until we first give him ours of sin, guilt,
and specialness. We exchange the gifts we made for the love he holds out to us. He
cannot take them from our hands, for it is our responsibility to give them to him. That is
why forgiveness is not something we do, anymore than forgiveness is something Jesus
does; we do it together. This means we must bring to him – in the language again of the
closing pages of the text – our “secret sins and hidden hates” (T-3 1.VIII.9:2). Another
lovely passage from “The Gifts of God” expresses Jesus’ call:
Open your hands, and give all things to me that you have held against your
holiness and kept as slander on the Son of God.... Give me these worthless
things the instant that you see them through my eyes and understand their cost....
I take them from you gladly, laying them beside the gifts of God that He has
placed upon the altar to His Son. And these I give to you to take the place of
those you give to me in mercy on yourself. These are the gifts I ask, and only
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these. For as you lay them by you, reach to me, and I can come as savior then to
you. The gifts of God are in my hands, to give to anyone who would exchange the
world for Heaven. You need only call my name and ask me to accept the gift of
pain from willing hands that would be laid in mine.... In my hands is everything
you want and need and hoped to find among the shabby toys of earth. I take them
all from you and they are gone. And shining in the place where once they stood
there is a gateway to another world through which we enter in the Name of God
(The Gifts of God, pp. 118, 119).
The remainder of this paragraph is an elaboration of God’s gifts to us, held for us
by Jesus’ love:
(2:2-3) His are the gifts that are our own in truth. His are the gifts that we
inherited before time was, and that will still be ours when time has passed into
eternity.
These are the gifts of our life as Christ: love, unencumbered freedom, creation,
and eternal life.
(2:4) His are the gifts that are within us now, for they are timeless.
Jesus is the presence within our dreaming minds that reminds us the truth is
there, even though we have run away from it. Our free will within the dream has power
only within the dream. God’s gifts remain outside, where the ego has no power:
The Kingdom is perfectly united and perfectly protected, and the ego will
not prevail against it (T-4.III.1:12).
(2:5-6) And we need not wait to have them. They belong to us today.
Traditional Christianity, as well as other religions, teaches that we suffer now in
order to receive God’s Love in the hereafter as reward for our sacrifice. As we know, a
major theme in A Course in Miracles is that salvation is now, since there is no future that
needs to be prepared for:
Salvation is immediate.... For a miracle is now It stands already here, in
present grace, within the only interval of time that sin and fear have overlooked,
but which is all there is to time.
The working out of all correction takes no time at all (T-26.VIII.3:1; 5:8-6:1).
It is only our guilt, born of the past, that demands we pay God back in the
“present” for the hoped-for promise of future salvation. Jesus, however, happily tells us
we need not wait for Heaven’s gifts (W-pI.131.6:1); we need merely accept them now.
(3:1) Therefore, we choose to have them now, and know, in choosing them
in place of what we made, we but unite our will with what God wills, and recognize
the same as being one.
Jesus again emphasizes the role of our minds to choose. The focus is not on the
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wonderful gifts, for these mean nothing if we do not know we can choose them. The
purpose of A Course in Miracles is to help us choose these gifts by choosing against the
ego’s shabby substitutes. The words describing these gifts are lovely and comforting, but
they are of no help as long as we are unaware of our fear. Jesus thus reminds us that
we are afraid of love, and he teaches that it is the attraction to this fear, born of the need
to preserve our individuality, that keeps the gifts of God separate from us. Once aware of
this decision to be afraid, we can undo our mistake and choose again, reflecting the
recognition that our will and God’s are one.
(3:2-4) Our longer practice periods today, the hourly five minutes given
truth for your salvation, should begin with this:
I seek but what belongs to me in truth,
And joy and peace are my inheritance.
Then lay aside the conflicts of the world that offer other gifts and other
goals made of illusions, witnessed to by them, and sought for only in a world of
dreams.
Remember, Jesus does not say he will take our conflicts away from us. Rather,
we have to lay them aside, which means looking at our need to be in conflict and pain:
guilty, angry, and depressed. These are the ego’s secret attraction, and it is our responsibility to choose attractions different from those of specialness, the “other gifts” offered
by the world. Now we choose to practice the exercises that will restore to our awareness
the true gifts of joy and peace – our inheritance – that happily wait for us.
Jesus continues by reiterating the same point:
(4:1) All this we lay aside, and seek instead that which is truly ours, as we
ask to recognize what God has given us.
The only way I meaningfully ask for help in recognizing God’s loving gift is to say I
am willing to let go of the specialness I put in its stead. That is what Jesus means later in
the workbook when he speaks about the peace of God: “To say these words is nothing.
But to mean these words is everything” (W-pI.185.1:1-2). If I am serious about wanting
to be with Jesus and experience his love, I must be willing to set aside the demands of
my specialness. Or certainly, as an early step, I have to be willing to recognize these are
the demands of specialness, the purpose of which is to keep Heaven’s love away. This
ensures I do not deceive myself by thinking I really want Jesus’ love. I could say to him,
for example: “I do not want your love yet; perhaps tomorrow, but for now I want my
specialness. It comes first.” At least that is an honest statement, which means there will
be no guilt. Without guilt I leave open my mind’s door for Jesus to enter and help me. He
says the same thing in the next sentence:
(4:2) We clear a holy place within our minds before His altar, where His gifts
of peace and joy are welcome, and to which we come to find what has been given
us by Him.
The altar is our minds. Whenever Jesus uses this term, think of it as the decision
maker, which can choose to have its mind be an altar that drips with blood – when it
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chooses to worship the ego – or one that radiates the love and light of God when it
chooses Jesus as its teacher. He is thus asking us to clear our minds by bringing to him
the clutter – our belief in sin, guilt, secrecy, and shame – so that the light of his love can
shine it away. Thus do our minds, cleansed of sin, become the holy reminders of the
joyous light of Christ that is our true and only reality:
The holiest of altars is set where once sin was believed to be. And here
does every light of Heaven come, to be rekindled and increased in joy. For here is
what was lost restored to them, and all their radiance made whole again (T26.IV.3:6-8).
(4:3-4) We come in confidence today, aware that what belongs to us in truth
is what He gives. And we would wish for nothing else, for nothing else belongs to
us in truth.
Jesus tells us once again that in order to have the gifts of God and to accept His
love and truth, we need to let go of everything else we have wished for. We cannot have
love without letting go of our investment in fear, suffering, and specialness.
Jesus closes the lesson by repeating what he has already said six, seven, and
eight times in this very short lesson:
(5:1-2) So do we clear the way for Him today by simply recognizing that His
Will is done already, and that joy and peace belong to us as His eternal gifts. We
will not let ourselves lose sight of them between the times we come to seek for
them where He has laid them.
We have the power to lose sight of these gifts by being attracted to the gift of
specialness. Yet the power is also ours to clear from our minds the ego’s impediments to
the truth. Thus we dedicate this day to the practice that will bring the time ever closer
when the irrevocable choice for peace and joy will be made.
(5:3-5) This reminder will we bring to mind as often as we can:
I seek but what belongs to me in truth.
God’s gifts of joy and peace are all I want.
When we are tempted during the day not to be joyful and peaceful, rather than
blame ourselves or anyone else, we should realize instead: “I am attracted to feeling
upset because I do not want to remember the glorious truth of Who I am. The glitter of
my individuality is the cause of my distress.” When we look at the situation clearly, it will
make no sense at all. The original choice to be an individual, the ego told us, was to
make us happy, yet we now see that the ego’s thought system did not make us happy at
all; quite the contrary. Our eyes open, we see the causal connection between our
decision and our misery: feeling upset is the effect, and the belief that being on our own
would make us happy is its cause. We are aware at last that our choice for the ego
reflected the insane thinking that prevented us from looking for the other Teacher. Thus
we are grateful for having been wrong and learning there is One Who is right, as we
gladly claim the gifts of joy and peace that are our true inheritance as God’s Son.
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God’s peace and joy are mine.
In the context of “undoing,” Jesus teaches us here about the ego’s strange notion
of giving. Even though he does not use the word specialness, that is his point of
reference – the giving-to-get bargain: I give something to you, so I get something back in
return. If I give you more than I really want to give, then I lose. The oft-cited fourth and
fifth laws of chaos (T-23.II.9-13) are among the clearest expressions of this ego dynamic
of scarcity and hate.
(1:1-2) God’s peace and joy are yours. Today we will accept them, knowing
they belong to us.
The way we accept them is by no longer accepting the ego’s substitutes. Letting
go of the blocks of specialness is how we remember that God’s peace and joy are ours.
(1:3-4) And we will try to understand these gifts increase as we receive
them. They are not like to the gifts the world can give, in which the giver loses as
he gives the gift; the taker is the richer by his loss.
This ego principle is reflected in the fourth law of chaos: “you have what you have
taken” (T-23.II.9:3). The ego tells us: “If you have peace and joy, you must have stolen it
because if you have it someone else does not. You therefore do not deserve to be
happy, for you are a thief who steals what is not yours.” That is why happiness is
intolerable. People can stand being happy for a while, but not for long; their guilt tells
them they do not deserve it. Everyone shares this insane thinking. This lesson,
therefore, corrects the ego’s insanity by teaching that God’s gifts of happiness, peace,
and joy, if they are ours, are everyone else’s too. They cannot be stolen or taken, but
simply accepted. Since God’s gifts are in everyone, no one loses and everyone gains. It
cannot be otherwise if God is love, for love is perfect oneness.
(1:5) Such are not gifts, but bargains made with guilt.
That is the heart of specialness: “bargains made with guilt.” I give you my gifts in
exchange for yours. However, mine are worthless since they come from me, whom I
have already judged as being worthless, while yours are valuable for they offer me what
I want. Thus my inherent guilt as a separated ego is reinforced by my stealing still
further, exchanging a gift of value for one of little or no worth. We have already cited the
following passage from the text on the ego’s strange bargains, but it can certainly use
another reading:
Most curious of all is the concept of the self which the ego fosters in the
special relationship. This “self’ seeks the relationship to make itself complete. Yet
when it finds the special relationship in which it thinks it can accomplish this it
gives itself away, and tries to “trade” itself for the self of another. This is not union,
for there is no increase and no extension. Each partner tries to sacrifice the self
he does not want for one he thinks he would prefer. And he feels guilty for the
“sin” of taking, and of giving nothing of value in return. How much value can he
place upon a self that he would give away to get a “better” one?
The “better” self the ego seeks is always one that is more special. And
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whoever seems to possess a special self is “loved” for what can be taken from
him (T-16.V.7:1-8:2).
Thus does guilt feed on another’s, reinforcing our own insatiable thirst and driving
the ego’s engine of specialness on its hate-filled path, spiraling downward until it
catapults over the precipice of death, taking us and our brothers together to our
inevitable fate.
(1:6) The truly given gift entails no loss.
When I am loving towards you, I lose nothing, for there is no sacrifice of time,
energy, or self. I simply allow the love of Jesus to come through me; and as it does, it
washes away my guilt as it does yours. I need focus only on releasing the guilt that
prevents love’s flow. “The truly given gift entails no loss,” and what is no loss must
benefit the Sonship as one – you and me alike.
(1:7-8) It is impossible that one can gain because another loses. This
implies a limit and an insufficiency.
This ego principle implies an insufficiency in God, as the ego sought to prove at
the beginning: I have the love and life that God lacks – one or the other. This is the origin
of the ego’s scarcity principle, the basis for its thought system of guilt, and the world that
arose from it.
The thought that “one can gain because another loses” is countered in the text by
what Jesus refers to as “the rock on which salvation rests”: no one loses and everyone
gains (T-25.VII.12). Believing we are in this world means we believe we got here by
stealing from God. Thus the ego’s fundamental law: I have the life I have taken. God’s
loss is my gain. We must therefore believe if we are happy, peaceful, or joyful, we stole
from another. The ego reasoning, again, is that if I am feeling happy, someone else lost.
The laws of specialness demand this insanity, and they uphold it as well. That is why
guilt attends the happiness of the world. Indeed, it is why guilt attends every special
relationship. My happiness means I sinned, and I hope against hope that no one saw
me. It is not only that I want to keep my guilt a secret to myself, but from everyone else,
including Jesus. If he knew, my sins would certainly be punished.
(2) No gift is given thus. Such “gifts” are but a bid for a more valuable
return; a loan with interest to be paid in full; a temporary lending, meant to be a
pledge of debt to be repaid with more than was received by him who took the gift.
This strange distortion of what giving means pervades all levels of the world you
see. It strips all meaning from the gifts you give, and leaves you nothing in the
ones you take.
This is another description of special relationships. I want something from you,
but you withhold it because you are fighting the same war I am. It must be so, because
you do not exist outside my specialness, I must pay you for what I want, for we are both
playing by the same rules: I want to give up as little as I can, and get as much as
possible from my investment. That is the meaning of “a loan with interest to be paid in
full,” a gift that is given in hopes of “a more valuable return.” These are not gifts at all, but
the ego’s insane bargains made with guilt.
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Through our suffering and misery, we hope to pay God sufficiently so He will not
be angry. In return, we want His forgiveness to rest on us and not others, that we may
return to Heaven at the expense of another: the unbeliever, the unchristian Christian, the
bad student of A Course in Miracles. This hateful application of one or the other has
been at the heart of the Christian message, a phenomenon rapidly spreading throughout
the Course’s world as well. Needless to say, this is not loving or giving, because such an
attitude implies a belief in sacrifice – one winning, another losing; one saved, another
damned. The bottom line is our feeling unworthy of happiness or love, and grasping at
the ego’s straws of specialness to hide the pain.
(3:1) A major learning goal this course has set is to reverse your view of
giving, so you can receive.
We know this from the text; and there are many lessons in the workbook that
discuss undoing the ego’s notion of giving to get. To the ego it is always one or the
other. Lesson 108 “To give and to receive are one in truth,” and Lesson 126 “All that I
give is given to myself” provide major emphasis to this theme (W-pI.108; W-pI.126); and
there are many passages in the text as well.* Among others, we can cite the following
incisive discussion from the text:
Only those who have a real and lasting sense of abundance can be truly
charitable.... To the ego, to give anything implies that you will have to do without
it. When you associate giving with sacrifice, you give only because you believe
that you are somehow getting something better, and can therefore do without the
thing you give. “Giving to get” is an inescapable law of the ego, which always
evaluates itself in relation to other egos. It is therefore continually preoccupied
with the belief in scarcity that gave rise to it.... The ego never gives out of
abundance, because it was made as a substitute for it. That is why the concept of
“getting” arose in the ego’s thought system (T-4.II.6:1, 3-6; 7:3-4).
Unlearning a principle that is the foundation of our very existence requires
dedication and persistence, traits the workbook aims at instilling in us by teaching how
vital they are for achieving our happiness.
(3:2) For giving has become a source of fear, and so you would avoid the
only means by which you can receive.
Giving becomes a source of fear because I believe what I give is cheating you,
since I am not giving love but special love, and I certainly hope I have gotten the better
of the bargain. This is thievery, which my ego insists will be met with attack and
punishment. No wonder I am fearful. The only means by which I can receive without fear
is by undoing fear, accomplished as I undo my dependence on the laws of specialness
to make me happy. I release this dependence through looking at my specialness with
Jesus, exposing its true nature. Thus I consciously and happily choose to follow the law
of forgiveness – love’s reflection.
(3:3-5) Accept God’s peace and joy, and you will learn a different way of
looking at a gift. God’s gifts will never lessen when they are given away. They but
increase thereby.
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The way we learn to accept God’s gifts is learning what our gifts have been
instead, and then letting them go. Over and over, in different forms, Jesus returns to his
theme of bringing the ego’s gifts of fear, specialness, and hate, to his gifts of peace,
forgiveness, and joy.
(4:1) As Heaven’s peace and joy intensify when you accept them as God’s
gift to you, so does the joy of your Creator grow when you accept His joy and
peace as yours.
Here we find another metaphor. God’s joy does not grow. The world’s “joy” grows,
in that the more we steal, the more joyful we become. These lines then are part of Jesus’
gentle fairy tale that lovingly reassures us that “Daddy loves us, and His joy increases
the closer we come to Him.” The truth behind the fairy tale is that God’s infinite Love is
always; it cannot lessen, it cannot grow. It simply is. Our experience of His love “grows,”
however, as we choose to identity with it more and the ego less. In this world, concepts
such as more and less have meaning, but only insofar as they reflect the mind’s decision
for God or the ego, the gifts of love or fear.
(4:2-5) True giving is creation. It extends the limitless to the unlimited,
eternity to timelessness, and love unto itself. It adds to all that is complete
already, not in simple terms of adding more, for that implies that it was less
before. It adds by letting what cannot contain itself fulfill its aim of giving
everything it has away, securing it forever for itself.
Once again, we see the problem of using words to express a reality that lies
beyond them. Words like giving and adding have no meaning in Heaven, yet must Jesus
use them to express Heaven’s creation that has no quantitative – i.e., spatial and
temporal – dimensions. Thus Jesus tells us in the clarification of terms that A Course in
Miracles comes within an ego framework (C-in.3:1), explaining that he uses the words
and concepts of the ego’s world to point to reality. They therefore lead beyond the
limited to the limitless and unlimited, beyond time to eternity and timelessness, beyond
specialness to love.
(5:1-2) Today accept God’s peace and joy as yours. Let Him complete
Himself as He defines completion.
This implies God was incomplete, and therefore this statement, too, must be
understood metaphorically. Completion for God is the totality and wholeness of His
being. Therefore, what “completes God” is our acceptance of His truth and denial of the
ego’s form of completion: our lack is supplied by taking; which means stealing from the
outside in order to be complete.
(5:3-6) You will understand that what completes Him must complete His Son
as well. He cannot give through loss. No more can you. Receive His gift of joy and
peace today, and He will thank you for your gift to Him.
Jesus returns to the theme of giving and receiving being one, which corrects the
ego’s principle of one or the other. God does take away in order to give. While sacrifice
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is the cornerstone of the world of separation, it is unknown in Heaven. Our willingness to
learn this happy lesson is all we are asked for in order that we be happy and feel
complete.
Paragraphs 6 through 7 present an exercise that Jesus repeats throughout the
workbook, asking us to choose someone we think of as an enemy or friend, realizing this
person is one with us. Here the focus is on the people we think of as enemies:
(6) Today our practice periods will start a little differently. Begin today by
thinking of those brothers who have been denied by you the peace and joy that
are their right under the equal laws of God. Here you denied them to yourself. And
here you must return to claim them as your own.
We are told our attacks on another constitute an attack on ourselves, since God’s
Son is one. This idea of seeing that the enemy is “us,” to cite the famous line from Walt
Kelly’s Pogo, finds consummate expression in The Song of Prayer, and the following
passage about praying for others is illustrative:
Praying for others, if rightly understood, becomes a means for lifting your
projections of guilt from your brother, and enabling you to recognize it is not he
who is hurting you. The poisonous thought that he is your enemy, your evil
counterpart, your nemesis, must be relinquished before you can be saved from
guilt (S-1.III.1:4-5).
These exercises help us reconsider our perceptions of others and ourselves,
correcting them from separate to shared interests.
The instructions for the exercise continue:
(7:1-2) Think of your “enemies” a little while, and tell each one, as he occurs
to you:
My brother, peace and joy I offer you,
That I may have God’s peace and joy as mine.
This is the central focus of A Course in Miracles: learning to accept Jesus’ gifts by
correcting our misperceptions. In the end, we realize there is no one to forgive, but until
we understand we are really forgiving ourselves, we need to practice on others. Through
the successful completion of the exercise we shall come to recognize there is no enemy
out there, which is why the word is in quotation marks. The enemy was simply our faulty
decision making.
As an example, if I think of you as an enemy, at some point I realize something is
wrong because I see you as separate and different from me. Jesus teaches that what I
see as enmity between you and me is a projection of the enmity I believe is between me
and God. The special relationship – love or hate – I experience between us (in the body)
is nothing but the projection of my special relationship with the ego (in my mind). In
asking Jesus to help me forgive you, I am really asking his help to forgive myself. This
occurs through realizing the relationship I see outside mirrors the relationship I made
real and sinful inside, so much so, that I cannot look at it. The problem that needs
correcting, therefore, is not external, but within me. As Jesus states in the text:
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The secret of salvation is but this: that you are doing this unto yourself (T27.VIII.10:1).
(7:3) Thus you prepare yourself to recognize God’s gifts to you, and let your
mind be free of all that would prevent success today.
Jesus tells us again that our minds have to choose to be free of all thoughts of
guilt and projection. He can remove them for us only when we bring them to him. This
cannot be said often enough, for it contains the essence of forgiveness and is the core of
the curriculum.
(7:4-6) Now are you ready to accept the gift of peace and joy that God has
given you. Now are you ready to experience the joy and peace you have denied
yourself. Now you can say, “God’s peace and joy are mine,” for you have given
what you would receive.
Through my classroom of special relationships I eventually learn that the way I
see you is the way I see me. The guilt I perceive in you is in me, for we are the same.
Likewise, if I see peace and joy in you, realizing your sins are but mistakes, I realize
mine are, too, and thus peace and joy abide in me as well. Giving and receiving are the
same because I give only to myself: There is no one else. I receive only from myself:
There is no one else. You and I are not two, but one: There is no one else. Thus do I
claim God’s peace and joy for the whole Sonship, including me.
(8:1-2) You must succeed today, if you prepare your mind as we suggest.
For you have let all bars to peace and joy be lifted up, and what is yours can come
to you at last.
Once again we see the message of A Course in Miracles succinctly expressed. If
I want to know God’s peace and joy, I need to lift up the bars I placed between myself
and them. They are the belief that peace and joy come at someone else’s expense. The
bars strengthen the more I suffer and the guiltier I can be, because my secret peace and
joy is my existence, for which God will not punish me. Thus I did it again – I stole, and
keep what I stole. My secret is hidden and no one will know, and we laughingly think
this is what will make us happy. The ego is happy, to be sure, because we have
solidified our individual self and blamed someone else for the sin. Such projection
perpetuates the ego’s peace and joy. Recognizing the sheer insanity of this position is
what allows its bars to be lifted up. Returning to The Song of Prayer, we read:
But once the need to hold the other as an enemy has been questioned,
and the reason for doing so has been recognized if only for an instant, it becomes
possible to join in prayer. Enemies do not share a goal. It is in this their enmity is
kept. Their separate wishes are their arsenals; their fortresses in hate. The key to
rising further still in prayer lies in this simple thought; this change of mind:
We go together, you and I (S-1.IV.1:3-8).
Realizing “the ark of peace is entered two by two” (T-20.IV.6:5) is the way we and
our brothers return Home – together.
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(8:3-9:2) So tell yourself, “God’s peace and joy are mine,” and close your
eyes a while, and let His Voice assure you that the words you speak are true.
Spend your five minutes thus with Him each time you can today, but do not
think that less is worthless when you cannot give Him more. At least remember
hourly to say the words which call to Him to give you what He wills to give, and
wills you to receive.
By silencing the ego’s voice of specialness, we allow ourselves to hear the Voice
that speaks to us throughout the day (W-pI.49). Jesus comforts us with the thought that
we do not have to hear the Holy Spirit all the time, and we should not minimize the effect
of any time we give to Him. This being said, however, Jesus does ask us to remember
our Teacher at least once an hour. He would not be making such a request if he did not
feel we were already far enough along in our training – almost a third of the way through
– that we would at the very least want to think of the Holy Spirit and our salvation once
an hour.
(9:3) Determine not to interfere today with what He wills.
The problem is not what God wills, but our determination to keep His Will apart
from us. We have already learned the extent of our resistance to learning – the fear of
turning more and more to His loving Will as we turn less and less to the ego’s tempting
words about the glorious wonders of an existence separate from our Creator and
Source.
(9:4) And if a brother seems to tempt you to deny God’s gift to him, see it as
but another chance to let yourself receive the gifts of God as yours.
If someone makes you angry, you need realize that you want to be made angry,
for that allows you to keep your individuality intact. Temptation has no power unless you
want to be tempted. It is that wish that interferes with knowing God’s peace and joy are
yours. Whenever you are upset, see it as another chance to receive God’s gifts by
releasing your investment in specialness and pain, now made evident through your
projections onto your brother. The process also works if that brother is you, when
tempted to blame yourself for some perceived failing or limitation. Your body and
personality are as much outside your mind as are your brother’s. Therefore, the “chance
to let yourself receive the gifts of God as yours” is not only when someone else tempts
you to attack them, but when you are tempted to attack you.
(9:5-6) Then bless your brother thankfully, and say:
My brother, peace and joy I offer you,
That I may have God’s peace and joy as mine.
If I am to be happy, I cannot exempt you from God’s peace and joy. The Song of
Prayer extends this teaching – it is not only that we share the same gifts of God; we
share the same self:
Now can you say to everyone who comes to join in prayer with you:
I cannot go without you, for you are a part of me.
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And so he is in truth. Now can you pray only for what you truly share with
him. For you have understood he never left, and you, who seemed alone, are one
with him (S-1.V.3:8-12).
Thus is the Sonship blessed as one, as we learn to bless each other with the
peace and joy of God.
* For a more complete list of these references, please see my Glossary-Index for A
COURSE IN MIRACLES, pp. 82-83.
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Let me be still and listen to the truth.
The title itself is extremely important because – as I have repeatedly emphasized,
reflecting the Course’s emphasis – the means by which we have access to the truth and
experience Jesus’ love is letting go of our egos. Recalling an earlier lesson, Jesus refers
to the ego’s voice in our minds as “raucous shrieks” (W-pI.49.4:3). Its noise is always in
our minds, and being still means our decision maker recognizes it made a mistake. Thus
we choose against the ego thought system of specialness and for its correction; against
illusion and for the truth. This lesson – and the title itself – is another reminder of the
need for us to be still to the ego, by shifting our investment from being right to being
happy.
(1) If you will lay aside the ego’s voice, however loudly it may seem to call;
if you will not accept its petty gifts that give you nothing that you really want; if
you will listen with an open mind, that has not told you what salvation is; then you
will hear the mighty Voice of truth, quiet in power, strong in stillness, and
completely certain in Its messages.
This restates what I was just saying. We have all preferred the ego’s petty gifts of
individuality and specialness over the glorious gift of God, which Jesus holds out for us.
His gift of forgiveness undoes the ego through our realizing we all are one – united in the
dream by sharing the need to return home, and united in our Identity as Christ.
The strength of the Holy Spirit’s Presence and Jesus’ love lie in their quietness
and stillness. It is the ego that needs to make a racket. Whenever, for example, we are
certain about something and need to let everyone know how right, wonderful, and holy
we are, we know it is the ego speaking. The Voice of the Holy Spirit, with which we truly
want to identify, is quiet and does not call attention to itself. It simply is: “quiet in power,
strong in stillness, and completely certain in Its messages.” The need to be special and
right gives away the fact that we have chosen the ego as our teacher.
(2:1) Listen, and hear your Father speak to you through His appointed
Voice, which silences the thunder of the meaningless, and shows the way to
peace to those who cannot see.
Again, those who are certain do not make commotions about themselves. They
do not make big deals about things, because in the certainty of their minds’ quietness
they realize nothing here is important, including one’s individual and special self; only
experiencing God’s Love is important, and there is nothing comparable to it here.
Hearing the Holy Spirit’s Voice that speaks for that Love dissolves the meaningless self
and ends all conflict, lighting the way for our return to peace. The “thunder of the
meaningless” gives way to the simple silence of the truth.
(2:2-4) Be still today and listen to the truth. Be not deceived by voices of the
dead, which tell you they have found the source of life and offer it to you for your
belief. Attend them not, but listen to the truth.
Jesus tells us in the next paragraph that the “voices of the dead” are the voices of
the world. It would be more technically correct to say the “voices of the non-living,”
because death presupposes there was life, and we have learned in A Course in Miracles
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that the body simply does not exist; e.g.: “It is not born and does not die” (T-28.VI.2).
However, the iambic pentameter requires a single-syllable word, which is one reason for
that usage.
The world tells us life comes from the body. From a biblical standpoint one says
the source of life is God, Who creates the body in His own image and likeness.
However, Jesus tells us not to listen to these voices of the non-living or dead, which
speak only of illusion. By being still, we quiet these deceptive voices so we may hear the
truth.
(3:1-5) Be not afraid today to circumvent the voices of the world. Walk
lightly past their meaningless persuasion. Hear them not. Be still today and listen
to the truth. Go past all things which do not speak of Him Who holds your
happiness within His Hand, held out to you in welcome and in love.
Jesus speaks this way because we fear that if we circumvent or avoid the world’s
voices, we would disappear. These voices witness to our seeming reality as separated
and special individuals, and our fear of turning from their authority and going against its
truth is of our vanishing into the “nothingness” of God, losing our individuality forever.
This, then, is the thought preventing us from reaching for His Hand, symbolized for us by
Jesus’ presence on our journey home. As we see repeatedly throughout A Course in
Miracles, the way we say “yes” to Jesus’ love is to say “no” to the ego thought system
we believe is our foundation. By thus going past the voices of the world – our special
idols – we reach for the “Hand” of God, hearing only His Voice that speaks of the
happiness and welcoming love awaiting us at the journey’s end.
(3:6-7) Hear only Him today, and do not wait to reach Him longer. Hear one
Voice today.
This is Jesus’ appeal to us, which he makes throughout A Course in Miracles:
“Why do you persist in making yourself suffer, when you could just as easily take my
hand and leave your ego?” In other words, Jesus tells us we need not wait any longer to
be happy. Nothing is really hurt by our delay, but within the dream we cause ourselves
increased pain when we wait. “You do not have to do this anymore,” Jesus says, “but I
await your choice”:
I will never forsake you any more than God will, but I must wait as long as
you choose to forsake yourself. Because I wait in love and not in impatience, you
will surely ask me truly. I will come in response to a single unequivocal call (T4.111.7:8-10).
(4:1) Today the promise of God’s Word is kept.
When Word is capitalized in the Course, it almost always is understood as some
expression of the Atonement principle—the correction for the error, the Holy Spirit, or
forgiveness—which represents undoing the ego’s thought system. By its very nature as
the reflection of God’s truth, it cannot not be true; its promise cannot not be kept.
(4:2-4) Hear and be silent. He would speak to you. He comes with miracles a
thousand times as happy and as wonderful as those you ever dreamed or wished
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for in your dreams.
The word miracles is used differently here from elsewhere, and we have seen
how Jesus is somewhat loose with his language. Miracles correct the ego’s thought
system, yet here they express God’s Love because they are eternal, as the next
sentences express. Throughout A Course in Miracles, Jesus explains that miracles are
not eternal and do not last beyond our need for them. In other words, when the illusory
dream is undone, the illusory correction for the dream – its function now complete – is
gone as well. A passage we shall see much later in the workbook expresses this nicely:
A miracle is a correction. It does not create, nor really change at It undoes
error, but does not attempt to go beyond perception, nor exceed the function of
forgiveness. Thus it stays within time’s limits. Yet it paves the way for the return of
timelessness and love’s awakening, for fear must slip away under the gentle
remedy it brings (W-pII.13.1:1-2,4-6).
Thus again, miracles express our experience of God’s Love within the dream. The
content of this passage is similar to these lovely and comforting lines in the text:
This world is full of miracles. They stand in shining silence next to every
dream of pain and suffering, of sin and guilt (T-28.II.12:1-2).
These loving and shining corrections, the reflections of Heaven’s love and light,
remain in our minds, patiently awaiting our decision to choose them.
(4:5-7) His miracles are true. They will not fade when dreaming ends. They
end the dream instead; and last forever, for they come from God to His dear Son,
whose other name is you.
The dear Son, whose other name is ours, is Christ, not the separated self –
name, body, and personality – we believe we are. The love, the reflection of which has
called to us, remains with us forever, for we are that love. That is the meaning behind
this otherwise inexplicable text passage on the eternal nature of the Holy Spirit, the
anthropomorphized form of the Love of God:
The Voice of the Holy Spirit is the Call to Atonement, or the restoration of
the integrity of the mind. When the Atonement is complete and the whole Sonship
is healed there will be no Call to return. But what God creates is eternal. The Holy
Spirit will remain with the Sons of God, to bless their creations and keep them in
the light of joy (T-515:4-7).
(4:8-9) Prepare yourself for miracles today. Today allow your Father’s
ancient pledge to you and all your brothers to be kept.
Jesus appeals to us because we must choose to accept his already-present gift.
He again contrasts the glorious happiness his gifts provide with the inglorious happiness
of specialness the ego’s gifts offer, and asks: “Can this be a difficult choice for you to
make? Are the things of this world – your sins, guilt, and judgments – really more
important to you than the happiness you will surely find if you drop the ego’s hand and
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take mine’?” Our Father’s ancient pledge to us remains empty in our awareness until we
choose to recall our pledge to Him:
God keeps His promises; His Son keeps his. In his creation did his Father
say, “You are beloved of Me and I of you forever. Be you perfect as Myself, for
you can never be apart from Me.” His Son remembers not that he replied “I will,”
though in that promise he was born (T-28.VI.6:3-6).
(5:1-3) Hear Him today, and listen to the Word which lifts the veil that lies
upon the earth, and wakes all those who sleep and cannot see. God calls to them
through you. He needs your voice to speak to them, for who could reach God’s
Son except his Father, calling through your Self?
This is a theme we shall see repeated. It is based on the now-familiar idea that
God’s Son is one. Jesus is not saying we should learn these lessons of forgiveness, and
then preach his gospel to the world. Other systems teach that, but not this one. Indeed,
we do not preach or teach anything. We simply accept Jesus’ love, which embraces
every seemingly separated mind in the Sonship, since minds are one. Mind extends to
mind, reflecting the original extension of God’s Mind to the Mind of Christ.
Again, we do nothing. If the love of Jesus motivates us, inspiring us to do things in
the world, we of course do them. Yet the core of A Course in Miracles’ curriculum
involves stilling the ego’s voices in our minds and identifying with Jesus’ words.
Accepting his love, we allow it to guide us in everything we think, feel, say, and do. In
that sense the world is healed, because it does not exist outside our minds. Incidentally,
we find here the adumbration of the beautiful and more developed passage in the
Introduction to the fifth review, where Jesus says he needs us to hear his words and give
them to the world, that it be saved (W-pI.rV.in.9:2-3).
(5:4) Hear Him today, and offer Him your voice to speak to all the multitude
who wait to hear the Word that He will speak today.
We speak His Word in silence, because love soundlessly speaks no words. Since
we believe we are bodies, however, the soundless word of love’s presence will often
take shape in our behavior and words as it extends through us. Yet it is not the words
that are important, but the love that inspires them. Our task is simply to get in touch with
that love. It then does the rest.
(6:1-2) Be ready for salvation. It is here, and will today be given unto you.
Salvation will be given us in the instant – the holy instant – we choose to accept it,
which we do by setting aside the ego’s voice. Our Teacher cannot wait to give us what
we already have:
The eagerness of the Holy Spirit to give you this is so intense He would not
wait, although He waits in patience. Meet His patience with your impatience at
delay in meeting Him Go out in gladness to meet with your Redeemer, and walk
with Him in trust out of this world, and into the real world of beauty and
forgiveness (T-17.II.8:3-5).
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Knowing that beauty is what awaits our choice, who could not share the Holy
Spirit’s eagerness?
(6:3-4) And you will learn your function from the One Who chose it in your
Father’s Name for you. Listen today, and you will hear a Voice which will resound
throughout the world through you.
The world exists in our mind, where the Holy Spirit’s Voice resounds when we
choose to accept It as the only Voice we wish to hear. Our choice thus echoes round the
world, present in the Son’s one mind.
(6:5) The bringer of all miracles has need that you receive them first, and
thus become the joyous giver of what you received.
We will see presently the return of the theme of giving and receiving,
foreshadowed here. Our responsibility is simply to receive or accept the gift; its giving
occurs through Jesus. Lesson 154 echoes the idea of first receiving the miracle before
its healing can be extended to others.
(7:1) Thus does salvation start and thus it ends; when everything is yours
and everything is given away, it will remain with you forever.
Salvation begins in our minds – the source of the error – and ends there when we
choose to correct the error and accept the Atonement, as the early passage in the text
explains:
...the undoing process, which does not come from you, is nevertheless
within you because God placed it there. Your part is merely to return your thinking
to the point at which the error was made, and give it over to the Atonement in
peace (T-5.VII.6:4-5).
Needless to say, this idea of giving and receiving has nothing to do with the
world’s understanding. When everything is mine and I accept God’s Love as my Identity,
the Sonship is united in that Self. There is no loss but only gain – for all.
(7:2) And the lesson has been learned.
The lesson that has to be learned is the Atonement: the separation from God
never happened. This means you and I are not separate either.
(7:3-8:2) Today we practice giving, not the way you understand it now, but
as it is. Each hour’s exercises should begin with this request for your
enlightenment:
I will be still and listen to the truth.
What does it mean to give and to receive?
Ask and expect an answer. Your request is one whose answer has been
waiting long to be received by you.
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The answer, again, is the Atonement principle. It is not a specific answer that
would have Jesus telling us, for example, to say this, do that, or go there, but God’s
wordless Word. Even though the answer awaits us in our minds, we fear its implications.
Therefore, we need these practice periods as gentle reminders that if we see through
the ego’s lies – e.g., giving and receiving are different – the resultant stillness would
allow us to hear the Holy Spirit’s Voice correcting our errors. Forgiveness enables us to
be still, so we may receive the love that is ours and the world’s, with no loss to anyone.
(8:3-4) It will begin the ministry for which you came, and which will free the
world from thinking giving is a way to lose. And so the world becomes ready to
understand and to receive.
When we accept the gift of becoming Jesus’ manifestation in the dream – just as
he was the Holy Spirit’s – that becomes our function or ministry. But do not take this to
mean something external, for that would be a total misunderstanding of A Course in
Miracles. How can there be an external ministry when Jesus teaches there is no world?
We first have to learn this lesson, meaning we learn there is no thought that underlies
the world. When this learning occurs – the purpose of the miracle – love extends through
us. The form it takes is irrelevant, for what matters is our choosing love instead of fear,
identifying with the Self of the unified Sonship. The inheritance of this Self was never
lost, and is now regained through Its remembrance.
(9) Be still and listen to the truth today. For each five minutes spent in
listening, a thousand minds are opened to the truth and they will hear the holy
Word you hear. And when the hour is past, you will again release a thousand more
who pause to ask that truth be given them, along with you.
Recall that the term thousand in A Course in Miracles symbolizes a large number.
Thus thousands will receive this gift of Atonement when we accept it for ourselves,
reminding the Sonship, as did Jesus, that there is another choice that can be made. It
yet remains the Sonship’s decision, as it was ours, when to choose to accept God’s
Word.
(10) Today the holy Word of God is kept through your receiving it to give
away, so you can teach the world what giving means by listening and learning it of
Him. Do not forget today to reinforce your choice to hear and to receive the Word
by this reminder, given to yourself as often as is possible today:
Let me be still and listen to the truth.
I am the messenger of God today,
My voice is His, to give what I receive.
Learning that giving and receiving are the same, we allow truth to be itself. Letting
go of grievances, memories of victimization, and specialness needs entails no sacrifice
or loss. To the contrary, the process of forgiveness that is our gift to Jesus, as it is to the
Sonship, frees us to receive the memory of the love from which we had separated.
Without the barriers of hate to block love’s flow, it gently extends throughout the
Sonship, delivering the happy message of God’s Word: the truth is here, and is ours for
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the asking.
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Truth will correct all errors in my mind.
This is a lovely lesson that contrasts truth and illusion, and even more to the
point, makes clear the impossibility of our understanding truth and how happy it will
make us. This is why throughout A Course in Miracles Jesus talks to us about the
reflections of truth or holiness. Strictly speaking, of course, truth and holiness exist only
in Heaven.
(1:1-2) What can correct illusions but the truth? And what are errors but
illusions that remain unrecognized for what they are?
This is the ego’s thought system, which consists of the double shield of oblivion:
The world is the external shield “protecting” us from the mind’s guilt; and the guilt is the
internal shield “protecting” us from the mind’s love, which undoes our individuality and
specialness. The point is to recognize the error, which is not in bodies, but in our minds,
where truth resides as well.
(1:3-5) Where truth has entered errors disappear. They merely vanish,
leaving not a trace by which to be remembered. They are gone because, without
belief, they have no life.
It is important to remember that what gives the ego thought system of illusions its
power is our belief in it, which comes from the power of the mind’s decision maker to
choose. As Jesus teaches us in the text:
Do not be afraid of the ego. It depends on your mind, and as you made it
by believing in it, so you can dispel it by withdrawing belief from it (T-7.VIII.5:1-2).
What could be simpler? Yet because salvation is so simple, the ego engages in
its strategy of complexity that leaves us believing in the reality of illusions, because we
believe in the reality of the body.
(1:6-7) And so they disappear to nothingness, returning whence they came.
From dust to dust they come and go, for only truth remains.
That is all the ego thought system is, and the world as well: an error, which when
looked at with Jesus, simply disappears back into its own nothingness. It is helpful to
keep in mind that both error and truth are in our minds; nowhere else. It is thus not the
world that has to be changed, but our belief that there is a world, and that the ego is right
and Jesus is wrong. “Dust to dust,” of course, is an allusion to the famous biblical verse
from Genesis (2:7).
Jesus now describes what is basically impossible to describe:
(2:1-3:1) Can you imagine what a state of mind without illusions is? How it
would feel? Try to remember when there was a time, – perhaps a minute, maybe
even less – when nothing came to interrupt your peace; when you were certain
you were loved and safe. Then try to picture what it would be like to have that
moment be extended to the end of time and to eternity. Then let the sense of quiet
that you felt be multiplied a hundred times, and then be multiplied another
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hundred more.
And now you have a hint, not more than just the faintest intimation of the
state your mind will rest in when the truth has come.
Our thoughts on happiness and peace are but a very, very, very faint glimmer of
their true nature. Thus Jesus asks: “Why would you throw away the glorious reality of my
love, reflecting to you God’s Love and the source of your happiness, and choose instead
the tiny bits of special nothings that you covet, cherish, and would even kill for?
Whatever you think constitutes the truth of your safety is mistaken.” Note that Jesus
does not speak of the body but the mind – the source of our misery and pain, and
happiness and peace.
This passage also implies there is no way the body could ever know real peace,
for peace does not reside in the world nor the various states to which we aspire, but only
in the mind made free of guilt and fear. That is the peace St. Paul described as passing
all understanding (Philippians 4:7), and of which the manual for teachers speaks:
It has been said that there is a kind of peace that is not of this world.... in
every way it is totally unlike all previous experiences. It calls to mind nothing that
went before. It brings with it no past associations. It is a new thing entirely.... [It is]
the simple understanding that His Will is wholly without opposite. There is no
thought that contradicts His Will, yet can be true.... The Will of God is One and all
there is. This is your heritage. The universe beyond the sun and stars, and all the
thoughts of which you can conceive, belong to you. God’s peace is the condition
for His Will. Attain His peace, and you remember Him (M-20.1:1; 2:2-5; 6:2-3,913).
Can anything here even approach that state? Jesus continues:
(3:2) Without illusions there could be no fear, no doubt and no attack.
As you practice A Course in Miracles you do not lose your individuality overnight.
You lose your fear, doubt, anxiety, and guilt, all your thoughts of specialness and attack.
(3:3) When truth has come all pain is over, for there is no room for
transitory thoughts and dead ideas to linger in your mind.
These thoughts comprise the “wonderful” gifts of specialness, the bodily
experiences we believe are so vital to our well being and salvation.
(3:4-6) Truth occupies your mind completely, liberating you from all beliefs
in the ephemeral. They have no place because the truth has come, and they are
nowhere. They can not be found, for truth is everywhere forever, now.
Implied here – and actually stated in the preceding lesson – is that when your
mind is healed, you no longer remember the dream because there is nothing there to
remember. Accepting the Atonement – the separation, and therefore the dream that is
the world, never happened – awakens us from the dream of sin, guilt, and death, which
at that point is gone forever. As Jesus says near the close of “The Obstacles to Peace”:
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Nothing that you remember now will you remember.
It seems to you the world will utterly abandon you if you but raise your
eyes. Yet all that will occur is you will leave the world forever (1-19.1V-D.6 :6-7:2).
(4:1) When truth has come it does not stay a while, to disappear or change
to something else.
Everything in this world changes and metamorphoses into something else. No
matter how indulgent our specialness demands, no matter how much we covet and seek
their satisfaction, we know from experience the good feeling does not last, the proof it is
not the truth. Indeed, our most special relationship of all – with our bodies – ends in total
failure, for we all die. Yet if the love of Jesus is present in our relationships, the good
feeling must and will last. His love alone, reflecting the eternal Love of God, will endure
while we dream. The forms of specialness – the thrills, excitements, and pleasures are
transient. Thus Jesus’ love is a constant appeal to us, for he designates “what lasts” as
the criterion for distinguishing between the valuable and the valueless, as we shall see
later in Lesson 133.
(4:2-4) It does not shift and alter in its form, nor come and go and go and
come again. It stays exactly as it always was, to be depended on in every need,
and trusted with a perfect trust in all the seeming difficulties and the doubts that
the appearances the world presents engender. They will merely blow away, when
truth corrects the errors in your mind.
Jesus is not saying we will not have needs. As long as we are in this dream,
making our way home, we will have needs, concerns, and problems. As he says of the
advanced psychotherapist: “Even an advanced therapist has some earthly needs while
he is here” (P-3.III.1:3). Thus, the journey is a process, and Jesus implies that we are
beginning to understand that the truth of his loving presence is always in our minds,
awaiting our return. Since we do not have to be perfectly free of our specialness, he tells
us: “When these thoughts arise, come to me, for I am the truth that will undo them, and
therefore your pain.” This comforting thought that we need not be free of our egos is also
found in a discussion of the holy instant:
The necessary condition for the holy instant does not require that you have
no thoughts that are not pure. But it does require that you have none that you
would keep.... In your practice, then, try only to be vigilant against deception, and
seek not to protect the thoughts you would keep to yourself. Let the Holy Spirit’s
purity shine them away, and bring all your awareness to the readiness for purity
He offers you (T-15 .IV.9: 1-2,8-9).
Thus we are not asked to be without the body and its needs. We are asked
merely to shift their purpose by inviting Jesus back into our minds. This simple invitation
reflects the willingness to take his loving hand and begin the journey home. Simple
honesty with ourselves is all he needs in order to have his truth correct all errors in our
minds.
(5:1) When truth has come it harbors in its wings the gift of perfect
constancy, and love which does not falter in the face of pain, but looks beyond it,
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steadily and sure.
Again, Jesus is not saying there will be no pain or difficulty; they are undone by
realizing that their cause does not lie in the external, or in the failure of our needs to be
met, but in, quite simply, having dropped his hand. Pain thus comes from telling Jesus: “I
am not interested in you, for I know better”; while peace is the happy result of admitting
we were wrong.
(5:2) Here is the gift of healing, for the truth needs no defense, and therefore
no attack is possible.
This implies that sickness is a defense, which is the subject of Lesson 136,
“Sickness is a defense against the truth” (W-pI.136). That is why choosing truth is
healing. If there is no fear in our minds, there is nothing to defend against. Attack is the
content behind every defense, for we have attacked our and our brother’s reality as
Christ, replacing love with fear. Yet this is so only in dreams. Healing simply accepts the
truth behind the illusion, as we now see:
(5:3-4) Illusions can be brought to truth to be corrected. But the truth stands
far beyond illusions, and can not be brought to them to turn them into truth.
This is what the world seeks to do, as it has sought to do with Jesus, God, and,
unfortunately, with A Course in Miracles. We want to bring the Course’s truth to the
illusion, and have truth heal our problems here. Instead, Jesus asks us to bring the ego
to his truth, which undoes the illusion and the pain that comes from it. He succinctly
summarizes this principle in the following passage from the text:
When you try to bring truth to illusions, you are trying to make illusions real,
and keep them by justifying your belief in them. But to give illusions to truth is to
enable truth to teach that the illusions are unreal, and thus enable you to escape
from them (T-1715:4-5).
Recognizing the ego’s duplicity in making illusions real by bringing truth to them
enables us to reverse the process. Thus is Jesus restored to his rightful place in our
minds, where truth is remembered, as we are.
(6:1-4) Truth does not come and go nor shift nor change, in this appearance
now and then in that, evading capture and escaping grasp. It does not hide. It
stands in open light, in obvious accessibility. It is impossible that anyone could
seek it truly, and would not succeed.
If we do not feel the truth and comfort of Jesus’ love, it is because we have not
sought it, as we are afraid of the light and wish to remain in darkness. Our special bodies
reflect the ego’s thought system of darkness, which we cling to because we fear the light
of truth in which our individuality would go, as would our problems, judgments, and
grievances. Without these, who would we be? Revisiting these telling lines, we read of
the ego’s fear:
There is no statement that the world is more afraid to hear than this:
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I do not know the thing I am, and therefore do not know what I am doing,
where I am, or how to look upon the world or on myself.
Yet in this learning is salvation born. And What you are will tell you of Itself
(T-31.V.17:6-9).
Thus we do not seek truth truly, for we do not want to succeed and hear our Self
tell us What we are.
(6:5-9) Today belongs to truth. Give truth its due, and it will give you yours.
You were not meant to suffer and to die. Your Father wills these dreams be gone.
Let truth correct them all.
We have previously discussed that to the ego, God’s Will for us is suffering and
death. These lessons correct that belief. Readers may recall these lines from the text:
Swear not to die, you holy Son of God! You make a bargain that you
cannot keep. The Son of Life cannot be killed. He is immortal as his Father. What
he is cannot be changed (T-29.VI.2:1-5).
Thus we bring the illusion of death – our having chosen it over life – to the truth of
God’s Will. We have chosen at last to prove God right, abrogating the vow to the ego
and pledging ourselves to the truth of eternal life as God’s Son.
(7) We do not ask for what we do not have. We merely ask for what belongs
to us, that we may recognize it as our own. Today we practice on the happy note
of certainty that has been born of truth. The shaky and unsteady footsteps of
illusion are not our approach today. We are as certain of success as we are sure
we live and hope and breathe and think. We do not doubt we walk with truth today,
and count on it to enter into all the exercises that we do this day.
Our asking for what belongs to us is the accepting of the Atonement, asking the
decision-making part of our minds to choose again – the truth of what we are over the
illusion. Since we are asking only for truth, we cannot fail. Illusions have no power once
we withdraw our belief in them. Today’s exercises take us further down the path of
certainty, which we happily walk with the truth of Jesus’ love by our side.
(8:1) Begin by asking Him Who goes with you upon this undertaking that He
be in your awareness as you go with Him.
Jesus asks again to choose him or the Holy Spirit as our Guide as we go through
the day, bringing to Them all forms of upset and disquiet, the myriad ways we had
chosen illusion over truth. Changing teachers, our journey to nowhere becomes the
journey home.
(8:2) You are not made of flesh and blood and bone, but were created by the
selfsame Thought which gave the gift of life to Him as well.
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God, the Source of the Holy Spirit, is also our Source. Jesus thus contrasts the
ego’s false self – as manifest in the body – with the glorious Thought of God, our true
Identity: He the Thought that created us; we the Thought He created. We are reminded
in this beautiful passage that our thoughts, the idols of self, have no power over the truth
of our reality:
Beyond all idols is the Thought God holds of you. Completely unaffected
by the turmoil and the terror of the world, the dreams of birth and death that here
are dreamed, the myriad of forms that fear can take; quite undisturbed, the
Thought God holds of you remains exactly as it always was. Surrounded by a
stillness so complete no sound of battle comes remotely near, it rests in certainty
and perfect peace. Here is your one reality kept safe, completely unaware of all
the world that worships idols, and that knows not God. In perfect sureness of its
changelessness and of its rest in its eternal home, the Thought God holds of you
has never left the Mind of its Creator Whom it knows, as its Creator knows that it
is there (T30.III.10).
(8:3-4) He is your Brother, and so like to you your Father knows that You are
both the same. It is your Self you ask to go with you, and how could He be absent
where you are?
Recall those inspiring lines from Helen’s wonderful poem, “A Jesus Prayer”:
Come, brothers, see
How like to Christ am I, and I to you
Whom He has blessed and holds as one with me.
(The Gifts of God, p. 82)
Our unity with our brothers reflects our unity with the Holy Spirit, which in truth
reflects the unity of God’s one creation. We, God’s Son, are a oneness joined as one,
part of the Oneness which unites all things within Itself (T-25.I.7:1-2). Christ, our Self,
can never be separate from Himself, nor from the Spirit of God Who reminds us of the
truth of our one Self.
(9:1-5) Truth will correct all errors in your mind which tell you you could be
apart from Him. You speak to Him today, and make your pledge to let His function
be fulfilled through you. To share His function is to share His joy. His confidence
is with you, as you say:
Truth will correct all errors in my mind,
And I will rest in Him Who is my Self
Thus we choose to remember our function of forgiveness: bringing the errors of
past mistaken choices to the truth in our minds, as we walk the path that leads to our
Self.
(9:6) Then let Him lead you gently to the truth, which will envelop you and
give you peace so deep and tranquil that you will return to the familiar world
reluctantly.
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Jesus addresses the integration of what we know to be the truth in our minds with
our functioning in the world, an example of the biblical idea of being in the world and yet
not of it (John 17:14,16,18). This means we continue to live in the world, knowing our
reality is not there. Yet a part of us remains reluctant to return our attention to the world,
because the experience of light, truth, and love is so wonderful that by contrast the world
seems a veritable hell. Thus Jesus tells us he knows what we feel, at the same time
encouraging the right-minded part of our minds. In fact, it is the experience of peace that
enables us to “return” to the world, but differently, an important theme to which we shall
return. The power of this peace was nicely captured in another of Helen’s poems,
“Awake in Stillness”:
Peace cover you, within without the same, In shining silence and in peace
so deep
No dream of sin and evil can come near Your quiet mind.
(The Gifts of God, p. 73)
(10:1-2) And yet you will be glad to look again upon this world. For you will
bring with you the promise of the changes which the truth that goes with you will
carry to the world.
What are these changes? Before I asked Jesus for help, I was miserable, angry,
depressed, anxious, and a very unhappy victim. Realizing I would be happier with a new
teacher, I released my investment in the ego’s specialness. Thus I am seen differently,
for I am different. As the workbook says later: I “smile more frequently” (W-pI.155.1:2).
This indicates something has changed – anger and depression to happiness and joy –
and says, in effect: because minds are one, the choice I have made you can make, the
teacher I have chosen is in your mind as well.
That is the meaning of Jesus’ lovely statement in the text, “Teach not that I died in
vain. Teach rather that I did not die by demonstrating that I live in you” (T-11.VI.7:3-4).
Our happiness demonstrates his life in us. This does not mean we literally walk around
smiling, but that we remain peaceful, knowing that nothing in the world has power to
disrupt our peace. Living in the presence of Jesus’ love means we live with his presence
all the time. Our quiet joy witnesses to his truth in our minds, as all ego thoughts are
gently laid aside. The joy born of the forgiveness of ourselves extends gladly through the
Sonship and is carried to the world.
(10:3) They will increase with every gift you give of five small minutes, and
the errors that surround the world will be corrected as you let them be corrected
in your mind.
Again, Jesus speaks of the correction of errors in our minds. The “errors that
surround the world” are those that come from the belief in separation: I know better than
God, the Holy Spirit, or Jesus; I am right and They are wrong. When I demonstrate I am
finally happy because I have been wrong, again, I become the example for everyone
else. Each time I remember, I remember for the whole Sonship, as we now read:
(11) Do not forget your function for today. Each time you tell yourself with
confidence, “Truth will correct all errors in my mind,” you speak for all the world
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and Him Who would release the world, as He would set you free.
What better way to end the discussion of this lesson than to quote the end of the
manual for teachers. These lovely verses, already partly quoted, encapsulate our
function of forgiving ourselves, thereby forgiving the world. Jesus’ gratitude to us echoes
our own to him, who led us to this sacred place, wherein our choice was made for truth
instead of illusion, freedom instead of imprisonment, life instead of death:
And now in all your doings be you blessed.
God turns to you for help to save the world.
Teacher of God, His thanks He offers you,
And all the world stands silent in the grace
You bring from Him. You are the Son He loves,
And it is given you to be the means
Through which His Voice is heard around the world,
To close all things of time; to end the sight
Of all things visible; and to undo
All things that change. Through you is ushered in
A world unseen, unheard, yet truly there.
Holy are you, and in your light the world
Reflects your holiness, for you are not
Alone and friendless. I give thanks for you,
And join your efforts on behalf of God,
Knowing they are on my behalf as well,
And for all those who walk to God with me.
AMEN
(M-29.8)
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To give and to receive are one in truth.
The title gives us the two principal themes of this lesson: giving and receiving are
one; and, derived from the first, our inherent unity as God’s Son. Remembering our
Oneness as Christ is the ultimate goal of Jesus’ teaching.
(1:1) Vision depends upon today’s idea.
Vision has nothing to do with our eyes, which literally do not see. All “seeing”
reflects a choice we made in our minds for the teacher we want. If it is the ego, our eyes
will see separation; if Jesus, they will bring back to us his message of oneness. In a
separated world, oneness means shared needs and interests. Despite our different
paths, we share the same hope and goal. Understanding the unity of sharing is the
essence of vision, and why giving and receiving are the same: the Son gives to himself,
who gladly receives the gift from his self.
(1:2) The light is in it, for it reconciles all seeming opposites.
Saying the ego thought system rests on separation, individuality, or differences, is
the same as saying it rests on opposites. It began with the thought that God and His Son
were opposites and in opposition. Once the world was made, the split mind’s
oppositional element became more pronounced: God’s reality is spirit, while ours is the
body. The world is thus based on opposites, and living here without opposition is
impossible. Perception, Jesus’ term to describe this world, is based on contrast: our
perceiving in relationship to something else. The following passage from the manual for
teachers describes this world of contrast and opposites:
The belief in order of difficulties is the basis for the world’s perception. It
rests on differences; on uneven background and shifting foreground, on unequal
heights and diverse sizes, on varying degrees of darkness and light, and
thousands of contrasts in which each thing seen competes with every other in
order to be recognized (M-8.1:1-2).
Special relationships are based on contrast, for its insane thought system begins
with the premise of differences: You are more special than someone else, therefore
different; you were more beloved of me yesterday when you gave me what I wanted, but
you are different today when you did not please me. Vision, born of the Atonement
principle that says the separation never happened, is the basis for shifting how we
perceive the world. It reconciles the opposites, not by bringing them together as, for
example, Jung emphasized, but by exposing the illusion that underlies both sides of the
contrast. The only meaningful opposite to be discussed is the ego’s opposition to the
Holy Spirit. This opposition is “reconciled” when its error is brought to the truth of unity,
where it is gently dispelled.
(1:3) And what is light except the resolution, born of peace, of all your
conflicts and mistaken thoughts into one concept which is wholly true?
The “one concept which is wholly true” is the Atonement: we are joined, because
we never separated from Oneness. Within the dream, God’s Son is one; in Heaven,
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God’s Son is one. That is the concept that resolves all conflict, dissolving the falsity in
the ego’s equation.
(1:4-5) Even that one will disappear, because the Thought behind it will
appear instead to take its place. And now you are at peace forever, for the dream
is over then.
The Atonement thought will disappear because when it has achieved its purpose
– the undoing of the error – the correction will no longer be needed and will disappear.
Similarly Jesus says of the Holy Spirit, in the end He “returns to the eternal formlessness
of God” (C-6.5:8). What remains, however, is the Thought behind the Atonement – our
Identity as Christ – which never dies because it is beyond the opposites of life and
death, and beyond their correction.
(2:1) True light that makes true vision possible is not the light the body’s
eyes behold.
Vision has nothing to do with seeing auras, physical light, or experiences in the
world. Its light is only in the mind and beyond sensory perception. Simply stated, it is the
light of truth, a thought within the mind that waits upon our decision to “see” it.
(2:2-3) It is a state of mind that has become so unified that darkness cannot
be perceived at all. And thus what is the same is seen as one, while what is not
the same remains unnoticed, for it is not there.
“What is not the same” is the seeming fragments of the Sonship. When one is in
the real world, the referent here, one realizes everything here is a dream, and our reality
is outside it, where God’s Son is one and has no name. We assign names – Jesus, for
example – but in truth only the thought of love exists in the real world, which, as Jesus
explains, lasts but an instant, and then God reaches down and lifts us back unto Himself.
Thus we read, for example, these two beautiful renderings of what is elsewhere referred
to as God’s last step:
God loves His Son. Request Him now to give the means by which this
world will disappear, and vision first will come, with knowledge but an instant later.
For in grace you see a light that covers all the world in love, and watch fear
disappear from every face as hearts rise up and claim the light as theirs. What
now remains that Heaven be delayed an instant longer? What is still undone
when your forgiveness rests on everything? (W-pI.168.4)
O my brothers, if you only knew the peace that will envelop you and hold
you safe and pure and lovely in the Mind of God, you could but rush to meet Him
where His altar is. Hallowed your Name and His, for they are joined here in this
holy place. Here He leans down to lift you up to Him, out of illusions into holiness;
out of the world and to eternity; out of all fear and given back to love (C-4.8).
(3:1) This is the light that shows no opposites, and vision, being healed, has
power to heal.
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Vision heals the belief in separation, the source of all sickness. Joining with
Jesus, we join with the entire Sonship, ending the separation as it ends sickness. That is
why vision and healing are the same.
We experience vision by denying, not what our eyes see, but that our perceptions
mean something. Thus the early lessons teach that everything here is meaningless, for
we have provided the meaning, which serves to prove that we are right and Jesus is
wrong: separation is alive, well, and powerful, for look what it has accomplished. These
thoughts are meaningless, however, because they come from nothing, and their
darkness is shined away by the light of truth.
(3:2) This is the light that brings your peace of mind to other minds, to
share it and be glad that they are one with you and with themselves.
There is that all-important word: one. Peace goes to every mind because minds
are one. This is not true in the world and cannot be understood here. Yet it remains the
truth, beyond our ego’s understanding. When we have an experience – even for an
instant – of being without the ego and with the love of Jesus, we understand the
oneness of God’s Son, an understanding that remains with us, even as we seek to cover
it under clouds of complexity and obscurity.
(3:3) This is the light that heals because it brings single perception, based
upon one frame of reference, from which one meaning comes.
Vision tells us that God’s Sons, all of whom seem different, are one. We have
differences, to be sure, but they are superficial. We are one because we share the same
need to return to a home we believe we have destroyed. Our joint need is to realize our
seeming sin has had no effect. The “one frame of reference” is the truth, to which we
bring our disparate perceptions, there to be united in the single purpose of forgiveness.
We revisit still again this extremely important passage that describes the vision of a
healed mind, “its single perception, based upon one frame of reference”:
The body’s eyes will continue to see differences. But the mind that has let
itself be healed will no longer acknowledge them. There will be those who seem
to be “sicker” than others, and the body’s eyes will report their changed
appearances as before. But the healed mind will put them all in one category;
they are unreal. This is the gift of its Teacher; the understanding that only two
categories are meaningful in sorting out the messages the mind receives from
what appears to be the outside world. And of these two, but one is real (M-8.6:16).
(4:1) Here are both giving and receiving seen as different aspects of one
Thought whose truth does not depend on which is seen as first, nor which
appears to be in second place.
Once again, in the specialness bargains on which our relationships are based,
there is a giver and receiver; and we want to be on top, giving as little as possible to
receive as much as we can. To correct this ego axiom of I win, you lose, Jesus says
later in the workbook: “I choose the second place to gain the first” (W-pII.328). When I
no longer have to be number one, First Cause and the author of my existence, I choose
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to be God’s Effect. I thus remember I am one with my Source, which puts me first because in God there is no first and second. We “belong to the First Cause, created by
Him like unto Himself and part of Him” (T-14.IV.2:1):
The First in eternity is God the Father, Who is both First and One. Beyond
the First there is no other, for there is no order, no second or third, and nothing
but the First (T-14.IV.1:7-8).
In the dream, we reflect the truth of our oneness by living without winners and
losers, happily understanding we do not have to steal love, destroy another to get what
we want, or be right. If we learn this lesson, realizing we all are part of the one Son, we
will have attained the non judgmental state of mind in which there is only vision.
(4:2) Here it is understood that both occur together, that the Thought remain
complete.
The Thought of Love is complete in my mind because it is one. I cannot give what
I do not have, and I cannot receive what I have not given. This is the experience of
God’s Love as It extends through the healed mind. I do not believe I have less, because
I know minds are one, and realize there is nothing outside because I am the mind of
God’s Son, who is one with his Source. Inside and outside lose their meaning, for there
is only the Mind of Love. Giving and receiving are but dualistic terms we use to connote
the extension of God’s Love through our minds, as it remains there: ideas leave not their
source.
(4:3-5:3) And in this understanding is the base on which all opposites are
reconciled, because they are perceived from the same frame of reference which
unifies this Thought.
One thought, completely unified, will serve to unify all thought. This is the
same as saying one correction will suffice for all correction, or that to forgive one
brother wholly is enough to bring salvation to all minds For these are but some
special cases of one law which holds for every kind of learning, if it be directed by
the One Who knows the truth.
The message is clear: all is one. We have learned that in forgiving one person
totally we have forgiven everyone, because one brother is all brothers. Recall the
following statement, here placed more fully in the context of generalizing the Holy Spirit’s
lessons of forgiveness:
Leave, then, the transfer of your learning to the One Who really
understands its laws, and Who will guarantee that they remain unviolated and
unlimited. Your part is merely to apply what He has taught you to yourself, and He
will do the rest. And it is thus the power of your learning will be proved to you by
all the many different witnesses it finds. Your brother first among them will be
seen, but thousands stand behind him, and beyond each one of them there are a
thousand more (T-27.V.10:1-4).
Thus Jesus says that our only responsibility is to accept the Atonement for
ourselves (T-2.V.5:1), which we apply to our special relationships. Within that
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specialness is found the entirety of the ego’s thought system and the world’s, just as in
my forgiveness is found the entirety of the Holy Spirit’s thought system – one problem,
one solution.
(6) To learn that giving and receiving are the same has special usefulness,
because it can be tried so easily and seen as true. And when this special case has
proved it always works, in every circumstance where it is tried, the thought behind
it can be generalized to other areas of doubt and double vision. And from there it
will extend, and finally arrive at the one Thought which underlies them all.
In other words, when I practice the idea for today and ask Jesus’ help to forgive, I
learn to generalize from a single relationship to all relationships.
The term double vision has the meaning here of duality. When I see things in
double, I see in opposites, an expression of duality. Thus I practice with my current
special relationship by asking Jesus to help me shift from a perception of differences to
one of shared needs and goals. Such practice will help me generalize to every aspect of
my life. The one Thought refers to God’s Love, the Oneness that is the source for all
experiences of oneness – shared interests – in the world. My diligent and dedicated daily
practice fosters the generalization that enables me to learn that the principle of “giving
and receiving are the same” heals my split mind, “in every circumstance where it is
tried.”
(7) Today we practice with the special case of giving and receiving. We will
use this simple lesson in the obvious because it has results we cannot miss. To
give is to receive. Today we will attempt to offer peace to everyone, and see how
quickly peace returns to us. Light is tranquility, and in that peace is vision given
us, and we can see.
Eager to learn the lesson in the specific circumstances of our lives, we allow our
Teacher to generalize our learning to the world. We choose to give forgiveness, so that
we may receive it. Borrowing from the inspiring imagery of the text’s closing pages, we
see these tiny, scattered threads of forgiveness grow into one inclusive chorus of love,
bringing light and peace to the Sonship, united and healed in Christ’s tranquil vision of
oneness (T-31.VIII.11:5).
(8) So we begin the practice periods with the instruction for today, and say:
To give and to receive are one in truth.
I will receive what I am giving now
Then close your eyes, and for five minutes think of what you would hold out
to everyone, to have it yours. You might, for instance, say:
To everyone I offer quietness.
To everyone I offer peace of mind.
To everyone I offer gentleness.
These “affirmations” of our right-minded decision represent the truth to which we
bring our wrong-minded thoughts of separation and one or the other: I win, you lose. I
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choose to let this principle go so I may receive the quietness, peace, and gentleness I
offer you, my brother in illusion as well as truth.
(9:1-3) Say each one slowly and then pause a while, expecting to receive the
gift you gave. And it will come to you in the amount in which you gave it. You will
find you have exact return, for that is what you asked.
How wonderful to learn that when we give we receive, and how instructive to see
our resistance to accepting the truth that our guiltlessness deserves the peace and love
we give our brothers! If we do not experience this peace, it is because we are not
offering it. The reader may recall this stunning line from the text, to which we add the
one that follows it:
If he speaks not of Christ to you, you spoke not of Christ to him. You hear
but your own voice, and if Christ speaks through you, you will hear Him (T11.V.18:6-7).
Regardless of the ego actions of others, our perception has only to do with a
decision our minds make. We must always receive what we ask for; we must always
receive what we give: guilt or forgiveness, separation or unity.
(9:4) It might be helpful, too, to think of one to whom to give your gifts.
We are asked to think of one specific person with whom we practice this lesson in
our minds. Through learning the lesson specifically, generalization will come.
(9:5) He represents the others, and through him you give to all.
We bring this message to the world by practicing it in our personal relationships.
We need do nothing outside, because there is no outside. Learning occurs within the
mind, and Jesus’ love does the rest as it naturally extends to all, washing over the ego’s
projections of exclusion and specialness, which gently disappear into the light of our
forgiveness.
(10:1-2) Our very simple lesson for today will teach you much. Effect and
cause will be far better understood from this time on, and we will make much
faster progress now.
My pain, unhappiness, and misery are the inevitable result of my belief that the
ego is right and a better teacher than the Holy Spirit. The effect – what I receive –
directly follows its cause – what I give. I give only what I wish to learn: the ego’s
separation or the Holy Spirit’s Atonement. Accepting this fact without argument speeds
us along the pathway Home.
(10:3) Think of the exercises for today as quick advances in your learning,
made still faster and more sure each time you say, “To give and to receive are one
in truth.”
As you go through your day, practice the application of today’s thought any time,
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with anyone, in any situation in which there is a loss of peace. Seeing yourself and
another as separate means you believe that giving and receiving are part of a bargain,
reflecting the separation you think is the natural law. Continually bringing the ego’s lie to
the Holy Spirit’s truth quickens our advance as it quickens our experience of peace.
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I am as God created me.
This statement first appeared in Lesson 94, and will appear again in Lesson 162,
and finally in a review lesson that we study for twenty days. Thus Jesus ends this
twenty-lesson series, the purpose of which was to remind us of the shabbiness of our
little self in comparison with the glory of our true Self that God created one with Him.
(1:1-3) We will repeat today’s idea from time to time. For this one thought
would be enough to save you and the world, if you believed that it is true. Its truth
would mean that you have made no changes in yourself that have reality, nor
changed the universe so that what God created was replaced by fear and evil,
misery and death.
The problem is that we believed we changed reality, and our individual existence
is the seeming witness to that change. This is the source of our guilt, which has to be
protected by projecting out a fearful and evil world in which we say: “Other people did
this to me; I am innocent.” To this insanity the Atonement softly whispers: “And God
thinks otherwise” (T-2312:7). God’s “thinking” is simply this: My Son is my Son, and
nothing can change this Fact.
(1:4) If you remain as God created you fear has no meaning, evil is not real,
and misery and death do not exist.
That is the Atonement principle, God’s Word that nothing happened to change
reality. Sin is thus impossible, as are its effects: evil, misery, and death. The dreams in
which they are manifest remain but dreams. Reality continues unabated, its eternal state
revealed by the miracle:
Reality is changeless. Miracles but show what you have interposed
between reality and your awareness is unreal, and does not interfere at …
Because reality is changeless is a miracle already there to heal all things that
change, and offer them to you to see in happy form, devoid of fear (T-30.VIII.4:12; 5:1).
(2:1) Today’s idea is therefore all you need to let complete correction heal
your mind, and give you perfect vision that will heal all the mistakes that any mind
has made at any time or place.
This is so because, again, one mind is all minds. Remember, time and space
have never left the mind’s single thought of separation, undone by the Atonement’s
timeless Thought that reflects the oneness of eternity.
(2:2-3) It is enough to heal the past and make the future free. It is enough to
let the present be accepted as it is.
In the holy instant there is no past, ego present, or future. The holy instant has led
us to eternity, the love of which is reflected in our peace, born of forgiveness of God’s
Son.
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(2:4) It is enough to let time be the means for all the world to learn escape
from time, and every change that time appears to bring in passing by.
Jesus uses time to serve a different purpose from the ego’s, which is to prove that
sin, guilt, and fear are real. Our new teacher, however, helps us realize the ego’s unholy
trinity is illusory, and so the only meaningful change within the illusion is in teachers.
This parallels the statement from the clarification of terms:
In this world the only remaining freedom is the freedom of choice; always
between two choices or two voices (C-1.7:1).
All other change but reinforces the illusion there is something here that needs
changing.
(3) If you remain as God created you, appearances cannot replace the truth,
health cannot turn to sickness, nor can death be substitute for life, or fear for love.
All this has not occurred, if you remain as God created you. You need no thought
but just this one, to let redemption come to light the world and free it from the
past.
This marks the end of the ego thought system. Acceptance of the Word of God
reverses our mad course into insanity (T-18.I.8:5), thus undoing its effects. The
impossible did not occur because the impossible could not occur. To make the point
again, you do not “light the world” externally, for there is no world to illuminate; no world
to free, heal, or enlighten. You enlighten your mind, and in that experience the world is
healed and undone, and with it all suffering. The light of the Atonement has shined away
the darkness of fear, sickness, and death.
(4) In this one thought is all the past undone; the present saved to quietly
extend into a timeless future. If you are as God created you, then there has been
no separation of your mind from His, no split between your mind and other minds,
and only unity within your own.
This succinctly summarizes our previous discussion. Choosing against the ego
thought system of sin, guilt, and fear means choosing for the holy instant, in which time
is undone; separation, too, releasing the remembrance of the mind’s unity, reflecting the
oneness of Christ.
(5:1-2) The healing power of today’s idea is limitless. It is the birthplace of
all miracles, the great restorer of the truth to the awareness of the world.
Miracles undo the ego’s thought system, and these corrections have their
birthplace in the Atonement principle that says to our sleeping minds: “You have not lost
your Identity, and nothing your dream has made real affected truth. Throughout it all, you
remain as God created you.”
(5:3-6) Practice today’s idea with gratitude. This is the truth that comes to
set you free. This is the truth that God has promised you. This is the Word in
which all sorrow ends.
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This is the truth that corrects the ego’s lies and frees us from the ego’s tyranny of
guilt and hate, and thus ends all sorrow. The world has become the classroom in which
the Holy Spirit teaches us the opposite of what we had learned before. He shows the
truth of our relationships, and asks us only to accept it, that it may be shared with all who
shrink back to darkness:
The ego made the world as it perceives it, but the Holy Spirit, the
reinterpreter of what the ego made, sees the world as a teaching device for
bringing you home.... You have not made truth, but truth can still set you free.
Look as the Holy Spirit looks, and understand as He understands.... He is your
Guide to salvation, because He holds the remembrance of things past and to
come, and brings them to the present. He holds this gladness gently in your mind,
asking only that you increase it in His Name by sharing it to increase His joy in
you (T-5 MI.11:1,5-6,9-10).
Thus do we share gratitude with our brothers, having happily welcomed truth into
our minds at last.
(6-7) For your five-minute practice periods, begin with this quotation from
the text [T-31.VIII.5 :2-4]:
I am as God created me. His Son can suffer nothing.
And I am His Son.
Then, with this statement firmly in your mind, try to discover in your mind
the Self Who is the holy Son of God Himself.
This lesson and series close with the return of the theme that our true Self is
Christ, God’s one Son. His memory is not lost to us, but was buried under layers of
illusion born of our fear of the truth. We have seen the errors of our ways and the
suffering they brought us. Thus we change our minds as we change our perceptions,
and remember that we are as God created us – the holy Son of God Himself.
(8) Seek Him within you Who is Christ in you, the Son of God and brother to
the world; the Savior Who has been forever saved, with power to save whoever
touches Him, however lightly, asking for the Word that tells him he is brother unto
Him.
By seeking reality, we are assured we will find it. We are healed as we accept
salvation, as are all who make the choice we have made. Indeed, we are already
healed, but must yet accept the truth by rejecting the false. If it is truly Christ we seek in
ourselves and our brothers, it will be the Word of God to which we listen, for that alone
corrects our false self-concepts. Without it we condemn ourselves to listen to the ego’s
uncorrected word of separation and self.
(9:1-2) You are as God created you. Today honor your Self.
We honor our Self, not by telling ourselves how wonderful we are, but by saying
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no to the ego’s self, as we read:
(9:3) Let graven images you made to be the Son of God instead of what he
is be worshipped not today.
The way we remember our Identity is to let the “graven images” go. These are the
idols of self we made as substitute for the Self of Christ. More than almost any other
teaching in A Course in Miracles, the idea of learning to recognize our false images so
we can release them goes to the heart of forgiveness. Indeed, the process is
forgiveness. Thus, we are urged by Jesus, as we see again, and will again later:
Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all of the
barriers within yourself that you have built against it. It is not necessary to seek for
what is true, but it is necessary to seek for what is false (T-16.IV.6: 1-2).
Even more specifically, Jesus speaks of the need to turn away from false gods,
the ego images that father our special idols – “graven images” – with which we have
identified:
What you think you are can be very hateful, and what this strange image
makes you do can be very destructive. Yet the destruction is no more real than
the image, although those who make idols do worship them.... You do not realize
how much you listen to your gods, and how vigilant you are on their behalf. Yet
they exist only because you honor them. Place honor where it is due, and peace
will be yours. It is your inheritance from your real Father (T-10.III.1:6-7; 10:4-7).
(9:4-10:1) Deep in your mind the holy Christ in you is waiting your
acknowledgment as you. And you are lost and do not know yourself while He is
unacknowledged and unknown.
Seek Him today, and find Him.
The problem is that we do not want to seek Him, because we do not want to find
Him. We seek instead to retain this shabby image of Christ’s Self. The purpose of these
exercises – indeed, the purpose of A Course in Miracles – is to teach us how lost we are
when separated from our Self. Through letting go of grievances – against others and
ourselves – we acknowledge our Identity. The memory of Christ dawns on our forgiven
minds and we are found:
Together we will disappear into the Presence beyond the veil, not to be lost
but found; not to be seen but known. And knowing, nothing in the plan God has
established for salvation will be left undone (T-19.IV-D.19:1-2).
(10:2-3) He will be your Savior from all idols you have made. For when you
find Him, you will understand how worthless are your idols, and how false the
images which you believed were you.
This calls for the recognition we made a mistake, and that our reality is with
Jesus, above the ego’s battleground of conflict and death. We look down with him upon
the wrong-minded thought system of graven images, and see everything differently,
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realizing the world has no effect on Who we are. The value of these images as
protectors of our specialness disappears into their own worthlessness, leaving only the
Self that is the true Image of God.
(10:4) Today we make a great advance to truth by letting idols go, and
opening our hands and hearts and minds to God today.
If I am to open my hand, heart, and mind to God, I need to reject what the ego
has made as substitute. We thus focus on the fear of losing our individuality, as well as
the valued thought system of specialness. The ego had us close our minds to the truth;
now we open them and gladly greet our Self. Christ has come to replace the ego, and
idols have given way to God.
(11:1) We will remember Him throughout the day with thankful hearts and
loving thoughts for all who meet with us today.
Before we greet someone with a grateful heart and thankful words, we first must
realize how ungrateful we are. Remember, we find truth by undoing illusion, so these
thoughts should not be used as mantras or affirmations to cover our specialness. These
statements are truth’s reflection, to which we bring our shadowy illusions. We thus need
to be aware of our ego’s perceptions, and then go to the truth in our minds for help.
(11:2-6) For it is thus that we remember Him. And we will say, that we may
be reminded of His Son, our holy Self, the Christ in each of us:
I am as God created me.
Let us declare this truth as often as we can. This is the Word of God that
sets you free.
We again find reference to the biblical statement: “The truth shall make you free”
(John 8:32). Yet what sets us free is accepting the Atonement principle; not God, Jesus,
or A Course in Miracles. It is our rejection of the ego and acceptance of God’s Word that
frees us to remember our reality: We are as God created us.
(11:7) This is the key that opens up the gate of Heaven, and that lets you
enter in the peace of God and His eternity.
The mind locked by guilt and grievances, forgiveness gently opens. Learning to
trust the Voice that speaks the Word of God – the Atonement that sets us free – we
reach for Jesus’ hand that has never ceased reaching for ours. When we choose to take
our brothers’ hands along with his, the door quietly opens and we are home, where God
would have us be (T-31.VIII.12:8). We return now to the clarification of terms and read
its inspiring final words, and thus close the lesson and series with another beautiful
expression of the beautiful truth:
Let us go out and meet the newborn world, knowing that Christ has been
reborn in it, and that the holiness of this rebirth will last forever. We had lost our
way but He has found it for us. Let us go and bid Him welcome Who returns to us
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to celebrate salvation and the end of all we thought we made. The morning star of
this new day looks on a different world where God is welcomed and His Son with
Him. We who complete Him offer thanks to Him, as He gives thanks to us. The
Son is still, and in the quiet God has given him enters his home and is at peace at
last (C-ep.5).
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REVIEW III
Introduction
The introductions to the reviews provide important messages, as we have seen,
and this one is no exception. Its basic theme is our vigilance in doing the reviews. Even
more importantly – a point emphasized in almost every lesson – these exercises will
have no relevance if we do not practice them. The importance this concept holds for
Jesus will be evident as we go through the Introduction. He wants us to apply these
thoughts throughout the day, especially when we find ourselves upset, which should be
rather frequent if we are truly vigilant. It is thus essential to practice the thoughts set forth
here. The idea that the world is an illusion, for example, is meaningless if we do not
realize that if this is so, there is nothing outside us with the power to take God’s peace
from our minds. These, then, are ideas Jesus asks us to apply throughout the day, and
our practice is the burden of this Introduction.
(1) Our next review begins today. We will review two recent lessons every
day for ten successive days of practicing. We will observe a special format for
these -practice-periods, that you are urged to-follow just as closely as you can.
Jesus is not a harsh judge, sitting in Heaven with a scorecard keeping track of
how many times we forget a practice period. Yet he does appeal to the decision-making
part of our minds that would be tempted to choose the ego instead of the Holy Spirit,
specialness and individuality instead of learning the lessons that would undo them and
return us home. He urges us not because there is anything sacrosanct about these
review periods, but for our well-being. He reminds us in statements like this that doing
things our way brings pain, while having him guide us brings release from pain. We
therefore will feel better if we acknowledge we are wrong and he is right, and indeed that
he has always been right.
(2:1-2) We understand, of course, that it may be impossible for you to
undertake what is suggested here as optimal each day and every hour of the day.
Learning will not be hampered when you miss a practice period because it is
impossible at the appointed time.
Jesus is not naive, nor harshly demanding. There certainly may be times
throughout the day when at the hour’s stroke it is impossible to spend a few minutes
thinking of the lesson. If there is a fire, a drowning person, an automobile accident, or
any urgent matter, you are going to pay attention to what is happening, and not
necessarily take five minutes to sit with closed eyes and think of the lesson. Again Jesus
is not harsh, but he is saying – as we will see in just a moment – to be careful in
distinguishing between what is reasonable and what is not, in terms of missing a practice
period. The “unreasonable” is choosing to forget out of fear.
The point is to respond to the gentleness with which Jesus acts as our teacher.
This is not a punitive assignment, for he asks only that we be mindful of our fear
thoughts when we find these lessons too threatening for our specialness. This fear often
leads to forgetting them at the appointed time. Recall, too, our discussion in Lesson 95.
Our success in these lessons does not lie in having a perfect record in remembering, but
in being perfectly mindful of our temptation to feel guilty. We shall return to this thought
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presently.
(2:3-4) Nor is it necessary that you make excessive efforts to be sure that
you catch up in terms of numbers. Rituals are not our aim, and would defeat our
goal.
Many years ago I was working with a community of cloistered nuns who, as part
of their religious life, would have assigned prayer periods during the day. However, if
they should miss one, they were required to make up their prayers before they went to
sleep, an obvious confusion of the form of prayer with its content of thinking regularly of
God. We find the same idea expressed here. Jesus is saying the goal is not that we
actually remember the practice period, but that we be mindful of our thoughts and
vigilant of the need to forget in order to protect the ego self hiding in the bodily state of
mindlessness. It is not the form of remembering that is important, but the content of
wanting to remember. Thus, Jesus does not wish these lessons ritualized. Remember
the Course students who had special watches made to go off on the hour and half hour.
Seeking to be reminded of the lesson, they in fact obstructed the workbook’s mindtraining purpose of showing them first how resistant they were to the lessons, the
prerequisite for developing the motivation for learning what the lessons would teach.
(3:1-3) But learning will be hampered when you skip a practice period
because you are unwilling to devote the time to it that you are asked to give. Do
not deceive yourself in this. Unwillingness can be most carefully concealed
behind a cloak of situations you cannot control.
Jesus distinguishes between those situations that are really beyond our control
and those that are not. He asks that we be vigilant for our resistance to learning A
Course in Miracles and practicing these exercises. Again, he is not being punitive or
harsh, nor keeping track of our practice schedule. Helping us to implement what he
teaches in the text, Jesus is simply re-training our minds to think with him, than the ego.
As I have said, our success with the workbook comes not by practicing its
exercises exactly as they are written, but by learning to forgive ourselves when we
forget. This forgetting is a shadowy fragment of the original thought when we chose to
forget God. As all time has occurred, and is ongoing within one instant, we re-live this
unholy instant when we chose to forget God’s Love and Oneness, substituting instead
our separated and special existence:
Each day, each hour and minute, even each second, you are deciding
between the crucifixion and the resurrection; between the ego and the Holy Spirit.
The ego is the choice for guilt; the Holy Spirit the choice for guiltlessness. The
power of decision is all that is yours.... You are guilty or guiltless, bound or free,
unhappy or happy (T-14.III.4:1-3, 6).
We become aware of our original mistake by observing its re-enactment today,
this very minute of choosing attack over forgiveness, guilt over guiltlessness.
You therefore need to see how quickly you forget the day’s lesson, understanding
that this forgetting is not because you are an amnesiac, have Alzheimer’s, or are so
extraordinarily busy and important. Most of the time, if not all of it, you forget because
you want to. Remember, this is a course in motivation. You want to forget because to
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remember God means forgetting your ego. Jesus asks you not to feel guilty when you
forget, but that you be honest when you do, telling yourself you forgot because you were
afraid. Period. Even in an emergency, the chances are that even as you attended to
what was needed, you could have managed a few seconds to hold the thought of
another way of looking at the situation. Jesus thus asks you to make the distinction
between what is reasonably objective in terms of your schedule, and what is not:
(3:4) Learn to distinguish situations that are poorly suited to your practicing
from those that you establish to uphold a camouflage for your unwillingness.
Jesus pleads with us to be mindful of our sneakiness. The serpent – i.e., the devil
– has been referred to as the most subtle of beasts, and the ego, the source of the
projected devil, is the archetype of subtlety. It is important ‘) catch the clever subterfuges
we employ in tying to escape from the “terrible burden” of peace A Course in Miracles
“threateningly” holds out to us.
(4:1) Those practice periods that you have lost because you did not want to
do them, for whatever reason, should be done as soon as you have changed your
mind about your goal.
Jesus again makes a distinction between practice periods we missed because of
circumstances beyond our control, and those we forgot about. We should do the latter as
quickly as possible when we become aware of our forgetting. In other words, if the
exercise calls for remembering on the stroke of the hour, and fifteen minutes later we
realize we forgot, we do it then; not that we rack up numbers to please Jesus, but rather
to train our minds to think: “I want to do what is good for me; and thinking of God and
these exercises is in my best interests. They will help correct all ego thoughts and end
my pain.” We thus want to re-focus our attention so that we become aware of the
resistance in our minds to remembering.
(4:2) You are unwilling to cooperate in practicing salvation only if it
interferes with goals you hold more dear.
The goals we hold more dear are those belonging to specialness. Jesus asks us
once again to be clear about the little goals we have valued over God. Our judgments
prove we are right; and thus we do not value being told, and then asked to accept, that
we are wrong.
(4:3-6) When you withdraw the value given them, allow your practice
periods to be replacements for your litanies to them. They gave you nothing. But
your practicing can offer everything to you. And so accept their offering and be at
peace.
We first become aware of our litanies to the ego – the values associated with
specialness – and then we bring these unholy values to the holy value of forgiveness;
the illusion to the truth. We cannot substitute the thought for the day until we are aware
of what we are substituting for. The idea, therefore, is to be mindful of resistance – our
ego thoughts, needs, and values. The lesson then symbolizes the truth, to which we
bring the unholy illusion, without judgment or guilt. We simply realize we no longer value
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illusion, because it does not make us happy.
(5) The format you should use for these reviews is this: Devote five minutes
twice a day, or longer if you would prefer it, to considering the thoughts that are
assigned. Read over the ideas and comments that are written down for each day’s
exercise. And then begin to think about them, while letting your mind relate them
to your needs, your seeming problems and all your concerns.
This final sentence is the central theme of the Introduction, articulated throughout:
The lessons represent the truth to which we bring our needs, concerns, and problems;
and whatever time we give to the practice will suffice, if it is time we truly want to spend.
(6:1-5) Place the ideas within your mind, and let it use them as it chooses.
Give it faith that it will use them wisely, being helped in its decisions by the One
Who gave the thoughts to you. What can you trust but what is in your mind? Have
faith, in these reviews, the means the Holy Spirit uses will not fail. The wisdom of
your mind will come to your assistance.
This is the wisdom of our right minds – the home of the Holy Spirit – and is
expressed primarily in understanding we are never upset for the reason we think (WpI.5). We are upset only by our resistance to the truth, not the projections onto people
and circumstances. Such understanding of the true nature of the problem constitutes the
practical application of the Holy Spirit’s wisdom.
(6:6) Give direction at the outset; then lean back in quiet faith, and let the
mind employ the thoughts you gave as they were given you for it to use.
These thoughts were not given as meditations on lofty ideas, but to be used when
we are most tempted to be angry, anxious, guilty, or depressed. As we have seen, the
proper and healing use of these thoughts is to be the truth to which we bring our
upsetting and illusory ones.
(7) You have been given them in perfect trust; in perfect confidence that you
would use them well; in perfect faith that you would see their messages and use
them for yourself. Offer them to your mind in that same trust and confidence and –
faith. It will not fail. It is the Holy Spirit’s chosen means for your salvation. Since it
has His trust, His means must surely merit yours as well.
Jesus is asking us to have trust and faith in the process. As serious students of
his course, we know there is a part of the mind that is sane and wants to learn what it is
teaching. This is the decision maker that has accepted the Holy Spirit’s means, and so
learns the difference between illusion’s pain and truth’s joy – both of which are present in
our minds.
It is the right mind that understands, and wrong mind that becomes afraid. The
former has faith we will learn and implement these lessons; the latter will do everything
in its power to prevent such learning. Jesus thus reflects to us our split minds: the one
part that believes in physical reality and its problems; the other part that recognizes the
need to have a different Teacher. The Holy Spirit is in our right minds, where we go to
have a better way of looking at what disturbs us. Intolerance for pain provides motivation
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for the decision maker to withdraw faith from the ego and place it in the hands of the
One Who alone loves us, supplying the means of forgiveness to bring us happiness and
peace.
(8) We emphasize the benefits to you if you devote the first five minutes of
the day to your reviews, and also give the last five minutes of your waking day to
them. If this cannot be done, at least try to divide them so you undertake one in
the morning, and the other in the hour just before you go to sleep.
Jesus lets us know we may not be able to do this as strictly as he sets it forth
here, and that it is all right if we cannot. I recall some twenty-five years ago meeting a
spiritual eager beaver who decided after receiving A Course in Miracles that he should
leave his profession and family, and retire to a remote location. Only there, he reasoned,
could he practice and study the Course without being encumbered by the daily demands
of his life at home and office. He unfortunately missed the point. A Course in Miracles is
not meant to be done in the desert, mountain top, or anywhere else you would exclude
yourself from the world. It is generally meant to be done as part of your normal day.
What this was before you started the Course should be the same as now, for that is
where you need reminding that worldly distractions have no hold on you unless your
mind chooses to have them do so. Thus we read Jesus’ words addressing the issue of
external changes:
Changes are required in the minds of God’s teachers.... It is most unlikely
that changes in attitudes would not be the first step in the newly made teacher of
God’s training… There are those who are called upon to change their life situation
almost immediately, but these are generally special cases. By far the majority are
given a slowly evolving training program, in which as many previous mistakes as
possible are corrected (M-9.1:1, 4, 6-7).
If things of the world distract you from God or Jesus, it is not because of the
world, but because you do not want to be reminded of Them or Their peace. The
workbook’s mind-training program, again, allows you to get in touch with the resistance
that seeks always to protect the ego’s thought system of separation. It is helpful to see
how quickly you may try to blame external circumstances for what is your own mind’s
mistaken choice.
(9:1-2) The exercises to be done throughout the day are equally important,
and perhaps of even greater value. You have been inclined to practice only at
appointed times, and then go on your way to other things, without applying what
you learned to them.
This is where Jesus tells you: “I understand what you are doing. Do not judge
yourself, and for your own sake stop excluding me and my message because it will not
make you happy to continue to do so.” You do not have to pretend you are an
outstanding student of A Course in Miracles because you do the lessons faithfully. Being
faithful does not mean meeting the half-hour or hourly obligation, but applying the daily
thought whenever you are tempted to be upset. If you are truly vigilant, you would see
yourself upset almost every minute, for there is always something you believe is
intruding on your peace. When you fail to apply the thought to your upset, you learn to
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forgive yourself for once again choosing the ego over the Love of God. This constitutes
the faithful application of the lessons and the meaning of forgiveness.
(9:3-4) As a result, you have gained little reinforcement, and have not given
your learning a fair chance to prove how great are its potential gifts to you. Here is
another chance to use it well.
The great potential of our learning lies in the ability to apply the lessons. The gifts
they offer rest in this, not in the beauty of the language or the holiness of the thought. It
is their daily application, each and every day, that allows us to fulfill the wonderful
potential they offer us.
(10:1-5) In these reviews, we stress the need to let your learning not lie idly
by between your longer practice periods. Attempt to give your daily two ideas a
brief but serious review each hour. Use one on the hour, and the other one a half
an hour later. You need not give more than just a moment to each one. Repeat it,
and allow your mind to rest a little time in silence and in peace.
It should be obvious by now how much Jesus wants us to apply these ideas – day
by day, hour by hour, moment by moment. Only by such diligence and attention will the
mind-training purpose for these exercises be achieved.
(10:6) Then turn to other things, but try to keep the thought with you, and let
it serve to help you keep your peace throughout the day as well.
We spend quiet time on the half hour and hour, but in the interim we should not
forget the thought. As we continue our day, busy with the multitudinous things that
require attention, we hold the thought of correction in our minds as much as possible.
This is accomplished by bringing the unpleasant experience to Jesus, not by shouting it
down. We realize that the unpleasant experience has nothing to do with the external, but
with our mind’s choice to fear Jesus and push him away, again. The thought for the day,
then, becomes a symbol of his presence, wisdom, and love for us. We bring our disquiet
to that love, remembering: “I am not upset because of what someone has said or done,
but because I became afraid of Jesus’ closeness.” Such is how these lessons reinforce
our learning, speeding us along to our Final Destination.
(11) If you are shaken, think of it again. These practice periods are planned
to help you form the habit of applying what you learn each day to everything you
do. Do not repeat the thought and lay it down. Its usefulness is limitless to you.
And it is meant to serve you in all ways, all times and places, and whenever you
need help of any kind. Try, then, to take it with you in the business of the day and
make it holy, worthy of God’s Son, acceptable to God and to your Self.
This is an important paragraph. The language is simple, but Jesus tells us in no
uncertain terms how essential these lessons are, as long as we practice and apply them.
He told us earlier that the workbook is a one-year training program. The hope is that at
the year’s end we would have understood the importance of remembering thoughts from
A Course in Miracles throughout the day, using them as symbols of the truth to which we
bring the illusions of our upsets.
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To reiterate, understanding the metaphysics of A Course in Miracles means
nothing if we still find ourselves guilty, angry, depressed, and isolated. The metaphysics’
importance lies solely in helping us realize that the world is indeed illusory, and that we
made everything, including our upset, to keep specialness intact and the Love of God
away. Therefore, we have to practice over and over the return to the decision-making
part of our minds, where we had chosen against Jesus’ truth by choosing the ego’s
illusion. Only then can we correct our choice for fear.
(12) Each day’s review assignments will conclude with a restatement of the
thought to use each hour, and the one to be applied on each half hour as well.
Forget them not. This second chance with each of these ideas will bring such
large advances that we come from these reviews with learning gains so great we
will continue on more solid ground, with firmer footsteps and with stronger faith.
Jesus’ final plea, then, is for us to use these lessons and not forget them, and
when we do forget, to forgive ourselves. He closes with this little quatrain:
(13:1-2) Do not forget how little you have learned.
Do not forget how much you can learn now.
Our learning has nothing to do with the intellectual mastery of a thought system.
As students of A Course in Miracles, we must certainly understand the text’s teaching.
However, understanding without application is meaningless – thus a text and a
workbook. Practicing the lessons – being vigilant for our resistance to the truth – will help
us a great deal. Note, too, the appeal to our humility by being reminded how little we
have learned. Recognizing we still have much to learn leaves us open to learning it,
reminiscent of a somewhat similar statement in the fourth stage of the development of
trust in the manual for teachers: “He [the teacher of God] has not yet come as far as he
thinks” (M-4.I-A.6:10); there yet remain stages five and six.
(13:3) Do not forget your Father’s need of you,
As you review these thoughts He gave to you.
“God’s need,” of course, is metaphoric. We would all be in serious trouble if God
needed us. When Jesus speaks of our Father’s need, he is reflecting ours to accept the
Atonement and remember we are already complete as God’s Will. He thus asks us to
think of our goal as we practice. Remembering that we want to be healed because we
want to awaken from the dream of pain is what motivates us to practice, practice,
practice. All teachers desire their students to learn, and Jesus is no exception. He
cannot help us without our wanting to be helped.
LESSONS 111-120
Each of these ten lessons, consisting of two of the previous twenty – Lessons 91
through 110 – summarize the important themes we have considered in our previous
discussion. We shall go through them relatively quickly.
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LESSON 111
(1) (91) Miracles are seen in light.
I cannot see in darkness. Let the light of holiness and truth light up my
mind, and let me see the innocence within.
(2) (92) Miracles are seen in light, and light and strength are one.
I see through strength, the gift of God to me. My weakness is the dark His
gift dispels, by giving me His strength to take its place.
We cannot truly see when we are embedded in the ego’s thought system of
shadows, but we do see when we turn to the truth. Such vision reflects the strength of
Christ in us that awaits our decision to set aside the ego’s weakness.
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For morning and evening review:
(1) (93) Light and joy and peace abide in me.
I am the home of light and joy and peace.
I welcome-them into the home I share with God, because I am a part of Him.
(2) (94) I am as God created me.
I will remain forever as I was, created by the Changeless like Himself And I
am one with Him, and He with me.
The oneness of our Self is a highly important theme in the early lessons, and in
these reviews as well. If I am truly God’s Son, any belief you are separate from me
denies that truth. Therefore my special thoughts of neediness and judgment deny we are
part of God’s one Self. We first recognize the unchanging light, joy, and peace that shine
in everyone, and then awaken from this happy dream as the Self abiding in the
Changeless.
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For morning and evening review:
(1) (95) I am one Self, united with my Creator.
Serenity and perfect peace are mine, because I am one Self, completely
whole, at one with all creation and with God.
(2) (96) Salvation comes from my one Self.
From my one Self Whose knowledge still remains within my mind, I see
God’s perfect plan for my salvation perfectly fulfilled.
Experiencing the serenity and perfect peace that come from forgiveness, I
remember that “I am one Self, united with my Creator and His creation.” Thus is the plan
of the Atonement completed, and I along with you, my brother in Christ.
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For morning and evening review:
(1) (97) I am spirit.
I am the Son of God. No body can contain my spirit, nor impose on me a
limitation God created not.
(2) (98) I will accept my part in God’s plan for salvation.
What can my function be but to accept the Word of God, Who has created
me for what I am and will forever be?
We are thus reminded of Who we are as spirit. This remembrance comes when
we accept our function of forgiveness. It is not so much the words of the lessons that are
important, but the willingness to think of them throughout the day. It is the thought in our
minds that grants importance to the words – reflecting the Word of God – and that is the
essence of these reviews.
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For morning and evening review:
(1) (99) Salvation is my only function here.
My function here is to forgive the world for all the errors I have made. For
thus am I released from them with all the world.
(2) (100) My part is essential to God’s plan for salvation.
I am essential to the plan of God for the salvation of the world. For He gave
me His plan that I might save the world.
When we choose to forgive, we choose for ourselves and all the world, for they
are one. Thus each of us is essential to the plan, for each of us contains the Whole.
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For morning and evening review:
(1) (101) God’s Will for me is perfect happiness.
God’s Will is perfect happiness for me. And I can suffer but from the belief
there is another will apart from His.
(2) (102) I share God’s Will for happiness for me.
I share my Father’s Will for me, His Son. What He has given me is all I want.
What He has given me is all there is.
The theme of happiness returns, and we remember that the statement that God’s
Will for us is perfect happiness corrects the ego’s teaching that God’s Will is that we
suffer as atonement for our sins. Forgiveness reflects our acceptance of His Love as all
we want and all we are. There is nothing else.
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For morning and evening review:
(1) (103) God, being Love, is also happiness.
Let me remember love is happiness, and nothing else brings joy. And so I
choose to entertain no substitutes for love.
(2) (104) I seek but what belongs to me in truth.
Love is my heritage, and with it joy. These are the gifts my Father gave to
me. I would accept all that is mine in truth.
Since the Love of God is all there is, why would I seek for anything else? To do so
condemns me to a life of frustration, depression, and pain. I choose instead the joy that
attends acceptance of the love that alone is mine, the heritage our loving Father has
given us.
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For morning and evening review:
(1) (105) God’s peace and joy are-mine.
Today I will accept God’s peace and joy, in glad exchange for all the
substitutes that I have made for happiness and peace.
(2) (106) Let me be still and listen to the truth.
Let my own feeble voice be still, and let me hear the mighty Voice for Truth
Itself assure me that I am God’s perfect Son.
I happily accept God’s peace and joy to the extent I set aside my feeble voice that
speaks only of separation, specialness, and death. Now I hear the mighty Voice for Truth
remind me that I am God’s Son, perfect as He is perfect, and in that remembrance I am
at peace at last.
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For morning and evening review:
(1) (107) Truth will correct all errors in my mind.
I am mistaken when I think I can be hurt in any way. I am God’s Son, whose
Self rests safely in the Mind of God.
(2) (108) To give and to receive are one in truth.
I will forgive all things today, that I may learn how to accept the truth in me,
and come to recognize my sinlessness.
Over and over Jesus reminds us that through our forgiveness – of others and
ourselves – we will awaken from the nightmarish dreams of sin and guilt to the glorious
truth of our Self: God’s Son who rests safely in the Mind of His Creator.
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For morning and evening review:
(1) (109) I rest in God.
I rest in God today, and let Him work in me and through me, while I rest in
Him in quiet and in perfect certainty.
(2) (110) I am as God created me.
I am God’s Son. Today I lay aside all sick illusions of myself, and let my
Father tell me Who I really am.
Our review ends with the happy thought that despite “all sick illusions of myself”
and the world, I have never ceased to rest in God. His Voice becomes the only voice I
hear, and Its Love guides me gently through my day. I remain at rest, “in quiet and in
perfect certainty,” for I remember I am as God created me, and nothing in the world can
change the changeless in my mind.
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Forgiveness is the key to happiness.
In this very important lesson we find the contrast between forgiveness and the
unforgiveness the ego would have us practice. The symbol of the key is important in
considering what the ego does with our minds. When the decision maker was convinced
by the ego to choose individuality over oneness, persuaded in the ontological instant to
choose the ego’s interpretation of the tiny, mad idea rather than the Holy Spirit’s, and
thus believe in its lie of individuality, it was as if the Holy Spirit became locked away in
the right mind in which He dwells. The guilt in the wrong mind then replaced the Holy
Spirit’s right-minded love and Atonement in our awareness. At that point the ego had us
view guilt as so intolerable that we had to leave the mind entirely and make up a world,
encasing ourselves in a body. Consequently, not only did the right mind become closed
off from awareness, but the wrong mind as well. The entire split mind, in a sense, became a locked box or vault, with the key cleverly concealed within the body.
Forgiveness, then, is the key that opens our minds. It is the name A Course in
Miracles gives to the process of realizing that what upsets us is not what is going on
within our own or another’s body. Our guilt upsets us. This realization unlocks the first
part of our minds. Going to the wrong mind and looking with Jesus at its guilt, we realize
it, too, was made up. Our recognition causes it to disappear, which unlocks the right
mind, where the Atonement principle has waited for us.
Forgiveness thus opens up the mind the ego had closed. It told us happiness is
found in the world by meeting our body’s needs. The Holy Spirit, on the other hand,
teaches that real happiness comes when we unlock the presence of love that had been
buried—seemingly forever—in our minds. This wonderful lesson takes us still further
along our journey through anger and guilt, to the guiltlessness that is our home.
(1) Here is the answer to your search for peace. Here is the key to meaning
in a world that seems to make no sense. Here is the way to safety in apparent
dangers that appear to threaten you at every turn, and bring uncertainty to all your
hopes of ever finding quietness and peace. Here are all questions answered; here
the end of all uncertainty ensured at last.
Once again we are told we are going to experience problems, danger, and
disquiet here; and the answer to these rests in forgiveness. The answer will never be
found in indulging our specialness, for we must return to the source of the problem – the
mind’s decision maker that chose wrongly. Forgiveness brings us there, to undo the
mistake. Moreover, forgiveness is the only concept that provides any “meaning in a
world that seems to make no sense.” It indeed makes no sense when looked at through
the mind of specialness and separate interests. However, forgiveness gently corrects
this wrong- minded perception by shifting our thinking to shared interests. Our selfconcept restored as decision maker, we are free at last to make the one right choice and
see our brother as ourself.
Paragraphs 2 through 5 describe the nature of the unforgiving mind. Even though
guilt is not specifically discussed in these paragraphs, it underlies Jesus’s words that
point to the mind’s guilt over our sinful actions against God. The horror of this guilt
impels us to project onto others, judging them for the secret sin we believe is in
ourselves. I do not forgive you because I need grievances to make you responsible for
my unhappiness, seeing you as the victimizer that unfairly impinges on my face of innocence. The reader may recall this important term from “Self-Concept versus Self “; the
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self-concept that justifies our becoming an unforgiving mind, and happily remaining so:
It [the face of innocence] believes that it is good within an evil world.... [It]
can grow angry, for the world is wicked and unable to provide the love and shelter
innocence deserves. And so this face is often wet with tears at the injustices the
world accords to those who would be generous and good.... [It] never makes the
first attack. But every day a hundred little things make small assaults upon its
innocence, provoking it to irritation, and at last to open insult and abuse.
The face of innocence the concept of the self so proudly wears can tolerate
attack in self- defense, for is it not a well-known fact the world deals harshly with
defenseless innocence? No one who makes a picture of himself omits this face,
for he has need of it (T-31.V.2:9-4:2).
The unforgiving mind, hiding behind the face of innocence, thus has its basis in
guilt, which is also the source of its characteristics, which Jesus now describes:
(2:1) The unforgiving mind is full of fear...
It is full of fear because the hatred and murder we believe is within, we project
onto others. Thus all we hold against ourselves – beginning with the belief we murdered
God so we could live – is seen elsewhere. It therefore follows that we are terrified
because we see murderers all around us, not realizing it is our dream, and that we are
the true killers, as this familiar statement from the text makes clear:
The secret of salvation is but this: that you are doing this unto yourself. No
matter what the form of the attack, this still is true. Whoever takes the role of
enemy and of attacker, still is this the truth. Whatever seems to be the cause of
any pain and suffering you feel, this is still true. For you would not react at all to
figures in a dream you knew that you were dreaming. Let them be as hateful and
as vicious as they may, they could have no effect on you unless you failed to
recognize it is your dream (T-27.VIII.10).
Thus, the true source of my fear is forgetting the dream and its origins. Once I
hold grievances against you – becoming an unforgiving mind – I forget that fear comes
from me, the dreamer of the dream. All I then see is fear all around me, poised to strike:
You see yourself as vulnerable, frail and easily destroyed, and at the
mercy of countless attackers more powerful than you (T-22.VI.10:6).
Since I do not know the attack comes from my mind, there is no way to escape
the fear except by continuing to defend myself, projecting and attacking still again.
(2) The unforgiving mind is full of fear, and offers love no room to be itself;
no place where it can spread its wings in peace and soar above the turmoil of the
world. The unforgiving mind is sad, without the hope of respite and release from
pain. It suffers and abides in misery, peering about in darkness, seeing not, yet
certain of the danger lurking there.
Jesus describes a classic paranoid: one who is terrified, though there is no
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objective danger. All paranoid people see are their guilt-laden, murderous thoughts
projected out. Even though the enemy cannot be seen, they know the enemy is there.
The ultimate unseen enemy, whom we dread, is the God of the ego’s projection of guilt
and vengeance, hell-bent on destroying us because of our sins against Him. As long as
guilt is in our minds, it will be projected and judged in everyone else. Suffering is thus
inevitable, and peace impossible. The ego assures us our suffering is of value, because
it proves that someone or something else has done this to us, establishing ourselves as
innocent victims of another’s sin. In a passage found later in the section quoted above,
we read these lines, so devastating to all who think themselves to be justified in their
pain and suffering:
To see a guilty world is but the sign your learning has been guided by the
world, and you behold it as you see yourself. The concept of the self embraces all
you look upon, and nothing is outside of this perception. If you can be hurt by
anything, you see a picture of your secret wishes. Nothing more than this. And in
your suffering of any kind you see your own concealed desire to kill (T-31.V.15:610).
Jesus consistently helps us see our egos for what they are. Only then can we
meaningfully choose against them. He continues with his exposure of the ego’s
unforgiveness:
(3:1) The unforgiving mind is torn with doubt, confused about itself and all it
sees; afraid and angry, weak and blustering, afraid to go ahead, afraid to stay,
afraid to waken or to go to sleep, afraid of every sound, yet more afraid of
stillness; terrified of darkness, yet more terrified at the approach of light.
This is the condition of all who think they are in this world. We strive to conceal
our fear, hatred, and self-doubt, absolutely certain we know what is true, yet deep within
knowing that God thinks otherwise (T-23.I.2:7). The source of this fear is not outside, but
comes from what we have made real within: the belief we murdered God and destroyed
His Home. We now stand in terror that God will arise from the grave in which we put
Him, and return to punish us. No one can exist with such fear, and we acted quickly to
conceal it by making a world and body to hide within, and then invoked our specialness
to protect our terrified minds from all we believed lurked there in malicious silence. We
naively believed the ego’s tale that such defenses would protect us from fear.
Remember that we have locked and buried both the wrong and right minds. We
not only fear the darkness of guilt, but the light of Atonement, in the presence of which
our individuality disappears. This makes our fear of guilt and attack mere defenses
against the light that shines away the darkness of our self. The ego’s hatred is a twotiered defense that protects us from the light of truth within: the first is hate-filled guilt,
and the second is the hate we project onto another. The former resides in the mind, the
latter in the body, but both share the purpose of keeping us locked in the darkness that
prevents our choosing the light.
(3:2-3) What can the unforgiving mind perceive but its damnation? What can
it behold except the proof that all its sins are real?
I behold my damnation because I projected my sins onto the world, and I see their
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damning punishment all around me. The ultimate sin is murder, which is why I believe
everyone is out for my blood – in fact, or symbolically, by stealing from me. In other
words, we deserve to be punished for the sin of destroying Heaven, and our pain and
suffering prove the sins are real.
(4:1) The unforgiving mind sees no mistakes, but only sins.
The sins are not in me, but in everyone else. If I do admit to my own, it is only
because someone else’s sins made me that way. In the end, we seek to prove we are
not responsible, the face of innocence we cherish as our own.
(4:2) It looks upon the world with sightless eyes and shrieks as it beholds
its own projections rising to attack its miserable parody of life.
We have seen before that the body’s eyes do not really see, but merely follow the
dictates of the ego mind to see separation, sin, guilt, specialness, and death. The
manual explains:
Yet it is surely the mind that judges what the eyes behold. It is the mind
that interprets the eyes’ messages and gives them “meaning.” And this meaning
does not exist in the world outside at all. What is seen as “reality” is simply what
the mind prefers. Its hierarchy of values is projected outward, and it sends the
body’s eyes to find it.... The mind classifies what the body’s eyes bring to it
according to its preconceived values, judging where each sense datum fits best
(M-8.3:3-7;4:3).
Our eyes “see” the madness of hate in others, rather than acknowledging its guilty
presence in ourselves. Thus does Jesus describe our taking the self-hatred of guilt,
projecting it, and seeing our projections poised to attack us. Our guilt parodies love, and
“the miserable parody of life” is our body, because that is what we think is born, lives,
and dies, and strive so mightily to protect throughout its limited life. Yet is the body a
parody of our true life as spirit.
(4:3) It wants to live, yet wishes it were dead.
The unforgiving mind wishes it were dead because the pain here is so
extraordinary. Yet what is truly extraordinary is how craftily we defend our pain. No
longer in Heaven, we exist in a state of terror and agony in this world. Even worse, we
believe we are here because we believe we destroyed Heaven, which means not only
that we are not at home, but there is no longer any home to which we can return. We are
thus forever condemned to wander this world as aliens, knowing we do not belong, but
not knowing where to go. That is when death appears preferable. I mentioned that the
first part of Lesson 182, “I will be still an instant and go home,” provides a wonderful
account of how terrible we feel, believing we are here.
Implicit in this is Jesus telling us not to pretend we are happy here. True
happiness comes from realizing it cannot be found here, but that there is a way to return
to it. It is a joy to learn the world is a dream, and that there is indeed a way to awaken
from its suffering and pain.
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(4:4) It wants forgiveness, yet it sees no hope.
We all say we want to be forgiven, but are not in touch with the true source of the
unforgiveness: the mind’s decision for sinfulness. That is why we see no hope. The
Catholic Church made an institution of this desire to be forgiven, called the Sacrament of
Penance. However, the magic never works because the cause of sin – our decision to
be separate from God – is never looked at. That is why we can say we want to be
forgiven, but deep down it will never happen because we still wish for the existence of
the ego instead of the being of God.
(4:5) It wants escape, yet can conceive of none, because it sees the sinful
everywhere.
We want to escape, again, because deep within we realize there is no happiness
here. Yet we know there is no escape from the all-pervasive nature of sin, the
murderousness of which we have denied and made real outside us. What happens
when you are confronted by a murderer, from whom escape is impossible? You die.
Indeed, everyone in this world dies. Even if we manage to escape from the body’s
murderers – homo sapiens, microorganisms, or the “laws of nature” – in the end we
know the unseen Murderer will get us, proven by the “reality” of death. That is the
hopelessness of no escape that Jesus expresses here. Recall that within itself the ego
thought system is fool-proof (T-5.VI.10:6).
(5:1) The unforgiving mind is in despair, without the prospect of a future
which can offer anything but more despair.
The same point reiterated: there can be no hope because everything dies. This is
how we made the dream world of our individual lives. Everyone is born but to die, for
that proves that the sin of separation is real and has met its justified punishment. The
ego has triumphed once again.
(5:2) Yet it regards its judgment of the world as irreversible, and does not
see it has condemned itself to this despair.
That is the “beauty” of denial and projection. We are not aware of what we are
doing; yet we are so sure we are right, as the rest of this paragraph will make clear. Our
judgment of the world is irreversible. I am the face of innocence. It was not my choice to
be born, and look at the terrible things that have happened to me, and will continue to
happen to me and those I love. Moreover, there is nothing I can do to change the
inevitability of this harsh and despairing fate. In other words, we do not realize we are
the dreamers of the dream. The dream is not dreaming me, I – the mind’s decision
maker – am dreaming it. Yet we have forgotten we have a mind, aware only of what our
sensory organs report and our brain interprets. It is the miracle’s function to re-establish
the correct cause-effect relationship, so we can filially undo the source of our despair
and its defense known as the face of innocence:
The dreamer of a dream is not awake, but does not know he sleeps. He
sees illusions of himself as sick or well, depressed or happy, but without a stable
cause with guaranteed effects.
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The miracle establishes you dream a dream, and that its content is not
true. This is a crucial step in dealing with illusions. No one is afraid of them when
he perceives he made them up. The fear was held in place because he did not
see that he was author of the dream, and not a figure in the dream. He gives
himself the consequences that he dreams he gave his brother.... Thus does he
fear his own attack, but sees it at another’s hands. As victim, he is suffering from
its effects, but not their cause. He authored not his own attack, and he is innocent
of what he caused. The miracle does nothing but to show him that he has done
nothing (T-28.II.6:7-7:5,7-10).
(5:3) It thinks it cannot change, for what it sees bears witness that its
judgment is correct.
We try to change and better ourselves, improve our lives, etc., but the essence of
homo sapiens is immutable – all bodies end in the grave, because the thought of death
does not change. We cannot change the mind’s thought because we do not even know
we have a mind, let alone one capable of change. Jesus’ purpose for A Course in
Miracles is to have us learn that we indeed do have a mind, and worldly change is
meaningless because we change nothing but shadows. It is the mind’s thought system
alone that needs changing.
(5:4-5) It does not ask, because it thinks it knows. It does not question,
certain it is right.
Our certainty is of the reality of the physical world and its “laws.” These need not
be questioned because they are obviously true. Indeed, history’s greatest thinkers have
affirmed them. Every once in a while a genius changes a seemingly immutable law, as
we saw, for example, when we went from the Ptolemaic to the Copernican view of the
universe. Yet we still speak of a universe. What difference does it truly make whether
the earth revolves around the sun, or vice versa? There remains a world out there to
observe and study, and very, very few question this fundamental assumption. Even the
quantum physicists, who do question the reality of the material world, do not question
the thoughts that made the material world. A Course in Miracles, on the other hand, has
us question not only the world, but its underlying thought system of guilt. Thus Jesus
says:
To learn this course requires willingness to question every value that you
hold. Not one can be kept hidden and obscure but it will jeopardize your learning.
No belief is neutral. Every one has the power to dictate each decision you make.
For a decision is a conclusion based on everything that you believe (T-24.in.2:15).
By helping us uncover what we really believe, A Course in Miracles exposes the
cause of our distress. Now raised to question, the heretofore hidden belief of separation
and guilt can be examined, challenged, and changed.
In the two paragraphs that follow, Jesus turns to forgiveness, and the lesson
concludes with a practical exercise that implements the principles he discusses now in
paragraphs 6 and 7:
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(6:1-2) Forgiveness is acquired. It is not inherent in the mind, which cannot
sin.
Jesus begins by speaking of the true Mind, which cannot sin. Forgiveness, on the
other hand, is the correction that has to be learned by the split mind in order to unlearn
what the ego has taught. The ego speaks first, is always wrong, and the Holy Spirit is the
Answer:
Remember that the Holy Spirit is the Answer, not the question. The ego
always speaks first. It is capricious and does not mean its maker well (T-6.IV.1:13).
Forgiveness is the Holy Spirit’s means of teaching, and is something we need to
learn and, as we have seen many times, to practice. We thus return to the point we
made in discussing the third review lesson – these teachings have to be practiced and
applied:
(6:3) As sin is an idea you taught yourself, forgiveness must be learned by
you as well, but from a Teacher other than yourself, Who represents the other Self
in you.
By teaching us to change our minds, Jesus is helping change our teacher. We –
the decision maker identified with the ego – have taught ourselves that sin and
individuality are real, but not our fault; someone did it first. This insanity is reinforced by
the world, the purpose of which is to be a place that says: “I am born, I exist as an
individual, but it is not my doing.” Therefore we need another Teacher who tells us: “I am
sorry, but you are the one who did it. However, the good news is that you only think you
did. In reality this is all a dream.” The practice of forgiveness – forgiving others for what
they have not done – allows us to understand the illusory nature of the world, and our
illusory part in making and sustaining it.
(6:4) Through Him you learn how to forgive the self you think you made, and
let it disappear.
We first have to realize that we made this self. This is the principal burden of
“Self-Concept versus Self,” a section we have already cited, and cite again:
A concept of the self is made by you. It bears no likeness to yourself at all.
It is an idol, made to take the place of your reality as Son of God (T-31.V.2:1-3).
We think the world made us and that we are the face of innocence the sinful world
has acted on, a world that is responsible for our unhappiness and deserves
condemnation:
“I am the thing you made of me, and as you look on me, you stand
condemned because of what I am” (T-31.V.5:3).
However, we are learning that since we made the innocent self in order to blame
everyone else, we are the ones who can do something about it.
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Thus, with the first step in forgiveness I unlock the door to the wrong mind and
realize the murderer is not outside, but is me – my false self. Unlocking the door and
uncovering the first shield, I am able to take the next step and see that my guilty,
murderous self is also made up. The second step is thus realizing that I only think I
made up the self; I not only made you up as the victimizer, I made myself up as
victimizer as well. The instant the second door is unlocked I realize it all was a dream,
and that my reality, as Jesus’, has remained unchanged: “You may cause a dream, but
never will you give it real effects” (T-28.II.6:5).
(6:5) Thus you return your mind as one to Him Who is your Self, and Who
can never sin.
With both doors unlocked, the entire split mind disappears and we reawaken to
our Self as Christ. The above process is nicely summarized in this concluding paragraph
to the section from which we have been quoting, “Reversing Effect and Cause”:
This world is full of miracles. They stand in shining silence next to every
dream of pain and suffering, of sin and guilt. They are the dream’s alternative, the
choice to be the dreamer, rather than deny the active role in making up the
dream. They are the glad effects of taking back the consequence of sickness to
its cause. The body is released because the mind acknowledges “this is not done
to me, but I am doing this.” And thus the mind is free to make another choice
instead. Beginning here, salvation will proceed to change the course of every step
in the descent to separation, until all the steps have been retraced, the ladder
gone, and all the dreaming of the world undone (T-28.II.12).
In the next paragraph Jesus talks specifically about the need to practice the
theoretical principle of forgiveness:
(7:1) Each unforgiving mind presents you with an opportunity to teach your
own how to forgive itself.
Jesus is not referring to my unforgiving mind, but to those I perceive around me.
As long as I perceive the unforgiveness in another, I begin my practice there. This is not
because in truth there is anyone out there to forgive, but since there is unforgiveness in
my dream, I need to begin where I think I am. Jesus helps me realize that every
experience I have with someone I believe is attacking me is my opportunity to look
differently at myself; recognizing that my world is an “outside picture of an inward
condition” (T-21.in.1:5): an opportunity to reconnect with my decision maker – the you of
this sentence – so I may choose again.
(7:2-4) Each one awaits release from hell through you, and turns to you
imploringly for Heaven here and now. It has no hope, but you become its hope.
And as its hope, do you become your own.
Everyone in this world is calling for help, expressing the need for release from
hell. We share the common need to learn we are wrong, and that there is indeed another
thought system in our minds we can choose. You need me as a reminder, for my example of peace and love demonstrates there is another choice to be made. Thus Jesus
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says in the text that every attack is an expression of fear, and fear is a call for the love
that has been denied:
Consider how well the Holy Spirit’s interpretation of the motives of others
will serve you then. Having taught you to accept only loving thoughts in others
and to regard everything else as an appeal for help, He has taught you that fear
itself is an appeal for help. This is what recognizing fear really means. If you do
not protect it, He will reinterpret it. That is the ultimate value in learning to
perceive attack as a call for love. We have already learned that fear and attack
are inevitably associated. If only attack produces fear, and if you see attack as the
call for help that it is, the unreality of fear must dawn on you. For fear is a call for
love, in unconscious recognition of what has been denied (T-12.I.8:6-13).
If I am in my right mind, using Jesus’ eyes instead of my own, when you attack
me I see your attack as an expression of fear, and your fear a statement that says:
“Please show me I am wrong; please show me there is another thought system I can
choose.” To the extent to which I can be defenseless and peaceful, to that extent I
witness the right-minded choice for you; and as I do, I reinforce it in myself. That is how
we are taught to see our special relationships, and that is how they become holy.
(7:5) The unforgiving mind must learn through your forgiveness that it has
been saved from hell.
The reason is that there is a choice for Heaven you can make. I cannot choose
for you, anymore than Jesus can choose for us. However, I can serve as an example of
one who has – at least in the holy instant – made that choice for himself. We need each
other to strengthen our resolve to be healed.
(7:6-7) And as you teach salvation, you will learn. Yet all your teaching and
your learning will be not of you, but of the Teacher Who was given you to show
the way to you.
Teaching is not done by us, but through us by the Holy Spirit. Moreover, it is not I
as an individual who learns, for the learning I think I undergo here reflects a process in
my mind: the decision maker learning from the Holy Spirit. My personal self learns
nothing here because it is not here. The mind, identified with the ego, cannot truly learn
either. Only when I – the decision maker – have chosen a new Teacher does true
learning begin.
The rest of the lesson deals with an exercise in forgiveness, in a form that recurs
in other lessons as well. Jesus asks us to imagine an enemy – our special hate partner –
and then see light there. Next we are to do the same with someone we think of as a
friend – our special love partner. Jesus wants us to learn not to see differences between
the categories of love and hate we made so real and important. In conclusion, we are to
include ourselves in that light. The paradigm is thus to see all people – those we love,
those we hate, and ourselves – as the same, exempting no one. Recall that differences
are the home of the ego, while our common unity is the resting place of the Holy Spirit.
Now the exercise:
(8) Today we practice learning to forgive. If you are willing, you can learn
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today to take the key to happiness, and use it on your own behalf. We will devote
ten minutes in the morning, and at night another ten, to learning how to give
forgiveness and receive forgiveness, too.
Jesus has taught us the principles of forgiveness, and asks us to put them into
practice. The lesson provides the form, but this is not something to be done only twice
during the day. Following the instructions, the formal meditation need be done only once
or twice, but the principles should be called upon throughout the day whenever we are
tempted to form alliances and identify with one group against another.
(9) The unforgiving mind does not believe that giving and receiving are the
same. Yet we will try to learn today that they are one through practicing
forgiveness toward one whom you think of as an enemy, and one whom you
consider as a friend. And as you learn to see them both as one, we will extend the
lesson to yourself, and see that their escape included yours.
Implied here, and much more explicit elsewhere, is the theme of oneness,
perhaps the most crucial theme in A Course in Miracles. Our reality is that we are one in
Christ, Who is wholly at one with God – the perfect Oneness that is Heaven:
Heaven is not a place nor a condition. It is merely an awareness of perfect
Oneness, and the knowledge that there is nothing else; nothing outside this
Oneness, and nothing else within (T-18.VI.1:5-6).
This state of unity can never be achieved in the dualistic world of bodies, but it
can be reflected here through forgiveness. It comes by not seeing others with interests
separate from our own. We differ in form, but not in content, for we share the same
delusional thought system in which we believe we have murdered God, and then
escaped to the world. We thus share the same need to escape from this delusion, and
this, again, includes those we hate and those we love. That is the underlying meaning of
the lesson: we are one in our wrong minds, one in our right minds, one in our ability to
choose, and, ultimately, one in Christ.
(10) Begin the longer practice periods by thinking of someone you do not
like, who seems to irritate you, or to cause regret in you if you should meet him;
one you actively despise, or merely try to overlook. It does not matter what the
form your anger takes. You probably have chosen him already. He will do.
Note that in this category Jesus includes all those against whom we hold negative
thoughts. Whether these grievances are “big” or “small” is irrelevant. There is no
hierarchy of illusions (T-23.11.2:3): slight irritation or intense rage are the same, as we
see in this already-quoted passage that speaks of the relative intensity of our angry
reactions to magic thoughts:
It may be merely slight irritation, perhaps too mild to be even clearly
recognized. Or it may also take the form of intense rage, accompanied by
thoughts of violence, fantasized or apparently acted out. It does not matter. All of
these reactions are the same. They obscure the truth, and this can never be a
matter of degree. Either truth is apparent, or it is not. It cannot be partially
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recognized. Who is unaware of truth must look upon illusions (M-17.4:4-11).
To attribute power to another to affect our peace of mind – a little or a lot – is
enough to justify our negative reaction. Just as all expressions of love are maximal (T1.I.1:4), so too are expressions of hate. If it is true for one it must be true for the other:
there are no gradations in truth or illusion.
(11:1-3) Now close your eyes and see him in your mind, and look at him a
while. Try to perceive some light in him somewhere; a little gleam which you had
never noticed. Try to find some little spark of brightness shining through the ugly
picture that you hold of him.
This is not a lesson in New Age affirmations where we see light in everyone. If we
read this passage carefully, we can see Jesus saying we must first see “the ugly
picture,” for only then do we see the light shining beyond it. This ugly picture includes
someone you think of as your enemy, as well as someone you think of as your friend. It
is not difficult to notice the almost inevitable anger that is aroused when this “friend” no
longer says or does what you need, or is no longer there for you. You must therefore first
get in touch with the ugly picture, for only then can you realize that perceiving the
ugliness in others is a defense you have chosen to conceal the light of truth that is in
your mind as well as in others. The following message to Helen and Bill highlights the
essence of practicing forgiveness: you cannot forgive what you do not accept in your
perception, and you cannot remember love until you first acknowledge the hate. Thus
Jesus told his first two students:
You have no idea of the intensity of your wish to get rid of each other. This
does not mean that you are not strongly impelled toward each other, but it does
mean that love is not the only emotion.... You do not realize how much you hate
each other. You will not get rid of this until you do realize it, for until then, you will
think you want to get rid of each other and keep the hatred.... You do hate and
fear each other, and your love, which is very real, is totally obscured by it.... Look
as calmly as you can upon hatred, for if we are to deny the denial of truth, we
must first recognize what we are denying (Absence from Felicity, pp. 297,298).
The last line is a direct reference to the familiar statement from the text: “The task
of the miracle worker thus becomes to deny the denial of truth” (T-12.II.1:5). This
emphasizes the need to look at the ego’s denial of truth – i.e., hate – in order to
meaningfully say I no longer want it. Only then can the decision for love be effective;
only then can we move through the ugliness of sin to the beauty of Christ.
The form of the lesson calls for practice with specific people, because of the selfevident assumption that we still identify with the body. We must also understand that the
light of Christ shining in our minds – threatening because it means the end of our
specialness – has been covered by the ugly picture of sin and guilt. This, then, is
covered by the ugly picture of someone else. Before we see the light, we must first see
the ugliness we miscreated in our special partner and us, and understand we did so to
protect ourselves from oneness. Thus Jesus encourages us to look at the picture, which
means the ugly picture.
(11:4) Look at this picture till you see a light somewhere within it, and then
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try to let this light extend until it covers him, and makes the picture beautiful and
good.
In “The Two Pictures,” Jesus tells us over and over to look at the picture (T17.IV), the ego’s ugly gift of death. Again, we made the ugly external picture to conceal
the inner ugliness, which was made to conceal the light and beauty of our Identity. When
we look with Jesus, the ugliness simply disappears because it was held in place by a
wish to be separate from him. With the wish gone, the defense of ugliness cannot
remain, allowing the light that was always there to shine Thus, we do not need to
perform mental gymnastics, whereby we change an ugly picture into a beautiful one.
That is the Holy Spirit’s function, not ours, brought about by recognizing the purpose for
seeing ugliness in others and ourselves. With the veils of ignorance removed, the beauty
of the light shines away the darkness of guilt, for our purpose has shifted from the
ugliness of guilt to the beauty of forgiveness.
(12) Look at this changed perception for a while, and turn your mind to one
you call a friend. Try to transfer the light you learned to see around your former
“enemy” to him. Perceive him now as more than friend to you, for in that light his
holiness shows you your savior, saved and saving, healed and whole.
The second part of the exercise calls for a repeat of the process, but now with our
special friend. Learning the lesson of the inherent sameness of our enemy and friend,
this chosen person becomes “more than friend,” for he has transcended the specialness
of our perception to the holiness that is in all people. Thus are we saved as we save,
healed as we heal, made whole as we see wholeness. How beautiful our world has
become!
Now that we have seen the beautiful light of the Sonship, and forgiven alike the
darkness of specialness in our “enemy” and “friend,” we embrace ourselves in the one
light of the one Son:
(13) Then let him offer you the light you see in him, and let your “enemy”
and friend unite in blessing you with what you gave. Now are you one with them,
and they with you. Now have you been forgiven by yourself. Do not forget,
throughout the day, the role forgiveness plays in bringing happiness to every
unforgiving mind, with yours among them. Every hour tell yourself:
Forgiveness is the key to happiness. I will awaken from the dream that I am
mortal, fallible and full of sin, and know I am the perfect Son of God
Throughout the day, whenever tempted to see anyone shrouded in darkness – in
special hate or special love – say to yourself: I can waken from this dream of death
because it is my dream, and therefore my mind has power to make another choice. The
ugliness I have seen outside but masked the ugliness I made real within, though it is
illusory. Now the dream of sin is ending, and the happiness born of forgiveness fills my
glad and grateful heart, as it fills the Sonship as one sinless Whole:
Forgiveness turns the world of sin into a world of glory, wonderful to see.
Each flower shines in light, and every bird sings of the joy of Heaven. There is no
sadness and there is no parting here, for everything is totally forgiven. And what
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has been forgiven must join, for nothing stands between to keep them separate
and apart. The sinless must perceive that they are one, for nothing stands
between to push the other off. And in the space that sin left vacant do they join as
one, in gladness recognizing what is part of them has not been kept apart and
separate (T-26.IV.2).
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Forgiveness offers everything I want.
This lesson and the next few are centered on positive themes: forgiveness here,
and then gratitude, oneness, forgiveness again, and love. In A Course in Miracles,
achieving what is positive is accomplished through undoing what is negative, with
perhaps the clearest example being Lesson 126, where Jesus contrasts forgiveness with
its opposite, forgiveness-to-destroy, even though the term itself is not used. As we go
through the next five lessons, therefore, we will be looking at what is positive in terms of
what the lesson is undoing. In this lesson, “Forgiveness offers everything I want,” Jesus
speaks to us about withdrawing our investments in everything we think we want and that
will bring us happiness and peace, exchanging the false goals of specialness for the true
one of forgiveness.
(1) What could you want forgiveness cannot give? Do you want peace?
Forgiveness offers it. Do you want happiness, a quiet mind, a certainty of
purpose, and a sense of worth and beauty that transcends the world? Do you
want care and safety, and the warmth of sure protection always? Do you want a
quietness that cannot be disturbed, a gentleness that never can be hurt, a deep,
abiding comfort, and a rest so perfect it can never be upset?
Everyone would say “yes” to these questions, at least consciously. The problem is
that we are always seeking to fulfill our special desires instead. We seek in the world for
anything that will make us happy, bring us peace, offer us safety, or end our pain, with
which the world is very eager to oblige us. For a while, things here seem to bring the
absence of pain, anxiety, and loneliness, for when we get what we think we want or
need, we feel happy, joyful, and peaceful. In the end, however, nothing in the world
works, the realization of which heralds the beginning of our work with A Course in
Miracles. We then call out for help, saying there must be another way, another teacher
within us. Only then can Jesus help us, by teaching us to undo our past learning through
forgiveness, the precursor to real happiness and peace.
When entering the process of forgiveness, students begin to realize that it does
not entail saying “yes” to Jesus, but rather “no” to the ego. In lines we have already
examined in part, we read:
For you have answered “yes” without perceiving that “yes” must mean “not
no.” No one decides against his happiness, but he may do so if he does not see
he does it. And if he sees his happiness as ever changing, now this, now that,
and now an elusive shadow attached to nothing, he does decide against it.
Elusive happiness, or happiness in changing form that shifts with time and
place, is an illusion that has no meaning. Happiness must be constant, because it
is attained by giving up the wish for the inconstant (T-21.VII.12:4-13:2).
The constancy of happiness is ours when we look directly at the ego’s negation of
God’s eternal constancy, and say: “I no longer want this.” At that point, to quote from one
of Jesus’ personal messages to Helen: “... the help of God and all his angels will
respond” (Absence from Felicity, p. 381). Our simple yet unequivocal decision against
the ego – the meaning of forgiveness – allows the quiet gentleness of happiness to
return to our awareness. Thus do we rest in peace and comfort.
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(2) All this forgiveness offers you, and more. It sparkles on your eyes as
you awake, and gives you joy with which to meet the day. It soothes your forehead
while you sleep, and rests upon your eyelids so you see no dreams of fear and
evil, malice and attack. And when you wake again, it offers you another day of
happiness and peace. All this forgiveness offers you, and more.
Students of A Course in Miracles are continually asked to see the connection
between cause and effect: our unhappiness and guilt over choosing the ego instead of
the Holy Spirit. We are learning that if we want to change the effect – misery and pain to
happiness and joy – we need to change the cause. Forgiveness is the name given to the
process by which this occurs, changing our minds by changing our teacher.
If we are truly serious about wanting to return home, awakening from this dream
of pain, we must also be serious about changing the cause of the unhappiness by saying
no to the ego’s negation of God’s Yes. This means that when we are upset, we
understand that it is not for any of the reasons we think, but because we stubbornly say
we are better off with the ego as our teacher. We still maintain that holding grievances
offers everything we want, as do sickness, suffering, and pain. We must believe this
because we still choose it: we remain angry and judgmental at petty things; we yearn for
fulfillment of that one glorious special relationship. This is why we are not at peace.
Again, if we want real happiness, we must choose forgiveness. Because most of
us, most of the time, are not happy, we choose grievances instead, affirming the ego’s
counterpart to this lesson: attack thoughts, sickness, and pain offer everything we want.
Admitting this is the honesty Jesus asks of us: understanding that we get what we ask
for, and we cannot attribute our unhappiness to anything else.
The next paragraph provides a most clear statement of forgiveness: It does
nothing positive, but removes the negative. We have already seen how forgiveness
expresses stepping back with Jesus to look through his eyes at our egos. This looking
without judgment – impossible without Jesus’ gentle love beside us – enables the veils
of guilt, pain, and misery to be lifted. Thus we read:
(3:1-2) Forgiveness lets the veil be lifted up that hides the face of Christ
from those who look with unforgiving eyes upon the world. It lets you recognize
the Son of God, and clears your memory of all dead thoughts so that
remembrance of your Father can arise across the threshold of your mind.
The “dead thoughts” are the ego’s, such as coveting our individuality and
specialness, cherishing sin, guilt, and fear, and embracing the projections of these
thoughts onto others. These all serve as veils that keep the memory of God buried in our
minds. The reader may recall our discussion of the final obstacle of peace: the fear of
God. What undoes this fear and restores remembrance of the Father to our awareness
is forgiveness of our special brother. Seeing Christ’s face in him – the Course’s symbol
of forgiveness – frees us both from the ego’s prison house of guilt and hate, as we read
in Jesus’ inspiring and familiar words from “The Lifting of the Veil,” the culmination of our
journey through the ego’s four obstacles to peace:
Free your brother here, as I freed you. Give him the selfsame gift, nor look
upon him with condemnation of any kind. See him as guiltless as I look on you,
and overlook the sins he thinks he sees within himself. Offer your brother freedom
and complete release from sin, here in the garden of seeming agony and death.
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So will we prepare together the way unto the resurrection of God’s Son, and let
him rise again to glad remembrance of his Father, Who knows no sin, no death,
but only life eternal.
Together we will disappear into the Presence beyond the veil, not to be lost
but found; not to be seen but known. And knowing, nothing in the plan God has
established for salvation will be left undone. This is the journey’s purpose, without
which is the journey meaningless. Here is the peace of God, given to you
eternally by Him. Here is the rest and quiet that you seek, the reason for the
journey from its beginning. Heaven is the gift you owe your brother, the debt of
gratitude you offer to the Son of God in thanks for what he is, and what his Father
created him to be (T-19.IV-D.18-19).
Therefore, if we truly want forgiveness’ gifts, we shall extend them to each
fragment of the Sonship, without exception.
(3:3-5) What would you want forgiveness cannot give? What gifts but these
are worthy to be sought? What fancied value, trivial effect or transient promise,
never to be kept, can hold more hope than what forgiveness brings?
This is the question, repeated from the lesson’s opening, that Jesus continually
poses. He contrasts the gifts of the ego with his; and thus his question: which do you
want? One of the central points of A Course in Miracles is that we cherish being
miserable, for that guarantees our separated existence, for which someone or something
else is responsible. Our pain could be anything at all, as long as it does not come from
our decision. If we are not happy, however, it is only because we have chosen not to be
happy, and Jesus helps us to understand this insanity.
(4:1) Why would you seek an answer other than the answer that will answer
everything?
This, again, is the heart of all special relationships: seeking an answer for pain in
any place other than where the real answer can be found. Jesus asks us to look at how
we do not ask for too much, but for far too little (T-26.VII.11:7); that we are happy to
settle for the crumbs instead of the banquet, the parts of the song instead of the Song
itself. Thus, as we have already seen in the opening pages of The Song of Prayer, Jesus
makes this point very specifically:
The secret of true prayer is to forget the things you think you need. To ask
for the specific is much the same as to look on sin and then forgive it. Also in the
same way, in prayer you overlook your specific needs as you see them, and let
them go into God’s Hands. There they become your gifts to Him, for they tell Him
that you would have no gods before Him; no Love but His. What could His answer
be but your remembrance of Him? Can this be traded for a bit of trifling advice
about a problem of an instant’s duration? God answers only for eternity. But still
all little answers are contained in this (S-1.I.4).
Why would we then want the world’s little answers of specialness, when instead
we could have the one Answer that responds to all our needs and prayers, and offers
the constant peace and happiness for which we so desperately seek?
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(4:2) Here is the perfect answer, given to imperfect questions, meaningless
requests, halfhearted willingness to hear, and less than halfway diligence and
partial trust.
That encompasses just about everything we do! Despite our asking for help, it is
never help we really want. If it were, we would not be in pain, for we would have gone
within to ask the Holy Spirit for help and shifted our perception. Without doing that, all
our requests are without meaning, for the only meaningful request is for forgiveness,
which is also the only meaningful answer. What could be simpler?
Prayer is a way of asking for something. It is the medium of miracles. But
the only meaningful prayer is for forgiveness, because those who have been
forgiven have everything. Once forgiveness has been accepted, prayer in the
usual sense becomes utterly meaningless. The prayer for forgiveness is nothing
more than a request that you may be able to recognize what you already have (T3.V.6:1-5).
Forgiveness makes possible the recognition of our abundance as God’s Son. In
the words of the famous Gershwin song: “Who could ask for anything more?”
(4:3-5) Here is the answer! Seek for it no more. You will not find another one
instead.
The ego’s answers are seen outside our minds, in the world and body, as are our
problems. However, true forgiveness is not found externally, but in the mind, the true
locus of the problem. As long as we maintain our separate identifications, we will see
problems where they are not, seeking solutions in the world as we magically bring the
Holy Spirit into our dream to help us there. As we will see later, this dynamic is known as
forgiveness-to-destroy.
(5:1-2) God’s plan for your salvation cannot change, nor can it fail. Be
thankful it remains exactly as He planned it.
Once again, “God’s plan” is meant metaphorically, expressing the fact that the
answer, a reflection of God’s Love in the Person of the Holy Spirit, is found in our minds.
Nothing we believe we have done can change that fact of the Atonement, for nothing
has changed Heaven. Accepting this happy correction to the ego’s change of separation
is God’s plan of salvation.
(5:3) Changelessly it stands before you like an open door, with warmth and
welcome calling from beyond the doorway, bidding you to enter in and make
yourself at home, where you belong.
Jesus is speaking of the right mind, where the answer is found. The memory of
God’s Love waits changelessly there, the room we closed and sealed. As we saw in the
preceding lesson, forgiveness is the key to happiness because it opens the door to this
locked vault, revealing truth’s answer that welcomes us. Choosing Jesus as our teacher
allows us to use his loving key to open the locked door. The motivation for accepting
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salvation’s warm welcome comes from recognizing this world is not our home, and that
life here invites only pain and misery. Thus are we able at last to join with the love that
has always been joined with us:
For what attracts you from beyond the veil [i.e., the open door] is also deep
within you, unseparated from it and completely one (T- 1 9.IV-D. 7: 7).
(6:1-2) Here is the answer! Would you stand outside while all of Heaven
waits for you within?
Again, the answer is in our right minds, patiently awaiting our decision to join with
it. Standing outside this door means we prefer the ego’s home of sin, guilt, and fear – the
secret dream – beyond which is the world’s dream of the body. The loving answer of the
Holy Spirit waits outside both, inviting us to return and be at peace.
(6:3-4) Forgive and be forgiven. As you give you will receive.
Inherent in these words is the theme of oneness. If I hold something against you,
since minds are joined I am also holding it against me. In fact, it is because I hold it
against me that I have projected it. However, changing my mind about you – seeing the
face of innocence instead of guilt – reflects the same change in me. The way I see you is
the way I see myself, because we are figures in the one dream of sin and guilt,
concomitant with the magical hope of escaping guilt’s punishment by seeing sin outside
the mind. Yet do we share the Holy Spirit’s happy dream as well, in which forgiving and
being forgiven, giving and receiving are one.
(6:5-7) There is no plan but this for the salvation of the Son of God. Let us
today rejoice that this is so, for here we have an answer, clear and plain, beyond
deceit in its simplicity. All the complexities the world has spun of fragile cobwebs
disappear before the power and the majesty of this extremely simple statement of
the truth.
The text tells us “complexity is of the ego” (T-15.IV.6:2), and its thought system is
indeed extraordinarily complicated, bending reality to fit our needs so we become the
miserable sinners who have pulled off the impossible. Moreover, God becomes as
insane as we, for He will steal back what we stole from Him. This insanity is projected,
making a physical universe and body that are complex, to say the least. Keeping the
body sustained is an incredibly difficult task, demanding constant attention. To this add
the psychological body with its specialness needs, and we see the chaotic mess the ego
has wrought. It is a wonder we make it through the day.
The answer, however, is quite simple: none of this has happened – the world’s
dream remains a dream. Forgiveness means stepping back, and with Jesus’ love beside
us, looking at the two dreams – the world’s and the mind’s – and realizing they are but
illusory and flimsy veils that would hide the truth and light from us. Yet when we look at
guilt and its world, they disappear, and we see they had no power to hide the light of
God’s Love. Our willingness to de-invest from our need to be right and maintain the
illusion of our identity allows these complexities to disappear, as we smile at the silliness
of what we have tried to do. The thought system of guilt is not a solid wall of granite but
a fragile cobweb, as this previously quoted passage explains:
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For the reality of guilt is the illusion that seems to make it heavy and
opaque, impenetrable, and a real foundation for the ego’s thought system. Its
thinness and transparency are not apparent until you see the light behind it. And
then you see it as a fragile veil before the light.
This heavy-seeming barrier, this artificial floor that looks like rock, is like a
bank of low dark clouds that seem to be a solid wall before the sun. Its
impenetrable appearance is wholly an illusion. It gives way softly to the mountain
tops that rise above it, and has no power at all to hold back anyone willing to
climb above it and see the sun. It is not strong enough to stop a button’s fall, nor
hold a feather. Nothing can rest upon it, for it is but an illusion of a foundation. Try
but to touch it and it disappears; attempt to grasp it and your hands hold nothing
(T-18.IX.5:2-6: 6).
Illusions have no power to withhold the simple truth of the Atonement.
(7:1) Here is the answer!
This needs repeating, because the ego tells us the answer is found somewhere
else – in our specialness. Thus Jesus matches the ego’s over-learning with his
repetitions of the correction.
(7:1-5) Here is the answer! Do not turn away in aimless wandering again.
Accept salvation now. It is the gift of God, and not the world. The world can give
no gifts of any value to a mind that has received what God has given as its own.
If this statement were true, as it is, I need only reject God and my ego is fine.
However, once I let Jesus in my life and experience his love, even for an instant, I
cannot justify any belief that this world has value for me. To ensure this does not
happen, we are continually impelled by our ego’s thought system to judge, hold
grievances, and become ill, making up non-existent problems, for which we seek nonexistent solutions. The overwhelming compulsion to carry out this “aimless wandering” from love to guilt to the body – is born of the thought that if we allow light into our minds
and experience its love, we can no longer justify the thought that there is anything
important here. The Holy Spirit gently reminds us it is our choice to remain in hell or
return home, for His Presence is proof that Heaven’s Love has not disappeared. In our
insanity we chose to disappear from it, but now we choose to return.
(7:6) God wills salvation be received today, and that the intricacies of your
dreams no longer hide their nothingness from you.
We will not realize our dreams are nothing until we look at them. That is why
forgiveness can be defined most simply as looking at the ego without judgment, which is
impossible if we look by ourselves; thus the emphasis in A Course in Miracles on
choosing a different teacher. The ego would have us believe that even if we did deserve
salvation, its gifts remain in the future, thereby making linear time and its source – sin,
guilt, and fear – real as well. Jesus teaches us rather that salvation is immediate – the
sinful past that has caused the future has never been:
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The one remaining problem that you have is that you see an interval
between the time when you forgive, and will receive the benefits of trusting in your
brother.... Salvation is immediate. Unless you so perceive it, you will be afraid of
it.... Salvation would wipe out the space you see between you still, and let you
instantly become as one. And it is here you fear the loss would Future loss is not
your fear. But present joining is your dread. Who can feel desolation except now?
A future cause as yet has no effects. And therefore must it be that if you fear,
there is a present cause. And it is this that needs correction, not a future state....
Be not content with future happiness. It has no meaning, and is not your just
reward. For you have cause for freedom now.... Look not to time, but to the little
space between you still, to be delivered from.... The Holy Spirit’s purpose now is
yours. Should not His happiness be yours as well? (T-26.VIII.1:1; 3:1-2, 4-5; 4:38; 9:1-3,7,9-10)
Forgiveness brings us this truth, releasing us to happiness as it releases us from
the fear of losing our time-bound identity. We can therefore accept salvation now – not
next week, next year, the afterlife, or the next lifetime, but right now. God’s gifts are
“redeemed” in the holy instant, ours when we choose to join with it. These lessons
hasten that happy day.
(8:1) Open your eyes today and look upon a happy world of safety and of
peace.
This means our eyes are closed, which they are because we see what is not
there. We think we are seeing, but Jesus keeps telling us the body’s eyes do not see, as
the ears do not hear and the brain does not think. What we see is but part of a dream.
The opening of our eyes is tantamount to taking Jesus’ hand and seeing the world
through his eyes, the vision wherein the ego’s world of danger and conflict is gladly
exchanged for “a happy world of safety and of peace.”
(8:2) Forgiveness is the means by which it comes to take the place of hell.
This happy world, as we will see in paragraph 12, is the real world, the state of
mind in which our sins are forgiven. The beautiful section in the text called “Where Sin
Has Left” describes this world that forgiveness brings about. Here is its opening
paragraph:
Forgiveness is this world’s equivalent of Heaven’s justice. It translates the
world of sin into a simple world, where justice can be reflected from beyond the
gate behind which total lack of limits lies. Nothing in boundless love could need
forgiveness. And what is charity within the world gives way to simple justice past
the gate that opens into Heaven. No one forgives unless he has believed in sin,
and still believes that he has much to be forgiven. Forgiveness thus becomes the
means by which he learns he has done nothing to forgive. Forgiveness always
rests upon the one who offers it, until he sees himself as needing it no more. And
thus is he returned to his real function of creating, which his forgiveness offers
him again (T-26.IV.1).
(8:3) In quietness it rises up to greet your open eyes, and fill your heart with
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deep tranquility as ancient truths, forever newly born, arise in your awareness.
These “ancient truths” – the separation from God never happened, and we
forever remain His Son – are always within our minds. Since we have buried them, our
function is to remove the barriers to their remembrance. Forgiveness is the means, and
the reborn awareness of the peace of God is the end.
(8:4-5) What you will remember then can never be described. Yet your
forgiveness offers it to you.
As Jesus has explained many times, our reborn awareness cannot be
understood, for the Love of God transcends our capacity to understand. Yet we can
understand the means of forgiveness provided for our remembrance.
Paragraph 9 begins the instructions for the practice period, which, like all the
others, are designed to help us reach this new level of understanding:
(9) Remembering the gifts forgiveness gives, we undertake our practicing
today with hope and faith that this will be the day salvation will be ours. Earnestly
and gladly will we seek for it today, aware we hold the key within our hands,
accepting Heaven’s answer to the hell we made, but where we would remain no
more.
If we are not earnest and glad in our practicing, we might as well not do the
exercises. These characteristics are crucial to our advance in the curriculum, for without
them we shall gladly remain slaves to the ego’s earnestness of maintaining the
separation. Recognizing that individuality is hell and oneness is Heaven supplies the
motivation to learn a different lesson from a different teacher. Happily, then, we take the
key that is forgiveness’ gift from the hand that has always extended itself to ours. Joined
now with Jesus, we possess the means for opening Heaven’s gate and returning home.
(10) Morning and evening do we gladly give a quarter of an hour to the
search in which the end of hell is guaranteed. Begin in hopefulness, for we have
reached the turning point at which the road becomes far easier. And now the way
is short that yet we travel. We are close indeed to the appointed ending of the
dream.
Our newly found earnestness gladly welcomes each practice period, for it heralds
our decision to complete the journey and awaken from the ego’s nightmare. Confronted
by “the branching of the road,” we have made the choice that constitutes the turning
point, thus smoothing our path. This decision is described in the following passage from
the text:
When you come to the place where the branch in the road is quite
apparent, you cannot go ahead. You must go either one way or the other. For
now if you go straight ahead, the way you went before you reached the branch,
you will go nowhere. The whole purpose of coming this far was to decide which
branch you will take now. The way you came no longer matters. It can no longer
serve. No one who reaches this far can make the wrong decision, although he
can delay. And there is no part of the journey that seems more hopeless and futile
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than standing where the road branches, and not deciding on which way to go (T22.IV.1).
(11) Sink into happiness as you begin these practice periods, for they hold
out the sure rewards of questions answered and what your acceptance of the
answer brings. Today it will be given you to feel the peace forgiveness offers, and
the joy the lifting of the veil holds out to you.
How happy we are to practice the exercises that will bring us home! How filled
with joy as our questions have been brought to the one Answer, in which is found the
source of our peace! We continue with “The Branching of the Road,” and one can almost
feel Jesus’ joy as his forgiveness awakens us to our joy:
And so you and your brother stand, here in this holy place, before the veil
of sin that hangs between you and the face of Christ. Let it be lifted! Raise it
together with your brother, for it is but a veil that stands between you.... Yet it is
almost over in your awareness, and peace has reached you even here, before the
veil. Think what will happen after. The Love of Christ will light your face, and shine
from it into a darkened world that needs the light. And from this holy place He will
return with you, not leaving it nor you. You will become His messenger, returning
Him unto Himself.
Think of the loveliness that you will see, who walk with Him! And think how
beautiful will you and your brother look to the other! How happy you will be to be
together, after such a long and lonely journey where you walked alone. The gates
of Heaven, open now for you, will you now open to the sorrowful. And none who
looks upon the Christ in you but will rejoice. How beautiful the sight you saw
beyond the veil, which you will bring to light the tired eyes of those as weary now
as once you were. How thankful will they be to see you come among them,
offering Christ’s forgiveness to dispel their faith in sin (T-22.IV.3:1-3,5-9; 4).
Who, once having experienced this joy, would ever, except in insanity, choose to
restore the veil of judgment that keeps two brothers apart and obscure such happiness?
And how joyful to let the answer of forgiveness reach out to touch all those who have not
yet accepted it!
(12:1) Before the light you will receive today the world will fade until it
disappears...
When we bring the dark complexities of our thought system – our guilt and attack
thoughts – to the light, it simply shines them away. The fading world seems to be the
physical, but it is only guilt’s shadow. Thus, when a person forgives, the world will not
literally fade away – how can what never was fade away? – but what does fade are the
mind’s thoughts of guilt, the object of forgiveness. We need always keep that in mind,
otherwise we will get off the track very quickly.
Thus, as I bring the darkness of my guilt to the light of Jesus’ love, looking at it
with him, the guilt disappears because it is born of my belief that I am separate from him
and from God. As I join with Jesus, I undo the very cause of the darkness – the
separation, of which the world is but a shadow. Thus it can only fade in the presence of
oneness.
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(12:1-2) ... and you will see another world arise you have no words to
picture. Now we walk directly into light, and we receive the gifts that have been
held in store for us since time began, kept waiting for today.
This is the real world. Since this is not a physical place, the lesson does not
mean, for example, that if it is dark and cloudy before you do the lesson, the sun will
suddenly emerge when you complete it. Such an expectation is magic; arrogant and
irrelevant. It is the darkness of the mind that disappears, allowing the light of the
Atonement, the basis of the real world, simply to shine. Let us look again at these
inspiring words at the end of the text, as Jesus describes the indescribable world to
which he is leading us, together with our brothers:
My brothers in salvation, do not fail to hear my voice and listen to my
words. I ask for nothing but your own release. There is no place for hell within a
world whose loveliness can yet be so intense and so inclusive it is but a step from
there to Heaven. To your tired eyes I bring a vision of a different world, so new
and clean and fresh you will forget the pain and sorrow that you saw before. Yet
this a vision is which you must share with everyone you see, for otherwise you will
behold it not. To give this gift is how to make it yours. And God ordained, in loving
kindness, that it be for you (T-31.VIII.8).
(13) Forgiveness offers everything you want. Today all things you want are
given you. Let not your gifts recede throughout the day, as you return again to
meet a world of shifting change and bleak appearances. Retain your gifts in clear
awareness as you see the changeless in the heart of change; the light of truth
behind appearances.
I have repeatedly emphasized, because the workbook repeatedly emphasizes,
that these lessons have no meaning if you do not apply them to your everyday life. This
is crucial to understanding this important paragraph. It is not enough to have a wonderful
meditative experience in which you see the darkness of guilt disappear in your mind, and
Jesus ablaze in glory with you ablaze alongside him, if when you step back to the world
all this is gone, and you become angry, impatient, sick, annoyed, and worried. Jesus is
asking us to pay careful attention to what goes on in our daily lives as we meet “a world
of shifting change and bleak appearances,” and, as we do so, to bring the light of truth,
forgiveness, and love with us. Then, regardless of what is going on around us, we will
remain at peace.
Therefore, the purpose of these lessons is not simply to have us experience holy
moments early in the morning or a couple of times during the day, or late at night when
we are all by ourselves. The purpose is to bring their truth to our daily experiences, and
see “the changeless in the heart of change.” Everything here changes. What pleases us
one day will not please us another. A person whom we like today we will not like
tomorrow. However, what is changeless is the Love of God, represented for us by Jesus
and the Holy Spirit. Thus he asks us to keep the daily thought in mind as we go through
our day, accepting the challenge of bringing the changeable to the changeless, and the
appearance to the reality, that we may see the light of truth behind appearances.
(14) Be tempted not to let your gifts slip by and drift into forgetfulness, but
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hold them firmly in your mind by your attempts to think of them at least a minute
as each quarter of an hour passes by. Remind yourself how precious are these
gifts with this reminder, which has power to hold your gifts in your awareness
through the day:
Forgiveness offers everything I want
Today I have accepted this as true.
Today I have received the gifts of God.
Jesus thus asks us – for our sake – to apply his teachings as often as we can
throughout the day, every fifteen minutes if possible; indeed, even more than that. If we
forget, we should attempt to remember it is our mind’s fear that has motivated us, not the
loss of brain function. Thus we can return our minds to the choice point when we chose
pain and suffering as the price we were willing to pay to sustain our individual, separate
self. Aware now of our choice, we can choose again, remembering that what we truly
want is the end of pain and the attainment of peace. With this gift as our goal, we gladly
and earnestly choose to forgive. And so a smile replaces a tear, a blessing removes a
curse, and love banishes hate:
An ancient miracle has come to bless and to replace an ancient enmity that
came to kill (T-26.IX.8:5).
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I thank my Father for His gifts to me.
This lesson is about gratitude. Implicit here, as I mentioned at the beginning of
Lesson 122, is the correction for the ingratitude we feel. As long as we believe we are
individuals, cherishing our physical and psychological selves, with specialness our
greatest value, there is no way we can be grateful to God because He is the greatest
threat to our separated existence. Needless to say, it is the true God Who is threatening,
because the ego’s version is part of the dream, unlike God Himself Who does not even
know of its existence. To remember God is to remember Who we are as part of Him. As
one with Him, our individual existence means nothing. In fact, it is nothing – only a
figment of our deluded imaginations.
This lesson, then, expresses the correction, born of the thought that there must
be another way of looking at myself, not to mention looking at the world. I recognize that
my individuality has not made me happy, nor has my seeking after specialness brought
me the peace, love, and joy I want. In other words, we are grateful for being wrong and
God being right. However, as long as we think we are right about our existence and
understanding of the world, gratitude is impossible. Who could be grateful for a God,
course, and teacher we believe are wrong?
(1:1-3) Today let us be thankful. We have come to gentler pathways and to
smoother roads. There is no thought of turning back, and no implacable
resistance to the truth.
We find pep talks like this throughout the workbook. Obviously Jesus knows that
this is not the whole truth for us, because he continues with the lessons, but he appeals
to our right minds that gentle pathways be our goal. Clearly this is not a judgment
against us because we are resistant to the truth, have thoughts of turning back, and
often wish to close the book – permanently. Jesus does not want our guilt, but our
realization that these thoughts do not make us happy. Thus he addresses the part of us
that truly does want to travel on the gentle pathways of forgiveness, and he seeks to
reinforce it.
We all should appreciate this next sentence, recognizing how different Jesus’
perspective is from our own:
(1:4) A bit of wavering remains, some small objections and a little hesitance,
but you can well be grateful for your gains, which are far greater than you realize.
In the opening paragraph of “The Happy Dream,” Jesus says in effect we have no
idea what is going on with us:
...for you cannot distinguish between advance and retreat. Some of your
greatest advances you have judged as failures, and some of your deepest
retreats you have evaluated as success (T-18.V.1:5-6).
In other words, we cannot understand, appreciate, or evaluate our progress on
the spiritual path. Since we are overwhelmed by the force of the ego, we think there is
no way we could ever get beyond it, and so we think that the little we have already done
is not much at all. Jesus is telling us here that we have done much more than we realize.
We may not have ascended to the top of the ladder, but by dint of our commitment to
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him and earnestness to succeed in learning his lessons, we have gained a great deal.
(2:1) A day devoted now to gratitude will add the benefit of some insight
into the real extent of all the gains which you have made; the gifts you have
received.
These gains come from my seriousness about returning home and my study and
practice of the Course. I am already on Lesson 123, so I have spent at least one
hundred and twenty-two days on this. After all, I could have stopped after day one, or did
not have to start at all. The fact that I am practicing – however half-heartedly my efforts
may sometimes be, however filled with specialness – means there is a part of me that
wants to learn these lessons and stay with them. That is what we need look at in
ourselves, rather than judge our failures and resistance. Thus we will feel grateful for our
teacher, his lessons, and ourselves for having chosen to learn from them.
(2:2) Be glad today, in loving thankfulness, your Father has not left you to
yourself, nor let you wander in the dark alone.
This undoes the ego’s projection that we did not abandon God; He abandoned us.
Further, even if we did, He should have stopped us, reaching His everlasting arm into
the darkness and pulling us back. From the ego’s standpoint, it is always God’s fault.
Real gratitude comes from understanding God does not save us because He cannot. If
He did in fact reach into the darkness, it would mean it were real, and salvation
necessary from the factual separation. Our gratitude to God is because He does not
know of our separated state, and so does not try to save us. His unchangeable Being
remains our only hope. Thus Jesus tells us in the text that we need to forgive God for
His not being one of us. He does not join us in our game of sin, guilt, and fear, which
means there is no sin and, therefore, no separated self that needs to be punished:
Forgive your Father it was not His Will that you be crucified (T-24.III.8:13).
Once we have forgiven our Creator, we experience gratitude for the fact that He
is, and that in His Being we rest secure as His Son. Even during our sleep of
forgetfulness, His memory rests secure as well, its very presence gently calling us to
awaken and be glad. Who could not then be grateful for such a light shining in the
darkness of our guilt and fear?
(2:3-4) Be grateful He has saved you from the self you thought you made to
take the place of Him and His creation. Give Him thanks today.
To repeat, God saves us by simply being Himself. Thus the line that comes later
in the workbook: “We say ‘God is,’ and then we cease to speak” (W-pI.169.5:4). Nothing
more can be said about God, and that is why and how He saves us – He does not
change, make error real, establish illusion as reality, or see His Son as separate from
Him. Reality itself is the salvation from illusion.
(3) Give thanks that He has not abandoned you, and that His Love forever
will remain shining on you, forever without change. Give thanks as well that you
are changeless, for the Son He loves is changeless as Himself. Be grateful you are
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saved. Be glad you have a function in salvation to fulfill. Be thankful that your
value far transcends your meager gifts and petty judgments of the one whom God
established as His Son.
Gratitude is impossible as long as we think we are here. We are grateful only
when we de-invest from our individual identity and specialness. In other words, we give
thanks that God is right and we are wrong. This is the meaning of humility, the
precondition for gratitude brought about by fulfilling our function of forgiveness.
(4) Today in gratitude we lift our hearts above despair, and raise our
thankful eyes, no longer looking downward to the dust. We sing the song of
thankfulness today, in honor of the Self that God has willed to be our true Identity
in Him. Today we smile on everyone we see, and walk with lightened footsteps as
we go to do what is appointed us to do.
“What is appointed us to do” is forgive, which means I first become aware of how
much I do not want to let go of my judgments and specialness, how much I do not want
to smile on everyone I see. Indeed, I want only to smile at those from whom I want
something; a desire that is selective, specific, and special. My first step in learning to
forgive, therefore, is being aware of how much I do not want to, how much I do not want
to change my perceptions. It is only when I become aware of my withholding a smile or
gentle word from you, that I can see I am withholding it from myself. Thus, I am not only
not interested in being with you, but also not being with Jesus, and I certainly am not
interested in returning to God. We need to see the causal connection between the effect,
how we are towards others – separate, insensitive, and special – and the cause, not
wanting to return home and remember God’s Son. We look at that wish without
judgment, thereby forgiving ourselves – our function on earth. How could one not feel
gratitude for such a function, for only through forgiveness can our hearts be lifted above
despair to share the vision of the Son of God: the Self that God created one with Him.
(5:1-2) We do not go alone. And we give thanks that in our solitude a Friend
has come to speak the saving Word of God to us.
Our Friend is the Holy Spirit, and the “saving Word of God” is an expression of the
Atonement: correction, forgiveness, this lesson. Hope is therefore present in our minds,
if only we avail ourselves of it. Our gratitude knows no bounds, for this Friend and His
healing Word are the way out of hell.
(5:3-5) And thanks to you for listening to Him. His Word is soundless if it be
not heard. In thanking Him the thanks are yours as well.
The Atonement principle, for all its truth, radiance, and love, has no relevance
until we choose to join it, which we do by separating from the ego’s interference to it. We
accept the Atonement for ourselves when we release all we made to hide its truth. We
thus need to look at our investments in the inner and outer worlds of specialness.
Without the Holy Spirit by our side, this is impossible, but with Him we are led to our Self.
Our thanks to Him is His to us, His thanks to us is ours to Him, for the song of gratitude
has no beginning and no end, reflecting the Song of God, as in this wonderful passage
from later in the workbook:
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Our Love awaits us as we go to Him, and walks beside us showing us the
way. He fails in nothing. He the End we seek, and He the Means by which we go
to Him (W-pII.302.2).
(5:6) An unheard message will not save the world, however mighty be the
Voice that speaks, however loving may the message be.
Jesus cannot save me until I choose to join with him. “Salvation is a collaborative
venture” not only because I see my brother as one with me, but because I collaborate
with him who represents salvation. Thus is Jesus’ message of forgiveness accepted and
offered as one:
As you come closer to a brother you approach me, and as you withdraw
from him I become distant to you. Salvation is a collaborative venture. It cannot
be undertaken successfully by those who disengage themselves from the
Sonship, because they are disengaging themselves from me. God will come to
you only as you will give Him to your brothers. Learn first of them and you will be
ready to hear God. That is because the function of love is one (T-4.VI.8).
And so we return together, as God’s one Son.
(6:1) Thanks be to you who heard, for you become the messenger who
brings His Voice with you, and lets It echo round and round the world.
The message echoes round and round the world by our choosing it. When in the
holy instant we choose Jesus as our teacher and the Atonement as our guiding principle,
we have joined with the Sonship, because there is no longer any separation in our
minds. Further, since the physical world is the shadow of the Son’s separated mind, the
world is healed as well.
Again, this is not a message we broadcast around the world behaviorally, but one
that automatically extends through us. This means the message remains within the mind
of God’s Son the instant it is chosen, and the miracle allows it effortlessly to extend, as
we recall:
You may still think that holiness is impossible to understand, because you
cannot see how it can be extended to include everyone. And you have been told
that it must include everyone to be holy. Concern yourself not with the extension
of holiness, for the nature of miracles you do not understand. Nor do you do them.
It is their extension, far beyond the limits you perceive, that demonstrates you do
not do them (T-16.II.1:1-5).
(6:2-3) Receive the thanks of God today, as you give thanks to Him. For He
would offer you the thanks you give, since He receives your gifts in loving
gratitude, and gives them back a thousand and a hundred thousand more than
they were given.
These numbers are obviously symbolic, but their magnitude expresses the
magnitude of healing that occurs when we choose to release our guilt and look at our
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judgments without judgment, accepting the gratitude of God even as we extend it to Him.
(6:4-5) He will bless your gifts by sharing them with you. And so they grow
in power and in strength, until they fill the world with gladness and with gratitude.
The poetic language reflects the truth that awareness of our abundance as God’s
Son increases as we release our hold on guilt and specialness. As they decrease in the
power we had invested in them, the natural power and strength of God’s Love is allowed
to be what they are. Thus is our mind filled with gladness and gratitude as we become
aware that the night has ended and Christ’s light has dawned. Our minds fill with this
light, as does the mind of the Sonship – one mind is all minds – for the power and
strength of God’s Son excludes no one; otherwise they would not be true.
(7) Receive His thanks and offer yours to Him for fifteen minutes twice
today. And you will realize to Whom you offer thanks, and Whom He thanks as
you are thanking Him. This holy half an hour given Him will be returned to you in
terms of years for every second; power to save the world eons more quickly for
your thanks to Him.
True gratitude reflects Heaven’s Oneness – a circle without separation. This is
unknown on earth, and we are not asked to understand how thirty minutes saves eons,
but we are asked to let it happen. This we do when, through our gratitude, we express
our unity with God and the Holy Spirit, which emanates from the forgiveness of our
brother and ourselves.
(8) Receive His thanks, and you will understand how lovingly He holds you
in His Mind, how deep and limitless His care for you, how perfect is His gratitude
to you. Remember hourly to think of Him, and give Him thanks for everything He
gave His Son, that he might rise above the world, remembering his Father and his
Self.
Again, and finally, God does not feel gratitude to us. He does not have a
separated self that can experience another: in gratitude or in hate. This lovely passage,
as indeed this lovely lesson, merely expresses God’s Love in the specific form correction
needs to undo the ego’s tale of sin and guilt, punishment and pain, hate and death. As
we allow ourselves to experience gratitude – to and from God – the chains of hate and
fear drop away. No longer bound to the ego’s shadowy world of despair, our hearts and
minds are lifted above the world into the light, as Heaven sings its song of gratitude.
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Let me remember I am one with God.
Here we find the theme of oneness, the understanding of which means
recognizing how much we do not want to let go of separation. To make the point again,
what is positive in A Course in Miracles is undoing what is negative, because this is not
a course about Heaven, where the only true Positive can be found. The thought system
of separation is the cause of all our problems, and its undoing leads us to remember
who We are. The process, as does this lesson, begins with an expression of gratitude:
(1:1) Today we will again give thanks for our Identity in God.
We give thanks to the extent we are willing to say: I no longer want to be who I
thought I was— a unique and special person, separate from the Creator; I no longer
want to be right.
(1:2-5) Our home is safe, protection guaranteed in all we do, power and
strength available to us in all our undertakings. We can fail in nothing. Everything
we touch takes on a shining light that blesses and that heals. At one with God and
with the universe we go our way rejoicing, with the thought that God Himself goes
everywhere with us.
As we do this lesson and read Jesus’ beautiful and inspiring words, we need to be
aware of a part within us that does not believe him. Moreover, there is a part that does
not want to believe him. We have made a world in which we are vulnerable at every turn,
and yet it is a world in which we take strange and perverse comfort. Our learning
therefore takes us away from here, as we choose the strength of Christ instead of our
weakness (T-31.VIII.2:3). As the journey continues, we come to know we fail in nothing
because of Who walks with us and Who we are. Jesus’ beautiful words thus cease to be
mere words, but symbols of our reality.
(2:1) How holy are our minds!
Our minds are obviously not very holy if we think we exist as individuals. Guilt is
not holy, but we remember the mind’s holiness when we recognize that the Love of God
is the only thing we want. Holiness is found in our right minds, to which we return when
we forgive. Thus we recall our holy minds by forgiving our unholy projections onto
others. One of the loveliest lines in A Course in Miracles states:
The holiest of all the spots on earth is where an ancient hatred has
become a present love (T-26.IX.6:1).
(2:2) And everything we see reflects the holiness within the mind at one
with God and with itself.
This is so, as everything we see with our eyes reflects the mind’s unholiness in
believing it is not one with God or with itself. Once we chose to be an individual and
reinforced the belief in separation, the mind filled with the darkness of guilt. The world
arose from this thought as a shadow whose purpose was to conceal it. When we change
our teacher we join the light, and everything we see through vision reflects it. To
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continue the passage quoted above, we read how God and Christ return to the temple of
forgiveness that has welcomed Them, as the world fills with the light reflected from
Heaven’s Love and gratitude:
And They come quickly to the living temple, where a home for Them has
been set up. There is no place in Heaven holier. And They have come to dwell
within the temple offered Them, to be Their resting place as well as yours. What
hatred has released to love becomes the brightest light in Heaven’s radiance. And
all the lights in Heaven brighter grow, in gratitude for what has been restored (T26.IX.6:2-6).
(2:3) How easily do errors disappear, and death give place to everlasting
life.
Jesus is not speaking of everlasting life in the body; only in thought, which is all
he ever speaks about. Thus, when we choose the ego we make real the thought of
death; when we choose the Holy Spirit the unreality of this thought is apparent, and the
memory of our eternal life as Christ becomes the only thing with which we identify.
(2:4) Our shining footprints point the way to truth, for God is our
Companion as we walk the world a little while.
To the extent to which I walk with Jesus, I become a reminder. My footprints shine
the way for others, as I exemplify the right-minded choice. Indeed, to choose forgiveness
for myself is my only function in the world, allowing me to become the symbol of truth
Jesus has become. By the peace and love people experience in me, they hear the
message: “The same choice I made is available to you, because our minds are one.”
(2:5) And those who come to follow us will recognize the way because the
light we carry stays behind, yet still remains with us as we walk on.
The light stays behind to the extent it is still in the mind of God’s Son – within me,
but within everyone else as well. It is a reminder, to repeat this important point, that says
the choice I made you can make as well. This occurs within the mind, though it seems to
be within the dream of bodies. Indeed, we have many symbols – Jesus among the most
prominent – to whom we point as models for the right choice. We look to them,
understanding that because they chose correctly, and minds are one, we can make the
same choice. In fact, we already have!
You need be wary, however, that you do not identify with other people’s behavior,
for it is with their minds you wish to identify. It is pointless to emulate external
appearances; e.g., how people act, dress, speak, or eat. It is the process of right-minded
choosing that is the only proper focus. When Jesus tells us to take him as our model for
learning (e.g., T-6.in.2:1), he is not really referring to the biblical life with which people
associate him, but his mind’s choice for truth instead of illusion – the separation never
happened, for the Holy Spirit is the mind’s true Voice.
(3:1) What we receive is our eternal gift to those who follow after, and to
those who went before or stayed with us a while.
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In other words, past, present, and future are one. When I choose the holy instant,
I learn that the illusion of separation had no effect – no sin, guilt, or fear, and therefore
no linear time. In the oneness of the holy instant, therefore, I am one with the Sonship:
past, present, and future.
(3:2-4:1) And God, Who loves us with the equal love in which we were
created, smiles on us and offers us the happiness we gave.
Today we will not doubt His Love for us, nor question His protection and
His care.
This acceptance is possible only when we realize how much we doubt His Love
and do not trust His protection or care. After all, how could He care about or protect me,
let alone love me, if I am the one who betrayed Him? That is why we need realize that
the way to experience God’s Love is by releasing the interferences to His Presence.
Needless to say, Jesus speaks to us in symbols – God does not literally smile on us, yet
His Love transcends the ego’s special (or unequal) love that would have us believe, for
example, that He smiles on some of the Sonship, but not all, or some of the Sonship
some times, but not all times.
(4:2-6) No meaningless anxieties can come between our faith and our
awareness of His Presence. We are one with Him today in recognition and
remembrance. We feel Him in our hearts. Our minds contain His Thoughts; our
eyes behold His loveliness in all we look upon. Today we see only the loving and
the lovable.
We need first be aware of the anxieties, before realizing they have no power. We
first remove the interference before we can see, the static before we can hear.
Acknowledging our faith in the ego, we correct the mistake and remember the Presence
of truth. Identifying then with the Thoughts of peace, the thoughts of conflict dissolve into
nothingness. Instead of war, “we see only the loving and the lovable” as the memory of
God dawns on our quiet and holy minds.
To restate this important point, we do not use these statements as affirmations to
cover the ego thought system, but as statements of the truth to which we bring the ego
thought system. The next paragraph describes this process:
(5) We see it [the loving and the lovable] in appearances of pain, and pain
gives way to peace. We see it in the frantic, in the sad and the distressed, the
lonely and afraid, who are restored to the tranquility and peace of mind in which
they were created. And we see it in the dying and the dead as well, restoring them
to life. All this we see because we saw it first within ourselves.
This is the same thought expressed in Lesson 122, which spoke of our seeing the
“changeless in the heart of change.” As we go through our day, we do not deny
appearances of pain in ourselves and others, nor do we deny what is distressing – fear,
loneliness, and death. We see our ego’s perceptions, but realize they come from a
thought we first saw within ourselves. Projection makes perception is still the heart of
Jesus’ teachings: I look within, choose the ego or the Holy Spirit as my teacher, guilt or
forgiveness as my truth, and from that choice a world arises. If guilt is my choice, I see
the world Jesus describes here – a place of pain, distress, and death. I will have made it
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real because I made the thought of guilt real. At that point, all that is described above
must be so: effect follows cause. If, on the other hand, I choose forgiveness, I undo
separation for I have joined with the Love of God, meaning there can be no sin, guilt, or
fear. There thus could be no pain, loneliness, or death. Once the cause is removed, the
effects are removed as well.
The final sentence is the key: “All this we see because we saw it first within
ourselves.” When Jesus says “we see it in the dying and the dead as well, restoring
them to life,” he is not speaking of physical resurrection, nor encouraging us to go to
funeral homes or graveyards, saying words like this and expecting people to rise up. All
this has nothing to do with the body because death is only a thought of guilt. Death ends
when we choose against the thought in ourselves: the ego’s guilt.
When your mind walks with Jesus, therefore, you do not see death as real
because you know the body is an illusion, a mere figure in a dream. Moreover, you
realize the person appearing as that dream figure is one with you in the mind; not only in
separation, but in the Atonement. Beyond that, of course, the person is one with you in
the Mind of Christ, in which there is no death, loneliness, or pain. There are two places
in A Course in Miracles where Jesus instructs us in recognizing which teacher and
lessons we have chosen. In the text:
Whenever you feel fear in any form, – and you are fearful if you do not feel
a deep content, a certainty of help, a calm assurance Heaven goes with you, – be
sure you made an idol, and believe it will betray you. For beneath your hope that
it will save you lie the guilt and pain of self-betrayal and uncertainty, so deep and
bitter that the dream cannot conceal completely all your sense of doom. Your selfbetrayal must result in fear, for fear is judgment, leading surely to the frantic
search for idols and for death (T-29.IX.9).
And from the workbook, in a lesson we shall examine later:
How can you tell when you are seeing wrong, or someone else is failing to
perceive the lesson he should learn? Does pain seem real in the perception? If it
does, be sure the lesson is not learned. And there remains an unforgiveness
hiding in the mind that sees the pain through eyes the mind directs (W-pI.193.7).
These passages emphasize that the problems of fear and pain have their cause
in self-perception. If you see pain as real in yourself or others, experience fear and a
loss of peace, it is because you first made guilt real in your mind. The dead arise and the
sick are healed not by a physical intervention, but by a change in you: Projection makes
perception. If there is only a thought of love in your mind, which Jesus represents, there
could no longer be perceptions of pain, suffering, and death. It does not mean your
body’s eyes do not see them, but you will give them no power to affect you.
To repeat, Jesus is not talking about what our bodies’ eyes see, but our
interpretation of the sensory data. Two brief passages, for example, express
perception’s interpretative function:
All your difficulties stem from the fact that you do not recognize yourself,
your brother or God. To recognize means to “know again,” implying that you knew
before. You can see in many ways because perception involves interpretation,
and this means that it is not whole or consistent (T-3 .111.2 :1-3).
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There has been much confusion about what perception means, because
the word is used both for awareness and for the interpretation of awareness. Yet
you cannot be aware without interpretation, for what you perceive is your
interpretation (T-11.VI.2:5-6).
To summarize, there is no objective data out there to be seen. It is only the way
we see that is important. Thus our bodies’ eyes continue to see what other eyes see; but
our minds, joined with Jesus, will no longer give the interpretation that proves the reality
of individuality and sin. Our minds see everything here as an ego defense to deny the
truth of our shared interests with the world, the steppingstone towards remembering our
shared reality in Heaven. Thus are the sick healed and the dead risen from their dreams
of separation.
(6) No miracle can ever be denied to those who know that they are one with
God. No thought of theirs but has the power to heal all forms of suffering in
anyone, in times gone by and times as yet to come, as easily as in the ones who
walk beside them now. Their thoughts are timeless, and apart from distance as
apart from time.
As we just saw, when thoughts of sin, guilt, and fear are projected, they give rise
to a world of past, present, and future. The world of time, therefore, is nothing but the
expression in form of the ego’s unholy trinity. When I join with Jesus and remember I am
one with God, these thoughts disappear – the mutually exclusive thoughts of Atonement
and sin, oneness and separation, cannot coexist. Thus, if there is no ego thought
system, there is no time; likewise, if there is no separation, there is no body; if there is no
body, there is no pain – oneness cannot suffer.
This passage expresses the first principle of miracles: no order of difficulty among
them (T-1.1.1:1). This is because every problem is the same – the choice for the ego –
as is its solution – the choice for Jesus. When I choose the ego, everything my eyes see
will be true: pain, suffering, specialness, bodies that live and die – and all are equally
illusory. When I choose Jesus, however, I stand outside the dream and, looking with
him, gently smile at the silliness of believing anything here can be real. That is how pain
disappears and God’s smile wipes away all tears. The following passage from the text
calls us to witness to the shared innocence of God’s Son, instead of the pained bodily
picture of sin, guilt, and fear:
Now in the hands made gentle by His touch, the Holy Spirit lays a picture
of a different you. It is a picture of a body still, for what you really are cannot be
seen nor pictured. Yet this one has not been used for purpose of attack, and
therefore never suffered pain at all. It witnesses to the eternal truth that you
cannot be hurt, and points beyond itself to both your innocence and his. Show this
unto your brother, who will see that every scar is healed, and every tear is wiped
away in laughter and in love. And he will look on his forgiveness there, and with
healed eyes will look beyond it to the innocence that he beholds in you. Here is
the proof that he has never sinned; that nothing which his madness bid him do
was ever done, or ever had effects of any kind. That no reproach he laid upon his
heart was ever justified, and no attack can ever touch him with the poisoned and
relentless sting of fear (T-27.I.5).
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you are seems silent and unheard before its “mightiness.” You strain your ears to
hear its soundless voice, and yet the Call of God Himself is soundless to you (T24.II.4:3-6).
Given the fact of the “power” of specialness, how could our egos resist the
temptation to choose its special love over the love of Jesus?
(6:3-7:1) Await His Word in quiet. There is peace within you to be called
upon today, to help make ready your most holy mind to hear the Voice for its
Creator speak.
Three times today, at times most suitable for silence, give ten minutes set
apart from listening to the world, and choose instead a gentle listening to the
Word of God.
We are asked to be aware of how much we listen to the world, and understand
this means listening to our projected thought system. That is why we must choose
against the ego, which we cannot do if we are not aware of it. Thus our daily vigilance,
so crucial to hearing God’s Voice. This point needs constant reiteration, as in this
statement from the text:
You may wonder why it is so crucial that you look upon your hatred and
realize its full extent. You may also think that it would be easy enough for the Holy
Spirit to show it to you, and to dispel it without the need for you to raise it to
awareness yourself (T-13.III.1:1-2).
Exercises like today’s help lead us through our hatred to the love beyond the
world, reflected in our split minds by God’s Word, His Voice that speaks in quiet and
peace for the Atonement.
(7:2-4) He speaks from nearer than your heart to you. His Voice is closer
than your hand. His Love is everything you are and that He is; the same as you,
and you the same as He.
We are hearing more about the important theme of oneness: our oneness with
God, the Holy Spirit, and with each other. Rectheme of oneness: our oneness with
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listen to your Self today, and let Him tell you God has never left His Son, and you
have never left your Self.
In other words, God and His Son are one – no individuality, and no distinction
between Them. Indeed, there is no other voice, speaking words of separation, that can
come between us and our Self. How can we not find what has never been lost? How can
our Father be without His Son?
He has not left His Thoughts! He could no more depart from them than
they could keep Him out. In unity with Him do they abide, and in Their Oneness
Both are kept complete. There is no road that leads away from Him. A journey
from yourself does not exist. How foolish and insane it is to think that there could
be a road with such an aim! ... Nowhere but where He is can you be found (T31.IV.10:1-6; 11:6).
(9:1-3) Only be quiet. You will need no rule but this, to let your practicing
today lift you above the thinking of the world, and free your vision from the body’s
eyes. Only be still and listen.
That is the only rule we need; not just this day, but every day. We need be quiet,
which means, once again, becoming aware of the mind’s noise in choosing to drown out
the still, small Voice that tells us our dreams, thoughts, and feelings are made up – part
of a single illusion, the purpose of which is to keep us from remembering our Identity as
God’s Son:
This course attempts to teach no more than that the power of decision
cannot lie in choosing different forms of what is still the same illusion and the
same mistake (T-31.1V.8:3).
Thus we are asked to make the simple choice between the one illusion of
separation and the one reflected truth of forgiveness.
(9:4) You will hear the Word in which the Will of God the Son joins in his
Father’s Will, at one with it, with no illusions interposed between the wholly
indivisible and true.
To repeat this simple truth: Our reality is oneness, which we remember by looking
at how we keep ourselves separate from each other. Such vigilance constitutes the daily
practice of A Course in Miracles – becoming aware of the subtle, and sometimes not so
subtle ways we put barriers between ourselves and others, either through special love or
special hate: judging, holding onto grievances, building alliances, and being sure we are
right. We recognize the importance of shifting from the world’s perception of separate
interests – my gain is your loss – to the Holy Spirit’s perception of shared interests. Thus
we learn it cannot be that we and our brothers are different – we are one in loss or gain,
depending on our decision:
All choices in the world depend on this; you choose between your brother
and yourself, and you will gain as much as he will lose, and what you lose is what
is given him. How utterly opposed to truth is this, when all the lesson’s purpose is
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to teach that what your brother loses you have lost, and what he gains is what is
given you (T-31.IV.8:4-5).
Thus we choose today for all God’s Sons, recognizing their inherent sameness.
(9:5) As every hour passes by today, be still a moment and remind yourself
you have a special purpose for this day; in quiet to receive the Word of God.
You should do this not only every hour, but as often as you can, especially when
aware of your attempts to say: “My brother and I are not one.” It is your special purpose
today to remember the ego’s, and to choose against it and for the Voice that speaks the
quiet Word of forgiveness and truth. This shift from the ego’s false forgiveness to the
Holy Spirit’s true forgiveness is the theme of the next lesson.
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All that I give is given to myself.
This is another important lesson, one of the few places in A Course in Miracles
where Jesus talks about forgiveness-to-destroy, the term from The Song of Prayer (S2.II). There are three places where he does this: here in Lesson 126; again in Lesson
134, “Let me perceive forgiveness as it is”; and in “The Justification for Forgiveness” in
Chapter 30 (T-30.VI). In these three places Jesus discusses – without using the terms –
false forgiveness and forgiveness-to-destroy, which the ego uses to trap us still further in
its own specialness.
The key theme of this current lesson is twofold: giving is of the mind, and the
mind of God’s Son is one. That is why giving and receiving are the same. All that I give
is given to myself because there is no one outside me. My brother and I are one. If I give
love to him, I am extending it to myself; if I attack him, I am doing it to myself as well.
Giving and receiving occur only in the mind, and, since the mind of God’s Son is one,
they are one. Forgiveness-to-destroy reflects the ego’s belief that we are not one, but
two, and so its thought system of separation is reinforced, not to mention its justification
for attack.
(1:1) Today’s idea, completely alien to the ego and the thinking of the world,
is crucial to the thought reversal that this course will bring about.
The reversal of the ego’s thought system of separation undoes, through
forgiveness, the belief in separate interests, which reminds us that our identity is one. In
other words, as the text reminds us: “... you can interact but with yourself’ (T-31.V.15:5).
What I give to you I give to myself; guilt or love, hate or forgiveness. That is why our
interests are shared: they are one.
(1:2-3) If you believed this statement, there would be no problem in
complete forgiveness, certainty of goal, and sure direction. You would understand
the means by which salvation comes to you, and would not hesitate to use it now.
We do not believe it because we fear its implication that we no longer exist as
separate individuals. The separation began with the thought that God and I are
separate. In fact we are so separate and different that I exist and He does not, the belief
that is the ego’s origin. We have already seen the fourth law of chaos: “I have what I
have taken.” God does not have life and I do; moreover, I sit on His throne of creation.
That is how we differ. The principle of one or the other remains the bedrock of the ego’s
thought system of separation, hate, and murder.
Therefore, to question this thought means to question our own existence, which is
why we choose not to. Yet despite being unaware of our unity with God, we still can
learn of Him through our relationships. By accepting the means of forgiveness, we
acknowledge we truly desire its end: salvation and the Love of God.
(2:1) Let us consider what you do believe, in place of this idea.
We turn to forgiveness-to-destroy, a concept based on the idea that you and I are
separated, in purpose and in self. Our interests are different: You want what I want, and I
want what you want. Thus we meet on the battleground of the special relationship.
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(2:2-3) It seems to you that other people are apart from you, and able to
behave in ways which have no bearing on your thoughts, nor yours on theirs.
Therefore, your attitudes have no effect on them, and their appeals for help are
not in any way related to your own.
That is because we are separate. Our bodies keep us that way, and if we knew
we were minds, we would believe they were separate, too. The ego depends for its
protection on our projecting sin, making up figures perceived as sinful and different from
us: This person is the sinner; I the sinless one. I thus believe you have an effect on my
body, but my thoughts about you remain my own, impervious to change.
Therefore, if you are in trouble, my ego is exultant, because this means you are
punished and I am off the hook. In no way do I see myself related to your situation. I may
choose to help you, but that is my decision, which has no effect on me for I am helping
you, the one in difficulty. This is the culmination of the ego’s strategy: you have the
problem instead of me; you are the sinner God will destroy, not I, the sinless one. It is
mandatory that I keep this perception, otherwise I will be horrified by the enormity of my
sin and terrified of God’s punishment. It is an intrinsic part of the ego’s plan for our (read:
its) salvation that we practice forgiveness-to-destroy, its weapon par excellence to prove
that differences are reality, and sameness the illusion:
Forgiveness-to-destroy has many forms, being a weapon of the world of
form. Not all of them are obvious, and some are carefully concealed beneath what
seems like charity. Yet all the forms that it may seem to take have but this single
goal; their purpose is to separate and make what God created equal, different (S2.II.1:1-3).
(2:4) You further think that they can sin without affecting your perception of
yourself, while you can judge their sin, and yet remain apart from condemnation
and at peace.
This is where the ego always leads us: Since you have the problem, I am free.
Furthermore, my “innocence” gives me the right to judge your sin, because I no longer
remember its origin. I am aware only of what I perceive outside me – what I made up –
forgetting I am the dream’s dreamer. Crucial here is the ego’s principle, ideas leave their
source: I am able, my ego tells me, to project my guilty thoughts of sin onto you, and
thus escape punishment. Since we are not connected, the ego continues, it matters not
what is in you, or even that I put the sin there. You do not contaminate me, nor have I
contaminated you. Indeed, your sin proves my innocence, as in this passage from the
text that begins with a line familiar to all Course students:
Beware of the temptation to perceive yourself unfairly treated. In this view,
you seek to find an innocence that is not Theirs [God’s and Christ’s] but yours
alone, and at the cost of someone else’s guilt. Can innocence be purchased by
the giving of your guilt to someone else? And is it innocence that your attack on
him attempts to get? Is it not retribution for your own attack upon the Son of God
you seek? Is it not safer to believe that you are innocent of this, and victimized
despite your innocence? Whatever way the game of guilt is played, there must be
loss. Someone must lose his innocence that someone else can take it from him,
making it his own (T-26.X.4).
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This principle of one or the other – your guilt or mine—characterizes the special
relationship, the ego’s home of guilt and its barricade against love.
(3) When you “forgive” a sin, there is no gain to you directly. You give
charity to one unworthy, merely to point out that you are better, on a higher plane
than he whom you forgive. He has not earned your charitable tolerance, which you
bestow on one unworthy of the gift, because his sins have lowered him beneath a
true equality with you. He has no claim on your forgiveness. It holds out a gift to
him, but hardly to yourself.
This is self-explanatory. We need to be vigilant throughout the day for how we
continually act out this patent attack. Jesus’ descriptions of this dynamic – whether here,
The Song of Prayer, or elsewhere – unveils the destructive nature of this “forgiveness.”
We are unaware, however, of how subtly we exhibit this all the time. We judge someone
else, for example, and let the accusation go under the guise of forgiveness, all of which
clearly puts us in the superior position. This is the ego’s distortion of forgiveness, in
which it appears as if you are the gainer of the forgiveness I have so graciously
bestowed upon you. Thus have you received my “innocence,” even if you do not deserve
it. The Song of Prayer cogently describes the arrogance and hatred that masquerades
as kind forgiveness:
In this group, first, there are the forms in which a “better” person deigns to
stoop to save a “baser” one from what he truly is. Forgiveness here rests on an
attitude of gracious lordliness so far from love that arrogance could never be
dislodged. Who can forgive and yet despise? And who can tell another he is
steeped in sin, and yet perceive him as the Son of God? Who makes a slave to
teach what freedom is? There is no union here, but only grief. This is not really
mercy. This is death (S-2.II.2).
(4:1) Thus is forgiveness basically unsound; a charitable whim, benevolent
yet undeserved, a gift bestowed at times, at other times withheld.
In other words, if I think you deserve it, I will forgive you; otherwise I won’t. But I
am the one who determines it, a decision based on satisfying my own interests.
(4:2) Unmerited, withholding it is just, nor is it fair that you should suffer
when it is withheld.
You are the one who should suffer when I withhold forgiveness, not I, because
you do not deserve it, and that justifies my grievances, not to mention convincing others
how right I am. The great projection of this dynamic is the biblical Deity, Who alone
judges who should receive Heaven’s Love, and from whom it should be withheld.
(4:3) The sin that you forgive is not your own.
Because the ego’s bottom line is to make sin real, seen anywhere but in
ourselves, we keep our individual existence; thus another’s sin is not only responsible for
it, but will pay its price.
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(4:4-5) Someone apart from you committed it. And if you then are gracious
unto him by giving him what he does not deserve, the gift is no more yours than
was his sin.
To the ego, I do not have to receive the gift of forgiveness because I am not
sinful; you are, and so I forgive you. Underlying my forgiveness is the perception that
you and I are different, justifying this practice. Consider where we would be without
differences. After all, it was the union of a sperm and an egg – two different cells – that
gave us “life.” Again, our separation is proven by the fact that your sin is not my own,
and the forgiveness you have been so generously given is not my own either, since I
have no need of it. However, by practicing forgiveness-to-destroy, we ensure that the
Holy Spirit’s forgiveness is denied us as well.
(5:1) If this be true, forgiveness has no grounds on which to rest
dependably and sure.
If this version of forgiveness were true, it would rest upon a whim, what I think
should be done. Again, the clearest example of the ego thought system in action is the
way God has been perceived throughout the centuries, and certainly His portrayal in the
Bible. God’s forgiveness and Love can certainly be characterized, to be kind, as
whimsical; sometimes He mercifully forgives sins, while at other times He destroys the
people that have committed them. Jesus is no different. A not so well-known example of
God’s wrath in action comes in the book of Genesis (38:1-10), where God is displeased no reason given – with Er, the first-born son of Judah:
But Er ... offended Yahweh [God] greatly, so Yahweh brought about his
death.
This divine crime is then repeated with Judah’s next born, Onan, who was asked
by his father to sleep with his widowed sister-in-law so as to produce a child for his slain
brother. However, knowing the child would not be his, Onan practiced coitus interruptus,
and:
What he did was offensive to Yahweh, so he brought about his death also.
You never know which side of the bed God has awakened from that day until it is
too late. Your very existence depends on His mood, or that of His Son. Divine love as
practiced in the Bible is hardly consistent, unlike the love Jesus presents to us in his
course.
(5:2-3) It is an eccentricity, in which you sometimes choose to give
indulgently an undeserved reprieve. Yet it remains your right to let the sinner not
escape the justified repayment for his sin.
Within the Catholic Church, the priest has the power to forgive or not forgive sins,
unless the sin is a mortal one, which can never be forgiven. Again, it is the ego’s
changeable God Who is the source of this non-inclusive forgiveness, reserving unto
Himself the right to judge, whether fairly or unfairly. Needless to say, this false God has
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been made in our own image and likeness, for He mimics the practice of forgiveness-todestroy.
(5:4-5) Think you the Lord of Heaven would allow the world’s salvation to
depend on this? Would not His care for you be small indeed, if your salvation
rested on a whim?
The perfect Oneness of the true God’s Love is what forgives, because it
expresses the truth that nothing happened. Therefore, when I forgive you, I realize what
I held against you was a projection of my own sin, and both your sin and mine were
defenses against our inherent unity. Adumbrating a later lesson, we read:
Your function here on earth is only to forgive him, that you may accept him
back as your Identity. He is as God created him. And you are what he is. Forgive
him now his sins, and you will see that you are one with him (W-pI.192.10:6-8).
(6:1-2) You do not understand forgiveness. As you see it, it is but a check
upon overt attack, without requiring correction in your mind.
I attempt to stop you from the overt attack of your sinful actions. Nothing has to
change in me because I am not the problem; you are. Yet, since ideas leave not their
source, my mind’s covert attack goes unnoticed, protected by projection, the unforgiving
thought described in this passage from Part II of the workbook:
An unforgiving thought is one which makes a judgment that it will not raise
to doubt, although it is not true. The mind is closed, and will not be released. The
thought protects projection, tightening its chains, so that distortions are more
veiled and more obscure; less easily accessible to doubt, and further kept from
reason (W-pII.1.2:1-4).
(6:3-6) It cannot give you peace as you perceive it. It is not a means for your
release from what you see in someone other than yourself. It has no power to
restore your unity with him to your awareness. It is not what God intended it to be
for you.
“What God intended it to be for you” – through the Holy Spirit – is that forgiveness
of another is the forgiveness of myself. In forgiveness-to-destroy, however, the
perception is always one of separation. Forgiveness cannot give me peace because I
have rejected the answer in someone else, and thus my inner disquiet remains,
continually making its presence felt in the shadows of conflict found in my everyday life.
Thus is our function of forgiveness denied, a function described in this way in the manual
for teachers:
And this is the function of God’s teachers; to see no will as separate from
their own, nor theirs as separate from God’s (M-5.III.3:9).
Jesus proceeds now to true forgiveness, the means for fulfilling our function:
(7:1) Not having given Him the gift He asks of you, you cannot recognize His
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gifts, and think He has not given them to you.
The way I remember God’s gift of His Love – unchanged despite my insane
dreams – is realizing what I am seeing in you is made up. I do not know I made it up until
I first recognize my projected perceptions. I must therefore become aware of my
judgments, the sins of which I accuse you. Jesus helps me by showing me that what I
perceive in you is what I secretly perceive in me, which I can now change. Thus we are
instructed in the text:
If you perceive offense in a brother pluck the offense from your mind, for
you are offended by Christ and are deceived in Him.... If what you perceive
offends you, you are offended in yourself and are condemning God’s Son whom
God condemneth not. Let the Holy Spirit remove all offenses of God’s Son
against himself and perceive no one but through His guidance, for He would save
you from all condemnation (T-11.VIII.12:1,3-4).
Once deceived by God’s Son – we and our brothers – the dynamic of projection
causes us to believe we have been denied God’s gifts, as the following familiar passage
explains:
Christ is at God’s altar, waiting to welcome His Son. But come wholly
without condemnation, for otherwise you will believe that the door is barred and
you cannot enter (T-11.IV.6:1-2).
The way to know it was we who barred the door is to recognize our own judgment
and attack.
(7:2-3) Yet would He ask you for a gift unless it was for you? Could He be
satisfied with empty gestures, and evaluate such petty gifts as worthy of His Son?
These “empty gestures” and “petty gifts” are the world’s forms of forgiveness:
e.g., you have done a terrible thing, but this time I will let you off the hook. They are
based on the idea that the separate sins I see in you are real and demonstrable. Yet
God could not be satisfied with our ego ploys of forgiveness because he does not know
of separation, and therefore could not possibly know anything except the perfect
Oneness of His Son.
(7:4-6) Salvation is a better gift than this. And true forgiveness, as the
means by which it is attained, must heal the mind that gives, for giving is
receiving. What remains as unreceived has not been given, but what has been
given must have been received.
In other words, what is extended through me to you, heals me, because the you I
think is outside is a split-off part of myself. By changing my perception of you, I change
my perception of me. Moreover, whatever I give to you I give myself – the gift of
salvation.
(8:1-2) Today we try to understand the truth that giver and receiver are the
same. You will need help to make this meaningful, because it is so alien to the
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thoughts to which you are accustomed.
Jesus lets us know this is difficult. It would be wonderful if we could accept the
truth of this statement, but we cannot. The Oneness of God’s Son is too alien to our
separated self to be meaningful, for if the statement “giver and receiver are the same”
were true, everything I believe about myself would be false. It always comes down to
this: If by taking Jesus’ hand I forgive, then all my self-concepts are wrong. This naturally
includes the thought of separation, the foundation for believing that giving and receiving
are different.
(8:3-4) But the Help you need is there. Give Him your faith today, and ask
Him that He share your practicing in truth today.
The key point is asking the Holy Spirit for help. We will not do so unless we think
we have a problem. Therefore, Jesus’ burden as our teacher lies in teaching that
whenever we perceive external problems that call for solution, we need recognize it is
our problem. Allowing our peace and love to be affected by anything external is a
projection of our own sin, the point behind this passage on reactions to the magic
thoughts of others:
How to deal with magic thus becomes a major lesson for the teacher of
God to master. His first responsibility in this is not to attack it. If a magic thought
arouses anger in any form, God’s teacher can be sure that he is strengthening his
own belief in sin and has condemned himself. He can be sure as well that he has
asked for depression, pain, fear and disaster to come to him (M-17.1:4-7).
Magic thoughts – ego reactions on any level – happily serve as the mirror shining
back to us our concealed belief in magic and sin: the power of the ego to supply our
need for love and sustenance. This awareness of sin motivates us to have faith in the
Holy Spirit’s help: for ourselves. Since perception is interpretation, it is not what my eyes
perceive that is the problem, but my interpretation of what I see – some version of
believing there is a problem that is serious enough to take God’s peace from me. Again,
I need help to learn that my problem is within, where my Help is as well.
(8:5) And if you only catch a tiny glimpse of the release that lies in the idea
we practice for today, this is a day of glory for the world.
Jesus is not saying we have to know this for twenty-four hours, every day. He is
content if we have an instant of realizing the truth of his teaching and the falsity of our
own; truly an instant of glory for us and the world within each of us.
(9) Give fifteen minutes twice today to the attempt to understand today’s
idea. It is the thought by which forgiveness takes its proper place in your
priorities. It is the thought that will release your mind from every bar to what
forgiveness means, and let you realize its worth to you.
As we go through the day, our priority should not be to accomplish the things we
“need” to do, but to learn forgiveness. This means learning that separation from our
brother is never justified. However, we do not yet have to accept the oneness of our
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shared reality, but only that our perceptions of separation have been wrong, especially
when they entailed giving power to something outside us to rob us of our peace.
To repeat this important point, if you do not put these principles into daily practice,
there is no hope of learning this course. You need to recognize that regardless of what is
going on during your day, the only important thing is letting Jesus teach you the proper
way of perceiving your relationships. You thus gently monitor your mind to see how
quickly you forget about him and elevate specialness to be your ultimate value.
(10:1) In silence, close your eyes upon the world that does not understand
forgiveness, and seek sanctuary in the quiet place where thoughts are changed
and false beliefs laid by.
This quiet sanctuary is the decision maker who has chosen the Holy Spirit over
the ego. We bring the illusions of our misperceptions to His truth, which reminds us we
are wrong. This happy and grateful state converts our minds to a holy altar – the silent
space where Heaven’s Love washes clean our fevered dreams of hate and pain. In the
lovely words of the second stanza of Helen’s poem, “Conversion”:
There is a silence into which God’s Word
Has poured an ancient meaning, and is still.
Nothing remains unsaid nor unreceived.
Strange dreams are washed in golden water from
The blazing silence of the peace of God,
And what was evil suddenly becomes
The gift of Christ to those who call on Him.
His final gift is nothing but a dream,
Yet in that single dream is dreaming done.
(The Gifts of God, p. 61)
(10:2-3) Repeat today’s idea, and ask for help in understanding what it really
means. Be willing to be taught.
This last sentence is crucial. You have to be “willing to be taught,” which cannot
happen until you first accept you have taught yourself incorrectly. Recall again these two
statements from the text, placed together:
Resign now as your own teacher.... for you were badly taught (T-12.V.8:3;
T-28.I.7:1).
You have to be willing to say you are wrong. Whenever tempted to feel strongly
about anything – good or bad – you know you have chosen the ego. The strength of
God’s peace lies in its quietness – calm, even, and unchanging. Your reactions of
judgment, anger, anticipation, anxiety, or concern show you have dropped Jesus’ hand
and taken the ego’s instead. The moment you are emphatic about something, you are
no longer quiet. Again, peace is quiet and still, and does not ebb or flow. That is why
Jesus borrows the biblical “still small voice” (1 Kings 19:12) to refer to the Holy Spirit’s
Voice, and states:
The memory of God comes to the quiet mind (T-2311:1).
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In that quietness we find the strength to be taught by the Voice that speaks for
Quietness Itself.
(10:4) Be glad to hear the Voice of truth and healing speak to you, and you
will understand the words He speaks, and recognize He speaks your words to
you.
This idea was expressed at the end of the last lesson as well: the Holy Spirit’s
Voice is our voice, His words our words. It is not only that you and I are not separate, but
that the Holy Spirit, Jesus and I are not separate either. We are indeed separate within
the dream, where we still have need of a Teacher, Whose words we let substitute for our
own. Yet joined with Them, we realize there is one Voice and Word behind all words.
(11) As often as you can, remind yourself you have a goal today; an aim
which makes this day of special value to yourself and all your brothers. Do not let
your mind forget this goal for long, but tell yourself:
All that I give is given to myself The Help I need to learn that this is true is
with me now And I will trust in Him.
Then spend a quiet moment, opening your mind to His correction and His
Love. And what you hear of Him you will believe, for what He gives will be
received by you.
We close the lesson with still one more exhortation from Jesus to keep the goal of
forgiveness uppermost in our minds. As we go through our day – tempted to see
separate instead of shared interests, to believe that giving entails sacrifice and loss:
silent reminders of our sin of stealing – we seek to remember Who goes with us, and
Whose Love helps us to choose again. As soon as we remember, we go within to quiet
our turbulent minds and silence our hate-filled thoughts. The Holy Spirit’s Presence is
the beacon, Whose forgiving light shines away all thoughts of separation and guilt. We
now happily receive what He has given, as the gift shines throughout our minds to
bestow the same gift upon the world. In giving we know we have received, and what we
have received we now happily let be given through us. How lovely indeed is salvation!
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There is no love but God’s.
Here we see the contrast between what is positive (love) with what is negative
(special love).
(1:1-2) Perhaps you think that different kinds of love are possible. Perhaps
you think there is a kind of love for this, a kind for that; a way of loving one,
another way of loving still another.
The subject is special love. For example, love between spouses or lovers is
different from love between parent and child, or between friends; love for an animal or
plant is not the same as love for a human being; and love for Jesus and God differs from
all other forms. The many kinds of love prove the ego is right: there is indeed a hierarchy
of illusions, as the first law of chaos proclaims (T-23.11.2:3). Moreover, among the
different kinds of love, some are deemed superior to others. Thus we say the Love of
God exists on a higher plane than sexual or romantic love; or that nothing is purer than a
mother’s love, superseding love for a pet, plant, or a cause.
(1:3-7) Love is one. It has no separate parts and no degrees; no kinds nor
levels, no divergencies and no distinctions. It is like itself, unchanged throughout.
It never alters with a person or a circumstance. It is the Heart of God, and also of
His Son.
Love in the dream is expressed differently for, as we have just seen, it has many
different forms. Yet if our love here truly reflects Heaven’s, it would be unchanging,
unaffected by things the beloved does or does not do. However, when you love
sometimes and not others, regardless of how holy your love appears to be, it must come
from your ego and not your right mind. The reflection of true love reflects the Oneness
and changelessness of God.
These statements are not meant to make us feel guilty, however, when we look
on our love relationships and realize how variable and changeable they are. We cannot
change our mistakes unless we first realize we have made them. Therefore it is helpful
to see how unloving we are throughout the day: we love people when they are kind to
us; if not, our love changes. We thus need to see our changeable feelings, so we could
ask Jesus to help us realize we are reflecting our belief in sin, the origin of all change.
Thus we see in another what we choose not to recognize in ourselves: the sinful
separation from God and His Heart of Love.
The sin of which we accuse ourselves is having loved God once, but then
deciding His Love was not enough; we wanted our specialness and individuality instead.
We thus accused ourselves of a changing love, and in characteristic ego fashion,
projected the sin, accusing others of being unfaithful and inconstant in their love. Indeed,
we want people to be unfaithful and wavering, because that allows us to put on the ego’s
face of innocence.
(2:1-3) Love’s meaning is obscure to anyone who thinks that love can
change. He does not see that changing love must be impossible. And thus he
thinks that he can love at times, and hate at other times.
We always try to justify our hate: “I was not always like this; you made me this
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way.” “I was born innocent and good, but my parents’ mistreatment made me hate
everyone. It was not my fault.” We identify something that justifies our hate, allowing
ourselves to avoid responsibility for our changeable love. Thus, these words spoken of
the face of innocence:
It believes that it is good within an evil world.
This aspect can grow angry, for the world is wicked and unable to provide
the love and shelter innocence deserves. And so this face is often wet with tears
at the injustices the world accords to those who would be generous and good.
This aspect never makes the first attack. But every day a hundred little things
make small assaults upon its innocence, provoking it to irritation, and at last to
open insult and abuse.
The face of innocence the concept of the self so proudly wears can tolerate
attack in self- defense, for is it not a well-known fact the world deals harshly with
defenseless innocence? (T-31.V.2 :9-4: 1)
In this way our hate masquerades as love, and our self-hatred remains protected
by the shield of defenseless innocence.
(2:4) He also thinks that love can be bestowed on one, and yet remain itself
although it is withheld from others.
In this world it is impossible to love everyone the same way in form. Yet Jesus’
focus is never on behavior, but only on content – the thought that withholds love from
certain people or groups, or from people at certain times. In this incisive passage from
the text, Jesus instructs us on the all-inclusive nature of love, the correction for the ego’s
thought of exclusion:
You cannot love parts of reality and understand what love means. If you
would love unlike to God, Who knows no special love, how can you understand
it? To believe that special relationships, with special love, can offer you salvation
is the belief that separation is salvation. For it is the complete equality of the
Atonement in which salvation lies. How can you decide that special aspects of the
Sonship can give you more than others? (T-15.V.3:1-5)
In the instructions for the early workbook lessons, Jesus said our eyes cannot
light on everything in the room, nor can we think about everything. However, he was
clear about our specifically not excluding anything, for the idea of non-exclusion is
crucial to his curriculum. The statements we find here echo Jesus’ earlier instructions.
The forms are different, but their content is the same: becoming aware of how tempted
we are to exclude. It is not so important if you exclude a painting as your eyes gaze
around a room, but it does become important if you exclude certain people from your
love.
(2:5) To believe these things of love is not to understand it.
Love is content. In the text sections on special relationships, Jesus is emphatic
that specialness is the triumph of form at the expense of content. Here is one
representative passage:
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Whenever any form of special relationship tempts you to seek for love in
ritual, remember love is content, and not form of any kind. The special
relationship is a ritual of form, aimed at raising the form to take the place of God
at the expense of content. There is no meaning in the form, and there will never
be (T-16.V.12:1-3).
Since we are almost exclusively identified with form – our bodies – it is
inconceivable to us that the form of love is irrelevant. Thus we do not understand its allinclusive nature, and believe we can truly love some parts of the Sonship, but not all.
(2:6) If it [love] could make such distinctions, it would have to judge between
the righteous and the sinner, and perceive the Son of God in separate parts.
This exemplifies the decisive difference between the God and Jesus of the Bible,
and A Course in Miracles. It is clear throughout the Old and New Testaments that the
righteous are saved and sinners doomed to hell. Regardless of which book or epistle
one reads, the message is the same: the Son of God is not one, but exists in separate
parts; some are good and will be rewarded by God, and others evil and will be
condemned by Him. The Son continues the Father’s insanity, as seen if one is a scribe
or pharisee. These unfortunate groups are not included in the “good” part of the Sonship,
and in John’s gospel, neither are Jews, as well as other undesirables. It would be truly
incredible to think this specialness is characteristic of God’s Love, except that we
continually demonstrate its hate throughout our lives.
(3:1-2) Love cannot judge. As it is one itself, it looks on all as one.
Thus God does not know about the separated Son who exists in fragments. The
Self He knows is Christ, at one with Himself. That is why love cannot judge, for only in
separation is judgment possible. Indeed, judgment is one of the most important themes
in A Course in Miracles, the giving up of which is the essence of the Atonement, the
curriculum Jesus would have us learn:
As the teacher of God advances in his training, he learns one lesson with
increasing thoroughness. He does not make his own decisions; he asks his
Teacher for His answer, and it is this he follows as his guide for action. This
becomes easier and easier, as the teacher of God learns to give up his own
judgment. The giving up of judgment, the obvious prerequisite for hearing God’s
Voice, is usually a fairly slow process, not because it is difficult, but because it is
apt to be perceived as personally insulting. The world’s training is directed toward
achieving a goal in direct opposition to that of our curriculum. The world trains for
reliance on one’s judgment as the criterion for maturity and strength. Our
curriculum trains for the relinquishment of judgment as the necessary condition of
salvation (M-9.2).
(3:3) Its meaning lies in oneness.
When I love you in part it cannot be love, the meaning of which lies in its perfect
unity, excluding no one and nothing. The ego’s special love therefore attacks Heaven’s
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Oneness, making it the home of guilt:
We have said that to limit love to part of the Sonship is to bring guilt into
your relationships, and thus make them unreal. If you seek to separate out certain
aspects of the totality and look to them to meet your imagined needs, you are
attempting to use separation to save you. How, then, could guilt not enter? For
separation is the source of guilt, and to appeal to it for salvation is to believe you
are alone. To be alone is to be guilty. For to experience yourself as alone is to
deny the Oneness of the Father and His Son, and thus to attack reality (T15.V.2:2-7).
As we have observed earlier, the oneness of love – “the Oneness of the Father
and His Son” – cannot be known here. Yet, we can learn to reflect Heaven’s Oneness by
recognizing the interests we share together. We dedicate our days to learning this allinclusive lesson.
(3:4) And it must elude the mind that thinks of it as partial or in part.
That is another of those happy puns, to be revisited in a later lesson. To be partial
means to make a judgment; e.g., we are partial to one group over another. When we
demonstrate such partiality, we are seeing the Sonship in parts. There is a good and a
bad part, and our partiality is to one or the other. Since love cannot be known in part,
within this partial thought system love will never be known.
(3:5-8) There is no love but God’s, and all of love is His. There is no other
principle that rules where love is not. Love is a law without an opposite. Its
wholeness is the power holding everything as one, the link between the Father
and the Son which holds Them both forever as the same.
The principle we wish to uphold within our dream – the place where love is not –
is of perfect oneness. This is reflected in our learning to forgive. It is impossible to
experience oneness in the world, but it is remembered through realizing that we and our
brothers are not separated, but share the same purpose and goal. Thus will we become
the reflection of love’s holiness, as the following passage so beautiful reminds us:
In this world you can become a spotless mirror, in which the Holiness of
your Creator shines forth from you to all around you. You can reflect Heaven
here.... You need but leave the mirror clean and clear of all the images of hidden
darkness you have drawn upon it. God will shine upon it of Himself. Only the clear
reflection of Himself can be perceived upon it.... Clean but the mirror, and the
message that shines forth from what the mirror holds out for everyone to see, no
one can fail to understand (T-14.IX.5 : 1-2,5-7; 6:5).
These exercises are therefore designed to help us clean the mirror that is our
mind, that it might sinlessly reflect Heaven’s loving oneness for all the Sonship to
remember. Thus do we come at last to the healing place of Atonement, where we cease
to be love’s reflection, but have become Love Itself:
There [in Heaven], holiness is not a reflection, but rather the actual
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condition of what was but reflected to them here. God is no image, and His
creations, as part of Him, hold Him in them in truth. They do not merely reflect
truth, for they are truth (T-14.IX.8:5-7).
(4) No course whose purpose is to teach you to remember what you really
are could fail to emphasize that there can never be a difference in what you really
are and what love is. Love’s meaning is your own, and shared by God Himself. For
what you are is what He is. There is no love but His, and what He is, is everything
there is. There is no limit placed upon Himself, and so are you unlimited as well.
This means that anything that seems outside love and oneness cannot exist,
because it is not of God. That is another way of understanding why God not only could
not have created this world, but knows nothing about it:
The ego’s ceaseless attempts to gain the spirit’s acknowledgment and thus
establish its own existence are useless. Spirit in its knowledge is unaware of the
ego (T-4.II.8:5-6).
The world is outside God’s Mind, and thus has no reality. Our reality as God’s
Son, however, cannot be outside His Mind, for we are part of unlimited love. Indeed, we
are love, the meaning of which is the limitless oneness that unites all creation with its
Creator.
(5) No law the world obeys can help you grasp love’s meaning. What the
world believes was made to hide love’s meaning and to keep it dark and secret.
There is not one principle the world upholds but violates the truth of what love is,
and what you are as well.
These are strong statements, and their truth lies in the fact that every worldly law,
and all the world teaches relates to the seeming reality of the separation. We may
quibble about interpretations of what happens in this world, but no one here really
doubts its reality. Everything the world teaches is false. Even quantum physics ultimately
ends up in the same ego trap, at least from the perspective of A Course in Miracles. It
says the material world is an illusion, yet still makes real the thought underlying the
universe. This course teaches that thought is separation, and therefore illusory as well.
Always keep in mind the non-dualism that is the backbone of A Course in Miracles.
There is the truth of perfect and absolute oneness, and nothing else. The content of this
truth is succinctly expressed at the text’s beginning:
This course can therefore be summed up very simply in this way:
Nothing real can be threatened.
Nothing unreal exists.
Herein lies the peace of God (T-in.2; italics and bold omitted, but emphasis
retained for 2:2-3).
However, A Course in Miracles does more than proclaim the unreality of the
world. It supplies the motivation behind its making: “to hide love’s meaning, and to keep
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it dark and secret.” The following passage from the text, already cited, elaborates on the
ego’s purpose for its guilt:
The circle of fear lies just below the level the body sees, and seems to be
the whole foundation on which the world is based. Here are all the illusions, all the
twisted thoughts, all the insane attacks, the fury, the vengeance and betrayal that
were made to keep the guilt in place, so that the world could rise from it and keep
it hidden. Its shadow rises to the surface, enough to hold its most external
manifestations in darkness, and to bring despair and loneliness to it and keep it
joyless. Yet its intensity is veiled by its heavy coverings, and kept apart from what
was made to keep it hidden (T-18.1X.4:1-4).
How could one have faith in a world whose purpose is to protect guilt and attack
God? (W-pII.3.2:1) How could one believe its lies and be taken in by its deceptions?
These are the questions Jesus is asking us to consider.
(6:1-2) Seek not within the world to find your Self. Love is not found in
darkness and in death.
Jesus tells us again this world is a place of darkness and death; hardly a place of
light, life, love, or hope. It cannot not be so, since the world is the shadow of a thought of
darkness and death. We exist because we believed we destroyed light, life, and love.
This thought of destruction underlies the world, which continually reflects its darkness
back to us. Jesus is therefore telling us not to look within the world or body for help, for
we will never find it there. Remember that we specifically made the body’s shadowy
world to keep the light of love hidden in the ego’s veils of sin and guilt. How, then, could
it make sense to seek for love in the very place made to conceal it. You may recall our
previous discussions of the important section near the end of the text, “Seek Not Outside
Yourself” (T-29.VII), which expresses this key theme in A Course in Miracles: seeking
the truth of our Self only where we can find it – in our minds.
(6:3) Yet it is perfectly apparent to the eyes that see and ears that hear
love’s Voice.
When we ask Jesus for help and use his eyes to look at the world, we perceive
correctly and remember love. We have learned that the world of forgiveness, being “the
outside picture of an inward condition” (T-21.in.1:5), reflects the love in our minds,
spoken to us through the Voice of Atonement and peace.
(6:4-5) Today we practice making free your mind of all the laws you think
you must obey; of all the limits under which you live, and all the changes that you
think are part of human destiny. Today we take the largest single step this course
requests in your advance towards its established goal.
If we are to remember who we are as God’s Son, child of His love, we must free
our minds of the laws we think are true. This means we must be aware of them,
questioning every value we hold (T-24.in.2:1). This includes the “positive” changes we
think have gone on, are going on, or will go on in the world as “part of human destiny.”
These ultimately have to do with nothing, because they have to do with separation. Love
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does not change, but our belief that love has changed can change. Therefore, we
abandon our thought system of guilt, with its concomitant laws of attack, specialness,
and death, shifting from their limiting laws to the limitless law of forgiveness, the dream’s
reflection of Heaven’s law of love.
In reviewing this paragraph, and the lesson as well, keep in mind that Jesus is not
concerned with external laws, for these but reflect the ego’s internal law of separation.
This latter is Jesus’ concern, for it comes from the mind’s mistaken choice. The focus of
his course is always on changing the content (the mind), not the form (the body).
(7) If you achieve the faintest glimmering of what love means today, you
have advanced in distance without measure and in time beyond the count of years
to your release. Let us together, then, be glad to give some time to God today, and
understand there is no better use for time than this.
Jesus is telling us that if we have only one instant, that is enough, for it saves us
thousands of years. This is a point we have discussed before, as it is an idea to which
Jesus repeatedly returns. However, it is an idea that makes no sense to us who are
creatures of time and space, until we join with him in the holy instant. Everything then
looks different, because our experience is no longer mediated through temporal and
spatial dimensions. Indeed, the Holy Spirit’s use of time is to make it meaningless,
leaving love’s eternal meaning to take its place.
(8:1-2) For fifteen minutes twice today escape from every law in which you
now believe. Open your mind and rest.
This implies our minds have been closed, which we must accept before we ask
Jesus to help us open them. In the manual, Jesus explains that it is judgment that closes
our minds to the truth, and so they open as we release our judgments of others and
ourselves. Only then can we find the peace and rest he promises us:
Open-mindedness comes with lack of judgment. As judgment shuts the
mind against God’s Teacher, so open-mindedness invites Him to come in. As
condemnation judges the Son of God as evil, so open-mindedness permits him to
be judged by the Voice for God on His behalf. As the projection of guilt upon him
would send him to hell, so open-mindedness lets Christ’s image be extended to
him. Only the open-minded can be at peace, for they alone see reason for it (M4.X.1:2-6).
Fifteen minutes, twice a day, is certainly worth the peace Jesus offers.
(8:3-4) The world that seems to hold you prisoner can be escaped by
anyone who does not hold it dear. Withdraw all value you have placed upon its
meager offerings and senseless gifts, and let the gift of God replace them all.
In the next three lessons Jesus discusses the world and our investment in it. It is
not the world, body, or their laws that hold us prisoner, but our identification with them,
which preserves our mind’s identification with the ego. Thus it is not our identification
with the separated body that is the problem, but with the separated mind. We shall
discuss this in more detail in the lessons to come.
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(9:1-3) Call to your Father, certain that His Voice will answer. He Himself has
promised this. And He Himself will place a spark of truth within your mind
wherever you give up a false belief, a dark illusion of your own reality and what
love means.
The spark of truth that is the Holy Spirit’s Presence awaits our giving up the
covering to that truth. We must let our false beliefs go, which we cannot do until we first
know we have them. Thus we return to the ongoing need to monitor our minds
throughout the day for all dark thoughts of specialness and judgment – the many ways of
withholding kindness from others and ourselves. Looked at with the Holy Spirit, these
dark thoughts disappear into the light of forgiveness, reflecting the greater truth of
Atonement in which is found the memory of our Self.
(9:4-6) He will shine through your idle thoughts today, and help you
understand the truth of love. In loving gentleness He will abide with you, as you
allow His Voice to teach love’s meaning to your clean and open mind. And He will
bless the lesson with His Love.
Again, this means our minds have been cluttered up with idle thoughts and closed
to the truth. Since we are the clutterers of our minds, we are the ones who must open
them. Yet we cannot do so without Jesus, and he cannot do so without us. Our minds
thus await the choice to ask his help to release our grip on guilt that we may take his
hand of love. This lovely passage from “The Gifts of God” describes this process of
opening our hands to Jesus, releasing our ego’s gifts so we may accept his and return
home:
How can you be delivered from all the gifts the world has offered you? How
can you change these little, cruel offerings for those that Heaven gives and God
would have you keep? Open your hands, and give all things to me that you have
held against your holiness and kept as slander on the Son of God.... Give me
these worthless things the instant that you see them through my eyes and
understand their cost....
I take them from you gladly, laying them beside the gifts of God that He
has placed upon the altar to His Son. And these I give to you to take the place of
those you give to me in mercy on yourself. These are the gifts I ask, and only
these. For as you lay them by you, reach to me, and I can come as savior then to
you. The gifts of God are in my hands, to give to anyone who would exchange the
world for Heaven. You need only call my name and ask me to accept the gift of
pain from willing hands that would be laid in mine, with thorns laid down and nails
long thrown away as one by one the sorry gifts of earth are joyously relinquished.
In my hands is everything you want and need and hoped to find among the
shabby toys of earth. I take them all from you and they are gone. And shining in
the place where once they stood there is a gateway to another world through
which we enter in the Name of God (The Gifts of God, pp. 118-19).
(10) Today the legion of the future years of waiting for salvation disappears
before the timelessness of what you learn. Let us give thanks today that we are
spared a future like the past. Today we leave the past behind us, nevermore to be
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remembered. And we raise our eyes upon a different present, where a future
dawns unlike the past in every attribute.
Jesus is asking us to let go of the past, present, and future, the shadowy
projections of sin, guilt, and fear. In the holy instant when we ask Jesus’ help, we are
outside linear time and the ego thought system, and therefore no longer bound by the
world’s laws. His vision releases the belief in the sinful past, guilty present, and fearful
future, allowing the innocence of God’s Son to be reborn into a bright and shining future,
the extension of the holy instant’s present love.
(11:1) The world in infancy is newly born.
This is an evocative image Jesus uses throughout A Course in Miracles. He says
salvation and the holy relationship are like an infant (T-19.IV-C.9:3; 10:4; T-22.I.7:3), and
Christ is reborn as a little Child (W-pI.182.10:1). Here he describes our process as an
infant tentatively making its way home. Yet that choice to return is threatened as we
practice, for the ego will not go gently into its good night (with apologies to Dylan
Thomas). It is the constant diligence to be with Jesus that enables this newly born to
grow, as our decision to shift needs strengthening, nourished by daily practice and trust
in our new teacher, even as our old one tries to derail our progress.
(11:2-4) And we will watch it grow in health and strength, to shed its
blessing upon all who come to learn to cast aside the world they thought was
made in hate to be love’s enemy. Now are they all made free, along with us. Now
are they all our brothers in God’s Love.
This inner world of infancy is newly born because we are still so afraid. Yet the
child grows into adulthood as we release our fear and realize we are happier when with
Jesus than when alone and separate. This image of a growing infant finds consummate
expression in Lesson 182, “I will be still an instant and go home,” and we shall delay
further commentary until then.
Sentences 3 and 4 express that doing this with Jesus does it for all our brothers,
because there is only one Son. When we are with Jesus we are beyond the ego,
because he is. And all our brothers are there as well:
When you unite with me you are uniting without the ego, because I have
renounced the ego in myself and therefore cannot unite with yours. Our union is
therefore the way to renounce the ego in you. The truth in both of us is beyond
the ego. Our success in transcending the ego is guaranteed by God, and I share
this confidence for both of us and all of us. I bring God’s peace back to all His
children because I received it of Him for us all. Nothing can prevail against our
united wills because nothing can prevail against God’s (T-8.V.4).
Thus does an old and tired world, conceived in hate’s curse, become transformed
into a place of blessing and of love.
(12:1) We will remember them throughout the day, because we cannot leave
a part of us outside our love if we would know our Self.
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Seek to recognize during the day how you exclude others, in both obvious and
subtle ways. Recall this is not about form or behavior, but our thoughts that would
separate out those special ones for love or hate. Therefore, those we are asked to
remember throughout the day refers to everyone who chooses to be made free, as
Jesus pointed out in the previous paragraph.
(12:2) At least three times an hour think of one who makes the journey with
you, and who came to learn what you must learn.
This “one” is whoever has captured your ego’s attention at that moment: someone
you live or work with, or simply think about; someone whom you are tempted to see as
special, because he or she is one on whom you are dependent, or one you have chosen
to hate. Anyone, therefore, is a suitable object for our practicing.
Jesus concludes the lesson by giving us the words to say to that special
someone:
(12:3-5) And as he comes to mind, give him this message from your Self:
I bless you, brother, with the Love of God, which I would share with you. For
I would learn the joyous lesson that there is no love but God’s and yours and mine
and everyone’s.
We therefore end with the happy and saving thought of our oneness with those
from whom we tried to separate, and at one with God and with ourselves. Thus do we
learn the joyous lesson that God’s Love is all there is, in which we are one with all who
once believed they were apart from it.
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The world I see holds nothing that I want.
These next three lessons form a unit. This one deals with the world: “The world I
see holds nothing that I want”; Lesson 129, “Beyond this world there is a world I want,” is
a discussion of the real world, which is ours to choose; and Lesson 130, “It is impossible
to see two worlds,” reinforces our need to choose between the two.
It is difficult to understand this lesson without recognizing the difference between
form and content. The world (the form), is the projection of the thought of guilt (the
content). This lesson therefore should not be taken as supporting asceticism or sacrifice
– giving up the world (form) – but rather encouraging us to give up the mind’s guilt
(content), the source of the world. It can be tempting for students, however, to feel guilty
because they covet worldly things, believing Jesus demands their sacrifice. Again, this is
not a course in denying the body, but only in releasing our thoughts about the body.
These thoughts reflect our underlying guilt, which holds the secret wish to keep the
separation intact. The ultimate ego value for the world, therefore, is as a place in which
we maintain our special identity through guilt, but with someone else made responsible
for it. We will return to this idea as we go through the lesson.
(1:1-2) The world you see holds nothing that you need to offer you; nothing
that you can use in any way, nor anything at all that serves to give you joy.
Believe this thought, and you are saved from years of misery, from countless
disappointments, and from hopes that turn to bitter ashes of despair.
Still another reference to special relationships: our need to believe there are
things, substances, and people in the world that satisfy us, give us pleasure, make us
feel good about ourselves, and supply the lack we believe is our reality. Rather than turn
to the Holy Spirit for what is lacking—the memory of Who we are as Christ—we deny His
Presence, project the guilt that follows this denial, and seek outside for relief from the
pain that inevitably results from pushing love away. This is the basis for feeling the world
holds what we want, a value predicated on the belief we are bodies, with needs that
have to be met; otherwise we feel lonely and deprived. Thus, our perception of the world
is that it exists to meet our expectations and needs.
(1:3) No one but must accept this thought as true, if he would leave the
world behind and soar beyond its petty scope and little ways.
Throughout A Course in Miracles, and here again, Jesus reminds us that the
world’s gifts are nothing compared to his. In “The Gifts of God,” from which we have
already quoted, Jesus contrasts the two, wanting us to see how quickly we settle for
crumbs – the ego’s fear-based gifts of “petty scope and little ways” – rather than the
banquet of God’s Love. We have discussed this important theme in The Song of Prayer,
where Jesus urges us not to settle for an echo of God’s Voice, but for Its full song (S1.I.2:8-9). He asks us here to seek only an experience of the Love of God, and to
foreswear the shabby substitutes the world offers in its stead.
(2:1-2) Each thing you value here is but a chain that binds you to the world,
and it will serve no other end but this. For everything must serve the purpose you
have given it, until you see a different purpose there.
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The concept of purpose is crucial for comprehending this lesson. It is not worldly
things that are valuable, but the purpose we give them. We think we are attracted to a
specific person, object, substance, or idea, but in truth it is the guilt that draws us. It
proves we have sinned, are separated individuals, and are right while the Holy Spirit is
wrong. Proving this is the purpose we value here, and fulfilling that purpose is our ego’s
only need.
Most spiritualities see – and unfortunately many students of A Course in Miracles
concur – that our problems are rooted in the material world of sin. This leads to the
inevitable conclusion that we should let the world go in order to find happiness.
However, if we do not release the mind’s purpose of maintaining guilt, we will simply
substitute another form for what had heretofore served that purpose. Freud’s formulation
of symptom substitution is the psychodynamic model for this pattern of behavior.
(2:3-5) The only purpose worthy of your mind this world contains is that
you pass it by, without delaying to perceive some hope where there is none. Be
you deceived no more. The world you see holds nothing that you want.
Our only purpose for being in a world of time and space, in sharp distinction from
the ego’s, is to teach us there is no world of time and space:
It is evident that the Holy Spirit’s perception of time is the exact opposite of
the ego’s. The reason is equally clear, for they perceive the goal of time as
diametrically opposed. The Holy Spirit interprets time’s purpose as rendering the
need for time unnecessary. He regards the function of time as temporary, serving
only His teaching function, which is temporary by definition. His emphasis is
therefore on the only aspect of time that can extend to the infinite, for now is the
closest approximation of eternity that this world offers (T-13.1V.7:1-5).
Thus the world’s only purpose is to provide us with the opportunity of choosing
the holy instant, the now in which the ego thought system is chosen against, and only
God’s Voice is heard. The ego’s first line of defense – the world and body – is passed by
as we realize that value does not lie in what we see with our eyes, but in the mind’s guilt.
When we pass by the world, therefore, we come face to face with our guilt, the ego’s
second line of defense. Behind that defense is our decision to be an individual, and
behind that is the Love of God.
We ask Jesus’ help, not to let go of our attachments to people, objects, and
substances, but to help us understand their purpose. Thus he tells us – twice – that the
Holy Spirit will not take away our special relationships, but will transform their purpose
from guilt to love:
The Holy Spirit knows no one is special. Yet He also perceives that you
have made special relationships, which He would purify and not let you destroy.
However unholy the reason you made them may be, He can translate them into
holiness by removing as much fear as you will let Him. You can place any
relationship under His care and be sure that it will not result in pain, if you offer
Him your willingness to have it serve no need but His. All the guilt in it arises from
your use of it. All the love from His. Do not, then, be afraid to let go your imagined
needs, which would destroy the relationship. Your only need is His (T-15.V.5).
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I have said repeatedly that the Holy Spirit would not deprive you of your
special relationships, but would transform them. And all that is meant by that is
that He will restore to them the function given them by God. The function you
have given them is clearly not to make happy. But the holy relationship shares
God’s purpose, rather than aiming to make a substitute for it (T-17.1V.2:3-6).
These two passages are vital for understanding this lesson. To state this again,
Jesus does not remove the various forms of our lives, but helps us transform the mind’s
purpose for them. Given to him, the ego’s vehicles for reinforcing its thought system
become the means by which we change our minds. Later in the workbook we are told
that our bodies are neutral (W-pII.294), for they merely carry out the mind’s wishes.
Which thought system do we choose? Our decision rests upon the value we give it.
(3:1) Escape today the chains you place upon your mind when you perceive
salvation here.
Crucial to this sentence is the word you, which refers to the decision maker
having chosen to make the world a means of imprisonment. However, the prison is not
the world’s special relationships, but the mind’s power to choose them; the chains representing the need to prove our individuality is alive and well. The key that unlocks these
chains is the decision maker’s reversing itself, choosing the freedom of salvation in place
of the prison of guilt.
(3:2) For what you value you make part of you as you perceive yourself.
The clearest example of this is the body. We value it because it is the specific
onto which we project the mind’s unconscious guilt, thereby retaining no memory of our
identity as a mind, and certainly not as Christ. The body thus has great value; and as we
value it, we become it, at least in awareness: we become what we value, reminiscent of
the famous line from the 1960s: “You are what you eat.” If you value something, giving it
a meaning it does not have in and of itself, you become that meaning. This passage
from the manual exemplifies that principle:
The central lesson is always this; that what you use the body for it will
become to you. Use it for sin or for attack, which is the same as sin, and you will
see it as sinful. Because it is sinful it is weak, and being weak, it suffers and it
dies. Use it to bring the Word of God to those who have it not, and the body
becomes holy. Because it is holy it cannot be sick, nor can it die (M-12.5:1-5).
The mind’s decision is based on the thought system it values: the ego’s or the
Holy Spirit’s.
(3:3) All things you seek to make your value greater in your sight limit you
further, hide your worth from you, and add another bar across the door that leads
to true awareness of your Self.
These bars are the ego’s shields of oblivion, a phrase from Lesson 136 (WpI.136.5 :2) we have already examined. The world and body guard against the inner
shield of guilt, which drives us out of our minds (literally and figuratively), ensuring that
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our decision maker will never change its mind. By valuing things in the world and
believing they will help or hurt us – both the source of our problems and their solution –
we reinforce the final bar to truth. As long as we believe the world is real, we will never
return to the mind’s thoughts that are the real issue.
(4) Let nothing that relates to body thoughts delay your progress to
salvation, nor permit temptation to believe the world holds anything you want to
hold you back. Nothing is here to cherish. Nothing here is worth one instant of
delay and pain; one moment of uncertainty and doubt. The worthless offer
nothing. Certainty of worth can not be found in worthlessness.
We repeatedly see that everything in this world is worth nothing. In fact the world
is literally nothing, being a projection of a thought in our minds that is inherently nothing.
Remember, the ego thought system is totally made up, beginning with our believing in
the reality of the tiny, mad idea, instead of sharing the Holy Spirit’s perception of its
nothingness. We defend our belief by erecting one layer of defense after another, all of
which are nothing because they come from nothing and defend nothing. Only through
recognizing this fact will we be motivated to give up the innate worthlessness of the
world, as we are reminded once again of the happiness that meets us when we cross
the bridge to the real world:
And you will think, in glad astonishment, that for all this you gave up
nothing! (T-16.VI.11:4)
It is important not to feel guilty because of body thoughts. Whether they are good,
holy, and healthy, or evil, ugly, and sinful is irrelevant. We cannot avoid body thoughts
while here, but we can change the teacher who will help us look at them differently. Thus
Jesus comforts us not to be upset with the ego’s shadowy thoughts we brought with us
into the world:
... be not disturbed that shadows surround it [our little willingness]. That is
why you came. If you could come without them you would not need the holy
instant (T-181V.2:4-6).
In the manual, Jesus gently reminds us that our function here does not entail
being without limitations, but to be without the judgments of guilt we placed upon them:
Do not despair, then, because of limitations. It is your function to escape
from them, but not to be without them (M-26.4:1-2).
Jesus helps us understand that our judgmental preoccupations with our body or
the bodies of others are the means he uses to teach us of our underlying need to have
the problem and its solution be outside our minds. Bodily preoccupation thus distracts us
so we do not look within, for our guilt is now perceived to be in someone else. We come
to realize that the problem to be solved is not found in body thoughts, nor in various
external attractions, but in the mind’s purpose of reinforcing guilt, a purpose cleverly
served by these distracting thoughts.
(5:1-2) Today we practice letting go all thought of values we have given to
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the world. We leave it free of purposes we gave its aspects and its phases and its
dreams.
Jesus emphasizes again and again that the problem lies with the “values we have
given to the world,” the ultimate value being to prove we are right and he is wrong.
As we see here, Jesus occasionally uses the term aspects to denote different
parts of the Sonship. Thus, for example, speaking of the unity of healing, he says in the
text:
It extends to all aspects of the Sonship at the same time, and thus enables
them to reach each other (T-13.VI.6:4).
And later, on special relationships:
If you seek to separate out certain aspects of the totality and look to them
to meet your imagined needs, you are attempting to use separation to save you
(T-15.V.2:3).
Thus, each of our seemingly separated fragments constitutes an aspect of the
Sonship. In the lesson, Jesus speaks to the various parts of our worldly experience: the
values we give to people; our bodies, or parts of them; foods and substances; and the
multitudinous things the world offers us, pleasurable and painful alike. To repeat this
salient point, we do not let go of things, but the purpose we have bestowed on them. In
that way is the world made free, and allowed to have another purpose given it, as we
now see:
(5:3-4) We hold it purposeless within our minds, and loosen it from all we
wish it were. Thus do we lift the chains that bar the door to freedom from the
world, and go beyond all little values and diminished goals.
When we withdraw the purpose we have given to the world, it becomes
purposeless, allowing the Holy Spirit to provide His. The world of our special
relationships now becomes a classroom in which we learn our lessons of forgiveness,
and as we learn them, the chains of imprisonment are lifted, without any external shift.
Indeed, we have not done anything, which is the point.
(6:1) Pause and be still a little while, and see how far you rise above the
world, when you release your mind from chains and let it seek the level where it
finds itself at home.
The you, again, is the decision maker choosing the Holy Spirit’s forgiveness
instead of the ego’s guilt, thus releasing the mind from its chains, put there by the
imprisoning agent – our decision-making self. Our minds are freed to seek and find their
true home: the right-minded dwelling place of the Holy Spirit, the steppingstone to our
return home. The opening phrase is taken from the beginning of the forty-sixth psalm,
frequently quoted in the Course. Here is one such reference, which emphasizes the
importance of purpose as we rise above the world, leaving an empty place in our minds
for the Holy Spirit’s Atonement to rise to ascendance in our awareness:
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Let us be still an instant, and forget all things we ever learned, all thoughts
we had, and every preconception that we hold of what things mean and what their
purpose is. Let us remember not our own ideas of what the world is for. We do
not know. Let every image held of everyone be loosened from our minds and
swept away (T-31.I.12).
(6:2-5) It will be grateful to be free a while. It knows where it belongs. But
free its wings, and it will fly in sureness and in joy to join its holy purpose. Let it
rest in its Creator, there to be restored to sanity, to freedom and to love.
The memory of our Creator and Source is in our right minds, where Jesus has
waited patiently for us. In order to rest in his love, we first have to release our investment
in guilt, which means releasing our investments in the world, accomplished by
understanding – through Jesus’ help – the purpose they serve. Therefore, if we are to be
free of our unhappiness, misery, and pain, we need to ask Jesus’ help to look differently
at the world. We do not change the world, nor what we do there, but rather change how
we look at it. This shifts its purpose from guilt to forgiveness, and we are restored to
sanity, freedom, and love.
(7:1-3) Give it [i.e., the decision maker in our minds] ten minutes rest three
times today. And when your eyes are opened afterwards, you will not value
anything you see as much as when you looked at it before. Your whole
perspective on the world will shift by just a little, every time you let your mind
escape its chains.
What changes is our perspective, not necessarily the world or our behavior. Our
attitude changes because we no longer value the world as before. The key to this lesson
– as it is in so many others – is that we spend quiet time throughout the day with Jesus,
thinking of his message. Thus we take the experience of Jesus’ love and peace back to
the world, as we again interact with it. If we have done this correctly, there will be a shift
– even a small one – because we will now remember we have another teacher to
interpret for us the events of the day. That is the perspective that shifts, as the following
passage on the bridge to the real world explains:
The bridge itself is nothing more than a transition in the perspective of
reality. On this side, everything you see is grossly distorted and completely out of
perspective. What is little and insignificant is magnified, and what is strong and
powerful cut down to littleness.... This frame of reference is built around the special relationship. Without this illusion there could be no meaning you would still
seek here (T-16.V1.7:1-3, 6-7).
This is a much gentler approach to our spiritual journey, for we are not asked to
give up our special relationships, but only to shift our perspective from the ego’s guilt to
Jesus’ forgiveness.
(7:4) The world is not where it belongs.
Our attention belongs not in the world but in our minds, where the Holy Spirit’s
correction is. That was Jesus’ point when he cautioned Helen about her mind wandering:
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You are much too tolerant of mind wandering (T-2.V1.4:6).
We allow our minds to wander into the world – the result of projection – believing
that that is where the problem is, and the truth as well. Our focus then wanders onto the
body – which we now believe is our self – with its pressing needs that demand that
others meet them. Jesus, therefore, is asking us to step back with him and watch our
minds and bodies, and look at their worlds differently.
(7:5-8) And you belong where it would be, and where it goes to rest when
you release it from the world. Your Guide is sure. Open your mind to Him. Be still
and rest.
In other words, you do not belong in the body but the mind, the place of rest that
reflects Heaven’s truth within the dream. On a practical level, this means that as you go
through your day and are tempted to be upset, realize as quickly as you can that you
have placed a value on something in the world. This ultimately means reinforcing your
specialness and individuality; a way of proving you are right and Jesus is wrong. As
soon as you become aware of your choice for the ego, go to the quiet place of rest in
your mind – it can be only a few seconds if you cannot do ten minutes – and say to
Jesus: “Please help me look at this differently.” That is the bottom line, and is what
Jesus means in the final paragraph:
(8) Protect your mind throughout the day as well. And when you think you
see some value in an aspect or an image of the world, refuse to lay this chain
upon your mind, but tell yourself with quiet certainty:
This will not tempt me to delay myself
The world I see holds nothing that I want
Again, the you is the decision maker choosing to reinforce and preserve its
individuality by laying a chain of guilt across the mind. Guilt demands to be projected,
resulting in our valuing the world. We shall see in other lessons, as we have already,
that our words, let alone those of Jesus, mean nothing if we do not practice them every
day, day in and day out.
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Beyond this world there is a world I want.
Beyond this world is the real world, the right- minded place of truth. Jesus appeals
here to our minds’ power to choose between the two: the ego’s shadowy world of guilt
and hate; or the Holy Spirit’s light-filled world of Atonement that reflects His Love.
(1:1-2) This is the thought that follows from the one we practiced yesterday.
You cannot stop with the idea the world is worthless, for unless you see that there
is something else to hope for, you will only be depressed.
It is not enough to be told the world is worthless, without the next step. Inherent in
the above statements is looking with Jesus, which means being with him. This reminds
us there is another choice we have made, for another teacher. If we look at our world
through the ego’s eyes, we will be depressed, and ultimately homicidal and suicidal. The
following passage expresses this unfortunate result of having adapted the ego’s wrong
conclusion to the right facts:
All its [the world’s] roads but lead to disappointment, nothingness and
death.... The roads this world can offer seem to be quite large in number, but the
time must come when everyone begins to see how like they are to one another.
Men have died on seeing this, because they saw no way except the pathways
offered by the world. And learning they led nowhere, lost their hope. And yet this
was the time they could have learned their greatest lesson. All must reach this
point, and go beyond it. It is true indeed there is no choice at all within the world.
But this is not the lesson in itself. The lesson has a purpose, and in this you come
to understand what it is for.... Its purpose is the answer to the search that all must
undertake who still believe there is another answer to be found. Learn now,
without despair, there is no hope of answer in the world.... No longer look for hope
where there is none. Make fast your learning now, and understand you but waste
time unless you go beyond what you have learned to what is yet to learn. For
from this lowest point will learning lead to heights of happiness, in which you see
the purpose of the lesson shining clear, and perfectly within your learning grasp
(T-31.IV.2:3; 3:3-10; 4:2-3,6-8).
Looking through the eyes of Jesus, we learn to smile at everything that happens –
personally and collectively. This smile is impossible unless his eyes are ours, and we
stand beside his love. Only then have we truly and happily chosen to see another world
beyond this one.
(1:3-4) Our emphasis is not on giving up the world, but on exchanging it for
what is far more satisfying, filled with joy, and capable of offering you peace.
Think you this world can offer that to you?
Jesus does not speak of a tangible, physical world, but the world existing in our
thoughts. Thus, exchanging the world means exchanging the ego’s thoughts that make
up the world – specialness and guilt – for the Holy Spirit’s thoughts of forgiveness and
love, the foundation of the real world. Thus Jesus’ $64 question to us is whether we
really believe our world can offer the satisfaction, joy, and peace that his can.
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(2:1-2) It might be worth a little time to think once more about the value of
this world. Perhaps you will concede there is no loss in letting go all thought of
value here.
Jesus is giving us at least this much credit – at this point we realize the world
holds nothing that we want.
(2:3-6) The world you see is merciless indeed, unstable, cruel, unconcerned
with you, quick to avenge and pitiless with hate. It gives but to rescind, and takes
away all things that you have cherished for a while. No lasting love is found, for
none is here. This is the world of time, where all things end.
The final sentence is important, for it helps students avoid the trap of thinking that
when Jesus says, for example, “the world you see is merciless indeed,” he refers to our
way of seeing it, not the world itself. This line makes it clear he is speaking of the world
of perception and time. Everything here fades and ultimately dies, for nothing in the
world is eternal. No matter how wonderful things appear to be, they do not last: “This is
the world of time, where all things end.” There are many passages throughout A Course
in Miracles that make this same point, speaking of the world we perceive – a place of
form, bodies, change, and ultimately death. Early in this book we quoted perhaps the
Course’s most poetic statement of this idea. We repeat it now:
What seems eternal all will have an end. The stars will disappear, and
night and day will be no more. All things that come and go, the tides, the seasons
and the lives of men; all things that change with time and bloom and fade will not
return. Where time has set an end is not where the eternal is. God’s Son can
never change by what men made of him. He will be as he was and as he is, for
time appointed not his destiny, nor set the hour of his birth and death (T29.VI.2:7-12).
One of A Course in Miracles’ greatest contributions is its stripping away illusions
of the world’s notions of truth and falsity, life and death, spirit and matter, love and hate:
The world was made that problems could not be escaped (T-3 LIV.2: 6).
Covering our pain with thoughts and perceptions of beauty, goodness, truth, and
love do not lead to escape from our guilt. To the contrary. Only forgiveness brings about
true escape, returning us to the timeless, and to the beauty, goodness, truth, and love
that are beyond all form. These are reflected in the real world, the last step before our
return to Heaven and to our Self.
(3:1) Is it a loss to find a world instead where losing is impossible; where
love endures forever, hate cannot exist and vengeance has no meaning?
This is the real world, which is not a place but the thought of perfect healing.
When we choose the Holy Spirit’s thought system once and for all, we identify with His
Atonement principle – the reflection of Heaven’s eternal Love that can never be lost. Our
minds are then healed, and the ego’s thought system – separation, sin, guilt, fear, pain,
hate, and death – disappears, as it was held in place only by our identification with it.
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When we shift our identity, and place it instead with the Love of God, the ego is gone,
along with its hate and vengeance, cruelty and pain.
(3:2) Is it loss to find all things you really want, and know they have no
ending and they will remain exactly as you want them throughout time?
Jesus tells us: “Of course you are not going to lose anything; look at the eternal
gift I offer in its place.” However, as long as we identify with our bodies and specialness,
we will believe giving up things in this world involves sacrifice and loss. Thus we need a
teacher to instruct us differently. The following poem of Helen’s, “Heaven’s Gift,” was
written for me when Helen’s gift of a Holy Spirit medal had been stolen. It sweetly
expresses Jesus’ message to us all of the impossibility of real loss, the comforting
message of the Atonement. We have already quoted from it, but its loveliness deserves
another and full reading:
No one can rob infinity. For when
Something is taken, angels join their wings
And close the space so rapidly it seems
To be illusion; unoccurred, undone.
No one can take away from everything.
Its very wholeness is a guarantee
It is complete forever. There can be
No loss left unrestored before it comes.
No one can lessen love. It is itself
The Great Restorer. It can but return
All that is taken to itself. It knows
No loss, no limit and no lessening.
Heaven can only give. This is the sign
That losing is impossible. It seemed
That it was gone. Yet angels quickly came
And promised they would bring it back to you.
(The Gifts of God, p. 80)
(3:3) Yet even they [the gifts of the real world] will be exchanged at last for
what we cannot speak of, for you go from there to where words fail entirely, into a
silence where the language is unspoken and yet surely understood.
This lesson refers to three worlds: the ego’s world, which is merciless, unstable,
and cruel; the real world, which corrects the ego, its loving gifts reflecting Heaven’s Love
and becoming the bridge allowing God to take the last step, wherein He reaches down
and lifts us into Heaven (C-4.8:3). As Jesus says, there are no words to speak of it, yet
we have these opening paragraphs from “The Changeless Dwelling Place” to reflect for
us its stillness and peace:
There is a place in you where this whole world has been forgotten; where
no memory of sin and of illusion lingers still. There is a place in you which time
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has left, and echoes of eternity are heard. There is a resting place so still no
sound except a hymn to Heaven rises up to gladden God the Father and the Son.
Where Both abide are They remembered, Both. And where They are is Heaven
and is peace.
Think not that you can change Their dwelling place. For your Identity
abides in Them, and where They are, forever must you be. The changelessness
of Heaven is in you, so deep within that nothing in this world but passes by,
unnoticed and unseen. The still infinity of endless peace surrounds you gently in
its soft embrace, so strong and quiet, tranquil in the might of its Creator, nothing
can intrude upon the sacred Son of God within (T-29.V.1-2).
Succinctly stated, the sequence is from the ego’s world to the real world, and from
there to Heaven. In truth, of course, there is no sequence nor are there separate worlds;
we are on “a journey without distance” (T-8.VI.9:7). How could we journey to the
Everywhere, when we never left it?
(4:1-3) Communication, unambiguous and plain as day, remains unlimited
for all eternity. And God Himself speaks to His Son, as His Son speaks to Him.
Their language has no words, for what They say cannot be symbolized.
The opening passage in The Song of Prayer beautifully expresses this level of
communication: the song the Father sings to the Son, and the Son sings to the Father
(S-1.in.1; 1.3). This song has no notes, intervals, harmonics, parts, or form. Indeed, it is
beyond form entirely, and its ineffability reveals itself as Heaven – the state of perfect
Oneness and Love beyond all words, because it is beyond all symbols:
... there is no symbol for totality. Reality is ultimately known without a form,
unpictured and unseen.... Give welcome to the power beyond... the world of
symbols and of limitations. He would merely be, and so He merely is (T-27.III.5:12; 7:8-9).
(4:4-6) Their knowledge is direct and wholly shared and wholly one. How far
away from this are you who stay bound to this world. And yet how near are you,
when you exchange it for the world you want.
No individuality exists in Heaven’s state of perfect Oneness. Yet we do not go
from our bodily experience directly home, but from the body’s world to the real world of
the mind. This intervening step has us look at the guilt and realize it is made up, thus
dissolving its existence. When guilt is gone, all that remains is the love in our right minds
– the real world. We thus stand at Heaven’s gate, brought by forgiveness of our brother,
who is transformed into our self:
Forgive the past and let it go, for it is gone. You stand no longer on the
ground that lies between the worlds. You have gone on, and reached the world
that lies at Heaven’s gate. There is no hindrance to the Will of God, nor any need
that you repeat again a journey that was over long ago. Look gently on your
brother, and behold the world in which perception of your hate has been
transformed into a world of love (T-26.V.14).
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(5:1-2) Now is the last step certain; now you stand an instant’s space away
from timelessness. Here can you but look forward, never back to see again the
world you do not want.
You cannot look back because the world you have chosen against has
disappeared. When we awaken from the dream there is nothing to remember, because
awakening is understanding from within: not an intellectual awareness, but a knowing
that the separation never happened. This means the world never happened, and so
there is nothing to remember:
And when the memory of God has come to you in the holy place of
forgiveness you will remember nothing else, and memory will be as useless as
learning, for your only purpose will be creating. Yet this you cannot know until
every perception has been cleansed and purified, and finally removed forever.
Forgiveness removes only the untrue, lifting the shadows from the world and
carrying it, safe and sure within its gentleness, to the bright world of new and
clean perception. There is your purpose now. And it is there that peace awaits
you (T-18.IX.14).
Forgiveness has fulfilled its function of removing the blocks to the awareness of
love’s presence (T-in.1:7). The peace of God remains, to be instantly replaced by Peace
Himself in His last step, the final shift from the real world whereby we totally awaken
from the dream.
(5:3-5) Here is the world that comes to take its place, as you unbind your
mind from little things the world sets forth to keep you prisoner. Value them not,
and they will disappear. Esteem them, and they will seem real to you.
The things we perceive in the world are simply shadows of the mind’s thoughts of
separation, sin, and guilt. It is from these thoughts alone that we loose ourselves. The
decision maker looks at the ego with Jesus and says: “I made a mistake. I no longer
want the thought system of individuality but your love. I no longer need the world as a
defense to protect and preserve my separate identity by keeping my mind hidden.”
Recall that the ego’s purpose for the world is mindlessness, which it
accomplishes through inculcating the fear of changing our minds and choosing a
different Teacher. When we no longer fear His love, valuing God’s Love more than the
ego’s specialness, we cease trying to protect ourselves from the mind, which becomes
the aid in choosing the One Who will lead us home. Thus we have no need for a world,
because we have no need to keep ourselves mindless.
The main point, again, is that we do not free our minds from the things of the
world, but from the guilt that gives the world its purpose. Once unbound from the
nothingness of guilt, our minds are free to return to the Holy Spirit, Who gladly takes us
across the bridge to the real world, the place of truth and beauty:
What guilt has wrought is ugly, fearful and very dangerous. See no illusion
of truth and beauty there. And be you thankful that there is a place where truth
and beauty wait for you. Go on to meet them gladly, and learn how much awaits
you for the simple willingness to give up nothing because it is nothing (T16.VI.10:4-7).
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(6:1-2) Such is the choice. What loss can be for you in choosing not to value
nothingness?
Jesus assures us we will lose nothing by choosing against nothingness. In the
ego’s thought system, however, sacrifice and loss are major factors: I have to give up
something to get something in return – if I am to have the specialness I need to survive, I
must pay for it; if I am to be redeemed by God for what I stole from Him, I have to
recompense Him. Moreover, the ego teaches there is always loss if I take Jesus’ hand.
Yet we are taught differently:
It takes great learning both to realize and to accept the fact that the world
has nothing to give. What can the sacrifice of nothing mean? It cannot mean that
you have less because of it. There is no sacrifice in the world’s terms that does
not involve the body. Think a while about what the world calls sacrifice. Power,
fame, money, physical pleasure; who is the “hero” to whom all these things
belong? Could they mean anything except to a body? Yet a body cannot
evaluate. By seeking after such things the mind associates itself with the body,
obscuring its Identity and losing sight of what it really is.
Once this confusion has occurred, it becomes impossible for the mind to
understand that all the “pleasures” of the world are nothing. But what a sacrifice, –
and it is sacrifice indeed!—all this entails. Now has the mind condemned itself to
seek without finding; to be forever dissatisfied and discontented; to know not what
it really wants to find (M-13.2:1-3:3).
Incidentally, the four worldly values enumerated in 2:6 are taken from the famous
statement by Freud in his Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, spoken of the artist:
He is oppressed by excessively powerful instinctual needs. He desires to
win honor, power, wealth, fame and the love of women ....*
Thus we learn that our choice of the Holy Spirit’s real world over the ego’s world
of separation and pain carries with it no loss, but the gain of our Identity, awareness of
which we had seemingly lost in that one instant of insanity:
Teacher of God, do not forget the meaning of sacrifice, and remember
what each decision you make must mean in terms of cost. Decide for God, and
everything is given you at no cost at all. Decide against Him, and you choose
nothing, at the expense of the awareness of everything (M-13.8:1-3).
(6:3-5) This world holds nothing that you really want, but what you choose
instead you want indeed! Let it be given you today. It waits but for your choosing
it, to take the place of all the things you seek but do not want.
Jesus is appealing once again to our sanity and reason to make the right choice,
which is really no choice at all once the two alternatives are carefully weighed:
God’s teachers can have no regret on giving up the pleasures of the world.
Is it a sacrifice to give up pain? Does an adult resent the giving up of children’s
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toys? Does one whose vision has already glimpsed the face of Christ look back
with longing on a slaughter house? No one who has escaped the world and all its
ills looks back on it with condemnation.... Who in his sane mind chooses nothing
as a substitute for everything? (M-13.4:1-5, 10)
(7:1) Practice your willingness to make this change ten minutes in the
morning and at night, and once more in between.
The recommendation is to practice for thirty minutes, but clearly Jesus would like
us to think throughout the day of what we really want, especially when we are tempted to
forget.
(7:2-4) Begin with this:
Beyond this world there is a world I want I choose to see that world instead
of this, for here is nothing that I really want
You cannot say these words and mean them as long as you seek to preserve
your specialness. Thus you need to pay careful attention to this desire, otherwise these
will be but empty words that mean nothing. The exercises will not work, and you will
believe you did your part, but Jesus and his course failed you. Try to get in touch with
the thought that says: “I value my individuality, specialness, and being right more than I
do the Love of God.” Now you can make a meaningful choice, as this passage explains,
describing the futility of seeking what we want from the world:
Who would be willing to be turned away from all the roadways of the world,
unless he understood their real futility? Is it not needful that he should begin with
this, to seek another way instead? For while he sees a choice where there is
none, what power of decision can he use? The great release of power must begin
with learning where it really has a use. And what decision has power if it be
applied in situations without choice? (T-31.IV.5)
The choice is simple once we see the two choices side by side.
Now comes this beautiful sentence:
(7:5) Then close your eyes upon the world you see, and in the silent
darkness watch the lights that are not of this world light one by one, until where
one begins another ends loses all meaning as they blend in one.
As you practice over time, you will see light in someone else—not a physical light
– because you will have seen it in yourself. As you do this more consistently, day in and
day out, you will realize the light is the same in everyone. Then the statement “where
one [light] begins another ends” becomes meaningless, because you realize the light in
your brothers and yourself is the same, as it is in Jesus. It is the only light in your mind,
for it is the light of God: a single unified presence with no beginning and no end. Yet you
need practice with all circumstances and relationships, including with yourself, in which
you are tempted to see only darkness and aspects of specialness. Thus will your eyes
close on separation and open on unity:
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Unless you perceive His creation truly you cannot know the Creator, since
God and His creation are not separate. The Oneness of the Creator and the
creation is your wholeness, your sanity and your limitless power. This limitless
power is God’s gift to you, because it is what you are (T-7.VI.10:3-5).
(8:1-2) Today the lights of Heaven bend to you, to shine upon your eyelids
as you rest beyond the world of darkness. Here is light your eyes can not behold.
The reference is not to physical light or auras, but to the light of Atonement that
shines in our minds. Even if we experience this healing thought of light physically, we
must remember it is only a symbolic reflection of the mind’s thought of light. It is also
important to move beyond the poetic loveliness of these words to their real meaning:
There is no external light that shines on us, for the light is within. Indeed, the light is us,
and is restored to awareness the instant we forswear the darkness.
(8:3) And yet your mind can see it plainly, and can understand.
Your eyes cannot see it, because your eyes were made not to see and know the
mind’s light. In fact, the eyes were made not to see the mind’s darkness of guilt either.
However, when you choose Jesus as your teacher, you will look out on the world and
see only expressions of love or calls for it (T-14.X.7:1), realizing the expression and the
call are one. Guilt blinds our vision of this single truth; forgiveness sets it free.
(8:4-5) A day of grace is given you today, and we give thanks. This day we
realize that what you feared to lose was only loss.
What you “feared to lose” was the ego’s thought of individuality, which is nothing.
This individual self represents the loss of our Identity as Christ, which is everything. Our
forgiveness allows us to recognize the difference between the valuelessness of nothing,
and the value of everything. And we remember what we truly want:
You may believe this course requires sacrifice of all you really hold dear. In
one sense this is true, for you hold dear the things that crucify God’s Son, and it is
the course’s aim to set him free. But do not be mistaken about what sacrifice
means. It always means the giving up of what you want. And what, O teacher of
God, is it that you want? You have been called by God, and you have answered.
Would you now sacrifice that Call? (M-13.6:1-7)
Who in their right minds would ever choose to sacrifice that Call, once they
remembered it was their own, calling them to the grace that dissolves all thoughts of
sacrifice and loss.
(9) Now do we understand there is no loss. For we have seen its opposite at
last, and we are grateful that the choice is made. Remember your decision hourly,
and take a moment to confirm your choice by laying by whatever thoughts you
have, and dwelling briefly only upon this:
The world I see holds nothing that I want.
Beyond this world there is a world I want.
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It is not only important to remember your decision each hour, but throughout the
day as well. When you become aware of ego thoughts – judgment, attack, and
specialness – do not feel guilty but go quickly to Jesus for help to look at the situation
differently. This means looking at the purpose you have given the situation, defending
against his purpose of forgiveness that you are now ready to accept. Crucial to this
process is recognizing that part of your mind does not want the world of light and love,
but another part does; otherwise you would not be doing these lessons. Becoming
aware of this split allows you to ask Jesus to help you change your mind, thereby saying,
and truly meaning:
The world I see holds nothing that I want. Beyond this world there is a world
I want.
We are ready now for the concluding lesson in this series, which reinforces the
power of our minds to choose what alone will make us happy.
* The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud
(London: Hogarth Press, 1953), Volume XVI, p. 376.
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It is impossible to see two worlds.
In this final lesson of the series, Jesus once again emphasizes our power to
decide, making it clear that what we see outside is not outside at all, but is simply a
shadow or reflection of what we first made real in the mind. This lesson, therefore,
elaborates on the principle projection makes perception: we see within first, choosing
either the ego’s darkness of sin or the Holy Spirit’s light of forgiveness; we then look out
and perceive either a shadow of guilt or reflection of love. Thus the problem is never
what we perceive outside, but the teacher we have chosen inside. That decision is the
subject matter of this lesson.
(1:1-3) Perception is consistent. What you see reflects your thinking. And
your thinking but reflects your choice of what you want to see.
It is not what we perceive outside that is consistent, because it always changes.
Jesus’ point is that our perception is consistent with our thoughts, as they are consistent
with the teacher we have chosen – our choice of what we want to see. We find the same
idea in “The Characteristics of God’s Teachers” under the subsection “Honesty,” where
Jesus defines honesty as consistency: what we do or say is consistent with what we
think (M-4.II). Thus honesty is not defined by form, the truth of the form of our words, but
by its consistency with the content – what we have made real in our minds: Jesus’ love
or the ego’s hate.
(1:4) Your values are determiners of this, for what you value you must want
to see, believing what you see is really there.
What underlies our values is valuing our individual self: we want to prove the
separation from God is real and that we exist. Since that is our value, we choose the ego
as our teacher. Remember, at the beginning we, as one Son, were presented with two
choices regarding the tiny, mad idea: to see it through the eyes of the ego or the Holy
Spirit. We valued our separation, so we chose the former. From there we chose the
ego’s thought system of guilt and hate to protect our existence, and this gave rise to a
perceptual universe of materiality. On the other hand, if we choose to value the perfect
Oneness of God’s Love, we choose Jesus as our teacher, and everything will shift
accordingly. When that shift is total, we are in the real world.
(1:5-6) No one can see a world his mind has not accorded value. And no one
can fail to look upon what he believes he wants.
If I want separation, individuality, and specialness, that is what I will perceive in
the world. If I want to return home to disappear into the Heart of God, when I look out on
the world I will ultimately realize there is nothing there. That is the experience of the real
world, the place of truth in our minds that is outside the world’s dream. Looking at the
dream from outside means I take nothing here seriously because I know it is illusory. I
understand the dream’s purpose, and since I no longer share it, I no longer share the
belief in its reality. You may recall this statement from the Sermon on the Mount:
For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also (Matthew 6:21).
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It is cited five times in A Course in Miracles, and forms the basis for this passage.
Early in the text, for example, we read:
Remember that where your heart is, there is your treasure also. You
believe in what you value (T-2.II.1:5-6).
What we believe, we see: “And no one can fail to look upon what he believes he
wants.” That is why Jesus places such emphasis in his course on purpose. Our chosen
purpose, based on belief, determines what we want, which in turn determines what we
see: projection makes perception.
(2:1) Yet who can really hate and love at once?
Recall that dissociation is a psychological term that describes how we maintain
two mutually exclusive thoughts simultaneously:
Dissociation is a distorted process of thinking whereby two systems of belief
which cannot coexist are both maintained (T-14.VII.4:3).
The ego has us believe we can hate and love at the same time. I split off the love
in my right mind and hide it, identifying only with the ego’s hate. When I bring them to the
same place, however – illusion brought to truth – the darkness of our hate must
disappear:
If they are brought together, their joint acceptance becomes impossible.
But if one is kept in darkness from the other, their separation seems to keep them
both alive and equal in their reality (T 14.VII.4:4-5).
Jesus speaks here of our need to make a choice. I cannot choose both love and
hate, and that is the ego’s fear: if we choose love, hate is gone, and with it goes the self
that was conceived in hate and nourished by guilt:
Their joining thus becomes the source of fear, for if they meet, acceptance
must be withdrawn from one of them. You cannot have them both, for each
denies the other. Apart, this fact is lost from sight, for each in a separate place
can be endowed with firm belief. Bring them together, and the fact of their complete incompatibility is instantly apparent. One will go, because the other is seen
in the same place (T-14.VII.4:6-10).
Thus we choose to live in the darkness of hate and judgment, fear and guilt. In
this way, the individual and special self is guaranteed existence, preserved by the bodily
shadows of separation and protected from the light of forgiveness at the expense of our
living oneness:
The world you see is based on “sacrifice” of oneness. It is a picture of
complete disunity and total lack of joining. Around each entity is built a wall so
seeming solid that it looks as if what is inside can never reach without, and what
is out can never reach and join with what is locked away within the wall. Each part
must sacrifice the other part, to keep itself complete. For if they joined each one
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would lose its own identity, and by their separation are their selves maintained (T
26.I.2).
Jesus continues to explain this strange thought system of fear that strives to keep
our individual self intact, separate from our Self:
(2:2-3) Who can desire what he does not want to have reality? And who can
choose to see a world of which he is afraid?
If I fear the real world because of the threat to my individuality, I will not see it, for
I see only what the ego programmed my eyes, ears, and brain to see, make real, and
understand. We are afraid of Jesus’ love because it proves our specialness is a lie, and
so we see only the specialness of separate interests. Projection makes perception is the
principle that underlies our understanding the seemingly real experiences in the
perceptual world.
(2:4-5) Fear must make blind, for this its weapon is: That which you fear to
see you cannot see. Love and perception thus go hand in hand, but fear obscures
in darkness what is there.
The Love of God is in my mind, represented by the Holy Spirit’s Atonement
principle. The ego is afraid of my choosing the Holy Spirit as my Teacher, and so it
keeps the love hidden, holding it in darkness with individuality and guilt as the cover. The
ego teaches me I should be afraid of my guilt, its clever subterfuge. However, I really
fear choosing love, and thus fear makes me blind. Typically in A Course in Miracles guilt
is described as the blinding agent:
Guilt makes you blind, for while you see one spot of guilt within you, you
will not see the light. And by projecting it the world seems dark, and shrouded in
your guilt. You throw a dark veil over it, and cannot see it because you cannot
look within (T 13 .IX.7: 1-3).
Thus do guilt and fear tell us not to look within, for if we did we would see our
sinfulness. We look only without, in self-preservation, and inevitably perceive a world
that is real to us. In truth, however, if we looked within we would realize there was
nothing there – literally! The following passage is perhaps the clearest expression in A
Course in Miracles of the ego’s reason for keeping us mindless and in a bodily state of
fear. Its reasons are truly groundless, for there is nothing within the mind that can hurt
us. Indeed, there is nothing within the mind except the light of Heaven’s Love:
Loudly the ego tells you not to look inward, for if you do your eyes will light
on sin, and God will strike you blind. This you believe, and so you do not look. Yet
this is not the ego’s hidden fear, nor yours who serve it.... Beneath your fear to
look within because of sin is yet another fear, and one which makes the ego
tremble.
What if you looked within and saw no sin? This “fearful” question is one the
ego never asks. And you who ask it now are threatening the ego’s whole
defensive system too seriously for it to bother to pretend it is your friend (T21.IV.2:3-5, 8; 3:1-3).
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A Course in Miracles’ purpose is to help us pose that very question to the ego, for
in it rests our salvation and return from the darkness to the light.
(3:1-2) What, then, can fear project upon the world? What can be seen in
darkness that is real?
What fear projects onto the world is nothingness, because it projects the thought
system of the ego— separation, individuality, guilt, attack, suffering, and death – which is
inherently nothing. The ego tells us its thoughts are real, and within them is our identity,
safely protected by our friends. At the same time we are told these “friends” are so
horrible we cannot look at them, at the risk of annihilation. We again see dissociation at
work: on the one hand, we welcome sin, guilt, and fear as our self; on the other hand, we
flee from their “sharp-pointed, bony fingers” of death (W-pI.189.5:4). Thus we need to
deny these thoughts, projecting them away from our minds so we would see them
outside. Yet all we are truly seeing is the shadow of our guilt, which is inherently nothing.
Hallucinating would be a more proper term for this perceptual phenomenon of seeing
what is not there:
What if you recognized this world is an hallucination? What if you really
understood you made it up? What if you realized that those who seem to walk
about in it, to sin and die, attack and murder and destroy themselves, are wholly
unreal? Could you have faith in what you see, if you accepted this? And would
you see it? (T-20.VIII.7:3-7)
“What can be seen in darkness that is real?” Nothing. What alone is real is the
light, which patiently awaits removal of the covers of guilt that keep it hidden.
(3:3) Truth is eclipsed by fear, and what remains is but imagined.
Truth is not destroyed by fear, but is hidden by it. Analogously, when the sun
goes behind the moon during an eclipse, the sun is not destroyed; it is just not visible for
those few moments. Thus, we do not see love because of the mind’s fear and its
subsequent projection onto the world. But the fact that we think we see fear does not
make it real, for it remains but an effete product of our insane imagination, as the
following passage describes:
When you made visible what is not true, what is true became invisible to
you. Yet it cannot be invisible in itself, for the Holy Spirit sees it with perfect
clarity. It is invisible to you because you are looking at something else. Yet it is no
more up to you to decide what is visible and what is invisible, than it is up to you
to decide what reality is. What can be seen is what the Holy Spirit sees. The
definition of reality is God’s, not yours (T-12.VIII.3:1-6).
It is only the ego’s arrogance that causes it to believe something is there simply
because it “sees” it. It is only our insanity that enables us to believe what the ego tells us
is our reality, as we have already seen:
Ask not this transient stranger [the ego], “What am I?” He is the only thing
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in all the universe that does not know. Yet it is he you ask, and it is to his answer
that you would adjust. This one wild thought, fierce in its arrogance, and yet so
tiny and so meaningless it slips unnoticed through the universe of truth, becomes
your guide. To it you turn to ask the meaning of the universe. And of the one blind
thing in all the seeing universe of truth you ask, “How shall I look upon the Son of
God?” (T-20.III.7:5-10).
Yet despite our fears and imagined reality, the truth remains safely within,
awaiting the return of our sanity.
(3:4-6) Yet what could be real in blind imaginings of panic born? What
would you want that this is shown to you? What would you wish to keep in such a
dream?
As in many other places, Jesus appeals to us, saying: “Look at what you are
giving yourself; look at what you have accepted as flimsy substitute for the wonderful gift
of Heaven’s remembrance I offer you.” He asks: “What would you want that this is
shown to you? What would you wish to keep in such a dream?” He helps us realize what
we are choosing and wishing to keep is nothing; moreover, a nothingness that makes us
most unhappy. It is not the world, though, that saddens us, but the nothingness we have
chosen in our minds. Yet before we choose against it and for the love of Jesus, we have
first to be aware of the unreality of what we have chosen and what we perceive, as
Jesus continues to instruct us:
(4:1) Fear has made everything you think you see.
Our body’s eyes see it; but what they see is not there. In fact, our body’s eyes do
not see at all. Eyes blinded by fear’s darkened veils of guilt cannot see, unlike vision’s
light:
Vision depends on light. You cannot see in darkness. Yet in darkness, in
the private world of sleep, you see in dreams although your eyes are closed. And
it is here that what you see you made. But let the darkness go and all you made
you will no longer see, for sight of it depends upon denying vision.... Dreams
disappear when light has come and you can see.
Do not seek vision through your eyes, for you made your way of seeing
that you might see in darkness, and in this you are deceived. Beyond this
darkness, and yet still within you, is the vision of Christ, Who looks on all in light.
Your “vision” comes from fear, as His from love (T-13.V.8:1-5,9; 9:1-3).
We know what we see comes from fear if we have made differences real, for
vision sees only the sameness that reflects the unity of the Sonship:
(4:2-3) All separation, all distinctions, and the multitude of differences you
believe make up the world. They are not there.
Jesus is not only stating that God did not create airplane crashes, AIDS, cancer,
or misery. He did not create separation, distinctions, or differences. The principle of
Heaven is non-dualistic Oneness. Everything external does not and cannot exist,
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because it is outside God’s Mind. Oneness does not see separation and differences,
which are the domain of the ego’s insane world of perception. The following passage
from the manual describes this inherently illusory world:
The belief in order of difficulties is the basis for the world’s perception. It
rests on differences; on uneven background and shifting foreground, on unequal
heights and diverse sizes, on varying degrees of darkness and light, and
thousands of contrasts in which each thing seen competes with every other in
order to be recognized.... What the body’s eyes behold is only conflict....
Illusions are always illusions of differences. How could it be otherwise?...
Finding health a burden, it [the mind] retreats into feverish dreams. And in these
dreams the mind is separate, different from other minds, with different interests of
its own, and able to gratify its needs at the expense of others (M-8.1:1-2, 6; 2:1-2,
7-8).
What is it in the mind that causes these differences? The next sentence tells us:
(4:4-5) Love’s enemy has made them up. Yet love can have no enemy, and
so they have no cause, no being and no consequence.
Everything in the world – its separation, distinctions, and differences – has no
cause, because it comes from fear – love’s “enemy” – which does not exist. Without a
cause there is no effect, and without effect, the things of the world have no being. In the
real world you are outside the world’s dream. You look on it – pain, suffering, and death
– but being beyond it you know what you see is not real: the world’s cause is a thought
that has already been undone – in fact, it never existed – and if there is no cause, what
you observe has “no being and no consequence.”
(4:6-8) They can be valued, but remain unreal. They can be sought, but they
can not be found. Today we will not seek for them, nor waste this day in seeking
what can not be found.
We seek for happiness, peace, and joy, but we will never find them because the
world was made to keep their source hidden: the Love of God in our right minds. We are
free within our dreams to value whatever we choose, but we have no power to make
such values real:
Only what God creates is irreversible and unchangeable. What you made
can always be changed because, when you do not think like God, you are not
really thinking at all. Delusional ideas are not real thoughts, although you can
believe in them. But you are wrong. The function of thought comes from God and
is in God. As part of His Thought, you cannot think apart from Him (T-5.V.6:1116).
This happy fact is the Atonement.
Another clear statement follows of the mind’s power to choose:
(5) It is impossible to see two worlds which have no overlap of any kind.
Seek for the one; the other disappears. But one remains. They are the range of
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choice beyond which your decision cannot go. The real and the unreal are all
there are to choose between, and nothing more than these.
This is the law of the split mind: the decision maker must decide between the ego
and the Holy Spirit. It cannot choose both of them, nor choose neither of them. One or
the other must always be chosen.
... you cannot make decisions by yourself. The only question really is with
what you choose to make them. That is really all. The first rule, then, is not
coercion, but a simple statement of a simple fact. You will not make decisions by
yourself whatever you decide. For they are made with idols or with God. And you
ask help of anti-Christ or Christ, and which you choose will join with you and tell
you what to do (T-30114:3-9).
This lesson’s paragraph reflects this same idea. We choose between truth and
illusion, the real and the unreal. Once we see the conflict between these two worlds, the
solution is easy:
The way out of conflict between two opposing thought systems is clearly to
choose one and relinquish the other. If you identify with your thought system, and
you cannot escape this, and if you accept two thought systems which are in
complete disagreement, peace of mind is impossible. If you teach both, which you
will surely do as long as you accept both, you are teaching conflict and learning it
There can be no conflict between sanity and insanity. Only one is true, and
therefore only one is real (T-6.V-B.5:1-3; 6:1-2).
(6:1) Today we will attempt no compromise where none is possible.
The ego’s compromise, as we will see near the end of the lesson, brings a little bit
of hell to Heaven, or vice versa. It is the attempt to bring God into the world, saying truth,
happiness, and hope exist here. This makes the world real, compromising Heaven’s
non-dualistic reality that contains no separation, distinctions, or differences. That is why,
as noted earlier, Jesus teaches that salvation is without compromise. He speaks here
specifically within the context of forgiveness, but the general principle certainly holds:
Salvation is no compromise of any kind. To compromise is to accept but
part of what you want; to take a little and give up the rest. Salvation gives up
nothing. It is complete for everyone.... for compromise is the belief salvation is
impossible.... This course is easy just because it makes no compromise (T23.1113:1-4, 6; 4:1).
When we believe something here has value, or when we hope for a brighter
outcome – even if it is something as noble as world peace, or as pure as family health
and happiness—we are trying to effect this compromise. And it will never work. Our
hopes will fail because true hope lies only in inviting Jesus to look with us at the ego’s
hopelessness, thereby letting it go.
(6:2-5) The world you see is proof you have already made a choice as allembracing as its opposite. What we would learn today is more than just the lesson
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that you cannot see two worlds. It also teaches that the one you see is quite
consistent from the point of view from which you see it. It is all a piece because it
stems from one emotion, and reflects its source in everything you see.
Jesus is reflecting the principle ideas leave not their source. The way we learn
which teacher we have chosen in our minds is by paying attention to the world we made.
If it is a world of specialness, pain and loss, good and evil, that is proof – since ideas
leave not their source – we have chosen the ego. The world’s only value is to reflect
back to us the mind’s choice. As I have said, Lesson 193 tells us that if pain is real in our
perception, we have chosen the wrong teacher (W-pI.193.7). This is because pain
comes from separation, distinctions, and differences, our having made the body real.
The lesson is not just that we cannot see two worlds, but that the world we see is
consistent with the teacher we have chosen in our minds: ideas leave not their source.
Our having understood this, the world can serve a different purpose.
(7:1) Six times today, in thanks and gratitude, we gladly give five minutes to
the thought that ends all compromise and doubt, and go beyond them all as one.
Our gratitude is not for pain and suffering, but for the teacher within our minds
who helps us understand where they come from. Whatever the circumstances in our
lives, we are grateful because of the lessons we can learn from our teacher. Under
Jesus’ gentle guidance we come to see that every situation, however different in form,
contains the single lesson that will save us from our pain. For this opportunity to be
healed, we gladly give thanks.
Notice that Jesus is still talking about thirty minutes. In the previous lessons it was
ten minutes, three times a day; now it is five minutes, six times a day. His purpose is to
have us become increasingly mindful, and to think of the lessons more and more
frequently. It is tempting, once we leave our homes in the morning, to step into the world
and forget everything else. It seems so pressing. As Wordsworth said: “The world is too
much with us.”* If we “gladly give five minutes to the thought that ends all compromise
and doubt, and go beyond them all as one,” we will come to realize that all problems in
the world are but one problem, and this recognition allows us to choose its one solution.
(7:2) We will not make a thousand meaningless distinctions, nor attempt to
bring with us a little part of unreality, as we devote our minds to finding only what
is real.
Distinctions such as: this is a good thing that has happened to me today, this is a
bad thing; this is a good person I am with, this is a bad person – are born of the ego’s
fear. Instead we want to learn that everything is the same, because we have one teacher
who interprets God’s Sons – without exception – as sharing the common content of
needing forgiveness. This desire to see one content within the illusion opens the way to
finding what alone is real: the Oneness of Self, the Christ that God created one with Him.
(8) Begin your searching for the other world by asking for a strength
beyond your own, and recognizing what it is you seek. You do not want illusions.
And you come to these five minutes emptying your hands of all the petty
treasures of this world. You wait for God to help you, as you say:
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It is impossible to see two worlds. Let me accept the strength God offers me
and see no value in this world, that I may find my freedom and deliverance.
Our focus is on giving up the pettiness we have chosen in place of the magnitude
of God. Again, we need to be aware of what we are settling for, remembering that our
problem is not that we ask for too much, but for far too little (T-26.VII.11:7). It is the true
strength of Christ’s eagle we seek, not the weakness of the ego’s sparrow (M-4.I.2:2).
Thus we bring to this strength our petty treasures, there to empty our hands and allow
the Love of God to fill us. Our meaningless worldly values of specialness, brought to the
value of the real world, are quickly replaced by true freedom and deliverance.
(9:1-3) God will be there. For you have called upon the great unfailing power
which will take this giant step with you in gratitude. Nor will you fail to see His
thanks expressed in tangible perception and in truth.
This is the reflection of the real world. As long as we believe we are here, we
cannot know truth as it really is: abstract, non-specific, and transcendent. Yet we can
perceive truth’s reflection in the form of forgiveness: seeing another’s interests as our
own. The reflection itself is not holy, for holiness belongs only to what it symbolizes.
Jesus makes this point early in the text when he discusses vision, a reflection of
Heaven’s knowledge.
True vision is the natural perception of spiritual sight, but it is still a
correction rather than a fact. Spiritual sight is symbolic, and therefore not a device
for knowing. It is, however, a means of right perception, which brings it into the
proper domain of the miracle. A “vision of God” would be a miracle rather than a
revelation. The fact that perception is involved at all removes the experience from
the realm of knowledge. That is why visions, however holy, do not last (T-3.III.4).
Thus we want to keep in mind that in the end it is God and His Love we want, not
the specific forms in which They are reflected. Jesus emphasizes this point in the next
paragraph.
(9:4-5) You will not doubt what you will look upon, for though it is
perception, it is not the kind of seeing that your eyes alone have ever seen before.
And you will know God’s strength upheld you as you made this choice.
Elsewhere this is called Christ’s vision: the seeing that comes when we ask
Jesus’ help to look at the world differently. His, not our own, is the strength we call upon;
as the text says: we always choose between our weakness and the strength of Christ in
us (T-31.VIII.2). It is important to understand we are wrong and do not recognize what
we have made real. Moreover, we do not understand what upsets us, but think we know.
Yet the fact we think we know and blame our upset on something external tells us we
know nothing. Thus we humbly need to call upon the real strength within, enabling us to
look differently at what was bothering us. Thus vision, still within the realm of perception,
sets the stage for the transformation into knowledge.
(10:1) Dismiss temptation easily today whenever it arises, merely by
remembering the limits of your choice.
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We are again asked to be mindful of anything in our personal worlds that might
tempt us to forget what we know to be the truth. Always keep in mind this pregnant
sentence from the text:
Nothing so blinding as perception of form (T-22.III.6:7).
Asking Jesus for help means wanting to go beyond the form of specialness to its
thought in our minds. That is what this aforementioned sentence means from the text’s
final section:
Temptation has one lesson it would teach, in all its forms, wherever it
occurs. It would persuade the holy Son of God he is a body, born in what must
die, unable to escape its frailty, and bound by what it orders him to feel (T31.VIII.1:1-2).
We want to move beyond the temptation to see the body as real, to the mind that
is the only home of choice. It is therefore our only hope for meaningful change. The real
world is thus attained, not by deeds, but by a simple change of mind as we shift from
guilt to holiness, the unreal to the real, the false to the true, as we now see:
(10:2-3) The unreal or the real, the false or true is what you see and only
what you see. Perception is consistent with your choice, and hell or Heaven
comes to you as one.
It is one or the other, and you need to be vigilant for how you seek to blend the
two by bringing the Holy Spirit into the world. Rather, you want to bring your world to the
mind, where He is. The worldly situation does not have to be rectified or healed; the
mind’s faulty perception is the problem. Perception begins with a thought of separation,
and it is this that needs to be healed: the choice for hell over Heaven. It is instructive to
recognize that the ego is a 100 percent thought system of hate, and the Holy Spirit a 100
percent thought system of love. There is no in between, which is the meaning of Jesus’
words that hell and Heaven come to us as one, echoed in the manual:
Do not forget that sacrifice is total. There are no half sacrifices. You cannot
give up Heaven partially. You cannot be a little bit in hell. The Word of God has
no exceptions. It is this that makes it holy and beyond the world (M-13.7:1-6).
The simplicity of this choice makes salvation simple, and therein lies our hope
and the mind’s true power.
(11:1) Accept a little part of hell as real, and you have damned your eyes
and cursed your sight, and what you will behold is hell indeed.
This has nothing to do with the outer form. I “accept a little bit of hell as real” when
I accept the ego thought system as real. Whatever I see outside is a shadow of this hell,
regardless of how pretty or appealing its form: illusion is illusion; hate is hate. What we
choose to believe in is what we will perceive, and what we perceive is what we believe to
be real. Our choice for Heaven becomes meaningful only when we recognize our prior
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choice for hell, and actively choose against it. Thus does our curse of God and ourselves
become a blessing:
An ancient miracle has come to bless and to replace an ancient enmity that
came to kill (T-26.IX.8:5).
(11:2-5) Yet the release of Heaven still remains within your range of choice,
to take the place of everything that hell would show to you. All you need say to
any part of hell, whatever form it takes, is simply this:
It is impossible to see two worlds. I seek my freedom and deliverance, and
this is not a part of what I want.
We close with the awareness that there is a part of us that wants to be in hell. It is
that wish alone that makes us unhappy, not what anyone says or does. If we are truly
serious about wanting the peace of God, we will be serious about looking at the personal
hell we cherish and bring into our world. Fortunately, we can always choose again, and
in that choice are we and the Sonship made free.
* The full passage reads: “The world is too much with us; late we see in Nature
that is ours; / We have given our hearts away, and soon, / Getting and spending, we lay
waste our powers: / Little a sordid boon! (“The World Is Too Much with Us” [1807], l. 1)
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I loose the world from all I thought it was.

This is one of the more important lessons in the workbook, as it provides an
explicit statement of the illusory nature of the world and its connection with our thoughts.
The early workbook lessons, as you recall, centered on the relationship between our
thoughts and the images we see in the world. The same ideas are spoken of here, but in
a morehe images we ssg
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overlook truth.... a clear-cut attempt to demonstrate your own ability to understand
what you perceive. This is shown by the fact that you react to your interpretations
as if they were correct (T-12.I.1:7-8; 2:2-3).
Thus do we believe our perceptions of others, let alone the world, are true, simply
because we say so. Yet it is our insane ego that makes the claim, buried behind our
arrogant certitude.
Anyone who has worked with the clinically psychotic will tell you there is no way
to convince them their thought system is unreal. Such attempts merely cause them to
hold on to their delusions even more tenaciously. This then makes you another form of
the enemy, who is already an integral part of the delusional system. However, it is the
same situation with the rest of the world’s population. We do not want to be told our
thoughts are the cause of everything we experience, nor that the reason we are even
here is to demonstrate just the opposite. If I am aware of the effects of my thoughts, I
would change them. Being unaware, I can be the innocent victim of what the world has
done to me. There is thus no hope of change and my ego is safe.
(1:7) It is but when their source is raised to question that the hope of
freedom comes to him at last.
This is the freedom Jesus brings to us in A Course in Miracles, and what he asks
us to bring to the world. This recalls the great philosopher Socrates, who caused ancient
Athenians to question what they believed. He did not supply answers, but asked people
to question their assumptions. When people were stirred up by this philosophical gadfly,
disastrous consequences followed as the authorities succeeded in silencing for good his
questioning and probing voice.
In the Introduction to Chapter 24, Jesus tells us that “to learn this course requires
willingness to question every value that you hold” (T-24.in.2:1). He does not require us to
relinquish our values, including our specialness, but he does ask us to question our
thinking we are right about everything, and to consider that perhaps there is someone
within us who knows better. Needless to say, we cannot raise our egos to question if we
do not think we are responsible for them. If we believe we are the effects of what others
have done to us, we will not accept the part we play in the dream we call our lives.
Consequently, the first step in learning this course is to realize that everything originates
in our minds, and nowhere else. Thus it is in our minds that the questioning must occur,
the first step in forgiveness, ultimately enabling us to be present to others, calling them
to question as we had questioned, to choose as we had chosen. Recall:
To them God’s teachers come, to represent another choice which they had
forgotten. The simple presence of a teacher of God is a reminder. His thoughts
ask for the right to question what the patient has accepted as true (M-5.111.2: 13).
In that questioning our healing begins, and freedom at last becomes possible.
(2:1) Yet is salvation easily achieved, for anyone is free to change his mind,
and all his thoughts change with it.
To change our minds is to change our teacher, allowing our thoughts to change
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as well. With the ego, these thoughts consist of sin, guilt, fear, suffering, attack, and
death. With Jesus, they are ones of forgiveness, peace, and healing, which undo the
ego. Anyone can make this choice, because the process does not depend on anything
external. It is irrelevant if you live in a concentration camp, prison, or ghetto, or as a
member of the privileged class; you can change your mind and forgive while lying in a
hospital bed and dying. The state of your body or the world around you is irrelevant to
salvation, which has to do only with your mind. Again, this change is born of the
recognition that perhaps, just perhaps, you were wrong. You do not even have to be
definite about it; only admit that such a possibility exists.
(2:2-4) Now the source of thought has shifted, for to change your mind
means you have changed the source of all ideas you think or ever thought or yet
will think. You free the past from what you thought before. You free the future
from all ancient thoughts of seeking what you do not want to find.
Remember that the ultimate source of our freedom is the teacher we choose: the
ego’s guilt or the Holy Spirit’s forgiveness. Both are in our minds, which means the past
is freed there: the only focus of the Course’s curriculum.
These lines refer to the previous lesson, and Jesus tells us that what is going on
right now is part of an ancient thought that is still very much in the present, because
linear time is an illusion. On an individual level we feel the shadowy fragment of what we
all, as one Son, felt in that original instant. There is no difference because there is no
time. The ego’s world of time and space – past, present, future, and separate bodies –
was specifically made to put a gap between the original and ongoing thought system of
separation, and our experiences in the world. The purpose of A Course in Miracles is to
shrink that gap, which is why early on in the text Jesus says the miracle saves time,
collapsing the time interval by shrinking the space between the cause – the ancient
instant when we chose the ego over the Holy Spirit – and the effect – the suffering we
experience now in the body; the same gap we have introduced to keep us separate from
each other. This important passage warrants a second quotation, as it highlights the
Course’s central thrust of the miracle, which spares us the almost endless misery of our
guilt:
The miracle minimizes the need for time.... [it] entails a sudden shift from
horizontal to vertical perception. This introduces an interval from which the giver
and receiver both emerge farther along in time than they would otherwise have
been. The miracle thus has the unique property of abolishing time to the extent
that it renders the interval of time it spans unnecessary. There is no relationship
between the time a miracle takes and the time it covers. The miracle substitutes
for learning that might have taken thousands of years. It does so by the
underlying recognition of perfect equality of giver and receiver on which the
miracle rests. The miracle shortens time by collapsing it, thus eliminating certain
intervals within it. It does this, however, within the larger temporal sequence (T1.11.6:1, 3-10).
It is essential to read the words of A Course in Miracles carefully, for they often
have an evocative intent. Thus Jesus’ use of the word ancient is purposeful, hoping to
dislodge us from our very narrow band of experience as creatures in time and space,
and back to that ancient – and current – state of mind. There are, in fact, two ancient
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states: hatred, when we believe we destroyed Heaven so we could exist; and
Atonement, hatred’s undoing.
(3:1-2) The present now remains the only time. Here in the present is the
world set free.
The world is held in bondage by our identification with the ego’s thought system of
sin, guilt, and fear. Once projected, it gives rise to linear time: past, present, and future.
In the holy instant – the meaning of “the present now remains the only time” – we are not
in the world, meaning our attention is not riveted on bodies, our own or others’; we
attend only our new Teacher:
It is evident that the Holy Spirit’s perception of time is the exact opposite of
the ego’s. The reason is equally clear, for they perceive the goal of time as
diametrically opposed. The Holy Spirit interprets time’s purpose as rendering the
need for time unnecessary.... His emphasis is therefore on the only aspect of time
that can extend to the infinite, for now is the closest approximation of eternity that
this world offers (T- 13 .IV.7: 1-3,5).
When we are with the Holy Spirit, we are no longer separate from the Love of
God. Therefore there is no ego thought system of sin, guilt, or fear, and no world that
could arise as protection for that thought system. In the now of the holy instant the world
is set free, because the world in that instant does not exist: “At no single instant does the
body exist at all” (T-18.VII.3:1). In the holy instant there is no body, because, once again,
the body is the embodiment of the ego thought of separation (W-pI.72.2:2), which has
gone. At no single instant does the world exist either, because the world and body are
the same, united in the one purpose of separation.
(3:3) For as you let the past be lifted and release the future from your
ancient fears, you find escape and give it to the world.
We now are familiar with the idea there is no world to which we give anything, and
so we do not literally give to the world the escape we have found. The world is simply
part of our minds, and the mind of God’s Son is one. Thus, the Word of Jesus in A
Course in Miracles does not have to be preached, taught, or disseminated, and certainly
does not need a church built around it. His Word is meant for one person only: you, the
reader. When you identify with the Word of the Atonement principle, you are the Sonship
and the world is healed. Thus is the world saved, and why, when you are healed, you
are not healed alone, the subject of a lesson (137) we shall explore presently.
In summary then, Jesus does not literally mean you give escape to the world,
which would be directly opposite to everything his course teaches. Escape is given to
the world in the sense that it exists in your mind, and to the extent you identify with the
ego, the world exists in a diseased mind, which is why there is a diseased world.
However, when you choose the Teacher of healing and your mind is healed, the Sonship
is healed with you. If there is no separation, there is no world. Thus is the world set free,
the prerequisite for its healing and gentle disappearance:
Can what has no beginning really end? The world will end in an illusion, as
it began. Yet will its ending be an illusion of mercy. The illusion of forgiveness,
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complete, excluding no one, limitless in gentleness, will cover it, hiding all evil,
concealing all sin and ending guilt forever. So ends the world that guilt had made,
for now it has no purpose and is gone.... The world will end when its thought
system has been completely reversed (M-14.1:1-5; 4:1).
And so the world ends in joy, peace, laughter, and with a blessing (M-14.5:1-8).
(3:4-5) You have enslaved the world with all your fears, your doubts and
miseries, your pain and tears; and all your sorrows press on it, and keep the world
a prisoner to your beliefs. Death strikes it everywhere because you hold the bitter
thoughts of death within your mind.
The focus again is on our thoughts – fear, doubt, misery, and pain exist only
within the mind. They come, without exception, from the belief that we exist, which
means God had to be destroyed. My individual existence was paramount and my only
concern, and so I gladly killed if it meant my existence would continue. This selfishness
is the real meaning of sin, and the thought of having killed to acquire individuality is the
source of our tears and sorrows.
The beginning and end of this thought system is death: I killed God, and now fear
He will kill me in return. Recall that since this is the ego’s myth, the wrong-minded world
follows the ego’s rules, which means anything is possible, including God’s return from
the dead. Today’s spate of horror movies well exemplifies this phenomenon. Because
death is the consummation of the ego thought system, it is the consummation of
everyone’s existence. It must be so, as the world is nothing but the projection of our
thoughts, as stated in this lesson. Since the mind’s thoughts are of separation, sin, guilt,
fear, and death, the world of time and space is likewise a place of separation, sin, guilt,
fear, and death. This is how one passage describes the ego’s vicious use of time,
culminating in the body’s death and the soul’s eternal confinement in hell:
The belief in hell is inescapable to those who identify with the ego. Their
nightmares and their fears are all associated with it. The ego teaches that hell is
in the future, for this is what all its teaching is directed to.... How bleak and
despairing is the ego’s use of time! And how terrifying! For underneath its
fanatical insistence that the past and future be the same is hidden a far more
insidious threat to peace.... the belief in guilt must lead to the belief in hell, and
always does. The only way in which the ego allows the fear of hell to be
experienced is to bring hell here, but always as a foretaste of the future. For no
one who considers himself as deserving of hell can believe that punishment will
end in peace (T-15.I.4:1-3; 6:1-3, 5-7).
Within this insane and vicious thought system of sin and punishment, guilt and
death, there is no escape. Hope lies only outside it, in the right mind that transcends
both the ego’s thought system and its world.
(4:1-3) The world is nothing in itself. Your mind must give it meaning. And
what you behold upon it [the world] are your wishes, acted out so you can look on
them and think them real.
A most clear statement. The world is nothing in itself, being only a projection of a
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thought that does not exist. Thus a thought of nothing gives rise to a world of nothing.
None of this will make sense unless you step beyond it with a teacher who stands
outside nothingness, a teacher who represents the Everything of God. An insane body
looking at an insane thought system can only judge it as sane, for it knows not of reality.
That is why Jesus continually calls us to join him on the journey beyond the ego:
When you unite with me you are uniting without the ego, because I have
renounced the ego in myself and therefore cannot unite with yours. Our union is
therefore the way to renounce the ego in you. The truth in both of us is beyond
the ego (T-8.V.4:1-3).
(4:4-5) Perhaps you think you did not make the world, but came unwillingly
to what was made already, hardly waiting for your thoughts to give it meaning. Yet
in truth you found exactly what you looked for when you came.
Our experience when we are born – which is why we come as innocent, helpless,
and vulnerable babies – is: “What am I doing here? This is not my choice.” From the
moment we are conceived, a veil of amnesia fell across our minds, and we forgot our
conception’s real origin – the wish to exist, but not to be responsible for it. This is the
thought that conceives itself as a separated physical entity. The world, part of the same
thought system of separation, reinforces this experience for it is perceived as preexisting our birth, a reality outside our minds.
Despite the common experience that we did not come willingly into this world, the
truth is that we found exactly what we looked for when we came: a home for our
individual specialness and, above all, a home where we escape all responsibility for
being here. Thus we can tell God: “Yes, I exist, but it is not my fault. My life did not
originate when I separated from You in my mind’s decision, but with my parents.” Yet the
truth, again, is that we found in the world the desired proof of our innocence and our
brother’s guilt: our wishes acted out so we could look on them and think them real.
The workbook does not usually provide the in-depth metaphysical discussion
found in the text, because of its different purpose. This lesson, however, reflects the
underpinning of the Course’s thought system, and shows why Jesus states at the
beginning of the workbook that it is the theoretical foundation of the text that makes
these lessons meaningful (W-in.1:1). This foundation is what we find here, though stated
somewhat elliptically.
(5:1) There is no world apart from what you wish, and herein lies your
ultimate release.
The world tells us our release comes from within the world itself, but it comes only
from the recognition that the world emanated from the thoughts that represent our
wishes. Recall these important words about the world of perception: “It is the outward
picture of a wish; an image that you wanted to be true” (T-24.VII.8:10). It is therefore our
thoughts from which we must be freed, for the power to change rests with us. In this
world we rarely have power over what our or other bodies do to us, yet we and we alone
have power over our thoughts. Indeed, it is our only power:
The power of decision is your one remaining freedom as a prisoner of this
world. You can decide to see it right (T-12.VII.9:1-2).
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The decision to see the world right is the decision to see it as the projection of our
secret wish.
(5:2) Change but your mind on what you want to see, and all the world must
change accordingly.
Again, Jesus does not speak of the external world, but its source in the mind. The
following passage describes the terrifying world of our perception that follows the mind’s
choice to identify with guilt:
The certain outcome of the lesson that God’s Son is guilty is the world you
see. It is a world of terror and despair. Nor is there hope of happiness in it. There
is no plan for safety you can make that ever will succeed. There is no joy that you
can seek for here and hope to find (T-31.I.7:4-8).
If, on the other hand, we identify with the thought of guiltlessness, we perceive a
world in which there is no blame, attack, or pain:
The outcome of the lesson that God’s Son is guiltless is a world in which
there is no fear, and everything is lit with hope and sparkles with a gentle
friendliness (T-31.1.8:1).
This is Jesus’ point here. It is not that the external world necessarily changes –
very often it does not – but my perception of the world most definitely will, because
perception comes from the teacher I have chosen. Projection makes perception: I look
within first, and what I see outside is what I have projected. If I choose the ego as my
teacher – the teacher of guilt – I will perceive a world of judgment: sin, blame, guilt,
suffering, and death. If Jesus is my teacher – the teacher of guiltlessness – I will
perceive a world in which there is no blame or punishment. God’s Son is thus seen as
one, and each of us seemingly separated fragments is understood as sharing the same
need and purpose. The ego’s perception of separate interests shifts to Jesus’ vision of
the single purpose of Atonement.
(5:3-4) Ideas leave not their source. This central theme is often stated in the
text, and must be borne in mind if you would understand the lesson for today.
Jesus is reminding us of this key principle of A Course in Miracles. Understanding
this lesson, not to mention the Course itself, rests upon a proper understanding of this
principle. The idea of a world in which there is suffering and death has never left its
source: the guilt in our minds. The ego tells us the idea of guilt does leave its source and
make a real world of guilt that is separate from, and independent of the mind. Jesus,
however, thinks otherwise (T-23.I.2:7). The world we perceive outside is but the
projection of the world we made real inside. Since what is projected never leaves its
source in the mind, there is literally no external world. Thus there can be no world to
save. The parallel principle to ideas leave not their source is projection makes
perception, explained in a now familiar passage:
Projection makes perception. The world you see is what you gave it,
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nothing more than that.... It is the witness to your state of mind, the outside
picture of an inward condition. As a man thinketh, so does he perceive. Therefore,
seek not to change the world, but choose to change your mind about the world.
Perception is a result and not a cause (T-21.in.1:1-2, 5-8).
(5:5-6:1) It is not pride which tells you that you made the world you see, and
that it changes as you change your mind.
But it is pride that argues you have come into a world quite separate from
yourself, impervious to what you think, and quite apart from what you chance to
think it is.
Humility and arrogance are central themes in A Course in Miracles, and it would
seem to be the height of arrogance to claim we made the world, and a mark of humility
to state we did not. However, as he often does, Jesus takes what we commonly think
and turns it upside down to teach the exact opposite of the world’s (i.e., the ego’s)
thought system. Thus, Jesus says it is not arrogance (pride) but humility to acknowledge
we made the world, and that it exists only as a thought. Since ideas leave not their
source, this thought of a separated world, once again, has never left its source in our
minds. As our mind shifts from the ego’s guilt to Jesus’ forgiveness, our experience of
the world shifts accordingly.
Arrogance tells us there is a world outside us, because it affirms we are right and
God is wrong: we made a world outside Heaven, and are proud of it. If that were true, we
would indeed have the power that could destroy truth. Yet there is nothing outside the
Mind of God, and so a separated universe is impossible. Nonetheless, we believe an
external world pre-dates our coming, is unaffected by our thoughts, and will post-date
our leaving. This is based on the Newtonian model of the physical universe, as opposed
to that of the quantum physicists, which also concludes that the world is a product of
thought. As we have seen, A Course in Miracles adds that this fundamental thought is
our illusory guilt.
(6:2-3) There is no world! This is a central thought the course attempts to
teach.
Jesus is explicit – by virtue of the exclamation point and the statement itself – that
this thought is crucial to understanding, practicing, and learning his course. There is
probably no more important concept in its teachings, nor one more misunderstood.
Students of A Course in Miracles – in a magical attempt at self-preservation – often seek
to distort this statement of the world’s unreality in order to minimize its radical nature.
They claim that Jesus means that the world we see is illusory; in other words, the ego’s
misinterpretations of it. Yet, they maintain, the material universe itself is real; in other
words, an extension of God. Although throughout the Course Jesus certainly focuses on
our misperceptions, the underlying foundation on which he presents his thought system
– “a central thought the course attempts to teach” – is that the physical world, meaning
the entire cosmos, is an ego defense, the purpose of which is to find a hiding place that
God could not enter (W-pII.3.2:4). Moreover, the world belies the changeless, perfect,
and eternal nature of reality. The physical universe of time and space, being Heaven’s
opposite in every respect, seeks to prove that non-dualistic reality is illusion, and
dualistic illusion is reality. Many passages in A Course in Miracles illustrate this. Here
are three representative ones, which we have seen before:
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The world you see is an illusion of a world. God did not create it, for what
He creates must be eternal as Himself Yet there is nothing in the world you see
that will endure forever. Some things will last in time a little while longer than
others. But the time will come when all things visible will have an end (C-4.1).
What seems eternal all will have an end. The stars will disappear, and
night and day will be no more. All things that come and go, the tides, the seasons
and the lives of men; all things that change with time and bloom and fade will not
return. Where time has set an end is not where the eternal is (T-29.VI.2:7-10).
God’s laws do not obtain directly to a world perception rules, for such a
world could not have been created by the Mind to which perception has no
meaning (T-25.III.2:1).
Why, then, would students deny what A Course in Miracles makes so clear? The
dynamics of the ego provide the answer: If the world is an illusion, so too must our
bodies, which means the selves we think we are – physically and psychologically – must
also be illusory. That is why Jesus raises the question as to who is the I who am reading
A Course in Miracles or applying these principles: “Who is the “you” who are living in this
world?” (T-4.II.11:8) The right answer, of course, is that it is not the I we normally identify
as ourselves, but the decision maker in the mind; the dreamer of the dream, not a figure
within it we call by our name. Since there is no world, there can be no you living here.
Thus the ego seeks to preserve its identity by arguing that the world really does exist.
Moreover, it is a world in which God our Creator and Source is directly involved. Given
the “reality” of materiality – otherwise how could God know about it – our individual
selves must be “real” as well. Thus the ego once again seems to have triumphed over
God.
(6:4-5) Not everyone is ready to accept it [this thought], and each one must
go as far as he can let himself be led along the road to truth. He will return and go
still farther, or perhaps step back a while and then return again.
This seems to suggest reincarnation: some of our experiences are positive and
others negative, and thus we come back over and over until we learn the lessons.
Indeed, there are many instances within A Course in Miracles where Jesus implies we
are reincarnated; and he explicitly discusses the issue in the manual, yet without taking
a position (M-24). The bottom line, however, is that since linear time is an illusion, as is
the body and world, there is no world we could enter – once or many times. Closer to the
truth is a model of the mind as holographic, wherein everything is seen to have occurred
in one instant, and is still occurring in one instant. Therefore, what we experience in our
individual lives are simply different aspects of the same illusory dream. For the purposes
of our Atonement path, it matters not whether these different aspects occur within one
lifetime or over many. Our function remains to choose the holy instant in the present,
focusing on the forgiveness lessons the classroom of our immediate experience
provides for us to learn – now.
(7:1) But healing is the gift of those who are prepared to learn there is no
world, and can accept the lesson now.
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This constitutes healing because if there is no world, there can be no thought of
separation. Thus we return to the principle ideas leave not their source: the idea of a
separated world has never left its source in the mind that thought it. Yet if there is no
world, it must have come from nothing, since something must produce something. This
means the separation thought must be nothing, since it “produced” nothing. All sickness,
as we are told throughout A Course in Miracles, comes from the belief in separation. If
there is no separation, there can be no sickness:
No mind is sick until another mind agrees that they are separate. And thus
it is their joint decision to be sick. If you withhold agreement and accept the part
you play in making sickness real, the other mind cannot project its guilt without
your aid in letting it perceive itself as separate and apart from you. Thus is the
body not perceived as sick by both your minds from separate points of view.
Uniting with a brother’s mind prevents the cause of sickness and perceived
effects. Healing is the effect of minds that join, as sickness comes from minds that
separate (T-28.III.2).
Healing, then, undoes the ego’s thought system, held securely in place by the
belief that this world and our experiences here are real. Therefore, we forgive our
brother for what he has not done, for nothing ever happens in a dream. Sickness reinforces this illusion; healing undoes it. As Lesson 80 said: “One problem, one solution”
(W-pI.80.1:5).
(7:2) Their readiness will bring the lesson to them in some form which they
can understand and recognize.
This means you do not have to learn this lesson through this course. Any spiritual
path that emphasizes forgiveness instead of attack, unity instead of separation, teaches
the same lesson in the end. A statement from the beginning of the manual makes this
important unspecial point:
There is a course for every teacher of God. The form of the course varies
greatly. So do the particular teaching aids involved. But the content of the course
never changes. Its central theme is always, “God’s Son is guiltless, and in his
innocence is his salvation.” It can be taught by actions or thoughts; in words or
soundlessly; in any language or in no language; in any place or time or manner
(M-1.3:1-6).
(7:3-4) Some see it suddenly on point of death, and rise to teach it. Others
find it in experience that is not of this world, which shows them that the world
does not exist because what they behold must be the truth, and yet it clearly
contradicts the world.
There are different ways of experiencing this truth. Some people have what is
commonly referred to as a mystical experience, when they are suddenly transported by
their minds beyond this world and their experience here. In that instant they recognize
the world’s unreality, and know that the unified Sonship has never left its Source.
Regardless of any fear that might ensue, this experience becomes a standard against
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which all else is evaluated, enabling them not to take this world quite as seriously as
before. Once you have allowed the light of truth in your mind—even for an instant—you
realize everything else is a defense against the experience of perfect love.
However, there is great resistance to allowing that light in, for doing so means the
end of the ego’s darkness. As the text reminds us, confirming our experience:
As the light comes nearer you will rush to darkness, shrinking from the
truth, sometimes retreating to the lesser forms of fear, and sometimes to stark
terror (T-18.III.2:1).
This stark terror sometimes takes the form of suicide, once it is seen that the
world is not what we thought:
The roads this world can offer seem to be quite large in number, but the
time must come when everyone begins to see how like they are to one another.
Men have died on seeing this, because they saw no way except the pathways
offered by the world. And learning they led nowhere, lost their hope (T-31.IV.3:35).
However, if we remain with the light of our Teacher, His Love enables us to pass
through the darkness of despair to the real world of life and truth.
(8:1-2) And some will find it in this course, and in the exercises that we do
today. Today’s idea is true because the world does not exist.
Again, A Course in Miracles is not the only way of experiencing and learning this
truth: “some will find it in this course.” Moreover, as I have repeatedly emphasized,
Jesus literally means there is no world. He does not mean simply a world of pain,
suffering, or illness, but absolutely everything in the perceptual world, since all
materiality has shape, changes, and ultimately dies. Today’s idea – “I loose the world
from all I thought it was” – is true because the world does not exist. If it did, I would have
no power to free it, which I can do because it is held in bondage only by the decision
maker in my mind.
(8:3) And if it [the world] is indeed your own imagining, then you can loose it
from all things you ever thought it was by merely changing all the thoughts that
gave it these appearances.
On a practical level – we need not be metaphysical – as long as I identify with the
ego and choose to learn from it, I will feel separated and guilty. Since guilt demands
punishment, I am impelled by fear to project it outside my self in a maladaptive way of
getting rid of it. I then believe that my guilt – now present in others in the form of sin and
victimization – is poised to attack me, for that is the nature of sin. I thus cannot help
perceiving a world in which I am vulnerable, and in which threat exists all around me.
Almost always, there is very little I can do about it.
Once I change teachers, however, I release my guilt by withdrawing its projection.
I may well be in the same situation that existed before, but I am now at peace because
the love of Jesus is with me instead of the ego’s hate. To make this point again, when
our thoughts change, it is our perception of the world that changes, not the world itself.
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For example, people will no longer be perceived as enemies, but as friends who are as
insane as we. Thus we all make the same journey home, even though a part of us does
not believe we deserve to return to a place we do not even believe is there. Yet our right
minds no longer see the world as our enemy, as Jesus tells us later in the workbook, for
we have chosen to be its friend (W-pI.194.9:6).
(8:4) The sick are healed as you let go all thoughts of sickness, and the
dead arise when you let thoughts of life replace all thoughts you ever held of
death.
Jesus is not literally suggesting we greet the dead who, because of our healed
minds, will rise from their graves to thank us. Rather, he is using the symbolism of the
Bible – in which healing the sick and raising the dead are regarded as signs of Jesus’
return (Matthew 10: 1,8) – to speak of the Second Coming of Christ (not Jesus), the
awakening of the Son from his dream of sickness and death. Jesus’ point is about my
healed thoughts. When I accept his love as my split mind’s only reality, I will see
sickness and death as expressions of the ego’s insanity, of which I am no longer a part. I
may return to the insanity, but in this holy instant, knowing Jesus is with me, I have
undone all thoughts of separation, sickness, and death.
Again, if ideas leave not their source, the idea of a sick and dying body has never
left its source, the sick, separation thought in the mind. When I join with Jesus this
thought is undone, and can no longer be expressed as a sick or dying body. My physical
eyes might perceive sickness and death, but my healed mind realizes these are only
figures in a dream, and my reality and everyone else’s is outside it. That is the meaning
of healing. To repeat, Jesus is not talking about anything specific or external. His words
suggest that, but since the world and bodies are illusions, sickness and death must be
illusory, too. It cannot be emphasized often enough that Jesus speaks only of thoughts.
As he says in the text: “This is a course in cause and not effect” (T-21.VII.7:8) – the
effect is the body; the cause, our thoughts.
(9:1-2) A lesson earlier repeated once must now be stressed again, for it
contains the firm foundation for today’s idea. You are as God created you.
As noted previously, that lesson – “I am as God created me” – appeared twice
before (W-pI.94,110), will appear still again (W-pI.162), and becomes the basis for a
twenty-lesson review period (W-pI.rvVI). It obviously holds an important place in Jesus’
curriculum.
(9:3-4) There is no place where you can suffer, and no time that can bring
change to your eternal state. How can a world of time and place exist, if you
remain as God created you?
Joining with Jesus, these become not mere words, but our reality. Thus, we take
nothing in our personal or collective world seriously. To repeat the lines from the text:
Learn, then, the happy habit of response to all temptation to perceive
yourself as weak and miserable with these words:
I am as God created me. His Son can suffer nothing. And I am His Son (T31.VI11.5:1-4).
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These words point to the reality of our Self, the “place” within that belies what the
ego told us was true. They reflect the thought of truth, in the presence of which
separation and suffering, time and place, cannot come. As Jesus happily reminds us:
Together, we can laugh... and understand that time cannot intrude upon
eternity. It is a joke to think that time can come to circumvent eternity, which
means there is no time.
A timelessness in which is time made real; a part of God that can attack
itself; a separate brother as an enemy; a mind within a body all are forms of
circularity whose ending starts at its beginning, ending at its cause (T-27.VIII. 6:47:1).
Thus we joyfully remain as God created us.
(10:1) What is the lesson for today except another way of saying that to
know your Self is the salvation of the world?
If I know my Self, I have said “no” to the ego, thus saving my mind from its
thought system of guilt. Since minds are joined and the world is a product of the mind,
the world is saved as well. This oft-repeated point goes to the heart of Jesus’ teachings
in his course.
(10:2-3) To free the world from every kind of pain is but to change your mind
about yourself. There is no world apart from your ideas because ideas leave not
their source, and you maintain the world within your mind in thought.
This is almost exactly what we saw in paragraph 5, where Jesus said: “There is
no world apart from what you wish,” continuing with “Ideas leave not their source.” Here,
he says: “There is no world apart from your ideas because ideas leave not their source.”
It should be clear that the world is freed from pain and healed of suffering – including the
belief in death – by your changing your mind, because your thoughts are the cause of
your perception of pain. Change your thinking and the pain is gone. This change
constitutes recalling the projection, recognizing that the problem of pain is not external
(in the body), but internal (in the mind). Let me repeat this important paragraph from the
text, explaining how we escape from all suffering:
Now you are being shown you can escape. All that is needed is you look
upon the problem as it is, and not the way that you have set it up. How could
there be another way to solve a problem that is very simple, but has been
obscured by heavy clouds of complication, which were made to keep the problem
unresolved? Without the clouds the problem will emerge in all its primitive
simplicity. The choice will not be difficult, because the problem is absurd when
clearly seen. No one has difficulty making up his mind to let a simple problem be
resolved if it is seen as hurting him, and also very easily removed (T-27.VII.2).
Thus the problem of suffering – the problem in the world – is nothing more than
an ego set-up, designed to obscure the simplicity of the answer: changing our minds.
It is impossible to understand statements such as these from the perspective of
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the body. They can be understood only from a point outside the dream – above the
battleground. Only then can you look down on the world and body, and smile with
gentleness at what had heretofore seemed so serious. From within the world, a smile
that takes nothing seriously is an attack and hardly loving, tantamount to people hitting
others over the head with the course, saying for example: “Why are you upset, don’t you
know the world is an illusion?” However, if you really knew the world were an illusion,
you could never say that to someone in pain. These statements should be expressed
only when you are truly clear – from a position outside the dream – that the world and
body are illusory. Otherwise, once again, these gentle and healing teachings end up as
attacks.
(11:1-4) Yet if you are as God created you, you cannot think apart from Him,
nor make what does not share His timelessness and Love. Are these inherent in
the world you see? Does it create like Him? Unless it does, it is not real, and
cannot be at all.
What does not “share His timelessness and Love” is the body and world we
made. In our feverish dreams we do believe we have done this, but in truth it was only
make-believe. In the next lesson Jesus cites timelessness as one of the criteria to
evaluate our choices. It is also one of the arguments Jesus utilizes, as we have seen, to
prove that the eternal and perfect God could not have created something totally different
from Him. He continues in the same vein:
(11:5) If you are real the world you see is false, for God’s creation is unlike
the world in every way.
This is the criterion Jesus asks us to apply: Is the world an expression of God’s
perfect Love, timeless and eternal? This standard, then, forms the basis for concluding
that this imperfect world of time and death cannot be God’s creation. Since God can only
create like Himself, whatever He creates must be as perfect, changeless, and eternal as
He. This is true only of spirit – not the body – so this lesson is crucial to understanding
the Course’s non-dualistic foundation.
(11:6) And as it was His Thought by which you were created, so it is your
thoughts which made it [the world] and must set it free, that you may know the
Thoughts you share with God.
Just as God is the Creator of Heaven and Christ, so are we the miscreators or
makers of this world. It is therefore not God’s responsibility to free it, but our own. All
God does – through the Holy Spirit, His memory in our minds – is remind us that the
world is indeed in sorry shape, and there is no hope of salvation here. Yet because it is a
situation we made, we can undo it, thus remembering the truth of our reality as God’s
one Thought.
(12:1) Release the world!
Again, Jesus is not talking about anything external, for the world is nothing but the
epiphenomenon of our thoughts. We release the world by releasing these thoughts,
accomplished by choosing the Teacher of forgiving thoughts.
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(12:2-3) Your real creations wait for this release to give you fatherhood, not
of illusions, but as God in truth. God shares His Fatherhood with you who are His
Son, for He makes no distinctions in what is Himself and what is still Himself.
“What is still Himself” is Christ, because Christ and God are one Self. As God is
the Creator of Christ, we – as Christ – likewise extend Heaven’s Love and create like our
Father. Our creations are the product of this extension and establish our fatherhood,
inherent in our Identity as God’s Son:
The Will of the Father and of the Son are One, by Their extension. Their
extension is the result of Their Oneness, holding Their unity together by extending
Their joint Will. This is perfect creation by the perfectly created, in union with the
perfect Creator. The Father must give fatherhood to His Son, because His Own
Fatherhood must be extended outward. You who belong in God have the holy
function of extending His Fatherhood by placing no limits upon it (T-821.3:1-5).
(12:4) What he creates is not apart from Him, and nowhere does the Father
end, the Son begin as something separate from Him.
This wonderful statement is another expression of the Oneness of Heaven, where
there is no separation between God and Christ; no distinction between “what is Himself
and what is still Himself.” In our dualistic language we refer to God as the Source or First
Cause, and we, Christ, are the Effect; but in Heaven there are not two separate beings.
Only One.
(13:1) There is no world because it is a thought apart from God, and made
to separate the Father and the Son, and break away a part of God Himself and
thus destroy His Wholeness.
This is yet another statement of the Course’s non-dualistic foundation. The
Atonement establishes that while we are free within the illusion to believe we have
accomplished the impossible, we are not free in truth to change the changelessness of
reality. Not one note in Heaven’s song could ever be missed (T-26.V.5:4). Wholeness
remains whole; Totality remains total; God remains God.
(13:2-4) Can a world which comes from this idea be real? Can it be
anywhere? Deny illusions, but accept the truth.
Another key theme in A Course in Miracles: We are asked not to affirm the truth,
but to “deny the denial of truth” (T- 12.11.1:5). Jesus is asking us to look with him at the
ego thought system – the denial of truth – and say this is no longer our choice. If we look
honestly at the separated world through Jesus’ eyes, we recognize how, coming from
the illusory thought of separation, it cannot not be unreal.
(13:5) Deny you are a shadow briefly laid upon a dying world.
This is the body: a shadow that when it seems to be born is “briefly laid upon a
dying world.” It is a dying world because it comes from a thought of death, and what
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comes from death can only be like itself: ideas leave not their source. The ego thought,
too, must be a thought of death because it is the opposite of life. Remember, the ego
thought system begins with the statement: “I exist because I destroyed God, and over
His dead body I stand supreme.” Incidentally, this sentence from the lesson is
reminiscent of Macbeth’s famous lines, uttered shortly before his death:
Out, out, brief candle!
Life’s but a walking shadow; a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more ... (V,5,21).
(13:6) Release your mind and you will look upon a world released.
The your and you in this sentence refer to the decision maker, and Jesus is telling
us to make another choice: “Release your mind from the tyranny of the ego, under which
you placed it, and choose my love instead. You will then look out upon a world freed
from your belief in sin and the projections of your guilt, for in your freedom is the freedom
of the world.”
(14:1) Today our purpose is to free the world from all the idle thoughts we
ever held about it, and about all living things we see upon it.
The focus is unmistakably clear – Jesus is speaking to us about our thoughts, not
our bodies nor their behavior.
(14:2-4) They can not be there [the so-called living things we believe are here].
No more can we. For we are in the home our Father set for us, along with them.
God’s Son is one. When I take Jesus’ hand and walk with him out of the dream,
we do not walk alone, for we walk with the entire Sonship to the home we never truly left:
How can our reality be anywhere other than with the Creator of reality?
(14:5) And we who are as He created us would loose the world this day from
every one of our illusions, that we may be free.
What frees us is not doing something with our body or those of others, but letting
go of our thoughts: “I loose the world from all I thought it was.”
(15:1-3) Begin the fifteen-minute periods in which we practice twice today
with this:
I who remain as God created me would loose the world from all I thought it
was. For I am real because the world is not, and I would know my own reality.
Note the either/or principle of A Course in Miracles: Either God or the world is
real; they cannot coexist as reality. Since God and Heaven are real, everything in this
world – including my body and personality – must be illusory.
(15:4) Then merely rest, alert but with no strain, and let your mind in
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quietness be changed so that the world is freed, along with you.
If carefully read, this passage stands out as one of the more significant ones in A
Course in Miracles. First, we are asked to rest, to be “alert but with no strain.” In other
words, this lesson should not produce strain, nor should we strive to do it perfectly by
imposing on ourselves the belief we are not really here – a very silly thing to do. Recall
Jesus’ caution early on in the text:
The body is merely part of your experience in the physical world. Its
abilities can be and frequently are overevaluated. However, it is almost
impossible to deny its existence in this world. Those who do so are engaging in a
particularly unworthy form of denial (T-2.IV. 3:8-11).
Jesus asks us to let our minds “in quietness be changed,” meaning the decision
maker decides to be quiet, and in the stillness, silences the ego’s thought system. This is
not Jesus’ responsibility. Since I am the source of the raucous shrieks that drown out the
Voice for Love, I am the only one who can say I no longer want to be imprisoned. That is
the change of mind effected in quietness. Once I am still, the mind is changed by the
Holy Spirit, my having brought my illusions to Him. At that point their darkness
disappears in the light of His truth.
In that one sentence, therefore, we find encapsulated the Course’s process of
healing: bringing the darkness of illusion to the light of truth. Thus are our thoughts
healed; not by us, but by the Love of God. The world is freed as well from the yoke of
our guilt, undone at last by the Atonement.
To conclude the lesson, Jesus returns to the theme of the Oneness of God’s Son:
(16:1) You need not realize that healing comes to many brothers far across
the world, as well as to the ones you see nearby, as you send out these thoughts
to bless the world.
You do not literally send these thoughts out, because there is no outside to send
the thoughts into. Once you choose the love of Jesus, his love naturally extends through
you, which means extending through the mind of the Sonship. There is nothing else. The
language of A Course in Miracles often seems to suggest there is an inner and an outer,
the former extending to the latter. The content behind those words, however, is quite different. To repeat, you cannot extend love outside, because there is no outside. Once
you join with Jesus as your teacher, you have joined with the Sonship, a process that
finds expression in the statement that you send out your thoughts to the world.
(16:2) But you will sense your own release, although you may not fully
understand as yet that you could never be released alone.
Jesus is not asking us to understand, for example, that “when I am healed I am
not healed alone” (W-pI.137), or that when I bless the world I am blessing myself (WpI.187). But we will experience the love, peace, and joy that come when we let go of
judgments and grievances, and accept that the love of Jesus is all we want. There is a
lovely anonymous prayer that says: “I have nothing, I want nothing, I am nothing but the
love of Jesus.” In his love is the Sonship released as one from its burden of separation.
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(17) Throughout the day, increase the freedom sent through your ideas to
all the world, and say whenever you are tempted to deny the power of your simple
change of mind:
I loose the world from all I thought it was, and choose my own reality
instead.
Jesus closes the lesson by urging you to apply the idea for the day when tempted
to deny the power of your mind. Without such application, day in and day out, these
principles will have no meaning. You are thus tempted, when you see yourself as victim
of something or someone outside you, believing your change of mood is due to anything
other than the power of your mind. You then seek for something not of the mind to fix the
situation and make you feel better. Not only do you deny your mind’s power to make you
upset or disquieted, but you also deny its power to make you peaceful. The mind’s
power is returned to you when you can simply say you were wrong and Jesus is right,
that he is the teacher you want. You thus not only loose the world from all you thought it
was, but loose the ego from all you thought it was as well.
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I will not value what is valueless.
This is another important lesson, which contrasts – as did the previous one – the
reality of Heaven (truth and God’s Love) with the illusory nature of everything in this
world. Thus, only what is of God or would lead us back to Him has value, while
everything that roots us still further in this world is valueless. The lesson also provides
the foundation for the discussion in the manual of the stages in the development of trust,
particularly the first three, which treat the difference between what is valuable and what
is valueless (M-4.I-A).
(1) Sometimes in teaching there is benefit, particularly after you have gone
through what seems theoretical and far from what the student has already
learned, to bring him back to practical concerns. This we will do today. We will not
speak of lofty, world-encompassing ideas, but dwell instead on benefits to you.
As you read through this lesson you will quickly realize that Jesus fibbed a little in
his opening statement. It is impossible for him to discuss the practical applications of his
course without returning to their metaphysical underpinning. These “lofty, worldencompassing ideas” include: the world is an illusion, and nothing here is of any value
because there is nothing here. This is instructive because there is no way you could truly
learn, understand, practice, or teach A Course in Miracles without understanding these
metaphysical premises. The reason forgiveness is healing is that there is nothing to
forgive, and this statement would be meaningless without an understanding of what we
had discussed in the previous lesson: There is no world, because the world comes from
a thought system that does not exist.
(2:1) You do not ask too much of life, but far too little.
This line should be familiar, as we have cited its almost verbatim reference from
the text twice before, and will do so again: “Here does the Son of God ask not too much,
but far too little” (T-26.VII.11:7). We ask valueless gifts from the ego’s nothingness, while
we reject as unappealing the valuable gifts of God’s everything.
(2:2) When you let your mind be drawn to bodily concerns, to things you
buy, to eminence as valued by the world, you ask for sorrow, not for happiness.
It is tempting when you read a passage like this to be overwhelmed with guilt
because of the things you like to buy when you shop, like to do to your body to feel
better – avoiding pain and maximizing pleasure – or liking approbation from others. Guilt
is not Jesus’ point, however. Keep in mind that this is a course in content, not form; in
cause (the mind), not effect (the body) (T-21.VII.7:8). Rather than feel guilty because of
our special relationships – with people, substances, objects, or food – we should realize
what we give up when we choose our specialness. Thus Jesus does not want us to
judge ourselves or anyone else, but to step back with him and see that when we choose
the concerns of the body – physical or psychological – we do so because we are afraid,
and fear is not a sin. Moreover, pursuit of specialness will bring us sorrow, not
happiness, which means it is silly to pursue it. The more aware we can be that our
search for happiness outside the mind will not give us what we want, the more motivated
we will be to let these special attachments go.
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(2:3-5) This course does not attempt to take from you the little that you
have. It does not try to substitute utopian ideas for satisfactions which the world
contains. There are no satisfactions in the world.
This statement cannot make sense without understanding the previous lesson.
While Jesus’ focus in this lesson may be more practical, it still relies on underlying
metaphysical principles, his “lofty, world-encompassing ideas.” Jesus’ role as our
teacher is not to tell us: do not go shopping, avoid this food or this relationship. He
simply reminds us that worldly things will not bring us the peace of God. Therefore, why
invest time and energy in them? Yet he does not label such pursuits sinful or wrong, and
this is his point. In an instructive passage from the text, Jesus discusses the non-evil
nature of medication:
All material means that you accept as remedies for bodily ills are
restatements of magic principles.... It does not follow, however, that the use of
such agents for corrective purposes is evil. Sometimes the illness has a
sufficiently strong hold over the mind to render a person temporarily inaccessible
to the Atonement. In this case it may be wise to utilize a compromise approach to
mind and body, in which something from the outside is temporarily given healing
belief. This is because the last thing that can help the non-right-minded, or the
sick, is an increase in fear. They are already in a fear-weakened state. If they are
prematurely exposed to a miracle, they may be precipitated into panic. This is
likely to occur when upside-down perception has induced the belief that miracles
are frightening (T-2.1V.4:1, 4-10).
Thus, the use of anything in the world to gain pleasure or avoid pain – defined in
A Course in Miracles as magic – becomes holy if its purpose is to reduce fear. The Holy
Spirit’s purpose for worldly activities is to help us learn the single lesson there is no
world nor satisfactions to be found here. How can nothing satisfy?
(3:1-2) Today we list the real criteria by which to test all things you think
you want. Unless they meet these sound requirements, they are not worth
desiring at all, for they can but replace what offers more.
As we will see, Jesus provides four criteria to evaluate whether what we want is
valuable or valueless. “What offers more” are the gifts Jesus tells us are ours if we
simply take his hand.
(3:3) The laws that govern choice you cannot make, no more than you can
make alternatives from which to choose.
There is but one choice: God or the ego, the valuable or the valueless, everything
or nothing.
(3:4-5) The choosing you can do; indeed, you must. But it is wise to learn
the laws you set in motion when you choose, and what alternatives you choose
between.
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Jesus will present two laws, followed by the four criteria. We choose between the
everything of Heaven’s Love and the nothingness of the ego’s specialness. Note again
that the you Jesus addresses is the decision maker who chooses between the wrongminded thought system of attack, guilt, and hate, and the right-minded thought system of
forgiveness, love, and peace.
(4:1-2) We have already stressed there are but two, however many there
appear to be. The range is set, and this we cannot change.
This is an inherent characteristic of the split mind – the first law – which chooses
only between the ego and the Holy Spirit. Recall this earlier quote from the “Rules for
Decision”:
You will not make decisions by yourself whatever you decide. For they are
made with idols or with God. And you ask help of anti-Christ or Christ, and which
you choose will join with you and tell you what to do (T-301.14:7-9).
No other alternatives are possible to choose between:
(4:3) It would be most ungenerous to you to let alternatives be limitless, and
thus delay your final choice until you had considered all of them in time; and not
been brought so clearly to the place where there is but one choice that must be
made.
The “place” is the decision maker’s home, and Jesus says it would not be fair of
him to help you make choices here, where they are multitudinous and illusory. He urges
us instead not to bring him into this dream of multiplicity, but to join him in the decisionmaking part of the mind where he helps us see that the only meaningful choice is
whether to remain asleep or awaken. The reader may recall our earlier references to
“The Real Alternative,” where Jesus discusses this same theme (T-3 1.IV). It is also the
basis for his remarks on fear, originally meant for Helen, that we have also considered
before. Their relevance justifies an abridged revisiting:
The correction of fear is your responsibility. When you ask for release from
fear, you are implying that it is not. You should ask, instead, for help in the
conditions that have brought the fear about. These conditions always entail a
willingness to be separate. At that level you can help it (T-2.VI.4:1-5).
I know it [fear] does not exist, but you do not. If I intervened between your
thoughts and their results, I would be tampering with a basic law of cause and
effect; the most fundamental law there is. I would hardly help you if I depreciated
the power of your own thinking. This would be in direct opposition to the purpose
of this course. It is much more helpful to remind you that you do not guard your
thoughts carefully enough (T-2.VII.1:3-7).
Since salvation can be attained only through our changing our minds, Jesus
reminds us to exercise this power of decision. Indeed the Course’s purpose is to help us
do just that.
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(5:1) Another kindly and related law is that there is no compromise in what
your choice must bring.
The ego’s version of this second law of one or the other is kill or be killed. The
Holy Spirit tells us, however, that only what He teaches is true, and nothing of the ego is:
You but mistake interpretation for the truth. And you are wrong. But a
mistake is not a sin, nor has reality been taken from its throne by your mistakes.
God reigns forever, and His laws alone prevail upon you and upon the world. His
Love remains the only thing there is. Fear is illusion, for you are like Him (M18.3:7-12; italics omitted).
We choose either God or the ego, with no in between, as Jesus underscores:
(5:2-4) It cannot give you just a little, for there is no in between. Each choice
you make brings everything to you or nothing. Therefore, if you learn the tests by
which you can distinguish everything from nothing, you will make the better
choice.
We come now to the four tests or criteria to evaluate whether what we have
chosen is valuable or valueless, true or illusory. Does our choice reflect the everything of
God, or become a shadowy fragment of the ego’s nothingness? The above paragraph
also echoes Jesus’ teaching that we cannot bring a little bit of Heaven to hell, or a little
bit of hell to Heaven – it is always one or the other. We have already discussed that
many students of A Course in Miracles, and of religion in general, try to bring God into
the world, magically hoping that this Heaven-hell combination would alleviate our
suffering and pain.
The first criterion:
(6:1) First, if you choose a thing that will not last forever, what you chose is
valueless.
This returns us to Lesson 132: The world does not share the timelessness of
Heaven, and so cannot be real. If you therefore choose something that will not last
forever, it must be valueless since it cannot be of the eternal God. Almost everything we
value here does not last, such as material objects or the ecstatic highs many strive for.
Indeed, our pleasures are set up not to last, for our frustration continually impels us to go
back for more. In this way the ego has convinced us to seek outside ourselves for
pleasure and peace, rather than for the Love of God present in our minds. Each failure
merely reinforces our need to keep looking until we fmd our “treasure.”
(6:2-3) A temporary value is without all value. Time can never take away a
value that is real.
The ego’s response is that time can take away a value that is real, to which Jesus
counters: “It is a joke to think that time can come to circumvent eternity, which means
there is no time” (T-27.VIII.6:5). Yet when we value the transient in this world, we are
saying the world of time and space is not a joke, but a serious reality: Time can interrupt
eternity, not to mention destroy it; thus its value for our individual selves, creatures of
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time.
(6:4-5) What fades and dies was never there, and makes no offering to him
who chooses it. He is deceived by nothing in a form he thinks he likes.
If you think of “The Two Pictures,” which we will return to presently, we find a
similar idea. The ego tantalizes, attracts, and seduces us with the glittering frame of
specialness, within which it conceals its picture of death, here described as nothing. The
frame’s glitter attracts us because it preserves our special self, rooted in a world in which
everything fades and dies. Again, Jesus is not asking us to feel guilty as we survey our
choices for the temporality of nothingness, but he does want us to understand that we
prefer the frame to the picture because we value our individuality, which we think we
like.
The second criterion:
(7:1) Next, if you choose to take a thing away from someone else, you will
have nothing left.
This is a corollary to our now familiar fourth law of chaos: “you have what you
have taken” (T-23.II.9:3). If I want something I lack, I can get it only by taking it from you,
which means you are now without it. This cannot, then, be a true gift – love’s reflection –
which expresses the right of everyone to have everything. Under the laws of
specialness, however, my acquiring the desired treasure means it is only my right, one
more shadowy fragment of the ego’s nothingness. Thus it is not a gift shared by all,
making it valueless for it is not based on God’s total Love.
(7:2) This is because, when you deny his right to everything, you have
denied your own.
If I believe I have something and you do not, our differences make the ego
thought system of separation alive and well in our minds. Such denial of the truth of our
inherent oneness denies everything and affirms nothing.
(7:3) You therefore will not recognize the things you really have, denying
they are there.
The things I truly have are God’s gifts to me, reflected in my dream as
forgiveness, peace, and healing. None of these is possible, however, unless shared by
everyone:
To your tired eyes I bring a vision of a different world, so new and clean
and fresh you will forget the pain and sorrow that you saw before. Yet this a vision
is which you must share with everyone you see, for otherwise you will behold it
not. To give this gift is how to make it yours. And God ordained, in loving kindness, that it be for you (T-31.VIII.8:4-7).
(7:4-5) Who seeks to take away has been deceived by the illusion loss can
offer gain. Yet loss must offer loss, and nothing more.
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Thus I have it and you don’t; I gain and you lose. Now I learn I have lost, too, for
what is valuable can entail no loss for anyone. If there is loss, therefore, it must be
valueless. God’s Love is given all His Sons in equal measure, and it is impossible one
would have more or less:
When the Atonement has been completed, all talents will be shared by all
the Sons of God. God is not partial. All His children have His total Love, and all
His gifts are freely given to everyone alike.... The specialness of God’s Sons does
not stem from exclusion but from inclusion. All my brothers are special. If they
believe they are deprived of anything, their perception becomes distorted. When
this occurs the whole family of God, or the Sonship, is impaired in its relationships
(T-1.V.3:1-3, 5-8).
However, if I believe in loss and scarcity, this thought, born of the idea I exist by
stealing from God, means Heaven’s loss has become my gain.
The third criterion:
(8:1-4) Your next consideration is the one on which the others rest. Why is
the choice you make of value to you? What attracts your mind to it? What purpose
does it serve?
The ego’s underlying purpose is to preserve my individuality, the motivation for
having chosen the ego in the first place. Seeking things in this world proves I exist.
Further, my needs demonstrate there is indeed a separated I, and I am attracted to the
principle that in order for this self to continue, someone has to be held responsible for
my separated state. Thus do the fourth and fifth laws of chaos come to the rescue (T23.H.8-12). If I lack something and you have it, it is because you took it from me. This
establishes you as the sinner and me as the innocent victim. My state of lack is the proof
you took what I need, thereby depriving me of it. Thus I come into the world valuing what
will prove my sinlessness, attracted to another’s guilt and living to fulfill the purpose of
maintaining my innocence at someone else’s expense.
(8:5-7) Here it is easiest of all to be deceived. For what the ego wants it fails
to recognize. It does not even tell the truth as it perceives it, for it needs to keep
the halo which it uses to protect its goals from tarnish and from rust, that you may
see how “innocent” it is.
I am reminded of how politicians lie to us. They say their goal is to help the
country and better our lives, but their goal, hardly a secret, is to be elected. They want
their specialness needs fulfilled: fame, power, wealth. The interesting thing is that we are
all aware of this, but most of the time allow ourselves to be deceived. We really think,
quite naively, there is a difference between the two candidates, or among the ten
candidates. Yet they all want the same thing: the glorification of their specialness. What
truly happens, reflected above, is that they become so good at their act they end up
believing it themselves; becoming so involved with their self-made halo, they forget what
the halo conceals. Likewise, we are all so invested in the glittering specialness of the
frame that we lose awareness of the picture itself: guilt and death – the picture of
nothingness. Perpetuating this guilt is the ego’s secret goal, for it proves that the
separation is alive and well. This goal is protected by the face of innocence, the halo of
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hate that surrounds us with “light,” even as it shrouds the world in the darkness of our
guilt.
(9:1) Yet is its camouflage a thin veneer, which could deceive but those who
are content to be deceived.
Therefore, when we are deceived by a politician, friend, or businessman, it can
only be because we want to be deceived, and are content being so. Why? Because their
secret goals are our secret goals, too. We all want our specialness glorified and our
individuality firmly established. Thus we are content, by choice, to be attracted to the
frame, coveted to hide the picture of the ego’s guilt, its secret goal that reinforces our
individuality and the thought we have destroyed God and love. No one wants to
recognize that thought, and so we allow ourselves to be seduced by the world, even as
we seduce it.
(9:2) Its goals are obvious to anyone who cares to look for them.
The Course’s purpose is for us to learn of these secret goals. Jesus teaches how
we never cease being deceived by the valueless in the world. No matter how many
times we study this course and memorize its passages, we are still attracted by the
glitter of the external: We do not want to learn what would teach us the exact opposite of
everything our egos wish us to learn. In other words, A Course in Miracles threatens the
individuality and specialness that constitute our existence. We do not see what it is
teaching, choosing to look elsewhere for our salvation.
(9:3-4) Here is the deception doubled, for the one who is deceived will not
perceive that he has merely failed to gain. He will believe that he has served the
ego’s hidden goals.
In other words, we experience loss and disappointment in the world as long as we
believe we are here. Yet we do not recognize the ego set up our situations so we would
fail, blaming others for our suffering. This is its hidden purpose, which we happily fulfill
by keeping guilt in place. The fact that I am dismayed, discouraged, and depressed is
proof I exist, which means I have achieved the ego’s goals, successfully serving them as
I maintain my special identity. I gladly suffer the disappointment of valuing the valueless
because that ensures my separated existence, and proves I am right and God is wrong.
It is by seeking after the valueless that I demonstrate I am not responsible, for the world
is seen to deny me the happiness and peace I deserve; e.g., this person mistreats or
abuses me, without which I would be happy. In other words, there is always someone or
something causing me to suffer and be upset, enabling me to wear the face of innocence that says others are guilty sinners, but not me.
(10:1) Yet though he tries to keep its halo clear within his vision, still must
he perceive its tarnished edges and its rusted core.
There is something in us that knows that our life of special hate and special love
is a sham, because the guilt never goes away. In other words, the face of innocence
does not really work, for a part of us is aware of “its tarnished edges and its rusted core.”
Guilt thus remains in our minds, and unsuccessfully generates the need for specialness
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so we do not have to see that the problem is our own.
(10:2) His ineffectual mistakes appear as sins to him, because he looks
upon the tarnish as his own; the rust a sign of deep unworthiness within himself.
This describes your guilt. You try to be at peace, seeking for happiness in the
world and attempting to make the valueless valuable. Yet the search is futile, and the
ego attributes its failure to your sinfulness. You feel terrible, not because you did not get
what you wanted, but because you are reminded of the ontological belief you killed God
in order to get what you wanted. However, you will never find peace, security, and joy
because you look in the wrong place. Guilt casts its ugly shadow of failure and
unworthiness, no matter how desperately you try to polish the frames and keep the halo
aglitter.
(10:3-4) He who would still preserve the ego’s goals and serve them as his
own makes no mistakes, according to the dictates of his guide. This guidance
teaches it is error to believe that sins are but mistakes, for who would suffer for
his sins if this were so?
The ego says your pain and misery prove you have sinned, because sin demands
punishment: If you were sinless you would not suffer. A variation of this idea is found in
the ego’s third law of chaos, where God is bound to believe in His Son’s sin, because
the Son has told Him it is so.
The arrogance on which the laws of chaos stand could not be more
apparent than emerges here [the ego’s battleground]. Here is a principle that
would define what the Creator of reality must be; what He must think and what He
must believe; and how He must respond, believing it. It is not seen as even
necessary that He be asked about the truth of what has been established for His
belief. His Son can tell Him this, and.... He must accept His Son’s belief in what
he is, and hate him for it (T-23.II.6:1-4, 6).
Thus is sin made real and beyond correction.
This is a variation of John Calvin’s famous argument that you can recognize the
elite – the ones that God loves and would therefore save – by their happy and
prosperous lives. Their families would not become seriously ill, there would be no crises
or financial hardships, and everything would always work out. For Calvin, these were the
criteria for identifying sinlessness and knowing that God loved you, while suffering
demonstrated your sinfulness.
(11:1) And so we come to the criterion for choice that is the hardest to
believe, because its obviousness is overlaid with many levels of obscurity.
These levels of obscurity are the picture frames of specialness; our attempts to
see in the world outside what we do not wish to know is within us.
The fourth criterion:
(11:2-3) If you feel any guilt about your choice, you have allowed the ego’s
goals to come between the real alternatives. And thus you do not realize there are
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but two, and the alternative you think you chose seems fearful, and too dangerous
to be the nothingness it actually is.
Guilt is the ultimate criterion for distinguishing what is valuable from what is not.
Its presence proves you have chosen the valueless, for if you value anything in this
world as a source of happiness, peace, or love, you will feel guilty. Jesus needs us to
realize how guilty we truly are, and that guilt is the source of all misery. We overlay our
guilt with levels of obscurity to deny its presence in our minds, thereby protecting our
secret sin. Thus, whenever we seek something here as a source of joy, we re-enact the
original moment when we sinfully chose the ego’s individuality over God’s Love; saying,
in effect: “God’s Love is not enough. I want my specialness instead, and rather than
being part of God’s creation, I want to be the First Cause who sits upon creation’s throne
as creator.”
In other words, we all, as one Son, turned our backs on God and chose the ego.
That instant of insanity is recalled whenever we seek for specialness. The message
here, one more time, is not that we should feel guilty when we seek the valueless, but
that we should recognize what we are doing. If we do not understand that our misery
comes from sleeping guilt, we will not be motivated to change our minds. Because we
cover our guilt, Jesus tells us of the Holy Spirit’s plan to unveil our misery, so we can
recognize its cause:
The Holy Spirit needs a happy learner, in whom His mission can be happily
accomplished. You who are steadfastly devoted to misery must first recognize
that you are miserable and not happy. The Holy Spirit cannot teach without this
contrast, for you believe that misery is happiness. This has so confused you that
you... do not realize that the foundation on which this ... depends means
absolutely nothing.... Have faith in nothing and you will find the “treasure” that you
seek.... You will believe that nothing is of value, and will value it. A little piece of
glass, a speck of dust, a body or a war are one to you. For if you value one thing
made of nothing, you have believed that nothing can be precious, and that you
can learn how to make the untrue true (T-14.II.1:1-5, 7, 9-11).
Recognizing our misery allows us to be taught the nothingness of our valued guilt.
Thus we choose the world’s truth that alone has value: the forgiveness that brings us
from the illusion of fear to the reality of love.
Jesus draws the lesson to a close by summarizing:
(12:1-3) All things are valuable or valueless, worthy or not of being sought
at all, entirely desirable or not worth the slightest effort to obtain. Choosing is
easy just because of this. Complexity is nothing but a screen of smoke, which
hides the very simple fact that no decision can be difficult.
The physical universe, not to mention the individual body, is incredibly
complicated by design: to conceal the simple choice our minds have to make. We chose
wrongly once, and before we could change our minds the ego made up a complex world,
causing us to forget there was a choice, forgetting even the wrong picture we had
chosen. We instead identified with the frame – the body of our specialness – that
prevented recognition of the mind’s choice between truth and illusion, the valuable and
valueless, and rendering return to the mind almost impossible. Recall this passage from
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the text, detailing how the ego’s clouds of complication obscure the simplicity of the
answer:
How could there be another way to solve a problem that is very simple, but
has been obscured by heavy clouds of complication, which were made to keep
the problem unresolved? Without the clouds the problem will emerge in all its
primitive simplicity. The choice will not be difficult, because the problem is absurd
when clearly seen (T-27.VII.2:3-5).
(12:4-5) What is the gain to you in learning this? It is far more than merely
letting you make choices easily and without pain.
The real gain is our return to Heaven. Once we realize this decision entails our
happiness, the choice for God is inevitable, for who would choose against the joy?
Jesus returns to the important theme of reaching God by choosing against the
ego:
(13:1) Heaven itself is reached with empty hands and open minds, which
come with nothing to find everything and claim it as their own.
This statement foreshadows a lovely passage from Lesson 189: The way we
reach Heaven is to empty our minds of all ego thoughts; undoing what is negative (WpI.189.7). Recall that A Course in Miracles does not focus on the positive, the Love of
God, but rather on releasing the interferences to remembering this Love. We abandon
the ego thought system we had clutched so tightly, and our emptied hands become free
to receive Heaven’s gift.
(13:2) We will attempt to reach this state today, with self-deception laid
aside, and with an honest willingness to value but the truly valuable and the real.
We are asked to practice self-honesty, laying aside the self-deception that we
want to return home, for we continually value what is valueless: individuality,
specialness, and judgment. Watch yourself as you go through the day, seeing how the
ego tries to establish your wisdom in knowing what is best, and how it seeks to prove
you cannot trust anyone, for people are always failing you. Since nothing works out right,
your judgments about others and the world are justified.
To repeat, watch as you seek for what is valueless as opposed to what is
valuable, the honest willingness of which Jesus speaks. Practicing this honesty means
asking him to be your guide throughout the day. You will know you have chosen against
him when you become angry, guilty, depressed, and judgmental. You will know you have
chosen for him when you have let these ego thoughts go.
(13:3-4) Our two extended practice periods of fifteen minutes each begin
with this:
I will not value what is valueless, and only what has value do I seek, for only
that do I desire to find.
Before we articulate this statement and mean it, we first have to recognize how
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we do not. We need to search our minds throughout the day – our honest willingness –
for how we continually seek after the valueless. Anything involving a judgment against
others, or even hinting of specialness, is inherently valueless. Therefore, asking Jesus to
help us look at everything differently allows us to shift from the valueless to the valuable.
Having asked for help in seeking what has true value, we are guaranteed we shall find it.
(14) And then receive what waits for everyone who reaches, unencumbered,
to the gate of Heaven, which swings open as he comes. Should you begin to let
yourself collect some needless burdens, or believe you see some difficult
decisions facing you, be quick to answer with this simple thought:
I will not value what is valueless, for what is valuable belongs to me.
You may recall this early statement from the text:
You have no idea of the tremendous release and deep peace that comes
from meeting yourself and your brothers totally without judgment (T-3.VI.3:1).
Judgments are the needless burdens to which Jesus refers. When you start
making judgments of yourself and others, stop as quickly as possible and ask if you
really want the consequences of such valueless thoughts. Difficult decisions, too, result
from having valued the valueless, yet no decision can be difficult here because there is
no “here.” The only true decision is the mind’s choice between the ego and Jesus. What
can be simpler? Choosing him releases the ego’s investment in being right, and when
you return your attention to a decision on the level of form, you will automatically know
the most loving thing to do.
We certainly need to make decisions while in the body, but our loving teacher
renders them effortless, for they gently follow the mind’s right-minded decision.
Therefore, when such decisions are problematic, and anxiety, depression, and guilt
surround them, you know you have chosen the wrong teacher. Jesus’ request is simple
at this point: Drop the ego’s hand and take his instead. Difficulty follows only when you
resist his simple request. This is your signal that you have once again seen the world as
worthwhile or worthless, helpful or harmful – a valueless perception indeed! Recognizing
the need to return to the mind, you remember that what alone is valuable in this world is
learning to choose Jesus as your teacher and guide – to forgive instead of condemn – a
choice you now happily make.
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Let me perceive forgiveness as it is.
I have occasionally spoken about the symphonic nature of the text, in which
Jesus introduces, re-introduces, and develops his themes of salvation. The same can be
said about the workbook. To be sure, its structure differs from the text, but as you read
through the lessons you can recognize their symphonic organization: themes introduced,
discussed, dropped, and then brought back to be developed still further. These next
three lessons illustrate this structure, as they center on a theme we saw in Lessons 68
through 72: the ego’s plan for salvation. This plan, referred to in the text as the ego’s
plan for forgiveness, consists of holding on to grievances.
As an introduction to Lesson 134, let me review this ingenious plan. The ego’s
strategy calls for us to make real the mind’s thought of sin, and then convince us our
guilt is so horrific it can never be looked at, lest terror strike our hearts. In other words,
sin leads to guilt, which in turn demands punishment. The ego thus establishes the
painful “reality” of sin, and tells us if we remain within the mind and confront its guilt, we
will run head on into the wrath of a furious God, hell-bent on destroying us by retrieving
the life we stole from Him. The ego counsels us that the only way we can be saved from
our sin is to deny its presence and project it out, having us believe it now exists in a
body; whether someone else’s or our own is irrelevant from the ego’s point of view, as
long as sin is perceived outside the mind, the definition of attack. Incidentally, when we
project sin onto our own bodies we call the attack sickness, the theme of Lesson 136,
“Sickness is a defense against the truth” (W-pI.136).
Lesson 134 begins with a discussion of the ego’s plan of seeing sin as real, but in
someone else. In the pamphlet The Song of Prayer, Jesus calls this dynamic of justified
attack forgiveness-to-destroy (S-2.II), as the reader may recall.
(1) Let us review the meaning of “forgive,” for it is apt to be distorted and to
be perceived as something that entails an unfair sacrifice of righteous wrath, a gift
unjustified and undeserved, and a complete denial of the truth. In such a view,
forgiveness must be seen as mere eccentric folly, and this course appear to rest
salvation on a whim.
We begin with our miserable sinfulness, believing we exist at God’s expense. As I
have explained before, the sin that deserves guilt is not really the murder of God and
crucifixion of His Son, but our selfish self-centeredness, which assumes such monstrous
proportions we wind up saying: “I want my individuality and specialness needs served,
and I do not care the cost. Even if it entails destroying another – even Another! – I gladly
do it to exist. Sacrifice of love is a small price indeed to pay for the survival of my special
self.”
That is the sin we deny, and projecting it out we claim it is in someone else. If that
be true, as perception certainly witnesses to, I am innocent and others deserve
judgment. Thus we say to our special relationships: “You, the object of my justified and
righteous wrath, deserve to be punished.” In order to ennoble myself still further and
reinforce my self-proclaimed innocence, I assume a mantle of spirituality, proclaiming
that despite the sin, in the goodness of my merciful heart I offer forgiveness and pardon.
Thus is my righteous wrath sacrificed to serve a “higher” spiritual truth. This, then, is
forgiveness-to-destroy: I forgive you, even though your sins do not deserve it. They are
thus not truly forgiven, but condemned. As Jesus explains:
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While you regard it as a gift unwarranted, it must uphold the guilt you
would “forgive.” Unjustified forgiveness is attack. And this is all the world can ever
give. It pardons “sinners” sometimes, but remains aware that they have sinned.
And so they do not merit the forgiveness that it gives.
This is the false forgiveness which the world employs to keep the sense of
sin alive (T-30.VI.3 :4-4: 1).
In The Song of Prayer, Jesus makes the same point, but even more strongly:
No gift of Heaven has been more misunderstood than has forgiveness. It
has, in fact, become a scourge; a curse where it was meant to bless, a cruel
mockery of grace, a parody upon the holy peace of God.... Forgiveness’ kindness
is obscure at first, because salvation is not understood, nor truly sought for. What
was meant to heal is used to hurt because forgiveness is not wanted. Guilt
becomes salvation, and the remedy appears to be a terrible alternative to life (S2.I.1:1-2, 4-6).
Before we can learn the meaning of true forgiveness, we must first understand
the ego’s distorted version, which is why the lesson began as it did. Jesus continues
now with his message of forgiveness, the Holy Spirit’s blessing that replaces the ego’s
curse:
(2:1-3) This twisted view of what forgiveness means is easily corrected,
when you can accept the fact that pardon is not asked for what is true. It must be
limited to what is false. It is irrelevant to everything except illusions.
The word pardon appears infrequently in A Course in Miracles, and is a synonym
for forgiveness. Its usage is often determined by the meter: pardon has two syllables,
and forgiveness three. Identical in meaning, the words are thus used interchangeably.
In forgiveness-to-destroy, I forgive what I believe to be true: your sin. I know you
are the sinner because I am. My existence as a unique and separated individual was
sinfully acquired at God’s expense, since individuality and Oneness cannot coexist. I
have thus destroyed God so I can live, and my existence proves that perfect Oneness is
a lie. The very fact I think I am here, therefore, existing in a body with a personality,
means that not only am I an individual, but a sinner whose sin is as palpably real as my
perceived body.
The ego’s defense against the guilt that inevitably follows my belief in sin is
projection: the sin is not in me, but in you. That is the ego’s truth, not to be denied.
However, we are taught in this lesson, and in other places as well, that we cannot
forgive a sin we believe has actually occurred (e.g., T-27.11.1-5; T-30.VI.1-4), but the sin
we see as a mistaken thought or perception, the product of a mistaken choice for
separation – all of which is forgiven by correcting the mind’s error. We speak here, by
the way, only of a wrongness we have judged worthy of condemnation. Everyone in this
world does things from a wrong-minded thought system. In fact, simply taking a breath is
a product of the original wrong-minded thought system of separation and need. The
point is not that we should feel guilty because we breathe, but that we look at the
mistake of condemning another for what we have judged as sinful.
Seeing sin as an illusion means that it has had no effect. When we believe we
have been hurt by others, and we demonstrate our hurt as proof of their sins of
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insensitivity, withholding love, etc., we tell them their sins had an effect, and are
therefore real. True forgiveness is thus impossible as the ego gloats once more in
triumph. Jesus describes this dynamic of attack in the form of sickness, designed to
prove another’s guilt and therefore undeserving of forgiveness:
A sick and suffering you but represents your brother’s guilt; the witness
that you send lest he forget the injuries he gave, from which you swear he never
will escape. This sick and sorry picture you accept, if only it can serve to punish
him. The sick are merciless to everyone, and in contagion do they seek to kill.
Death seems an easy price, if they can say, “Behold me, brother, at your hand I
die.” For sickness is the witness to his guilt, and death would prove his errors
must be sins.... The bleak and bitter picture you have sent your brother you have
looked upon in grief. And everything that it has shown to him have you believed,
because it witnessed to the guilt in him which you perceived and loved (T27.I.4:3-7, 10-11).
(2:4) Truth is God’s creation, and to pardon that is meaningless.
This is because you pardon an illusion or a mistake, and there are no mistakes in
Heaven. Love need not be forgiven, only accepted, for it is love’s rejection the ego
happily judges as sinful. When you withhold love, push Jesus away, or build a case
against someone, your ego jumps in and cries “sin!” Then comes the guilt, which you
deny by projecting it onto another, attacking still further. However, pushing love away is
not a sin, but only the mad result of the fear of losing your individuality and specialness.
Again, it is not a sin that deserves to be punished, but a mistake that needs correction.
(2:5-7) All truth belongs to Him, reflects His laws and radiates His Love.
Does this need pardon? How can you forgive the sinless and eternally benign?
The reflection of God’s laws in this world is forgiveness, which recognizes that
illusions are not reality, and therefore only they need to be forgiven. God and Christ do
not, nor do our brothers as they are in truth, for we forgive only the projection of our sin
on to someone else. Thus it is not the other person who needs forgiveness, but
ourselves for projecting our mistaken wish that sin be real. Jesus asks us to look at our
brothers through his eyes, learning that our mistakes have had no effect on the sinless
and eternally benign Son of God:
God’s Son is perfect, or he cannot be God’s Son. Nor will you know him, if
you think he does not merit the escape from guilt in all its consequences and its
forms. There is no way to think of him but this, if you would know the truth about
yourself.
I thank You, Father, for Your perfect Son, and in his glory will I see my
own.
Here is the joyful statement that there are no forms of evil that can
overcome the Will of God; the glad acknowledgment that guilt has not succeeded
by your wish to make illusions real. And what is this except a simple statement of
the truth? (T-30.VI.9)
(3:1) The major difficulty that you find in genuine forgiveness on your part
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is that you still believe you must forgive the truth, and not illusions.
In other words, I forgive what you have not done. Again, we are not referring to
behavior, but to the mind’s interpretation of behavior. Recall that A Course in Miracles
teaches that perception is not objective, for I look at you through the eyes of either the
ego or Jesus. If with the ego, I must attack, because that is all the ego does. If with
Jesus, however, I understand that what I attack in you is a projection of what I do not
want to see in myself – as much an illusion as what I see in you. It must be so, since
ideas leave not their source: your sins are mine; mine are yours. I thus forgive an
illusion, behind which is hidden the changeless truth of God’s Son:
Forget not, then, that idols must keep hidden what you are, not from the
Mind of God, but from your own (T-30.III.11:8).
(3:2) You conceive of pardon as a vain attempt to look past what is there; to
overlook the truth, in an unfounded effort to deceive yourself by making an
illusion true.
Importantly, Jesus is not saying we should deny what our eyes see. In this world
people do unconscionable things, because being in this world is an unconscionable
thing. Remember that Jesus is talking about interpretation. Our interpretation – what we
believe is fact – is that people are bad because of what they do, and we demonstrate
their sin through our injured self. That interpretation needs to be changed, not what our
physical eyes behold. Thus we come back to the central issue: which teacher do we
choose to instruct us on perceiving the world.
(3:3) This twisted viewpoint but reflects the hold that the idea of sin retains
as yet upon your mind, as you regard yourself.
This is not the self with which we identify as a body or personality. Jesus speaks
only about what the decision maker has made real in the mind: I am a miserable sinner,
guilty of destroying Heaven’s Love and crucifying Christ, and deserving of punishment.
My ego’s plan to escape this terrible burden is to point to someone besides me as the
sinner. As a later workbook lesson says: “Thus were specifics made” (W-pI.161.3:1). We
made a world of specifics that we fill with people who would become our scapegoats –
that we see sin in them and not ourselves. Yet what we see reflects to us what we do not
want to see, but have already made real in our minds.
(4:1) Because you think your sins are real, you look on pardon as
deception.
Forgiving you is part of the ego’s plan to deny my sinfulness, see it in you but
overlook it, and assume the holy mantle of spirituality. In my state of “advanced holiness”
I forgive and even love, no matter how poorly you have acted towards me (or others with
whom I identify). This approach means that we secretly want people to behave
abusively, to reject and betray us, so that we can adopt this holier- than-thou stance, lift
ourselves above our personal wretchedness to look down on the sinners and say: “You
are a miserable person, but with Jesus’ love in my heart I forgive you.” Thus are we
seemingly forgiven and the other damned, though on the surface it looks like
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forgiveness.
(4:2-3) For it is impossible to think of sin as true and not believe forgiveness
is a lie. Thus is forgiveness really but a sin, like all the rest.
Forgiveness in this sense is a subterfuge, another way of attacking, yet looking as
if it were loving. That is why forgiveness-to-destroy is such a graphic term; not
particularly beautiful, but well expressing the ego’s hidden purpose: God will destroy
you, the sinner who stole from Him, and I am pardoned; thus will I go to Heaven, and
you to hell. In words we have already seen, Jesus paints a searing portrait of our secret
motives toward the one we accuse of sin:
You hold a picture of your crucifixion before his eyes, that he may see his
sins are writ in Heaven in your blood and death, and go before him, closing off the
gate and damning him to hell. Yet this is writ in hell and not in Heaven, where you
are beyond attack and prove his innocence (T-2713:2-3).
(4:4-6) It [“forgiveness-to-destroy”] says the truth is false, and smiles on the
corrupt as if they were as blameless as the grass; as white as snow. It is
delusional in what it thinks it can accomplish. It would see as right the plainly
wrong; the loathsome as the good.
Another form taken by forgiveness-to-destroy is “blissninnyhood,” the state of
seeing the world as wonderful, filled with good people doing good things. To be sure, the
blissninny asserts, everyone does something wrong once in a while, but there is such
love and spirituality here, a palpable presence of God, that everything is a miraculous,
albeit inscrutable part of our Creator’s plan. The truth, however, is that it is not wonderful
here. In Heaven, yes; but what can be wonderful about the belief we destroyed God, ran
away from home, and will never find our way back? And even if we could, Heaven would
be gone, or at least barred to our return.
Jesus thus describes one of the ego’s subtle ploys of defending our real and
secret belief in sin by painting over its projections with a happy and innocent face –
whether it is someone committing a heinous crime against us that we overlook, or simply
the world itself. It is essential we call a spade a spade: “The world was made as an
attack on God” (W-p11.3.2:1), and attack is its nature. Ideas leave not their source, and
the original attack thought of separation can never leave the mind, despite its projection
into form: the world remains forever united with its source, at one with the mind’s thought
of attack. Therefore fear, hate, and attack are the defining characteristics of this world,
while love, peace, and eternal life define Heaven – there is no in between, no
compromise between illusion and truth. The best we can do here – a great deal,
however – is undo our belief in the world’s reality: the purpose of forgiveness.
(5:1-2) Pardon is no escape in such a view. It merely is a further sign that
sin is unforgivable, at best to be concealed, denied or called another name, for
pardon is a treachery to truth.
We have made sin real, and now seek to overlook or deny it – in ourselves,
another person, or the world at large. Since what comprises the wrong mind is sin, and
ideas leave not their source, the physical universe as a projection of sin is also a place
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of sin, as it is the home of attack. What is sin but a statement that I exist and God has
been destroyed, honoring my wish for individuality, specialness, and fulfillment of my
selfish needs at the expense of others.
Thus the sinful thought we harbor within our minds is the thought that runs the
world. A Course in Miracles helps us step back – with Jesus our guiding vision – and
see. Only then can we smile gently and say illusions are not the truth, thereby undoing
what never was – the essence of forgiveness. Yet we cannot undo what we believe is
here if we do not recognize we believe it is here. Experiencing ourselves in a body
reflects the belief sin is real. Without looking at this, sin will remain forever real, and
forgiveness an eccentric folly and treacherous to the truth.
(5:3-4) Guilt cannot be forgiven. If you sin, your guilt is everlasting.
Guilt will remain as long as you believe your sin is real. Therefore, as long as you
wish to be an individual – separate, autonomous, and independent – you must believe
your guilt deserves punishment, and your sin beyond forgiveness.
(5:5) Those who are forgiven from the view their sins are real are pitifully
mocked and twice condemned; first, by themselves for what they think they did,
and once again by those who pardon them.
If you have done something terrible to me, you will feel guilty. That is how you are
first mocked and condemned. The belief in your own sin – to which my suffering attests
– says to you that you do not deserve to be forgiven. Secondly, if I protest that I love and
forgive you, visit you in prison, for example, and tell you what a wonderful child of God
you are, part of you will feel even more condemned and mocked as I condescendingly
look down upon you, deigning to forgive such a miserable sinner. There can be no love
in this practice, in which
a “better” person deigns to stoop to save a “baser” one from what he truly
is. Forgiveness here rests on an attitude of gracious lordliness so far from love
that arrogance could never be dislodged. Who can forgive and yet despise? And
who can tell another he is steeped in sin, and yet perceive him as the Son of
God? Who makes a slave to teach what freedom is? There is no union here, but
only grief. This is not really mercy. This is death (S-2.II.2:1-8).
Jesus turns back now to true forgiveness:
(6) It is sin’s unreality that makes forgiveness natural and wholly sane, a
deep relief to those who offer it; a quiet blessing where it is received. It does not
countenance illusions, but collects them lightly, with a little laugh, and gently lays
them at the feet of truth. And there they disappear entirely.
If you read this paragraph carefully, you will realize that Jesus is telling you not to
be a “blissninny”: Do not deny sin, he tells us; look at it. Collect illusions and lay “them at
the feet of truth.” Jesus thus articulates his course’s basic principle of bringing illusion’s
darkness to truth’s light. Bringing the illusion of sin to him, we join in his gentle laughter,
the little laugh in which we leave the holy instant, joined with our brothers and with him
(T-27 .VIII.9: 8).
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Strongly implied here is taking care not to skip steps. Bringing illusions to truth
means looking at them, not throwing the mistaken thoughts in a sack, tying them in a
package that we bring to Jesus. magically hoping he will take them from us without our
having to deal with them ourselves. Instead, Jesus urges us to examine the hatred,
judgment, and selfishness in our hearts, as we see in these important lines we have
already quoted:
You may wonder why it is so crucial that you look upon your hatred and
realize its full extent. You may also think that it would be easy enough for the Holy
Spirit to show it to you, and to dispel it without the need for you to raise it to
awareness yourself (T-13.III.1:1-2).
We must do our part to allow Jesus to do his. When we do, this passage from
today’s lesson will make perfect sense to us, and the process of forgiveness will indeed
lighten, accompanied by the gentle laugh that lifts us beyond the world and into the
Heart of God.
(7:1-2) Forgiveness is the only thing that stands for the truth in the illusions
of the world. It sees their nothingness, and looks straight through the thousand
forms in which they may appear.
When you look at sin through Jesus’ eyes, you see straight through it to the truth.
Jesus does not mean pretending there is nothing there, but that as you look with him at
the illusion of judgment, you will look beyond it. Rather than denying what your or
another’s body has done, you shift your interpretation of the body by changing teachers.
What seemed to be a solid wall of granite – the belief in sin – becomes a flimsy veil that
cannot block the light shining from beyond it, now clearly seen. Yet you will not see if
you look through eyes of judgment. Only the vision of forgiveness parts the veil:
Vision or judgment is your choice, but never both of these (T-20.V.4:7).
In summary, you look at your judgments and belief in sin, realizing they were not
what you thought. Their different forms – seemingly major or minor – will disappear into
their own nothingness, as the light of forgiveness sets you free.
(7:3) It looks on lies, but it is not deceived.
Forgiveness and the miracle look on the lies of destruction and devastation, but
are not deceived by their seeming reality:
A miracle is a correction. It does not create, nor really change at all. It
merely looks on devastation, and reminds the mind that what it sees is false (WpII.13.1:1-3).
Whatever I accuse me or you of has had no impact on our Self – one in Christ
and in God’s Love. Yet I cannot know Their Oneness until I realize you and I are also
one in the split mind: sharing the insane thought system of separation and attack, and
the sane correction of forgiveness and the miracle. One teacher lies, one Teacher sees
truth’s reflection.
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(7:4-5) It does not heed the self-accusing shrieks of sinners mad with guilt.
It looks on them with quiet eyes, and merely says to them, “My brother, what you
think is not the truth.”
This type of statement—”My brother, what you think is not the truth”—is found
throughout the text, workbook, and manual in different forms. We are told, for example:
Son of God, you have not sinned, but you have been much mistaken (T10.V.6:1).
You but mistake interpretation for the truth. And you are wrong. But a
mistake is not a sin, nor has reality been taken from its throne by your mistakes
(M-18.3:7-8).
It makes no sense to have Jesus say to us, “My brother, what you think is not the
truth,” until we know what we think. That cannot be said too often. We need to become
aware of our belief that the sin of separation is real: I exist because I have sinned, but I
deny its presence by perceiving it in you. I am thus hell-bent – literally! – on proving that
everyone in my life is the sinner and deserving of judgment. Thus our piercing and
probing eyes look for sin and guilt in others in order to attack them:
Fear’s messengers are trained through terror, and they tremble when their
master calls on them to serve him. For fear is merciless even to its friends. Its
messengers steal guiltily away in hungry search of guilt, for they are kept cold and
starving and made very vicious by their master, who allows them to feast only
upon what they return to him. No little shred of guilt escapes their hungry eyes.
And in their savage search for sin they pounce on any living thing they see, and
carry it screaming to their master, to be devoured (T-19.IV-A.12:3-7).
We identify these hungry messengers of fear by looking within, with Jesus beside
us saying: My brother, what you think about yourself and others is not the truth.
(8:1) The strength of pardon is its honesty, which is so uncorrupted that it
sees illusions as illusions, not as truth.
Honesty in forgiveness sees the truth about the ego. Since its thought system is
sin and hate, that is what we believe about ourselves. Thus honesty looks beyond what
we believe is true to see the real truth: illusions as illusions—my illusions. Recall our oftquoted line:
The secret of salvation is but this: That you are doing this unto yourself (T27.VIII.10:1).
(8:2-5) It is because of this that it becomes the undeceiver in the face of lies;
the great restorer of the simple truth. By its ability to overlook what is not there, it
opens up the way to truth, which has been blocked by dreams of guilt. Now are
you free to follow in the way your true forgiveness opens up to you. For if one
brother has received this gift of you, the door is open to yourself.
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That is why the focus of A Course in Miracles is on the special relationship,
asking Jesus’ help to look at this person differently, which means our willingness to look
at ourselves differently. Keep in mind that we cannot overlook what is not there until we
first acknowledge that we indeed believe it is there. By looking beyond – overlooking –
our brother’s sins, we are looking beyond our own, since the same are one. Forgiveness
thus becomes the key that opens the door through which we pass into the real world,
and beyond that to Heaven.
This next important paragraph provides us with a practical way to direct our day:
(9) There is a very simple way to find the door to true forgiveness, and
perceive it open wide in welcome. When you feel that you are tempted to accuse
someone of sin in any form, do not allow your mind to dwell on what you think he
did, for that is self-deception. Ask instead, “Would I accuse myself of doing this?”
The myself I accuse is not the self I think I am, for I accuse the mind, wherein lies
the belief in sin. It is essential I understand the tremendous cost to me of accusing you
of anything – significant or insignificant – for when I do, I accuse myself of the same sin.
This means I am the one who is condemned, not you. The idea of sin has never left its
source in my mind. Moreover, I have put you in my dream so I could escape the terrible
burden of sin. Therefore, in my accusations I have given myself a wonderful gift, if only I
ask Jesus to help me see I am not accusing you, but me. My judgments of you, then, are
classrooms that allow me to expose the ego’s plan by reversing its course, recalling the
sin I had projected onto you.
These lessons thus help me see the ego’s subtlety in keeping the sin, but with my
having no awareness it is in my mind. The ego has enabled me to keep my individual
and special existence, but magically blame another, who will pay the price of sacrifice instead of me. I thus seem to have the ego’s cake of separation and enjoy it, too.
Nonetheless, I am the one who pays the price, and it is insane to believe I could happily
suffer as the effect of the sin of another, who is a worse sinner than I. The insanity of the
ego system is that we all gladly suffer as innocent victims, up to and including our death,
as long as we can say:
“Behold me, brother, at your hand I die” (T-27.I.4:6).
We not only have to see the viciousness of the ego’s plan, but its insanity. In
addition, it does not work, nor make us happy. Yet these relationships, so filled with
judgment and hate, can become loving classrooms when we change teachers. This shift
enables Jesus to teach us how to turn attack into an appeal for help and a call for love
(T-12.I.8:6-13); a call that exists equally in all of us, an appeal the Holy Spirit cannot but
answer if we invite Him in.
(10:1) Thus will you see alternatives for choice in terms that render
choosing meaningful, and keep your mind as free of guilt and pain as God Himself
intended it to be, and as it is in truth.
The true alternative is not the ego’s kill or be killed: either you or I are the sinner;
one lives and the other dies. Our meaningful choice is: Which teacher do I want? Jesus’
use of mind here is important, for he tells me the problem is not my body, but the thought
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system I have chosen. The guilt is not in you as a body, nor in me. It is in my mind,
where I put it. Because I put the guilt there, I can change my mind about it. That is the
only way I can be truly free of it.
(10:2-4) It is but lies that would condemn. In truth is innocence the only
thing there is. Forgiveness stands between illusions and the truth; between the
world you see and that which lies beyond; between the hell of guilt and Heaven’s
gate.
Forgiveness brings us to the real world, the gate beyond which is Heaven itself.
Though itself an illusion, forgiveness stands between the ego’s illusions and the truth of
God. It is the final illusion that undoes belief in all the others. In a passage we have
partly seen, we read:
Forgiveness might be called a kind of happy fiction; a way in which the
unknowing can bridge the gap between their perception and the truth....
Forgiveness is a symbol, too, but as the symbol of His Will alone it cannot be
divided. And so the unity that it reflects becomes His Will. It is the only thing still in
the world in part, and yet the bridge to Heaven (C-3.2:1; 5).
Forgiveness is thus truth’s reflection, undoing the lies of sin and separation that
would condemn. Once undone, they disappear into the truth that waits for us beyond the
real world, Heaven’s lovely gate in which the Oneness of our Self is restored at last to
our awareness.
(11:1) Across this bridge, as powerful as love which laid its blessing on it,
are all dreams of evil and of hatred and attack brought silently to truth.
In this passage the bridge is forgiveness. Elsewhere, it is the Holy Spirit or the
real world. Jesus’ use of the symbol is loose, but its content of bringing illusions to the
truth remains consistent. Here, forgiveness bridges the gap between the ego’s illusions
and the real world.
(11:2-4) They are not kept to swell and bluster, and to terrify the foolish
dreamer who believes in them. He has been gently wakened from his dream by
understanding what he thought he saw was never there. And now he cannot feel
that all escape has been denied to him.
Now we have true hope in which escape becomes a meaningful thought. In the
ego’s plan, escape means hiding our sin, but experiencing it in another, thus believing
we are free of it. True escape undoes the mind’s belief in the sin which is the dream’s
beginning, and forgiveness is Jesus’ gentle means to awaken us from the ego’s
nightmares, as we recall:
So fearful is the dream, so seeming real, he could not waken to reality
without the sweat of terror and a scream of mortal fear, unless a gentler dream
preceded his awaking, and allowed his calmer mind to welcome, not to fear, the
Voice that calls with love to waken him; a gentler dream, in which his suffering
was healed and where his brother was his friend. God willed he waken gently and
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with joy, and gave him means to waken without fear (T-27.VII.13:4-5).
Again, the happy and gentle means is forgiveness, our only hope for lasting
escape from the ego’s dream of hate and fear.
(12) He does not have to fight to save himself. He does not have to kill the
dragons which he thought pursued him. Nor need he erect the heavy walls of
stone and iron doors he thought would make him safe. He can remove the
ponderous and useless armor made to chain his mind to fear and misery. His step
is light, and as he lifts his foot to stride ahead a star is left behind, to point the
way to those who follow him.
This is also an important paragraph. We believe we have to fight against sin,
which means fighting against hostility in other people, unfair practices in the world, or the
sins of our own bodies. Many religious systems, for example, teach their adherents to
fight against the sin in themselves: desires for sex, food, or any form of pleasure. Thus is
sin localized in the body, not the mind; and whether sin is found in yours or mine, we are
justified in fighting against it.
This need to oppose sin is rooted in the unconscious belief that sin is in my mind
– I have killed, and will continue to kill in order to preserve my existence. I project that
thought of murder and see it in you, making you in my own image and likeness. Thus I
hear you say that in order to preserve yourself, you must kill me. Now I am justified in
defending myself, which is the principal theme of the next lesson, “If I defend myself I am
attacked” (W-pI.135). I, the face of innocence, have no choice but to fight to preserve my
existence, a justification for attack we have seen Jesus describe:
This aspect can grow angry, for the world is wicked and unable to provide
the love and shelter innocence deserves. And so this face is often wet with tears
at the injustices the world accords to those who would be generous and good.
This aspect never makes the first attack. But every day a hundred little things
make small assaults upon its innocence, provoking it to irritation, and at last to
open insult and abuse (T-31.V.3).
Thus we are continually struggling against sin: against the world’s pollutants, for
example, to protect our physical body; against the terrible things people do to us, to
protect our psychological body; or against the sin we believe is within us, needing to be
rigid, strict, and disciplined to guard against sinful thoughts and behavior. All this falls
nicely within the ego’s plan because it makes sin real, which establishes the reality of the
separated self that must be defended by a lifetime of struggle and battle.
In the first rule for decision, Jesus says: “Do not fight yourself,” placed in italics for
emphasis (T-30.I.1:7). In other words: be aware of your ego, but do not fight against it.
Not only need you not fight against someone else’s ego thoughts, Jesus counsels, you
need not fight against your own. In the manual he refers to these as magic thoughts, and
highlights the importance of how we deal with these illusory and maladaptive attempts to
preserve our ego’s identity:
How to deal with magic thus becomes a major lesson for the teacher of
God to master. His first responsibility in this is not to attack it. If a magic thought
arouses anger in any form, God’s teacher can be sure that he is strengthening his
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own belief in sin and has condemned himself. He can be sure as well that he has
asked for depression, pain, fear and disaster to come to him. Let him remember,
then, it is not this that he would teach, because it is not this that he would learn
(M-17.1:4-8).
Therefore, you are asked only to be aware of these magical thoughts and sinful
deeds. Do not feel guilty about them, Jesus says, nor judge them as sinful, for this leads
to the projection that builds a barrier between yourself and another, who then becomes
the repository of your sin. Jesus asks you instead to accept his help in looking at your
fear of him, because it is that fear of love you labeled as sin. Moreover, it is your need to
defend against sin that has forced you to fight against everyone else in the world. As
always, Jesus urges you to return to the source of the problem – the decision-making
part of your mind that said: I am better off on my own, outside the Love of God:
Your part is merely to return your thinking to the point at which the error
was made, and give it over to the Atonement in peace (T-5.VII.6:5).
The Holy Spirit’s Atonement principle reflects the Love of God, Who is the All in
All (1 Corinthians 15:28; cited in A Course in Miracles as well [e.g., T-7.IV.7:4]). In this
Love my self is nothing, but in my kingdom, God is the nothing and I the everything: I am
the all in all. This usurpation is our sin, and yet it is nothing more than a silly mistake that
had no effect on the All, Who is the All, outside of which is nothing. I therefore do not
have to fight against the ego’s dragons, whether in the world at large, my special
relationships, or, above all, in myself. If I fight, I make them real. The famous biblical
statement is appropriate here: “resist not evil” (Matthew 5:39). When you resist evil you
reinforce its presence, since you do not oppose something you had not first judged as a
threat. It is a shame the biblical God never paid attention to that line, because the Bible
in its entirety is based on His resisting evil, reacting to His Son’s perceived sin.
Therefore, all you need do with evil is smile gently and realize it is not so, being
merely a silly thought with no effects. This is important to understand as you become
increasingly aware of your ego, an occupational hazard of any student of the Course. It
is tempting to despair that the ego never seems to change and is always with you. You
need not despair: it never changes! What changes is the teacher with whom you choose
to look at your ego. We have seen that from the beginning the ego has been 100 percent
murder and viciousness: selfish, self-centered, and pre-occupied with its own
specialness. This is a constant. What changes is how we look at it – with gentleness and
kindness instead of guilt and judgment. Thus Jesus urges us to focus on the correction,
not the shadows of the seeming problem:
Concentrate only on this [our willingness], and be not disturbed that
shadows surround it. That is why you came. If you could come without them you
would not need the holy instant. Come to it not in arrogance, assuming that you
must achieve the state its coming brings with it. The miracle of the holy instant
lies in your willingness to let it be what it is. And in your willingness for this lies
also your acceptance of yourself as you were meant to be (T-18.IV.2:4-9).
We accept ourselves as we were meant to be by our willingness to look at the
ego’s shadow self, made as substitute for the glorious Self God created. Fighting against
the shadow reflects our disturbance over nothing, taking the tiny, mad idea seriously (TPage 12 of 18
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27.VIII.6:2-3), which reinforces its reality in our deluded minds Yet gently looking at the
ego with Jesus’ love beside us ensures that its “heavy walls of stone and iron doors” will
softly disappear into their own nothingness. Again, we do not fight against the egos in
others, and certainly do not fight against it in ourselves. We look with the love of Jesus,
and at that point “a star is left behind.” The star symbolizes forgiveness, pointing the way
for others to follow, saying that our choice for the Holy Spirit’s forgiveness is also theirs,
because the same Teacher is in them. We thus become a shining example – as Jesus is
our shining example – of what one looks like who has made the correct choice. We may
not make it all the time, but in this instant we have released our judgments against
others and ourselves. Our relationship with Jesus allows us to choose his star of
forgiveness, as Helen’s poem “The Star Form” reflects to us:
The world can be to us a shining star,
Because it represents a Thought of God....
His Son abides where He would have him be.
And not one beat in Heaven’s song is missed
Within the quiet shining of the star
That is the silent Answer to the quest
The world has set, but which does not exist.
(The Gifts of God, p. 66)
(13:1) Forgiveness must be practiced...
This is a line that needs to be highlighted, and read again and again.
Understanding A Course in Miracles’ theory of forgiveness means nothing if you do not
practice it and – going back to paragraph 9 – watch yourself accuse others, asking
yourself: “Would I accuse myself of doing this?” The right answer is “yes” – I certainly
would, for that means I exist and my identity remains secure. I pretend I am not accusing
myself, as I pretend I am accusing you, but unconsciously I gladly accuse myself of sin
because that, again, proves my reality. If I am sinless and innocent, I as an ego no
longer exist. I do not know my Identity, yet I know my separate and sinful self that is
witnessed to by my judgments, born of the unfair treatment I suffered at the hands of
others. Thus Jesus says that the following words are terrifying to the separated world:
I do not know the thing I am, and therefore do not know what I am doing,
where I am, or how to look upon the world or on myself (T-31.V.17:7).
That is why we must learn to say and mean those words:
Yet in this learning is salvation born. And What you are will tell you of Itself
(T-31.V.17:8-9).
The cost of our “yes” is salvation – remembering What we are.
(13:1) Forgiveness must be practiced, for the world cannot perceive its
meaning, nor provide a guide to teach you its beneficence.
Forgiveness has to be practiced because the learning of the world – the
projection of what we wish to learn from it – is opposed to it. The world says sin is real,
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demonstrated by the victimized body. Everyone’s goal is to keep the separated self, but
give away the sin associated with it. We put on the face of innocence to justify and
validate the self- concept of a damaged self, for which the world is responsible:
The learning of the world is built upon a concept of the self adjusted to the
world’s reality. It fits it well. For this an image is that suits a world of shadows and
illusions. Here it walks at home, where what it sees is one with it. The building of
a concept of the self is what the learning of the world is for. This is its purpose;
that you come without a self, and make one as you go along. And by the time you
reach “maturity” you have perfected it, to meet the world on equal terms, at one
with its demands.
A concept of the self is made by you.... The concept of the self the world
would teach is not the thing that it appears to be. For it is made to serve two
purposes, but one of which the mind can recognize. The first presents the face of
innocence, the aspect acted on. It is this face that smiles and charms and even
seems to love (T-31.V.1:1-2:1, 4-7).
The second face, as the section goes on to discuss, is the hidden face of hate,
the secret dream in which we are the sinful murderer (T-27.VII.11:6-12:2), which the face
of innocence seeks to conceal. The disguise is so effective that we need a Guide to
teach us the exact opposite of everything the world has taught, and, in fact, the exact
opposite of what many spiritualities have taught. Therefore forgiveness requires a great
deal of practice – to undo the resistance to recognizing the truth of our Self, and the
falsity of our self. Recall that lovely summarizing line:
Let me not forget myself is nothing, but my Self is all (W-pII.358.1:7; italics
omitted).
(13:2-4) There is no thought in all the world that leads to any understanding
of the laws it follows, nor the Thought that it reflects. It is as alien to the world as
is your own reality. And yet it joins your mind with the reality in you.
Forgiveness is not our reality, but it forms the link between the illusions of sin and
the truth of Atonement – both in our minds. Forgiveness as the world knows it –
forgiveness-to-destroy – is alien to genuine forgiveness, for it makes the error real while
overlooking it. It upholds the validity of the separated world, and does not recognize that
everything here is a dream of our own choosing; not in some distant past, but now, for
everything – right- and wrong-minded alike – occurs within the same instant. True
forgiveness lifts us above the dream of time and space, and we look down with Jesus on
ourselves and hear him say: “My brothers, figures in the dream, what you think, feel, and
perceive is not the truth.”
A specific exercise in forgiveness now follows:
(14:1) Today we practice true forgiveness, that the time of joining be no
more delayed.
Our forgiveness of another – really, our projections – speeds us along the path
that joins us with our true Self, Whose memory is kept for us in our minds. On a practical
level, this means that when we do not forgive, and insist we are right and know better
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than Jesus – believing that withholding love is preferable to extending it – it is because
we do not want to rejoin the truth. If forgiveness is the only means of remembering Who
we are as God’s true Son, then adopting the ego’s form of forgiveness is the means of
remaining asleep and not returning home.
If we were really honest, therefore, we would say: “I want to be an individual and
keep my uniqueness, and do not to want to lose my separated self. If I take Jesus’ hand
and walk through the ego’s illusion, I will surely lose this specialness. My disappearing
into the Oneness of Heaven means separation is gone, and this is what frightens me.”
Real honesty, then, admits we do not want to return home and therefore do not want
Jesus as our teacher. In his place we choose the ego, which preserves our identity and
keeps it sacrosanct. Thus Jesus explains to us, in words we have already seen, what is
involved in joining with him:
When you unite with me you are uniting without the ego, because I have
renounced the ego in myself and therefore cannot unite with yours. Our union is
therefore the way to renounce the ego in you. The truth in both of us is beyond
the ego (T-8.V.4:1-3).
Forgiveness, again, is the means of remembering this truth, while retaining
grievances enables us to forget. Jesus wants us to see the causal connection between
holding onto judgments – overt or covert – and our unhappiness and pain. Only then can
we realize our distress comes from a decision that says: I do not want to return home
and rejoin the truth of Who I am as God’s Son. Thus I choose not to forgive.
(14:2-3) For we would meet with our reality in freedom and in peace. Our
practicing becomes the footsteps lighting up the way for all our brothers, who will
follow us to the reality we share with them.
Since minds are joined, one brother is all brothers. When I let go of my
grievances in the holy instant and realize you and I are one – in illusion as well as truth –
I also realize I am one with the Sonship. At the end of the ladder of prayer, which
forgiveness has helped me ascend, I say to everyone who comes to join in prayer with
me:
I cannot go without you, for you are a part of me.
And so he is in truth. Now can you pray only for what you truly share with
him. For you have understood he never left, and you, who seemed alone, are one
with him (S-1.V.3:9-12).
My mind’s thought of unity stands as a beacon of light that says to everyone – as
does Jesus’ light - “the decision I made you can make as well.”
(14:4-6) That this may be accomplished, let us give a quarter of an hour
twice today, and spend it with the Guide Who understands the meaning of
forgiveness, and was sent to us to teach it. Let us ask of Him:
Let me perceive forgiveness as it is.
This means I must first see forgiveness as it is not, and be honest with myself that
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I have chosen the ego as my guide. Thus the first half of this lesson spoke of the ego’s
forgiveness, and most of the sections in the text likewise begin by presenting the ego
thought system.
(15:1-2) Then choose one brother as He will direct, and catalogue his “sins,”
as one by one they cross your mind. Be certain not to dwell on any one of them,
but realize that you are using his “offences” but to save the world from all ideas of
sin.
In other words, the sins I perceive in you become a classroom in which I learn
that sin is an illusion; that is why the word is in quotation marks. If sin is illusory, so too
are separation and specialness; the truth being we are one, the truth that saves the
world. This has nothing to with anything external, because there is nothing external to
save. We are saved from the thought system that says individuality is real and our
selfishness justified. Thus Jesus speaks of the world ending in
an illusion, as it began. Yet will its ending be an illusion of mercy. The
illusion of forgiveness, complete, excluding no one, limitless in gentleness, will
cover it, hiding all evil, concealing all sin and ending guilt forever. So ends the
world that guilt had made, for now it has no purpose and is gone (M-14.1:2-5).
Jesus asks us to look directly at another’s sins so we may recall our projection,
the necessary step for forgiveness and healing. Since minds are one, our healing is the
world’s healing. Thus does Jesus use what we made to harm as an instrument of help
(T-25.VI.4: 1).
(15:3) Briefly consider all the evil things you thought of him, and each time
ask yourself, “Would I condemn myself for doing this?”
In doing a lesson like this we usually think of the self we condemn to be the body.
It is almost impossible not to, but we need remember that the sin we accuse our brother
of is a projection of the sin we accuse ourselves of. We may identify the sin with unloving
feelings and behavior, yet these but shadow the sinful thoughts in our minds. We thus
need to return there to choose again. What speeds us along this process of forgiveness
is accepting that we know nothing and Jesus knows everything. Our perceptions are not
true; not sinful, evil, or wicked, but unreal because they are based on separation. It is an
illusion of ourselves we have projected out, giving rise to an illusion of attack. Working in
reverse, Jesus uses our pseudo-attacks on another as the vehicle – Freud’s royal road –
for forgiving our pseudo-attacks on ourselves. Thus are we healed and our brother with
us.
(16:1-3) Let him be freed from all the thoughts you had of sin in him. And
now you are prepared for freedom. If you have been practicing thus far in
willingness and honesty, you will begin to sense a lifting up, a lightening of weight
across your chest, a deep and certain feeling of relief.
The burden we feel, the tightening of weight across our chest, is guilt. As Jesus
says:
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You have no idea of the tremendous release and deep peace that comes
from meeting yourself and your brothers totally without judgment (T-3.VI.3:1).
Judgment is a major weapon in the ego’s plan to save us from the guilt we made
real in our minds. To correct that error, we now regard judgments as classrooms in
which our new teacher retraces our steps with us, revealing their point of origin. Jesus
tells us our judgments arose from the mind’s belief in sin and guilt, and our need to
escape from them by seeing them in another. That is why we addictively need to find
fault with other people. Our judgments come, as we have repeatedly seen, from the
need to protect our individuality by denying the sin in ourselves and seeing it in someone
else.
This, then is the burden of judgment under which we live. The problem is that we
have become so accustomed to it, we are not even aware we are living under such ego
insanity. Being here is indeed a tremendous burden, because we are not with God and
have denied our reality as spirit. We need to recognize this before we can take the next
step of realizing we are not living here at all. We must not, however, skip these steps.
Putting a happy face on our day is not going to work, because that denies the burden of
judgment even more, making it ever more difficult to understand its onerous nature, the
necessary condition for letting it go.
Jesus will therefore teach us the great cost of holding on to judgments against
others, the shadow of the even greater cost of holding on to judgments against
ourselves. Such judgments are not only insane, but silly and burdensome mistakes
because we are not at peace. It would be one thing if murder made us happy, but it does
not; and we cannot pretend anymore that faulting others and seeing ourselves as
innocent victims work for us. When we finally let go of judgment – of others and
ourselves – we will experience, miraculously, this “certain feeling of relief.”
(16:4) The time remaining should be given to experiencing the escape from
all the heavy chains you sought to lay upon your brother, but were laid upon
yourself.
This self is the mind, not the person we think we are and which we see every
morning in our bathroom mirror.
(17:1) Forgiveness should be practiced through the day, for there will still
be many times when you forget its meaning and attack yourself.
As I say each and every time – because Jesus says it each and every time –
forgiveness means nothing if you do not practice it. He tells you here – as he does
throughout the workbook – that there will be times in the day when you will not do what
he asks. That is when you need to practice all the more, to be truly mindful of your
tolerance for the mind wandering (T-2.VI.4:6) that has taken you from your home in the
Mind of God to the ego, and then to the sin and guilt you project onto everyone else. The
ego thus has you focus on what other bodies do to hurt you, or what they do to make
your body feel better; the emphasis clearly being on the body and not the mind.
Therefore, Jesus instructs you to be attentive to how quickly you slip from the truth to
what the ego tells you: the problem is not in you – the mind – but in everyone else – the
body.
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(17:2) When this occurs, allow your mind to see through this illusion as you
tell yourself:
We cannot see through the illusion unless we ask Jesus for help. Indeed,
forgiveness without his help is impossible, which is why we strive to do things on our
own and practice forgiveness-to-destroy. And then Jesus has us say:
(17:3-5) Let me perceive forgiveness as it is. Would I accuse myself of doing
this? I will not lay this chain upon myself.
Jesus appeals to our selfish motives, saying we should forgive, not because it is
wonderful, noble, and holy, or because he tells us to, but because we will feel better. It is
essential we see the causal connection between our decision to be separate from him
and its effect: the chain of pain we lay upon ourselves. Is it worth it to suffer so someone
else will feel guilty? That insanity makes no sense to a sane person. Therefore, ask
Jesus to help you realize that your judgments against others are attacks only on
yourself. You deserve far better than that.
(17:6-7) In everything you do remember this:
No one is crucified alone, and yet no one can enter Heaven by himself
God’s Son is one, and so if I seek to crucify you, I am crucifying myself. This
undoes the ego’s game of see-saw, wherein one is down and the other is up: I crucify
you until you go down, thus enabling me to be resurrected as I go up. Forgiveness works
only if I realize that what I do to you I do to myself. Recall that the ego does not
understand sameness, but only difference. The ego teaches that you and I are different:
one is sinful, the other sinless. However, the Holy Spirit teaches that you and I are the
same: we share the ego thought system and the pathway home. When Jesus says “no
one can enter Heaven by himself,” he means I cannot enter Heaven at your expense,
any more than I could have entered my own heaven – the ego’s heaven – at God’s
expense. As he says in the text:
Salvation is a collaborative venture (T-4.VI.8:2).
Together, or not at all (T-19.IV-D.12:8).
The ark of peace is entered two by two (T-20.IV.6:5).
This does not mean you literally walk the path with me. You do not have to be
aware of salvation, nor even physically exist. What matters is that I do not see us as
separated. In this way the perception of differences – in my mind – is healed. This
occurs when I gladly and gratefully realize the teacher I have chosen has been mistaken
and does not mean me well, and the real teacher, Jesus, will gently lead me home.
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Sickness is a defense against the truth.
This is among the most important lessons in the workbook, not only for what it
says about sickness, but for its more general comments on how we defend against the
truth. To review briefly, the ego’s plan affirms that sin and guilt are real, a strategy to
have us fear the mind so we will leave it, projecting our sinful, guilty selves so they are
perceived in someone else. Thus we see sin and guilt in another’s body – attack – or in
our own – sickness. However, whether or not the guilt and pain are seen in your body or
mine, I forget their source in my mind, thus fulfilling the ego’s goal of keeping us
mindless, and therefore unable to choose the truth.
Thus, while Jesus speaks specifically about sickness, especially in the second
part of the lesson, he could just as easily say that judgment is a defense against the
truth, as are anger, depression, anxiety, and specialness in any form. The content of
anything we feel is a problem here – requiring our attention and planning – is the same.
The forms may differ, but seeing problems in the world directs our attention away from
the mind – the ego’s purpose for everything. In this way we never remember that the
true problem is within. This is why it is so tempting to see Jesus and the Holy Spirit doing
things for us in the world. Their doing so means there are real problems here,
demonstrating the reality of the world and making it easier to forget that the mind is the
only source of problems and their solution.
(1:1) No one can heal unless he understands what purpose sickness seems
to serve.
This important theme is echoed in statements from the text and manual for
teachers:
Sickness is a way of demonstrating that you can be hurt. It is a witness to
your frailty, your vulnerability, and your extreme need to depend on external
guidance. The ego uses this as its best argument for your need for its guidance
(T-8.VIII.6:1-3).
Healing involves an understanding of what the illusion of sickness is for.
Healing is impossible without this.
Healing is accomplished the instant the sufferer no longer sees any value
in pain. Who would choose suffering unless he thought it brought him something,
and something of value to him? He must think it is a small price to pay for
something of greater worth. For sickness is an election; a decision (M-5.1:1—
I.1:4).
Recall that in A Course in Miracles, purpose is everything. When you understand
the purpose of something, you can do something about it. Thus it is important to
understand the ego’s fundamental strategy and purpose: to keep us rooted in the body
so we forget we have a mind. True healing is impossible unless we realize the “purpose
sickness seems to serve.” It is not that sickness has chosen us, or has come unbidden.
We have chosen it.
(1:2-3) For then he understands as well its purpose has no meaning. Being
causeless and without a meaningful intent of any kind, it cannot be at all.
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We are told in the manual that “all of them [forms of sickness] have the same
purpose, and therefore are not really different” (M-5.III.3:2). Their purpose is to protect
us from the sin and guilt in our minds. However, since sin and guilt are not truly there,
the ego’s purpose is meaningless. If we say that sin is the cause of sickness, but there is
no sin, then sickness, as the effect, is as much an illusion as the belief we have
separated from God. See, for example:
All sickness comes from separation. When the separation is denied, it
goes. For it is gone as soon as the idea that brought it has been healed, and been
replaced by sanity. Sickness and sin are seen as consequence and cause, in a
relationship kept hidden from awareness that it may be carefully preserved from
reason’s light (T-26.VII.2).
Stated another way, the purpose of sickness is to prove sin’s existence, but sin is
causeless because it comes from nothing: we never truly separated from God.
Therefore, coming from nothing sin itself must be nothing, as is the defense against it.
As King Lear said: “Nothing will come of nothing” (I, i). The world and body are nothing
and come from nothing. The problem is we think sin is real, and therefore we think it
needs a defense; i.e., sickness. Yet again, it is nothing causing nothing being defended
by nothing.
(1:4) When this is seen, healing is automatic.
This is because sickness is the belief separation is real. Since sickness has
nothing to do with the body, healing has nothing to do with the body. The manifestation
of sickness in physical symptoms is nothing but the projection of the mind’s sick or
separating thought. Because ideas leave not their source, the idea of physical sickness
has never left its source in the mind – the thought I am separate from God. Atonement
undoes separation as healing undoes sickness – truth undoing illusion. This, then, is the
core of healing: a change of mind about reality—from separation to Atonement – having
nothing to do with the body at all. The following passage from the manual for teachers
makes the nature of healing crystal clear:
Healing must occur in exact proportion to which the valuelessness of
sickness is recognized. One need but say, “There is no gain at all to me in this”
and he is healed. But to say this, one first must recognize ...that decisions are of
the mind, not of the body. If sickness is but a faulty problem-solving approach, it is
a decision. And if it is a decision, it is the mind and not the body that makes it....
The acceptance of sickness as a decision of the mind, for a purpose for which it
would use the body, is the basis of healing. And this is so for healing in all
forms.... What is the single requisite for this shift in perception? It is simply this;
the recognition that sickness is of the mind, and has nothing to do with the body
(M-5.II.1:1-6; 2:1-2; 3:1-2).
(1:5) It dispels this meaningless illusion by the same approach that carries
all of them to truth, and merely leaves them there to disappear.
You bring illusions to the truth, not the other way around. When you ask Jesus to
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help you in this world, you bring his truth to your illusion, thinking Heaven is helping you
here. Yet it is only the ego that is helped, for you perpetuate the illusion of separation by
reinforcing the reality of the world and body, and that problems here are the cause of
your unhappiness. Instead, Jesus asks you to bring this illusion to the mind, realizing the
problem is not your sick body or another’s, but the choice for the ego. The hidden illusion
is that the ego speaks the truth, and the problem is believing it. Thus you bring the
illusion of the body to the illusion in your mind, and on to the decision maker that
corrects the mistaken choice. Healing is the happy result of this process of bringing the
ego’s darkness to the Holy Spirit’s light:
The Atonement.... merely brings unholiness to holiness; or what you made
to what you are. Bringing illusion to truth, or the ego to God, is the Holy Spirit’s
only function (T-14 .IX.1:1, 3-4).
(2:1-2) Sickness is not an accident. Like all defenses, it is an insane device
for self-deception.
Another term for insane device is magic, which is described in the Course as the
attempt to solve a problem that does not exist, and therefore is not there. Sickness is “an
insane device for self-deception” for it deceives us into thinking there is a problem in the
body, necessitating a solution – yet another form of magic – that seeks to remedy the
sick body:
All material means that you accept as remedies for bodily ills are
restatements of magic principles (T-2.IV.4:1).
Magic is self-deception because the problem is not the sick body, but the sick
mind. We would never realize this mind is also an illusion until we first remember we
have a mind. Sickness, then, is one of the ego’s more persuasive ways of keeping our
attention rooted in the body; a specific form of the ego’s more general strategy of
keeping us mindless.
(2:3-5) And like all the rest, its purpose is to hide reality, attack it, change it,
render it inept, distort it, twist it, or reduce it to a little pile of unassembled parts.
The aim of all defenses is to keep the truth from being whole. The parts are seen
as if each one were whole within itself.
This can be understood on two levels. First, I believe there are separate parts –
organs, biological systems, etc. – within my body. In that vein, one of the frequently
leveled criticisms against Western medicine is that it does not treat the whole person or
body, but only its parts – a diseased liver, broken leg, bad stomach, headache, etc.
Second, I see this body as the problem. Whether or not I see it holistically does not
matter, for the body is still seen as separate from another’s, not to mention from a mind
of which I am not even aware.
The truth of the Son of God is that he is whole – as spirit. In this world’s dream of
fragmentation, it indeed appears as if we are separate: each of us a universe unto itself.
If I take care of myself, what happens to anyone else is irrelevant for it has no effect on
me—in stark contrast to John Donne’s famous line: “No man is an island, entire of
itself.”* Yet the ego would have us believe that the Son of God has been shattered into
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fragments, thereby attacking his Identity as unified spirit. Thus we think we are separate
from each other, and that the systems in each separate body act independently. Hence
we say, again, we have an upset stomach, sore throat, or an anxiety attack. In other
words, we think in terms of specific symptoms, exactly what the ego wants. Separation is
thus made real, with sickness a powerful means of reinforcing that “reality,” and therein
lies its purpose.
Jesus now leaves the discussion of sickness, to which he will return, and
addresses defenses in general, describing how the ego fulfills its strategy of keeping us
mindless.
(3:1-2) Defenses are not unintentional, nor are they made without
awareness. They are secret, magic wands you wave when truth appears to
threaten what you would believe.
Let us say you find yourself increasingly feeling Jesus’ presence and believing in
what his course teaches. You practice it with greater frequency, as you recognize that
judgment no longer makes you happy, nor does doing things on your own. However,
asking Jesus for help brings you peace, as does the happy fact of being wrong. Still
there is a little voice whispering not so sweetly in your ear that if you continue to identity
with Jesus and his teachings you will be annihilated, losing your individuality and
specialness, and soon there will be nothing left of you. Hearing that threatening
message, we become afraid and push Jesus away to return to our allies of guilt, fear,
attack, and sickness, believing we are safe once again. This dynamic of the ego’s fearful
retaliation for our rejection of it is echoed in this already cited passage:
When you unite with me you are uniting without the ego, because I have
renounced the ego in myself and therefore cannot unite with yours. Our union is
therefore the way to renounce the ego in you. The truth in both of us is beyond
the ego.... Whenever fear intrudes anywhere along the road to peace, it is
because the ego has attempted to join the journey with us and cannot do so.
Sensing defeat and angered by it, the ego regards itself as rejected and becomes
retaliative (T-8.V.4:1-3; 5:5-6).
Such retaliation constitutes our defenses, with sickness being one of the ego’s
favorite weapons.
These defenses seem to be something that just happen to us. However, as we
shall see presently, there was a split second when we were aware of the threatening
nature of Jesus’ loving message. In that instant we quickly threw him away. So
overwhelmed with guilt because we once more separated from the Love of God –
reminiscent of the original instant when we believed we threw love away – we cannot but
deny our guilt and project it. Thus is the source of our distress suddenly seen outside us
– the ego’s secret magic wand having waved again. What is perceived to be external
can include people, circumstances, the weather, or our own bodies. The form is
immaterial – all the ego cares about is placing our attention on an external cause for our
upset, reflecting another successful defense against the truth.
(3:3-4) They seem to be unconscious but because of the rapidity with which
you choose to use them. In that second, even less, in which the choice is made,
you recognize exactly what you would attempt to do, and then proceed to think
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that it is done.
This is not only a statement of what we do and how the world itself was made, but
how our individual worlds are continually being made – day in and day out. The purpose
of A Course in Miracles – in the context of this passage – can be understood as helping
us return to that instant we have repressed, so we may choose again. Changing our
minds is meaningless unless we go to the decision-making moment when we said to
God: “I do not want You. My individuality and specialness are more important.” We must
return to that moment, yet it is not in time, being the same moment now as it was then.
Recall:
Each day, and every minute in each day, and every instant that each
minute holds, you but relive the single instant when the time of terror took the
place of love (T-26.V.13:1).
Progress in A Course in Miracles can be measured by how quickly we shrink the
gap between the effect – our misery and pain – and its original cause – telling God His
Love was not enough. Thus we do not want to take Jesus’ hand and walk out of the
dream, but seek instead to bring him into it, so we may be happy here. He asks us to
realize what we are doing, not what is being done to us. This is the meaning of the
clause: “you recognize exactly what you would attempt to do, and then proceed to think
that it is done” – pushing Jesus away to preserve our specialness, but blaming another
for it.
(4:1) Who but yourself evaluates a threat, decides escape is necessary, and
sets up a series of defenses to reduce the threat that has been judged as real?
The you is the decision maker, not the individual self with which we identify. The
wrong-minded decision maker says if we choose Jesus we will need to escape from the
threat his love poses to our specialness. This line is a simplified version of what Jesus
discusses in “Self-Concept versus Self” (T-31.V.10-13), where he asks us to consider
what precedes the double image of ourselves as a sinner and innocent victim – the
decision maker that is a shadow of the ontological instant when we, as one Son,
evaluated the Holy Spirit’s Atonement as a threat, rejecting it for the ego’s promise of
individuality. Here is an excerpt from that passage, in the context of the part of our mind
that chose these self- concepts of sin and innocence:
Yet who was it that did the choosing first?... someone must have first
decided on the one to choose, and let the other go.... Something must have gone
before these concepts of the self. And something must have done the learning
which gave rise to them (T-31.V.12:6-7; 13:2-3).
This something is the mind’s decision maker.
(4:2-3) All this cannot be done unconsciously. But afterwards, your plan
requires that you must forget you made it, so it seems to be external to your own
intent; a happening beyond your state of mind, an outcome with a real effect on
you, instead of one effected by yourself.
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Our plan requires such forgetting, because if we remembered what we were
doing, we would realize the insanity inherent in attempting to escape from fear by a
defense that makes us even more fearful. Sickness is a magical, highly maladaptive
attempt to solve the problem of fear in the mind, born of our guilt. If we remembered, we
would clearly give up the defense as it is senseless to begin with fear of annihilation in
our minds from a vengeful God, and voluntarily end up with annihilation because our
bodies will inevitably die.
The ego thought system thus makes no sense, which is why the plan calls for us
to forget it, and why the Holy Spirit’s plan calls for us to remember what we have done.
Taking Jesus’ hand means that together with him we unveil the ego’s secret plan and
see it for what it is. This is accomplished by our daily practice of seeing ourselves
choose these maladaptive, magical defenses. When we recognize how they do not
work, we will be motivated by the pain of our judgments and sickness to let them go,
thereby accepting the Atonement.
(5:1) It is this quick forgetting of the part you play in making your “reality”
that makes defenses seem to be beyond your own control.
Our thinking is “I am not the one who chose to be sick; something or someone
made me this way.” It does not matter if we are talking about a viral disease, or another’s
negative thoughts. The plan calls for me to believe I am the effect and something else is
the cause. Not realizing I set this up – I am secretly glad to be upset and sick, even if it
means my death – means I am off the hook. Remember this chilling line:
“Behold me, brother, at your hand I die” (T-27.I.4:6).
(5:2) But what you have forgot can be remembered, given willingness to
reconsider the decision which is doubly shielded by oblivion.
When we have forgotten – the ego’s plan – all seems hopeless. That is why
Jesus says that the ego’s plan is “fool-proof,” yet because of the Holy Spirit’s presence
in our minds, the plan is not “God-proof” (T-5.VI.10:6). All that is required for us to
choose the Holy Spirit’s plan of undoing is to realize our plan is not working. The
motivation for learning this course is our pain and unhappiness, understanding these
come from our choice and nothing else. This requires the “willingness to reconsider the
decision,” which is impossible if we remain mindless and do not even know there is a
decision to reconsider.
The bottom line, therefore, is that we must return to the mind where the decision
was made wrongly, and now can be undone. The double shield of oblivion, to which I
have already referred, is first, the mind’s guilt that prevents the decision maker’s
choosing the truth; and second, the world that shields us from the guilt. The world acts
as a shield because when I see my guilt in you, I do not have to acknowledge it in
myself. The guilt in my mind, likewise, shields me from the truth of Who I am. Moreover,
guilt drives me away from my mind so I can never reconsider the decision, because guilt
is a decision – not an ontological reality – to preserve my individual existence. To recap,
the first shield is the guilt that protects me from choosing God’s Love in my mind, and
the second is the world and body that protect the guilt.
(5:3) Your not remembering is but the sign that this decision still remains in
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force, as far as your desires are concerned.
When we do not remember our mistaken choice for individuality, it is because we
are protecting it. In other words, forgetting is an active decision. It is not caused by
stress or growing old, but by the mind’s decision, saying: “I want to retain my separate
existence, but do not want to be responsible for its concomitant pain. Thus I forget my
decision and blame another.”
(5:4-6) Mistake not this for fact. Defenses must make facts unrecognizable.
They aim at doing this, and it is this they do.
The fact is not that I am separated nor an individual existing on my own, but that I
am a child of God. That is the meaning of the Atonement principle – the separation
never happened. The purpose of all defenses is to keep us from remembering that fact.
The ego’s “fact,” in contrast, is that we chose our individuality over God. Everything else
defends that truth, so we do not change our minds.
The ego, then, makes up a story of sin, guilt, and fear – contradicting the fact of
God’s loving Oneness – to drive us out of our minds – literally and figuratively. It says
that sin, guilt, and fear are the fact, followed by the inevitable fact that God will punish
us. We therefore flee the mind, and make up a world to hide in the body. This physical
identity now becomes the fact: my body is sick, or suffers because of what someone
else has done to it. We collect the witnesses of pain to confirm the body’s reality:
factless facts defending against factless facts. We thus become far removed from the
dream’s only fact: our mistaken choice against the true Fact. The purpose of A Course in
Miracles in general, and this lesson in specific, is to have us remember what we have
done, so we may properly forget it.
Before we continue with paragraph 6, let me make a few more comments about
defenses. Recall how many times Jesus emphasizes that purpose is everything. He
says, for example, that the only question we should ever ask of anything is: “What is it
for?” (T-4.V.6:7-10; T-24.VII.6; T-29.VI.5) Through understanding purpose we will
understand the meaning of preceding events and our defenses. If we think of truth as
abstract, non-specific, and whole, the perfect way for the ego to defend against reality is
to see to it that the decision maker never changes its mind and chooses the Holy Spirit.
Thus it makes a world of specifics, the opposite of truth’s wholeness. These specifics are
gathered together to make nonexistent problems, which we spend the rest of our time
and energy trying to solve. This massive defense serves to conceal the true problem,
which rests in the mind having chosen the ego.
(6:1) Every defense takes fragments of the whole, assembles them without
regard to all their true relationships, and thus constructs illusions of a whole that
is not there.
A defense makes up a nonexistent problem, which appears to be a self-sustaining
whole. In the context of this lesson, the problem or defense is sickness. The ego teaches
us that pain is localized in the body, an entity in and of itself. Thus, the cause of our
disease lies within the body – sickness – and the remedy – magical aid – is applied to
the body. Again, we never realize that the true problem rests in the mind’s decision for
the ego. The following passage echoes this discussion in the context of our dreams of
specialness:
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There is no dream of specialness, however hidden or disguised the form,
however lovely it may seem to be, however much it delicately offers the hope of
peace and the escape from pain, in which you suffer not your condemnation. In
dreams effect and cause are interchanged, for here the maker of the dream
believes that what he made is happening to him. He does not realize he picked a
thread from here, a scrap from there, and wove a picture out of nothing. For the
parts do not belong together, and the whole contributes nothing to the parts to
give them meaning (T-24.V.2).
(6:2) It is this process that imposes threat, and not whatever outcome may
result.
In other words, the problem is not what we specifically think it is – bodily pain,
emotional trauma, a drained bank account, or a world problem. The problem or threat
lies within the process itself of choosing the ego’s fragmentation.
(6:3) When parts are wrested from the whole and seen as separate and
wholes within themselves, they become symbols standing for attack upon the
whole; successful in effect, and never to be seen as whole again.
In a larger sense, the separate parts are the seemingly separate segments of the
Sonship, each one thinking it is a whole, an entity apart from the others. The separating
body affirms this as reality. The problem, however, is that whether we think the issue lies
in my body, yours, or in the world, the resultant pain is not a result of my specific
experiences, but what they symbolize – the “fact” that I exist by having destroyed God.
Again, the specifics “become symbols standing for attack upon the whole,” and thus
symbolize our guilt. We are not guilty over what we have done or failed to do, anymore
than we are angry over what another did or failed to do. These feelings but represent the
mind’s choice for the attacking ego. Another passage from the text complements our
discussion of how the ego seeks to make sense of an inherently meaningless – because
illusory – world by literally making up a “unified” world of separate parts:
Let not your eyes behold a dream; your ears bear witness to illusion. They
were made to look upon a world that is not there; to hear the voices that can
make no sound.... For eyes and ears are senses without sense, and what they
see and hear they but report. It is not they that hear and see, but you, who put
together every jagged piece, each senseless scrap and shred of evidence, and
make a witness to the world you want (T-28.V.5:3-4, 6-7).
This world of separate parts negates the Whole that is the universe of God. Such
is the ego’s purpose for its defenses – sickness and anger – and the seeming success of
its mission is witnessed to by the history of our individual and collective worlds.
(6:4) And yet you have forgotten that they stand but for your own decision
of what should be real, to take the place of what is real.
We could not ask for a more explicit statement of how the ego hides from us the
thought expressed in this sentence. It never wants us to be in touch with the decisionPage 8 of 20
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making part of our minds, and rightly fears the mind’s power to choose against it by
choosing Jesus as its teacher. Once having judged the decision maker as the problem –
it alone can end its existence, as it once gave it its reality – the ego makes up the
defenses that constitute its thought system, culminating in the physical universe that
conceals the fact it is our choice to be on our own. This choice of the mind is the
problem and the sickness, not anything physical.
(7:1-2) Sickness is a decision. It is not a thing that happens to you, quite
unsought, which makes you weak and brings you suffering.
This thought is repeated from the first part of the lesson, but here specifically
addresses sickness. Our world attests to the “fact” that things happen to us; events
beyond our control make us happy or sad, well or sick. However, the world is but a
smoke screen to conceal the mind’s fundamental decision to be an ego. That is the
problem, and recognizing it is the solution.
(7:3) It is a choice you make, a plan you lay, when for an instant truth arises
in your own deluded mind, and all your world appears to totter and prepare to fall.
The world that “appears to totter and prepare to fall” is the separated world of
specialness, manifest in our physical/psychological existence that is the shadow of the
mind’s decision to be separate. When we choose Jesus as our teacher, however,
choosing the correction instead of the problem, the ego becomes afraid and viciously
strikes back:
The ego is deceived by everything you do, especially when you respond to
the Holy Spirit, because at such times its confusion increases. The ego is,
therefore, particularly likely to attack you when you react lovingly, because it has
evaluated you as unloving and you are going against its judgment.... This is when
it will shift abruptly from suspiciousness to viciousness, since its uncertainty is
increased (T-9.VII.4:4-5, 7).
Again, it is the world of our individual existence that totters and falls. As a
defense, we quickly decide to return to our ally and friend, the thought system of the
ego:
The “loveliness” of sin, the delicate appeal of guilt, the “holy” waxen image
of death, and the fear of vengeance of the ego you swore in blood not to desert...
(T-19.IV-D.6:3).
Once guilt is chosen, it is projected onto the body and we are ill, or our anger
seeks to make someone else sick for having treated us unfairly. As explained above, it
all happens quickly; so quickly, in fact, we forget the problem originated in our minds. All
we know is that we are angry, depressed, and in pain, having no memory of their cause,
to the ego’s great delight.
(7:4) Now are you sick, that truth may go away and threaten your
establishments no more.
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Our “establishments” are the defenses that seemingly protect our existence. Truth
in this context is spirit, our reality and identity. It is the tangible body, as we will see in
just a moment, that seems to prove our reality is anything but spirit.
(8:1-2) How do you think that sickness can succeed in shielding you from
truth? Because it proves the body is not separate from you, and so you must be
separate from the truth.
The underlying premise here is that the body is not the truth, because truth is
non-specific, whole, changeless, and eternal; the exact opposite of the body’s
characteristics. Yet if I am identified with my body – witnessed to by my pain – and the
body is not the truth, I cannot be the truth either. That is the ego’s logical argument to
keep us separate from it.
(8:3) You suffer pain because the body does, and in this pain are you made
one with it.
Remember that the ego has convinced us we are bodies, not minds or spirit. We
have a name and identity, and bodies all around who respond to us as if we exist – as
bodies. I have already referred to Lesson 190, “I choose the joy of God instead of pain,”
which states:
If God is real, there is no pain. If pain is real, there is no God (WpI.190.3:3-4).
It is one or the other. If I want to prove I am not part of God, which means I am
not like Him – changeless, eternal, and spirit – all I need do is be in pain. This firmly
establishes the “fact” of my physical existence, which means I am different from what
God created. Since my pain seems very real, my Identity as Christ can only be a dream.
(8:4) Thus is your “true” identity preserved, and the strange, haunting
thought that you might be something beyond this little pile of dust silenced and
stilled.
“True” is in quotation marks because our true identity is not the body. As
discussed before, Jesus often refers to the body, which we think so wondrously
important, as a “little pile of dust.” We think we are this body, in order to forget our
glorious Self.
(8:5) For see, this dust [the body] can make you suffer, twist your limbs and
stop your heart, commanding you to die and cease to be.
Suffering and death are everyone’s experience, which seem to prove the world is
real and the body a fact. If this were so, our identity as spirit would be a dream, and
nothing more than a fleeting thought. Remember, the ego’s defenses have as their
single purpose to cause us to forget the mind’s decision to choose the ego instead of the
Holy Spirit.
(9:1-2) Thus is the body stronger than the truth, which asks you live, but
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cannot overcome your choice to die. And so the body is more powerful than
everlasting life, Heaven more frail than hell, and God’s design for the salvation of
His Son opposed by a decision stronger than His Will.
Recall Wordsworth’s wonderful line: “The world is too much with us.” The world
certainly seems to represent a power well beyond God’s. This power becomes proof the
ego has once again triumphed over Heaven. Look what we can do! We can make life,
and then cause it to cease. God cannot do this, for He creates only life, not death. The
fact that we can establishes us as lord of life and death. Thus do we have power over
life, which ultimately gives us power over God. Moreover, the frail body – “this little pile
of dust” – seems to witness to the reality of this insane thought of grandiose insanity.
God’s design is the plan of the Atonement, but since God in truth does not have a
design or plan, this but reflects the fact that God’s Will and ours are the same. This unity
of Will transcends all belief in separation, including the belief we can attack God and get
away with it.
(9:3) His Son is dust, the Father incomplete, and chaos sits in triumph on
His throne.
As long as you believe you exist in this world, you accept as truth everything
stated in this paragraph. Indeed, it is impossible to believe your life hangs upon a breath,
or your happiness rests on the whim of another – what we all believe – without accepting
that we have indeed triumphed over God. In fact, there is no God; only the ego. That is
why people love to proclaim: “I am God.” Their egos cry out in joy: “I exist, and I exist
because I triumphed over Heaven.” This is the ultimate meaning of sin:
There is no stone in all the ego’s embattled citadel that is more heavily
defended than the idea that sin is real; the natural expression of what the Son of
God has made himself to be, and what he is. To the ego, this is no mistake. For
this is its reality; this is the “truth” from which escape will always be impossible.
This is his past, his present and his future. For he has somehow managed to
corrupt his Father, and change His Mind completely. Mourn, then, the death of
God, Whom sin has killed! And this would be the ego’s wish, which in its madness
it believes it has accomplished (T-19.11.7).
(10:1) Such is your planning for your own defense.
We see how beautifully this works as an ego strategy. As long as I am a body and
believe I am real, I not only do not have a mind or decision maker, but there is nothing I
can choose, even if I could, because there is no Holy Spirit to remind me of my Self and
Its Source. There is only this “glorious” body that lives and dies, experiences pleasure
and pain, and yearns for fulfillment of its own specialness.
(10:2-4) And you believe that Heaven quails before such mad attacks as
these, with God made blind by your illusions, truth turned into lies, and all the
universe made slave to laws which your defenses would impose on it. Yet who
believes illusions but the one who made them up? Who else can see them and
react to them as if they were the truth?
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We thus have this delusional and grandiose thought system in which we believe
we exist by having destroyed Heaven. However, when we awaken from the dream and
look back, we see its inherent silliness, for only a madman could believe delusions are
reality. Within the dream, however, it seems very real, for we are the ones who believe in
it, unlike the Holy Spirit, and God Who does not even know about the dream.
(11:1-3) God knows not of your plans to change His Will. The universe
remains unheeding of the laws by which you thought to govern it. And Heaven
has not bowed to hell, nor life to death.
This is another place in A Course in Miracles that clearly states that God knows
nothing about our insanity. This is a good thing, for if He did, it would mean the ego were
real and the impossible had been accomplished. The most comforting thought of all is
that God does not even know about us. To the ego, of course, such a statement is
infuriating and insulting. Yet it remains the one truly salvific thought in the dream,
reflecting the Atonement principle that the separation never happened. Jesus thus
presents us here with the opposite of the ego’s belief system he discussed in paragraph
9. Nothing has happened to change reality. God remains God, and there is nothing else:
... all He knows is One ... He knows of one creation, one reality, one truth
and but one Son. Nothing conflicts with oneness.... The truth is simple; it is one,
without an opposite.... What is everything leaves room for nothing else (T26.111.1:2-4, 8, 12).
(11:4) You can but choose to think you die, or suffer sickness or distort the
truth in any way.
We believe this, but belief does not make it real. Early in the text, Jesus says we
are free to deny our inheritance, but not to establish what it is (T-3.VI. 10:2). Thus we
can believe the ego is our treasure, but that does not make it true. Such insanity does
not establish reality:
You can violate God’s laws in your imagination, but you cannot escape
from them. They were established for your protection and are as inviolate as your
safety (T-10.in.1:5-6).
You have not attacked God and you do love Him. Can you change your
reality? No one can will to destroy himself ... What you think you are can be very
hateful, and what this strange image makes you do can be very destructive. Yet
the destruction is no more real than the image, although those who make idols do
worship them. The idols are nothing, but their worshippers are the Sons of God in
sickness (T-10.III.1:1-3, 6-8).
(11:5-8) What is created is apart from all of this. Defenses are plans to
defeat what cannot be attacked. What is unalterable cannot change. And what is
wholly sinless cannot sin.
Again, defenses are a psychotic system of thought with the purpose of defending
against another psychotic thought: the impossible has happened, reality is a dream, and
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the dream is truth. Nonetheless, sin’s madness has no effect on the truth of our reality as
spirit, created at one with God, as sinless as He.
(12) Such is the simple truth. It does not make appeal to might nor triumph.
It does not command obedience, nor seek to prove how pitiful and futile your
attempts to plan defenses that would alter it. Truth merely wants to give you
happiness, for such its purpose is. Perhaps it sighs a little when you throw away
its gifts, and yet it knows, with perfect certainty, that what God wills for you must
be received.
Jesus explains again that the Holy Spirit simply reminds us of another choice we
can make. He does not do anything, because there is nothing to be done. He does not
solve a non-existent problem, for that would establish the world’s conditions as real. The
ego would thus love for the Holy Spirit to address our problems here. Yet all He does is
shine the truth, like a lighthouse in the mind that calls our wandering decision maker
back to the only meaningful choice it could make. Needless to say, the final sentence
about truth sighing is meant poetically, for truth does not sigh. This lovely image corrects
the ego’s image of truth as a destroyer, portraying in its place truth’s kindly waiting for
our return, wanting only that we accept the happiness it offers.
(13:1) It is this fact that demonstrates that time is an illusion.
The fact is that what God wills for us must be received, for He wills that we be
part of Him, which means we are part of Him. We have already received God’s gifts of
eternal life and love because we are not separate from Him. Nonetheless, we
desperately seek to deny this reality, affirming the illusion that the gifts we have
established – existence and specialness – are true indeed. Yet they cannot extinguish
the light of truth – having and being are one, as are giving and receiving:
In your own mind, though denied by the ego, is the declaration of your
release. God has given you everything. This one fact means the ego does not
exist, and this makes it profoundly afraid. In the ego’s language, “to have” and “to
be” are different, but they are identical to the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit knows
that you both have everything and are everything. Any distinction in this respect is
meaningful only when the idea of “getting,” which implies a lack, has already been
accepted. That is why we make no distinction between having the Kingdom of
God and being the Kingdom of God (1-4.111.9).
(13:2-3) For time lets you think what God has given you is not the truth right
now, as it must be. The Thoughts of God are quite apart from time.
We are a Thought in the Mind of God, and this Identity remains outside time.
Thus does Jesus correct the traditional view of performing good works in order to
receive God’s future gifts, whether in this lifetime or beyond. Thus another major theme
in A Course in Miracles: God’s Love is apart from time, as is our reality, wherein His gifts
have both been given and received. His Love is not something we earn or pay for, but
simply accept – in the present – as our reality as a Thought of God, Who patiently awaits
our decision to remember:
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The Thought God holds of you is perfectly unchanged by your forgetting. It
will always be exactly as it was before the time when you forgot, and will be just
the same when you remember. And it is the same within the interval when you
forgot (T-30.III.7:6-8).
(13:4) For time is but another meaningless defense you made against the
truth.
In later lessons we will discuss the topic of time in more depth. But here we see
that time is just another defense, part of the separated world that seeks to prove our
existence as an individual entity within a body, a creature of time and space. Recall that
the ego’s world of time – past, present, and future – is but a projection into form of its
unholy trinity of sin, guilt, and fear. Time appears real because we believe sin, guilt, and
fear are real, yet time is as meaningless as its source.
(13:5) Yet what He wills is here, and you remain as He created you.
In other words, nothing has come between us and our Creator and Source. This
all-important theme is one of the foundation stones of the workbook, as we have seen,
as well as of the text and manual. For example:
As God created us so will we be forever and forever, and we wish for
nothing but His Will to be our own. Illusions of another will are lost, for unity of
purpose has been found (M-28.5:8-9).
(14:1-2) Truth has a power far beyond defense, for no illusions can remain
where truth has been allowed to enter. And it comes to any mind that would lay
down its arms, and cease to play with folly.
Our responsibility is to lay down our arms, setting aside our defensive system by
the little willingness to go back to the place in the mind where we chose against Jesus.
Now we choose for him, and look through his loving eyes at everything we had
heretofore made real. He cannot bring truth to us. He is truth. We bring our illusions to
him, and look without judgment at the illusions we made in the world and in our wrong
minds. Looking with him, they disappear because they were nothing. When illusions are
brought to truth, its light shines them away:
Bringing the ego to God is but to bring error to truth, where it stands
corrected because it is the opposite of what it meets. It is undone because the
contradiction can no longer stand. How long can contradiction stand when its impossible nature is clearly revealed? What disappears in light is not attacked. It
merely vanishes because it is not true (T-14.IX.2:1-5).
(14:3) It is found at any time; today, if you will choose to practice giving
welcome to the truth.
We do not have to wait for some future time to have truth be our reality. It comes
at the very moment we welcome it by our being aware of how much we do not want it,
and how we erect the defense of specialness to keep it away. Such is the honesty Jesus
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asks us to demonstrate.
(15:1-3) This is our aim today. And we will give a quarter of an hour twice to
ask the truth to come to us and set us free. And truth will come, for it has never
been apart from us.
As we have discussed, it is not that truth comes to us; we come to it. We who
wandered away when we chose the ego’s illusions, are the ones who must come back,
like the prodigal son in the gospel parable, as Jesus explains in this passage from the
text:
Listen to the story of the prodigal son, and learn what God’s treasure is
and yours: This son of a loving father left his home and thought he had
squandered everything for nothing of any value, although he had not understood
its worthlessness at the time. He was ashamed to return to his father, because he
thought he had hurt him. Yet when he came home the father welcomed him with
joy, because the son himself was his father’s treasure. He wanted nothing else
(T-8.VI.4).
Such is the good news, not only of the parable, but ofA Course in Miracles: Truth
never left us, and we only believed we had left it. Its love has remained just beyond our
mind’s wanderings into the dream of separation, patiently awaiting our awakening to its
happy reality.
(15:4-5) It merely waits for just this invitation which we give today. We
introduce it with a healing prayer, to help us rise above defensiveness, and let
truth be as it has always been ...
The defensiveness is not the ego’s strategy to be in a body and be sick, but our
unwillingness to look at the strategy itself and say: “Perhaps I am wrong in the way I
experience and perceive this.” Thus it is our little willingness to admit we have been
wrong and Jesus right that allows us to step beyond our defensiveness and pray:
(15:6-7) Sickness is a defense against the truth. I will accept the truth of
what I am, and let my mind be wholly healed today.
We are not the ones who heal our minds. We choose to let our minds be healed
by the presence of the Atonement principle, which we now happily choose for ourselves.
(16:1) Healing will flash across your open mind, as peace and truth arise to
take the place of war and vain imaginings.
In order for healing to occur, I first must realize I have chosen “war and these vain
imaginings” – my daily life as a battleground – so as not to remember the truth beyond
the battle. Only then can I know I am not a victim of the world or its unseen forces, but of
my mistaken decision to keep Christ’s love separate from my innate attraction to it. This
is undone in the instant I choose to remember I am one with His Will, which is my own
as well:
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This is the re-establishment of your will. Look upon it, open-eyed, and you
will nevermore believe that you are at the mercy of things beyond you, forces you
cannot control, and thoughts that come to you against your will. It is your will to
look on this. No mad desire, no trivial impulse to forget again, no stab of fear nor
the cold sweat of seeming death can stand against your will. For what attracts you
from beyond the veil is also deep within you, unseparated from it and completely
one (T-19.IV-D.7:3-7).
(16:2) There will be no dark corners sickness can conceal, and keep
defended from the light of truth.
Sickness, one of the ego’s premier defenses, keeps us in darkness because it
roots us in the body’s darkness, which reflects the guilt that conceals the Holy Spirit’s
light-filled presence in our minds. Anger serves the same purpose – shielding the dark
cornerstones of guilt that defend us from the light of truth. Thus we read in the text’s
closing pages about these darkened images of separation and fragmentation – sickness
and anger being among the most prominent – yet which have no power to withstand the
strength and majesty of Christ, our Self:
The images you make cannot prevail against what God Himself would
have you be. Be never fearful of temptation, then, but see it as it is; another
chance to choose again, and let Christ’s strength prevail in every circumstance
and every place you raised an image of yourself before. For what appears to hide
the face of Christ is powerless before His majesty, and disappears before His holy
sight.... Not one illusion is accorded faith, and not one spot of darkness still
remains to hide the face of Christ from anyone (T-31.VIII.4:1-3; 12:5).
(16:3-4) There will be no dim figures from your dreams, nor their obscure
and meaningless pursuits with double purposes insanely sought, remaining in
your mind. It will be healed of all the sickly wishes that it tried to authorize the
body to obey.
The dim figures of our dreams of separation are but shadows of the mind’s dim
figures of sin, guilt, fear, attack, and death. Their double purposes pertain to the
specialness by which everyone lives, as seen in special love: On the one hand our
purpose is to attain and give love, and on the other to kill; on the one hand we seek
happiness, and on the other to keep the real hope of happiness hidden from awareness.
(17) Now is the body healed, because the source of sickness has been
opened to relief. And you will recognize you practiced well by this: The body
should not feel at all. If you have been successful, there will be no sense of feeling
ill or feeling well, of pain or pleasure. No response at all is in the mind to what the
body does. Its usefulness remains and nothing more.
When Jesus says “Now is the body healed,” the succeeding sentences make it
clear that he is not talking about a bodily change. If you follow his guidance you will have
identified with your mind, and since the mind is outside time and space, you are outside
the body’s dream. Thus:
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At no single instant does the body exist at all (T-18.VII.3 :1).
In the holy instant, the reference here, there is no body. Joined in Jesus’ love, we
cannot be separate, and so there is no sin, guilt, or fear to defend against the mind’s
decision maker, and no body to defend against the ego’s unholy trinity – the
aforementioned double shield.
When I experience Jesus’ love and peace, my body does not feel anything – not
good, not bad, not anything. I “feel” the Love of God that is in the mind, which has
nothing to do with the body. Therefore, A Course in Miracles is not about healing the
body, which can never be healed because it was never sick. Standing with Jesus within
the holy instant, we perceive the body correctly – pain or discomfort, the upsets in our
lives, are classrooms reflecting back to us the mind’s decision to be an ego. Thus we
learn it was our minds that decided to be sick and unhappy. Before, all we knew was that
our bodies hurt, or were lonely, sad, or ecstatic. Everything was focused on them. Now,
asking Jesus for help means looking through his eyes instead of our own, realizing the
body is only the means by which we are reminded we have a mind that chose guilt
instead of love, individuality instead of oneness, the ego instead of the Holy Spirit. That,
again, is the meaning of: “Now is the body healed.”
One of the central meanings of forgiveness is the lifting of the projections I placed
upon you. There is nothing to forgive, because you have only done what I wanted you to
do, for I wanted my sin to rest on you:
When you are angry, is it not because someone has failed to fill the
function you allotted him? And does not this become the “reason” your attack is
justified? (T-29.IV.4:1-2)
Thus it is not our relationship that is healed, but the mind. Likewise, in true
healing my projections of sin are lifted from your body, where I put them. As a
relationship is “healed” when I choose Jesus instead of the ego, so my body is “healed”
when I make the right choice. Healing then, like forgiveness, is simply withdrawing the
projections from another’s body or our own. The body, once again, becomes an
instrument reminding us of the source of real pain and joy: the mind. This principle is
underscored in Jesus’ treatment of healing in psychotherapy:
This realization [that forgiveness heals unforgiveness] is the final goal of
psychotherapy. How is it reached? The therapist sees in the patient all that he
has not forgiven in himself, and is thus given another chance to look at it, open it
to re-evaluation and forgive it. When this occurs, he sees his sins as gone into a
past that is no longer here. Until he does this, he must think of evil as besetting
him here and now. The patient is his screen for the projection of his sins, enabling
him to let them go. Let him retain one spot of sin in what he looks upon, and his
release is partial and will not be sure (P-2.VI.6).
Healing then has nothing to do with the patient, nor the therapist’s interventions,
but only with the removal of the therapist’s projections from the patient:
It is in the instant that the therapist forgets to judge the patient that healing
occurs (P-3. 11.6:1).
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This principle of healing is important to understand so as to avoid being caught in
the idea that the body has to feel better or change. That is what underlies this very
familiar passage:
Seek not to change the world, but choose to change your mind about the
world (T-21.in.1:7).
It is not the world that is the problem, but our thinking about the world – the
projections of our sin and guilt. The same is true of physical illness, which is our
projected guilt onto the body. When we withdraw the projections, the guilt dissolves and
so does the sickness. In the next lesson sickness will be identified with separation, the
mind’s insanity that has nothing to do with the body.
(18:1) Perhaps you do not realize that this removes the limits you had
placed upon the body by the purposes you gave to it.
This is what we have seen. The purpose we gave the body was to be a limited
self: a symbol of separation, sin, guilt, and attack. By removing that purpose through the
Holy Spirit, the body becomes well, since it was never sick. In A Course in Miracles the
positive consists of undoing the negative. The only true positive is the Love of God, and
its reflection – forgiveness – dissolves the ego’s guilt and hate. Therefore, being well or
healed is only the undoing of the mistaken belief we could be sick. Remember, healing
has nothing to do with the body, but only with removing guilt’s projections from the mind.
(18:2) As these are laid aside, the strength the body has will always be
enough to serve all truly useful purposes.
These useful purposes constitute our classroom. The body becomes a symbol of
remembering we can make another choice. Therein lies its strength – the mind’s
correcting the body’s weakness as the shadowy fragment of the ego’s thought system of
separation and fear.
(18:3) The body’s health is fully guaranteed...
Once more, Jesus is not talking about the health of the body. There is no body.
Everyone likes to catch Jesus in mistakes, and the form of his language seems to
suggest he is contradicting himself. Yet when you understand the content behind his
words, potential contradictions fall away. I like to remind students that when they study A
Course in Miracles and apply it to their lives, they should never let the metaphysics get
too far away. It keeps you honest, especially with a sentence like this. The body cannot
be healthy because, again, it does not exist. It appears to be sick when guilt is projected
onto it, and health is simply removing it – the mind’s thought of sickness – from the body,
not, for example, successfully combating a virulent microorganism. That is why Jesus
states:
Health is inner peace (T-2.I.5:11).
(18:3-4) The body’s health is fully guaranteed, because it is not limited by
time, by weather or fatigue, by food and drink, or any laws you made it serve
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before. You need do nothing now to make it well, for sickness has become
impossible.
Sickness should not be defined by how the body appears, whether it is yours or
another’s. Students often like to judge as they practice this Course, sniffing out
symptoms. When successful, their egos pounce on the poor sufferer and say: “Ah ha!
You see, you are not a holy person! You are failing this Course!” But sickness is
separation, guilt, and judgment, and has nothing to do with the body.
(19:1) Yet this protection needs to be preserved by careful watching.
This is another line that should be underlined over and over. Careful watching is
not of the world or body, but of thoughts of separation. These are the sickness;
specifically the thought of guilt that results from choosing the ego’s individuality over the
Holy Spirit’s Oneness. Preserving the body’s protection by carefully watching the mind
means not projecting. Thus we saw in the early lessons Jesus’ emphasis on our
developing the ability of mind searching. We cannot change a thought of which we are
not aware. Denial protects thoughts from change; careful watching facilitates it.
(19:2) If you let your mind harbor attack thoughts, yield to judgment or
make plans against uncertainties to come, you have again misplaced yourself,
and made a bodily identity which will attack the body, for the mind is sick.
We can see from the first part of this sentence that Jesus defines sickness by
attack thoughts, judgments, and plans to solve problems that do not exist. This is thus a
summary of Lessons 135 and 136. He says, as always, that this lesson will mean
nothing unless you practice it day by day, moment by moment; watching your mind for
thoughts of judgment and specialness – the thoughts of sickness. Your body will be
sickened by these thoughts, not necessarily in the form of disease that you or others will
see, but in the content of not feeling well, since there is no way of avoiding guilt when
you attack. Needless to say, this is why the ego directs us to do so. When you are guilty,
you will no longer remember who you are as a child of Love, having misplaced yourself
by seeing your identity as an ego, not to mention everyone else’s.
(20:1) Give instant remedy, should this occur, by not allowing your
defensiveness to hurt you longer.
This implies you cannot “give instant remedy” unless you know something has
gone wrong, which is why you must be keenly vigilant for your ego. If you truly want to
express your love for A Course in Miracles and its teacher, ask him to help you monitor
your mind for thoughts of attack and judgment: the source of all dis-ease.
The defensiveness Jesus refers to here is sickness: thoughts of attack,
judgments, and specialness. You must come to realize they not only hurt other people,
they hurt you.
(20:2) Do not be confused about what must be healed ...
It is not the body that “must be healed,” but the mind—specifically its mistaken
decision.
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(20:2-7) ... but tell yourself:
I have forgotten what I really am, for I mistook my body for myself Sickness
is a defense against the truth. But I am not a body. And my mind cannot attack. So
I can not be sick.
Sickness is but a figment of our imagination, literally a dream whose purpose is to
protect us from choosing against the ego and for the Holy Spirit, Who teaches us to
forget what we remembered – the ego’s false self of sin and the body – and remember
what we had forgotten – our innocent Identity as spirit. As Jesus reminds us in the text:
Learning is impossible without memory since it must be consistent to be
remembered. That is why the Holy Spirit’s teaching is a lesson in remembering. I
said before that He teaches remembering and forgetting, but the forgetting is only
to make the remembering consistent. You forget in order to remember better (T7.II.6:2-5).
* Devotions upon Emergent Occasions (1624), Meditation No. 17.
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When I am healed I am not healed alone.
This lesson continues the theme of sickness, here defined as separation. This
means healing is unity: We accept our oneness as Christ, God’s one Son, by joining with
Jesus in our right minds – the process that undoes sickness. Jesus also equates
sickness with sin and the belief that the physical world is real. Thus he equates healing
with forgiveness of sin and perception of the real world, which undoes the belief in the
world’s reality. In the real world we are outside materiality, and with Jesus’ love beside
us we realize the world is a dream. We look at our bodies and see this is not who we
are, for they are simply figures in the mind’s dream. In sum, the real world, forgiveness,
and healing are equated, as are sickness, sin, and the physical world.
The lesson’s idea – “When I am healed I am not healed alone” – reflects back to
us the unity of God’s Son: one in Heaven as Christ, one in the dream. When I join with
the love of Jesus in the holy instant and am healed, the Sonship is healed as well,
because I am without my ego and thus without belief in separation and individuality. In
that instant I know the Son of God is one, and I am part of that oneness. The manual
expresses the same idea in answering the question: “How many teachers of God are
needed to save the world?” (M-12) – one. Jesus is a manifestation of that one teacher,
and since there is only one Son, in our healing we become that one as well. The unity of
God’s Son is our own.
(1) Today’s idea remains the central thought on which salvation rests. For
healing is the opposite of all the world’s ideas which dwell on sickness and on
separate states. Sickness is a retreat from others, and a shutting off of joining. It
becomes a door that closes on a separate self, and keeps it isolated and alone.
The original sickness is the thought I am on my own. I begin by retreating from my
oneness with God, which establishes me as separated and autonomous, isolated and
alone. Through the evolution of the ego’s defensive system, that thought of separation
manifests as a separate body, keeping me separate from everyone else. When I have
physical or psychological symptoms, my pain isolates me even more from others, for I
cannot love when I am in pain, as all I seek is relief – love and pain are mutually
exclusive states. Therefore, pain is a decision to be separate from love. When in pain, I
only love those who will reduce it. This is my special need, and the special love object is
the one to alleviate it. If the pain is psychological, that special person “helps” me with a
telephone call, visit, or letter; if it is physical, I am helped by the amelioration of the
symptom. However, this is not true joining, for our separate needs and interests preclude
awareness of our shared purpose. Sickness divides our purpose; healing unites it.
Recall:
No mind is sick until another mind agrees that they are separate. And thus
it is their joint decision to be sick. If you withhold agreement and accept the part
you play in making sickness real, the other mind cannot project its guilt without
your aid in letting it perceive itself as separate and apart from you. Thus is the
body not perceived as sick by both your minds from separate points of view.
Uniting with a brother’s mind prevents the cause of sickness and perceived
effects. Healing is the effect of minds that join, as sickness comes from minds that
separate (T-28.III.2).
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(2:1-2) Sickness is isolation. For it seems to keep one self apart from all the
rest, to suffer what the others do not feel.
When I am sick I do not care about you. Probably more so than any other time in
my life, my pain makes me the center of the universe. I care only that my pain be
alleviated. You exist in my dream only to serve the purpose of alleviating my discomfort.
Following the ego’s fourth law of chaos – “you have what you have taken” (T-23.II.9:3) –
we on some level paradoxically blame the helper for our painful situation. Thus: If you
are free from pain, you must have taken my happy state from me and will not return it,
leaving me alone in my suffering. As the ego’s painfully familiar law states:
For enemies do not give willingly to one another, nor would they seek to
share the things they value (T-23.II.9:6).
Thus does sickness keep us separate, reinforcing the mind’s decision to be
separate:
The cause of pain is separation, not the body, which is only its effect (T28.111.5:1).
Only by returning our awareness to the sick mind can we be healed, recognizing
we are one in suffering, just as we are one in healing.
(2:3) It gives the body final power to make the separation real, and keep the
mind in solitary prison, split apart and held in pieces by a solid wall of sickened
flesh, which it can not surmount.
Jesus speaks here of the projection of the original thought of sickness from the
mind onto the body. As we saw in the previous lesson, a sick body establishes beyond a
shadow of doubt that the thought of separation and the body are real, and therefore God
is not. Thus does a sick body protect the sick thought, holding “the mind in solitary
prison.” Pain solidly roots my attention in the body, and the thought of having a mind –
let alone a decision maker – is so far removed from my experience that even to conceive
of it is impossible. All that matters is that my bodily needs be taken care of – satisfaction
of pleasure or avoidance of pain.
(3:1) The world obeys the laws that sickness serves, but healing operates
apart from them.
This is so because healing occurs in the mind that is outside time and space, and
therefore outside the body. The body, and physical sickness specifically, are smoke
screens concealing the trans-mundane mind – the source of the body’s sickness.
(3:2) It is impossible that anyone be healed alone.
This makes sense only when we realize that sickness is a belief in separation.
Healing undoes this belief when we choose Jesus instead of the ego. As always in A
Course in Miracles, nothing written here will be understandable if you relate it to your
experience in the world. Rather, you are asked by Jesus to relate your experience to
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your mind, not the other way around. It is therefore best not to approach this course in
terms of your physical experience, for healing is not of the body. Being “healed alone”
reflects the mind’s faulty thought system of separation and aloneness, which is undone
as healing restores to awareness our inherent oneness as God’s Son. We cannot be
healed alone because we are not alone:
Praise be to you who make the Father one with His Own Son. Alone we
are all lowly, but together we shine with brightness so intense that none of us
alone can even think of it (T-13.X.14:1-2).
This is the brightness of healing, resplendent with the light of Christ, God’s one
Son.
(3:3-4) In sickness must he be apart and separate. But healing is his own
decision to be one again, and to accept his Self with all Its parts intact and
unassailed.
When I join with Jesus, I also join with the memory of my and everyone’s Identity
as Christ – our true Self. Healing lifts us above the dream’s battleground, from where we
look at its figures, some of whom may be sick, one may even be the person I think of as
myself. Being outside the dream, I remember the oneness of God’s Son, and without
separation there can be no thought of sickness. Therefore, the appearance of a sick
body must be illusory because it comes from the illusion I am separate from God.
However, if I am already joined with His Love by virtue of being with Jesus, the ego’s
whole thing is made up, allowing us to remember the Whole Thing. Thus we read in the
text:
Healing is a sign that you want to make whole. And this willingness opens
your ears to the Voice of the Holy Spirit, Whose message is wholeness. He will
enable you to go far beyond the healing you would undertake, for beside your
small willingness to make whole He will lay His Own complete Will and make
yours whole (T-11.11.4:1-3).
This is the essence of practicing A Course in Miracles: stepping back with Jesus
to look at what you believe is causing your discomfort. Thus will you look at the world
differently, and the effects of anger, upset and craving specialness will be gone. All you
will now see are sick figures, as you realize truth is outside the dream, in the Wholeness
and Oneness of God’s Son.
(3:5) In sickness does his Self appear to be dismembered, and without the
unity that gives It life.
In the ontological instant when we believed we separated from God, we also
believed we dismembered the Self of Christ. It is another way of saying we crucified
God’s Son by believing He could be separated into fragments, as we see in this allimportant passage:
You who believe that God is fear made but one substitution. It has taken
many forms, because it was the substitution of illusion for truth; of fragmentation
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for wholeness. It has become so splintered and subdivided and divided again,
over and over, that it is now almost impossible to perceive it once was one, and
still is what it was. That one error, which brought truth to illusion, infinity to time,
and life to death, was all you ever made. Your whole world rests upon it.
Everything you see reflects it, and every special relationship that you have ever
made is part of it (T-18.I.4).
The good news is that we were wrong – our Self never left Its Source:
You may be surprised to hear how very different is reality from what you
see.... turn you to the stately calm within, where in holy stillness dwells the living
God you never left, and Who never left you (T-18.I.5:1; 8:2).
(3:6) But healing is accomplished as he sees the body has no power to
attack the universal Oneness of God’s Son.
Healing occurs when you ask Jesus for help, stepping outside the dream to look
back at its figures to realize you are literally looking at a dream or, better, an
hallucination in which figures walk about, live and die (T-20.VIII.7:3-7). One of those
figures is the person you thought was your self, a self you now realize resides in the
decision-making part of your mind – the locus of healing. The body, and therefore the
thought of separation, has no power here, and cannot attack the universal Oneness of
God’s Son. In other words, the separation had no effect at all. This is the principle of the
Atonement, which leads back to the Oneness we never truly left. Its purpose
accomplished, healing gently fades back into its Source – the Love of God:
Healers there are, for they are Sons of God who recognize their Source,
and understand that all their Source creates is one with them. This is the remedy
that brings relief which cannot fail. It will remain to bless for all eternity. It heals no
part, but wholly and forever. Now the cause of every malady has been revealed
exactly as it is. And in that place is written now the holy Word of God. Sickness
and separation must be healed by love and union. Nothing else can heal as God
established healing. Without Him there is no healing, for there is no love (S3.III.5).
(4:1-4) Sickness would prove that lies must be the truth. But healing
demonstrates that truth is true. The separation sickness would impose has never
really happened. To be healed is merely to accept what always was the simple
truth, and always will remain exactly as it has forever been.
Nothing in reality has changed, but we are not asked to deny any level of
experience here, to shed our clothes of individuality and leap into Heaven. We need only
look through a different lens at what we thought was so important, thus comparing the
ego’s lie of separation (e.g., sickness) with the principle of the Atonement (the
separation never really happened), coming to the conclusion Jesus offers near the end
of the text:
How simple is salvation! All it says is what was never true is not true now,
and never will be. The impossible has not occurred, and can have no effects. And
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that is all (T-31.I.1:1-4).
How simple, and how lovely!
(4:5-6) Yet eyes accustomed to illusions must be shown that what they look
upon is false. So healing never needed by the truth, must demonstrate that
sickness is not real.
Looking with Jesus at our egos is one of the key themes of A Course in Miracles,
the heart of forgiveness. He explains that the miracle establishes that we dream a
dream, the contents of which are not true (T-28.II.7:1). We look clearly at our
experiences and those of others, and realize this is part of a dream wherein nothing is
true. Yet I will not know it is a dream unless I look at it, which I cannot do unless I have
chosen the guide to vision. However, our eyes have grown accustomed to the darkness
of illusions, and so time is needed within the illusory dream of time to allow our fear to
abate sufficiently that we may see. Recall this passage, inspired by Plato’s allegory of
chained prisoners in a cave of darkness:
Prisoners bound with heavy chains for years, starved and emaciated, weak
and exhausted, and with eyes so long cast down in darkness they remember not
the light, do not leap up in joy the instant they are made free. It takes a while for
them to understand what freedom is (T-20.III.9:1-2).
The comfort of Jesus’ presence by our side provides the gentleness of healing,
slowly opening our eyes, so long kept closed.
(5:1) Healing might thus be called a counter-dream, which cancels out the
dream of sickness in the name of truth, but not in truth itself.
Heaven’s truth knows nothing of sickness, and therefore knows nothing of
healing. Recall the earlier statement in the workbook that God does not forgive because
He has never condemned (W-pI.46.1:1). Forgiveness and healing merely undo a
mistaken thought that was never truly there. That is why Jesus describes healing as a
counter-dream, and elsewhere calls forgiveness a final illusion (W-pI.198.3) or happy
fiction (C-3.2:1), for it forgives what never happened:
Forgiveness is for God and toward God but not of Him. It is impossible to think of
anything He created that could need forgiveness. Forgiveness, then, is an illusion, but
because of its purpose, which is the Holy Spirit’s, it has one difference. Unlike all other
illusions it leads away from error and not towards it (C-3.1).
Likewise, healing is an illusion because it heals what was never sick. Here again
we see the equation of healing with forgiveness and the real world, counterbalancing the
equation of the sin of separation with sickness and the world. The following lovely line
expresses this thought:
The dream of healing in forgiveness lies, and gently shows you that you
never sinned (T-28.III.8:4).
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(5:2-3) Just as forgiveness overlooks all sins that never were accomplished,
healing but removes illusions that have not occurred. Just as the real world will
arise to take the place of what has never been at all, healing but offers restitution
for imagined states and false ideas which dreams embroider into pictures of the
truth.
The process is always the same. We use different words – the attainment of the
real world, true perception, forgiveness, healing, the miracle – because the thought of
separation takes different forms – attack, sickness, belief in the body. Yet there remains
one problem and one solution, one illusion correcting another. Moreover, as with
forgiveness and healing, Jesus is also an illusion:
The man was an illusion, for he seemed to be a separate being, walking by
himself, within a body that appeared to hold his self from Self, as all illusions do
(C-5.2:3).
Jesus is but one form among many, answering our need for salvation in a form
we can accept and recognize; the answer to the imagined state of separation, which
dreams have embroidered:
Helpers are given you in many forms, although upon the altar they are one.
Beyond each one there is a Thought of God, and this will never change. But they
have names which differ for a time, for time needs symbols, being itself unreal....
Is he [Jesus] God’s only Helper? No, indeed. For Christ takes many forms
with different names until their oneness can be recognized. But Jesus is for you
the bearer of Christ’s single message of the Love of God. You need no other (C5.1:3-5; 6:1-5).
As students of A Course in Miracles it is important to recognize that these aids forgiveness, healing, and Jesus – are but truth’s reflection, symbolic illusions that correct
the ego’s illusions of guilt, sickness, and separation. As Jesus reminds us in the third
obstacle to peace, speaking of the idea of death:
Remember, then, that neither sign nor symbol should be confused with source,
for they must stand for something other than themselves. Their meaning cannot lie in
them, but must be sought in what they represent (T-19.IV-C.11:2-3).
Healing, forgiveness, and Jesus reflect the truth of our oneness and lead us back
to it, yet it is important we remember it is the source we want, not its symbol.
(6:1-2) Yet think not healing is unworthy of your function here. For antiChrist becomes more powerful than Christ to those who dream the world is real.
Even though healing is an illusion, we should not think we are unworthy of it, nor
believe in our arrogance we want to leap beyond it to the truth. As long as we believe we
are here, we will believe the ego has triumphed. Thus, “anti-Christ becomes more
powerful than Christ to those who dream the world is real.” As long as our bodily needs
press upon us, the world is real, which means we believe that anti-Christ – the ego and
its idols of specialness – has triumphed over God and Christ. Jesus is not asking us to
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deny what we believe, but to correct it so it can be undone. The anti-Christ has power
only because we have invested belief in it, making our insane dreams reality, in which
the impossible has occurred and an idol has become God:
An idol is established by belief, and when it is withdrawn the idol “dies.”
This is the anti-Christ; the strange idea there is a power past omnipotence, a
place beyond the infinite, a time transcending the eternal. Here the world of idols
has been set by the idea this power and place and time are given form, and
shape the world where the impossible has happened. Here the deathless come to
die, the all-encompassing to suffer loss, the timeless to be made the slaves of
time. Here does the changeless change; the peace of God, forever given to all
living things, give way to chaos. And the Son of God, as perfect, sinless and as
loving as his Father, come to hate a little while; to suffer pain and finally to die (T29.VIII.6).
(6:3-4) The body seems to be more solid and more stable than the mind.
And love becomes a dream, while fear remains the one reality that can be seen
and justified and fully understood.
Making itself real is the purpose the ego gives to its thought system of sin, guilt,
and fear, expressing itself as the purpose it gives: the apparent reality of the physical
world and body, specifically, in this case, sickness. Thus does disease prove the body’s
reality, caused by an external agent that is also deemed real. The powerful mind is thus
relegated to impotence, and ultimately non-existence. If there is no mind, how could we
choose against the ego, which remains free to exist within its fearful dream, protected
from threat of the mind’s power to choose the reality of love.
The next paragraph begins with the equation of forgiveness, the real world, and
healing – terms that are used as virtual synonyms in this lesson:
(7:1) Just as forgiveness shines away all sin and the real world will occupy
the place of what you made, so healing must replace the fantasies of sickness
which you hold before the simple truth.
Holding sickness before the simple truth describes an ego defense. Choosing to
be sick or angry, holding on to judgments that make sin real, come when we experience
the presence of Jesus and the Love of God. The fear of the dissolution of our special self
when in the presence of love, drives us to seek shelter in the ego’s guilt-ridden arms, for
once fear arises, there also rises the need to defend our selves. We have seen how
sickness is one of the ego’s primary defenses against truth, and the Holy Spirit’s real
world of forgiveness is blocked by our fantasies of sin and sickness. Truth must then
await our healing return from the sick world of illusion.
(7:2-3) When sickness has been seen to disappear in spite of all the laws
that hold it cannot but be real, then questions have been answered. And the laws
can be no longer cherished nor obeyed.
The cause of suffering and anger is the decision to be guilty. When we change
the decision by taking Jesus’ hand instead of the ego’s, the cause is gone, which means
the effect is gone as well. If the effect has disappeared, it cannot have been real, for the
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ego says effects are eternal. We have the illusion of their going away, but as long as the
cause of guilt remains in our minds, its sinful effect is present in one form or another:
But while the guilt remains attractive the mind will suffer, and not let go of
the idea of sin. For guilt still calls to it, and the mind hears it and yearns for it,
making itself a willing captive to its sick appeal (T-19.III.1:4-5).
The body’s “laws” of sickness and healing are transcended as we withdraw belief
in the thought system of sin, placing it under the mind’s law of forgiveness that alone
heals.
(8:1-2) Healing is freedom. For it demonstrates that dreams will not prevail
against the truth.
This is a statement that the separation from God never happened—the
Atonement principle, reflected by healing, forgiveness, and the perception of the real
world. If, thus, the separation is an illusion, the ego’s imprisoning dreams of anger,
sickness, and judgment must also be illusory, with no effect upon our freedom. Jesus
offers us these comforting words of truth:
You are not free to give up freedom, but only to deny it. You cannot do
what God did not intend, because what He did not intend does not happen (T10.1V.5:1-2).
(8:3-4) Healing is shared. And by this attribute it proves that laws unlike the
ones which hold that sickness is inevitable are more potent than their sickly
opposites.
The idea that healing is shared, this lesson’s theme, is the reflection in our dream
of Heaven’s Oneness. It is also represented by the Atonement principle, which is held for
our sick minds by the comforting Presence of the Holy Spirit, forever linking us with God
and with each other:
What Comforter can there be for the sick children of God except His power
through you? Remember that it does not matter where in the Sonship He is
accepted. He is always accepted for all, and when your mind receives Him the
remembrance of Him awakens throughout the Sonship. Heal your brothers simply
by accepting God for them. Your minds are not separate, and God has only one
channel for healing because He has but one Son. God’s remaining
Communication Link with all His children joins them together, and them to Him.
To be aware of this is to heal them because it is the awareness that no one is
separate, and so no one is sick (T-10.111.2).
That is why we are not healed alone. We cannot be! If the separation is an
illusion, so too are the laws this world: sickness, aging, and death. Recall Jesus’
discussion in Lesson 76: “I am under no laws God’s.” The world’s laws hold only as long
as the thought that made them is retained. When we have released that thought through
the Holy Spirit, its seeming effects are gone as well, and we are healed.
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(8:5-6) Healing is strength. For by its gentle hand is weakness overcome,
and minds that were walled off within a body free to join with of minds, to be
forever strong.
The ego gets this backwards, for in its insanity it believes that it is strength, as are
its friends: attack, sickness, and physical prowess, all of which demonstrate the reality of
the world and body, and the defeat of God. To the ego, its weakness – the inherent
separation from truth – has become strength; but one more example of its upside-down
thinking, and ours when we identify with it. The choice between the weakness of the ego
and the strength of Christ is a major theme throughout A Course in Miracles, and the
reader may recall this clear statement:
Choose once again if you would take your place among the saviors of the
world, or would remain in hell, and hold your brothers there.
For He has come, and He is asking this.
How do you make the choice? How easily is this explained! You always
choose between your weakness and the strength of Christ in you. And what you
choose is what you think is real (T-3 1.VIII.1:5-2:4).
One of Jesus’ principal purposes in his course is to convince us that his love is
strength, and the ego’s hate is weakness. When in the holy instant we choose his strong
hand, the Sonship is one in our experience, and all minds are healed. They may still
choose to be separated, yet within the healed mind the Sonship is healed, because it
has been perceived as one. The following passage from the text joyfully describes this
healing in the context of our healed relationship with our brother:
Heaven is restored to all the Sonship through your relationship, for in it lies
the Sonship, whole and beautiful, safe in your love.... How lovely and how holy is
your relationship, with the truth shining upon it! Heaven beholds it, and rejoices
that you have let it come to you. And God Himself is glad that your relationship is
as it was created. The universe within you stands with you, together with your
brother. And Heaven looks with love on what is joined in it, along with its
Creator....
You have been called, together with your brother, to the most holy function
this world contains. It is the only one that has no limits, and reaches out to every
broken fragment of the Sonship with healing and uniting comfort (T-18.I.11:1,4-8;
13:1-2).
(9:1) Healing, forgiveness, and the glad exchange of all the world of sorrow
for a world where sadness cannot enter, are the means by which the Holy Spirit
urges you to follow Him.
Healing, forgiveness, and the real world are not the end, but the means the Holy
Spirit uses to help us undo the mind’s interferences of guilt that prevent us from
remembering Who we are. Thus are His teachings the means, and the memory of our
Self the end we seek.
(9:2) His gentle lessons teach how easily salvation can be yours; how little
practice you need undertake to let His laws replace the ones you made to hold
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yourself a prisoner to death.
When Jesus speaks of how little practice we need, he seems to contradict his
words in many other places where he reminds us of how much we need to practice. Yet
he is speaking here from his perspective, from which the vast universe, with its problems
spanning millions of years, is reduced to a “feather of a wish” that we be separate from
God and that illusion be true (T-19.IV-A.8:1). From his point of view within the healed
mind, therefore, all this is nothing, and requires but a little shift from illusion to truth. It is
the same perspective found in the later lesson: “I will be still an instant and go home”
(W-pI.182). Thus it is in this vein he speaks here about how easily salvation can be ours,
and how little practice we need. In our experience within the dream, however, this takes
a tremendous amount of work, and is not so easily attained. The principle is easy, to be
sure, but only from above the world’s battleground. For us still imprisoned by the ego’s
thought of system of death, a great deal of vigilance and diligence is needed, which
Jesus guides and encourages us to develop.
(9:3) His life becomes your own, as you extend the little help He asks in
freeing you from everything that ever caused you pain.
The life of the Holy Spirit, the Atonement’s symbol, becomes our own when we
choose Him. Thus we, like Jesus, become the Atonement, and its forgiveness extends
through the united mind of God’s Son. The word extension in A Course in Miracles
should not be taken as anything physical, for it refers only to a process within the mind
when the choice for forgiveness is made. If we choose guilt instead, the process is
denoted by the word projection, which describes the vicissitudes of the ego’s mind
wandering. The extension of forgiveness, however, is the reflected thought of Heaven’s
Love as it extends through the one mind of the Son. Whether we physically or verbally
express the right mind’s forgiveness is not our concern. It happens of itself, for when we
undo the mind’s barriers of judgment the light of the mind’s holy relationship cannot but
extend throughout the Sonship:
This [healing and uniting comfort] is offered you, in your holy relationship.
Accept it here, and you will give as you have accepted. The peace of God is given
you with the glowing purpose in which you join with your brother. The holy light
that brought you and him together must extend, as you accepted it (T-18.I.13:36).
Thus is healing’s comfort extended, as we now see:
(10) And as you let yourself be healed, you see all those around you, or who
cross your mind, or whom you touch or those who seem to have no contact with
you, healed along with you. Perhaps you will not recognize them all, nor realize
how great your offering to all the world, when you let healing come to you. But
you are never healed alone. And legions upon legions will receive the gift that you
receive when you are healed.
This is another wonderful statement of the Oneness of God’s Son, which has
nothing to do with the physical or behavioral. To think it does is a gross
misunderstanding of A Course in Miracles. Healing occurs only within your mind,
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because there is only your mind. When that mind is healed and you have chosen Jesus
as your teacher, if only for an instant, you know God’s Son is one: the separation is an
illusion and its thought system of guilt – not to mention the world which arose from it – is
illusion as well. “Legions upon legions” receive your gift of healing as you remember
your natural oneness as God’s Son, the miracle’s gift to the Sonship that transcends the
ego’s insane thought system of hate and sickness:
The miracle is the act of a Son of God who has laid aside all false gods,
and calls on his brothers to do likewise. It is an act of faith, because it is the
recognition that his brother can do it. It is a call to the Holy Spirit in his mind, a call
that is strengthened by joining. Because the miracle worker has heard God’s
Voice, he strengthens It in a sick brother by weakening his belief in sickness,
which he does not share. The power of one mind can shine into another, because
all the lamps of God were lit by the same spark. It is everywhere and it is eternal
(T-10.IV.7).
(11:1-2) Those who are healed become the instruments of healing. Nor does
time elapse between the instant they are healed, and all the grace of healing it is
given them to give.
In the holy instant you are outside the physical world, and so there is no
separation thought – sin, guilt, and fear – nor a temporal/spatial world – past, present,
and future – that could arise from it. Remove the cause – separation – and the effect –
the world – disappears. In the holy instant, therefore, time is gone and healing is
instantaneous. It need not extend over time and space, because there is no time and
space. This is but another way of understanding why you do not consciously need to
seek to extend love and healing. If you do – believing there are people you have to
convert, teach, and heal – you are back in the separated world of time and space, which
means your mind is now unhealed. In the holy instant no one is healed, because the
recognition has dawned on our heretofore sick minds that everyone is already healed.
Indeed, no one was ever sick.
(11:3-4) What is opposed to God does not exist, and who accepts it not
within his mind becomes a haven where the weary can remain to rest. For here is
truth bestowed, and here are all illusions brought to truth.
When your mind is healed, a message goes out to all who choose to avail
themselves of it: the decision I made, the loving brother’s hand I took, is yours to make
and take as well. At that point you become a haven where the weary come to rest. “What
is opposed to God” is the ego’s illusory thought system of separation and sickness.
Accepting its non-existence allows us to be a peaceful shelter for those still tempted to
make the ego real. This haven of rest is portrayed in the following passage from “The
Little Garden,” where our desert of illusions, hate, and separation becomes a garden of
truth, love, and union:
The desert becomes a garden, green and deep and quiet, offering rest to
those who lost their way and wander in the dust. Give them a place of refuge,
prepared by love for them where once a desert was. And everyone you welcome
will bring love with him from Heaven for you. They enter one by one into this holy
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place, but they will not depart as they had come, alone. The love they brought
with them will stay with them, as it will stay with you. And under its beneficence
your little garden will expand, and reach out to everyone who thirsts for living
water, but has grown too weary to go on alone (T-18.VIII.9:3-8).
(12:1-3) Would you not offer shelter to God’s Will? You but invite your Self
to be at home. And can this invitation be refused?
The Self cannot be refused because once you choose It, It is already there. The
memory of Who you are as God’s Son, your Self as Christ, is totally present within your
mind. When you choose It, you have merely chosen to accept it where it has always
been. We left our home only in dreams, and the time for dreaming has ended, hastened
as we forgive. Thus we invite our separated brothers to awaken from the dream of hate
and sickness, even as we invite God and Christ, the Oneness of our Self, to come to
where They are, as reflected in this inspiring passage from “For They Have Come”:
... They [God and Christ] have come to dwell within the temple [of
forgiveness] offered Them, to be Their resting place as well as yours. What
hatred has released to love becomes the brightest light in Heaven’s radiance. And
all the lights in Heaven brighter grow, in gratitude for what has been restored....
No one on earth but offers thanks to one who has restored his home, and
sheltered him from bitter winter and the freezing cold. And shall the Lord of
Heaven and His Son give less in gratitude for so much more?
Now is the temple of the living God rebuilt as host again to Him by Whom it
was created. Where He dwells, His Son dwells with Him, never separate. And
They give thanks that They are welcome made at last (T-26.IX.6:4-6; 7:3-8:3).
(12:4-5) Ask the inevitable to occur, and you will never fail. The other choice
is but to ask what cannot be to be, and this can not succeed.
We all try to do this, of course, which is why nothing ever works in this world. No
matter how brilliant the brains that conceive of the solution – political, educational,
economic, or medical – in the end it will fail, because it asked that the thought of
separation be real: “what cannot be to be.” Since it is not real, everything that
automatically follows from that one mistake will be equally illusory. That does not mean,
however, that we cannot choose to continue to sleep and dream that what is, is not, and
what is not, is:
... who can stand upon a distant shore, and dream himself across an
ocean, to a place and time that have long since gone by? How real a hindrance
can this dream be to where he really is? For this is fact, and does not change
whatever dreams he has. Yet can he still imagine he is elsewhere, and in another
time. In the extreme, he can delude himself that this is true, and pass from mere
imagining into belief and into madness, quite convinced that where he would
prefer to be, he is.
Is this a hindrance to the place whereon he stands? Is any echo from the
past that he may hear a fact in what is there to hear where he is now? And how
much can his own illusions about time and place effect a change in where he
really is? (T-26.V.6:6-7:3)
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However, while we are free to establish our reality, we are not free to make our
wish become reality (T-3 .VI.10:2).
(12:6) Today we ask that only truth will occupy our minds; that thoughts of
healing will this day go forth from what is healed to what must yet be healed,
aware that they will both occur as one.
The mind of God’s Son is one. When your mind is healed – “what is healed” – you
realize that everyone else who believes they still need healing are already healed –
“what must yet be healed.” From the perspective of the healed mind – being with the
Holy Spirit in the holy instant – all sickness and problems are gone, because they are
part of a dream you are no longer a part of, recognizing that everything here is an
illusion. The healing thought of love with which you are now identified becomes a
lighthouse signaling to all who still choose to remain outside that love, that they come to
that light and rest in the oneness of God’s Son, as you have. That is our function for
each other, as we join in the light that shines away the darkness of sickness and hate,
separation and illusion. The following passage inspires us to remember our function to
be that light for the world:
Not one light in Heaven but goes with you. Not one Ray that shines forever
in the Mind of God but shines on you. Heaven is joined with you in your advance
to Heaven. When such great lights have joined with you to give the little spark of
your desire the power of God Himself, can you remain in darkness? You and your
brother are coming home together, after a long and meaningless journey that you
undertook apart, and that led nowhere. You have found your brother, and you will
light each other’s way. And from this light will the Great Rays extend back into
darkness and forward unto God, to shine away the past and so make room for His
eternal Presence, in which everything is radiant in the light (T-18.III.8).
(13) We will remember, as the hour strikes, our function is to let our minds
be healed, that we may carry healing to the world, exchanging curse for blessing,
pain for joy, and separation for the peace of God. Is not a minute of the hour worth
the giving to receive a gift like this? Is not a little time a small expense to offer for
the gift of everything?
As you go through your day, ask yourself the following question: Is it really worth
it to hold on to this pain and anger, when in exchange I could have the blessing, joy, and
peace of God? That is your function: to be in the holy instant when you undo your choice
for the ego by choosing the Holy Spirit. Again, do you really want to hold on to the ego’s
thoughts and behavior, considering their cost? Monitoring your mind throughout the day
reflects the correct answer to this question. Therefore, whenever you allow yourself to be
aware of anger, hurt, depression, pain, or righteousness, step back and ask whether
such specialness is worth the price: Why would I not choose to have the blessing, joy,
and peace of God instead of separation’s curse of pain? Note this wonderful line from
Deuteronomy, where Moses comes before the Children of Israel, saying: “I have set
before you life or death, blessing or curse. Choose life ... “ (Deuteronomy 30:19-20).
Jesus sets the same choice before us.
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(14:1) Yet must we be prepared for such a gift.
Jesus seems to contradict what he said before about just a “little practice” being
needed. He lets us know that we have to practice throughout the day, and our
preparation for the holy instant is our desire for it. Recall:
The holy instant is the result of your determination to be holy. It is the
answer. The desire and the willingness to let it come precede its coming. You
prepare your mind for it only to the extent of recognizing that you want it above all
else (T-18.IV.1:1-4).
This, then, is Jesus’ challenge as our teacher: to help us realize we truly want to
be happy, and that only forgiveness will bring us our heart’s desire.
(14:2-4) And so we will begin the day with this, and give ten minutes to
these thoughts with which we will conclude today at night as well:
When I am healed I am not healed alone. And I would share my healing with
the world, that sickness may be banished from the mind of God’s one Son, Who is
my only Self.
It should be clear here, as I mentioned at the beginning of this lesson, that
sickness is separation. It is not a physical symptom, though we experience it that way.
The discomfort we may feel in our bodies is a direct expression of the discomfort we feel
in our minds for choosing to be right rather than happy, to be separate from the love of
Jesus rather than to be joined with him. Again, we want to ask ourselves throughout the
day: Is it really worth it to remain separate from my brother, my Self, and my God?
(15:1-3) Let healing be through you this very day. And as you rest in quiet,
be prepared to give as you receive, to hold but what you give, and to receive the
Word of God to take the place of all the foolish thoughts that ever were imagined.
Now we come together to make well all that was sick, and offer blessing where
there was attack.
None of this is possible unless you first become aware of the foolish thoughts of
sickness and attack. We thus return to the principal theme – the theme of the next
lesson as well – that healing, correction, and forgiveness have no meaning if you do not
have a problem to which you can apply them. You must therefore be aware of your
attraction to being angry, sick, and judgmental, and feeling hurt, victimized, and
depressed; and ask yourself, again: Is it really worth it to me? At that point, then, you are
ready to drop the ego’s hand and allow Jesus to guide you gently to the mind that is the
source of sickness as well as healing.
(15:4-6) Nor will we let this function be forgot as every hour of the day slips
by, remembering our purpose with this thought:
When I am healed I am not healed alone. And I would bless my brothers, for
I would be healed with them, as they are healed with me.
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The anger I hold against you is the anger I hold against myself. My decision to
exclude you from my love, and therefore from the Love of God is a decision – made in
secret—to exclude myself from that same Love. We always need to ask the question: “Is
the sickness of separation what I really what?” We are healed as we choose the
quietness of forgiveness, which allows us to hear Jesus’ gentle words exhorting us to
remember our Self and be happy at last:
You are as God created you, and so is every living thing you look upon,
regardless of the images you see. What you behold as sickness and as pain, as
weakness and as suffering and loss, is but temptation to perceive yourself
defenseless and in hell. Yield not to this, and you will see all pain, in every form,
wherever it occurs, but disappear as mists before the sun. A miracle has come to
heal God’s Son, and close the door upon his dreams of weakness, opening the
way to his salvation and release. Choose once again what you would have him
be, remembering that every choice you make establishes your own identity as
you will see it and believe it is (T-31.VIII.6).
One final reminder: This is not a practice we do once in the morning and again at
night. Jesus is asking us to vigilantly apply our willingness to remember throughout the
day. Thus does the blessing of his forgiveness fall upon us and all our brothers in one
healing embrace of love. The miracle has come at last to heal God’s Son.
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Heaven is the decision I must make.
We come to another important lesson, its major theme being the power of our
minds to choose. Making a decision is meaningless unless we know what we are
deciding between. Thus, to decide for Heaven we must first be aware of the ego’s hell
we are choosing against. This awareness of the split mind undoes the ego’s strategy of
mindlessness, a quick review of which will introduce the lesson that focuses specifically
on this plan.
Once the decision-making power of the Son’s mind has chosen the thought
system of individuality and specialness, the ego’s concern is that the Son might change
his mind. It sets upon a brilliant strategy to make the Son of God mindless, by fabricating
a tale of sin, guilt, and fear: separation means sin, because I attacked God so I could
live; I feel guilty over what I have done; and am horrified of the monster that lurks now in
my mind, poised to attack me in vengeance for my sin. Ontologically, I think of this
“monster” as the supreme Authority, Whose position as Creator I usurped. Now I must
escape this Monster in my mind, hell-bent on destroying me for what I did to Him. I have
no recourse but to flee my mind and project myself into a world and body, making a
physical universe of specifics in which I now see the sin and guilt I do not want to
recognize in myself.
The result of this plan is that the decision-making part of my mind seems forever
buried, hidden by the sin, guilt, and fear that are in turn hidden by my bodily experiences
in the physical world. In order for me to make the decision for Heaven – deciding for the
Holy Spirit – I must first recognize my original choice for the ego. Thus, the specific role
of our new Teacher is to help us identify the ego’s secret plan, so we may learn that
what we perceive outside reflects what we first made real within. Only then does our
choosing become meaningful. The Holy Spirit’s “plan” of unveiling the ego’s strategy
thus underlies this lesson.
(1:1) In this world Heaven is a choice, because here we believe there are
alternatives to choose between.
We learn in this lesson that Heaven is not really a choice. Since Heaven is perfect
Oneness, there is, in truth, nothing to choose between. In our dualistic world, however,
choosing is necessary, and it is essential we understand these two choices: the ego’s
thought system of hatred and death, and the Holy Spirit’s of forgiveness and healing, the
reflection of Heaven’s Oneness.
(1:2-3) We think that all things have an opposite, and what we want we
choose. If Heaven exists there must be hell as well, for contradiction is the way we
make what we perceive, and what we think is real.
This is a classic statement of a dualistic thought system, such as we find in the
Western biblical religions: God and the devil, Heaven and the world, spirit and body,
good and evil, forgiveness and sin. There would be no Judaism, Christianity, or Islam if
there were no duality. If Heaven exists, so too must hell. In the East this is commonly
expressed by the yin-yang principle, in which everything is conceived in terms of its
opposite. This, however, is not the metaphysics of A Course in Miracles, which is nondualistic, and thus teaches that perfect Oneness is all there is. Reality is not found,
contrary to what Jung said, by reconciling opposites – for example, God does not have a
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shadowy, dark side. There is only truth, light, love—the definition of God. No Course
student forgets this line from the Introduction:
The opposite of love is fear, but what is all-encompassing can have no
opposite (T-in.1:8).
Since our self is born out of the fear of love, and sustained by fear as well, this
self becomes a creature of opposites, inevitably giving rise to a world of opposites that
contradicts reality and witnesses to its seeming non-existence.
(2:1-4) Creation knows no opposite. But here is opposition part of being
“real.” It is this strange perception of the truth that makes the choice of Heaven
seem to be the same as the relinquishment of hell. It is not really thus.
Within our world of duality, choosing Heaven appears to be a real choice,
because, again, we perceive in terms of opposites. Perception occurs in the context of
figure and ground: a figure – what is focused on – perceived in relationship to a
background – what is judged as unimportant. In order to perceive, therefore, one must
have a figure and a background. We saw this description of the perceptual world in the
manual for teachers (M-8.1). Thus Jesus tells us that the Holy Spirit teaches through
opposites:
The ego made the world as it perceives it, but the Holy Spirit, the
reinterpreter of what the ego made, sees the world as a teaching device for
bringing you home. The Holy Spirit must perceive time, and reinterpret it into the
timeless. He must work through opposites, because He must work with and for a
mind that is in opposition (T-5.III.11:1-3).
When we conceive of Heaven, it, too, is seen in terms of opposites, another way
of stating the important line to which I frequently refer:
You cannot even think of God without a body, or in some form you think
you recognize (T-18. VIII.1:7).
We believe bodies are reality, and by this belief we deny A Course in Miracles’
non-dualism: “Creation knows no opposite.” We thus need to learn that God does not
know about us because He cannot know about us, whose individual existence is the
opposite to Heaven’s being.
(2:5) Yet what is true in God’s creation cannot enter here until it is reflected
in some form the world can understand.
This important principle underlies the pedagogy of the Course. Jesus does not
teach the truth directly, but indirectly through reinterpreting illusion by contrasting it with
truth:
Indirect proof of truth is needed in a world made of denial and without
direction (T-14. 1.2:1).
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Thus Jesus says in the clarification of terms that A Course in Miracles comes
within an ego framework – duality and contrasts:
This course remains within the ego framework, where it is needed. It is not
concerned with what is beyond all error because it is planned only to set the
direction towards it. Therefore it uses words, which are symbolic, and cannot
express what lies beyond symbols (C-in.3:1-3).
We are told repeatedly in the Course how the Holy Spirit teaches through
contrast:
You who are steadfastly devoted to misery must first recognize that you
are miserable and not happy. The Holy Spirit cannot teach without this contrast,
for you believe that misery is happiness (T-14.II.1:2-3).
Jesus teaches us, as would any learning theorist, to contrast the pains of the ego
with the pleasure that comes when we choose the Holy Spirit. He is conditioning us to
associate peace and joy with forgiveness, and anguish and pain with judgment. He
teaches through contrast because that is the only way we can learn about Heaven. Its
Oneness and Love cannot be taught or experienced here, and no one in a body has a
clue as to what They are. Yet Their reflection can be taught. As we have seen, Jesus
presents this apologia for his methodology:
How can you teach someone the value of something he has deliberately
thrown away? He must have thrown it away because he did not value it. You can
only show him how miserable he is without it, and slowly bring it nearer so he can
learn how his misery lessens as he approaches it. This teaches him to associate
his misery with its absence, and the opposite of misery with its presence. It
gradually becomes desirable as he changes his mind about its worth. I am
teaching you to associate misery with the ego and joy with the spirit. You have
taught yourself the opposite. You are still free to choose, but can you really want
the rewards of the ego in the presence of the rewards of God? (T-4.VI.5)
Jesus here underscores his method of teaching non-duality within a dualistic
framework, where students often become confused and thrown off track. They do not
understand that most of the time Jesus speaks metaphorically or symbolically.
Whenever he speaks of duality or contrast, he is using metaphor. What he says reflects
truth, but does not express it. The clearest statement in A Course in Miracles of nondualistic truth comes later in the workbook:
We say “God is,” and then we cease to speak, for in that knowledge words
are meaningless (W-pI.169.5:4).
You do not say God is something. You do not say God is anything. God is. Period
– a perfect non-dualistic statement. However, we would not have A Course in Miracles,
and certainly would not have a relevant spirituality if that were all the Course said. Once
again, please do not confuse symbol with source, as Jesus reminds us in Chapter 19, a
reminder that cannot be given often enough:
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Remember, then, that neither sign nor symbol should be confused with
source, for they must stand for something other than themselves. Their meaning
cannot lie in them, but must be sought in what they represent (T-19.IV-C. 11:2-3).
The symbol is the reflection, and the reflection is the means that will take us back
to the End – our ultimate goal of God’s Love.
(2:6) Truth cannot come where it could only be perceived with fear.
The ego tells us that in the presence of truth – God’s Oneness – our individual
and special selves must disappear. Thus we fear this truth, and continually build
barricades of specialness to keep it out. Helen’s poem, “The Second Chance,” describes
the role of hate in protecting her from the truth of her Lord’s love:
With hatred as a friend, I did not fear
To lose it for a god I held more dear.
For now I seemed secure, by hate held fast,
And feeling I was safe from love at last.
(The Gifts of God, p. 45)
(2:7-8) For this would be the error truth can be brought to illusions.
Opposition makes the truth unwelcome, and it cannot come.
To say that truth is possible here in this world is to make the mistake of bringing
truth to illusion, of believing that God, the Holy Spirit, and Jesus are operative here.
Their Love is reflected in this world, but They are not in this world. It is not so much that
They do not do things here, They cannot do things here. Rather, it is the separated,
dualistic mind that translates Their non-specific love, in our right minds, into a specific
means of expression we can accept on a bodily level. That is why people have the
experience of Jesus talking to them, guiding them, or the Holy Spirit making things
happen for them. In point of fact, truth does not happen in the world, as this paragraph
makes clear when you read it carefully. Again, we experience a reflection in our minds of
the truth of God’s non-specific Love, but we must be vigilant not to confuse the reflection
with the truth, which is what occurs when religions and spiritualities build a theology
based on the reflection: the elevation of form over content. The reader may recall this
passage from the text that discusses this in the context of the special relationship, and
exposes the specialness inherent in formal religions:
Whenever any form of special relationship tempts you to seek for love in
ritual, remember love is content, and not form of any kind. The special
relationship is a ritual of form, aimed at raising the form to take the place of God
at the expense of content. There is no meaning in the form, and there will never
be. The special relationship must be recognized for what it is; a senseless ritual in
which strength is extracted from the death of God, and invested in His killer as the
sign that form has triumphed over content, and love has lost its meaning (T16.V.12:1-4).
(3:1) Choice is the obvious escape from what appears as opposites.
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If our choice is between the ego and the Holy Spirit – the wrong and right minds –
then choosing one resolves the conflict and lets the other go. Since we cannot hold on to
two mutually exclusive thought systems and expect to find peace, by choosing peace
over conflict, truth over illusion, we gently make our escape to the reality beyond all
opposites. Recall this important passage from the text:
The way out of conflict between two opposing thought systems is clearly to
choose one and relinquish the other. If you identify with your thought system, and
you cannot escape this, and if you accept two thought systems which are in
complete disagreement, peace of mind is impossible. If you teach both, which you
will surely do as long as you accept both, you are teaching conflict and learning it.
Yet you do want peace, or you would not have called upon the Voice for peace to
help you (T-6.V-B.5:1-4).
(3:2-3) Decision lets one of conflicting goals become the aim of effort and
expenditure of time. Without decision, time is but a waste and effort dissipated.
In other words, our time and effort will be futile if they are not geared towards
helping us make this single decision for Heaven. There is indeed a mighty purpose for
being here: to learn the lessons of our classroom – with Jesus as our teacher – that
there is another way of looking at the world, reflecting for us another way of looking
within our minds. This will open the door for us to make the right choice. Anything short
of that goal is a waste of time. Thus, attempting to fix things in the world is pointless if it
does not lead to changing our minds. Choosing the Holy Spirit remains the only
meaningful decision we can make.
(3:4-5) It is spent for nothing in return, and time goes by without results.
There is no sense of gain, for nothing is accomplished; nothing learned.
When we take an objective look at history – what we call civilization – it is obvious
there has not been much progress. Technologically we have accomplished a great deal;
but in terms of ending suffering and bringing peace to the world’s citizens, we have not
progressed past cavemen batting each other over the heads. Nothing has changed:
homo sapiens’ purpose has always been oriented towards remaining here, getting as
much as possible from others, and not awakening from the world’s dream. Yet such
awakening is our only meaningful purpose.
When you can identify with the purpose of changing your mind and teacher, your
life from birth to death, from the time you wake up to the time you go to sleep, will have
great meaning. You will close your eyes at night with a sense of fulfillment, not
necessarily because you learned all there was to learn, but because you understood
your life in the world is a classroom – neither prison nor paradise. You rest easily with
the thought that even if you had not learned all your lessons, tomorrow is yet another
day, taught by a teacher who is infinitely patient. Thus you awake each morning with joy
and return joyfully to bed at night, regardless of the day’s perceived successes or
failures, for you have identified with the only purpose that makes life meaningful. At the
end of the manual, Jesus describes the course of this right-minded day:
If you have made it a habit to ask for help when and where you can, you
can be confident that wisdom will be given you when you need it. Prepare for this
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each morning, remember God when you can throughout the day, ask the Holy
Spirit’s help when it is feasible to do so, and thank Him for His guidance at night.
And your confidence will be well founded indeed (M-29.5:8-10).
(4:1) You need to be reminded that you think a thousand choices are
confronting you, when there is really only one to make.
The important section near the end of the text, “The Real Alternative,” expands on
this idea (T-3 1.IV). We think there are thousands and thousands of choices yet to be
made. In truth, however, there is only one: choosing to realize we made a mistake by
having chosen the ego, a mistake we undo by choosing Jesus as our teacher.
(4:2) And even this but seems to be a choice.
This is because in Heaven, the only truth, there is no choice. Again, choice is an
illusion, but right- minded choice is the final illusion, because when we once and for all
choose the Holy Spirit instead of the ego, we will have corrected the one Son’s original
mistake. As that mistake is undone, the world, and the thought system that made the
world, disappear.
(4:3) Do not confuse yourself with all the doubts that myriad decisions
would induce.
Do not be confused by the world’s multiplicity, Jesus tells us. It was made to
confuse us and rivet our attention here – the end product of the ego’s plan of our
identifying with the state of mindlessness. Thus we think there are physical,
psychological, and other forms of problems that demand solutions. Yet this is all made
up; a smoke screen to confuse us about the real problem in the mind. “Complexity is of
the ego,” the text reminds us (T-1 5.IV.6:2), for it represents the ego’s ingenious attempt
to hide the Thought of Oneness in our minds by concealing the simplicity of decision that
would negate the ego entirely:
Complexity is not of God. How could it be, when all He knows is One? He
knows of one creation, one reality, one truth and but one Son. Nothing conflicts
with oneness. How, then, could there be complexity in Him? What is there to
decide? For it is conflict that makes choice possible. The truth is simple; it is one,
without an opposite. And how could strife enter in its simple presence, and bring
complexity where oneness is? The truth makes no decisions, for there is nothing
to decide between. And only if there were could choosing be a necessary step in
the advance toward oneness. What is everything leaves room for nothing else (T26.III.1:1-12).
(4:4-5) You make but one. And when that one is made, you will perceive it
was no choice at all.
When we finally make the choice for God, the ego disappears, which means there
was really no choice at all. By undoing the original mistake, we undid the thought and
world of separation together. Indeed – there was no guilt or Atonement, and no decisionmaking mind to choose between them. There was, and is only the truth of God.
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(4:6-8) For truth is true, and nothing else is true. There is no opposite to
choose instead. There is no contradiction to the truth.
The instant we choose to accept the Holy Spirit’s Atonement for ourselves – the
attainment of the real world – all decision, conflict, and opposition end. With the world of
opposites gone, all that remains is the memory of God. As the Course teaches, at that
point God reaches down and lifts us back unto Himself. This passage on resurrection
expresses the end of the dream of opposites:
It [the resurrection] is the acceptance of the Holy Spirit’s interpretation of
the world’s purpose; the acceptance of the Atonement for oneself. It is the end of
dreams of misery, and the glad awareness of the Holy Spirit’s final dream.... It is
the invitation to God to take His final step. It is the relinquishment of all other
purposes, all other interests, all other wishes and all other concerns. It is the
single desire of the Son for the Father (M-28.1:3-4, 8-10).
(5:1-2) Choosing depends on learning. And the truth cannot be learned, but
only recognized.
This is a course in learning, which is why Jesus presents his message within a
curricular framework. What we learn is not the truth, but how to undo the interferences to
our remembering the truth. Recall these all-important lines:
Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all of the
barriers within yourself that you have built against it. It is not necessary to seek for
what is true, but it is necessary to seek for what is false (T-16. IV.6:1-2).
By learning the Holy Spirit’s forgiveness within the complexity of our insane world
– the conditions for learning – we unlearn what the ego taught and thus recognize His
simple truth:
If you are blessed and do not know it, you need to learn it must be so. The
knowledge is not taught, but its conditions must be acquired for it is they that have
been thrown away.... The Holy Spirit, therefore, must begin His teaching by
showing you what you can never learn. His message is not indirect, but He must
introduce the simple truth into a thought system which has become so twisted and
so complex you cannot see that it means nothing.... If you would be a happy
learner, you must give everything you have learned to the Holy Spirit, to be
unlearned for you (T-14.I.1:1-2; 5:1-2; T-14.II.6:1).
Thus we bring the illusions of our learning to the truth, and such unlearning leads
us happily home.
(5:3) In recognition its acceptance lies, and as it is accepted it is known.
The way we recognize, accept, and know that truth is ours is to undo the
obstacles to it. If truth is love, then separation, hate, suffering, and death are the
interferences, and forgiveness is the means by which they are let go. As one by one the
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darkness of these illusory thoughts is brought to the light of Jesus’ truth, the thoughts
disappear in the resplendent brilliance of his love. What remains is the truth. The
process begins by recognizing its reflection, beginning to accept it more and more as the
truth, and finally to know we are that truth. Adumbrating a later lesson, we read a
description of this same process:
This is the truth [suffering is a dream], at first to be but said and then
repeated many times; and next to be accepted as but partly true, with many
reservations. Then to be considered seriously more and more, and finally
accepted as the truth (W-pII.284.1:5-6)
(5:4) But knowledge is beyond the goals we seek to teach within the
framework of this course.
Jesus tells us:
Knowledge is not the motivation for learning this course. Peace is (T8.I.1:1-2).
Peace can be described as the total forgiveness of our belief in sin and guilt. Yet
how can we know, when we still perceive? Thus our perceptions first have to be
cleansed, leading to true perception, which opens the way to knowledge:
Knowledge is not the remedy for false perception since, being another
level, they can never meet. The one correction possible for false perception must
be true perception. It will not endure. But for the time it lasts it comes to heal....
True perception is the means by which the world is saved from sin, for sin does
not exist. And it is this that true perception sees (C-4.3:1-4, 8-9; italics omitted).
(5:5) Ours are teaching goals, to be attained through learning how to reach
them, what they are, and what they offer you.
Jesus is demarcating for us the purpose and limits of his course. It is not meant to
take us to Heaven, but to get us to its gate – the real world. In other words, his teaching
goal is to have us undo the interferences that constitute our mad journey outside
Heaven, that we may enter the real world, thus completing A Course in Miracles’ work.
(5:6) Decisions are the outcome of your learning, for they rest on what you
have accepted as the truth of what you are, and what your needs must be.
If I accept the ego as my teacher, my truth is that I am limited, sinful, guilty, and
sick – a body that must die. Every decision I make will flow from the original mistaken
choice. If, however, I choose Jesus, I begin the process of undoing the thoughts
belonging to my false self. At that point my decisions will flow from his love and lead me
to the truth.
(6) In this insanely complicated world, Heaven appears to take the form of
choice, rather than merely being what it is. Of all the choices you have tried to
make this is the simplest, most definitive and prototype of all the rest, the one
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which settles all decisions. If you could decide the rest, this one remains
unsolved. But when you solve this one, the others are resolved with it, for all
decisions but conceal this one by taking different forms. Here is the final and the
only choice in which is truth accepted or denied.
The world of Heaven is simple; there is only Oneness. The world of the Holy Spirit
is simple; there is only forgiveness to undo our problems. When we deny His teaching,
however, we inevitably believe in the ego’s complexity, giving rise to this very
complicated world. Yet until we are ready to undo our investment in individuality – which
makes us complicated indeed – we still have choices to make. As we grow in learning,
we generalize more and more until we reach the point of recognizing that everything we
need help with is the same problem: illness, job uncertainty, difficulty in relationships, or
lack of money – all result from the mind’s mistaken choice for the ego. Our range of
choices shrinks until we truly know there is one. When we accept that our problems
come from the belief we are better off without the Holy Spirit, all concerns disappear for
we have made the correct choice. We still have behavioral choices to make here, but
they will no longer be attended by anxiety. We choose A, B, or C, but without the conflict
that inevitably follows acting on our own. The problem, thus, is not what we think, but
that we think we know best. When we exclude the Holy Spirit, our problems become
legion and will never be resolved; when we choose Him, they gently evanesce:
Before you make any decisions for yourself, remember that you have
decided against your function in Heaven, and then consider carefully whether you
want to make decisions here. Your function here is only to decide against
deciding what you want, in recognition that you do not know. How, then, can you
decide what you should do? Leave all decisions to the One Who speaks for God,
and for your function as He knows it. So will He teach you to remove the awful
burden you have laid upon yourself by loving not the Son of God, and trying to
teach him guilt instead of love.... When you have learned how to decide with God,
all decisions become as easy and as right as breathing. There is no effort, and
you will be led as gently as if you were being carried down a quiet path in summer
(T-14.IV.5:1-5; 6:1-2).
(7) So we begin today considering the choice that time was made to help us
make. Such is its holy purpose, now transformed from the intent you gave it; that
it be a means for demonstrating hell is real, hope changes to despair, and life
itself must in the end be overcome by death. In death alone are opposites
resolved, for ending opposition is to die. And thus salvation must be seen as
death, for life is seen as conflict. To resolve the conflict is to end your life as well.
The ego made up time, as it did space, to show us hell is real and Heaven a lie,
there is no hope here, and death is the only reality. Recall that time and space are the
shadowy fragments of sin, guilt, fear, and separation that we made real in our minds.
Once that wrong choice was made, Heaven’s truth could be reflected in this illusion only
by giving the world a different purpose. I awake each morning in a body and world that
were made by the ego, filled with thoughts of concern, judgment, and pain, also made by
the ego. However, if I ask Jesus for help, the very things I made to hurt me and others
will be transformed in purpose into a classroom in which I learn all this is a dream. Time
was made by the ego to hurt; it can be used by the Holy Spirit as an instrument of
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healing through the holy instant:
There is no escape from fear in the ego’s use of time. For time, according
to its teaching, is nothing but a teaching device for compounding guilt until it
becomes all-encompassing, demanding vengeance forever.
The Holy Spirit would undo all of this now. Fear is not of the present, but
only of the past and future, which do not exist. There is no fear in the present
when each instant stands clear and separated from the past, without its shadow
reaching out into the future. Each instant is a clean, untarnished birth, in which
the Son of God emerges from the past into the present. And the present extends
forever. It is so beautiful and so clean and free of guilt that nothing but happiness
is there....
Time is your friend, if you leave it to the Holy Spirit to use.... Give the
eternal instant, that eternity may be remembered for you, in that shining instant of
perfect release. Offer the miracle of the holy instant through the Holy Spirit, and
leave His giving it to you to Him (T-15.I.7:6-7; 8:1-6; 15:1, 10-11).
Within the ego thought system, to be in a conflicted, dualistic state is to be saved,
and true salvation – choosing the Atonement principle – is damnation and the ego’s
dissolution. To the ego, then, salvation from conflict is death, for life as an individual
means conflict. Remember, the ego’s origin was its conflict with God: God or the ego,
oneness or individuality. Since they cannot coexist, and I believe I exist, the ego’s life
means the destruction of our Creator and Source – the principle of one or the other. My
specific life, then, is built upon this thought: If I exist, someone has to pay for it, and I
must be forever on my guard lest the person I betrayed, stole from, and killed will return
and do the same thing to me, which within the ego’s dream is inevitable. Everyone we
perceive has thus literally been made in our own image and likeness: betrayer, thief, and
killer:
...those who project are vigilant for their own safety. They are afraid that
their projections will return and hurt them. Believing they have blotted their
projections from their own minds, they also believe their projections are trying to
creep back in (T-7.VIII.3:9-11).
People have always been afraid of true salvation, which is why the world has
been afraid of Jesus and his message of love. Spiritual seekers are still afraid of that
message, now expressed in A Course in Miracles. We believe we attacked God and His
Love, and thus believe He will attack us in kind. Yet is this fear a defense against the
underlying terror that God’s Love will end our specialness and individuality:
Under the ego’s dark foundation is the memory of God, and it is of this that
you are really afraid. For this memory would instantly restore you to your proper
place, and it is this place that you have sought to leave. Your fear of attack is
nothing compared to your fear of love.... You realize that, by removing the dark
cloud that obscures it, your love for your Father would impel you to answer His
Call and leap into Heaven. You believe that attack is salvation because it would
prevent you from this. For still deeper than the ego’s foundation, and much
stronger than it will ever be, is your intense and burning love of God, and His for
you. This is what you really want to hide (T-131I1.2:1-3,6-9).
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Our individual self therefore continually decides against love, and against the
means—forgiveness – by which we remember it. Only by recognizing the cost to us of
such a decision will we be convinced, in the words of King Lear, “That way madness
lies” (III,iii); only then can we begin to consider the choice that “time was made to help us
make.”
(8:1) These mad beliefs [conflict is reality, death is part of truth] can gain
unconscious hold of great intensity, and grip the mind with terror and anxiety so
strong that it will not relinquish its ideas about its own protection.
What are the mind’s “ideas about its own protection”? If the thought of
individuality constitutes the ego’s thought system and its very existence, anything that
protects it must be sacred: attack, judgment, sickness, pain, pleasure - specialness in all
its forms.
(8:2) It must be saved from salvation, threatened to be safe, and magically
armored against truth.
Salvation means the end of the ego thought system of separation, and the mind
identifying with it must therefore be saved from salvation. My individual self is safe as
long as I experience fear, where everything around me is conceived as a threat, for that
maintains the ego’s laws of conflict: opposites, attack, and ultimately death – the ego’s
allies, and mine as long as I identify with this special self. Such identification is what is
vicious and totally insane, as we see in the following passage on specialness:
Specialness is a lack of trust in anyone except yourself. Faith is invested in
yourself alone. Everything else becomes your enemy; feared and attacked,
deadly and dangerous, hated and worthy only of destruction. Whatever
gentleness it offers is but deception, but its hate is real. In danger of destruction it
must kill, and you are drawn to it to kill it first. And such is guilt’s attraction. Here is
death enthroned as savior; crucifixion is now redemption, and salvation can only
mean destruction of the world, except yourself (T-24.IV.1).
We do not escape destruction either, for specialness is vicious and insane:
The death penalty is the ego’s ultimate goal, for it fully believes that you
are a criminal, as deserving of death as God knows you are deserving of life. The
death penalty never leaves the ego’s mind, for that is what it always reserves for
you in the end. Wanting to kill you as the final expression of its feeling for you, it
lets you live but to await death. It will torment you while you live, but its hatred is
not satisfied until you die. For your destruction is the one end toward which it
works, and the only end with which it will be satisfied (T-12.VII.13:2-6).
(8:3) And these decisions are made unaware, to keep them safely
undisturbed; apart from question and from reason and from doubt.
This was articulated in Lesson 136. The ego’s plan calls for me to forget there
even is a plan, telling me my individuality is protected by a thought system of sin, guilt,
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and fear, the end product of which is the punishment I believe is justifiably forthcoming.
Guilt is the centerpiece here, because guilt reminds me of my sin, and then demands I
be punished for it. This demand and expectation sets up a monstrous thought system in
my mind informing me that if I remain there I will certainly be destroyed; obliteration
being the ego’s choice of word. Needless to say, it never tells me this is delusional;
instead:
Loudly the ego tells you not to look inward, for if you do your eyes will light
on sin, and God will strike you blind. This you believe, and so you do not look (T21.IV.2:3-4).
Thus the reason I never know sin is made up is that I do not even know it is there.
As quickly as I chose to make separation real, along with the ego thought system, just as
quickly did I choose to forget I am the one who made it so. I repress, project, and now
see sin and guilt all around me. My fear is justified because of everyone else’s sin, and I
walk the earth in terror, needing defensive armament to protect my vulnerability, but
never realizing why, for I believe it is the world and its inhabitants who will hurt me. Yet
the real reason I am so frightened is the thought system I made up. Totally unaware of
this fact, this thought system governs my thoughts, feelings, and actions.
The central purpose of A Course in Miracles, therefore, is for Jesus to strip away
the veil that “protects us” from the monster in our minds that does not exist. The Course
helps us understand the ego’s strategy, so we can daily see the connection between our
concerns, judgments, and specialness, and its carefully contrived strategy to confuse us.
The ego never wants us to remember the mind’s power that chose against the Love of
God, but can choose again. The instant we would remember our choice for the ego, we
would stop making it because it is so insane and hateful towards ourselves and others. If
we do not know the world is our projection, however, there is no way we can change our
minds about it. This cannot be emphasized enough, and we see this thought expressed
again in paragraph 9:
(9:1-3) Heaven is chosen consciously. The choice cannot be made until
alternatives are accurately seen and understood. All that is veiled in shadows
must be raised to understanding, to be judged again, this time with Heaven’s help.
You could not ask for a clearer statement of what this course is about, which
helps you see why Jesus painstakingly describes the insane murderousness of the ego
thought system. He must do this because we do not know it is there. We may believe
there are expressions of viciousness in the world, but as long as we see through
blissninny veils, we will think everything is wonderful, or potentially so. We do not realize
that as long as we believe there is a world out there, there is nothing wonderful, for the
only truly wonderful thing is learning the world is not wonderful because it is illusory.
Again, we cannot recognize its illusory nature until we realize we have a mind that chose
to make it so, the realization of which comes when we choose a teacher that shows us
that the world’s ugliness is a shadow of the mind’s ugliness. Moreover, this inner world is
illusory, a defense whose purpose is to prevent our decision maker from choosing
against the ego. We need to see how this purpose operates in the specific contexts of
our lives, making everyone’s lessons the same in content, even as their forms differ from
each other, which is why Jesus says our “curriculum is highly individualized” (M-29.2:6).
All forgiveness is therefore the same, albeit expressed in very specific forms, which
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reflect the differences that fulfill the ego’s purpose of making difference be reality.
Throughout your day, therefore, you need pay careful attention to all things—
whether mundane, calling for a mild twinge of annoyance because you did not like what
someone did or said, or a serious circumstance leading to a raging fury. The forms do
not matter, for they all serve the ego’s unholy purpose of confusing you about the nature
and source of the problem. Without understanding that problems are in the mind, the
proper choice is impossible. This is the meaning of raising the dark shadows to the light
of understanding, as we also see in the following passage from the text:
Little child...your “guilty secret” is nothing, and if you will but bring it to the
light, the light will dispel it. And then no dark cloud will remain between you and
the remembrance of your Father, for you will remember His guiltless Son, who did
not die because he is immortal (T-13.11.9: 1-3).
(9:4-6) And all mistakes in judgment that the mind had made before are
open to correction, as the truth dismisses them as causeless. Now are they
without effects. They cannot be concealed, because their nothingness is
recognized.
When the veil is gone and the darkness of guilt has been brought to the light of
truth, you look in your mind and realize nothing is there. Looking then on the world, you
take nothing seriously, in the sense of giving it power to bring you pleasure or pain. You
respect the pain of people’s lives – their lessons and classrooms – but you realize they
are classrooms in learning that an illusion never stops being an illusion. This means, on
a practical level, that the peace of Jesus’ love is never affected by anything going on
around you, for you know it has nothing to do with you. This approach thus meets your
selfish need of being at peace while living in the world, for you cannot be at peace as
long as you believe you are here. However, with your new Teacher you learn that being
in this world is a shadow of the mind’s guilt, and because it is your mind’s decision, you
can correct it.
(10:1) The conscious choice of Heaven is as sure as is the ending of the
fear of hell, when it is raised from its protective shield of unawareness, and is
brought to light.
We see Jesus continually repeating the same thought: We must bring what we
buried in our minds into awareness. This parallels Freud’s famous statement that the
purpose of psychoanalysis is to make the unconscious conscious. The purpose of A
Course in Miracles is to make conscious the ego’s thought system – the decision for hell
– so we are aware of this decision. Without such awareness, we cannot change our
minds about it. The Holy Spirit’s purpose for the world, once again, is for it to be the
classroom in which our new teacher, Jesus, instructs us to see how what we experience
outside is a direct effect of the mind’s decision. As we increasingly learn the lesson, our
focus of attention shifts from perceived external problems – our specialness needs – to
realizing these but reflect the ego’s need to preserve its separation by keeping us
unaware of the power of our minds that chose it.
(10:2) Who can decide between the clearly seen and the unrecognized?
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We cannot make a meaningful choice if the choice is between A and B, and all we
see is A. We must realize what we choose between, as these two questions explain:
What choices can be made between two states, but one of which is clearly recognized? Who could be free to choose between effects, when only one is seen as up to
him? (T-27.VII.11:1-2)
(10:3-5) Yet who can fail to make a choice between alternatives when only
one is seen as valuable; the other as a wholly worthless thing, a but imagined
source of guilt and pain? Who hesitates to make a choice like this? And shall we
hesitate to choose today?
Recall this frequently quoted line that closes Chapter 23:
Who with the Love of God upholding him could find the choice of miracles
or murder hard to make? (T-23.IV.9:8)
When you ask help from Jesus – the Love of God upholding you – you see the
choice clearly: the miracle of choosing his love over the ego’s thought system of murder.
The choice is not difficult, once you have clearly seen the two choices, for only then can
you meaningfully say one is valuable and the other valueless. This means, once again,
that you pay careful attention to your daily life, asking Jesus’ help to bring to him what
you made real, allowing you to see it as reflecting the sin and guilt you first made real
within your mind.
This process takes tremendous diligence and persistence, because it is so easy
to let your emotions and thoughts be affected by what appears to be outside you,
including your body – the you being the decision maker in your mind. Therefore, see
how you are happy or sad, well or ill, based upon circumstances that are external to your
mind. This is the focus of our vigilance, for it leads to our making a meaningful choice—
miracles or murder, truth or illusion:
It is still up to you to choose to join with truth or with illusion. But remember
that to choose one is to let the other go. Which one you choose you will endow
with beauty and reality, because the choice depends on which you value more.
The spark of beauty or the veil of ugliness, the real world or the world of guilt and
fear, truth or illusion, freedom or slavery – it is all the same. For you can never
choose except between God and the ego. Thought systems are but true or false,
and all their attributes come simply from what they are (T-17.III.9:1-6).
(11:1) We make the choice for Heaven as we wake, and spend five minutes
making sure that we have made the one decision that is sane.
You do not make the choice for Heaven as you wake by opening your eyes and
saying: “I love you Jesus; be with me all day.” There is nothing wrong in doing that if you
are a little child, but you will not grow into spiritual adulthood that way, and Jesus’ goal
for his younger siblings is that they outgrow their need for him.
Every good teacher hopes to give his students so much of his own learning
that they will one day no longer need him This is the one true goal of the
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teacher.... I will teach with you and live with you if you will think with me, but my
goal will always be to absolve you finally from the need for a teacher (T-415:1-2;
6:3).
A meaningful choice for Heaven as you awake is to ask Jesus’ help to remember,
as often as you can, that the world is a classroom and you want him, as your teacher, to
show you that your response to what is outside comes from a decision you made inside.
This makes you a happy learner, whether or not you think you learn the lessons, for if
you keep in mind this is a classroom, you will learn. Otherwise you might as well just
stay in bed. Whether or not the lessons of your relationships are painful, you will be glad,
because of the goal you accepted for them. Thus, our one sane decision, reflecting our
decision for Heaven, lies in choosing the teacher who will lead us there. Any other
decision makes no sense and is insane.
(11:2) We recognize we make a conscious choice between what has
existence and what has nothing but an appearance of the truth.
Here Jesus uses existence as a synonym for being. In the text he makes a clear
distinction between the two; the former relating to the ego, the latter denoting truth and
spirit (T-4.VII.4-5), but the meter of this sentence called for a three-syllable word. The
point is that we make a conscious choice about the reflection of true existence (or being)
– choosing the teacher who will lead us to our reality as Christ. We thus choose Jesus,
who undoes our illusory self of specialness.
(11:3-4) Its pseudo-being, brought to what is real, is flimsy and transparent
in the light. It holds no terror now, for what was made enormous, vengeful, pitiless
with hate, demands obscurity for fear to be invested there.
In order for me to be upset or anxious about anything in this world, I must forget
the source of my pain – the meaning here of obscurity. What establishes the monstrosity
of the ego thought system, gargantuan in scope and filled with power to bring pleasure
or pain, is my unawareness that it is held in place by the flimsiest of threads: my
choosing to believe in illusion. The following passage, contrasting the ego’s fear with the
power of the forgiven relationship, cleverly illustrates the above statement with a grateful
nod to Peter Sellers’ “The Mouse That Roared”:
How weak is fear; how little and how meaningless. How insignificant before
the quiet strength of those whom love has joined! This is your “enemy,” – a
frightened mouse that would attack the universe. How likely is it that it will
succeed? Can it be difficult to disregard its feeble squeaks that tell of its
omnipotence, and would drown out the hymn of praise to its Creator that every
heart throughout the universe forever sings as one? Which is the stronger? Is it
this tiny mouse or everything that God created? You and your brother are not
joined together by this mouse, but by the Will of God. And can a mouse betray
whom God has joined? (T-22.V.4)
To know the “mouse’s” weakness, we need first to see its pseudo-being for what
it is. The light of our teacher’s love enables us to see the light shining beyond the flimsy
veils of fear.
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(11:5) Now it is recognized as but a foolish, trivial mistake.
This recognition occurs when you let your new teacher instruct you in
understanding that your perceptions are simply shadows of “a foolish, trivial mistake.”
This cannot be done when you have an investment in preserving your identity as you
have established it. You need to see the unhappiness such investment has brought you.
Recall that Jesus is a learning theorist, teaching us to condition ourselves to associate
pain with the ego, and joy with him Thus we need to be aware that preserving our specialness will not make us happy, but choosing his love will.
(12:1) Before we close our eyes in sleep tonight, we reaffirm the choice that
we have made each hour in between.
Jesus is asking us to practice more than once in the morning and again at night.
We need to remind ourselves as often as we can throughout the day of our new teacher,
who will help us decide for God.
(12:2-6) And now we give the last five minutes of our waking day to the
decision with which we awoke. As every hour passed, we have declared our
choice again, in a brief quiet time devoted to maintaining sanity. And finally, we
close the day with this, acknowledging we chose but what we want:
Heaven is the decision I must make. I make it now, and will not change my
mind, because it is the only thing I want
If you are sincere about wanting Heaven, you must be equally sincere about
choosing the means that will take you there – the forgiveness lessons our daily lives
afford us when we choose the Holy Spirit. If you are serious about A Course in Miracles
and this lesson’s theme of choosing Heaven, you must be serious about taking the road
that will lead you there. Thus you will strive to remind yourself of your purpose upon
awakening, throughout the day, and again before you close your eyes at night: seeing
your life as a classroom with a Teacher Who will instruct you as to its proper meaning,
reflecting back to you a decision the mind made for the ego, a decision you now joyfully
correct. Your decision for Heaven becomes the means for giving you the only joy you
want – awakening from the ego’s dream and returning home.
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I will accept Atonement for myself.
This lesson extends the previous lesson’s theme of decision. The context of the
teaching here is quite familiar to us by now: We were confronted by a decision between
the ego and the Holy Spirit, and chose to identify with the concept of a separated self
over the memory of our Identity as Christ. When we chose the ego’s individuality over
the Holy Spirit’s Atonement principle that the separation never happened, we identified
with a false self, establishing the need for Atonement, or correction for our mistaken
choice. In accepting the Atonement for ourselves, the ultimate goal of A Course in
Miracles, we remember our Self. Another major theme in our symphonic workbook,
therefore, is our Identity as God’s unseparated Son.
(1:1) Here is the end of choice.
When we accept the Atonement for ourselves, realizing that the Holy Spirit
speaks truth and the ego lies, we have reached the end of choice. We have regained the
power of our minds, knowing clearly that this decision-making ability has nothing to do
with the body’s brain. By irrevocably choosing truth, the need for choice is over because
the mistake has been undone. The miracle’s purpose is thus fulfilled as we return to the
decision-making part of our minds, the origin of the dream that we now undo:
The miracle does not awaken you, but merely shows you who the dreamer
is. It teaches you there is a choice of dreams while you are still asleep, depending
on the purpose of your dreaming. Do you wish for dreams of healing, or for
dreams of death? ...
The miracle establishes you dream a dream, and that its content is not
true. This is a crucial step in dealing with illusions. No one is afraid of them when
he perceives he made them up. The fear was held in place because he did not
see that he was author of the dream, and not a figure in the dream (T-28.II.4:2-4;
7:1-4).
Once the choice between dreams of healing and dreams of death is clear, our
dreaming ends.
(1:2-6) For here we come to a decision to accept ourselves as God created
us. And what is choice except uncertainty of what we are? There is no doubt that
is not rooted here. There is no question but reflects this one. There is no conflict
that does not entail the single, simple question, “What am I?”
Near the end of the workbook is Jesus’ beautiful answer to the question, “What
am I?” (W-pII.14). The ego’s answer is its response to the tiny, mad idea: I am a
separated son, self-created rather than God- created. The Holy Spirit’s reply is the
Atonement: our Self remains unchanged as Christ. The close of “The Christ in You”
summarizes the shift from doubt to certainty, from the ego to Christ:
There must be doubt before there can be conflict. And every doubt must be
about yourself. Christ has no doubt, and from His certainty His quiet comes. He
will exchange His certainty for all your doubts, if you agree that He is One with
you, and that this Oneness is endless, timeless, and within your grasp because
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your hands are His.... His quietness becomes your certainty. And where is doubt
when certainty has come? (T-24.V.9:1-4,6)
(2:1) Yet who could ask this question except one who has refused to
recognize himself?
This question can arise only within a split mind, a major theme of this part of the
lesson. Once we choose the ego instead of the Holy Spirit, we make the split mind real,
having brought uncertainty to replace the Certainty of God. Thus our daily process
vacillates between the doubt of uncertainty and the certainty of Self.
(2:2-4) Only refusal to accept yourself could make the question seem to be
sincere. The only thing that can be surely known by any living thing is what it is.
From this one point of certainty, it looks on other things as certain as itself.
This is a commentary on the principle: projection makes perception. We first look
within our minds and choose the ego or the Holy Spirit. What we choose we make real,
and what we make real in our minds is projected or extended. If it is the ego’s thought
system of the false self, we project its thought system of sin and specialness and see it
all around us, defining ourselves as bodies that are the shadows of the mind’s original
thought of separation. If, on the other hand, we choose the Holy Spirit and accept His
Atonement, the love inherent in that thought becomes our reality, and we look out on the
ego’s world and realize everything is a defense against that love, which is now freed in
our healed minds to extend throughout the Sonship.
Since all people know within Who they are, when they doubt their Identity they
must already have chosen the ego instead of the Holy Spirit, because, as we will see
presently, choosing the Holy Spirit leaves no doubt, but only certainty. Thus if I raise a
question, it is but a statement masquerading as a question. As all questions come from
self- doubt, they implicitly mean I do not know, for I decided against knowledge. In other
words, my underlying question – “What am I?” – to which I seek an answer, is in fact a
statement reflecting my wrong-minded decision. My right mind, again – the Holy Spirit’s
dwelling place – knows who I am. Thus my “question” is an invitation to someone to
explain who I am and how I got here. Thus is my questioning born of self-doubt, as we
see in this penetrating passage from “The Quiet Answer” that explains how all questions
come from the need to affirm the ego – “a form of propaganda for itself”:
All questions asked within this world are but a way of looking, not a
question asked.... The world asks but one question. It is this: “Of these illusions,
which of them is true?”.... Whatever form the question takes, its purpose is the
same. It asks but to establish sin is real, and answers in the form of preference....
A pseudo-question has no answer. It dictates the answer even as it asks. Thus is
all questioning within the world a form of propaganda for itself (T-27.IV.4:1, 4-5,89; 5:1-3).
(3:1) Uncertainty about what you must be is self-deception on a scale so
vast, its magnitude can hardly be conceived.
This thought is present in other places in A Course in Miracles, where Jesus says,
in effect, that we have no idea of the magnitude of our one error. For example:
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You may be surprised to hear how very different is reality from what you
see. You do not realize the magnitude of that one error [of substituting illusion for
truth]. It was so vast and so completely incredible that from it a world of total
unreality had to emerge (T-18.I.5:1-3).
When we are not sure of who we are, we have already deceived ourselves.
Choosing the ego makes us uncertain, thus any uncertainty reveals we have chosen
against the truth.
(3:2) To be alive and not to know yourself is to believe that you are really
dead.
To be alive is to be with the Holy Spirit, for choosing Him is to choose the memory
of life itself. When we choose the ego, however, we have chosen death and thus believe
we are sinful for having rejected life. In our ignorance we think we exist, yet the truth is
that we never left God’s Life and remain at one with Him. In the madness of our dreams,
however, we believe we are alive as bodies, but this is truly death, even as they
successfully masquerade as life.
(3:3) For what is life except to be yourself, and what but you can be alive
instead?
This is the real you of which Jesus speaks, and life applies only when I know who
I am, the Self of which my Teacher reminds me. Therefore the decision against the Holy
Spirit, once again, is the decision to be someone I am not, at which point I no longer
have being and must be dead. The reader may recall the following from “The Laws of
Chaos,” which clarifies, beyond any doubt, the true meaning of life:
There is no life outside of Heaven. Where God created life, there life must
be. In any state apart from Heaven life is illusion. At best it seems like life; at
worst, like death. Yet both are judgments on what is not life, equal in their
inaccuracy and lack of meaning. Life not in Heaven is impossible, and what is not
in Heaven is not anywhere (T-23.II.19:1-6).
Nothing the ego can do can ever change truth to illusion, or bring life to death. We
remain as God created us—the Son of Life—our sleep of death notwithstanding:
Your will is His life, which He has given to you. Even in time you cannot
live apart from Him. Sleep is not death. What He created can sleep, but cannot
die Immortality is His Will for His Son, and His Son’s will for himself. God’s Son
cannot will death for himself because his Father is life, and His Son is like Him.
Creation is your will because it is His (T-11.I.9:5-11).
(3:4-7) Who is the doubter? What is it he doubts? Whom does he question?
Who can answer him?
Who is the doubter? The one who has chosen to be in the wrong mind. What is it
he doubts? Who he is. Whom does he question? The other part of his mind. Who can
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answer him? The only real answer comes from himself, except he has denied who he is.
Therefore he can never hear the answer, for it will be his own voice – the wrong-minded
ego – to which he listens. This line of thought is elaborated as we continue:
(4:1) He merely states that he is not himself, and therefore, being something
else, becomes a questioner of what that something is.
The ones who doubt think they are this something else – the body, home of the
thought system of separation. Now they wonder “what that something is.” Our greatest
brains have addressed this and similar questions: Who am I? How did I get here? What
is the purpose of my existence? How did the world originate? Whether the question is
asked from the point of view of theology, philosophy, psychology, biology, chemistry, or
astrophysics is irrelevant, because it is a false question. When you choose to be with the
Holy Spirit, you no longer question – you know. Your question, again, is really the ego
saying I am not who I am, and seek instead to understand the false self I have become.
(4:2-3) Yet he could never be alive at all unless he knew the answer. If he
asks as if he does not know, it merely shows he does not want to be the thing he
is.
This describes the split mind, for there remains a part of us that knows the
answer. As Jesus explains in many places, you cannot deny something unless you first
know it:
You denied Him because you loved Him, knowing that if you recognized
your love for Him, you could not deny Him. Your denial of Him therefore means
that you love Him, and that you know He loves you. Remember that what you
deny you must have once known (T-10.V.6:3-5).
My choice for the ego is against the Holy Spirit, for there is a part of me that
knows what He teaches. Yet I choose the ego because I prefer individuality to my
natural state of oneness, the Son as God created him. It is thus never a question of an
inability to know, but simply a refusal.
(4:4) He has accepted it because he lives; has judged against it and denied
its worth, and has decided that he does not know the only certainty by which he
lives.
My right mind has accepted who I am because life is there. Remember, if the Holy
Spirit is the memory of God, He is also the memory of Life. If that memory is in my mind
there must be a part of me that shares that thought. When Jesus says “He has accepted
it because he lives,” he speaks of the right mind. There is also the wrong mind that has
judged against life, accepting the ego’s judgment for who we are. We see thus again a
description of the split mind: the wrong and right minds, and, by implication, the decision
maker who chooses between them.
(5:1) Thus he becomes uncertain of his life, for what it is has been denied
by him.
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Life, my true Identity, is present in my mind. Even though I have turned away and
forgotten it, my Self remains. In my amnesia, however, uncertainty and doubt arise, for
which I accept no responsibility.
(5:2) It is for this denial that you need Atonement.
This is another central statement. Atonement undoes the denial that is the ego. In
the text Jesus tells us our task is to “deny the denial of truth” (T-12.11.1:5); the
Atonement is the first “deny,” which erases the ego’s “denial of truth.” Because we chose
wrongly and denied who we are, we need the Atonement’s correction to undo the
mistaken choice. As Jesus teaches:
“Atoning” means “undoing.” The undoing of fear is an essential part of the
Atonement value of miracles (T-1.I.26:2-3).
And from the manual for teachers:
Atonement means correction, or the undoing of errors (M-18.4:6).
We have denied our inherent oneness as God’s Son and the unity of His
Kingdom. By affirming that the separation never happened and Heaven remains
perfectly united, the Atonement undoes the ego and its thought system:
The Atonement is the guarantee of the safety of the Kingdom, and the
union of the Sonship is its protection. The ego cannot prevail against the Kingdom
because the Sonship is united. In the presence of those who hear the Holy Spirit’s
Call to be as one, the ego fades away and is undone (T-5.IV.1:9-11).
(5:3-7) Your denial made no change in what you are. But you have split your
mind into what knows and does not know the truth. You are yourself. There is no
doubt of this. And yet you doubt it.
The truth is we are as God created us. Even though we attempted to deny the
truth, nothing happened: “not one note in Heaven’s song was missed” (T-26.V.5:4). The
Holy Spirit’s presence in our minds is the assurance of that fact. Moreover, if the
Atonement is in our minds, there is a part of us that has already identified with it. Since
we denied what we established as truth, our minds are split. That is why there is
perennial conflict in our minds, and perennial conflict in the world. We are continually at
war with ourselves, a conflict designed by the ego to protect itself against our choosing
the quiet memory of God’s Love, the enemy of individuality:
The memory of God comes to the quiet mind. It cannot come where there
is conflict, for a mind at war against itself remembers not eternal gentleness. The
means of war are not the means of peace, and what the warlike would remember
is not love. War is impossible unless belief in victory is cherished. Conflict within
you must imply that you believe the ego has the power to be victorious. Why else
would you identify with it? (T-23.I.1:1-6)
How could we not doubt ourselves – a Self of peace – when we are in a continual
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state of war?
(5:8) But you do not ask what part of you can really doubt yourself.
What doubts myself is the wrong mind, the part that does not know the truth, as
described in the previous sentence. I do not question my wrong mind, because that
implicitly means I have a right mind. I question none of this, but accept that I do not know
who I am, and thus seek for answers external to myself. This validates my existence as
a separated person, which is why, again, Jesus calls the ego’s questions “propaganda
for itself.”
(5:9) It cannot really be a part of you that asks this question.
The real part of me – the you – knows, so that part never asks the question. In
other words, it can only be the false self that asks. When you experience Jesus’ love and
peace, you have no questions. Indeed at that point you become the answer, as he is.
Your asking a question, then, means you do not believe you are who you really are.
(5:10) For it asks of one who knows the answer.
My wrong mind asks of the right mind, which means my wrong mind believes it is
separate from it. If I ask you a question, I do not experience you as one with me, but as
someone separate who is perhaps wiser than I, and therefore has the answer I lack. The
fact that part of me asks the other part who I am says that the wrong mind is separate
from the right mind. Therefore, if my right mind is who I am, the wrong mind cannot be
my self. These cleverly argued passages are designed to help break our identification
with the ego, enabling us to choose the right-minded self as our identity.
(5:11) Were it part of you, then certainty would be impossible.
If the wrong mind - the part that does not know the truth - were who I am, how
could I ever be certain of anything? The wrong mind is uncertainty; the right mind is
certainty. The right mind, as the reflection of oneness, teaches us there could be nothing
real outside itself. Thus, if the wrong mind has become part of who I really am, the
uncertain wrong mind means I am uncertain, not to mention illusory. Again, Jesus uses
this ingeniously reasoned argument to help us realize that the person we think we are is
not who we truly are. As long as we doubt, are uncertain, and have questions about
anything, we are affirming that we are not who we are.
This also means, in the long run, that when we continually ask Jesus for help and
answers to questions, we affirm our separation from him. We all indeed begin as little
children seeking help from our elder brother, yet as long as we wish this inequality to
last, we will never realize we are like him. Near the end of the journey – when we have
reached spiritual maturity – we understand there is no one to ask, because, like Jesus,
we are the answer. Needless to say, this we is not the personal or specific self with
which we identify, but the we that is one with all.
To review, asking a question implicitly reinforces your split mind, and therefore
reflects a self you are not. This does not mean you should feel guilty about asking
questions, but only that you need to recognize these are steppingstones toward the
ultimate goal of realizing the Son of God is one. In that experience of oneness there is
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no question, because you have become the answer. This is what Jesus means in
discussing the experience that answers all questions:
A universal theology is impossible, but a universal experience is not only
possible but necessary. It is this experience toward which the course is
directed.... It is merely the ego that questions because it is only the ego that
doubts. The course merely gives another answer, once a question has been
raised....
The ego will demand many answers that this course does not give. It does
not recognize as questions the mere form of a question to which an answer is
impossible.... Yet there is no answer; only an experience. Seek only this, and do
not let theology delay you (C-in.2:5-6; 3:4-5; 4:1-2, 4-5).
(6:1) Atonement remedies the strange idea that it is possible to doubt
yourself, and be unsure of what you really are.
The ego tells us that doubt and uncertainty are the reality here, and as school
children we are indeed encouraged to ask questions. In fact, throughout A Course in
Miracles Jesus speaks to us as little children, encouraging us to ask him questions. Yet
the truth remains that being uncertain or in a questioning state denies our true Self. The
Atonement undoes denial, as we have seen, removing the veil that hid the truth of the
perfect certainty of our Identity as Christ.
(6:2-4) This is the depth of madness. Yet it is the universal question of the
world. What does this mean except the world is mad?
Believing that reality is uncertainty and confusion, giving rise to a perennial state
of questioning, is truly the depth of madness. Asking questions reflects a dualistic
orientation, while non-dualistic oneness admits of no questions and no answers. This
oneness is our reality, and Jesus is again letting us know the extent of the dualistic
world’s insanity. This leads to the insane conviction we cannot know our self without
asking another for the answer to “the universal question of the world”: What am I?
(6:5) Why share its madness in the sad belief that what is universal here is
true?
While Helen was taking down A Course in Miracles, Jesus said to her: “Tell Bill
that fifty million Frenchmen can be wrong.”* The fact that fifty million or six billion people
believe something does not make it true. One thought of madness is the same as a
billion thoughts of madness, for madness remains mad. This uncompromising nondualism is what makes A Course in Miracles so radical, for it establishes that all
perception is a lie, since its innate dualism belies the truth of the oneness of knowledge:
God’s laws do not obtain directly to a world perception rules, for such a
world could not have been created by the Mind to which perception has no
meaning.
Perception rests on choosing; knowledge does not. Knowledge has but
one law because it has but one Creator (T-25.111.2:1; 3:1-2).
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(7:1-2) Nothing the world believes is true. It is a place whose purpose is to
be a home where those who claim they do not know themselves can come to
question what it is they are.
“Nothing the world believes is true” because the world is based upon an illusory,
insane thought. This is another unequivocal statement to which you should pay careful
attention, and then observe how you want to compromise its truth. All people question
“what it is they are,” yet the only way they could know the answer is to release the
thoughts that are part of this world: separation, judgment, specialness, and sickness.
What remains is the certainty of the Atonement that reminds them of their Identity. Thus
the world serves a different purpose when they choose the holy instant’s forgiveness,
the means for remembering their Self:
There is another purpose in the world that error made, because it has
another Maker Who can reconcile its goal with His Creator’s purpose. In His
perception of the world, nothing is seen but justifies forgiveness and the sight of
perfect sinlessness. Nothing arises but is met with instant and complete
forgiveness. Nothing remains an instant, to obscure the sinlessness that shines
unchanged, beyond the pitiful attempts of specialness to put it out of mind, where
it must be, and light the body up instead of it (T-25.III.5:1-4).
Thus does the world become a classroom in which we undo what the ego taught,
choosing instead to learn from a different Teacher:
The ego made the world as it perceives it, but the Holy Spirit, the
reinterpreter of what the ego made, sees the world as a teaching device for
bringing you home (T-5.III.11:1).
(7:3) And they will come again until the time Atonement is accepted, and
they learn it is impossible to doubt yourself, and not to be aware of what you are.
This sentence would be clearer if we added impossible to the final clause: “and
they learn it is impossible to doubt yourself, and impossible not to be aware of what you
are.” In other words, the ego tells us it is not only possible, but is a certainty we do not
know who we are. The Atonement tells us simply it is impossible not to know our Self,
because that is reality. The memory of who we are is within us; we have merely
defended against it. Yet it patiently waits our choosing, as we return again and again
until we make the final choice:
Here, with the journey’s end before you, you see its purpose. And it is here
you choose whether to look upon it or wander on, only to return and make the
choice again (T-19. IV-D.10:7-8).
(8:1) Only acceptance can be asked of you, for what you are is certain.
We are not asked to become who we are; we are asked simply to accept it. There
is a significant difference between these two statements. When we let go of the
interferences, as we are continually asked to do, we shall inevitably remember who we
are. The text tells us:
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The ego analyzes; the Holy Spirit accepts (T-11.V.13:1).
Thus Jesus asks us but to accept the truth about ourselves. Neither
understanding nor analysis is needed; merely our simple acceptance.
(8:2-3) It is set forever in the holy Mind of God, and in your own. It is so far
beyond all doubt and question that to ask what it must be is all the proof you need
to show that you believe the contradiction that you know not what you cannot fail
to know.
When you doubt and question, you affirm your split mind. Indeed, you actually
affirm more than that, for you deny that you have a right mind, aware only of the wrongminded self that transmutes into a brain and body. Moreover, when we question, we
affirm that reality is not reality, for we believe that what we have substituted for it – our
thought system and identity – can be understood and explained. Yet, again, since our
Identity is set forever in the Mind of God, which is our own, it need only be accepted
through choosing against the false identity we had heretofore made real for ourselves.
(8:4) Is this a question, or a statement which denies itself in statement?
This is the same point we discussed above. All questions are really statements
that say the separation is real, to which I now attest through my “question.”
(8:5) Let us not allow our holy minds to occupy themselves with senseless
musings such as this.
Jesus asks us not to try to make sense of a thought system that cannot be
understood, nor explain what is inconceivable. This also means we should not try to
understand truth, which is beyond our capacities as egos. This favorite theme of A
Course in Miracles recurs in all three books; for example, these passages regarding the
ego and knowledge respectively:
That is all the world of the ego is. Nothing. It has no meaning. It does not
exist. Do not try to understand it because, if you do, you are believing that it can
be understood and is therefore capable of being appreciated and loved. That
would justify its existence, which cannot be justified. You cannot make the
meaningless meaningful. This can only be an insane attempt (T-7.VI.11:4-11).
This course will lead to knowledge, but knowledge itself is still beyond the
scope of our curriculum. Nor is there any need for us to try to speak of what must
forever lie beyond words. We need remember only that whoever attains the real
world, beyond which learning cannot go, will go beyond it, but in a different way.
Where learning ends there God begins, for learning ends before Him Who is
complete where He begins, and where there is no end. It is not for us to dwell on
what cannot be attained. There is too much to learn. The readiness for knowledge
still must be attained (T-18.IX.11).
Thus Jesus encourages us to accept the truth, without attempting to understand
it.
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(9:1) We have a mission here.
Mission is not anything external. It is the acceptance of the Atonement, the
correction in our minds when we choose the right teacher. A major temptation for
students of A Course in Miracles is to translate its non-specific message of forgiveness
into specific and special missions. Therefore it is helpful to keep this oft-quoted and
important line in awareness:
This is a course in cause and not effect (T-21. VII.7:8).
Cause refers to the mind, the changing of which constitutes our mission of
forgiveness. Effect refers to the body or behavior, which is not our concern at all.
Remember, too, that we are asked only to choose the miracle, leaving its extension
through us to the Holy Spirit (T-16.11.1:3-6).
(9:2-3) We did not come to reinforce the madness that we once believed in.
Let us not forget the goal that we accepted.
Part of our minds accepted the goal of awakening from the dream, which we seek
to deny by making this world real and believing there is something special for us here.
Such specialness is one aspect of the madness to which Jesus refers.
(9:4) It is more than just our happiness alone we came to gain.
The theme of oneness makes its appearance again. As the earlier lesson says:
“When I am healed I am not healed alone” (W-pI.137). It cannot be just my happiness I
want to gain here. If I am to be truly happy, it is everyone’s happiness I must desire; if I
am to remember my identity as God’s holy Son, it must include everyone’s holiness:
You may still think that holiness is impossible to understand, because you
cannot see how it can be extended to include everyone. And you have been told
that it must include everyone to be holy (T-16.11.1:1-2).
(9:5-7) What we accept as what we are proclaims what everyone must be,
along with us. Fail not your brothers, or you fail yourself. Look lovingly on them,
that they may know that they are part of you, and you of them.
When I accept Atonement for myself, the love and peace in my mind
automatically extends to everyone’s mind, because God’s Son is one. I then become his
reminder, just as Jesus was mine, of the choice he asks all of us to make. This love and
peace says you can make the same choice I did, for I am not healed alone – my healing
is the Sonship’s. In this lovely Easter passage, Jesus summarizes the wonderful gifts
forgiveness offers us and our brothers in his name:
Easter is not the celebration of the cost of sin, but of its end. If you see
glimpses of the face of Christ behind the veil, looking between the snow-white
petals of the lilies you have received and given as your gift, you will behold your
brother’s face and recognize it. I was a stranger and you took me in, not knowing
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who I was. Yet for your gift of lilies you will know. In your forgiveness of this
stranger, alien to you and yet your ancient Friend, lies his release and your
redemption with him. The time of Easter is a time of joy, and not of mourning.
Look on your risen Friend, and celebrate his holiness along with me. For Easter is
the time of your salvation, along with mine (T-20.I.4).
(10:1) This does Atonement teach, and demonstrates the Oneness of God’s
Son is unassailed by his belief he knows not what he is.
The Atonement teaches that whatever we think has happened had no effect – the
Oneness of God’s Son was totally unaffected by our thoughts of judgment, attack, and
specialness. Acceptance of that happy fact is the only true meaning of joy in this world.
(10:2-11:3) Today accept Atonement, not to change reality, but merely to
accept the truth about yourself, and go your way rejoicing in the endless Love of
God. It is but this that we are asked to do. It is but this that we will do today.
Five minutes in the morning and at night we will devote to dedicate our
minds to our assignment for today. We start with this review of what our mission
is:
I will accept Atonement for myself;
For I remain as God created me.
Once again, Jesus is not speaking about anything external. Nothing in A Course
in Miracles should be taken as’ a guide for what you should do behaviorally. It is always
and only a guide about what you should think, or even more to the point, which teacher
you should choose. Since there is no body and no world, why would Jesus give
prescriptions for behavior? Our mission is simply to change our minds, to accept the
Atonement for ourselves. Thus do we accept the truth, remembering that we remain as
God created us.
(11:4) We have not lost the knowledge that God gave to us when He created
us like Him.
As Jesus tells us in the text, losing something does not mean it is gone forever; it
simply means we forgot where to look:
You have not usurped the power of God, but you have lost it. Fortunately,
to lose something does not mean that it has gone. It merely means that you do
not remember where it is. Its existence does not depend on your ability to identify
it, or even to place it. It is possible to look on reality without judgment and merely
know that it is there (T-3.VI.9:2-6).
Thus the memory of God may be lost, but it has remained in our minds. We
merely looked in the wrong place by searching outside ourselves – the ego’s maxim:
seek but do not find. This lesson, the workbook, A Course in Miracles itself – are all
designed to train us to look within to find what the ego has hidden: the memory of the
Self that God created one with Him.
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(11:5-12:1) We can remember it for everyone, for in creation are all minds as
one. And in our memory is the recall how dear our brothers are to us in truth, how
much a part of us is every mind, how faithful they have really been to us, and how
our Father’s Love contains them all.
In thanks for all creation, in the Name of its Creator and His Oneness with
all aspects of creation, we repeat our dedication to our cause today each hour, as
we lay aside all thoughts that would distract us from our holy aim.
This cause is paramount in A Course in Miracles. If I am truly to remember who I
am, if I am sincere about taking Jesus’ hand that I return home, I must lay aside all ego
thoughts that would deter me from achieving this goal. Jesus cannot do this for me, for I
must set down these thoughts by choosing against my original decision to oppose the
Love of God. Thus, as we go through our day, the focus should always be on the ways
in which we try to distract ourselves, not to mention attack these loving thoughts that are
present in our minds. We need realize we attack them because we fear their implication:
in the presence of the love of Jesus, our special self would be gone. Our judgments and
attacks thus protect us from losing this self with which we identify and to which we cling.
Note, too, another reiteration of the theme of oneness. Since all minds are one in
creation, so must that oneness exist in our right-minded forgiveness as well. All our
brothers are dear to us, for they are part of us in the universal Oneness of God’s Son.
(12:2-3) For several minutes let your mind be cleared of all the foolish
cobwebs which the world would weave around the holy Son of God. And learn the
fragile nature of the chains that seem to keep the knowledge of yourself apart
from your awareness, as you say...
The “fragile nature of the chains” is the ego thought system. A thought system of
sin, hate, suffering, and death does not seem fragile, but powerful. Only when we step
back and look at it with the eyes of Jesus can we see it as it truly is – a flimsy and
powerless veil. When we look through the ego’s judgmental eyes, the thought system of
sin seems terrifyingly strong, but being outside the dream with Jesus, looking back at it,
we realize sin had no effect. Within the dream it appears to be the opposite; yet outside
it the dream’s nothingness is easily recognized. The following passage well illustrates
the crucial difference between the ego’s and Jesus’ perception of sin, between illusion
and truth:
It can indeed be said the ego made its world on sin. Only in such a world
could everything be upside down. This is the strange illusion that makes the
clouds of guilt seem heavy and impenetrable. The solidness that this world’s
foundation seems to have is found in this. For sin has changed creation from an
idea of God to an ideal the ego wants; a world it rules, made up of bodies,
mindless and capable of complete corruption and decay. If this is a mistake, it can
be undone easily by truth. Any mistake can be corrected, if truth be left to judge it
(T-19.II.6:1-7).
That is why having a relationship with the Holy Spirit or with Jesus is central to the
practice of A Course in Miracles. Without Them it would be impossible to look without
judgment at what the ego is doing.
We close the lesson by saying:
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(12:4) I will accept Atonement for myself, For I remain as God created me.
It is helpful to keep in mind that if you are serious about learning this course, you
must realize that the creation of God is one. Therefore, any thoughts that separate you
from anyone else constitute a consciously chosen attempt to deny your Identity. If you
think your happiness or pain come from outside, you are denying the principle of the
Atonement, which means you do not want to remember it. This is not a sin, but a
correctable mistake once you know you made it. Therefore, you need to become
increasingly vigilant for when your special thoughts and actions attack the Oneness of
God’s Son. The idea is not that you feel guilty over your specialness, but that you
become aware of it. Jesus’ purpose is to help us do just that, for it is in looking at the ego
that we learn to accept the Atonement for ourselves, remembering the glorious thought
that throughout the ego’s insanity we have remained as God created us.
* See Absence from Felicity, p. 234.
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make it (T-5.II.9:1-3, 6-7).
(8:4-5) It is as near to us as our own thoughts; so close it is impossible to
lose. We need but seek it and it must be found.
We saw this idea in the previous lesson: My identity is here; I need only accept it.
Healing is here; I need only accept it. Seeking in the world ensures healing will not be
found; looking within guarantees it will – thus the simplicity of salvation and healing.
(9:1-2) We will not be misled today by what appears to us as sick. We go
beyond appearances today and reach the source of healing, from which nothing is
exempt.
Once more, Jesus is not saying we should deny our physical senses. However,
we should not be misled into thinking they tell the truth. Keep in mind that the body is
nothing more or less than a projection of the mind’s thought of separation. Thus “we will
not be misled.” Unlike Plato’s prisoners, we will allow ourselves to be taught to go
beyond appearances to the truth.
(9:3-5) We will succeed to the extent to which we realize that there can
never be a meaningful distinction made between what is untrue and equally
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Such counsel would be most cruel. “Healing as Release from Fear” (T-2.IV), cited often
in this book, makes it clear Jesus is not offering such counsel. He asks us only to
deinvest our magical amulets, charms, and medicines from healing belief. Gently his
love leads us through the maze of magic to the heart of miracles, through the forms of
illusion to the content of truth’s reflection. Thus do we lay aside the ego’s purpose for our
magic, not necessarily the magic itself.
(10:2-4) We will be still and listen for the Voice of healing, which will cure all
Ms as one, restoring saneness to the Son of God. No voice but this can cure.
Today we hear a single Voice which speaks to us of truth, where all illusions end,
and peace returns to the eternal, quiet home of God.
In the split mind there are indeed two teachers – one will hurt and One will help.
Thus Jesus pleads with you to choose the Holy Spirit. If you truly wish to be happy and
peaceful, you will let Him be your Teacher and Healer. Again, He leads you through the
illusion of appearances to the truth, if that is your desire.
(11:1) We waken hearing Him, and let Him speak to us five minutes as the
day begins, and end the day by listening again five minutes more before we go to
sleep.
Waking in the morning to think of the daily lesson and the Holy Spirit as my
Teacher, reflects my wish to have the day be a classroom, not a place where my needs
may or may not be met, where wonderful or terrible things might happen. If my day is a
classroom, it makes no sense to choose a teacher of lies, but perfect sense to choose
One Who will teach the truth. That thought orients my day, as Jesus instructs us in the
“Rules for Decision”:
The proper set, adopted consciously each time you wake, will put you well
ahead (T-30.I.1:5).
When you become upset, remind yourself this is merely part of your classroom, a
curriculum the ego chose to hurt you. With your new Teacher, however, the situation can
teach a different lesson. Learning forgiveness requires ongoing vigilance, the meaning of
the Holy Spirit’s third lesson: “Be vigilant only for God and His Kingdom” (T-6.V-C).
Watch your mind throughout the day for attack thoughts, and if your day is to be a
classroom, you will go to your Teacher for help to look at this differently, learning why
you are angry, judgmental, and sick. The answer is your fear of His Love, having used
the external as an excuse to keep away from Him:
An idol cannot take the place of God. Let Him remind you of His Love for
you, and do not seek to drown His Voice in chants of deep despair to idols of
yourself (T-29.VII.10:4-5).
This process of choosing truth over idols constitutes our need to practice
throughout the day, as these workbook lessons gently guide us to do.
(11:2) Our only preparation is to let our interfering thoughts be laid aside,
not separately, but all of them as one.
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The theme of looking returns, this time focusing on our interfering thoughts. The
statement is written in the passive form, but the Holy Spirit will lay aside our ego
thoughts only when we bring them to Him. The problem is choosing them, and our
preparation consists of becoming aware of our decision. Thoughts of judgment and pain
are not what they appear, for they are part of the ego’s defensive strategy to protect our
individuality and keep love away. We must learn that all illusions and defenses are the
same, as we read:
(11:3-6) They are the same. We have no need to make them different, and
thus delay the time when we can hear our Father speak to us. We hear Him now.
We come to Him today.
This does not mean you will literally hear the Voice of God Himself. The Voice we
experience expresses His Love in symbolic form. When we release the “interfering
thoughts,” the content of His Love is all that remains, experienced in a form we can
accept and understand.
(12:1-3) With nothing in our hands to which we cling, with lifted hearts and
listening minds we pray:
Only salvation can be said to cure. Speak to us, Father, that we may be
healed.
My task is simply to empty my mind, heart, and hands of ego thoughts that
interfere with hearing the Holy Spirit. I no longer try to define the problem as something
external, for this establishes the solution as something external as well – a form of
magic. Turning away from the ego’s strategy of concealment and camouflage, I bring the
problem to the mind’s mistaken choice, as I hear my Father’s gentle Voice proclaiming I
am healed.
(12:4) And we will feel salvation cover us with soft protection, and with
peace so deep that no illusion can disturb our minds, nor offer proof to us that it
is real.
The beginning of Helen’s lovely poem “Awake in Stillness,” already familiar to us,
expresses this same sentiment, almost word for word:
Peace cover you, within without the same,
In shining silence and in peace so deep
No dream of sin and evil can come near
Your quiet mind.
(The Gifts of God, p. 73)
As we empty our minds of thoughts of specialness, we no longer are tempted to
see the world as proof the ego is real, or to use sickness or any problem as proof we
were right and God wrong. Salvation’s peace becomes our only cure and thought. Its
peace has become our own.
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(12:5-6) This will we learn today. And we will say our prayer for healing
hourly, and take a minute as the hour strikes, to hear the answer to our prayer be
given us as we attend in silence and in joy.
“Attending in silence” means I set aside my ego’s raucous shrieking, the thought
that says I am right – both problem and solution are found in the world. Silencing those
thoughts allows the real thought of healing to return to my awareness.
(12:7-8) This is the day when healing comes to us. This is the day when
separation ends, and we remember Who we really are.
This harks back to the previous lesson’s theme of remembering our Identity. All
sickness, concern, and seeking help in the world are attempts to reinforce that we do not
know our Identity. When we no longer listen to the ego and realize both problem and
answer are in the mind, the memory of Who we really are dawns on our unfettered
minds, as we joyfully greet the union of self with Self.
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REVIEW IV Introduction
As this fourth review looks back to the preceding twenty lessons and to the ones
that follow, I would like to briefly review the Course’s thought system, specifically the
ego’s plan, since this will come up in our discussion of this review.
Reality is Heaven and the perfect Oneness of God and His Son. When the tiny,
mad idea of being separate from God seemed to arise in the Son’s mind, his decision
maker had to choose between the ego’s and the Holy Spirit’s interpretation of it. He
chose the ego because he had already become enamored of his individuality, autonomy,
and specialness. Once separation was chosen, the Holy Spirit’s thought system of
Atonement vanished from the Son’s awareness.
The ego – the Son’s desire for his separate self – developed a plan to ensure that
the Son of God would never change his wrong decision, knowing full well that if he
chose against his individuality, it would disappear. Thus the ego carried out its brilliantly
conceived strategy to have the Son become mindless, for how can he change a mind he
does not know he has? This strategy has two tiers of defenses. The first is the ego’s
myth of sin, guilt, and fear, which establishes that the separation really did happen: sin,
because the Son of God had to kill his Father in order to acquire his individual existence;
guilt over his perceived actions; and fear of the wrathful retribution of a God Who rises
from the grave to pursue him. The Son’s mind becomes a battleground on which, if he
remains, he will certainly be destroyed. This first tier of defense, therefore, is the thought
system of sin and death, which gives rise to the second tier – the world and body. The
purpose of the world, and specifically the body as the source of pleasure or pain, is to
guarantee that the Son remains firmly identified with his body. He thus forgets he has a
mind, ensuring the ego’s survival. In an insane nutshell, that is the ego thought system.
The Holy Spirit’s “plan” undoes the ego’s defenses by showing the Son of God
that what he sees outside is simply a projection of what he has made real inside – the
belief he is separate from everyone else, establishing the body as the witness par
excellence for this separation. The reflection of Heaven’s Oneness is that you and I
share a common goal and interest. Whatever our bodies do to, or for each other has no
effect on the fact that within the split mind we share the thought system of sin, guilt, and
fear, as well as the memory of Christ. In a sane nutshell, that is the Holy Spirit’s thought
system of forgiveness, correcting the ego’s belief in separation.
We begin now with the fourth review. One of the advantages of these reviews,
highlighted in their introductions, is they remind us that forgiveness is a process: learning
A Course in Miracles in general, and practicing the workbook specifically. In the
Introduction, Jesus speaks of the workbook as divided into two parts; the first focuses on
undoing the ego’s thought system, preparing us for the second part that deals with
acquiring true perception. At the beginning of the Introduction to this review, Jesus looks
forward to Part II, while the previous lessons and the immediately subsequent ones
share the purpose of undoing the ego, allowing us to choose the Holy Spirit. Seeing
through His eyes is vision or true perception, which is not possible as long as we hold on
to the ego’s two-tiered layer of defenses. Our focus, therefore, is always on undoing
these defenses as the prerequisite for vision and awakening from the dream.
(1) Now we review again, this time aware we are preparing for the second
part of learning how the truth can be applied. Today we will begin to concentrate
on readiness for what will follow next. Such is our aim for this review, and for the
lessons following. Thus, we review the recent lessons and their central thoughts
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